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ABSTRACT 
This bibliography contains 3915 references on heat transport in nuclear fuel 
materials and related phenomena, covering theoretical and experimental work, 
papers on modeling, data collections and review articles which have been published 
in books, journals, reports, transactions or conference proceedings. The latest 
updating took place in September 1973. The earliest reference dates from 1883. 
While the open literature on heat transport in nuclear fuels is rather ex-
haustively covered, the collection of references on related phenomena is not 
complete, and can by no means be so, due to the lack of well defined selection 
criteria. Their choice was based on practical arguments and may be considered 
typical for the scope of the Institute's program. 
Each reference is provided with a set of key-symbols (numbers and/or letters) 
which designates as closely as possible the contents of the article in question and 
which provides for a highly selective retrieval, either manually (cf. Appendix) 
or by means of a small computer. The employed keyword-system is unconventional, 
but it is tailored to fit the particular needs of a laboratory engaged in physical 
property work on nuclear fuel materials. 
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This bibliography contains 3915 references on heat tran~port 
in nuclear fuel materials and related phenom~na, covering 
theoretical and experimental work, papers on modelinct, data 
collections and review articles which have been published in 
books , j ou r n a l s , report s , t r "n · s ~ c 1: ion ~ or con f er en c e pro c e e d i nq s • 
The latest updating took µlac~ in September 1~73. The earliest 
reference dates from 1883. 
While the open literature on heat transport in nuclear fuels 
is rather exhaustively covered, the collection of references on 
related phenomena is not complete, and can bv no means be so, dua 
to the lack of well defined selection criteria. Their choice was 
based on practical arguments and may be considered ty.pical for 
the scope of the Institute• s program. 
Each reference is provided with a set of kf!y-s~mbols 
(numbers and/or letters) which designates as closelv as possible 
the contents of the article in question and which provijes for a 
highl\l selective retrieval, either manually (cf. Appendix) or bv 
means of a small computer. The employed k.e~\lord-syste;n is 
unconventional, but it is tailored to fit th~ particular needs of 
a laboratorv engaged in phlJsical property< work on nuclear fuel 
materials. 
In almost all cases, ke)lwords were attributi::!d only after 
consultation of the oriqinal document. 
2 • 0 R GAN IS AT IJ N 
The biblioqraphl/ is divided in four sections 
I Oxides 
II Carbides and Nitrides 
their oxygen containing 
and phosphides) 
I II Cermets 
I V Me ta l s a nd A l 1 o y s • 
(comprising carbo-nitrides and 
compounds, sulphides, selenides 
within each section, the references are provided with a 
running identification number.'· 
for each ref e re n c e , t he f o l 1 o w i n g d a t a a r e g i ve n : 
- the name of the author(s) 
the tit le of the article ( in English) 
the t>ibliographical data {name of journal, book, report, 
report number, year of publication, page(s )) 
the number of the corresponding Nuclear Science Abstract, 
if available 
a set of key symbols ( subject code and materials code) 
a value code {for internal use onl\l) 
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The total of 3915 references is distributed in the following 
manner among the four sections of the biblioqraph)I: ( cf. Fig. 1) 
I Oxides: 2235 
II Carbides, Nitrides: 807 
II I Ce r met s : 141 
IV Me ta l s : 7 3 2 
The repartition of references among the most important 
subjects is given in the following tablt: 
Sect ion I 
Ther ma 1 CO nd UC t i Vi t l/ 1506 
Electrical C O nd UC t i vi t )I 
Specific heat 




The references are listed in 
each ~ection in the alphabetic 
order of the first author's name, 
for a given author according to 
the year of pu bl icat ion and for 
each year in the sequence of 
their appearance ( 1969-A, 1969-B, 
1969-C,etc). The author's name 
with vear and sequence letter 
full)I identifies the entry. In 
the case of extracts from 
projects or laboratory reports, 
the names of the persons who 
performed the work - if available 
a re i ndi cat ed, rat her than 
th:>se of the editors or proqram 
managers • 
Umlaute (a,o,u) were 
transcribed bv ae, oe, ue. Names 
with prefixes (de,di, van,von) 
are to be found under D and 
V , respectively, where, for 
examp 1 e, DE BATIS T ra nqe s before 
DEAN. 
A unique orthograph)I was 
adopted for names who's spe I Ii nQ 
























All titles are qiven in English. For non-enqlish texts, the 
Nuclear Science Abstracts translation of the original headinq is 
used, if it was available. Except for papers in English, th~ 
original language of the publication is indicated in parentheses. 
Certain symbols, subscripts and qreek letters, if they 
appeared in a title, had to be transcribed according to the 
possibilities of the print-out facility. 
The titles of extracts from project or laborator)I reports 
are not always those of the entire report or of the chapter from 
which the reference was taken. 
Other Bibliographical Data 
Indications such as progress report, final report, reportinq 
period, project number, contract number, ava i labi li ty, price, 
have been omitted. The)I may readily be found in the correspondinq 
NSA. 
References on books and conference proceedings are usually 
accompanied b)I the names of the editors or publishers. For 
conferences, the }fear of the publication of the proceedin\JS is 
qiven, rather than the date at which the conference took place. 
Articles which appeared in journals are cited with the name 
of the journal (abbreviated as in Nuclear Science Abstracts), 
volume, vear and page numbers ( i.e. Ph~s. Letters 7 (1963) p. 
21-2), while for reports in general the total number of pages is 
given, if the whole report has some relevance to the subject 
matter: (BMI-1135 (1956) 42 p.), or the numbers of the pages of 
interest in the present context: (TID-7530 (1957) p.46-54). 
If the same paper has been published in several forms ( e.q. 
in a conference report and in a journal or in the original 
language and translated into another one), each publication is 
cited as a separate reference. 
3. RETRIEVAL CODES 
Everv article quoted has been indexed b~ usinq 
a) a combination of up to 15 key-numbers fr.o;n the cataloq-ue in 
Tab. 1, to characterize as closely_ as possible the subject the 
paper is dealing with, b) the symbol W for articles on heat 
transfer studies in the strictest sense of the word, c) a set of 
letters chosen from Tab. 2 to designate the material investiqated 
( materials code) 
The terms •anions•, •cations• and 'additives' should, in 
this context, be understood in a rather broad sense. The s~mbol 
for an 'additive• may, for example, stand for the major 
( me ta l 1 i c ) co n s t i t ue n t of a c e r me t • 
For an article which deals with several qroups of materials 
(f:>r example UC, UN and PuC), the attribution of symbols for 
•anions• and •cations• is not unequivocal. In the above case it 
would read: U,Pu C,N. In general, the title of the paper permits 
a quick clarification in these cases. 
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1. Theor)I, models, calculations of ti:!mi:erature profiles and 
con du c t iv i t !I in t e qr al s 
Properties of non-irradiated material 2. 
3. In - pi 1 e be h av i o u r, i r rad i at ion ex o er i m?. n t s , simuldtion of 
burn-up and temperature profile 
4. Post-irradiation exernination, prooerties of irradiated 
material 
5. Low-temperature studies (f below c'7'.\K) 
6. Studies at intermediate terrperatures (T tetween c:73 and 
l:':>C(JK) 
7. High-temperature studies { T above 1500K) 
8. Contact conductance, studi~s of fuel-to-claddinq hi:::at 
t rans fer 
9. Development of experimental rrethods 
10. Sinqle crvst:ds 
11. Sintered materia 1, hot-pressed 111ateri 'll 
12. Loose :ind compacted powders (swaqed, vibrated), co at ed 
pa rt i cl es 
13. fused an:::1 arc-cast mate.rials (arc-molten, drop-cast), films 
14. Porosit~, density, fabrication procedures in qeneral 
15. Stoichiometry, concentration of constitutents, composition 
16. Additives, cermets, mixed compounds, multi-component s~stems, 
allovs, composites 
17. Irradiation effects, radiation damaqe, turn-up effects 
18. Ti me, transients 
1 9. ( n o t u se ::I ) 
20. Electrical pr0perties, electronic structure 
2 1 • H e a t c a p a c i t }I , e n t h a 1 p v , s pe c i f i c h f' at 
22. Optical properties, internal radiation, emittance 
23. Microstructure, qrain qrowth 
24. fission qas release, fission qas pressure 
25. fis3ion product distribution 
26. Melting point, central meltinq, molten material 
27. Mechanical properties, in particular thermal expansion 
28. ( not used) 
29. Models 
30. Review paper, discussion, tables, bibliograph~ 
W. work dealing with heat transport in the strictest sense 
Table 1. Ke~s and Codes 
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Not more than 3 'additive' -codes were retained per 
reference. If more than three additives were involved, the code 
'ME' was used, which stands for metals • ME designates also 
additives which are not included in the present additive code. 
code cat ion code anion 
u Uranium l1 Oxides 
p Plutonium C Carbides 
T Thorium N Nitrides 
X Arner i c i um, Curi um, Ne pt uni um s Sul f i des, Selenides 
M Uranium-Flutonium F Phos phi des, Borides 
V Uran i u m-T ho r i um I Silicides 
Q Plutonium-Thorium A Oxi-Carbides 
R Ur:1 n i um-Flu toni um-Thorium B Uxi-Nitrides 
K Coated Particles D ~xi-Carbo-Nitrides 
E, C arbo-1\Ji t rides 
The additive codes 
H, ZR, GA, AL, NB, MO, CF, CU, TI, FE,Y, U, SI, B, \tJ, ;H, 
CE, CA, MG, BE 
stand for the corresponding chemical elements, 
SS= Stainless Steel, fS = Fissium, ME= Metals in qeneral 
Table 2. Materials Co,ies 
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4. THE COMPUTERIZED STORAGE AND HANDLING SYSTEM 
A series of computer proqrams h3.ve been written * ), to 
assist in the establishing, updatinq, and exploitation of 
bibliographical files, by means of a small low-cost computer. The 
minimum computer configuration is an IBM-1130 with 8K core 
ne:n::>rv, one disc drive, a 1 1•4"/f card reader/pu,,ch, ai.d an 1132 
line printer. To each entry, a keyword is attr,ibuted, composed of 
subject k.evs and material codes, which is b'ased on the oriqi na l 
text. The followinq information is s1,o'red: All author names, 
(primarv as well as secondarv,) a value,,~c'ode, the complete title, 
the biblioqraphical reference, and the ke}lword. The ways chosen 
for disc storaqe combine optiwuw information density wit~ faPt 
selective retrieval throuqh the possibility of random access. Une 
disc cartridge can hold all data from about 3~00 entries, 
together with all necessary proqrams for loading and retrieval. 
Nearlv all proqrams were written in FCRTRAN, a few are in 
ASSEMBLER. 
The present packaqe contains proqrams for checkinq and 
loading the data, for -editinq a complete bibliographv, either 
arranqed alphabetically on the first authcr•s name, or in order 
of ascendinq NSA-abstract numbers, and for selective retrieval, 
either on k.evwori, on author name {primary as well as secondary), 
on words in the tit le, or on reference text elements. Jverlapped 
input/~utput and tuffered disc communication greatly improve the 
speed of operation. 
To assist manual retrieval where no com~uter access is 
available, the attributed keywords can be printed out in watrix 
form. 
5. MANUAL RlTRI(VAL 
The h:>lcs qiven in the Appendix enable the user of this 
biblicgraphv to carr)I out his own retrieval for documents on a 
specific subject without recurrinq to a computer {which, of 
course, does it faster and more efficient). 
Bv check.inq each horizontal line in the tables for 
occurrence of all re.levdnt svmbols and by notin\:l th~ respective 
dccument numbers, retrieval may readily be accomplished. 
*) Tasman, H.A.: Manaqement of Biblio9raphical Data bv means of a 
Smal 1 Computer. EUR-5709e { 1973) { in press) 
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6. STATISTICAL ADDENDUM 
r iq. 2 shows the numher of references per vear of 
publication for the period between 1940 and 197'.3. 
In fig. 3, the number of references per year which deal with 
uranium are compared with those on uranium-plutoniuir and 
plutonium-bearinq materials. It appears, that most work on U02 
was done in 1963/64 while lateron the effort in physical 
properties research was shifted to plutonium containinq 
materials. 
fiq. 4 demonstrates the r1s1nq number of publications on 
model development work, which in 1971 accou!'1tP.d fer nearlv 35% of 
the publications quoted. 
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ERRATA - ADDENDA 
OXIDE FUELS 
BRIT. J. APPL. PHYS. 19 
PLUTOtl I A (NSA 22-32771) 
(NSA 27-15160) 
(CONF-710414) 
(CONF-730611) (NSA 28-13128) 
(NSA 27-11792) 
(CONF-690512) 
(CONF-720420) (NSA 28-15908) 
HIGH PERFORM/\NCE U02 PROGRAM. THE THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY OF U02 BY DIRECT IN-REACTOR 
MEASUREMENT 







(CONF-720420) (NSA 28-15909) 




(CONF-710903-(VOL.2)-(PT.C)) (NSA 28-14412) 
OJSA 22-33093) 
(NSA 22-32771) 
(CONF-720420) (NSA 28-15907) 
Z. PHYS. CHEM. (FRAMKFURT) 49 
(AED-CONF.1963-060-96) 







1 3 6 7 8 11 W 
1 3 6 7 11 20 W (NSA 28-11194) 
THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY OF URANIUM AND THORIUM 
DIOXIDES AT HIGH TEMPERATURE (IN FRENCH) 
OJSA 28-8590) 
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AED-CONF.68-189-002 IAEA PANEL ON THE THERMO-
DYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF URANIUM CARBIDES AND 












KOELLING D.D., FREEMAtl A.J. 
** 1 ** 
I B L I O G R A P H Y ** OXIDE FUELS • UPDATED SEPT 1973 ** 
------------------------------------------------
AARSET B, l972•A 
KJAERHEIM G, 
I N•CORE APPL! CAT I ONS AND EXP ER I ENCE WI TH THERMOCOUPLES ! N THE 
HALOEN BOILING WATER REACTOR 
TEMPERATURE, ITS MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL IN SCIENCE AND 






9 11 W 
ANIONS 0 
• SEE NR 1258 
• SEE NR 1235 
ACCARY A, 196l•A 
DELMAS R, 
CERAMIC FUELS I IN FRENCH) 
BULL, INFORM, SC!, TECH, !PARIS) 49 119611 P,2•18 INSA 15• 
21169) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
ACCARV A, l964•A 
DELMAS R, 
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN 
FRENCH I 
THE FIELD OF REFRACTORY FUELS l!N 
CEA•R 26H 119641 
KEYWORDS 3 8 11 
16P, I A/CONF•28/P/59 I I NSA 18•376021 
w 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
ACCARY A, 1965-A 
DELMAS R, 
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN REFRACTORY FUELS I IN FRENCH) 
PROC, 3RD !NT, CON•, ON PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY II 
119651 GENEVA P,293•9 IA/CONF,28/P/59) INSA 18•37602) 
KEYWORDS 3 8 I! W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
ACKERMANN R,J, 1955-A 
THE ABSORPTION SPECTRUM AND COLOR OF URANIUM D!OX !DE 
SURL!MATES (IX ADDENDUM) 
ANL-5482 119551 P,104•5 INSA 9•79811 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 22 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
ACKERMANN R,J, 1959-A 
THORN R,.J, WINSLOW G,H, 
VISIBLE AND ULTRAVIOLET ABSORPTION PROPERTIES OF URANIUM 
DIOXIDE FILMS 
J, OPT, SOC, AMER, 49 (1959) P.1107-12 (NSA 14-7461 
KEYWORDS 2 6 13 22 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
AD.AM J, 1957-A 
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION WITHIN A FUEL ROD WITH SPECIAL 
REFERENCE TO U02 CYLINDRICAL FUEL ELEMENTS 
AERE•M/R 2414 (1957) 16P, 
KEYWORDS I 3 7 II 29 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
ADAMS M, 1953-A 
THERMAL CONDUCT IV I TY I II • PROLATE SPHEROIDAL ENVELOPE METHOD, 
DATA F'OR AL203t BEOt MGO, TH02 AND ZR02 
NY0•'643 119531 P,30•47 INSA 7•2552) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 W 
CATIONS T ANIONS 0 
10 ADAMS M, 1954-A 
THERMAL CONDUCT IV!TY • I !I, PROLATE SPHEROIDAL ENVELOPE 
""ETHOD, DATA F'OR AL203, BEO, MGOt TH02 ANO ZR02 
J1 AMER, CERAM, SOC, 37 !1954) P,74-9 (NY0-3643) INS.A. 8•24161 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 W 
CATIONS T ANIONS 0 
ADAMS R,E, • SEE NR 523 1269 1705 1706 1928 
11 ADAMS R,M, 1963-A 
GLASSNER A, 
THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY OF U02 
ANL•6705 119631 P,42 INSA 17•227831 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
12 ADAMS R,M, 1966-A 
GLASSNER A, 
THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY EQUIPMENT FOR CERAMIC MATERIALS 
ANL-7249 11966) P,46 INSA 20•451061 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 9 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
ADDISON L•E, • SEE NR 1327 1328 
13 AECL l963•A 
14 
IMPROVEMENT IN NUCLEAR REACTOR FUEL ELEMENTS 
FRENCH PATENT 1,•18,010 11963) INSA 20•378371 
KEYWORDS 2 9 15 W 
CATIONS U P T ANIONS 0 
AECL ! 968•A 
DOPED, PARTIALLY 
ELEMENTS 
REDUCED, CERA~!C FUELS FOR NUCLEAR FUEL 
AR!T!SH PATENT 
KEYWORDS 2 6 
CATIONS U 
1,099,329 (19681 3P, (NSA 22•130701 
7 II 16 W 




15 AFFORTIT C, l968•A 
SPECIFIC HEAT OF UC, U0t2+XI ANO UN IIN FRENCHI 
CEA•CONF•ll40 119681 16P, (CONF•6Blll6•1l INSA 23•182081 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
16 AFFORTIT C, 1969•A 
SPECIFIC HEAT OF UN, UC, AND U02 IIN FRENCH! 
HIGH TEMP,• HIGH PRESSURES 1 11969) P,27•33 INSA 23••85501 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS O 
17 AFFORT!T C, 1969•8 
SPECIFIC HEAT OF UN, UC, AND U02 
RFP•TRANS•67 119691 12P, INSA 24•447921 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
18 AFFORT!T C, l970•A 
SPECIFIC HEAT OF UC, U02+X, AND UN IIN FRENCH) 
BMBW•FB K 70•01 11970) P,V/1 1•13 INSA 23•18208) INSA 24• 
348371 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 







THE SPECIFIC HEAT OF URANIUM AND PLUTONIUM OXIDES AT HIGH 
TEMPERATURES I IN FRENCH I 
NOTE TECHNIQUE SECBPU•IOI 119701 CfA 11P, 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 21 
CATIONS U M ANIONS 0 
AFFORT!T C, 1970•C 
MARCON J,P, 
SPECIFIC HEAT OF THE OXIDES OF URANIUM AND PLUTONIUM AT HIGH 
TEMPERATURE I IN FRENCH I 
PROC, 2ND EUROPEAN CONF, ON THERMOPHYS!CAL PROPERTIES OF 
SOLIDS AT HIGH TEM~ERATURES t SALFORD l, REV, J NT, HAU TES TEMP, 
REFRACT, 7 !1970) P,236•41 (NSA 25•221751 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 II 15 21 
CATIONS U M ANIONS 0 
A FF ORT IT C, l 972•A 
CONTR !BUT! ON TO THE STUDY OF THE SP EC! F IC HEAT OF ACTINIDE 
COMPOUNDS 
CEA•R-4266 11972) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 
CATIONS U P M 
AGNIHOTRI P,K, 
91P, INSA 26•314871 
9 15 21 
ANIONS 0 
• SEE NR 1740 1741 1743 
AINSCOUGH J,B, 1965-A 
THE EFFECT OF ELECTRICAL CONDUCTION IN U02 ON ITS HIGH• 
TEMPERATURE THERMAL CONDUCT IV !TY AS DETERMINED BY RAD I AL FLOW 
TECHN !QUES 
TRG•REPORT 1051 ISI 11965) 12P, (NSA 21•5261 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 20 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
AINSCOUGH J,B, 1966•A 
THE EFFECT OF ELECTRICAL CONDUCTION IN U02 ON THE MEASUREMENT 
OF ITS HIGH TEMPERATURE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AS DETERMINED BY 
RADIAL FLOW TECHNIQUES 
J, NUCL, MATER, 20 (1966) P,194-92 (NSA 21-526) 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 20 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O 
A I NSCOUGH J, 8, 196 8•A 
WHEELE~ M,J, 
THE H!GH•TE~PERATURE THERMAL CONDUCT IV I TY OF SINTERED URAN I UM 
DIOXIDE 
BRIT, J, APPL, PHYS, IJ, PHYS, 01 1 (19681 P,859-68 (NSA 22-
41110 I 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
25 AINSCOUGH J,B, 1970-A 
SOME LIMITING ASPECTS OF U02 PERFORMANCE 
TRG•REPORT 1937 IS) 11970) !6P, INSA 25•48881 
KEYWORDS 3 7 II 23 2• W 
CATIONS u ANIONS 0 
26 AINSCOUGH J,B, 197l•A 
AN ASSESSMENT OF THE !FA•ll6 AND 117 !RRAO!AT!ONS FROM DATA 
OBTAINED F~OM THE !N•REACTOR INSTRUMENTATION 
HPR•l29 ( 19711 75P, (NSA 26•85631 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
27 AITKEN E,A, 1967•A 
A THERMODYNAMIC DATA PROGRAM INVOLVING PLUTON!A AND URAN!A AT 
HIGH TEMPERATURES 
GEAP-5358 11967) 9P, INSA 22•110•41 
KEYWORDS 2 7 13 26 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
28 AITKEN E,A, l96B-A 
29 
EVANS S,IC., 
A THERMODYNAMIC DATA PROGRAM INVOLVING PLUTON!A AND URANIA AT 
HIGH TEMPERATURES 
GEAP•5634 ( 19681 7P, ( NSA 22•43648 I 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 26 
CATIONS U P ANIONS 0 
AITKEN E,A, 1968•6 
EVANS S,IC, 
A THERMODYNAMIC DATA PROGRAM INVOLVING PLUTONIUM AND URAN! A AT 
HIGH TEMPERATURES 
GEAP•5672 !19681 !OP, INSA 23•12411) 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 15 16 26 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
** 3 ** 
AITKEN E.A, - SEE NR 111 712 713 830 832 1810 
AKIMOTO Y, - SEE NR 2027 
ALBRECHT W,M, - SEE NR 1540 






SOLi D OX IDE ELECTROLYTES 
SCIENCE OF CERAMICS 119651 VOL,2 P,397-406 ICONF-630506-BI 
I NSA 20-14.970 l 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 
CATIONS T ANIONS O ADDITIVES Y CA 
ALCOCK C,~, - SEE NR 2001 
ALECU I ,D, 1970-A 
BELEUTA I, C!OCANESCU M, COJOCARU L,N, 
DRAGOMIR 1, GLANZ G, GORAN M, 
LUNGU S, MAXIM 1, POPESCU F, 
RADULESCU 0, RIBCO L, RUTTER I, 
NEW RESULTS IN V!TROCERAMIC NUCLEAR FUEL RESEARCH 
IFA-MN-ll 119701 23P, INSA 24-422841 
KEYWORDS 3 6 16 20 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES SI 
ALECU I,D, 1970-B 
COJOCARU L,N, 
OEFfCTS RESPONSI 9LE FOR ELECTRICAL PROPERTY CHANGES IN 
!~RADIATED OXIDES 
RADIAT, EFF, 5 (19701 P,251-4 tNSA 25-1291) 
KEYWORDS 4 11 16 2C 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES SI 
All M, 1967-A 
NAGELS P, 
EVALUATION OF THE DEBEYE TEMPERATURE OF THORIUM DIOXIDE 
PHYS, STATUS SOLIDI 21 119671 P,113-16 INSA 21-293~8) 
KEYWORDS 1 2 5 21 
CATIONS T ANIONS 0 
ALLEN A.w. - SEE NR 1639 
ALLIO R.J, 1964•A 
HAZEL TON IN.S, CHRISTENSEN Ja A, 
~ELTING OO!NT OF IRRADIATED U02 
WCAP-6064 (l964l P,330,8 INSA 19-3655) 
KEYWORDS 3 7 11 26 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
SMALLEY W,R, 
ALLIO R,J, - SEE NR 250 451 452 454 45> 1600 
ALLISON G,M, - SEE NR 1625 1783 1784 1798 
35 AMANUMA T, 1963-A 
SAKAMOTO K, 
ON TH, PROPE~TIES OF POWDERED AND MASSIVE U02 AND U409 I IN 
JAPANESE l 
FUNTAI OY08I FUNMATSUYAKIN 10 11963) P,198-203 INSA 18-183691 
KEYWORDS 2 6 22 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
36 AMATO t. 1964-A 
COLOMBO R,L, PROTTI A,M, 
SINTERING ALUMINA-URANIA COMPOSITIONS 
AMER, CERA~, [3ULL, 43 (1964) P,125-7 INSA lB-105061 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 16 27 
CAT 10~5 U ANIONS O ADDITIVES AL 
37 A~ELlNCKX S, 1962•A 
DENAYER M, DEVREESE J, NAGELS P, 
39 
PtNNI NCKX R, VAN LOCY A, 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF U02 CRYSTALS 
EURAEC-266 ( 1962) P,3-5 !NSA 16-303771 
KFYWOROS 2 5 6 9 lC 20 22 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
AMEL INCKX S• 
PLANK H, 
NAGELS P• 




PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF U02 CRYSTALS 
EUPAfC-302 119621 P,5 INSA 16-30360) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 10 20 22 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
A~ELINCKX s. 1962•( 
DEVREESE J, 
STRUMANE R, 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF U02 SINGLE CRYSTALS 
EURAEC-3Al 11962) P,3 INSA 17-88021 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 9 10 20 22 W 
CATIONS C ANIONS 0 
40 AMELINCKX S, 1963-A 
RLANK H• DE CONINCK R, OENAYER M, 
DEVREESE J, KNA!:PEN F, NAGELS P, 
PENN!~UX R, STRUMANE R, VAN L!ERDE 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF U02 SINGLE CRYSTALS 
EURAEC-463 119631 P, 1-2 I NSA 17-88041 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 9 10 20 22 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
41 AMELtNCKX Sa 1963•8 
BLANK H• DE CONINCK R, OENAYER M, 
w, 
DEVREESE J, KNAEPEN F, NAGELS P, 
PEr-.iNJNCKX R, STRUMANE R, VAN LlEROE W, 
PHYS I CAL PRO PERT I ES OF U02 SINGLE CRYSTALS 
EURAEC-524 119631 P,5-7 INSA 17-166421 
KEYWORDS 2 5 9 10 20 22 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
-18-
.. .. ** 
42 AMELINCKX S, 1963-C 
BLANK H, DE CONINCK R, DENAYER M, 
DEVREESE J, KNAEPEN F, NAGELS P, 
PENNINCKX R, STRUMANE R, VAN LIERDE W, 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF U02 SINGLE CRYSTALS 
EURAEC-746 I 19631 P,7 INSA 18-87191 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 9 10 20 22 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
•3 AMELINCKX S, 1963-D 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF U02 SINGLE CRYSTALS !FINAL REPORT NO,ll 
EURAEC-693 I 1963 I P,44-7 INSA 17-39532 I 
KEYWORDS 2 5 10 20 22 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 




FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES OF U02 
TI D-7666 I EURAEC-4936/62E I 119631 Po 14-21 I NSA 17-27734 I 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 ll 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
AMEL!NCKX S, 1964-A 









VAN LIERDE W, 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF U02 SINGLE CRYSTALS 
EURAEC-850 119641 P,6-7 INSA 18-143621 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 9 10 20 22 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
AMELINCKX S, 1964-B 
BLANK M, BRESSERS J, 
DE CONINCK R, DE JONGHE L, 
DEVREESE J, NAGELS P, 
DE BAT !ST R, 
DENAYER M, 
PENNlNCKX R, 
STRUMANE R, VAN LIERDE W, 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF U02 SINGLE CRYSTALS !FINAL REPORT N0,21 
EURAEC-1190 119641 P,26-9 INSA 19-45861 
KEYWORDS 2 5 10 20 22 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
AMEL!NCKX S, 
BL:ANK H, 






DE JONGHE L, 
NAGEL.S P, 
VAN LIERDE W, 
T JOONK J, 
VRANKEN A, 
DE BATIST R, 
DENAYER M, 
PENN I NCKX R, 
DELCON M, 
VAN GOOL L, 
1NILMS G, VAN ROY '-1, 
PHYS I CAI. PROOERT I ES 
STUDY I 
OF U02 SINGLE CRYSTALS I SECOND 
EUR-2042,E 11965) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 9 
CATIONS U 
P,20-3 INSA 19-45861 
10 20 22 W 
ANIONS 0 
YEAR OF 
48 AMEL!NCKX S, 1965-B 
RLANK H, DE CONINCK R, DENAYER M, 
DEVREESE J, KNAEPEN F, NAGELS P, 
PENNINCKX R, STRUMANE R, VAN LIERDE W1 
PHYSICAL PROPE:RT!ES OF U02 SINGLE CRYSTALS 
EUR-1414,E 119651 56P, IEURAEC-8141 
KEYWORDS 2 5 9 10 11 20 22 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
AMEL!NCKX S, - SEE NR 1587 
AMICE B1 - SEE NR 593 594 
49 AMOS D,E, 1963•A 
50 
51 
ZALOUDECK Fa R • 
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION IN LONG CYLINDRICAL FUEL ELEMENTS 
COOLED INTERNALLY BY SEVERAL CHANNELS 
HW-77681 119631 29P, INSA 17-359861 
KEYWORDS 1 2 3 6 7 11 29 W 
A"'10S W,R, - SEE NR 649 
ANANOAN N,S, - SEE NR 1741 1743 
ANANTHAKRISHNAN S, - SEE NR 1627 
ANASTAS!JEVIC P, 1972-A 
PAVLOVIC M, RISTIC M,M, SPASOJEVIC O, 
STAMENKOVIC I, STEVANOVIC M, 21VANOVIC B, 
KOLAR D, MARSEL J, NAVINSEK e. 
RESEARCH ON FUEL ELEMENT TECHNOLOGY IN JUGOSLAVIA 
PROC, 4TH !NT, CONF, ON PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY 4 
119721 GENEVA P,491-504 IA/CONF,49/P-350) iCONF-710901-1171 
I NSA 25-524241 
KEYWORDS 2 6 l 4 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
ANDERSEN J,C, - SEE NR 833 2036 
ANDERSON C,A, JR, - SEE NR 370 371 372 373 
ANDERSON H,J, - SEE NR 321 1008 2105 
ANDERSON T ,D, 1963-A 
CORRELATION OF U02 FUEL-ELEMENT MELTING DATA 
TRANS, AMEfh NUCL• soc, 6 11963) P,347-8 INSA 18-31511 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 ll 26 W 
CATIONS u ANIONS 0 
52 ANDERSON W,K, 1964-A 
GUARE C,J, LAL.AK A, 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF U02-75M/0 ZR02 
KAPL-M-6184 11964) l7P, CNSA 18-44140) 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES ZR 
53 ANDERSON W,K, 
MUELLER G,D, 
KER•41 THE THERMAL 
KAPL•M•6475 ( 19651 
KEYWORDS l 3 6 
CATIONS U 
** 5 .. 
l 965•A 
ANALYSIS OF CYLINDRICAL FUEL ROOS 
23P, ( NSA l 9•401711 
7 11 W 
ANIONS 0 




SOME INPUT PROPERTIES FOR COMPUTER DESCRIPTION OF FUEL 
PROPERT I E"S, PART I • THERMAL PROPERTIES 
CONF•661001•36 ( 1965 I 23P, I NSA 21•102131 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 7 8 29 W 
ANDERSON W,K, l966•A 
MUELLER G,O, 
THERMAL CALCULATIONS FOR CYLINDRICAL 
ROPERTSON CONCEPT 
FUEL ROOS BASED ON THE 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 
SOC, 9 (19661 P,374•5 (NSA 21•81621 
7 29 W 
CAT IONS U ANIONS 0 
ANDERSON W,K, 1966-B 
LECHLITER G,L, 
SOME INPUT FUNCTIONS FOR COMPUTER DESCRIPTION OF FUEL 
PROPERTIES, PART I • THERMAL PROPERTIES 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, SOC, 9 (19661 ?,375-6 (NSA 21•81631 
KEYWORDS I 3 6 7 29 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
ANDERSON W,K, 
HANSEN E, 






KOENIG E,F, LECHLITER G,L, 
FI SS ION O I STR I BUTION ON CALCULATED TEMPERATURE 
OF FUEL ROOS 
NUCL, SOC, 9 119661 P,376•8 INSA 21•81291 
3 6 7 29 W 
ANIONS 0 
58 A'l.jOERSON W,K., 1966-D 
59 
MUELLER G,0, 
THERMAL CALCULATIONS FOR CYLINDRICAL FUEL ROOS BASED ON THE 
ROBERTSON CONCEPT 
CONF•661001•7 119661 23P, (NSA 20•470051 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 7 29 W 
ANDERSON W,K, l967•A 
LECHLITER G,L, 
LWB/LSBR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM • SOME INPUT PROPERTIES FOR 
COMPUTER DESCRIPTION OF FUEL PROPERTIES 
KAPL•3300 119671 18Po INSA 22•356651 
KEYWORDS 8 27 29 W 
ANDERSON W,K, • SEE NR 1321 1322 1563 1564 
ANDREWS M,G, • SEE NR 419 





THE USE OF PLUTONIUM AS FUEL IN NUCLEAR REACTORS ( IN FRENCH I 
BN•6110-0l 11961) P,19•20 (NSA 18•21581 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 9 11 27 
CATIONS U P M ANIONS 0 
ANDRIESSEN Ho 1961•6 
LEBLANC J,M, 
THE USE OF PLUTONIUM AS FUEL IN NUCLEAR REACTORS 
EURAcC•l76 119611 P,16•7 INSA 18•21581 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 9 11 27 
CATIONS UP M ANIONS 0 
A~DRIESSEN H, 1962•A 
LEBLANC J,M, 
USE OF PLUTDN !UM AS FUEL IN NUCLEAR REACTORS ( IN FRENCH I 
eN-6201•01 119621 P,18•9 (NSA 16•320641 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 9 11 21 27 
CATIONS U P ANIONS 0 
ANDRIESSEN Ho 1962•8 
LEBLANC J,M, 
USE OF PLUTONIUM AS FUEL IN NUCLEAR REACTORS 
EURAEC•227 I 1962 I P, 19•20 ( NSA 16•320841 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 9 11 21 27 
CATIONS U P ANIONS 0 
64 ANDRIESSEN H, 1963•A 
LEBLANC J,M, 
THERMAL BEHAVIOR OF URANIUM OXIDE FUEL UNITS OENSIFIEO BY 
VARIOUS TECHNIQUES ( IN FRENCH I 
BN•6306•02 I 19631 46P, (NSA 18•88081 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 12 14 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES FS 
65 ANDR!ESSEN H, l963•B 
LEBLANC J,M, 
THERMAL BEHAVIOR OF URANIUM OXIDE FUEL ELEMENTS OENSIFIEO BY 
VARIOUS TECHNIQUES ( IN FRENCH I 
NEW NUCLEAR MATERIALS INCLUDING NON•METALLIC FUELS (PRAGUE I o 
IAEA (ST I /PUB/77 I VOL,2 ( 1963 I Po 303•37 (NSA 18•12>66 I ( NSA 
18•8808 I 
KEYWORDS 3 7 11 12 14 16 23 26 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES FS 
ANDRIESSEN Ho 1963•C 
LERLANC J,M, 
THERMAL BEHAVIOR OF URANIUM OXIDE FUEL UNITS DENSIFIEO BY 
VARIOUS TECHNIQUES 
EURAEC•807 (19631 46P, (NSA 18•88081 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 12 14 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES FS 
-19-
.. 6 .. 
6 7 ANOR I ESSEN H, l 967•A 
HEAT TRANSFER INSIDE NUCLEAR FUEL CONSISTING OF COMPACTED 
ANO U02•PU02 POWDERS ( IN FRENCH I 
BN•6712•12 (EUR-3791,F) 119671 39P, (NSA 22•274851 
KEYWORDS 1 2 6 7 12 W 
CATIONS U M ANIONS O 
U02 
68 ANORIESSEN H, 1967•B 
69 
70 
HEAT TRANSFER INSIDE NUCLEAR FUEL CONSISTING OF COMPACTED U02 
AND U02•PU02 POWDERS 
EURAEC•l998 ( 19671 39P, ( NSA 22•274851 
KEYWORDS 1 2 6 7 12 W 
CAT IONS U M ANIONS O 
ANDR I ESSEN H, • SEE NR 1312 1313 1314 1315 1316 1317 1318 
• SEE NR 1349 
ANICETTI R,J, 1970•A 
CERAMIC FUELS FOR HEAVY WATER REACTORS 
BNWL•l43' 119701 P,24•6 (NSA 24•437511 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 8 15 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
ANSELIN F,L, • SEE NR 86 87 
ANTHONY A,J, l962•A 
BURDG C,E, SANDERSON R,J, 
OUT•OF•PILE THERMAL TESTING OF U02 FUEL ELEMENTS 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, sec, 5 (19621 P,236-7 (NSA 16-24620) 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 8 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O 
ANTHONY A,J, • SEE NR 423 
ANTHONY A,M, • SEE NR 717 
71 AOKI So 1967•A 
KOBAYASHI Y, SATO Ko 
ON EFFECTIVE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AND STRUCTURAL CHANGE OF U02 
POWDER COMPACTED FUEL IN THERMAL SIMULATION EXPERIMENT 
J, NUCL, SCI, TECHNOL, !TOKYO) 4 119671 P,408•14 INSA 21• 
43672 I 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 9 12 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
APPL.EBY \11,K, • SEE NR 252 536 
72 ARAGONES M, 1966•A 
GUERRERO H, 
THE EFFECT OF DENSITY AND GRAIN SIZE ON 
CONDUCTIVITY OF U02 DURING IRRADIATION 
AECL•2564 ( 1966 I 45P, I NSA 2 0•39446 I 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 14 23 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
ARAGONES M, • SEE NR 127 
THE THERMAL 




A HIGH TEMPERATURE ULTRASONIC THERMOMETER FOR MEASURING 
REACTOR FUEL TEMPERATURE 
IN•l413 119701 23P, INSA 24•465371 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 9 18 W 
ARAVE A,E, 1972•A 
CHRISTENSEN J,A, l'ANISKO F,E, 
A HIGH-TEMPERATURE ULTRASONIC THERMOMETER FOR IN-REACTOR FUEL 
ROD (ENTERLINE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, SOC, 15 119721 P,766 ICONF•7211091 (NSA 27• 
5403 I 
KEYWORDS 3 6 9 11 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
ARAVE A, E, 1972•6 
PANISKO F,E, CHRISTENSEN J,A, 
HIGH•TEMPERATURE ULTRASONIC THERMOMETER IN-REACTOR FUEL ROD 
CENTERLINE TEMPERATURE TEST RESULTS 
ANCR•109l ( 19721 !BP, 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 7 9 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
ARAVE A,E, • SEE NR 1676 
76 ARGONNE NAT, LAB, l968•A 
HIGH TEMPERATURE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
ANL•7450 (19681 P,82•4 (NSA 22•374021 (NSA 22•358791 
KEYWORDS 2 7 9 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
77 ARING Ko 1967•A 
SIEVERS A,J, 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY ANO FAR•INFRAREO ABSORPTION OF U02 
J, APPL, PHYS, 38 119671 P,1496•8 (NSA 21•205731 
KEYWORDS 2 5 10 22 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
78 ARLT W,H, 1966•A 
BARTH N,H, LEES E,A, LYONS M,F, 
WEISS O,T, 
POWER REACTOR HIGH PERFORMANCE U02 PROGRAM 
GEAP•5402 !EURAEC•18201 119661 P,3•8 (NSA 21•229031 
KEYWORDS I 3 6 7 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
79 ARONSON So 1961-A 
RULLI J,E, SCHANER B,E, 
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF NONSTOICHIOMETRIC URANIUM DIOXIDE 
Jo CKEM, PHYS, 3' 119611 P,1382•8 (NSA 16•17651 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
** 
7 .. 
80 ARONSON S, 1961-B 
AELLE J, 
THE NATURE OF NON-STOICHIOMETRY IN URANIA-BASE SOLID SOLUTIONS 
WAPO-T-1294 ( 19611 24P, ( NSA 16-53971 
KEYWORDS 2 6 15 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
81 ARONSON S, 196 7-A 
CISNEY E, GINGERICH K,A, 
THERMAL EXPANSION OF SOME CUBIC REFRACTORY COMPOUNDS OF 
THORIUM 
J, AMER, CERAM, SOC, 50 (19671 P,248-52 (BNL-105801 (NSA 21-
28770 I 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 20 26 27 
CATIONS T ANIONS 0 
82 ARTHUR G, 1961-A 
CERAMICS - THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING 6 (19611 P,138-42 (NSA 15-161141 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 11 15 26 30 W 
CATIONS U P ANIONS 0 
81 AOTHUR G, 1961-B 
CERAMICS - PROPERTIES 
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING 6 (19611 P,253-7 (NSA 15-211791 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 27 30 W 
CATIONS U P ANIONS 0 
84 ASAMOTO R,R, 1965-A 
PERRY K,J, ZEBROSKI E,L, 
EFFECTIVE AXIAL ANO RADIAL THERMAL EXPANSION OF U02 WITH A 
RAD I AL THERMAL GRAD I ENT 
TRANS, At-lE~, NUCL, SOC, 8 (1965) P,383 (NSA 20-2234) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
85 ASAMOTO R,R, 1966-A 
PERRY K,J, ZEBROSKI E,L, 
THE EFFECTIVE AXIAL AND DIAMETRAL THERMAL. EXPANSION OF U02 
UNDER A RADIAL TEMPEOATURE GRADIENT 
GEAP-5284 (19661 49P. (NSA 21-14883) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 








ANSELtN F,L. CONTI A,E, 
THE EFFECT OF DENSITY ON THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIUM 
DIOXIDE 
GEAP-5493 C 1968 I 52P, ( NSA 22-410971 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 14 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
ASAMOT6 R,R1 1969-A 
ANSELIN F,L, CONTI A,E. 
THE EFFECT OF DENSITY ON THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIUM 
DIOXIDE 
J. NUCL. MATER. 29 (1969) P,67•81 (NSA 23-123131 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 14 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
ASAMOTO R,R, 1970-A 
~OHABOY P,E, 
CE'NTER TEMPERATURE 
TO 3 tOOO MWD/TE 
GEAP-13603 ( 19701 
SANDUSKY D,W. CONTI A,E, 
MEASUREMENTS OF MIXED OX!OE FUEL FROM ZERO 
58?. ( NSA 25-26075 l 
KEYWORDS 3 7 e 11 w 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
ASAMOTO R,R, - SEE NR 111 1636 
ASHLEY R,W, - SEE NR 403 
ASKEY O,F, 1967-A 
PARDUE W,M. 
FUEL AND FERTILE MATERIALS - PLUTONIUM COMPOUNDS 
REACTOR MATERIALS 10 (19671 P,140-1 {NSA 22•7341 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 30 W 
CATIONS P M ANIONS 0 
ASKEY D,F • 1968-A 
FUEL AND FERTILE MATERIALS - PLUTONIUM COMPOUNDS 
REACTOR MATERIALS 10 (1967-8) P,206 INSA 22-129551 CNSA 22-
12954) 
KEYWORDS 2 7 12 15 30 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
ASKEY D,F, 1968-B 
FUEL AND FERTILE MATERIALS - PLUTONIUM COMPOUNDS 
REACTOQ MATERIALS 11 (19681 P,84-5 (NSA 22-30386) (NSA 22-
30385) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 21 30 W 
CATIONS P M ANIONS 0 
ASKEY D,F, 1968-C 
PROPERTIES OF FUEL AND FERTILE MATERIALS - PLUTON !UM COMPOUNDS 









- SEE NR 1270 
1957-A 





119571 5P, (NSA 12-5541 
l 3 6 17 29 W 
U ANIONS 0 
-20-
** e ** 
94 ATHERTON R, 1962-A 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF BLANKET U02 
WAPD-MRP-98 ( 19621 P,49-51 ( NSA 16-30098 I 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 11 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
95 ATWOOD J,M, 1959-A 
SNYDER W,A, 
RADIATION EFFECTS IN U02 
HW-62000 (19591 P,62 (NSA 14-200441 
KEYWORDS 3 6 11 17 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
96 ATWOOD J,M, 1960-A 
SNYOER W,A, 
PLUTONIUM RECYCLE PROGRAM ANNUAL REPORT FISCAL YEAR 1960 
HW-67000 ( 19601 P,33-6 (NSA 15-203241 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 27 
CATIONS P ANIONS 0 
97 ATWOOD J,M, 1960-B 
SNYDER W,A, 
PLUTONIUM RECYCLE PROGRAM ANNUAL REPORT FISCAL YEAR 1960 
HW-67000 (19601 P,48-50 (NSA 15-203241 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 23 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
98 AVRAM M, 1971-A 
DEVICE FOR MEASURING THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIUM 
DIOXIDE SINTERED PELLETS UNDER IRRADIATION IN REACTOR ( IN 
RUMANIAN I 
STUD, CERCET, FIZ, 23 (19711 P,227-34 (NSA 25-550881 
KEYWORDS 3 9 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
99 AVRAM M, 1971-B 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SINTERE~ URANIUM DIOXIDE DURING 
IRRADIATION IN REACTOR !IN RUMANIAN) 
STUD, CERCET, FIZ, 23 119711 P,509-15 CNSA 25-524781 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 










!NFRARED DIELECTRIC DISPERSION AND LATTICE DYNAMICS OF URANIUM 
DIOXIDE AND THORIUM DIOXIDE 
PHYS, REV, 151 119661 P,676-80 (NSA 21-19421 
KEYWORDS l 2 6 10 22 27 
CATIONS U T ANIONS O 
AXE J.D, 1966•6 
t)ETTIT G,D, 
!NFRARED DIELECTRIC DISPERSION AND LATTICE DYNAMICS OF URANIUM 
DIOXIDE AND THORIUM DIOXIDE 
AED-CONF,-1966-050-31 11966) 32P, (RC-16021 (NSA 21-19421 
KEYWORDS 1 2 6 10 22 27 
CATIONS U T ANIONS 0 
- SEE NR 330 
BAILLY H, 1963-A 
RJNGOT C, WEISZ M, 
DESIGN OF THE SMALL RODS FORMING THE FUEL ELEMENT OF THE FIRST 
CHARGE OF THE EL4, REACTOR-CLADDING PROBLEMS ( IN FRENCH I 
NEW NUCLEAR MATERIALS INCLUDING NON METALLIC FUELS (PRAGUE I, 
!AEA CST!/PUB/771 VDL,2 119631 P,275-3Dl CNSA 18-132601 INSA 
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KEYWORDS I 3 20 21 






















• SEE NR 38 40 41 42 4> 
• SEE NR 48 861 1587 
I 960•A 
FFFECTS ON CERAMIC FUELS 
119601 P,66•7 (NSA 14•92121 
6 8 11 W 
ANIONS 0 
1960•9 
EFFECTS ON CERAMIC FUELS 
I 19601 P,67•70 INSA 14-134841 
6 7 8 16 W 
ANIONS O ADDITIVES ZR BE 
1961•A 
EFFECTS ON CERAMIC FUELS 
119611 P,51-2 INSA 15•167351 
6 11 16 W 
ANIONS O ADOIT!VES ZR 
1961•8 
EFFECTS ON CERAMIC FUELS 
(1961 l P,46 INSA 15•?18431 
6 7 11 16 W 
ANIONS O ADDITIVES ZR 
BLEIFlERG M,L, 1962-A 
RERMAN R,M, LUSTMAN B. 
EFFECTS OF HIGH BURNUP ON OXIDE CERAMIC FUELS 
WAPO•T•l455 119621 P,8•9/100 INSA 17•112701 
KEYWORDS 3 B 16 27 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES ZR 
BLEIAERG M,L, 1963•A 
BERMAN R,M, LUSTMAN B1 
EFFECTS OF HIGH BURN•UP ON OXIDE CERAMIC FUELS 
46 
RADIATION DAMAGE IN REACTOR MATERIALS IVEN!CEI, IAEA 
ISTI/PUB/56Al (19631 P,319•428 INSA 18•23651 INSA 17•112701 
KEYWORDS I 3 6 11 16 17 W 







•• 20 •• 
BLEIBERG M,L, • SEE NR 571 
BLOCH J, • SEE NR 1517 1518 1521 




IRRADIATION OF PLUTONIUM FUELS, A SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
NAA•SR•MEM0•627l 119611 14P, INSA 15•185571 
KEYWORDS 3 11 30 W 
CATIONS P M ANIONS 0 
l962•A 
USE OF PLUTONIUM AS FUEL IN NUCLEAR REACTORS • IRRADIATION 
FRENCH I 
BN•6201•02 119621 P,2-3 INSA 16•321581 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 W 
CATIONS u p ANIONS 0 
l962•B 
USE OF PLUTONIUM AS A FUEL IN NUCLEAR REACTORS I IN FRENCH) 
BN•6204•08 119621 P, 11-3 INSA 17-111081 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 21 27 
CATIONS u p ANIONS 0 
I 962•C 
USE OF PLUTONIUM AS A FUEL IN NUCLEAR REACTORS I IN FRENCH l 
BN•6207•02 I 1962 l P, 10-3 INSA 17•14749) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 21 27 
CATIONS u p ANIONS 0 
I IN 

















USE OF PLUTONIUM AS FUEL IN NUCLEAR REACTORS IRRADIATION 
EURAEC•237 119621 P,1•2 INSA 16•321581 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 W 
CATIONS U P ANIONS 0 
l962•E 
USE OF PLUTONIUM AS A FUEL IN NUCLEAR REACTORS 
EURAEC•307 11962 l P,14-16 l~SA 17•111081 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 21 27 
CATIONS u p ANIONS 0 
1962•F 
USE OF ?LUTON I UM AS A FUEL IN NUCLEAR REACTORS 
EURAEC•408 119621 P,16•9 (NSA 17-14749) 
KEYWOROS 2 6 11 21 27 
CAT IONS u p ANIONS 0 
I 962•G 
THERMAL BEHAV !OR OF CERAMIC MATERIALS 
EURAEC-410 I 19621 p,. 3-5 INSA 17•112711 
KEYWORDS I 3 6 7 12 W 
CATIONS u ANIONS 0 
BN 1962-H 
THERMAL BEHAVIOR OF CERAMIC MATERIALS 
EURAEC•491 119621 P,5•10 1BN•62l0•02l INSA 17•111171 
KEYWORDS 1 ~ 6 7 12 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
BN 1963•A 
BASIC STUDY OF THE IN•PILE BEHAV!OR OF 
EURAEC•549 119631 26P, (NSA 17•240151 
KEYWORDS 3 6 11 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
BN l963•B 
PLUTONIFEROUS MATERIALS 
USE OF ?LUTON I UM AS A FUEL IN NUCLEAR REACTORS 11 N FRENCH l 
BN•6307•03 ( EURAEC•790 I 11963 l P, 23•4 I NSA 17•41369 l 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 W 
CATIONS U M ANIONS 0 
BN 1963•C 
USE OF PLUTONIUM AS FUEL IN NUCLEAR REACTORS I IN FRENCH) 
BN•6311•03 119631 P,17•8 INSA 18•204591 
KEYWORDS I 3 6 7 12 W 
CATIONS U M ANIONS 0 
BN 1963•0 
USE OF PLUTONIUM AS A FUEL IN NUCLEAR REACTORS I IN FRENCH) 
BN•6305•02 119631 P,17•?1 CNSA 17•371761 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 11 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES FS 
BN 1963-E 
USE OF PLUTONIUM AS A FUEL IN NUCLEAR REACTORS 
EURAEC-954 119631 P,18•9 (NSA 18•204591 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 7 12 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
BN l964•A 
USE OF PLUTONIUM AS FUEL IN NUCLEAR REACTORS I IN FRENCH l 
BN•6401•03 119641 P,21•4 (NSA 18•204601 
KEYWORDS 1 2 6 11 12 W 
CATIONS U M ANIONS 0 
BN 1964-B 
USE OF PLUTONIUM AS A FUEL IN NUCLEAR REACTORS 
EURAEC-965 11964) P,25•8 INSA 18•204601 
KEYWORDS l 2 6 11 12 W 
CATIONS U M ANIONS 0 
BN l 969•A 
STUDY OF HEAT TRANSFER WITHIN THE FUEL 
EURAEC•2115 119691 P,11•2 1BN•6906•0ll INSA 24•396901 
KEYWORDS 3 W 




KEYWORDS 2 17 
CATIONS P 
l966•A 
DAMAGE OF PLUTONIUM COMPOUNDS 
l) 15TH ED,I 119661 P,Vl,l•Vl,2 
27 
ANIONS 0 
** 21 ** 





PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF PU02 
TID-1129, CPT,ll 15TH ED,l (1966) P,Vl,1/Vl,3 INSA 22-190781 
KEYWORDS 2 6 12 27 W 
CATIONS P ANIONS 0 
BNWL 1966-C 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF U02 - IRRADIATION PHENOMENA IN 
NONSTOICHIOMETRIC U02 
TID-11295 IPT,ll "TH ED,) (19661 P,VI,2/Vl,5 INSA 22-19078) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 15 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
BOBER Mo 1968-A 
DEVELOPMENT OF A DYNAMIC RADIAL HEAT FLOW METHOD FOR THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY MEASUREMENTS AND THEIR APPLICATION TO URANIUM 
DIOXIDE NUCLEAR FUELS I IN GERMANI 
INP-4/68-18 11968) 112P, 
KEYWORDS 2 6 9 18 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
BOBER M, 1971-A 
SAR I C, SCHUMACHER G, 
TRANSPORT OF PLUTONIUM IN URANIUM-PLUTONIUM MIXED OXIOES IN AN 
AXIAL TEMPERATURE GRADIENT 
EURATOM COMMUNICATION N0,2750 Cl97!l JNRC - KARLSRUHE ESTAB, 
P • 45-6 
KEYWORDS 7 11 15 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
FIOFIER M, 1971-8 
SAR t C I SCHUMACHER G, 
RED IS TRI BUT I ON OF PLUTONIUM AND URANIUM IN MIXED IUoPU) OX IDE 
FUEL MATERIALS IN A THERMAL GRAD! ENT 
J, NUCL, MATER, 39 (1971) P, 265-84 I NSA 26-38951 l 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 11 15 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
- SEE NR 564 







MEASURED EFFECTIVE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIUM OXIOE 
POWDER IN VARIOUS GASES AND GAS MIXTURES 
NACA-R~-[-54L!O 119541 21P, IASTIA DOCUMENT NO, 560991 (NSA 9-
43421 
KEYWORDS 2 6 12 W 
C.TIONS U ANIONS 0 
BOEGLt J,S, 
- SEE NR 621 
ROEHM H, 1971-A 
KA?STEN G, KUMMERER K1 
IRRADIATION ~EHAVIOUR OF FAST REACTOR FUEL PINS AND THEIR 
COMPONENTS 
A/CONF,49/P-392 119711 l6P, ICONF-710901-1371 INSA 25-54086 I 
KEYWORDS I 3 30 W 
POGAIEVSKI M, 1963-A 
CAILLAT R, DELMAS R, JANVIER J,C, 
ROAERTSON J,A,L, 
DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF THE THERMAL CONDUCT IV !TY OF URAN I UM 
OXIDE IN-PILE UP TO l200C IIN FRENCH) 
NEW NUCLEAR MATERIALS INCLUDING NON METALLIC FUELS !PRAGUE), 
IAEA ISTI/PUB/77) VOL,l 119631 P,307-22 ICEA-DM-11371 INSA l7-
32A98 l I NSA lA-7 2561 
KEYWORDS 3 6 l 1 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
BOGA!EVSKI M, 
- SEE NR 350 
AOGREN E ,C, 
- SfE NR 1696 
eOHAAOY P,E, 
- SEE NR 88 714 1282 
ROLEY A,A., 1972-A 
SURVEY OF RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE FIELDS OF HEAT CONDUCTION 
IN SOLi DS AND THERMOELASTIC I TY 
NUCL, ENG, DES, 18 119721 P,377-99 ICONF-710903-27) CNSA 26-
30953) 
KEYWORDS 8 26 2 7 W 
80L TAX A, 1969-A 
B!ANCHERIA Ao MURRAY P, 
FA~T REACTOR 
TRANS, A~ER, 
FUEL PERFORMANCE MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
KEYWORDS l 
NUCL, SOC, 12 (1969) P,537 INSA 24-7393) 
3 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
BOLTAX Ao 1970-A 
MURRAY P, BIANCHERIA A, 
FAST REACTOR FUEL PERFORMANCE MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
WARD-4135-3 119701 28P, INSA 24-224081 
KEYWORDS l 3 6 7 11 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
BOLTAX A, 1971-A 
RIANCHERIA A, 
Ml XED OX I DE FUEL 
COMPUTER CODE 
HARBOURNE B,L• SOFFA T,P. 
PIN PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS US I NG THE OLYMPUS 
TRA.NS, AMER, NUCL, SOC, 14 SUPPL. 
343651 INSA 25-343611 
KEYWORDS l 3 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
NO,l 119711 P,6 INSA 25-
BOLTAX A• - SEE NR 221 252 254 
-27-
•• 22 ** 
302 BONGARTZ K, 1968-A 
303 
304 
HEAT TRANSFER ASPECTS OF COATEO PARTICLE FUEL AND TEST 
ELEMENTS 
O,P,-REPORT-585 C 1968) 33P, INSA 26-51001) 
KEYWORDS 1 2 6 12 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O C 
BOOTH A,H. 
- SEE NR 1780 1781 
BOPP C,O, 1965-A 
SISMAN O, 
!RRAD!AT!ON-INDUCED THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY CHANGES OF CERAMICS 
ORNL•3789 1196,i P,232•3 (NSA 19-30828 l INSA 19-300661 
KEYWORDS 3 9 W 
BORCHERS H, SEE NR 1021 1022 
BOST W,E, 1960-A 
IRRADIATION TESTING OF U02 
TID-3559 119601 23P, INSA 15-148081 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 ll 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
BOURGEOIS W,F, • SEE NR 231 
305 BOUVET F, 1960-A 
ELSTON J, GEWISS C, 
HEAT TRANSFER IN SOLIDS BY CONDUCTION, ITS MEASUREMENT 
ESPECIALLY IN REFRACTORY MATERIALS I IN FRENCH! 
DM/812 119601 CEA P,104 
KEYWORDS l 6 9 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
BOYER C,B, 
- SEE NR 1677 
- SEE NR 1198 1381 1400 1401 1402 
306 BRABERS M,J, 1958-A 
ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIUM OXIDES 
PROCt 2ND INT, CONF, ON PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY 6 
(1958) GENEVA P,122-3 IA/CONF,15/P/14741 !~SA 13-68761 INSA 
14-1798) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 l l 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
307 BRADBURY B,T, 1963-A 
Ml CROSTRUCTURAL CHANGES PRODUCED IN URAN! UM OX I DE OUR I NG 
I RRAD I AT I ON AND UNDER INFLUENCE OF HIGH TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS 
TRANS, BRIT, CERAM, SOC, 62 (1963) P,159-82 fNSA 17-32690) 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 14 17 23 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
308 BRADBURY B,T, 1967-A 
FROST B,R,T, 
RADIATION EFFECTS IN CERAMIC FUELS 
STUDIES IN RADIATION EFFECTS ON SOLIDS (19671 VOL.!! P,184-91 
IED,I DIENES G,J, INSA 22-152631 
KEYWORDS 4 6 l 7 20 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
309 BRANDT O,G, 1967-A 
WALKER C • T • 
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF ELASTIC CONSTANTS AND THERMAL 
EXPANSION FOR U02 
PHYS, REV, LETTERS 18 119671 P,ll-3 INSA 21-68731 
KEYWORDS 2 5 10 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 






ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES AND DEFECT STRUCTURE OF TH02 
J, A~ER, CERAM, sec. 53 11970) P,625-9 INSA 25-95771 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 15 20 27 
CATIONS T ANIONS 0 
BRANSl(Y I• 
- SEE NR 2029 2030 
BRASSFIELD H,C, 1968-A 
WHITE J•F• SJODA.HL L,H, BITTEL J,T, 
RECOMMENDED PROPERTY AND REACTION KINETICS DATA FOR USE IN 
EVALUnlNG A LIGHT-WATER-COOLED REACTOR LOSS-OF-COOLANT 
INC I DENT INVOLVING Z I RCALOY-4 OR 304-SS-CLAD U02 
GEMP-482 (1968) 89P, INSA 22-354611 
KEYWORDS 2 4 6 26 27 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
RREIZY C,E, 1964-A 
LEITZ F.J. 
SOOIUM-COOLEO REACTORS PROGRAM - FAST CERAMIC REACTOR 
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
GEAP-4640 119641 P,5,1-6/5,11-4 INSA 19-216661 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 9 ll 26 W 
CATIONS U M ANIONS 0 
BR:EtZY C,E, 1964-B 
LEtTZ F.J, 
TASK E - FUEL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
GEAP-4723 11964) P5,1-22 (NSA 19-14828) 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 11 20 23 24 30 W 
CATIONS U M ANIONS 0 
BREIZY C,E, 1965-A 
LEITZ F,J, 
SODIUM-COOLED REACTORS PROGRAM - FAST CERAMIC REACTOR 
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
GEAP-4795 (1965) 92Po CNSA 20-28746) 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 9 11 23 30 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
** 23 ** 
315 BREIZY C,E, 1965-B 
316 
LEITZ F,J, 
SODIUM COOLED REACTORS PROGRAM - FAST CERAMIC REACTOR 
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
GEAP-4960 ( 1965) P • 5, 1-4/5, 12-3 ( NSA. 20-2874 71 
KEYWORDS 1 2 3 6 7 8 11 23 30 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
BREJZY C,E, 1965-C 
LEITZ ·F,J, 
TASK E - FUEL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION, HIGH 
CONDUCTIVITY TESTS ON MIXED-OXIDE <UEL 
GEAP-4931 11965 l P, 5-115-3 ( NSA 20-28 748 l 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
TEMPERATURE 
317 BRENDEN B,B, 1959-A 
NEWKIRK H .. 111, 
A METHOD OF DETERMINING THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF 
INCANDESCENT SOLi OS 
HW-59574 119591 41P, (NSA 14-698) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
318 P.RENDEN ~ ,B, 1960-A 
319 
NEWKIRK H,W, 
A METHOD FOR DETERMINING THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AT 
I NCANOESCENT SOLI OS 
J, A.PPL, PHYS, 29 (1960) P,737-8 (NSA 14-13087) 
KEYWORDS 3 4 6 7 9 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
BRESSERS J, - SEE NR 46 47 861 862 
P-~ETT ~,H, 1960-A 
RUSSELL L,E, 
THE THERMAL EXPANSION OF PU02 ANO SOME OTHER ACTINIDE OXIDES 
AETWEE~ ROOM TEMPERATURE AND lOOOC 
TNT, CONF, ON PLUTONIUM METALLURGY iGRENOBLEl, MEMOIRE N0,5 




CATIONS ANIONS 0 







THE THERMAL FXPANSION OF PU02 AND SOME OTHER ACTINIDE OXIDES 
Rt.,..w::E"J ROOM Ti::MPEt.!ATURE AND lOOOC 
PROC, U,D INT, CONF, ON PLUTMIUM METALLURGY !GRENOBLE I, 
PLUTONIU~ 1960 ( 1961 l Pt397-4l0 ( EDS, l GR ISON E., LORO WtBtH,t 
FOWLLER R.D .. (NSA 16-4476) 
KEYWCRDS 2 6 27 
CATIO~S P M AN!ONS 0 
PREWER G,R, - SEE NR 1752 
BREWER Rt - SEE NR 484 
eRJDGfS w.H. - SEE NR 1042 
ElRITE ~,W, 196 2-A 
ANDERSON H,J, 
HIGH DENSITY U02 
T!D-7637 11962) 
FOR NUCLEAR FUEL APPLICATIONS 
P,408-33 (NSA 21-6872) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 10 11 W 
CA""IONS U ANIONS 0 
~RITTAN RtOt • SEE NR 1848 1849 
A~IXY 1-ftG• l970•A 
TE~DERAIUR':: ~EASURE~ENT BY THER~AL NOISE !AN ABSOLUTE 
THERMOMETER FOR HlGH TE~PERATURE l IN GERMAN) 
JlEL•635-RG (1970) 57D, (NSA 24•295931 
KEYWORDS 3 6 9 
8RJXY HtG, 1971-A 
TEMPERATURE "EASUREMFNT BASED ON THERMAL NOISE 
LA-TR-71-71 11971) 61Pt (NSA 25•55077) 
KEYWORDS l 3 6 
pqrxv 1-1,G, 1972-A 
NO I Sc THERMOMETRY AS A METHOD FOR TEMPERATURE ~EASUREMENT IN 
NUCLF A~ REACTORS f IN GERMAN) 
JUL-fl85-RG ( 1972) 130Pt INSA 27-122121 
KEYWORDS l 3 6 9 W 
BROCK GtT• - SEE NR 1846 
- SEE NR 1779 
eROCKETT R.J, - SEE NR 334 336 339 
BROCKWAY M•C• 1962-A 
TRIPLER A,B. 
DISPERSIONS OF UNCOATED FUEL IN GRAPHITE 
BMl•l598 119621 P,130-55 IED,l ENDEBROCK R,W, !NSA 17-55751 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 12 20 27 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
8ROID0 J, - SEE NR 784 785 
BROOK A• J, l 966-A 
THE PROBLEM OF ECCENTRICALLY MOUNTED FUEL PELLETS 
NUCL, ENG• DES. 4 119661 P,429-:31 (NSA 21-175461 
KEYWORDS l 3 29 W 
-28-
** 24 ** 
327 BROOKS E,J, 1962-A 
328 
KRAMER W,C, MCGOWAN R,O, 
HIGH-TEMPERATURE SENSORS FOR BORAX-V BOILING FUEL ROOS 
ANL-6636 ( 19621 40P, ( NSA 17-15446 I 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 W 





ANL-6981 I 1965 l 
KEYWORDS l 3 
CATIONS U 
ALLOY THERMOCOUPLES ANO THEIR USE IN A uo2-
45P, I NSA 20-16942 l 
6 11 
ANIONS 0 
329 BROOKS E,J, 1966-A 
REACTOR FUEL TEMPERATURE AND THERMAL TIME CONSTANT 
MEASUREMENTS WITH TUNGSTEN-RHENIUM THERMOCOUPLES 
ISA ( INSTRUM, SOC, AMER, I TRANS, 5 ( 1966) P,217-52 (NSA 20-
45209 l 
KEYWORDS 3 6 18 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
BROSSMANN G, 
- SEE NR 264 
330 BROWN F,L, 1970-A 
NEIMARK L.,A, AYE~ J,E, 
PERFORMANCE OF VIBRATORILY COMPACTED MIXED-OXIDE FUEL ELEMENTS 
IN E8R-I I TO 2, 7 AT, 0/0 BURNUP 
ANL-7954 11970) 36P, INSA 27-13981) 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 7 12 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
BROWN F,L, - SEE NR 1599 
BROWN J,E, 
- SEE NR 1984 
BROWN s.o. - SEE NR 374 
BROWNING M.F. 
- SEE NR 1681 
3'.H BROWNING W,E, JR. l965•A 
332 
MILLER c.e:. JR. SHIELDS R.P. ROBERTS ~3.F, 
WlLHEL:,.i; JtG, MONTGOMERY WtH• THOMAS O,W. 
EFFECTS OF SUSTAINED OVER~EA TI NG OF REACTOR FUELS 
ORNL-3789 119651 P,265-6 !NSA 19-314681 (NSA 19•300661 
KEYWORDS 2 4 7 16 26 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES ME 
BRUN M, - SEE NR 1962 1963 
BUESCHER B,J• - SEE NR 1510 1512 
BUtJS K., • SEE NR 1431 1441 
BURDG CtE• 1963•A 
THERMAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF U02 
CEN0-178 (EURAEC-6901 119631 Po!I-D-1/9 INSA 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 9 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
17•23897 l 
3 33 BURDG C,E• 1963•8 
THERMAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF U02 
CEND-186 (EURAEC-9041 119631 P,II-0-1/11 (NSA 18-87151 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 9 11 23 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
334 BURDG C,E• 1964•A 
PARRETTE JeR• BROCKETT R,Je CHERNOCK W.P, 
DEVELOPMENT ANO TESTING OF A TEMPERATURE TRANSIENT METHOD FOR 
PERFORMING IN-PILE THERMAL CONDUCTANCE TESTING 
CEND-3336-218 IEURAEC-11541 119641 29P, !NSA 18•360441 
KEYWORDS 1 3 9 18 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
3'35 BURDG C,E• 1964•6 
KOZIOL J,J. 
THER~AL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF U02 
CEND-2863-217 (EURAEC-11911 119641 P,3-13 INSA 18-450011 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 23 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
336 BURDG C,E, 1965-A 
PA.RRETTE JeR• BROCKETT RtJ• CHERNOCK W,?. 
DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF A TEMPERATURE TRANSIENT METHOD FOR 
PERFORMING IN-PILE THERMAL CONDUCTANCE TESTING 
CEND-3336-229 (EURAEC-13071 Cl965l 19P, (NSA 19-216641 
KEYWORDS 1 3 9 18 W 
CAT IONS U ANIONS 0 
337 BURDG C,E, 1965-B 
DEVELOPMENT ANO TESTING OF A TEMPERATURE TRANSIENT METHOD FOR 
PERFORMING IN-~ILE THERMAL CONDUCTANCE TESTING 
CEND-3336-237 (EURAEC-1371) 119651 20P, (NSA 19-40732) 
KEYWORDS 1 3 9 18 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
338 BURDG C,E, 1965-C 
KOZIOL J.J. 
PROGRESS REPORT 
PROC, 5TH CONF, ON THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (19651 DENVER VOL,2 
P,VI-CE 1-6 
KEYWORDS 2 9 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
339 BURDG C,E, 1966-A 
F>ARRHTE J.R, BROCKETT R,J, CHERNOCK W,P• 
DEVELOPMENT ANO TESTING OF A TEMPERATURE TRANSIENT METHOD 
PERFORMING IN-PILE THERMAL CONDUCTANCE TESTING 
CEN0-3336-260 119661 98P, !NSA 20-223541 
KEYWORDS l 2 3 6 7 9 18 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
340 
** 25 ** 
BURDG C, E, 
- SEE NR 70 419 420 421 422 423 
BURDICK M,D, 
PARKER H,S, 
THE EFFECT OF CRYSTALLITE SIZE ON THE BULK DENSITY 
STRENGTH PROPERTIES OF URANIUM DIOXIDE SPECIMENS 
AECU-3189 (19551 P,14/22 CNSA 12-53061 
KEYWORDS 2 6 l3 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
AND 




ffFECT OF PARTICLE SIZE ON BULK DENSITY ANO STRENGTH 
PROPERTIES OF URANIUM DIOXIDE SPECIMENS 
J, AMER, CERA~, SOC, 39 (19561 P.!81-7S (NSA 12-53061 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
BURGESS P,C, 
- SEE NR 2108 
BURIAN R,..J, 
- SEE NR 1502 
BURKART C ,A, 196?.-A 
DE BOSKEY W,R, 
RESULTS OF NS SAVANNAH CORE 1 FUEL ROD IRRIDIATION PROGRAM 
(APPENDIX G) 
BAW•l247 119621 202P, INSA 16•194341 
KEYWORDS l 3 6 7 11 W 
ANIONS 0 CATtONS U 
BURKE L,D, l97l•A 
RICKERT H, STEINER R, 
ELECTROCHFMICAL INVESTIGATION OF PARTIAL CONDUCTIVITY, 
TRANSPORT, AND CONCENTRATION OF ELECTRONS AND DEFECT ELECTRONS 
IN DOPED ZIRCONIUM DIOXIDE AND THORIUM DIOXIDE l!N GERMANI 
Z, PHYS, CHEM, (FRANKFURT) 74 11971) P,146-67 INS.A. 26•959) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 20 
CATIONS T ANIONS O ADDITIVES ME 
BURLEY T,B, 





CAT IONS U 
PUTLER f,M, 
• SEE NR 803 805 
- SEE NR 452 
1970-A 
NUCLEAR REACTORS 
(19701 P,20•7 CCDNF-700934•11 CNSA 25•88281 
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PROPERTIES OF REFRACTORY NUCLEAR MATERIALS 
TI 0•3906 11960) !BP, t NSA 14•220341 
KEYWORDS 30 W 
CATIONS U T ANIONS 0 
501 CONROY B, 1965•A 
HUBERT M,E, MILES J, ROTH J, 
SGARLATA D, 
FUEL EVALUATION ANO PHYSICAL PROPERTY MEASUREMENTS 
NUMEC•3505•B IEURAEC•l509) (1965) P,17•22 INSA 20•4382) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 11 16 26 27 
CATIONS M ANIONS O ADDITIVES ZR 
502 CONTE M, 1971•A 
MOUCHNINO M, SCHMITZ F,K, 
OBSERVATIONS OF MIXED IRRADIATED OXIDE WITH ADDITIONS OF 
FISSION PRODUCTS I IN FRENCH) 
CONF•720420•7 119711 38P, I CEA•CONF•2011 I I NSA 26•>65821 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 7 11 16 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
503 CONTE M, l972•A 
MOUCHNINO M, SCHMITZ F,K, 
POSTIRRADIATION OBSERVATIONS OF MIXED OXIDES WITH INITIAL 
ADDITION OF FISSION PRODUCT ELEMENTS 
NUCL, TECHNOL, 16 119721 P,143•55 INSA 26•483371 
KEYWORDS 3 4 6 7 23 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
CONTE M, • SEE NR 1521 
• SEE NR 86 87 88 
CONWAY J,B, 1963•A 
FINCEL RtMe JR. HEIN RtAe 
THE THERMAL EXPANSION AND HEAT CAPACITY OF U02 TO 220cc 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, SOC, 6 119631 P,153 INSA 17•26174) INSA 
33862) 
KEYWORDS 2 11 21 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 





THERMAL PROPERTY MEASUREMENTS 
PROC, 3RD CONF, ON THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 119631 GATLINBURG 
P,423•7 
KEYWORDS 2 7 II 21 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O 
CONWAY J,B, l963•C 
FINCEL RtMt JRt HEIN R,A, 
THE THERMAL EXPANSION ANO HEAT CAPACITY OF U02 TO 2200C 
CONF•39•50 I 19631 24P, I TM-63•6•6 l I NSA 17•338621 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 21 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
CONWAY J.B, 1965-A 
HEIN R,A, 
ENTALPHY OF URANIUM DIOXIDE TO 2350C 
J, NUCL, MATER, 15 11965) P,149•50 INSA 19•13352) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
CONWAY J,B. l969•A 
FLAGELLA P,Ne 
PHYSICAL ANO MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF REACTOR MATERIALS 
GEMP•1013 Cl969) P,258•63 INSA 24•14640) INSA 24•14695) 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 27 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
CONWAY J,B, 1969•6 
FEITH AtD• 
AN INTERIM REPORT ON A ROUND ROBIN EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM TO 
MEASURE THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF STOICHIOMETRIC URANIUM 
DIOXIDE 
GEMP•715 11969) 76P, (NSA 24•10158) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
CONWAY JtBe • SEE NR 991 993 
510 COPLIN D,H, 1964•A 
LYONS M,F, WE!DENBAUM B, 
CAPSULE FOR MEASUREMENT OF U02 THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
TI0•7697 119641 P,2,12,1•4 INSA 18•45108) INSA 16•45095) 
KEYWORDS 3 7 9 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
511 COPLIN D,H, 1964•8 
LYONS M,F, WEIDENBAUM B, 
FISS-JON•GAS RELEASE FROM U02 PELLET FUEL RODS WITH GROSS 
CENTRAL MELT ING 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, SOC, 7 119641 P,91 INSA 19•410881 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 24 26 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
** 37 ** 
512 COPLIN D,H, l965•A 
513 
HAUSNER H, LYONS M, F, WE!DENBAU~ B, 
IN•PILE DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF U02 THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, SOC, 8 119651 P,35•6 INSA !9•288541 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 II W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
COPL l,N D,H, 1965•B 
HAUSNER H, LYONS M,F, WE!DENBAUM Bo 
TfiE THER~AL CONDUCTIVITY OF U02 BY DIRECT IN•REACTOR 
MEASUREMENT 
PROC, 5TH CONF, ON THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 119651 DENVER VOL,2 
P,V•E•l /31 
KEYWORDS 3 6 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 




HAUSNER H, LYONS M,F, WE!DENBAUM B, 
HIGH PERFORMANCE U02 PROGRAM 
GEAP•5100•6 IEURAEC•2032l 119681 46P, INSA 22•35457) 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 7 9 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
• SEE NR 1382 1385 1387 1390 1399 1601 1602 
• SEE NR 2133 
COQUERELLE M, • SEE NR 234 
CORDFUNKt E,1-1,P, 1969-A 
NEW FUELS FOR FAST REACTORS I IN DUTCH) 
ATOOMENERGIE HAAR TOEPASS, 11 11969) P,263•71 INSA 24•48889) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
COSOL! G, l969•A 
SEGRE G•J• 
A CONTRIBUTION TO THE STUDY OF COLUMNAR GRAINS ANO CENTRAL 
VOID IN URANIUM OXIDE FUEL RODS 
RT/MET 169) 3 11969) 23P, INSA 24•37004) 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 23 W 











• SEE NR 362 363 365 366 
l 964•A 
THE MEASUREMENT OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY I IN 
D'ESSAI 373 11964) CEA llP, 
6 9 W 
ANIONS 0 
• SEE NR 1752 
• SEE NR 665 2195 
51Q COX C,M, 1969-A 
HOMAN ~,J, 
PROF!L • A ONE-DIMENSIONAL rnRTRAN IV PROGRAM FOR COMPUTING 
STEADY•STATE TFMPERATURE DISTRIBUTIONS IN CYLINDRICAL CERAMIC 
FUELS 
ORNL•TM•2443 119691 52P, INSA 23·17282) 
KEYWORDS 1 3 2 9 W 
519 COX C,M, 1969-B 
HOMAN F,J, 
PROFIL • A DNE•DIMENSIONAL FORTRAN IV PROGRAM FOR COMPUTING 
STEADY•STATE TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTIONS IN CYLINDRICAL CERAMIC 
FUELS 
ORNL•TM•2443 ADDENDUM 11969) 53P, INSA 23•45141) 
KEYWORDS I 3 2 9 W 
520 COX C,M, 1969-C 
521 
5 22 
FITTS R.8, HOMAN F,J, 
IRRADIATION TEST CALCULATIONS 
ORNL•4420 119691 P,33•7 INSA 23•48502) INSA 23•483151 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 7 11 29 W 
COX C.~. 1969-D 
MO~A~ F,J, 
ANALYSIS OF MIXED•OXIDE FUEL PIN PERFORMANCE USING THE F•MODEL 
COMPUTER CODE 
TRANS, AMER, "!UCL, SOC, 12 (1969) P,536-7 INSA 24•71211 (NSA 
24-7393 l 
KEYWORDS 1 3 29 W 





PERFORMANCE OF URAN!UM•PLUTONIUM OX IDE FUEL 
NUCL, SAFETY 10 11969) P,380•91 iNSA 23•41759) 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 18 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
5 23 COX C,114, 1969-F 
5 24 
ADAMS R, E. 
TRANSIENT TESTING OF SOL•SEL 1UoPUI02 
ORNL•4420 11969) P,30•2 INSA 23•485021 INSA 23•483151 
KEYWORDS 3 8 9 12 18 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
COX C,M, 1970-A 
HOMAN F.J, 
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF A MIXED•OX!DE LMFBR FUEL PIN 
NUCL, APPL, TECHNOL, 9 11970) P,317•25 INSA 24•385~2) 
KEYWORDS l 3 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
-35-
** 38 ** 
525 COX C,M, 1970•8 
526 
NORMALIZATION OF CURRENT MODELS FOR SWELLING AND RELEASE OF 
FISSION GAS FOR IUoPU102 
ORNL•4560 119701 P,67•71 INSA 24•448171 INSA 24•446521 
KEYWORDS l 3 23 24 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS O 
COX C,M, !970•C 
FITTS R,B, OLSEN A,R, LOTTS A,L, 
IRRADIATION PERFORMANCE OF SOL•GEL IU,PUl02 FUELS FOR BREEDER 
REACTORS 
CONF•700502 I 1970 I P,359•73 I NSA 24•30049) INSA 24•30002) 
KEYWORDS l 3 6 7 12 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
527 COX C,M, 1971•A 
CUNEO O,R, MANTHOS E,J, 
PERFORMANCE OF SPHERE-PAC AND PELLET!ZED 1UoPUl02 DURING 
SEVERE OVERPOWER TRANS I FNTS 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, SOC, 14 SUPPL, NO,! 11971) P,31•3 ICONF• 
7104141 INSA 25•32B53l 
KEYWORDS 3 7 14 18 26 29 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
528 COX C,M, !97l•B 
CUNEO O,R, MANTHOS E•J• 
PERFORMANCE OF SPHERE•PAC AND PELLET I ZED I U ,PU) 02 OUR ING 
SEVERE OVERPOWER TRANSIENTS 
ORNL•TM•33B4 119711 30P, ICONF•710414•8l !NSA 25•46268) 
KEYWORDS 3 6 12 18 29 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
529 COX C,M, !97l•C 
FUEL•CLADDING GAP CONDUCTANCE 
ORNL•TM•3571 119711 P,3A•9 
KEYWORDS , l 3 8 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS O 
530 COX C,M, 1971•0 
531 
CUNEO D,R• MANTHOS E,J, 
PERFORMANCE OF SPHERE•PAC AND PELLET I ZED I UoPU )02 DURING 
SEVERE OVERPOWER TRANSIENTS 
PROC, OF THE CONF, ON FAST REACTOR FUEL ELEMENT TECHNOLOGY 
119711 NEW ORLEANS P,701•24 (ED,) FARMAKES R, ICONF•7J0414) 
I NSA 26•60544) 
KEYWORDS l 3 14 18 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
COX C,M, 1971-E 
TIME•DEPENDENT HEAT RATES OF 
THERMAL FLUX TEST REACTORS 
ORNL•TM•3487 I 1971) P,4A 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 7 18 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS O 
IU,PUl02 FUEL PINS IRRADIATED IN 
COX C,M, • SEE NR 711 758 1037 1043 1047 l04B 1049 
• SEE NR 1052 1650 
COX Rile • SEE NR 485 
5 32 CRACKNELL A,P, l969•A 
JOSHUA S,J, 
THE SP!N•WAVE DISPERSION RELATIONS AND THE SP!N•WAVE 
CONTRIBUTION TO THE SPECIFIC HEAT OF ANTIFERROMAGNETIC U02 
PHYS, STATUS SOLIDI 36 119691 P,737•45 INSA 24•85391 
KEYWORDS 2 5 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 




IN•P I LE COMPARISON OF EFFECT !VE THERMAL CONDUCT IV I TY OF IPU02• 
U021 MIXED OXIDES 
GEAP•5556 119681 56P, INSA 22•50731) 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 15 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
CRAIG C,N, !969•A 
BAILY W,E, HULL G•R:• 
HEAT TRANSFER 
FUEL RODS 
COEFF I Cl ENTS BETWEEN FUEL AND CL ADD ING IN OX I DE 
GEAP•5748 11969) 42P, INSA 23•473411 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 8 12 W 









CONDUCTIVITY OF PU02•U02 
49P, INSA 25•54288) 
7 11 26 W 
ANIONS 0 
AT HIGH BURNUPS 
536 CRAIG C,N, 1971•8 
5 37 
APPLEBY WelC., PERRY IC.eJ, OUNCAN R,N, 
BAILY W,E, SPALAR!S C,N, 
STEADY•STATE PERFORMANCE OF PU02•U02 FAST REACTOR FUELS 
PROC, OF THE CONF, ON FAST REACTOR FUEL ELEMENT TECHNOLOGY 
119711 NEW ORLEANS P,555•78 IED,I FARMAKES R, ICONF•7104!4l 
INSA 26•605441 INSA 26•605651 
KEYWORDS l 3 15 24 26 W 




• SEE NR 108 109 110 111 368 712 713 
• SEE NR 1243 1244 
• SEE NR 919 
CRASTAN V, 197l•A 
USE OF AN ELEMENT METHOD PROGRAM FOR SOLUTION OF TEMPERATURE 
DISTRIBUTION PROBLEMS I IN GERMANI 
NUCL, ENG, DES, 15 119711 P,54•64 fNSA 25•548821 
KEYWORDS I 3 29 W 
** 39 •• 
CROFT M.W, • SEE NR 920 
CROUTHAMEL CeE, • SEE NR 1130 
53A CROZ !ER R,J,M, 1971•A 
5 39 
540 
SEGP!PE • A PROGRAM TO DETERMINE THERMO•ELASTIC DEFORMATIONS 
IN A SEGMENT OF A HOLLOW CYL! NOER 
AECL•4056 119711 44P, INSA 26•63731 
KEYWORDS 27 29 W 
CROZ tER R,J,"1, l9'72•A 
THISTLE • A PROGRAM TO DETERMINE THE THREE•O!MENSI0NALo 
STEADY•STATE TEMPERATURE AND HEAT FLUX DISTRIBUTIONS !/'I 
INHOMOGENEOUS NUCLEAR FUEL ELEMENTS 
AECL•4253 119721 34P, INSA 27•19821 
KEYWORDS 1 29 W 
CSF 1960•A 
THE IMPROVED SINTERING OF URANIUM OXIDE WITH A VIEW TO 
1 NCRE AS I NG ITS THERMAL CONDUCT IV! TY 
EURAEC•5 119601 13P, INSA !7•111071 
KEYWORDS 2 6 9 11 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES NB Y ME 
S41 (SF 1960•B 
THE IMPROVED SINTERING OF URANIUM OXIDE WITH A VIEW TO 
INCREASING ITS THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
EURAEC•51REV,1 119601 22P, INSA 17•111071 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES NB Y ME 
54? CSF 1960•C 
IMPROVING THE S!NTERING OF URANIUM OXIDE WITH A VIEW TO 
INCREASING ITS HEAT CONDUCTIVITY 
EURAEC•6 119601 BP, IT!D•l24801 INSA 16•180251 
KEYWORDS 2 6 9 11 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES NB Y ME 
5 43 CSF 1960•0 
THE IMPROVED S!NTER!NG OF URANIUM OXIDE WITH A VIEW TO 
INCREASING ITS THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
T1D•l2479 119601 41P, INSA 15•!85121 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
5 44 CSF l 960•E 
IMPROVING THE S!NTER!NG OF URANIUM OXIDE WITH A VIEW TO 
INCREASING ITS HEAT CONDUCTIVITY 
TID-12480 11960) 17P, INSA 15•185131 
KEYWORDS 2 6 9 11 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
545 CSF 196l•A 
PERFECTING THE SINTfRING OF URANIUM OXIDE WITH A VIEW TOWARDS 
INCREASING ITS THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
EURAEC-7 119611 27P, INSA 16•193011 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES NB Y ME 
S46 CSF 196l•B 
PERFECTING THE SJNTERJNG OF URANIUM OXIDE WITH A VIEW TO 
INCREASING ITS THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
TID-1?4Al 119611 31P, INSA 15•185141 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES NB Y ME 
1347 CULLEY G,E, 1968-A 
MEYERS R,L, BALLARD E,O, 
THFRMAL !RRAD I AT I ONS OF PROTOTYPICAL LENGTH FUEL PINS 
RNWL-917 (19681 P,4,4-4,10 INSA 23-17245) 
KFY\o.10RDS 3 6 7 18 26 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
"i4R CULLEY G,E, 1970-A 
HANSO~ J,E, LEGGETT R,D, BARD F,E, 
RESPONSE Q< AN EeR•l! IRRADIATED, MIXED OXIDE FUEL PIN TO AN 
OVfRPOWFR TRANS I ENT IN TREAT 
HEDL·SA-'4 119701 23P, ICONF•7104l4•51 INSA 25•401311 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 18 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
549 CULLEY G,E', 1971-A 
LEGGETT R,D, BARD F,E, 
RESPONSE OF AN EBR-11 IRRADIATED, MIXED OXIDE FUEL PIN TO AN 
OVERPOWER TRANSIENT JN TREAT 
TRANS, A~E ~, NUCL, sec, 14 SU PPL, 1110, 1 119711 P ,29-30 I CONF-
7104141 INSA 25•32851 I 
KEYWORDS I 3 6 7 11 18 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
CULLFY G,E, 
SHEPPAR:0 0,0, 
EBR•! I /TREAT TEST 
WHAN•FR-50 119711 








5 51 CULLEY G, E, 1971•( 
J,C, HANSON J,E, 
INSA 25•101801 
HANSON J,E, LEGGETT ~.D, BARD F,E, 
RESPONSE OF AN EBR•II IRRADIATED, MIXED•OX!DE FUEL PIN TO AN 
OVERPOWER TRANS! ENT IN TREAT 
PROC, OF THE CONF, ON FAST REACTOR FUEL ELEMENT TECHNOLOGY 
119711 NEW ORLEANS P,657-78 IED,I FARMAKES R, ICONF-7104141 
CNSA 26•605441 INSA 25•328511 
KEYWORDS 1 3 18 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
,s2 CULLtY G,E, 1972-A 
SCOTT J,H, HANSON J ,E, 
TRANSIENT OVERPOWER RESPONSE OF MIXED•OXIDE FUEL PINS 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, sec, 15 (19721 P,341•2 (CONF-7206071 (NSA 
26-44 704) 
KEYWORDS 1 7 11 18 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
-36-
•• 40 ** 
CULLEY G,E, • SEE NR 1325 
CUNEO O,R, • SEE NR 527 528 530 761 762 764 765 
553 CUNNINGHAM G,W, 1963•A 
554 
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN REACTOR MATERIALS FROM POWDERS 
REACTOR MATERIALS 6 N0,1 119631 P,8/12 INSA 17•174431 
KEYWORDS 2 6 12 16 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES ME 
CUNNINGHAM G,W, • SEE NR 1955 
CURRIN H,B, • SEE NR 259 
CURTIS C,E, 1959•.A 
THORIUM OXIDE IN CERAMIC APPL!CAT !ONS 
PROGRESS IN NUCLEAR ENERGY, SERIES V • 
VOL,2 119591 P,229•30 IEDS,l F!NN!STON 
13•1934R I 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 30 W 
CATIONS T ANIONS 0 
CURTIS C,E, • SEE NR 1707 
METALLURGY ANO FUELS, 
H,M,, HOWE J,P, (NSA 









GAP CONDUCTANCE OF OXIDE FUEL ELEMENTS IRRAO!ATEO IN EBR•2 
TRANS, A"'1ER, NUCL, SOC, 13 (19701 P,806 !NSA 25-60601 
KEYWORDS 3 6 8 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
D EYE R,W,M, • SEE NR 732 
DAENNER W, l970•A 
DETERMINATION OF THE OPERATING THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF CERAMIC 
FUEL AND THE COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF THE 
FISSION GAS BETWEEN THE FUEL AND TUBE ACCORDING TO THE 
BALANCED OSCILLATOR METHOD I IN GERMANI 
KFK•ll25 (19701 171P, INSA 24•422331 
KEYWORDS 1 3 8 9 18 W 
DAENNER W, l 970•R 
RESULTS OF ERROR ANALYSIS FOR IN•P!Lc THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
MEASUREMENT USING THE BALANCED OSCILLATOR TECHNIQUE 
EURFNR•775 119701 45P, INSA 25•103241 
KEYWORDS 1 2 3 6 7 8 9 11 18 W 
DAENNER W, 1970•( 
RESULTS OF ERROR ANALYSIS FOR !N•PILE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
DETERMINATIONS BY THE BALLANCED OSCILLATOR METHOD I JN GERMANI 
KFK-1140 119701 37P, INSA 24•306331 
KEYWORDS 1 2 3 6 7 8 9 11 I B W 
DAENNER W, 1970-D 
DETERMINATION OF CERAMIC FUEL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AND GAP 
CONDUCTANCE BY THE BALANCED OSCILLATOR METHOD 
NUCL, ENG, DES, 14 (19701 P,51-9 (NSA 25-154111 
KEYWORDS 1 2 3 6 7 8 9 11 18 W 
1970•E DAENNFR W, 
DETERMINATION 
GERMAN I 




119701 Poll2•10 IEUR•430B,DI INSA 25·3156A I 
1 9 1.0 W 
M ANIONS 0 
DAENNER W, l970•F 
DETERMINATION OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF FUEL JN FR 2 
EURFNR•B23 119701 P,112-10 INSA 25-31560) 
KEYWORDS 1 9 IB W 
CATIONS M ANIONS O 
DAILLY D,F, • SEE NR 256 
DANFORTH W,E, 1950•A 
MORGAN F ,H, 
ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE OF THOR!A 
PHYS, REV, 79 119501 P,142•4 CNSA 4•52351 
KEYWORDS 2 6 2 0 
CATIONS T ANIONS 0 
DANFORTH W,E, 1953•A 
THORIUM OXIDE AND ELECTRONICS 
ADVANCES IN ELECTRONICS VOL,5 (19531 P,169•211 (ED,! MARTON L, 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 20 21 
CATIONS T ANIONS O 
DANFORTH W,E, 1955•A 
BODINE J,H, 
POLARIZATION IN THORIUM OXIDE CRYSTALS 
Jo FRANKLIN INSTITUTE 260 (19551 P,467•03 INSA 9•3>531 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 
CATIONS T ANIONS 0 
565 DANFORTH W,E, 1955•8 
POLARIZATION IN THORIUM OXIDE CRYSTALS 
Jo CHEM, PHYS, 23 ( 19551 P,591•2 (NSA 9•35531 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 
CATIONS T ANIONS 0 
566 DANFORTH W,E, l956•A 
STUDIES IN MIXED CONDUCTION IN SOLIDS 
NP•6125 (19561 91P, (NSA 11•3041 
KEYWORDS 1 2 20 22 
CATIONS T ANIONS 0 
** 41 H 
561 DANFORTH W,E, 1951•A 
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF THORIUM OXIDE AND SIMILAR MATERIALS 
AT H!GH TEMPERATURE 
NP•6206 119571 15P, INSA 11•48541 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 10 20 
CATIONS T ANIONS 0 
DANFORTH W,E, • SEE NR 2143 2144 
DANIEL A,R, • SEE NR 124 
56~ DANIEL J,L, l962•A 
~ATOLICH J, JR:, DEEM H,W, 
THER~AL CONDUCTIVITY OF U02 
HW•69945 11962) 39P, (NSA 17•11258) 
KEYWORDS 2 4 6 7 10 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
569 DANIEL J,L, 1964-A 
~.6TES J,L, 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF IRRADIATED U02 · 
HW-76303 (1964) P,2.19•21 INSA 18-12643) 
KEYWORDS 3 6 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
570 DANIEL J,L, 1965•A 
RATES J,L, 
EFFECTS Q< ! RRAD I AT I ON ON U02 MICROS TRUCTURES 
D;NWL-150 (19651 P,2,1-2,3 (NSA 20-7495) (NSA 20-7629) 
KEYWORDS 3 6 11 23 W 




EFFECTS OF HIGH 
ELE~ENT SAMPLES 
WAPD•263 119621 
KEYWORDS I 3 
CATIONS U 
- SEE NR 175 176 189 207 
1962•A 
MEIERAN H,B, YEN1SCAVICH W, 
BURNUP ON Z!RCALOY•CLAD BULK U02 PLATE FUEL 
P,31•8/105•14 INSA !6•33524) 
6 7 11 17 II 
ANIONS 0 
57?. DANIEL R,C, 1964-A 
DESIGN, PERFORSANCE, AND REACTOR ENVIRONMENT INFORMATION FOR 
\o/APD TEST CAPSULES 
TID•76n (19641 P,2,13,1•29 INSA 1A•45109l (NSA 18•450951 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 9 1! 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES ZR 
573 DANIEL R,C, 1964•8 
co~EN r. 
IN-PILF EFFECTIVE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF OXIDE FUEL ELEMENTS 
TO SIGH FISSION DEPLETIONS 
WAPD•246 119641 151P, INSA !8•26073) 
KEYWORDS 3 7 11 W 
CAT IONS U ANIONS 0 




IN-PILE EFFECTIVE TeERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF OXIDE FUEL ELEMENTS 
TO HIGH FISSION DEPLETIONS 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, sec, 6 (1964) P,332-3 (NSA 18-3149) 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES ZR 
DANIEL R,C, 
DANISH A,E,C, 
I N•P I LE THERMAL 
R I so-REPORT-225 




- SEE NR 231 
!970•A 
CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIUM DIOXIDE 
119701 P,15 INSA 25•68271 
1 w 
ANIONS 0 
• SEE NR 1079 
1969•A 
TAYLOR R,G, E'WART F,T, 
THE EFFfCT OF 
AND PU02 
AERE•R 6264 





119691 14P, (NSA 24•225091 
3 6 1 15 
ANIONS 0 
• SEE NR 1401 1402 
• SEE NR 1341 
577 DAWSON J,K, 1963-A 
5 7/:l 
SOWDEN R,G, 
CERAMIC FUELS • URANIU~ DIOXIDE, THORIUM DIOXIDE AND THOR!A• 
URA~IA SYSTE%, PLUTONIUM DIOXIDE AND PLUTONIA•URANIA SYSTEMS 
CI-/H~tCAL ASPF.CTS OF NUCLEAR REACTORS, VOL, l GAS-COOLED 
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DIENST W, 1973-A 
GOETZ MANN O, KLEYKAMP H, ONDRACEK G, 
SCHULZ 9, ZIMMERMANN H, 
EVALUATION OF THE INVESTIGATION RESULTS OF THE IRRADIATED uo2-
PU02 FUEL RODS OF THE TEST SERIES FR 2-4A, ( 2, THERMAL 
ANALYSIS, 4, PORE TRANSFER) (IN GERMAN) 
KFK-1727 11973) 125P, INSA 28-4642) 
KEYYiOROS 3 6 7 ll 15 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
65a OIETHORN W,S, 1959•.A 
PROPERTIES AND BEHAVIOR OF URANIUM OXIDES 
REACTOR CORE ~ATERIALS 2 NO,l 119591 P,12-3 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
** 4B ** 
659 OIETHORN W,S, 1959-B 
PROPERTIES AND BEHAVIOR OF URANIUM OXIDES 
REACTOR CORE MATERIALS 2 N0,2 11959) P,12 
KEYWORDS 2 6 14 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
660 DIETHORN W,S, 1960-A 
PROPERTIES AND BEHAVIOR OF URANIUM OXIDE FUELS 
REACTOR CORE MATERIALS 3 NOol 11960) P,9-ll INSA l4-lS033) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 15 16 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES Y 
661 DIETHORN W,S, 1960-B 
PROPERTIES AND BEHAVIOR OF URANIUM OXIDE FUELS 
REACTOR CORE MATER! ALS 3 NO, 3 11960) P, 17-20 I NSA 15-1770) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 15 16 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES NB Y 
662 DIETHORN W,S, 1960-C 
PROPERTIES AND BEHAV!OR OF URANIUM OXIDE FUELS 
REACTOR CORE MATERIALS 3 N0,4 11960) P,ll-2 INSA l>-13423) 
KEYWORDS 4 6 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
DIETRICH J,R, - SEE NR 2226 2227 2228 2229 2230 
663 DIETZ K,A, 1968-A 
664 
665 
SENSITIVITY STUDY OF THERMAL PROPERTY EFFECTS ON FUEL PIN 
TEMPERATURES 
ID0-17264 119681 P,9-20 INSA 23-4272) 
KEYWORDS 1 3 8 29 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
DIPPEL T, - SEE NR 818 
DJERASSI H, 1972-A 
SORRIAUX A, 
THERMOELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF THE URANIUM OXIDE U308 
J, APPL, PHYS, 43 11972) P,1275-6 INSA 26-22114) 
KEYWOROS 1 2 6 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
DJERASS I H, - SEE NR 1988 
DJURLE S, - SEE NR 1528 
DOI H, - SEE NR 2027 
DOLLING G, 1965-A 
COWLEY R,A, WOODS A,D,B, 
THE CRYSTAL DYNAMICS OF URANIUM DIOXIDE 
CAN, J, PHYS, 43 (1965) P,1397•1413 (AECl.•2311) INSA 19-410321 
KEYWORDS l 10 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
DOLLING G, - SEE NR 2195 




TESSA - CALCULATION CO?E FOR THE THERMO-MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF 
A CYLI NOR I CAL FUEL ELEMENT I IN IT ALI AN) 
EUR/C-IS/645/71 I 11971) 30P, 
KEYWORDS l 3 27 29 W 
D'ONEA J, 1972-A 
GIULIANI S, 
CODE TAFE - NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF THERMAL PROBLEMS IN THE 
PRESENCE OF OADIATION AND OF TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT 
CONDUCTIVITIES I IN FRENCH) 
EUR•48091F 11972) 48P, (NSA 26-510071 
KEYWORDS 29 W 
CATIONS K 
DORIA F, - SEE NR 2041 2042 
OOFtR F,W, 
- SEE NR 346 
DOUGLAS O,A, JR, - SEE NR 1649 1705 1706 
DOUGLAS J,A,M, - SEE NR 913 914 915 916 
DOUGLAS T ,B, - SEE NR 2093 
DOUGLASS R,M, - SEE NR 260 261 262 
DRAGOMIR I, - SEE NR 31 
DUCOMBE E, 1966-A 
MEYER J1E1 COFFMAN W,A, 
COMPARISONS WITH EXPERIMENT OF CALCULATED DIMENSIONAL CHANGES 
ANO FAILURE ANALYSIS OF IRRADIATED BULK OXIDE FUEL TEST RODS 
US I NG THE CYGRO-l COMPUTER PROGRAM 
WAPO-TM-583 I 1966 l 93P, ( NSA 21-1963) 
KEYWORDS 1 3 8 ll 29 W 
CAT IONS V ANIONS 0 
669 DUCDMBE E, 1967-A 
A PROCEDURE FOR ANALYSIS OF ZIRCALOY-CLAD BULK OXIDE RODS 
USING THE CYGR0-1 COMPUTER PROGRAM 
WAPD-TM-583 ADDENDUM NO,l 11967) 58P, INSA 21-288641 
KEYWORDS 1 3 29 W 
CATLONS U ANIONS 0 
H 49 H 
670 DUCOMBE E, 196B•A 
ANALYSIS OF VOID MIGRATION, CLAD COLLAPSE ANO FUEL CRACKING IN 
BULK OX I OE FUEL ROOS 
WAPD•TM•794 119681 38P, INSA 22•470471 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 7 11 23 27 29 
CATIONS u ANIONS 0 
671 OUCOMBE E, 1970-A 
CYGP0•3 M IMPROVED MODEL FOR PREDICTION OF OXIDE FUEL ROD 
PERFORMANU OF OXIDE FUEL ROD PERFORMANCE 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, sec. 13 11970) P,349•50 INSA 24•333321 
KEYWORDS l 3 29 W 
612 OUCOMBE E, l 97l•A 
6 73 
FRIEDRICH C,M, GUILINGER W,H, 
AN ANALYTICAL MODEL FOR THE PREDICTION OF IN•PILE BEHAVIOR OF 
OX I OE FUEL RODS 
NUCL, TECHNOL, 12 119711 P,194•208 INSA 25•511011 
KtY,/OROS l 3 29 W 
DUDERSTADT E,C, 
• SEE NR 1288 1290 1291 
DUFOUR C, • SEE NR 234 
DUNCAN R,N, 1961-A 
RESULTS OF CAROLINAS•VIRGINIA TEST REACTOR ROTATING RABBIT 
CAPSULE IRRADJAT ION EXPERIMENTS 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, sec. 4 119611 P,58•60 INSA 15-212161 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 23 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
674 DUNCAN R,N, 1962-A 
6 75 
RABPIT CAPSULE IRRADIATION OF U02 
CVNA•J42 ! 19621 P,27•84 INSA 16•321421 
KEY>'ORDS 3 7 11 23 26 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
DUNCAN R,N, 1962-B 
CVTP FUFL CAPSULE IRRADIATIONS 
CVNA-153 ! 19621 120P, INSA !7•67391 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 23 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
6 76 DUNCAN R,N, 1963-A 
FERRARI H,M, 
PREPARATION AND PROPERTIES OF HYPOSTOICHIOMETRIC URANIUM 
DIOXIDE 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, SOC, 6 (1963) P,154•5 INSA 17-2bl76l 
KFYWCRDS 2 6 7 11 15 20 23 26 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
DUNCAN R,N, 
- SEE NR 536 






GIN!ER R, LALLEMENT R, PAJOT J, 
RATIER J,L, 
THE FUEL ELEMENT OF THE REACTOR PHENIX 
AICONF,49/P•609 119711 24P, ICONF•710901•406) INSA 25•540921 
KEYWORDS l 3 6 7 11 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
DUOUESNOY A, 1964-A 
MARION F, 
ELECTRIC CONDUCTIVITY OF URAN I UM OX I DES AT HIGH TEMPERATURE • 
RELATION TO OXYGEN EQUILIBRIUM PARTIAL PRESSURE AND CHEMICAL 
CO~POSIT!ON, APPLICATION TO STUDY OF U308-U02 EQUILIBRIUM I IN 
FRENCH) 
PULL, sac. CHIM, 6 (1964) P,1177 (NSA 18-41387) 
KEYWOPDS 2 7 11 20 
Cl,TJONS U ANIONS 0 
DUQUESNOY A, l964•B 
MAR l O,'l F • 
ELECTRIC CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIU>, OXIDES AT HIGH TEMPERATURE -
RELATION WITH THE PARTIAL EQUILIBRIUM PRESSURES OF OXYGEN AND 
TSE CHEMICAL COMPOSITION l!N FRENCH) 
CO~PT, REND, ACAD, SCI, (PARIS) 258 (1964) P,4072-~ INSA 18-
27377) 
KEY1o.rORDS 6 2C 
CATIO"!S U ANIONS 0 
DUQUESr'IIOY A, 1964-C 
~ARtON F, 
THE STOICHIOMETRY OF UOl2+XI AND DETERMINATION OF THE U408• 
U409 fOUIL!BRJUM I IN FRE'NCHI 
CO'-'PT, REND, ACAD, SCI, {PARISI 258 11964) P,4550-2 
KE'n.iORDS 2 6 15 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
DUQUESNOY A, 1964•0 
"'1ARI0N F, 
THE U409•U308 EQUILIBRIUM AND THE DETERMINATION OF THE 
THERMODYNA<rc CONSTANTS OF uo12+x1, U409, AND u'305 IIN FRENCH) 
COMPT, REND, ACAD, scr. (PARIS) 258 11964) P,5657-9 INSA 18• 
33546) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 15 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
DURFEE R,C, 1971-A 
NESTOR C,W, JR, 
ORTHIS, ORTHAT - TWO COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR SOLVING TWO• 
DIMENSIONAL STEADY•STATE AND TRANSIENT HEAT CONDUCTION 
PR08LEMS 
ORNL•TM-3324 119711 173P, INSA 25•419851 
KEYWORDS 1 3 18 29 W 
-41-
** 50 •• 
DUTT D,S, 
• SEE NR 1327 1328 1329 
EAGAN J, 
• SEE NR 1683 1684 
ECKSTEIN R,R, 
• SEE NR 649 
683 EDWARDS A,L, 1969•A 
A COMPILATION OF THERMAL PROPERTY DATA FOR COMPUTER HEAT• 
CONDUCTION CALCULATIONS 
UCRL•50589 119691 7eP, I NSA 23•264441 
KEYWORDS 2 6 2 9 30 W 
CATIONS U P T ANIONS 0 
EFFERDING L,E, • SEE NR 259 
684 EHLERT T,C, l958•A 
685 
MARGRAVE J,L, 
MELTING POINT AND SPECTRAL EMISSIVITY OF URANIUM DIOXIDE 
J, AMER, CERAM, sec, 41 119581 P,330 INSA 12•1604!1 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 22 26 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
E!AN C,S, l953•A 
DEISSLER R,G, 
EFFECTIVE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES OF MAGNESIUM OXIDE, STAINLESS 
STEEL, AND URANIUM OXIDE POWDERS IN VARIOUS GASES 
NACA•RM•E53G03 119531 IBP, INSA 8•8331 
KEYWORDS 2 6 12 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
EIAN C,S, • SEE NR 620 
686 EICHENBERG J,D, l957•A 
687 
FRANK P,W, KISIEL T,J, LUSTMAN B, 
VOGEL K,H, 
EFFECTS OF IRRADIATION ON BULK URANIUM DIOXIDE 
WAPD•l83 119571 192P, INSA 12•39071 
KEYWORDS l 3 6 8 11 W 




WAPD•TM-73 1195 7 I 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 
CATIONS U 
195 7•B 
ROD IRRADI AT!ON 
P,28•9/38 INSA 11•120001 
11 16 26 W 
ANIONS O ADDITIVES TI 








FRANK F),W, KISIEL T,J, LUSTMAN B, 
VOGEL K,H, 
EFFECTS OF IRRADIATION ON BULK URANIUM DIOXIDE 
T1D•7546 BOOK 2 119581 P,616•716 INSA 12•94461 INSA 12•94171 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 8 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
EICHENBERG J,D, 1958•9 





THE EFFECT I VE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
119581 12P, INSA 12•168541 
3 6 11 W 
U ANIONS 0 
E!CHEN~ERG J,D, l960•A 
LIEBERMAN R,~, MRAZIK F,P, 
IRRADIATION OF U02 FUEL RODS • THE X•l•L 
WAPD•208 119601 P,13•5 INSA 14•130191 
KEYWORDS 1 2 3 6 7 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
EICHENeERG J,D, 
• SEE NR 489 490 491 
EL WAKIL M,M, l971•A 
EX PER I MtNT 
HEAT CONDUCTION IN REACTOR ELEMENTS, CHAPT,5 • I, GENERAL AND 
ONE•OIMENSIONAL STEADY•STATE CASES 
NUCLEAR HEAT TRANSPORT 11971) P,103•30 IPUBL,l !NT, TEXTBOOK 
COMP, INSA 25•602221 
KEYWORDS 1 2 3 6 7 W 
ELBEL H, 1970-A 
KAEMPF H, DEP ISCH F, 
PROGRAM SATURN 1 11 N GERMAN I 
KFK•l270/2 119701 P,lll•l/111•2 IEUR-4164,DI INSA 25•413641 
KEYWORDS 1 3 2 9 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
ELBEL H, 
KAEMPF H, 
PROGRAM SATURN l 
EURFNR-849 119701 




Polll•l/111•2 INSA 25•413641 
w 
ANIONS 0 
ELBEL H, l970•C 
KAEMPF H, OEPISCH F, 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SATURN 1 • PROGRAM I JN GERMANI 
KFK•l270/4 119701 P,lll•l/111•2 IEUR-4573,01 INSA 25•600101 
KEYWORDS 1 3 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
ELBEL H, 1970•0 
KAEMPF H, OEPISCH F, 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SATURN l • PROGRAM 
EURFNR•902 119701 P,lll•l/111•2 INSA 25•600101 
KEYWORDS 1 3 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
696 ELBEL H, 197l•A 
COMPUTER PROGRAM BEMOO II N GERMAN I 
KFK-1400 IEUR•4'77,0) 119711 P,109•13 INSA 26•302141 
KEYWORDS I 3 2 9 W 
** ~1 ** 
697 ELBEL H, 1971-B 
698 
COMPUTER PROG,RAM BEMOO 
EURFNR-968 11971 I P,109-14 INSA 26-58379) INSA 26-,83681 
KEYWORDS l 3 29 W 
ELBEL Ho 1972-A 
OEPISCH Fo 
UTILIZATION OF THE SATURN I COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE 
CALCULAT1 ON OF BEHAV l OR OF FAST BREEDER PINS UNDER CYCLIC LOAD 
I IN GERMANI 
REAKTORTAGUNG 1972 !HAMBURG) APRIL 11-4 119721 P,411-4 
KEYWO,RDS l 3 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
ELBEL H, 
.. 
- SEE NR 
- SEE NR 
- SEE NR 
632 633 635 636 638 639 640 
641 642 643 644 64, 646 647 
648 1150 1151 1152 1153 1257 
699 ELDRIDGE E,A, 1966-A 
~ATOLICH J, JR, WOOO W,D, GOLDTHWAITE W,H, 
FABPICATIONt CHARACTERIZATION, ANO THERMAL-PROPERTY 
MEASUREMENTS OF ZR02-BASE FUELS 
BMI-1775 119661 89P, INSA 20-338621 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 16 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES ZR 
ELDRIDGE E,A, 
- SEE NR 1998 
ELLIOTT R,O, 
- SEE NR 1186 
ELSTON J, 
- SEE NR 305 
ELY.A.RD C,A, 
- SEE NR l 719 
700 E~ELYANOV V,S, 1969-A 
F.:VSTYUKHlN A,J, 
PROPERTIES OF SINTERED U02 
THE METALLURGY OF NUCLEAR FUEL, !NT, SERIES OF MONOGRAPHS IN 
NUCLEAR ENERGY 104 11969) P,139 INSA 23-339221 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 15 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
701 ENOEBROCK R,W, 1962-A 
702 
703 
PROPERTIES OF FUELS FOR HIGH-TEMPERATURE REACTOR CONCEPTS 
BMl-1598 (19621 203P, INSA 17-55751 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 14 20 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
ENGEL T ,K, 1969-A 
THE HEAT CAPACITIES OF AL203o uo2, AND PU02 FROM 300 TO 1100K 
J, NlJCL, MATER, 31 11969 I P,211-4 I NSA 23-30026 I 
KEYWO~CS 2 6 ? l 
CAT IONS u p ANIONS 0 
ENGELMANN F' 1966-A 
SCHMIDT H,F, 
HEAT TRAf..\SPORT BY RAD I A TI ON IN SOLIOS 
NUCL, SC I, ENG, 24 I 1966 I P,317-21 ( NSA 20-22329 I 
KEYWOROS l 22 W 
CATIONS u ANIONS 0 
704 ENGLANDER M, 1951-A 
NOTE ON THE MEASUREMENT OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIUM 
DIOXIDE llN FRENCH! 
CEA-79 119511 13P, INSA 5-51771 
KEYWORDS 2 6 9 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
ENGLE G,B, 
- SEE NR 1982 
7 05 EPPRECHT W, 1961-.A. 
MATERIAL SCIENCE IN NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY, - THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
AND HEAT TRANSFER ( IN GERMAN) 
LEHR- UND HANDBUECHER OER lNGENlEURWISSENSCHAFTEN VOL,19 
(1961) P,154/159/61 (BlRKHEAUSER VERLAG) 
KEY\o!ORDS 2 6 30 W 
CATIONS U T ANIONS 0 




BINARY MIXTURES OF U02 AND OTHER OXIDES 
J, AMER, CERAf'J., SOC, 36 119531 P,334-5 OISA 7-64371 
KEYWOROS 2 7 11 16 26 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADOIT!VES AL ME BE 
EPSTEIN L,F, 
- SEE NR 1078 
EPSTEIN M, 1973•A 
HEAT CONOUCTJON IN THE U02-CLAD0ING COMPOSITE BODY WITH 
SISULTANEOUS S0LI0IFICATION ANO MELTING 
NUCL, set, ENG, 51 (1973) P,S4-7 
KEYWOROS l 2 l 8 18 26 29 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
ERDMAN C,A, 1971-A 
DYNAMIC TECHNIQUE FOR ~EASURING THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY !N 
CYLINDRICAL GEOMETRY DESIGNED FOR USE IN RADIATION-DAMAGE 
STUDIES 
THESIS (URBANA, UNIV, OF ILLINOISI 119711 103P, INSA 25-519441 
KEYWORDS 3 9 W 
ERNST H, 
- SEE NR 1921 
709 ETSELL T,H, 1972-A 
TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF THORIA AND TMORIA-BASEO SOLID 
SOLUTIONS 
Z, NATURFORSCH" A 27 119721 P,1138-49 (NSA 26-459381 
KEYWORDS 2 6 15 16 20 
CAT IONS T ANIONS O ADDITIVES Y 
-42-
•• S2 •• 
710 EVANS E,A, 1962-A 
711 
MANFORD PROGRAMS FOR ADVANCED PLUTONIUM FUEL DESIGNS ANO 
F ABR I CAT I ON METHODS 
MW-75007 119621 P,5,12-20 INSA 17•34431 INSA 17-19'581 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 11 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
EVANS E,A, 1972-A 
KINTNER E,E, ZEBROSKI E,L, NEIMARK L,A, 
COX C,M, 
THE STATUS OF ENGINEERING OESIGN ANO IRRADIATION TESTING OF 
THE STAINLESS-CLAD MIXED-OXIDE FUEL SYSTEM FOR FAST BREEDER 
REACTORS 
PROC, 4TH !NT, CONF, ON PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY 10 
119721 GENEVA P,53-67 IA/CONF,49/P/077) ICONF-710901-161 INSA 
25-39249 I 
KEYWORDS W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
712 EVANS S,K, 1969-A 
AITKEN E•A, CRAIG C,N. 
EFFECT OF A TEMPERATURE GRAD I ENT ON THE STOICHIOMETRY OF 
URAN IA-PLUTONI A FUEL 
J, NUCL, MATER, 30 119691 P,57-61 (NSA 23-34117) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 15 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
713 EVANS S,K, 1969-B 
714 
715 
AITKEN E.A. CRAIG c.N. 
EFFECT OF A TEMPERATURE GRADIENT ON THE STOICHIOMETRY OF 
URANIA-PLUTONIA FUEL 
J, NUCL, MATER, 30 FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS IN 
NUCLEAR FUEL ASSEMBLIES IED, l ROBERTSON J,A,L,t CARTER R,E,t 
LAV K,Wu LEE D,t (1969) P,57-61 INSA 23-341171 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 B W 
CATIONS M ANIONS O 
EVANS S,K, l970•A 
BOHABOV P,E, 
THERMAL CONOUCTIVITY OF PHYSICALLY MIXED IUO,BPU0,2102-X 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, sec, 13 (19701 P,571-2 (NSA 25-48621 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 15 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
EVANS S,K, 
- SEE NR 28 29 1282 
EVRARO R, 
- SEE NR 582 
EVSTVUKHJN A,I, 
- SEE NR 700 
EWART F,T, 
- SEE NR 576 
EWERS 0, 1972-A 
LARSON J,R, 
EVALUATION OF FILAMENT-TYPE ELECTRIC HEATER ROD AS EMPLOYED 
SINGLE-LOOP SEMI-SCALE TO SIMULATE U02 FUEL RODS 
ANCR•l038 I 1972 I 40F>, ( NSA 26-55183 I 
KEYWORDS l l 9 18 29 W 
CATIONS u AN! ONS 0 
EWING W,M, 
- SEE NR 922 923 
EYRAUO c, 
- SEE NR 1570 1571 
EYR!NG L, 
- SEE NR 431 
EZRAN l, 
- SEE NR 1517 1518 
EZRAN s, 
- SEE NR 1708 
FACKELMANN J,M, 
- SEE NR 2199 2200 
IN 
716 FAHEY J,A, 1971-A 
717 
718 
PREPARATION AND SOME PROPERTIES OF BERKELIUM METAL AND 
CALJ<ORNIUM OIOXIOE 
THESIS IUNIV, OF TENNESSEE) 119711 130P, INSA 26-1~6261 
KEYWORDS 2 6 26 
CATIONS X ANIONS 0 
FAHEY J,A, 
- SEE NR 220 
FALCINELLI G, 
- SEE NR 401 
FARKAS M,S, 
- SEE NR 925 
FA.UCHER M, 1910-A 
CA.BANNES F, ANTHONY A,M, F>IRJOU B, 
SIMONATO J, 
MEASUREMENT OF THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY AND TOTAL EMISSIVITY OF 
SOLIDS BETWEEN 1500K AND MELTING POINT IIN FRENCH! 
REV, !NT, HAUTES TEMP, REFRACT, 7 ( 19701 P,290-7 INSA 25-
221781 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 22 
CATIONS T ANIONS 0 
FAUGERAS P, 1970-A 
POULIN E, 
PLUTONIUM - COMPOUNDS OF PLUTONIUM WITH OXIGEN (PHYSICAL 
PROPERTIES I ( IN FRENCH) 
NOUVEAU TRAITE DE CHIMIE MINERALE, TOME XV 5, FASC!CULE 
TRANSURANIENS (19701 P,421-31 IED,I PASCAL P, IPUB,I MASSON ET 
CIE 
KEYWORDS 2 6 15 21 30 
CATIONS P ANIONS 0 
** 53 ** 
719 FAUGERAS P, 1970•8 
POULIN f, 
PLUTONIUM • COMPOUNDS o, PLUTONIUM WITH OXYGEN (STVDY Of 
DIFFERENT SVSTrns IIN FRENCH) 
NOUVEAU TRAITE DE CHIMIE MINERALE, TOME XV 5, FASC!CULE 
TRANSURAN I ENS 119 70 I P, 464•9 I ED, ) PASCAL P, I PUB, ) MASSON ET 
Cl E 
KEYWORDS 2 7 15 26 
CATIONS Q ANIONS 0 
F AUSSAT A• • SEE NR 1772 
720 FAUX!NST!ER J, l967•A 
VAN CRAEYNEST .J.C. 
MEASUREMENT OF THE THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY BY THE ANGSTROEM METHOD 
I IN FRENCH) 
COMPTE RENDU D'ESSA! 469 11967) CEA 16P, 
KEYWORDS 2 6 9 11 W 
721 FAIIXINSTIER J, 196 7-B 
VAN CRAEYNEST J,C, 
STUDY OF THE VARIATION OF THE ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF 
IU,PU)02 AS A FUNCTION OF OXYGEN l!N FRENCH) 
COMPTE RENDU D'ESSA! 476 11967) CEA 21P, 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 20 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
FAUXINSTIE~ J• 
• SEE NR 207A 2079 
72? FAYL G, 1972-A 
HANSEN I(• 
!N•REACTOR DETERMINATION OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF U02• 
PELLETS UP TO 2200C 
R!S0•?69 11972) 35P, INSA ?7•781A) INSA ?7•9B80) 
KEYWORDS 1 6 7 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
721 FEITH A,D, 1963-A 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF U02 BY A RADIAL HEAT FlO\ol METHOD 
TID•?l668 11963) 25P, IGF.•TM-64•10•4) INSA 19•20563) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 W 
CATIONS u ANIONS O 
724 FEIT1-< A,D, 1963-B 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF U02 BY A RADIAL HEAT FLOW METHOD 
PROC, 3RD CONF, ON THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 11963) GATLINBURG 
Pol62•80 INSA 19•20563) 
KEYWORDS ? 6 7 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
725 FEITH A,D, 1964-A 
A RADIAL '"!EAT FLOW APPARATUS FOR HIGH-TEMPERATURE THERMAL 
CONDUCT IV! TY MEASUREMENTS 
GEMP-?96 (1964) 25P, (NSA 18-39895) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 9 11 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES Y 
726 FEITH A,D, 1964-B 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SEVERAL CERAMIC MATERIALS TO 2500C 
PROC, 4TH CONF, ON THER~AL CONDUCTIVITY 11964) SAN FRANCISCO 
P,!V•C•!/17 INSA 20•820) INSA 21•6877) 
KE'Y\1.'0RDS 2 fi 7 11 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES Y 
7?7 FEITH A,D, 1964-C 
THFRMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SEVERAL CERAMIC MATERIALS TO 2500C 
GE·TM-64•!0•4 11964) 17P, I NSA 20•820 l 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES Y 
72~ FEIT!-i A,D, 1965-A 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SEVERAL CERAM l C MATER! ALS TO 2 500C 
ADVANCES IN THERMOPHYS!CAL PROPERTIES AT EXTREME TEMPERATURES 
AND PRESSURES 11965) P,328•35 INSA 20•820) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 II 16 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES Y 
729 FEITH A,D, 1965-B 
THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF U02 TO 2500C 
J, NUCL, MATFR, 16 (1965) P.231-2 
~EYWORDS 2 6 7 II W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
730 FE.ITH A,D, 1968-A 
THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF THORIA POWDER FROM 400 TO l200C 
PROC, 7TH CONF, ON THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 11967) GAITHERSBURG, 




7 12 W 
ANIONS 0 
• SEE NR 509 
731 FENECH H, 1962•A 
732 
HENRY .J,J. 
AN ANALYSIS OF A THERMAL CONTACT RESISTANCE 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, SOC, 5 119621 P,476•7 INSA 17•38891 
KEYWORDS I 3 8 29 W 
FENECH H, • SEE NR 784 785 1771 
FERGUSON l,F, 1960•A 
STREET R,S. D EVE R,W,M. 
HIGH THEMPERATURE X•RAY DIFFRACTION 
PU02,0oo, PU02,009, SRF2 AND BAF2 
AERE•R 3344 11960) ZIP, 
KEYWORDS 2 6 12 27 
CAT IONS U P T ANIONS 0 
STUDIES, PART I • TH02, 
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HIGH TEMPERATURE X•RAV orrFRACTION STUDIE'S, PART 4 • THE 
THERMAL EXPANSION OF U409 
AERE•M•ll92 (1963) !OP, INSA 17•221541 
KEYWORDS 2 6 2 7 




KEYWORDS I 2 
!960•A 
PROPER TI ES OF URAN I UM OX! DE 
11960) P,31•5 
6 9 11 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES ME 
FERNET P, l964•A 
EURATOM 1 S ACTIVITY IN THE FI ELD DF URANIUM OXIDE 
EUR•!B40,E 11964) P, 162•6 ITID•2!22ll I NSA l 9•907 l KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 30 W 
CATIONS u ANIONS 0 ADDITIVES NB 
FERRANTE E, • SEE NR 364 
FERRAR I H,M, • SEE NR 143 144 145 146 452 
• SEE NR 825 
FERRELL E,F, • SEE NR 960 
y BE 
463 
736 FERRERO G,L, 1972•A 
PROPERTIES OF SINGLE REFRACTORY OXIDES l!N FRENCH) 
EUR•4756,F 11972) 42P, INSA 26•28540) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 27 30 W 
CATIONS T ANIONS 0 
737 FERRO C, l96B•A 
FRANCIA M, MAJAN! C, MORETTI S, 
PATtMO C, 
CNEN•CSN•CASACC I A CERAMI CS TECHNOLOGY • HIGH TEMPERATURE 
MATER!ALS RESEARCH AND CHARACTERIZATION 
AGARD MEETING (STUTTGART) 119681 7P, 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 22 W 
CATIONS V ANIONS 0 
7 38 FERRO C, l 969•A 
MORETTI S, PATIMO C, 
THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY AND CONDUCTIVITY OF SINTERED URANIUM-
THORIUM MIXED OXIDES 
6 76 
PROC, BTH CONF, ON THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 119691 WFST LAFAYETTE 
P,815•22 INSA 24•39710) INSA 24•396461 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 W 
CATIONS V AN!ONS 0 
739 FERRO C, 1970•A 
MORETTI S, PAT!MO C, 
MEASUREMENTS OF THFRMAL D!FFUSIVITY IN MIXTURES OF THE OXIDES 
OF URANIUM AND THORIUM I IN FRENCH) 
BMBW•FB K 70•01 11970) Po!V/5 1•9 INSA 24•34946) INSA 24-
3483 7 l 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 W 
CATIONS V ANIONS 0 
740 FERRO C, 1970•8 
PAT!MO C, PICON! C, 
THERMAL PROPERT r ES OF CERAM r C MATERIALS 
RT/!NGl70)23 11970) 27P, ICONF-700556•5) INSA 25•3?7951 
KEYWORDS 2 9 30 W 
CATIONS U V ANIONS 0 
741 FERRO C, l97l•A 
PATIMO C, P!CON! C, 
THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY OF THOR!A•URAN!A MIXED OXIDES AND SOME 
MATERIALS TO BE USED AS REFERENCE IN THE RANGE 650 • 2,650K 
PROC, 11TH CONF, ON THERMAL CONDUCT!V!TY 119711 AL~UQUEROUE 
P,93•4 ICONF•71093Bl INSA 26•206B3l 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 15 
CATIONS U T ANIONS 0 
742 FERRO C, l972•A 
PATIMO C, P!CON! C, 
THERMAL D!FFUS!VITY OF MIXED ITH(l•X)U(X)) OXIDES AND so•E 
MATERIALS TO BE USED AS REFERENCE IN THE RANGE 650·2700K 
J, NUCL, MATER, 43 119721 P,273•6 INSA 26•388751 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 
CATIONS V AN!ONS 0 
743 FIAT 1960•A 
SWAG!NG OF URANIUM DIOXIDE 
EURAEC•IO 119601 2BP, IT1D•l2447l IFN•E•ll INSA 16•20997) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 9 12 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
744 FIAT !960•B 
SWAGING OF URANIUM DIOXIDE 
T!D•l244B 11960) P,26•31 INSA B•l72B0l 
KEYWORDS 2 6 12 14 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
745 FIAT l96l•A 
746 
747 
SWAGING OF URANIUM DIOXIDE 
EURAEC•61 11961 l P,8•12 INSA 16•15155) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 12 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
F!AT l96l•B 
SWAGING OF URANIUM DIOXIDE 
EURAEC•l93 11961) IBP, (NSA 
KEYWORDS 2 6 9 12 W 
CATIONS U AN!ONS O 
F!AT 1962•A 
SWAGING OF URANIUM DIOXIDE 
EURAEC-310 11962) P,5-6 (NSA 
KEYWORDS 2 6 12 W 
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FI EDLER H, 1972-A 
APPLICATION OF THE SATURN l - COMPUTER PROGRAM ! JN GERMANI 
KFK-1272/l 119721 P,112-1 (EUR-4844,Dl INSA 27-190721 
KEYWORDS l 3 2 9 W 








OF THE SATURN l - COMPUTER PROGRAM 
119721 P,112-1 INSA 27-190721 
3 29 W 
ANIONS 0 
- SEE NR 646 647 
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750 FIELD J,H, 1970-A 
7'1 
ZEBROSKI E,L, 
TASK E - FUEL MATERIALS PROPERTIES AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION, 
6,2,2 THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY STUDIES 
GEAP-I0028-36 119701 P,46 (NSA 25-181371 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
F!ELO J,H, - SEE NR 953 2044 
FI ELDSOUSE t ,B, - SEE NR 988 
FJLACCSIONI G, - SEE NR 362 363 365 366 
FINCEL R,"4, JR, - SEE NR 504 506 
FINDLAY J,R, - SEE NR 751 1779 
FIRMAN E ,C, 1958-A 
JOHNSON F,A, FINDLAY J,R, 
A TECHNIQUE FOR THE 'IN-PILE 1 MEASUREMENT OF THERMAL 
DIFFUSIVITY 
AERE-R/2395 119581 '30P, I NSA 12-123541 
KEYWORDS 3 6 9 w 
ANIONS 0 
FlRSTtNBERG ~. - SEE NO 921 
- SEE NR 406 408 412 1335 1336 1337 1338 
- SEE NR 1339 1340 
FISC~FR G.J, - SEE NP 397 
FISCHE~ J, 197l•A 
LEIPOW!TZ L, HALEY J, 
THEP~/lL DIFFUSIVITY OF REA.CTOR MATERIALS 
ANL-7775 (1971) P,77-8 (~SA 26-28535) 
KEYWOR~S 2 7 9 26 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
(LIQUID U021 
FISCHER J• - SEE NR 407 410 411 413 
753 FISCHEQ. W,A, 1970-A 
JANKE 0, 
INVESTIGATIONS ON THE IONIC CONDUCTIVITY OF SOLID ELECTROLYTES 
OF Y203-DOPED 21 RCON I UM OX I DE AND THORIUM OX I DE (IN GERMAN l 
Z, PHYS, CHEM, (FQ:ANK.FURT) 69 (19701 P,11•28 (NSA 24-40187) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 20 
CATIONS T ANIONS O ADDITIVES Y 
FISH R,L, - SEE NR 1325 
FI SHENDEN M, - SEE NR 402 
FISHER F,D, - SEE NR 352 
754 FISHER L, 1966-A 
PENDLETON J, POUNDER J,O, WASHINGTON A,B, 
FUEL TEMPERATURE MEASURE'MENTS IN MIXED OXIDE ELEMENTS 
NUCL, ENG, 11 119661 P,600-2 INSA 20-426121 
<E'YWOPDS 3 6 9 11 W 
CATIONS S ANIONS 0 
75? FISHER L, 1966•6 
FRENCH G, 
FUEL CENTRE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT JN OFR AND DMTR 
CQN<-660521-6 119661 7P, (NSA 22-44811 l 
KEY',IORDS 3 6 11 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
756 FITTS R,B, 1969-A 
DECARLO V,A, 
ORR INSTRUMENTED TESTS 
ORNL-4350 119691 P,25-9 (NSA 23-205351 (NSA 23-20534) 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 12 W 
CAT JONS U ANIONS 0 
757 FITTS R,R, 1969•9 
DECARLO V,A, THOMS K.,R, 
ORR INSTRUMENTED TESTS 
ORNL-4440 (19691 P,27 (NSA 24-4827) (NSA 24-4710) 
KEYWORDS 3 6 11 23 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
758 FITTS R,8, 1969-C 
COX C ,M, 
HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSIS 
ORNL-44 70 ( 19691 P, 138-9 I NSA 24-2868 l I NSA 24-29821 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 7 11 29 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
759 
760 
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FITTS R,B, 1969-D 
COMPARISON OF THERMAL-FLUX AND FAST-FLUX THERMAL GRADIENTS 
ORNL-4470 Cl969 I P, l 39-40 ! NSA 24-2868 I ! NSA 24-2982 I 
KEYWORDS l 3 6 7 ll 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
FITTS R,B, 1969-E 
DECARLO V1A.e THOMS K,R, 
ORR INSTRUMENTED TESTS 
ORNL-4420 Cl969 I P,28-30 ! NSA 23-48502 I I NSA 23-48 3151 
KEYWORDS 3 6 12 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
761 FITTS R,B, l97D-A 
CUNEO D,R, DECARLO V,A, 
ORR INSTRUMENTED TESTS 
ORNL-4480 119701 P,26-7 INSA 24-173931 INSA 24-171921 
KEYWORDS 3 6 9 11 23 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
762 FITTS R,8, 1970-B 
DECARLO V,A, CUNEO D,R, 
ORR INSTRUMENTED TESTS 
ORNL-4570 (197CI P,56-7 INSA 25-27681 (NSA 25-26011 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 14 W 
CATIONS ~ ANIONS 0 
763 FITTS R,B, 1970-C 
DECARLO V,A, LONG E,L, JR, OLSEN A,R, 
THERMAL PERFORMANCE AND RESTRUCTURING OF PELLET AND SPHERE-PAC 
FUELS TRANS, AMER, NUCL, sec, 13 119701 P,549-51 (CONF-7011021 (NSA 
25-59921 
KEYWORDS 3 6 11 12 23 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
764 FITTS R,6, 1970-D 
DECARLO V,A., CUNEO D,R, 
INSTRUMENTED TESTS IN THE OAK RIDGE RESEARCH REACTOR 
ORNL-4600 (19701 P,26-7 INSA 25-88291 (NSA 25-89091 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 7 12 W 
CATIONS U P ANIONS 0 
765 FITTS R,B, 1970-E 




INSTRUMENTED TESTS IN OAK RIOGE RESEARCH REACTOR 
ORNL-4560 11970 I P, 7.6-30 I NSA 24-44 76 l I ( NSA 24-446521 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 10 12 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
FITTS R,B, 1971•A 
LONG E,L, JR, MILLER J,L, JR, 
TESTS OF THERMAL PERFORMANCE 
ORNL-T~-3300 119711 P, 23-7 I NSA 25-49573 I 
KEYWORDS 1 3 7 11 12 23 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
FITTS R.B, 1971-B 
SENN R,L, 
TESTS OF MECHANICAL INTERACTION OF FUEL AND CLADOJNG 
ORNL-TM-3300 (19711 P,19-33 (NSA 25-495731 
KEYWORDS 1 3 9 '7 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
FITTS R,B, 1971-C 
MILLER F ,L, 
ANALYSIS DATA FROM SG-3 THERMAL PERFORMANCE TEST 
ORNL-TM-3550 ( 19711 P,19-25 I NSA 26-156 731 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 12 W 
CATIONS • ANIONS 0 
769 FITTS R,B, 1971-D 
ORR INSTRUMENTED THERMAL PERFORMANCE TESTS 
ORNL-TM-3540 ( 19711 P,50-1 (NSA 26-4906) 
KEYWORDS 3 B 12 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
770 FITTS R,B, 1971-E 
ORR INSTRUMENTED THERMAL PERFORMANCE TESTS 
ORNL-4770 119711 P,50-1 INSA 26-49051 (NSA 26-49901 
KEYWORDS 3 8 12 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
771 FITTS R,B, 1971-F 
MILLER F,L, 
ANALYSIS OF DATA FROM TEST SG-3 
ORNL-TM-3571 ( 19711 P,31-3 
KEYWORDS 3 7 12 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
772 FITTS R,B, 1972•A 
MILLER J,L, JR, LONG E,L, JR, 
OBSERVATIONS ON TUNGSTEN-RHENIUM THERMOCOUPLES USED IN-REACT 
IN (UoPUl02 FUEL PINS 
ORNL-TM-3617 (19721 16P, INSA 26-233911 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 7 9 11 W 
CAT JONS M ANIONS 0 
773 FITTS R,B, 1972-B 
~ILLER F,L, 
ANALYSIS AND PERFORMANCE OF INSTRUMENTED FUEL PINS 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, SOC, 1' (19721 P,180 (CONF-7206071 (NSA 2 
449981 
KEYWORDS l 3 9 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
774 FITTS R,B, 1972-C 
MILLER F,L, 
ANALYSIS OF ORR INSTRUMENTED THERMAL PERFORMANCE TESTS 
ORNL-4820 (19721 P,66-7 (NSA 27-56111 INSA 27-56491 
KEYWORDS l 3 6 7 W 
CAT-JONS M ANIONS 0 
H 57 H 
775 FITTS R,B, 1972•0 
776 
777 
MILLER J,L, JR, LONG E,L, JR, 
OBSERVATIONS ON TUNGSTEN•RHENIUM THERMOCOUPLES USED IN•REACTOR 
IN IU,PUJ02 
TESPERATURE, ITS MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL IN SCIENCE AND 
INDUSTRY, VOLUME FOUR, PART 3 119721 P,1951•8 IED,J PLUMB H,H, 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 7 9 11 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
FITTS R.B. 
• SEE NR 520 526 1650 1651 1652 1653 1954 
FITZSIMMONS E,S, • SEE NR 2158 
FITZSIMMONS W,D,C, • SEE NR 1626 
FLAGELLA P,N, • SEE NR 508 991 992 993 
FLEISCHER B, 
WASHBURN T ,N, 




AID TO THERMAL ANALYSIS OF IRRADIATION 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, SOC, 14 119711 P,763 INSA 26•20691 
KEYWORDS 3 9 W 
FLJNTA J,E, 1958-A 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIUM 
TI0•7546 ROOK 2 119581 P,516•25 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 W 
CAT IONS U ANIONS 0 
FLINTA J,E, • SEE NR 235 
DIOXIDE 
INSA 12•94401 INSA 12•94171 





COLL!GNON M, SMOLDERS A, 
DETERM!MTION OF THE OPERATING TEMPERATURE OF AN IRRADIATED 
FUEL ELEMENT BY MEANS OF DISPERSED MONITORS I IN FRENCH! 
J, NUCL, ""1ATER, 32 ( 1969) P,268-80 INSA 23-46152) 
KEYWORDS 3 4 6 7 11 16 \•/ 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES AL 
FLIPOT A,J, 1971-A 
OELARASSINE A, GILJSSEN R, 
TE-~PERATURF DISTRIBUTION IN IRRADIATED OXIDE FUEL WITH 
c!SPERSED SURNABLE POISON 
ri./UCL, ENG, INT, 16 ( 1971) P,329-33 (NSA 25-57194) 
l<.~YWO~DS 3 6 7 11 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES AL 
FLI POT A,.J, 
• SEE NR 1509 
FLOTOW H, E, l 96A-A 
OSBORNE D,W, WESTRU~ E,F, JR, 
HEAT CAPACITY OF TETRAURAN!UM ENNEAOXIDE IU4091 FROM 
?4K,' THE MAGNETIC CONTRIBUTION TO THE ENTROPY 
J, CHEM, PHYS, 49 11968) P,2438-42 tNSA 22•50243) 
KEY\vORDS 2 5 21 
CAT IONS U ANIONS 0 
FLYNN D.R, 1969-A 
THfR~AL CONDUCTIVITY OF CERAMICS 
NRS•SPEC, PURL, 303 MECHANICAL ANO THERMAL PROPERTIES 
CERAMICS (1969) P,63•123 (ED,) WACHTMAN J,B, JR, INSA 
44 788) 
KEY>JORDS l 30 W 




ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITlfS OF THORIA AT HIGH TEMPERATURES l!N 
FRENCH) 




STUDY OF THE 
IIN FRENCH! 
COM PT, REND, 
KEYWORDS 2 
CATIONS T 
FORA ES R, L, 
FORSYTH R,S, 
ACAD, SCI, (PARISJ 215 119421 ? 1 534-6 f 7 20 
ANIONS 0 
l 943•A 
ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF THE SYSTEM TH02•CE02 
ACAD, SCI, (PARISI 216 119431 P,443•5 
6 16 20 
ANIONS O ADDITIVES CE 
• SEE NR 833 2036 
• SEE NR 238 
784 FORTESCUE P, l965•A 
765 
SHANSTROM R, BRO!DO J, STEIN J,M, 
BAXTER A, FENECH H, 
SAFETY CHARACTERISTICS OF LARGE GAS-COOLED FAST POWER REACTORS 
ANL•7120 119651 P,239•60 ICONF•651009•51 INSA 20•384691 INSA 
20•51191 
KEYWORDS I 6 7 11 16 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
FORTESCUf P, 1965•6 
SHA~STROM R, BROIDO J, STEIN J,M, 
BAXTER A, FENECH H1 
SAFETY CHARACTERISTICS OF LARGE GAS•COOLED FAST POWER 
GA-6732 119651 BlP, ICONF•651009•51 INSA 20•51191 
KEYWORDS 1 2 3 6 7 11 l 8 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
FOSTER J,P, • SEE NR 221 956 957 
• SEE NR 1953 
REACTORS 
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FOX A,C, 
• SEE NR 1734 
FOX G,L, 
• SEE NR 1505 
FOX J,B, 
• SEE NR 1677 
FRANCIA M, 
• SEE NR 737 
786 FRANCL J, 1953•A 
KINGERY W,D, 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, IX, EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE 
EFFECT OF POROSITY ON THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
NY0•3647 119531 P,19•36 INSA 8•10751 
KEYWORDS 2 11 14 W 






THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY • IX, EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF 
EFFECT OF POROS !TY ON THERMAL CONDUCT IV !TY 
J, AMER, CERAM, SOC, 37 119541 P,99•107 INSA 8•107>1 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 14 W 
FRANCL J, 
• SEE NR 1199 1200 
FRANCOIS A, • SEE NR 517 
FRANCO! S B, 
FREDERIC J,P, 




PRODUCTION OF CERAMIC NUCLEAR FUELS I IN 
FRENCH PATENT NO, 
KEYWORDS 1 2 11 
1,515,085 119681 4P, INSA 23•340751 
14 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADD IT IVES ME 
FRANCOIS B, • SEE NR 415 
FRANK P,W, 
• SEE NR 686 688 
FRANTZ C,E, 1971-A 
APPARATUS FOR DETERMINING HEAT CONTENT ON IRRADIATED FUELS 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, SOC, 14 119711 P,886 ICONF•71!0091 INSA 26• 
23461 
KEYWORDS 4 6 9 21 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
FRANTZ C,E, 1971-B 
SCHUL TE J,W, 
APPARATUS FOR DETERMINING HEAT CONTENT ON IRRADIATED FUELS 
PROC, 19TH CONF, ON REMOTE SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY 119711 P,183•5 
IED,I FARMAKES R, INSA 26•94301 
KEYWORDS 4 6 9 21 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
FREDERIC J,P, • SEE NR 788 
FREDRICKSON D,R, 1970•A 
CHASANOV M,G, 
ENTHALPHY OF URANIUM DIOXIDE AND SAPPHIRE TO 1500K BY DROP 
CALORIMETRY 
J, CHEM, THERMODYNAMICS 2 119701 P,623•9 INSA 24•512121 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
792 FREDRICKSON D,R, l970•B 
793 
RARNFS R,D, 
ENTHALPIES AND HEAT CAPACITIES BY DROP CALORIMETRY, 
A,RES IS TANCE•HEATED AND ELEC TRON•BEAM•HEATED CALOR IMETR ! C 
SYSTEMS IUBl,981 IU021 
ANL-7675 119701 P,87•8 INSA 24•504391 
KEYWORDS 2 7 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
FREDRICKSON D,R, • SEE NR 406 408 
FRENCH G, • SEE NR 755 
FRESHLEY M,D, l963•A 
MATTYS H,M, 
PROPERTIES OF SINTERED TH02•PU02 
HW•76559 119631 P,ll,6•11,9 INSA 17•316811 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 26 
CATIONS Q ANIONS 0 
794 FRESHLEY M,D, 1963•6 
795 
796 
MATTYS .. hM, 
PROPERTIES OF SINTERED TH02•PU02 
HW•76300 119631 P,2,6•2,8, INSA 17•238661 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 26 
CATIONS Q ANIONS O 
FRESHLEY M,D, l963•C 
CARROLL D,F, 
THE IRRADIATION PERFORMANCE OF ZR02•PU02 NUCLEAR FUEL 
HW•SA•3128 119631 16P, ICONF•l87•731 INSA 18•225261 
KEYWORDS 1 3 7 11 16 W 
CATIONS P ANIONS O ADDITIVES ZR 
FRESHLEY M,D, 1963•D 
CARROLL D,F, 
THE IRRADIATION PERFORMANCE OF ZR02/PU02 FUEL MATERIAL 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, SOC, 6 119631 P,348•9 INSA 18•23391 
KEYWORDS 1 3 7 11 16 W 
CATIONS P ANIONS O ADDITIVES ZR 
797 FRESHLEY M,D, 1963•E 
CARROLL D,F, 
THE IRRADIATION PERFORMANCE OF MGO/PU02 FUEL MATERIAL 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, SOC, 6 11963 I P, 396•7 I NSA 18•2359 I 
KEYWORDS 1 3 7 11 16 W 
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FRESHLEY M.D, 1963•F 
CARROLL O,F, 
THE IRRADIATION PERFORMANCE OF MGO-PU02 NUCLEAR FUEL 
HW•SA•3127 11963) 1,P, I CONF-187•53 I INSA 18•12725 I 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 711162324 
CATIONS p ANIONS 0 ADDITIVES MG 
FRESHLEY M,D, l964•A 
MATTYS H,M, 
TH02•PU02 I RRAD I AT ION STUD! ES 
HW•B1602 11964) P,3,4•3,6 INSA 19•14083) INSA 19•13880) 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 23 W 
CATIONS Q ANIONS 0 
FRESHLEY M,D, 1965•A 
SKAVDAHL R,E, 
U02•RU02 H!GH•POWER•OENSITY FUEL ELEMENTS IN 
PANISKO F,E, 
IRRADIATION OF 
PRTR NUCL, SOC, 8 119651 P,365•6 INSA 20•240) TRANS, AMER, 
KEYWORDS 4 6 7 l l 26 W 
CAT IONS M ANIONS 0 
FRESHLEY M,D, 1966-A 
WHEELER R,G, BATCH J,M, HESSON G,M, 
INVESTIGATION DF THE CO~BINED FAILURE OF PRESSURE TUBE AND 
DEFECTED FUEL ROD IN PRTR 
BNWL•272 119661 151P, INSA 20•42675) 
KEYWORDS 1 2 3 6 71112W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
802 FRESHLEY M,D, 1966-B 
Pf1.NJSKO 1=",F., SKAVOAHL R,E, 
THE IRRADIATION PEHAVIOR OF U02•PU02 FUELS IN PRTR 
RNWL•SA•79l 119661 29P, ICONF-661003•4) INSA 20•462261 
KFYWORDS 3 6 7 12 24 26 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
803 FRES~•LEY M.D, 1967-A 
B05 
808 
PURLEY T ,B, GOLOSMl TH S, 
>LUTONIUM FUEL IRRADIATIONS IN PRTR • PRESENT STATUS 
TRANS, A"1ER, NUCL, SOC, 10 (1967) P,518-19 (NSA 22-6124) 
KEVY,'ORDS l 3 6 7 11 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
F~FS~LEY M,D, 196 7•6 
PA'HSKO F,F., 
THE IRRADIAT JON 
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(1973) 36P, tNSA 27-25086) 
7 21 
ANIONS 0 
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GIBBY R,L, 
• SEE NR 185 1301 1305 
GJJS A, 
• SEE NR 47 
G!L!SSEN R, • SEE NR 779 
GINGERICH K.A, • SEE NR 81 
GJN1ER R, 
• SEE NR 677 
882 GIRDHAR H,L, 1968•A 
WESTRUM E,F", JR, 
LAMBDA•TYPE THERMAL ANOMALY IN TRIURANIUM OCTAOXIDE AT 482,7K 
J, cam, ENG, DATA 13 (19681 P,531•3 (NSA 23•10461 
KEYWORDS 2 6 2 l 
CAT !ONS U ANIONS 0 
GIULIANI S, 
• SEE NR 667 
883 GLANZ G, l968•A 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES IN THE uo2-s102 SYSTEM IN THE 
TEMPERATURE RANGE lOOC TO 800C I IN GERMANI 
J, NUCL, ~ATER, 27 (1968) P,331-4 (NSA 22-49832) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES SI 
884 GLANZ G, 1968•8 
M!'THOD FOR DETERMINATION OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF 
~UCLEAR FUEL SAMPLES DURING IRRADIATION IN A REACTOR (IN 
GER~AN J 
~EV, ROUM, PHYS, 13 (1968) P,829-35 (NSA 23•46130} 
KEYWORDS 3 6 9 ll 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES Sl 
885 GLANZ Gt 1969-A 
THER'AL CONDUCT lVITY OF U02•SI02 SYSTEMS WITH VARYING U02 
CONCENTRATION IN THE TE~PERATURE RANGE lOOC TO aooc I IN 
GfRMAN) 
J, NUCL, MATER, 29 11969} P,329.•33 (NSA 23•16537} 
KEn.iORDS 2 6 l l 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES SI 
GLANZ G • • SEE NR 3I 
GLASSNER A, • SEE NR ll 12 








ERROR ANALYSIS FOR lN•PlLE MEASUREMENT OF U02 FUEL TEMPERATURE 
AT ?200( 
ORNL-t-'1I T-46 ( 1968 l 29P, 
KEYl'o'ORDS 3 9 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
GODE SAR R, l 969-A 
GUYETTE M, HOPPE N, 
COMETHE l l • A COSPUTER CODE FOR PREDICTING THE MECHANICAL AND 
THERMAL BEHAV!OR OF A FUEL PIN 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, SOC, 12 (1969) P,533 (NSA 24•7362) INSA 24-
7393) 
KEYWORDS l 7 l l 29 W 
CAT I ONS M AN l ONS 0 
GODE SAR R, 1970-A 
GUYETTE M, HOPPE N, 
CO.SETH[ ll • A COMPUTER CODE FOR PREDICTING THE MECHANICAL ANO 
THEP"'iAL BEHAVJOR OF A FUEL PIN 
NUCL, APPL, TECHNCL, 9 {1970) P,205-17 (NSA 24-73621 
<EYWORDS l 3 6 7 ll 27 29 W 
CAT IONS M ANIONS 0 
GODESAR R, l97l•A 
COMPUTER PROGRAM COMETHE ll C ( IN GERMANI 
KFK•l400 IEUR-4577,Dl II97ll P,3!•8 (NSA 26•302141 
KEYWORDS 1 3 29 W 
GODESAR R, 1971-B 
GEOMETR l C DES CR I PT l ON OF THE SURF ACE PROF l LES AND MODELS FOR 
THE SEAT TRANSFER THROUGH THE FUEL/CAN CONTACT (JN GERMANI 
KFK-1400 IEUR•4577,Dl 119711 P,219•26 INSA 26•30214} 
KEYWORDS 1 3 8 29 W 
GODESAR R, 197!•C 
COMPUTER PROGRAM COMETHE I I C 
EURFNR•968 ll97Il P,34•9 INSA 26•58372} INSA 26•583681 
KEY>ORDS l 3 29 W 
GODESAR R, 1971•0 
GEOMETR l C DES CR l PT l ON OF THE SURF ACE PROF l LES AND MODELS FOR 
THE HEAT TRANSFER THROUGH THE FUEL/CAN CONTACT 
EURFNR•968 ( 1971 J P,201•9 (NSA 26•583801 (NSA 26•58368} 
KEYWORDS l 3 8 29 W 
GODESAR R, • SEE NR 654 
893 GODFREY T,G, 196l•A 
MCELROY D,L, 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY STUD l ES 
ORNL•3l66 119611 P,78•83 (NSA 15•30220} 
KEYWORDS 2 6 9 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
894 GODFREY T,G, 1961•6 
MCELROY D,L, 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY STUDIES 
ORNL•32!0 ll96ll P,175•6 (NSA 16•96641 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
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895 GODFREY T,G, l96l•C 
KOLLIE T,G, MCELROY D,L, 
A RADIAL HEAT FLOW APPARATUS FOR THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
MEASUREMENTS FROM 60 TO 1600C 
CONF, ON THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY METHODS ( 19611 BM!o COLUMBUS 
P,179•204 (PROC, 1ST CONF, ON THERMAL CO~DUCTIVITY, OCT, 26•8, 
19611 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 l l 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
896 GODFREY T,G, l962•A 
MCELROY D,L, 
THERMAL CONOUCTIVITY STUDIES 
ORNL•3254 ( 19621 P,264•6 (NSA 16•159141 
KEYWORDS 2 6 l l W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
897 GODFREY T,G, 1962•6 
MCELROY D,L, 
THERMAL CONDUCT IV I TV STUD! ES 
ORNL•3313 119621 P,74•6 (NSA 16•30165) INSA !6•301681 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 W 
CATIO~S U ANIONS O 
898 GODFREY T,G, l962•C 
K.OLLIE T,G, MCELROY D,L, 
FURTHER STUDIES ON THE RADIAL HEAT FLOW APPARATUS • STUDIES ON 
A QUENCHING APPARATUS FOR MEASURING THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY 
ORNL•33!3 (19621 P,136•7 INSA 16•30165) INSA l6•30I69l 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 9 II W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O 
899 GODFREY T,G, l963•A 
MCELRIY D,L, 
THERMAL CONDUCT lV!TY OF U02 
ORNL•3302 (1963} P,252•4 INSA 16•28368} (NSA 16•283791 
KEYWORDS 2 6 l ! W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
900 GODFREY T ,G, 1963•6 
MCELROY D,L, 
THERMAL CONDUCT IV !TY OF U02 
ORNL•3372 119631 P,294•6 (NSA I7•11955l 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 W 
CAT IONS U ANIONS 0 








THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF U02 
ORNL•3445 (l963l P,214•7 INSA !7•333161 (NSA 17•333231 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O 
GODFREY T 1G1 1963-D 
FULKERSON W, MCELROY D,L, MOOPE J,P, 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF U02 AND ARMCO IRON BY A RADIAL HEAT 
FLOW APPARATUS 
PROC, 3RD CONF, ON THERMAL CONDUCT l V l TY ( l 96 3 l GA TL l NBURG 
P,113•61 (NSA 19•27965} 
KEYWORDS 2 6 I I W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
GODFREY T,G, 1963•E 
/ro!CELROY D,L, 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY STUDIES ON U02 
ORNL•3470 (1963} P,149•50 INSA l8•4764l (NSA l8•4I70l 
KEYWORDS 2 6 l l W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
GODFREY T ,G, 1964-A 
FULKERSON W, MCELROY D,L, MOOR£ J,P, 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY STUDIES 
ORNL•3523 119641 P,201•5 (NSA 18•154931 INSA 1B•l5>301 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
GODFREY T .G, 1964 .. B 
FULKERSON W, KOLLIE T,G, MOORE J,P, 
MCELROY D,L, 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIUM DIOXIDE AND ARMCO IRON BY AN 
IMPROVED RADIAL HEAT FLOW TECHNIQUE 
ORNL•3556 119641 72P, (NSA 18•279651 
KEYWORDS 2 6 l l W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
GODFREY T,G, 1965-A 
FULKERSON W, KOLLIE T,G, MOORE J,P, 
MCELROY D,L, 
THER~AL CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIUM DIOXIDE FROM •57C TO !IOOC BY 
A RADIAL HEAT FLOW TECHNIQUE 
J, AMER, CERAM, SOC, 48 (19651 P,297-305 fORNL-P-1121 (NSA 19-
34 702 l 
KEYWORDS 2 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
GODFREY T,G, !966•A 
WOOLLEY J.A, LE!TNAKER J,M, 
THERMODYNAMIC FUNCTIONS OF NUCLEAR 
TH02, AND UN MATERIALS - UCt UC2, U02 t 
ORNL•TM-1596 
KEYWORDS 2 
(1966} 23P, INSA 20•439071 
6 7 11 21 
CATIONS U V ANIONS 0 
GODFREY T ,G, 
• SEE NR 836 1484 
908 GOOTS J,E, l966•A 
RESTELLI E,F, JR, 
TRANSIENT TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION IN FUEL ELEMENTS 
ANL•7120 (19661 P,486•93 INSA 20•384891 (NSA 20•38471} 
KEYWORDS 1 2 3 6 7 11 18 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
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GOER ING Hel• • SEE NR B33 1534 1535 
1536 
2163 2164 2165 2166 2167 2168 2169 
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• SEE NR 
• SEE NR 2170 2171 2172 2173 2174 
GOETZMANN 0, • SEE NR 657 
GOINGUENET A, • SEE NR 1960 
GOLD~ERG I, l 966•A 
LYNN Lel• SPHAR CeD, 
FRIGRO • FORTRAN•IV DIGITAL COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE ANALYSIS 
OF FUEL SWELL! NG AND CAL CUL AT ION OF TEMPERATURE IN BULK•OX I DE 
CYLINDRICAL FUEL ELEMENTS 
WAPD•TM•618 119661 52P, INSA 21•141161 
KfYWORDS 1 3 11 29 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 




FRIGRO !ADDENDUM 21 • A CDC•6600 COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE 
ANALYSIS OF FUEL SWELLING AND CALCULATION OF TEMPERATURE IN 
BULK•OXIDE CYLINDRICAL FUEL ELEMENTS 
WAPD•TM•618 ADDENDUM 2 119701 22P, INSA 24•290191 
KEYWORDS l 3 ll 29 W 
CAT IONS U ANIONS 0 
GOLDREQG I, • SEE NR 244 245 2107 
GOLDMAN A,J, 1962-A 
Sl<PLIFIED METHODS OF PREDICTING TEMPERATURE TRANSIENTS IN A 
FAST REACTOR POWER EXCURSION 
UNC•5007 119621 127P, INSA 16•199181 
KEYWORDS l 3 18 29 W 
l96l•A GOLDSMl TH A, 
WATEl:!MAN T,E, HIRSCHHORN J,S, 
HANDBOOK OF THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SOLID MATERIALS 
WA~C-TR-58•476 VOL,3 119611 P,213•30/317•22 IED,I MACMILLAN 
CO, t~isA 15-252561 (NSA 16-67261 (NSA 16-22051 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 12 16 20 21 27 W 
CATIONS U P T V ANIONS O ADDITIVES BE MG 
913 GOLDSMITH L,A, 1971-A 
-50-
DOUGLAS J,A,M, 
MEASURfMENTS OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIUM DIOXIDE AT 
670•1270K 
TRG-REPORT-2103(Wl ( 197ll 39P, 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 14 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
914 GOLDS~tTH L,A, 1972-A 
DClJGLAS J,A,~, 
THE TSER~AL CONDUCTIVITY OF PLUTONIUM•URANIUM DIOXIDE AT 
Tt'-1PEP.:ATURE'S UP TO 1273K 
J, NUCL, MATER, 43 ( 19721 P,225-33 INSA 26-38871) 
KEVWOROS 2 6 11 15 W 
CATIOSS M ANIONS 0 
q1~ GOLDS~ITH L,A, 1972-B 
DOUGLAS J,A,M, 
~EASUR.:.:Mt:NTS OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIUM DIOXIDE AT 
67C•l?70K, ADDENDUM • A COMMENT OF SOME RECENTLY PUBLISHED 
WORK 
TRG•REPORT•21031Wl ADDENDUM 119721 3P, INSA 26•434181 
KEYWORDS 2 6 ll 14 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 




MEASURc•ENTS OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIUM DIOXIDE AT 
670•1270K 
J, NUCL, MATER, 47 (1973) P,'.H-42 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 14 15 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
(;OLDS~ I TH L, A, • SEE NR 1950 
GOLDS~tTH S, 1968-A 
JACKSON R.,J, WEBER E,T, 
CERA~IC <UELS FOR FAST REACTORS 
8NWL•SA·l550 119681 25P, INSA 22•30123) 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 11 15 30 W 
CATIONS U M ANIONS 0 
GOLDSMITH S, • SEE NR 803 805 1177 1704 
GOLDTHWAITE W,H, • SEE NR 699 
GOODMAN A,J, • SEE NR 950 
GOODYEAR M,U, • SEE NR 1998 
GORAN M, • SEE NR 31 
GORDON E, 
CRANE J, OF URANIUM CARBIDES AS A NUCLEAR FUEL ITASK THE DEVELOPMENT 
Ill 
119631 P,2•13 INSA 18•248601 
2 6 27 W 
UNC•5071 
KEYWORDS 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
GORDON J, • SEE NR 1136 
GORDON R,L, • SEE NR 1865 1866 
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919 GOTOO Ko l965•A 
9 20 
NAITO Ke STUDY ON U409 • PART I, AN ANOMALY OF THE HEAT CAPACITY NEAR 
THE ROOM TEMPERATURE 
J, PHYS, CHEM, SOLIDS 26 119651 P,1673•7 INSA 20•7090) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
GOULDING B,J, 1969•A 
CROFT M,W, 
lOOO•MWE L"1FBR FOLLOW-ON STUOY • TASK IV FINAL REPORT 
BAW•1331 IVOL,2l 119691 P,7,24•52 INSA 24•19681 
KEYWORDS l 2 3 6 7 10 11 14 15 21 30 
CATIONS U M ANIONS 0 
GRANOELL L, • SEE NR 2098 
921 GRAVES C,C, l964•A 
9 22 
FIRSTENBERG H, 
EVALUATION OF APPROXIMATE METHODS FOR PREDICTING TRANSIENT 
TEMPERATURES IN U02 AND UC FUEL ELEMENTS 
UNC•5063 119641 51P, INSA 19•257101 
KEYWORDS l 8 29 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
GRAVES R,S, l972•A 
EW1NG W,M, MCELROY D,L, 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF BONDED HTGR FUEL MATERIALS 
ORNL•4820 119721 P,109•10 INSA 27•55811 INSA 27•56111 
KEYWORDS 2 6 12 20 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
9 23 GRAVES R,S, l973•A EWING W,M, MCELROY C,L, 
BONDED FUEL DEVELOPMENT • THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AND ELECTRICAL 
RESISTIVITY 
ORNL•4760 119731 P,111 INSA 27•19106) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 12 20 W 
CATIONS T K ANIONS 0 
GRAVES R,S, • SEE NR 1238 1239 1240 1241 1544 1546 1547 
• SEE NR 1549 1550 1551 
GREEN J,L, • SEE NR 262 
GREENSPAN Ho • SEE NR 398 
924 GR!ESENAUER N,M, 1963•A 
DE MASTRY J,A, ROUGH F,A, 
SELECTED PROPERTIES OF SOME THOR I U~/URAN I UM COMPOUNDS 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, sac. 6 (19631 P,391 (NSA lB-22781 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 W 
CATIONS V ANIONS 0 
925 GRIESENAUER N,M, 1964•A 
FARKAS M,S, ROUGH F,A, 
THOR I UM AND THOR I UM•URAN I UM COMPOUNDS AS POTENT I AL THERMAL 
BREEDER FUELS 
BMl•l680 11964) P,18•20 INSA 18•359251 
KEYWORDS 2 6 15 20 
CATIONS V ANIONS 0 
GRIFFIN C,S, • SEE NR 1503 





DEPENDENCE OF HEAT FLUX DISTRIBUTION ON FISSILE MATERIAL 
DISTRIBUTION IN FUEL 
NUCL, APPL, 5 119681 P,130•9 INSA 22•449411 
KEYWORDS 1 3 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
GRILLO P, • SEE NR 2041 2042 2056 
GRtMBLE R,E, • SEE NR 1344 
GROFF A, • SEE NR 593 594 
GRON VOLD F, 1970•A 
KVESETH N,J, SVEEN A, 
THERMODYNAMICS OF THE UOl 2+X I PHASE • 
U02,0l 7 AND UOZ,254 FROM 300 TO lOOOK 
TICHY Je 
I, HEAT CAPACITIES OF 
AND ELECTRONIC 
CONTR !BUT I ONS 
J, CHEM, THERMODYNAMICS 2 119701 P,665•79 INSA 24•>12151 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 21 
CAT IONS U ANIONS 0 
GRONVOLD F, • SEE NR 2148 2149 2150 2151 2152 2153 
GROSS Bo • SEE NR 1755 
GROSS L,B, 1965•A 
IRRADIATED FUEL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
BAW•3376•4 11965) P,5,l•lB INSA 20•94861 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 9 ll 23 W 
CATIONS V ANIONS 0 
GA:OSS L,B, • SEE NR 584 585 
GROSSMAN L,N, • SEE NR 1176 
929 GROSSMANN L,No l968•A 
KAZNOFF A, I, 
DET!RMINATION OF ENTHALPHY OF FUSION OF URANIUM DIOXIDE 
J, AMER, CERAM, SOC, 51 11968) P,59•60 INSA 22•21710) 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 21 26 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
** 69 ** 
930 GRUEN D,M, 1954•A 
9 31 
931 
ABSORPTION SPECTRA ANO ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITIES o, U02•TH02 
SOL! D SOLUTIONS 
J, AMER, CHEM, SOC, 76 I 19541 P,2117•20 !NSA 8•40311 
KEYWORDS 2 6 15 20 22 
CATIONS U T ANIONS 0 
GRUEN D,M. 1955-A 
ABSORPTION SPECTRA AND ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITIES OF U02•TH02 
SOLi D SOLUTION 
ANL•5451 119551 P,44 INSA 9•68681 
KEYWORDS 2 6 15 20 22 
CATIONS U T V ANIONS 0 
GUM~E C,J, • SEE NR 52 
GUERIN Y, • SEE NR 593 594 
GUERMAN I P, • SEE NR 401 
GUERRERO H, • SEE NR 72 127 
GUHA M,K, • SEE NR 252 
GUILIANI S, • SEE NR 666 
GUILINGER W,H, • SEE NR 672 
GUILLOUX E, • SEE NR 1962 l 963 
GULLFY R, L, • SEE NR 1065 
G1JLVIN T,F, • SEE NR 1077 
GUNZEL F,H, JR, • SEE NR 1272 1276 1277 
GURVICH J,S, • SEE NR 1457 
GUSTAFSON J,C, • SEE NR 550 
GUYETTE M, • SEE NR 887 888 1168 
GYLLAN~ER J,A, l97l•A 
IS•PILE DETERMINATION OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF U02 IN 
THE RANGE 500 • 2500 DEGREES CENTIGRADE 
At-411 tl97ll 71P, (NSA 25-22203) 
KFY'•ORDS , 6 7 11 21 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
GYLLANDER J,A, • SEE NR 1582 
HA!RF R,G, • SEE NR 220 
9'33 HA!R!ON J1P1 1962-A 
MEASUREMENT OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY BY RADIAL FLOW 
EURAEC-57 (19621 P,70-3 (NSA 16•24104) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 9 II W 
CAT I ONS U AN I ONS 0 
9'34 1-JAlRION J,P, 1962-A 
9 JS 
9% 
RADIAL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SINTERED URANIUM DIOXIDE 
fTECHNtCAL APPENDIX N0,4) 
EURAEC•254 119621 79P, INSA !8•143611 
KEYWORDS 2 6 9 11 '• 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
!-IAIRION J,P, l965•A 
STORA J,P, BEYLIFR J, LEROY G, 
THE OUT•OF•r!LE 
IIN FRf'NCHI 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SINTERED URANIUM OXIDE 
EUR-2114,F fEUR:AEC-1338) (1965) P,23•5 INSA 19•445951 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
HALACHr-AY M, • SEE NR 1919 
HALDEN F,A, 1959-A 
WOHLERS H,C, REINHARDT R,H, 
THERMAL EX PANS I ON OF URAN I UM DI OX I DE 
T1D•5722 ISR!•A•61 119591 24P, INSA !4•129411 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 II 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
HALEY J, • SEE NR 407 410 411 413 752 
937 HALL A,R, 1970-A 
93A 
ELASTIC MODULI AND INTERNAL FRICTION OF SOME URANIUM CERAMICS 
J, NUCL, ~ATER, 37 119701 P,314•23 INSA 25•69051 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
HALLETT J,B, • SEE NR 437 
HALTEMAN E,K, 196 3•A 
GERRISH R, WOLFE R,A, 
DEVELOPMENT OF PLUTONIUM BEARING FUEL MATERIALS 
NUMEC•P•!02 119631 P, 3 5-9 INSA l 7•33841 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 9 11 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
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939 HALTEMAN E,K, l963•B 
940 
GERRISH R, ROTH J, 
DEVELOPMENT OF PLUTONIUM-BEARING FUEL MATERIALS 
NUMEC•P•l03 (19631 P,28•31 INSA 17•1652•1 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 9 11 W 
CATIONS U M ANIONS 0 
HALTEMAN E,K, • SEE NR 1821 
HAMMER R,R, l967•A 
ZIRCALOY•41 URANIUM DIOXIDE, AND MATERIALS FORMED BY THEIR 
INTERACTION, A LITERATURE REVIEW WITH EXTRAPOLATION OF 
PHYS I CAL PRO PERT I ES TO HIGH TEMPERATURES 
IN•l093 119671 38P, INSA 21•459971 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 11 16 21 27 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES ZR 
941 HAMMOU A, 197!•A 
DEPORTES C,H, ROBERT G, 
ELECTRIC CONDUCT ION AND STRUCTURE DEFECTS IN HIGH TEMPERATURE 
TH02, I ,•EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE TOTAL ELECTRICAL 
CONDUCTIVITY OF SINTERED TH02 IIN FRENCH) 
J, CHIM, PHYS, 68 (1971) P,1162-9 fNSA 26-958) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 20 
CAT IONS T ANIONS 0 
942 HAMMOU A, 1971•8 
9 43 
DESPORTES C, ROBERT G, VITTER G, 
ELECTRIC CONDUCTIVITY OF SOLID SOLUTIONS OF ITH0210,75 
ICE0210,25 AT HIGH TEMPERATURE l!N FRENCH) 
MATER, RES, BULL, 6 119711 P,823•32 INSA 25•583681 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 15 16 20 









(1967) P,7,1,1-7,1,52 (NSA 21-19795) (NSA 21-
9 W 
• SEE NR 1492 
944 HANDWERK J,H, 1958-A 
9 45 
CERAMIC FUEL ELEMENTS IN THE TH02•U02 AND U02•PU02 SYSTEMS 
TID•7546 BOOK 2 119581 P,526•8 IANL•FGF•671 <NSA 12•94171 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 26 
CATIONS V ANIONS 0 
HANDWERK J,H, • SEE NR 1213 1278 1639 
HANFORD STAFF l 962•A 
EMF MEASUREMENTS 
HW•75914 119621 P,3,14-5 INSA !7•136781 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 20 
CATIONS P ANIONS 0 
946 HANFORD STAFF 1962•8 
MELTING TEMPERATURE OF IRRADIATED U02 
HW•75914 119621 P,4,5 INSA 17•!36781 
KEYWORDS 3 7 11 26 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
947 HANFORD STAFF 1962•C 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SINGLE CRYSTAL U02 
HW•75914 119621 P,4,8 INSA 17•136781 
KEYWORDS 2 6 l O W 
CATIONS U A,NIONS 0 
948 HANFORD STAFF 1962•0 
PRESSURIZED MELTING OF U02 
HW•75914 119621 P,4,3 INSA 17•136781 
KEYWORDS 2 7 26 
CAT IONS U ANIONS 0 
949 HANFORD STAFF l962•E 
U02•TH02 EQUILIBRIUM STUDIES 
HW-75914 (1962) P,4,6-4,7 (NSA 17•13678) 
KEYWORDS 2 7 26 
CATIONS U T ANIONS 0 
950 HANKEL R, l96l•A 
GOODMAN A,J, 
AN EVALUATION OF 233U•THORIUM FUELS FOR FAST BREEDER 
APPL! CAT I ON 
NDA•2164•2 119611 P,75•6 INSA 15•270741 
KEYWORDS 2 6 W 
CATIONS U T ANIONS 0 
951 HANLEY T,E, 1948•.A. 
SPECTRAL EMISSIVITY AND ELECTRON EMISSION CONSTANTS OF THOR!A 
CATHODES 
J, APPL, PHYS, 19 (19481 P,583-9 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 20 
CATIONS T ANIONS 0 
952 HANN C,R, l970•A 
9 53 
EFFECTS OF BURNUP ON MELTING HEAT RATING 
BNWL•l349•2 {19701 P,3,17•3,22 INSA 25•7751 
KEYWORDS 3 7 2 6 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
HANSEN E, • SEE NR 57 
HANSEN K, • SEE NR 722 
HANSON J,E, 1967•A 
FlELO J,H, 
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF TRANSIENT EFFECTS IN FAST REACTOR 
FUELS, SERIES Ill, PRE•!RRADIATED MIXED OXIDE IPU02•U021 
IRRADIATIONS, FINAL REPORT, TRANSIENT IRRADIATIONS 
GEAP•4469 119671 168P, INSA 22•315261 
KEYWORDS I 3 6 7 11 18 W 
9 54 
9 55 
** 71 ** 
HANSON J,E, 1968•A 
EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION AND HAZARDS EVALUATION FOR THE PACIFIC 
NORTHWEST LABORATORY MIXED OXIOE IU02•PU021 IRRADIATIONS IN 
EBR•I I, TASK Ao SUBTASK 1 IRRADIATIONS 
ANWL•650 119681 P,11•25 INSA 22•423581 
KEYWORDS l 3 6 7 8 ll 29 
CATIONS ANIONS 0 
HANSON J,E, • SEE NR 147 548 550 551 552 
HARBINSON E,N, 1966-A 
WALKER R,J, 
THER~AL CONDUCTANCE OF TH02•l0 0/0 U02 UNDER SIMULATED 
OPERATING CONDIT I ONS 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, sec. 9 (1966) P,26-7 INSA 20•33928) 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 W 
CATIONS V ANIONS 0 
HARBINSON E,N, • SEE NR 1187 1188 1799 1800 
956 HARBOURNE B,L, 1971-A 
9 5 7 
9 58 
9 59 
BECK M,S, FOSTER J,P, BIANCHERtA A, 
DEVELOPMENT OF CYGRO•F FOR FUEL ROD BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS 
TID-26143 119711 56P, INSA 26•605421 
KEYWORDS l 3 14 27 29 W 
CATIONS ~ ANIONS 0 
HA~BO'JRNE B,L, l 97 2•A 
BECK M,S, FOSTER J ,P, BIANCHERIA 
ThE ~EVELOPMENT OF CYGRO•F FOR FUEL ROD BEHAVIOR 
NUCL, T ECHNOL, 16 119721 P, l 56-70 I NSA 26•498231 
KEYWORDS l 3 29 w 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
HARBOURNE e,L, 
- SEE NR 221 252 
HARD1GG G,W, 1961-A 
SWARTZ L,M, 
FUEL TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT 
WARD•T•l367 119611 89P, INSA l6•837DI 
KEYWORDS 3 9 W 
HARDY C,J, 1968-A 




SOL-GEL PROCESSES FOR CERAMIC NUCLEAR FUELS !VIENNA), !AEA 
ISTI/PUB•2D71 119681 P,71•7 ICONF•6SD532l INSA 23•301871 
KEYWORDS 2 6 22 
CATIONS T ANIONS 0 







FERRELL E,F, WAGNER H,E, QUIRK J,F, 
EVALUATION OF OXIDATION•RESISTANT CERAMICS FOR HIGH• 
TEMPEqATURE REACTOR ELEMENTS 
BMI-787 fl952) P,34 (NSA 14-6666) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 26 30 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
HARRINGTON L,C, 1961-A 
MEASURED LINEAR THERMAL EXPANSION, 6B-l800-68F OF TWO LOTS OF 
BED AND THREE LOTS OF BE0+35 VOL 0/D UD2 
CNLM•3800 119611 12P, INSA 26-259511 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 16 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES BE 
HARRINGTON L,C, 1962-A 
THERMAL EXPANSION OF BERYLLIUM OXIDE PLUS 50 OR 35 VOLUME 
PERCENT URANIUM DIOXIDE 
CNLM-3981 (1962) 14P, (NSA 26-25952) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES BE 
HARRINGTON L,C, 1964-A 
RO\+.'E G,H, 
THERMAL CONDUC1 IVITY AND ENTHALPHY OF BED AND THE BEO•U02 
SYSTEM 
PROC, 4 TH CONF, ON THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 119641 SAN FRANCISCO 
Poll•E•l/30 (NSA 21•68801 INSA 21•68771 
KEYWOROS 2 6 II 16 21 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES BE 
HARRIS L,A, 1971-A 
THERMAL EXPANSION OF RARE EARTH OXIDE•U02 SOLID SOLUTIONS 
ORNL•TM•34!6 119711 P,11•5 INSA 25•495761 
KEYWORDS 2 6 ll 15 16 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES CE 
HARRIS L,Aa l 97 l•B 
THERMAL EXPANSION. 
U02 
OF SOLID SOLUTION OF RARE•EARTH OXIDE AND 
ORN.L-TM-3300 119711 P,12•4 INSA 25•495731 
KEYWORDS 2 
CATIONS U 
6 15 16 27 
ANIONS 0 
HART JaAt 1967-A 
SZOMANSK I E, 
ADDITIVES ME 
SIMPLIFIED THEORY OF MEASUREMENT OF HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT, 
WI TH TRANS I ENT TECHNIQUES 
AAEC/E•l92 119671 15P, INSA 21•452931 
KEYWORDS I 8 W 
967 HARTKORT D, l963•A 
HON.CIA Ga KLING H,G, 
AN INVESTIGATION OF SOME PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SINTERED U02 
BODIES AS A FUNCTION OF BED ADDITIONS IIN GERMAN) 
SER, DEUT, KE~AM, GES, 40 119631 P,!23•8 INSA 17•325851 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 27 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES BE 
-52-
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968 HARTMANN W, l936•A 
ELECTRICAL INVESTIGATIONS WITH OXIDE SEMl•CONOUCTORS I IN 
GERMAN I 
Z, PHYS, 102 119361 P,709•33 INSA 13•213481 
KEYWORDS 2 6 ll 15 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
969 HARTMANN W, 1936•6 
ELECTRICAL INVESTIGATIONS WITH OXIDE SEMI•CONCUCTORS 
AEC•TR•3784 119361 63P, INSA 13•213481 
KEYWORDS 2 6 ll 15 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
970 HARVEY A, 1961-A 
TEMPERATURE, VOLTAGE, LOOP ANO GROUND RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS 
FROM TUNGSTEN RHENIUM THERMOCOUPLES IN U02 PELLET ROD MK, VIII 
EXP•NRX•7402 119611 8P, 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 9 II W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
HARVEY A, • SEE NR 856 1416 1629 
9 71 HARVEY P,J, 1973-A 
972 
973 
CHILDS B,G, MOERMAN J, 
OPTICAL ABSORBANCE AND FLUORESCENCE IN PURE AND DOPED TH02 
J, AMER, CERA~, SOC, 56 (1973) P,134-6 (NSA 27•281611 
KEYWORDS 2 6 10 15 22 
CATIONS T ANIONS 0 
HARVEY P,J, • SEE NR 437 
HARVEY R,A, • SEE NR 1327 
HASIGUTI R,R, 1958•A 
KIYOURA R, 
FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCHES ON THE PHYSICAL METALLURGY OF NUCLEAR 
FUELS IN JAPAN 
PROC, 2ND !NT, CONF, ON PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY 6 
119581 GENEVA P,34•41 IA/CONFol5/P/1324l INSA 13•68031 INSA 
14-17981 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 




Z, PHYS, CHEM, 
KEYWORDS 2 6 
CATIONS U 
• SEE NR 2146 2147 
194l•A 
CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIUM OXIDES I IN GER~ANI 
486 I 1941l Pol24•30 INSA 12•179331 
15 20 
ANIONS 0 








THE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIUM OXIDES 
AEC·TR-3374 119411 6P, INSA !2•179331 
KEYWORDS 2 6 15 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
HAUSER R, • SEE NR 1708 
HAUSNER H, 1963•A 
GRAIN GROWTH OF U02, PART I 
GEAP-4315 IEURAEC•87ll 119631 49P, INSA !8•22211 
KEYWORDS 2 7 II 23 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
HAUSNER H, 1964-A 
NELSON R,C, 
CORRELATION OF U02 MICROS TRUCTURES FROM I N•P I LE AND OUT-OF• 
PILE EXPERIMENTS 
GEAP-4535 IEURAEC•l32!1 119641 55P, INSA 19•139851 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 11 23 26 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
HAUSNER H, 1964-B 
MICROSTRUCTURAL CHANGES IN U02 FROM HEAT TREATMENT IN A 
TEMPERATURE GRAD! ENT 
CONF-553-10 119641 13P, INSA 19•97251 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 23 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 




LYONS M,F, WEIDENBAUM B, 
U02 MICROSTRUCTURES DURING IRRADIATION AT HIGH 
GEAP•4667 IEURAEC•l8441 119651 46P, INSA 21•288611 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 II 23 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
HAUSNER H, l96S-B 
GRAIN GROWTH OF U02 • PART I I 
GEAP•4689 I EURAEC•l836 l 11965) 26P, I NSA 21•288361 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 23 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
HAUSNER H, l 965•C 
DETERMINATION OF THE MELTING POINT OF URANIUM DIOXIDE 
J, NUCL, MATER, 15 119651 P,179•83 INSA 19•17909) 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 26 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
HAUSNER H, • SEE NR 512 513 514 1390 1399 
HAUSNER H,H, 195S•A 
ROSOFF s.e. 
MATERIALS FOR NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS, CHAPTER 6 • NUCLEAR 
FUELS 
RHEINHOLD PUBLISHING CORP, C 19551 P,88•119 INSA 9•60671 
KEYWORDS 2 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
•• 73 ** 
982 HAUSNER H,H, 1957-A 
MILLS R,G, 
STEPS IN PREPARING URANIUM DIOXIDE FOR FUEL ELEMENTS 
NUCLEON!CS 15 N0,7 119571 P,94-103 INSA 11-105071 
KEYWORDS 2 26 27 30 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
983 HAUSNER H.H. 1959-A 
BIALIOGRAPHY ON URANIUM DIOXIDE 
AECU-4142 11959 I 28P, ( NSA 13-144991 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
HAUSNE~ H,H, 
- SEE NR 345 
984 HAWKINGS R,W, 1963-A 
9 85 
ROBERTSON J,A,L, 
THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF U02 UNDER IRRADIATION • SOME EARLY 
RESULTS 
AECL•l733 ICRDC-1143) 119631 114P, CNSA 17•326611 
KEYWORDS 3 6 11 W 
CAT IONS U ANIONS 0 
HAWKINGS R,W, 1963-B 
BAIN A,S, 
THE EFFECT OF OXYGEN - URANIUM RATIO ON THE THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIUM OXIDE DURING IRRADIATION IN PELLET ROD 
MARK 5 
AECL-1790 ICRDC-11531 11963) 67P, INSA 17-41489) 
KEYWORDS 3 6 11 15 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 








KANEKO H, YOKOUCHI Y, MATSUMOTO K, 
DENS I TY DI STR I BUT I ON MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS OF COLUMNAR 
GRAIN REGION OF IRRADIATED FUEL 
N 831•70-0l INP-18353) 11970) P,40-2 INSA 24-488741 
KEYWORDS 3 6 11 14 23 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
HAYASHI H, 
- SEE NR 1155 1156 1235 1465 185> 
HAYASHI J, 
- SEE NR 1419 
HAYDON M, P, 195 9-A 
LITERATURE SURVEY ON THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
ORNL-2 R 39 119591 P,281-2 INSA 14-8676) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 30 W 
CATIONS u AN I ONS 0 
HAYET L, • SEE NR 1517 1518 1521 
HAZEL V,E, 
- SEE NR 1401 1402 
HAZEL TON W,S, 
- SEE NR 34 
HE AMES T ,J, 
- SEE NR 397 
HEDGf J,C, 1956-A 
FIELDHOUSE I,8, 
MEASUREMENT OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIUM OXIDE 
AECU•3381 119561 12P, INSA 11•1709) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
HEESTAND J, 1960-A 
.';CHOEAERLE D,F, MILLER L,B, 
THE CALCULATION OF TRANSIENT TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTIONS IN A 
SOLID CYLINDRICAL PIN, COOLED ON THE SURFACE - !BM-704 PROGRAM 
024/RF-147 
ANL•6?37 119601 142P, INSA 15•8941) 
KEY\.iiORDS 1 1 18 29 W 
HEfSTAND J, 
- SEE NR 1920 
HEIN R,A, 1968-A 
SZWARC R, SJODAHL L,H, 
HEAT CONTENT OF 
J, NUCL, ~ATER, 
URANIUM D!OX !DE FROM 1200 TO 3100K 
25 ll9MI P,99-102 (NSA 22-15256) 
KEYWORDS ? 6 7 11 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
HEIN R,A, 1968-B 
FLAGELLA P,"1, CONWAY J,B, 
HIGH TE•PERATURE ENTHALPHY AND HEAT OF FUSION OF U02 
J, AMER, CERAM, SOC, 51 11968) P,291-2 (NSA 22-31460) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
HEIN R,A, 196B•C 
FLAGELLA P,N, 
ENTHALPHY MEASUREMENTS OF U02 AND TUNGSTEN TO 3260K 
GEMP-578 (19681 21P, iCONF-680408-ll INSA 22-19515) 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
HEIN R,A, 1968-D 
FLAGELLA P, N, CONWAY J,B, 
HIGH TEMPERATURE ENTHALPHY AND HEAT OF FUS !ON OF U02 
I ABSTRACT l 
AMER, CERAM, SOC, BULL, 47 11968 l P,417 ( NSA 22•31460 l 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 21 
CATIONS u ANIONS 0 
HEIN R,A, 
- SEE NR 504 506 507 
-53-
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994 HELD P,C, 1967-A 
EMITTANCE OF URANIUM OXIDES 
IS-T•181 (19671 55P, CNSA 21•43656) 
KEYWORDS l 6 22 
CAT IONS U ANIONS 0 
995 HELD P,C, 1969-A 
996 
WILDER O,R, 
HIGH TEMPERATURE HEMISPHERICAL EMITTANCE OF URANIUM OXIDES AT 
0,65 ANO 0,70 UM 
J, A~ER, CERAM, SOC, 52 11969) P,182-6 INSA 23•27170) 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 22 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
HELLR !EGEL W, • SEE NR 1026 1027 l02B 1029 
HENRY J,J, 
HERAK R, 
HERRMANN F ,J, 
- SEE NR 731 
- SEE NR 1423 
1972-A 
VENET P, HUSCHKA H, 
FUEL ELEMENTS 
FRENCH) 
FOR HIGH-TEMPERATURE GAS-COOLED REACTORS I IN 
REV, !NT, HAUTES TEMP, REFRACT, 
701028) INSA 26-48353) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 12 27 W 
CATIONS K V ANIONS 0 
HESSON G,M, 
- SEE NR 801 
9 (1972) P,101-16 (CONF-
997 HETZLER F,J, 1964-A 
ZEBROSIC.I E,L, 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF STOICHIOMETRIC AND HYPDSTOICH!OMETR!C 
URANIUM OXIDE AT HIGH TEMPERATURES 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, SOC, 7 (1964) P,392 (NSA 19-2834) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 15 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 








LANNIN T,E, PERRY K,J, ZEBROSKI E,L, 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF 2D/80 IPU/U)02 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, SOC, R 119651 P,36•7 INSA 19-28855) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 15 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
HETZLER F ,J, 1966-A 




KA-FRP-E-23 11966) 12P, 
KEYWORDS 2 
CATIONS M 
3 6 7 11 15 30 W 
ANIONS 0 
HETZLER F,J, 1967-A 
LANNI"! T,E, PERRY K,J, ZEBROSKI E,L, 
THE THERMAL CONDUCT IV !TY OF URAN! UM AND URAN I UM•PLUTON I UM 
OXIDES 
GEAP•4879 119671 32P, INSA 22•19625) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 15 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
HEYMANN R, 
- SEE NR 258 
HILBERT R,F, 1972-A 
ALACK T,J, RUAIN B,F, STEPHEN J,O, 
MIXED-OXIDE FUEL M!CROSTRUCTURAL DATA SUGGESTING MOD!F!CAT!ON 
OF THE THREE-REGION MODEL 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, sac. 15 11972) P,750-2 
KEYWORDS I 3 6 7 11 14 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
H!MMELSTE!N P, 1962-A 
HOFMANN F, KROLL H, LIEBMANN B, 
NEUMANN 0, 
FABRICATION OF SWAGED FUEL ELEMENTS 
EURAEC-372 11962) P,11-3 INSA 17-6601) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 9 12 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
HIMMELSTE!N P, 1962-B 
HOPPE W, KROLL H, LIEBMANN B, 
NEUMANN 0, 
PRODUCTION OF SWAGED FUEL ELEMENTS 
EURAEC-461 119621 P, 11•3 INSA 17-12635 l 
KEYWORDS 2 6 12 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
H!MMELSTEIN P, 1963-A 
HOPPE W, IC.ROLL H, LIEBMANN B, 
NEUMANN O, 
PRODUCTION OF SWAGED FUEL ELEMENTS 
EURAEC-648 ( 1963 I P, 12-3 < NSA 17-394 71 l 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 9 12 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
H!MMELSTE!N P, 1964-A 
HOFMANN F, HOPPE W, KROLL H, 
LIEBMANN B, NEUMANN O, 
FABRICATION OF SWAGED FUEL ELEMENTS 
EUR-541,D (EURAEC-848) 119641 P,29-31 (NSA !B-3985!>) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 12 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
1006 H!MMELSTEIN P, 1966•A 
THERMAL CONDUCT IV I TY MEASUREMENTS ON NUCLEAR FUELS I IN GERMAN l 
NUKEM TECHN, BER, B - ERGAENZUNG (1966) 6P, 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES CE 
.. 75 ** 
HIMMELSTEIN P, 
- SEE NR e57 858 
HINES D.P. 
- SEF NR 106 1955 2214 2216 
1007 HINMAN C,A, 1964-A 
HIGH TEMPERATURE ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF U02 
HW-81601 119641 P,2,10•2,ll INSA 19-96031 INSA 19-96021 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 9 11 20 
CAT I ONS u ANIONS 0 
10011 HINt-lAN C,A, 1964•8 
ANDERSON H,J, 
THERMAL EXPANSION OF SINGLE CRYSTAL U02 
HW-81602 119641 P,2,2-3 INSA 19-138801 INSA 19-138811' 
KEYWORDS 2 6 10 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
10C9 J-IINMAN C,A, 1965-A 
BATES J,L, 
ELFCTRICAL PROPERTIES IRRADIATION CAPSUI.E 
SW-~1603 119651 P,3,1-2 INSA 19-22866) INSA 19-23122) 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
ll'JlO HIN"'AN C,A, 1965-8 
1011 
s:i:ATES J,L, 
EI.FCTR!CAL PROPERTIES IRRADIATION CAPSUI.E 
ANWL•91 (1Q65) P,3,5•8 (NSA 19•'.39125) 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
HI~~A~J C,A, 
H!Gµ TEMPEC?ATU~E 
QNWL•l50 ( 1965) 





9 11 27 
ANIC% 0 
20-74961 I NSA 20-7495 l 
101? I-IJ~~A~! C,A, 1966-A 
NELSO"i R,P, 
THERMAL EXPANSION OF PLUTONIUS FUELS 
RNWL-19A (1966) o,1,10-13 (NSA 20-27474) (NSA 20-27404) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 ?7 
CAT IONS "1 ANIONS 0 
ll'JP. 1-'P>lMAN C,A, 1971-A 
Wf 0 ER E,T, CHRISTENSEN J,A, 
PROG!;iAV PLAN-STU~IES OF RESTRUCTURING PHENOMF.fo.lA 
WHAN-FR-50 11971) P,7-72/7-73 INSA 25-18180) 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 11 23 
CAT IONS M ANIONS 0 
1014 HINMAN C,A, 1972-A 
CHRISTENSEN .J1A1 
OXIDE' FUEi. RELOCATION 9Y VAPOR TRANSPORT KINETIC EFFECTS ON 
THER~AL PERFOR~ANCF 
HEnL-SA-337 11972) 14P, ICONF-720525-3) INSA 26-39817) 
K.EY1o10R'.'.)S 1 6 7 11 14 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
- SEE NR 199 204 117• 1175 
HIPOSE Y, 
- SEE NR 1649 
HIRSCHl-!ORN .J1S1 
- SEE NR 912 
- SEE NR 1708 
HO C,Y, 
- SEE NR 1720 2057 2060 
1015 HOCH ~, 1961-A 
.JOHNSTON H,L, 
TSE SEAT CAPACITY OF AI.UMINIUM OXIDE FROM 1000 TO 2000C AND 
THORitJ~ DIOXIDE FROIY\ 1000 TO 2500C 
J, PHYS, Cl-iE~, 65 (1961) P.1184-5 
KEYWORDS ? 6 11 21 
CATIONS T ANIO"IS 0 
1016 HOCH M, 1969-A 
"'10"'1 I"I A,C, 
HIGH TEMPERATURE THERMAL EXPANSION OF U02 AND TH02 
HIGt-1 TEMP, - HIGH ::>RESSURES l 119691 P,401-7 l~SA 24-173731 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 27 
CATIONS U T ANIONS 0 
10 1 7 HOCH ~, 1970-A 
HIGH TE~PERATURE SPECIFIC HEAT OF REFRACTORY COMPOUNDS 
PROC, 2 ND EUROPEAN CONF, ON THERMOPHY,5 I CAI. PROPERTIES OF 
SOL Iris AT 1-1 I GI-I TE"'IPERATURES ( SALFORD l, REV, J NT, HAU TES TEMP, 
REFRACT, 7 (1970) P,242-6 (NSA 25-220~8) 
KEYWORDS 1 2 6 7 11 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
10 lA HOCH t.l, 1970-B 
HIGO TEMPERATURE SPECIFIC HEAT OF METAI.S AND CERAMICS 
PROC, 5TH SYMD, ON Tf-'ERt.lOPHYSJCAL PROPERTIES ( 1970) P,380-4 
(CONF-700901) (ED,l 130NtLLA C,F, (NSA 25-55626) (NSA 25-55624) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 30 
CAT JONS U ANIONS 0 
1(11~ HOCH ~. 1971-A 
HIGH-TEMPERATURE SPECIFIC HEAT OF U012+Xl !ABSTRACT) 
HIGt-1 TEMP, - HIGH PRESSURES 3 {19711 P,2-3 (ARSTRACTSl 
KEYWORDS 2 7 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
1020 HOCH '-'• 1972-A 
HIGH-TEMPERATURE SPECIFIC HEAT OF U012+Xl 
HIGH TEMP, - HIGH PRESSURES 4 11972) P,493-5 INSA 28-31021 
KEYWORDS 2 7 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
-54-
1021 
•• 76 •• 
HODGE E,S, 
- SEE NR 1677 
HOECHEL J, 1969-A 
SAUR G, BORCHERS H, 
STRUCTURAi. CHANGES IN BRIEFLY TREATED URANIUM DIOXIDE WITH AND 
WITHOUT NEUTRON IRRADIATION AS AN AID IN DETERMINING 
TEMPERATURE DI STR!BUT ION IN FUEL ELEMENTS FOR NUCI.EAR REACTORS 
I IN GERMANI 
J, NUCL, ,o,TER, 
KEYWORDS 1 2 
CATIONS U 
33 (19691 P,225-41 (NSA 24-48191 
3 6 7 9 11 23 W 
ANIONS 0 
1022 HOECHEL J, 1969-B 
SAUR G, BORCHERS H, 
STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN BRIEFLY TREATED URANIUM DIOXIDE WITH ANO 
WITHOUT NEUTRON IRRADIATION AS AN AID IN DETERMINING 
TEMPERATURE OISTR!BUTION IN FUEi. FI.EMENTS FOR NUCI.EAR REACTORS 
BNWL-TR-55 (1969) 2BP, INSA 24-512291 
KEYWORDS 1 2 3 6 7 9 11 23 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 




FUEL Ei.EMENT PROBLESS IN FAST REACTORS 
ATOMW!RTSCHAFT-ATOMTECHNIK 9/10 ( 1970) P,455-8 INSA 24-52921 l 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 11 30 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
HOEKSTRA H,Re l958•A 
SIEGEi. S, 
THE URANIUM-OXYGEN SYSTEM - U308 TO U03 
PROC, 2ND !NT, CONF, ON PEACEFUL USES OF 
(lq5B) GENEVA P,231-4 IA/CONF115/P/15ti.8) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 22 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
HOENIG C,Le 
- SEE NR 1596 
HOEPPNER G, 196 5-A 
ATOMIC ENERGY 2B 
( NSA 12-1"'739) 
I.IMITS OF HIGH-TEMPERATURE RESISTANCE OF NUCI.EAR FUEL EI.EMENTS 
l!N GERMAN) 
ATOMKERNENERG I E 
KEYWORDS l 3 
10 119651 P,163-8 INSA 19-346931 
CATIONS U 
8 16 29 W 
AN! ONS 0 
HOFFMANN H, 1971-A 
HELLRIEGEi. W, SPIELER K, 
ADDITIVES BE 
RADIAL DISTR!BUT !ON OF VOIDS IN THE IRRADIATED FUEi. I IN 
GERMAN l 
REAKTORTAGUNG BONN 1971, CONF-710346 11971) P,574-7 INSA 26-
41355) 
KEYWORDS 1 6 7 11 23 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
1027 HOFFMANN He 1971-B 
HELLl:!:IEGEL W, SPIELER K, 
STRUCTURAi. ANAi. YS IS OF I RRA~ I ATEO FUEi. I IN GERMAN l 
KFK-1271/1 11971) P, l 12-14/112-17 I EUR-4579,Dl INSA 26-327601 
KEYWORDS l 3 6 7 11 14 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
10 2 B HOFFMANN H, l 971-C 
HELLl:!IEGEL W, SPIELER K, 
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF IRRADIATED FUEL 
EURFNR-933 11971) P,112-14/112-17 INSA 26-327601 
KEYWORDS l 6 7 11 14 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
1029 HOFFMANN H1 1972-A 
HEI.LR I EGEi. W, 
RADIAi. PORE DISTRIBUTION lN SHORT-TERM IRRAOIATED FUEL SAMPLES 
I !N GERMAN l 
ATO~WIRTet ATOMTECH, (1972) P,317-S(NSA 26•40430) 
KEYWORDS 3 11 14 W 






!NFI.UENCE OF PORE-SIZE AND PORE-ORIENTATION ON THE FUEi. 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY I IN GERMAN l 
KFK-1272/4 (1973) P,112-36/112-39 
KEYWORDS l 2 3 6 7 11 14 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
HOFFMANN .J,P, 1965-A 
OGAWA SeYe WILLIAMSON H,E, 
PERFORMANCE OF FUEi. •oos TO INVEST I GATE I NCREASEO THERMAi. 
OUTPUT CAPAS 11. IT I ES 
GEAP-4902 119651 P,4,38-40+APPEND!X C INSA 19-45573) 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES MO 
HOFFMANN JePe 
- SEE NR 2176 
HOFMANN F • 
- SEE NR 857 858 1002 1005 
MOKE GeR, 1959•A 
MIRSHAK 5, 
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION IN FUEL EI.EMENTS 
OP-359 119591 25P, INSA 13-157671 
KEYWORDS 1 3 29 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
HOLDEN R,H, 1966-A 
CERAMIC FUEL EI.EMENTS, CHAPTER 3 - U02 FUEL ELEMENTS, CHAPTER 
7 - PLUTONIUM FUEL MATERIALS 
GORDON ANO BREACH SCIENCE PUBl.!SHERS N,Y, 11966) 244P, INSA 
21-43651) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 26 27 30 W 
CATIONS U M ANIONS O 
HOI.LECK H, 1970-A 
KLEYKAMP H, 
STOICHIOMETRIC SHIFT IN AN OXIDE FUEL EI.EMENT AT HIGH BURNUP 
KFK-1181 11970) 74P, (NSA 25-81371 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 7 1' W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
** 77 ** 






STOICHIOMETRY SH!~T !N AN OXIDE FUEL ELEMENT AT HIGH BURNUP 
EUR~NR•836 ( 1970 I 66P, INSA 25•28690 I 
KEYWORDS I 3 6 7 15 16 W 
CAT IONS M ANIONS O ADDITIVES FS 
HOLMAN K,L, 
- SEE NR 1846 
HOLMES H,F, • SEE NR 839 
HOLY Z,J, l972•A 
TEMPERATURE AND STRESSES IN REACTOR FUEL ELEMENTS DUE TO T !ME• 
ANO SPACE-DEPENDENT HEAT-TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS 
NUCL, ENG, DE'S, !B (19721 P,145•97 (CONF•710903-181 INSA 26• 
3 5644 I 
KE"YWORDS 3 lB 27 29 W 
H0t.1AN F ,J, l969•A 
COX C ,M, 
FUEL PERFORMANCE MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
09NL•44 70 ( 19691 P,202 (NSA 24•28681 ( NSA 24•23411 
KEYWORDS I 3 29 W 
HO"lAN F,J, l97C•A 
L~FA~ FUEL ELEMENT DESIGN ANO MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
ORNL•44BO 119701 P,59•69 INSA 24-171921 INSA 24•186551 
KEYWCRDS l 3 29 W 
CAT IONS M ANIONS 0 
HO\lAN F,J, 1970•8 
STILLMAN W,E, DEWEY B,R, 
ANALYSIS OF FUEL PIN WITH FMODEL CODE 
ORNL-4520 (19701 P,85•91 INSA 24•369451 (NSA 24•3685RI 
1(fYWORDS l 3 29 ~J 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
1040 HO"'IAN F,J, 1971-A 
PfRFO~MANCE MODEL DEVELOPMFNT 
ORNL-4770 (1071) P,"i2 INSA 26•4905) (NSA 26-49901 
l<EYWORDc; l ~ 29 30 \o,1 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
lC'4l '"'0\.lAN F,J, 1971-B 
USE OF A FUEL PERFORMANCE SOOEL TO ANALYZE MATERIALS DATA 
TRANS, AME~. NUCL, sec. 14 ( 1971) P,629-30 (NSA 26-2513) 
KfYWOP?S l 3 27 29 W 
104? HOMAN t"1J1 1971-C 
PR IDGES W1H1 LACKEY W1J1 
COMPARISON OF F•ODEL PREO!CTIONS WITH EBR•l! IRRADIATION DATA 
TRANS. A~ER1 NUCL. sec. 14 SUPPL1 N01l (1971) P.e-10 (NSA 25-
1.?P4g) 
KEYW::lRDS 7 29 W 
CAT JONS M ANIONS O 
104'3 I-IOMAN t"1J1 1971-0 
lC 44 
cox c.~. LACKEY w.J. 
C0"'1PARIS0NS BETl.o,ifEN PREDICTED AND MEASURED FL,iEL PIN 
PERFO'~MANCf 
ORNL•W•33e6 (19711 P,17•9 (CONF-710414•31 INSA 25-370191 
KEYWORDS 1 1 6 29 W 







ANALYSIS OF FUEL•CLADO!NG MECHANICAL INTERACTIONS 
11971) P,12•6 (CONF-710903•!1 INSA 25•482631 
3 6 27 29 W 
A.~!ONS 0 
104~ HOMAN l='1J1 1971-F 
OA< RIDGE NAT !ONAL LABORATORY SOLUTIONS TO A MODEL!NG ROUND• 
:(QC:q~ EXERCISE" 
ORNL•TM-3360 (19711 78P, INSA 25•482621 
KEYWORDS l 3 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 




SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF LMFBR FUEL PIN PERFORMANCE 
ORNL-Tr-A-3550 (1971) P,35-48 (NSA 26-156731 
KEYWORDS l 3 27 29 W 
CAT IONS "" ANIONS 0 
HQMAl\l I='• .,J. 
COX C1M1 




COX C ,M 1 




MELT ING PRE"DICT IONS 
( 1971 l P142-8 




BET\<EEN PREDICTED AND MEASURED FUEL PIN 
RRQC, OF THE CONF, ON FAST REACTOR FUEL ELEMENT TECHNOLOGY 
119711 NEW ORLEANS P,243•58 IED, 1 FARMAKES Ro ICONF•7!0414 I 
I NSA 26•605441 
KEYWORDS l 3 11 14 23 27 29 W 
CAT IONS M ANIONS 0 
HO~AN F,J1 
COX C 1M, 








3 7 26 W 
ANIONS 0 
-55-
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1050 HOMAN F ,J, 1972•A 
PERFORMANCE MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
ORNL•TM•3969 (19721 P,61•5 INSA 27•7251 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 27 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
1051 HOMAN F,J, 1972•6 
1052 
10 53 
ANALYSIS OF FUEL ELEMENT PERFORMANCE 
ORNL•4820 119721 P,61•5 INSA 27•56491 INSA 27-56111 
KEYWORDS 1 3 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
HOMAN F 1 J, 1973•A 
LACKEY lhJ, COX C,M, 
FMODEL A FORTRAN IV COMPUTER CODE TO PREDICT !N•REACTOR 
BEHAV!OR OF LMFBR FUEL 
ORNL•4825 119731 104P, INSA 27•139921 
KEYWORDS 1 3 2 9 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
HOMAN F,J, 
- SEE NR 5 lB 519 520 521 524 1262 
- SEE NR 1264 1265 1266 1267 195> 
HONC!A G, 
- SEE NR 967 
HONDA Y, 
- SEE NR 1604 2025 2026 2027 
HOPPE No 196 9-A 
COMETHE • COMPUTER CODE FOR THE MECHANICAL ANO THER~AL 
ANALYSIS OF A FUEL PIN 
1263 




KEYWORDS l 3 27 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
HOPPE N, 
- SEE NR 654 8A7 888 
HOl)PE W, 
- SEE NR 1003 1004 1005 
HORI ~, • SEE NR 1584 
HORN G,R, l963•A 
IRRADIATION OF U02 SINGLE CRYSTAL PELLETS 
HW-76300 119631 P,2,20•3 INSA 17-238661 
KEYWORDS 3 6 10 23 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
HORN G,R, 1963-B 
CHRISTENSEN J,A, 
U02 RELOCATION ANll MELTING EXPERIMENT 
HW•76301 119631 P,2,42•3 (NSA 17-361951 
KEYWORDS 3 7 11 26 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
HORN G,R, 1963•C 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF MOLTEN U02 
HW•7630l 11963) P,2,43 INSA 17•361961 
KEYWORDS 3 7 11 26 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
10 57 HORN G,R, 1963-0 
10 58 
IRRADIATION OF U02 SINGLE CRYSTAL PELLETS 
HW-76301 (19631 P,4,25 INSA 17•361981 CNSA 17•36lq>) 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 10 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
HORN G,R, !963•E 
CHRISTENSEN J,A, 
IDENTIFICATION OF THE MOLTEN ZONE IN IRRADIATED U02 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, SOC, 6 (1963) P1348 INSA 18-2338) 
KEYWORDS 4 7 11 26 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
1059 HORN G,R, 1963-F 
IRRADIATION OF LARGE GRAIN U02 
HW•76302 119631 P,4, 15•22 I NSA 18•21611 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 10 23 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 





THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF MOLTEN U02 
HW•78118 119631 P,5,25 (NSA 17•370031 
KEYWORDS 3 7 11 26 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
HORN G,R, 1964•A 
DEMBER L,A, 
IDENTIFICATION OF THE MOLTEN ZONE IN IRRADIATED U02 
HW•76304 (19641 P,4,28•34 CNSA 18•442371 INSA 18•301121 
KEYWORDS 4 7 11 26 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
HORN G,R, 1964-B 
CHRISTENSEN J,A, PEMBER L,A, 
IDENTIFICATION OF THE MOLTEN ZONE IN IRRADIATED 
HW•SA-3055 IREV,I (19641 18P, INSA 18•442371 
KEYWORDS 4 7 11 26 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
HORN GoR, 1965•A 
BATES J,L, DE HALAS O,R, 
IRRADIATION BREWING OF U02 
U02 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, SOC, 8 (19651 P,23•4 CNSA 19•288931 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 7 11 17 23 25 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
HORN G,R, 1965•B 
~ATES J,L, DE HALAS D,R, 
IRRAOIAT!ON BREWING OF U02 
BNWL•SA•272 119651 25P, (NSA 20•394491 
KEYWORDS l 3 6 7 11 17 23 25 W 





** 79 ** 
HORN G,R, 196B-A 
GULLEY ReL, 
IN-REACTOR SINTERED FUEL 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, SOC, 11 (196BI P,112 (NSA 22-329651 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 14 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
HORN G1R1 1969-A 
THE EFFECTS OF XENON ON FUEL-TO-CLADDING GAP CONDUCTIVITY 
BNWL-1223 (19691 P,3,14-35 (NSA 24-1246.31 (NSA 24-124501 
KEYWORDS 3 6 B 9 11 W 
CAT !ONS U ANIONS 0 
HORN G,R, 1969-B 
THE EFFECTS OF XENON ON FUEL-TO-CLADDING GAP CONDUCTIVITY 
TRANS, AMER:, NUCL, sec. 12 (19691 P,607-B (NSA 24-~806) <NSA 
24-73931 
KEYWORDS 3 9 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
HORN G,R, 1970-A 
FUEL-TO-CLADDING GAP CONDUCTANCE ANALYSIS 
8N 1NL-1349-l (1970) P,3,21-3,26 (NSA 24-349721 
KEYWORDS 2 6 A 11 W 
CAT!O.SS S ANIONS 0 
1069 HORN G,R, 1971-A 
-56-
PANISKO F,E, PARCHEN L,J, WEBER E,T, 
OIG!TAL COMPUTFR PREDICTION OF FUEL-TO-CLADDING HEAT TRANSFER 
COffF!CIENTS 1122131 
WSAS-FR-50 I 19711 P,7-39/7-45 (NSA 25-lBlBOI 
l(EYWOR:DS 3 8 11 29 W 
CATIOSS " ANIONS 0 
HORN G,R, - SEE NR 459 460 46B 
- SEE NR 1295 1303 1329 







HORST K,~, 1962-A 
HUTCHINS B,A, 
COMPARAT !VE STUDY OF PUC-UC AND .PU02-U02 AS 
PAST I - TECHNICAL CONS I OERAT I ONS 
GEAP-388~ PT,1 119621 P,5-6 INSA 17-204021 
KEY\•,IQROS 2 6 7 30 'il 
CATIONS ~ ANIO~S O C 
HOUGAARD H, - SEE NR 1343 
FAST REACTOR FUEL, 
HOUGH R, 197 2-A 
A COMPARISON OF THE !NFRARED ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF AM02, CM02 
ANO Cl:02 POWDERS 
INTERNAL REPO~T, JNRC - KARLSRUHE ESTAB, (1972) 17P, 
KfYWORDS 2 6 12 22 
CATIONS ANIONS 0 
HOUGH 9, - SEE NR 1441 
HOUGHTALING J, E, 1968-A 
MCCARDELL R,K, ISHlKAWA M, 
SP~RT Ill - OXIDE CORE KINETICS PROGRAM 
22-35596 I I D0-17260 (19681 P, l-12 (NSA 




HDIJSSEAU M, - SEE NR 1917 1918 
HOUSTON ~.D, 1969•A 
PLUTONIUM - PLUTONIUM COMPOUNDS 
REACTOR MATERIALS 12 (19691 P,4-6 (NSA 23-204641 INSA 23-
204631 
KEYWORDS 2 
CATIONS P ~ 
7 11 26 30 W 
ANIONS 0 
HOUSTON ~.D, 1969•8 
PLUTONIUM - DLUTON t UM COMPOUNDS 
q:E ACTOR MATER t ALS 12 ( 1969 l P, 75-8 I NSA 23-45989) I NSA 23• 
4598B) 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 21 30 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
I-IOUSTON ~,D, 1969•( 
PLUTONIUM CO~POUNOS 
REACTOR MATERIALS 12 119691 P,160-2 (NSA 23-415341 INSA 23-
41535) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 15 30 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
1076 HOUSTON 1,1,,D, 1970-A 
PLUTON t UM COt,iPOUNDS - OX I DES 
REACTOR MATERIALS 12 11969-701 P,223-4 INSA 24-29761 INSA 24-
2873) 
KEYWORDS 2 7 26 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
HOUSTON M,D, - SEE NR 250 1681 
1077 HOWARD V,C, 1960•A 
GULVIN T,F, 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY DETERMINATIONS ON URANIUM DIOXIDE BY A 
RAD I AL FLOW METHOD 
IG REPORT 51 (RD/Cl (19601 22P, (NSA 15-161791 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 14 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
HOWIESON J, - SEE NR l 7BO 1781 
107A HOWLAND W,H, 1952-A 
E?STEIN L,F, 
SEMI-CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIUM DIOXIDE 
KAPL-M-WHH-1 I 19521 14P, (NSA 10-73711 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 20 






** 80 ** 
HOWLAND \lhH• - SEE NR 706 
HRIZO J, - SEE NR 2019 
HSIEH C,K, 1969-A 
DAVIES F.E, 
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON THERMAL CONTACT CONDUCTANCE 
AFML-TR-69-24 ( 19691 36P, 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 B 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
HUBERT M,E, 1966-A 
MARLEY J, MILES J, ROTH J, 
FUEL EVALUATION ANO PHYSICAL PROPERTIES MEASUREMENT 
NUMEC-3505-14 (EURAEC-16551 (19661 P,22-4 INSA 20-339451 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 27 
CATIONS M ANIONS O ADDITIVES ZR 
HUBERT M,E, - SEE NR 424 501 1923 lB24 
HUESER C, 1971-A 
STORA. J,P, RtNGOT C, 
MEASUREMENTS UNDER IRRADIATION OF THE VARIATIONS IN LENGTH OF 
U02 FUEL RODS CLAD WITH ZIRCONIUM-COPPER ( IN FRENCH I 
CEA-R-4197 1197!1 34P, (NSA 25-510621 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 9 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
HUETTIG W, - SEE NR lB64 
- SEE NR 36B 534 
HUND F, 1952-A 
NIESSEN G, 
ANOMALOUS MIXED CRYSTALS IN THE THORIUM OXIDE-URANIUM OXIDE 
SYSTEM !IN GERMANI 
Z, ELEKTROCHEM, 56 (19521 P,972-9 (NSA 9-73191 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 1' 20 
CATIONS V ANIONS 0 
HUND F, 1952-B 
N!ESSEN G, 





<19521 14P, (NSA 9-73191 
6 11 15 20 
AN IONS 0 






THE FLUORITE PHASE IN THE TH02-Y203 SYSTEM, ITS DEFECT 
STRUCTURE, ELECTRIC CONDUCTIVITY AND ANOMALOUS LATTICE 
PERTUBATIONS I IN GERMANI 
Z, PHYS!K, CHEM, 201 119521 P,26B-77 (NSA 7-25071 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 20 
CATIONS T ANIONS O ADDITIVES Y 
HUND F, 1953-A 
MEASUREMENT OF THE IRREGULAR LATTICE DISORDER AND THE I IN GERMANI ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE IN THE TH02-LA203 SYSTEM 
( 19531 P,105-13 Z, ANORG, Ut 1'LLGEM, CHEM, 274 INSA 8-23711 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 20 
CATIONS T ANIONS 0 ADD IT IVES ME 
HUND F, 1953-B 
MEASUREMENT OF THE IRREGULAR LATTICE DISORDER AND THE 
ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE IN THE TH02-LA203 SYSTEM 
AEC-TR-2246 ( 195 31 9P, I NSA 9-73961 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 20 
CATIONS T ANIONS O ADDITIVES ME 
HUNIN C, 1960-A 
TONG L,S, 
PARAMETER STUDIES ON THERMAL TRANSIENT OF A FUEL ROD 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, SOC, 3 ( 1960) P, 140•2 
KEYWORDS 1 3 18 29 W 
HUNTER L,P, 1948•A 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIUM BEARING MATERIAL UNDER 
IRRADIATION AT HIGH TEMPERATURES 
TID-2501 (19481 P,183-95 (CF-48-10-1351 INSA 12-172691 (NSA 
12-17280 I 
KEYWORDS 4 14 16 W 
CAT IONS U AN! ONS O ADOIT IVES BE 
1089 HUNTZICKER J,J, 1971-A 
WESTRUM E,F, JR, 
THE MAGNETIC TRANSIT I ON, HEAT CAP AC I TV, AND THERMODYNAMIC 
PROPERTIES OF URANIUM DIOXIDE FROM 5 TO 350K 
J, CHEM, TnRMODYN, 3 I 19711 P,61-76 INSA 25-262641 
KEYWORDS 2 5 11 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
HUSCHKA H, - SEE NR 996 
HUTCHINS 8,A, - SEE NR 1070 
1090 HUTCHINSON C,A, JR, 1946-A 
TEMPERATURES AND THERMAL STRESSES IN PI LE FUEL RODS 
CP-3493 (19461 25P, INSA 11-86631 
KEYWORDS 2 6 W 
CAT IONS U ANIONS 0 
- SEE NR 1954 
1091 IACOBELLI R, 1966-A 
MORETTI S, 
THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY AND CONDUCTIVITY MEASUREMENTS ON METALS 
ANO OXIDES AT HIGH TEMPERATURES 
REV, HAUTES TEMP, REFRACT, 3 119661 P,215-2B INSA 20-414791 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 9 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
** 81 •• 
1092 !AEA 1964-A 
TAALES OF THERMODYNAMIC DATA 
ST! /DOC/!0/3A SUPPLEMENT TO THERMODYNAMICS OF NUCLEAR 
MATERIALS 119641 P,55-62/85 INSA 19-199331 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 30 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
1093 IAEA 1965-A 
THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF URANIUM D!OXIOE AND 
RELATED .PHASFS 
TECHNICAL REPORT SERIES NO, 39 ISTI/DOC/10/391 119651 !!OP, 
I NSA 19-263661 
KEYWORDS 2 3 7 10 11 15 17 20 21 27 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
1094 I AEA 1966-A 
THERSAL CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIUM DIOXIDE 
TECHN !CAL REPORT SER I ES NO, 59 I ST I /DOC/10/591 119661 72P, 
INSA 21-111241 
KEYWORDS ? 3 5 6 7 10 II 14 15 17 20 22 30 W 
CA,IONS U ANIONS 0 
l09S IAEA 1961-A 
THE PLUTONIUM-OXYGEN AND URANIW-PLUTON!U~-OXYGEN SYSTEMS - A 
THERMOCHEMICAL ASSESSMENT 
TECHNICAL REPORT SERIES NO, 79 ISTI/DOC/10/791 119671 P,21-
P/*;7-71 {NSA ?2-17168) 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 21 26 30 
CAT !ONS P M ANIONS 0 
1096 JAEA 1970-A 
l:i97 
10 9.=: 







THORIUM FUEL CYCLE 
BIRLIOGRAPHICAL SE~IES NOt 39 (STI/PUB/21/39) tl970l 4690• 
f NSA ?*;-6401) 
KfYWORDS 2 3 30 W 
CAT !ONS T V ANIONS O C 
ICHIKAWA~. 1970-A 
UCHIDA Mt 
ON THE COLI/MNAR GRAIN GROWTH 
PE"LLFT ( IN JAPANESE) 
JAERI-MtM0-4249 ( 1970) 23P. 
KEYWORDS 1 3 7 11 14 23 
IN THE CENTER LINE HEATED U02 
I NSA 25-299761 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
JC~IKAWA Mt 1971-A 
IJCHif)A M, MORISHI"1A A, TAKETANI K. 
URANIUM DIOXIDE FUEL PIN ELONGATION BEHAV!OR UNDER IRRADIATION 
J, NtJCL, SCI, TECHNOL, (TOKYO) 8 (1971) P.526-30 lNSA 25-
58414) 
KEYWORDS 7 27 
CATIONS U ANIMS O 
I IDA S, 1965-A 
ELECTRICAL PROPERTY OF URANIU\-1 DIOXIDE 
J, PHVS, SOC. JAPt 20 (1965) P.291-2 (NSA 19-23050) 
KEYWORDS ? 6 J 1 13 20 W 
CATIONS ANIONS 0 
I!0A S, 1965-B 
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF NON-STOICHIOMETRIC URANJUM DIOXIDE 
JAP, J, APPL, PHYS, 4 (1965) P,A33-8 (NSA 20-4439) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 11 15 20 W 
CAT IMS U AN JONS 0 
IIDA S, 1967-A 
ELECTROLYSIS AND I ON TRANSPORT MECH AN! SM IN URAN I UM D !OX I DE 
JAP, J, APPL, P!-iVS, 6 ( 1967) Pt77-82 (NSA 21-9227) 
KcYWORDS I 2 6 20 
CAT !ONS U ANIONS 0 
!MR IS D, 
- SEE NR 1102 
JMRIS P, 1965-A 
?MR IS D, 
REFLEXION SPECTRA OF U02 PREPARED FROM U308 CALC!NATEO UNDER 
VARIOUS CONDITIONS 
J, !"-IORG, NUCL, CHEM, 27 (1965) P,2135-49 {NSA 20-318) 
KFYWORDS 2 12 2? 
CAT!MS U ANIONS 0 
INDUSTRIES ATOM!OUES 1971-A 
PROPERTIES OF NUCLEAR MATERIALS I IN FRENCH I 
INDUSTRIES ATOM!OUES 15 N0,6 119711 P,34-7 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 21 26 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
INOUE K, 
- SEE NR 1935 
IQBAL M, 1971-A 
AAKE~ E,H, 
MEASUREMENTS OF TOTAL AC CONDUCTIVITY OF THORIA-YTTRIA SOLID 
SOLUTIONS AT HIGH OXYGEN PRESSURES 
PROC, BRIT, CERAM, sac. 19 119711 P,279-83 INSA 25-306851 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 20 
CATIONS ANIONS O ADDITIVES Y 
IRIARTE M, JR, 1960-A 
AN ACCURATE TRANSFER FUNCTION FOR THE DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF 
TEMPERATURE AND HEAT RELEASE IN CYLINDRICAL FUEL ELEMENTS 
NUCL, SCI, ENG, 7 119601 P,26-32 INSA 14-75261 
KEYWORDS l 3 6 7 18 29 W 
JSHIHATA A, 
- SEE NR 1616 
ISHII T, 1968-A 
NAITO K, 
PROPERTIES AND STRUCTURES OF URANIUM OXIDES 
NONSTOICH!OMETRY I IN JAPANESE! 
JAER I-4045 11968 I 30P, I NSA 22-41098 I 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 10 11 15 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
WITH EMPHASIS ON 
-57-
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1107 !SHI! T, 1970-A 
ll 08 
NAITO K, OSHIMA K, 
ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY AND DEFECT STRUCTURES IN NON-
STOICHIOMETRIC U012+XI 
J, NUCL, MATER, 36 119701 P,288-96 INSA 25-32101 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 15 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS O 
ISHIKAWA M, 











OF THE THERMAL 
KATSURAGAWA M, 
KAWAMATA H, 
CONDUCTIVITY OF VIPAC U02 
PNCPU-REPORT-040 VOL,5 11969 I 
I NSA 24-23 540 I P, I 05-13 I JAPFNR-61 I PNCT-900 5 I 
KEYWORDS 3 6 12 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O 
!TAKI T, 
- SEE NR 1235 1465 
ITO C, 
- SEE NR 2027 
IVANOV O,S. 
- SEE NR 1527 
1109 JACKSON R,J, 1971-A 
1110 
LEGGETT R,D, WEeER J,W, PEMBER L,A, 
COMP AR I SON OF MEASURED AND PREDICTED DIAMETER INCREASE OF TWO 
STAINLESS-STEEL-CLAD MIXED-OXIDE FUEL PINS IN A FAST REACTOR 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, SOC. 14 SUPPL, "-IOtl (1971) Ptl0-11 (NSA 25-
32A491 
KEYWORDS 3 2 7 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
JACKSON RtJ, 
- SEE NR 917 
JACOBS D,C, 1969-A 
THE IN-PILE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
LOW DEPLETIONS 
OF SELECTED TH02-uo2 FUELS AT 
WAPD-TM-758 119691 
KEYWORDS 3 4 6 
62P, INSA 23-362711 
7 11 W 
CATIONS V ANIONS 0 
1111 JACOBS D,C, 1970-A 
1112 
1113 
IN-PILE AND UN!RRADIATED THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF A SINGLE-
FIRED TH02+IOWO/O U02 
WAPD-W-901 11970 I 30P, I NSA 24-257821 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 11 W 




NUCL, SCI, ENG. 
KEYWORDS I 2 
CATIONS U 
1973-A 
CONDUCTANCE IN REACTOR FUEL cLEMENTS 
50 119731 P,2A3-90 
8 W 
ANIONS 0 
JAEGER F • M, 1934-A 
VEENSTRA W.A. 
THE EXACT MEASUREMENT OF THE SPECIFIC HEATS OF METALLIC 
THORIUM AND OF THOR!U~ DIOXIDE BETWEEN 20 AND l400C 
PROC, KON INK. AKAD. V, WE'TFNSCHAPPE'Nt AMSTERDAM l 1934) P,327-
32 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 
CATIONS T ANIONS 0 





AN APPARATUS FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
OF IRRADIATED SOLIDS IN THE RANGE 100 TO 200C 
PROC, 4TH CONF, ON THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 119641 SAN FRANCISCO 
P,VII-B-1/29 INSA 21-68391 
KEYWORDS 2 4 6 9 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
JAFFE D, 1965-A 
AN APPARATUS FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
OF UN!RRAD!ATED AND REMOTELY OF IRRADIATED SOLIDS IN THE RANGf 
I 00 TO 200C 
WAPD-291 119651 
KEYWORDS 2 4 
29P, INSA 19-182381 
CATIONS U 
6 9 11 W 
ANIONS 0 
JAKESOVA L, 1972-A 
THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT PROPERTIES IN U02-PU02 AND RELATED 
SYSTEM - 1, SYSTEM U02-PU02 AND SYSTEM U02-TH02 I IN CZECH I 
UJV-2853-M 119721 56P, INSA 27-98911 
KEYWORDS 2 6 3 0 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
JANKE D, 
- SEE NR 753 
JANKUS V,Z, 1970-A 
WEEKS R:.w, 
LIFE-I, A FORTRAN-IV COMPUTER CODE FOR THE PREDICTION OF FAST-
REACTOR FUEL-ELEMENT BEHAVIOR 
ANL-7736 119701 63P, INSA 25-127941 
KEYWORDS 1 3 2 9 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
JANKUS V,Z, 1971-A 
WEEKS R:,W, 
ANALYS! S OF MIXED-OXIDE FUEL ELEMENT I RRAD I AT IONS US I NG THE 
LIFE-I COMPUTER CODE 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, SOC, 14 SUPPL, NO,l 119711 P,8 ICONF-
7104141 INSA 25-328471 
KEYWORDS I 3 6 7 29 W 
CAT(ONS M ANIONS 0 
-58-
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11 lq JA.NKUS v.z, 1972-A 
WEEKS R,W, 
L!FE-11 - A COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF FAST-REACTOR FUEL-ELEMENT 
BEHAVIOR AS A FUNCTION OF REACTOR OPERATING HISTORY 
NUCL, ENG, OES, 18 11972) P,83-96 ICONF-710903-15) INSA 26-
35451) 
KEYWORDS 7 8 27 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 




LIFE II - A COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF FAST REACTOR FUEL ELtMENT 
AEHAV!OR AS A FUNCTION OF REFRACTORY OPERATING HISTORY 
PROC, OF THE FIRST INTERNAT, CONF, ON STRUCTURAL MECHANICS IN 
REACTOR TECHNOLOGY, BERLIN 20-4 SEPT, 1971 VOL,2 REACTOR CORE, 
PART C - FUEL AND CLADDING 11972) P,261-3 IED,1 JAEGER T,A, 
IEUR-4A20,D-F-El INSA 26-35451) 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 7 8 27 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
JANKUS V,Z, - SEE NR 2119 2120 2121 
JANVIER J,C, 
SIGOYER DE B,B, 
IRRADIATION OF U02 
CLEARANCE ON TOT AL 
I IN FRENCS) 
CEA-R 3358 119671 




IN STRONG CANS, EFFECT OF INITIAL DIAMETRAL 
BEHAV!OR, ICC-7 PROGRAM - SECTION 1 AND 21 
7eP, I NSA 22-26092 l 
811232527W 
ANIONS 0 
JA"lVIER J,C, - SEE NR 297 350 1962 1963 
JAQUES F, - SEE NR 1959 
JE')RU(H J, 1969-A 
THE EFFECT OF RADIAL TEMPERATURE GRADIENT ON THE FORMATION OF 
AXIAL VOID IN U02 FUEL FLEMENTS 
!NT, J, HEAT SASS TRANSFER 11 11968) P,1155-65 INSA 22-44856) 
KEYWORDS 1 7 i,,.1 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
112' JEFFS A,T, 1968-A 
THERMAL CON~UCT IV I TY OF THD2-PU02 OUR! NG I RRAD ! AT !ON 
TRANS, A~ER, NUCL, sac. 11 (1968) P,497-8 (NSA 23•44741 
KFYWORDS 3 6 7 11 W 
CAT IONS Q ANIONS 0 
11?4 JEFF$ A,T, 1969-A 
THFR~AL CONDUCTIVITY OF THD2-PU02 UNDER IRRADIATION 




11 ? ~ 
1129 
1130 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 W 
CATIONS Q ANIONS 0 
JEFFS A,T, 1970•A 
OXYGES - METAL RATIO EFFECTS IN IUoPU)02 FUELS 
AE"CL-%90 119701 !BP, ICONF-701001-16) INSA 25-192~7) 
KEYWORDS l 3 6 7 11 15 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
Jfl\lSEN S1E1 1969-A 
PARAMETRIC STUDIES OF FUEL PIN TEMPERATURE RESPONSE 
lD0-17?9? (1969) 41P, (NSA 23-195811 
KEYWORDS l 3 A 18 21 29 W 
CAT IONS U ANtONS 0 
JOHANNSEN K, l 966•A 
INFLUENCE OF THE RACIAL DEPRESSION OF HEAT GENERATION IN 
TEMPERATURE" CALCULATION FOR CYLINDRICAL FUEL ROOS CONSISTING 
OF METALLIC URANIUM, URANIUM DIOXIDE, AND URANIUM CARBIDE I IN 
GERMAN l 
ATOSKERNENERG!E 11 119661 P,270-2 INSA 20-33461) 
KEYWORDS l 3 6 7 29 W 
JOHANNSEN '(, 1971-A 
ULLRICH R, WOLF L, 
MUL T ! REGIO" HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSIS FOR DISPLACED CENTRAL 
CORNER AND SIDE ELEMENTS OF UNBAFFLED LMFBR FUEL ROD BUNDLES 
NUCL, ENG, DES, 15 11971) P,29•32 (NSA 25-286611 
KEYWORDS l 3 29 W 
CATIOSS M ANIONS 0 
JOHANNSEN K.1 - SEE NR 2184 2185 2186 2188 2189 2190 2192 
JOHANSEN H,A, 1962-A 
CLEARY J,G, 
HIGH-TE'1PERATURE ELECTRICAL CONOUCT!ON IN THE SYSTEM U02•ZR02 









EFFECTS OF OXYGEN 
MIXED-OXIDE FUEL 
BLACKBURN P,E, CROUTHAMEL C,E, 
CONCENTRATION ON PROPERTIES OF FAST REACTOR 
REACTOR TECH NOL, 15 11973) P,303-38 I NSA 28-1623) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 15 30 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
JOHNSON C,R, - SEE NR 1188 
JOHNSON F ,A, - SEE NR 751 
JOHNSON 1, - SEE NR 1130 
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1131 JOHNSON J,R, 1955-A 
RESUME OF U02 STUDIES AT ORNL CERAMIC LABORATORY 
WAPD-PMM-167 11955) P,84 INSA 12-19191 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 30 W 
CAT !ONS U ANIONS 0 
1132 JOHNSON J,R, 1957-A 
FUCKERSON S,0, TAYLOR A.,J, 
TECHNOLOGY OF URANIUM DIOXIDE, A REACTOR MATERIAL 
AMER, CERAM, SOC, BULL, 3 11957) P,112-7 INSA 11-5080) 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 11 26 27 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
1133 JOHNSON J,R, 1959-A 
URAN! UM D ! OX I DE 
PROGRESS IN NUCLEAR ENERGY, SERIES V - METALLURGY AND FUELS 
VOL,2 (1959) P,210-l (EOS,l FINNISTON H,~., HOWE J,P,t (NSA 
13-1934 7) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 26 27 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
JOHNSON M,L, - SEE NR 1641 
1134 JOHNSON W,T,K, 1959-A 
THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SOLIDS AT HIGH TEMPERATURES - A 
B ! BLI OGRAPHY 
11 35 
PB-161118 IDOFL-TM-59-4) 11959) 77P, INSA 13-15593) 
KEYWORDS 2 30 W 
JOHNSTON H,L, - SEE NR 1015 
JONES J,M, l965•A 
MURCHISON D,G, 
OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF URAN!U~ OXIDES 
NATURE 205 11965) P,663-5 INSA 19-18504) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 12 15 22 
CAT !ONS U ANIONS 0 
JONES K,W, - SEE NR 1343 
JONES L,J, - SEE NR 227 
JONES T 1M1 - SEE NR 1744 1745 






GORDON J, LONG E,A, 
THE HEAT CAPACITIES OF URANIUM, URANIUM TRIOXIDE, AND URANIUM 
DIOXIDE FROM 15 TO 300K 
J, CHEM, PHYS, 20 (1952) P,695•9 INSA 6•42981 
KEYWORDS 2 5 12 15 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
JONSSON T, 1965-A 
WESTIN Ro 
U02 - ITS ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES AT HIGHER TEMPERATURES AND 
DISCUSSION OF ELECTRONIC AND RADIATIVE CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE 
THERMAL CONDUCT IV I TY 11 N SWEDISH) 
AE-FMF-1 11965) !OP, 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 20 22 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
JONSSON T, - SEE NR 1583 
JOSHUA S,J, - SEE NR 532 
JUDO W,C, - SEE NR 1814 1815 1817 
KAEMPF H, 196 7-A 
'GENERAL GAP EQUATION' FOR HEAT TRANSFER IN FUEL CANS IN 
NUCLEAR FUEL ELEMENTS WI TH PELLET FUELS I! N GERMAN l 
KFK-604 1196 7) 16P, I NSA 22-2294) 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 7 8 11 29 W 
KAEMPF H, 1968-A 
l~FLUENCE OF INTERNAL GEOMETRY ON RADIAL TEMPERATURE 
DISTRIBUTION OF FAST BREEDER REACTOR FUEL PINS IIN GERMANI 
KFK-751 IEUR-3710,Dl 11968) 37P, INSA 23-42171 
KEYWORDS l 2 3 6 7 11 2 9 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
KAEMPF Ho 1968-B 
INFLUENCE OF INTERNAL GEOMETRY ON RADIAL TEMPERATURE 
DISTRIBUTION OF FAST BREEDER REACTOR FUEL PINS 
EURFNR-532 IEUR-3710,Dl 119681 37P, INSA 23-4217) 
KEYWORDS 1 2 3 6 7 11 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
KAEMPF Ho 1969-A 
THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF FAST BREEDER FUEL 
PINS l!N GERMANi 
REAKTORTAGUNG 1969 !FRANKFURT/MAIN) APRIL 15-18 11969) P,227-9 
KEYWORDS l 3 14 29 W 
1142 KAEMPF H, 1969-B 
KARSTEN G, 
THE SATURN CODE - A THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF FUEL PIN BEHAV!OR 
AND FUEL VOID DYNAMICS 
KFK-1088 I EURFNR-755) 11969) 42P, I NSA 24-334841 
KEYWORDS l 3 29 W 
CAT IONS U P ANIONS 0 
1143 KAEMPF H, 1970-A 
KARSTEN G, 
EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT TVPES OF VOID VOLUMES ON THE RADIAL 
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION OF FUEL PINS 
NUCL, APPL, TECHNOL, 9 (19701 P,288-300 INSA 24-31646) 
















- MODEL THEORY ( IN GERMAN) 
(19701 Polll-1/111-3 IEUR-430B,Dl (NSA 25-315681 
1 3 29 W 
M ANIONS 0 
KAEMPF H, 1970•C 
FUEL P l N - MODEL THEORY 
EURFNR-B2.3 (19701 P,111-1/111-3 INSA 25-315681 
KEYWORDS 1 3 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
KAEMPF H, 1971-A 
CO~PUTER PROGRAM SATURN O I IN GERMANI 
KFK-1400 IEUR-4577,DI 119711 P,5-9 INSA 26-302141 
KEYWORDS l 3 29 W 
KAEMPF H, l97l•B 
CO~PUTER PROGRAM SATURN 1 I IN GERMANI 
KFK-1400 I EUR-4577,Dl 119711 P,39-51 INSA 26-302141 
KEYWORDS l 3 29 W 
KAfMPF i.,, 1971-C 
(Qr,.IPUTER PROGRA~ SATURN 0 
EURFNR-968 119711 P,9-14 INSA 26-583701 INSA 26-5B36BI 
KEY•tORDS l 3 29 W 
KAE~DF H, 1971•0 
COMPUTER PROGRAM SATURN 1 
EURFNR-968 119711 P,40-51 INSA 26-583731 INSA 26-583661 
KEYWORDS l 3 ?9 W 
KAE~PF H, 197l•E 
-59-
~L~EL H, DEPISCH F, 
TRFAT•ENT OF THE MECHANICAL AND THERMAL BEHAV!OR OF FUEL RODS 
!N SATU~"I l (IN GER~M~l 
KFK-1477 ( 1971 l 41P, (NSA 26-55186) 
KEYWORDS l 3 8 27 29 W 






THE MECHANICAL AND THERMAL BEHAVIOR OF FUEL RODS 
I'\l SATU~N 1 
EURFN0-9S5 11971 I 
KfYWORDS l 3 9 
CAT IONS S 
4BP, INSA 26-551861 
27 29 W 
ANIONS 0 
KAEMP~ H, l 972•A 
tLBEL 1-!1 DEPISCH F, 
THE COMPUTER PROGRAM SATURN IA FOR FUEL RODS I IN GERMAN I 
KFK-1575 119721 60P, INSA 27-271161 
KEYWCRDS l 3 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 




EL8EL H, DEPJSCH F, 
n-<~ CO..,,PUTER PROGRAM SATURN IA FOR FUEL RODS 
EUqFNR-1046 11972 I 69P, I NSA 27-271161 




(AEMPI=" H, - SEE NR 632 633 640 641 642 643 
- SEE NR 645 646 647 648 692 693 
- SEE NR 695 1167 1168 1169 1170 1257 
- SEE NR 1655 
KA I TI - SEE NR 1581 
KAJEDA K, - SEE NR 1956 
KA~I~OTO M, 1973-A 
,"'1URABAYAS~l M, TAl(AHASHI Y, MUKAIBO T, 
THERMAL CC~DUCT IV I TY OF U02 AND U409 FROM 100 TO 300K 
J, NUCL, MATE~, 46 11973) P,309•14 (NSA 28•7811 
KEYWOR?S 2 5 15 
CATIOSS U ANIONS 0 
KAMM R,L, - SEE NR 1983 




HAYASHI H, YOKOUCHI Y, MATSUMOTO K, 
CALCULATION PROGRA~ MIVOID FOR STRUCTURE CHANGE OF OXIDE FUEL 
DURING IRRADIATION 
J1 NUCL1 set. TECHNOL, (TOKYO) 6 119691 P,601-3 (NSA 24-30SO) 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 7 11 29 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
KA~EKO i-+1 1970-A 
HAYASHI H, YOKOUCHI Y, MATSUMOTO K1 
CALCULATION PROGRAM M!VOID FOR STRUCTURE CHANGE OF OXIDE FUEL 
DURING IRRADIATION 
N 831-70-01 INP-183531 (19701 P,19-23 (NSA 24-4BB74I 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 7 11 29 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
KANEKO H, - SEE NR 9B6 1936 1938 1939 1940 1942 1943 
- SEE NR 2210 
KANGILASKI M, - SEE NR 1501 1502 
KAO H,S, - SEE NR 1555 
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1157 KAPSHUKOV 1,1, 1969-A 
YAKOVLEV G,N, SKIBA O,V, TIMOFEEV G,A, 
SUDAKOV L,V, 
RADIATION STABILITY OF THE DIOXIDES OF 244CM AND 23BPU UNDER 
SELF-IRRADIATION IIN RUSSIAN! 
ATOMNAYA ENERGIYA 27 I 19691 P,337-B INSA 24-102001 
KEYWORDS 2 11 17 27 
CATIONS P X ANIONS 0 
115 B KAPSHUKOV I, I, 1970-A 
YAKOVLEV G•N• SK.IBA O,V, TIMOFEEV G,A, 
SUDAKOV L,V, 
RADIATION STABILITY OF THE DIOXIDES OF 244CM AND 238PU UNDER 
SELF-IRRADIATION 
SOV, J, ATOMIC ENERGY 27 119701 P,1100-1 !NSA 24-102001 
KEYWORDS 2 11 17 27 
CATIONS P X ANIONS 0 
1159 KAPSHUKOV I, I, 1970-B 
SUDAKOV L,V, YAIC.OVLEV G,t-h 
ACTIVATION ENERGY OF THE FIRST STAGE OF ANNEALING OF 
IRRADIATED 238 PU02 IIN RUSSIAN! 
FIZ, TVERD, TELA 12 119701 P,2157 INSA 25-137B41 
KEYWORDS 2 6 17 27 
CATIONS P ANIONS 0 
1160 KAPSHUKOV l, I, 1971-A 
SUD.A.KOV L,V, YAKOVLEV G,N, 
INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE ON STRUCTURAL CHANGES OF PU-238 
DIOXIDE DURING SELF-IRRADIATION I IN RUSSIAN I 
ATOMNAYA ENERGIYA 31 119711 P,630-1 INSA 26-1279BI 
KEYWORDS 2 6 17 27 
CATIONS P ANIONS 0 
1161 KAPSHUKOV 1,1, 1971-B 
SUDAKOV L,V, YAKOVLEV G,N, 
EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN PU-238 DIOXIDE 
JN SELF-IRRADIATION 
J, SOV, ATOMIC ENERGY 31 119711 P,1420-2 INSA 26-127961 
KEYWORDS 2 6 17 27 
CATIONS P ANIONS 0 
1162 K.APSHUKOV I,t, 1971-C 
SUDAKOV L,V, YAKOVLEV G,N, 
ACTIVATION ENERGY OF THE FIRST STAGE OF ANNEALING OF 
IRRADIATED 23B PU02 
SOV, PHYS,-SOL!D STATE 12 119711 P.1718 INSA 25-137841 
KEYWORDS 2 6 17 27 
. CATIONS P ANIONS 0 
1163 KARKHANAVALA M,D, 1961-A 
1164 
CARROLL R,~1. 
IN-PILE MEASUREMENT OF THE ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY AND 
THEPMOELECTR IC POWER OF SINTERED U02 
ORNL-3093 119611 12P, I NSA l S-18 506 I 
KEYWORDS 3 6 11 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
KARKHANAVALA M,D, - SEE NR 381 853 854 855 856 1529 1965 
- SEE NR 1%6 1967 
KARSTEN G, 1967-A 
FUEL SELECTION AND FABRICATION I IN GERMANI 
KFK-700 IEUR-3713,Dl 119671 P,11-1/19 INSA 22-532731 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 30 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS O C N 
1165 KARSTEN G, 1967-B 
FUEL ROD PERFORMANCE - THE OPERATING BEHAV!OR OF A FUEL ROD 
I IN GERMANI 
KFK-700 IEUR-3713,Dl ( 19671 P,V/1-28 INSA 22-330951 INSA 22-
32771 l 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 B 11 14 27 30 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
1166 KARSTEN G, 1967-C 
THE OPERATING BEHAVIOR OF A FUEL ROD 
EURFNR-472 119671 P,V-1/33 INSA 22-532731 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 8 11 14 27 30 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
1167 KARSTEN G, 1968-A 
J<AEMPF H, GERKEN A, 
THEORETICAL AND COMPUTER ANALYSIS ON THE BEHAV!OR OF FAST 
REACTOR FUEL PINS AND RELATED PARTS OF THE CORE UNDER 
OPERATIONAL CONDIT !ONS 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, SOC, 11 (1968) P,513 (NSA 22-42331 
KEYWORDS l 3 6 7 11 14 23 24 27 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
1168 KARSTEN G, 1968-B 
KAEMPF' H, GERKEN A, GUYETTE M, 
THEORETICAL AND COMPUTER ANALYSIS ON THE BEHAVIOR OF FAST 
REACTOR FUEL PINS AND RELATED PARTS OF THE CORE UNDER 
OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 
KFK-87B (EUR-4158,El (EURFNR-6101 ll96BI 48P, INSA 23-214821 
KEYWORDS l 3 6 7 11 14 23 24 27 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
1169 KARSTEN G, 1970-A 
KAEMPF H, 
THE SATURN CODE - A THEORETICAL ANALYSIS ON FUEL PIN BEHAVIOR 
ANO FUEL VOID DYNAMICS 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, SOC, 12 (19701 P,534 INSA 24-73641 INSA 24-
73931 
KEYWORDS 1 3 29 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
1170 'KARSTEN G, 1971-A 
KUMMERER K, GEITHOFF D, KAEMPF H, 
PRACTICAL RESULTS ON FAST REACTOR OXIDE FUEL PIN DEVELOPMENT 
AND MODELING ACTIVITIES 
TRAMS, AMER, NUCL, SOC, 14 SUPPL, NO,l (19711 P,7-B (CONF-
7104141 (NSA 25-343671 
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KARSTEN G, 
- SEE NR 296 1142 1143 
KARTHEUSER E, 
- SEE NR 582 
KASHIMA S, 1971-A 
SATOH M, KOMATSU Jo MATSUMOTO Ko 
KOIZUMI M, SHIMBO K, 
MELT !NG POINT AND THERMAL EXPANSION MEASUREMENTS OF FUEL 
SIMULATED TO U02-PU02 IRRADIATED TO HIGH BURNUP 
PNCT-831~71-0l 119711 P,5B-65 INSA 26-402261 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 26 27 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
KASHJMA S, 1971-B 
~ATSUMOTO K, SHJMBO K, KOMATSU J, 
TERUNUMA T, KO! ZUM! M, 
MELTING POINT OF PU02-U02 FUEL SIMULATED TO IRRADIATION 
HIGH BURWP 
PNCT-831-71-01 119711 P,66-70 INSA 26-402261 
KEY\l.iORDS 3 7 26 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
KASHI~A S, 
- SEE NR 1232 2028 
KATSURAGAWA M, 
- SEE NR 1108 2121 
KATZ J,J, 1951-A 
RAR!NOWITCH E, 
PHYSICAL PROPERT !ES OF ANHYDROUS URANIUM OXIDES 
AT 
THE CHEMISTRY OF URANIUM, PART l - THE ELEMENT, !TS B!NARI' AND 
RELATcD COMPOUNDS 119511 FIRST ED, P,261-81 NUCLEAR ENERG\' 
SERIES DIV, VIII, VOL,5 INSA 5-6lB61 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 20 21 22 26 30 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
KAVTARADZE N,N, 
- SEE NR 1255 
l(AWADA T, 1965-A 
HINMAN C,A, 
fLfCTR!CAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SINGLE CRYSTAL U02 
BNWL-91 (1965) P,2,22-3 fNSA 19-39125) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 10 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
KAWAr'JA T, l 965-A 
HIN"'1AN C,A, 
ELECTRICAL RESIST IV!TY OF SINGLE CRYSTAL U02 
ANWL-150 119651 P,J,21-3 INSA 20-7496) INSA 20-749>1 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 10 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
KA WADA T • - SEE NR 199 204 1616 
KA\l.'A t T, 
- SEE NR 1584 
KAWA~ATA 1-1, 
- SEE NR 1108 
KAZNOF!=" A,I, 1968-A 
GROSSMAN L ,N, 
DETfRSI NAT ION OF ENTSALPY CHANGES FOR PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS 
AAOVE 2000K 
THERSODYNAMICS OF NUCLEAR MATERIALS IV!ENNAI, IAEA ISTI/PUll-
16?1 1196AI P,25-39 ICONF-6709151 INSA 22-314981 
KFYWORDS ?. 7 9 21 
CA•IONS ANIONS 0 
K <\ZNOFF' A, I 1 
- SfE N~ 929 1456 
KEENAN J,P, 1967-A 
GOLDS"1ITH S, DE HALAS D,R, 
FARRICATION AND IRRADIATION FACTORS INFLUENCING PLUTONIUM 
RfCYCLf ECONOl-'ICS 
PLUTONIU"': AS A REACTOR FUEL (BRUSSELS), IAEA (STJ/PU9/l53l 
ll9f-.7) P,615-?6 (NSA 21-14869)4 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 30 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
KEENAN T, K, 
- SEE NR 2053 
KEfTON S1C, 1969-A 
SCHEMMEL R,R, BATES J,L, 
A COMPRfHENSIVE BIBLIOGRAPHY OF LITERATURE PUBLISHED BEFORE 
1969 PERTAINING DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF AL203, SEO, HF02, 
MGO, SI02 A~D TH02 
~NWL•ll80 11969) P,?.9-3? fNSA 24-1077) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 21 ?2 
CATIONS T MIONS 0 
KEETON S,C, 1969•8 
SCHE'~MEL R,R, BATES J,L1 
A COMPREHENSIVE BI AL! OGRAPHY OF LITERATURE PUBLISHED BEFORE 
1969 PERTAINING DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF AL203, BEO, HF02, 
MGO, SI02 AND TH02 
BNWL-1181 119691 P,45-51 INSA 24-1078) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 20 30 
CATIONS T ANIONS 0 
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ATOP.,WIRT,, ATOMTECH,, 16 11971) P,545-52 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 11 15 26 30 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
GERMAN I 
I NSA 26•8>66 l 
1257 KUMMERER K, 1971•B 
DEP ISCH F, ELBEL H, KAEMPF H, 
THE SATURN CODES AND MATERIAL DATA EVALUATION 
PROC, OF THE CONF, ON FAST REACTOR FUEL ELEMENT TECHNOLOGY 
119711 NEW ORLEANS P,211•25 IED,l FARMAKES. R, ICONF-7104141 
I NSA 26•60544 I I NSA 26•605531 
KEYWORDS 1 3 8 11 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS D 
1258 
12 59 
** 94 ** 
KUMMERER K, • SEE N~ 296 850 1170 
KURIHARA M, l970•A 
ABE J, FUKUSHIMA S, SASAYAMA T, 
SHIMOKAWA J, 
SOME ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF THE URANIUM•PLUTONIUM MIXED 
OXIDES 
PROC, 4TH !NT, CONF, ON PLUTONIUM AND OTHER ACTINIDES !SANTA 
FEI, NUCLEAR METALLURGY VOL, 17 PART I 119701 P,84•94 ICO~F-
70100l•PT,11 INSA 25•119911 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 15 20 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
KURKA G, 1970•A 
OBTAINING OF THERMAL GRADIENTS PRODUCED IN U02 HEATED BY JOULE 
EFFECT, OBSERVATIONS OF BASALTIC RECRYSTALLIZATION 
J, NUCL, MATER, 37 119701 P,133•8 INSA 25•48471 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 7 11 23 
KVESETH N,J, • SEE NR 927 
1260 LACKEY W,J, 1970•A 
STUDIES OF GRAIN GROWTH 
ORNL•4600 119701 P,66•8 (NSA 25•88291 (NSA 25•89111 
KEYWORDS 4 6 7 12 23 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
1261 LACKEY W,J, 1971-A 
MICROSCOPY OF (U,PUl02 FUELS 
ORNL•4630 119711 P,47•54 (NSA 25•292221 (NSA 25•?97,71 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 12 23 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
1262 LACKE'Y W,J, 197l•B 
HOMAN F,J, 
SENSITIVITY OF FUEL TEMPERATURES TO POROSITY D!STRl~UTION 
ORNL•3416 119711 P,27-33 INSA 25•49576 I 
KEYWORDS 1 3 14 29 W 
1263 LACKEY W,J, 197l•C 
HOMAN F,J, KEGLEY T,~, JR, 
RADIAL POROSITY DISTRIBUTION AND ITS INFLUENCE ON THE FU,L 
TEMPERATURE PROF I LE 
ORNL•4770 119711 P,57 INSA 26·49051 (NSA 26•49901 
KEYWORDS l 3 14 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
1264 LACKEY W,J, 1971-D OLSEN A,R, 
12 65 
HOMAN F,J, 
POROS !TY AND 
IU1PUI02 
ACTINIDE REDISTRIBUTION DURING IRRADIATION OF 
CONF•720420•3 119711 62P, (NSA 26•313951 
KEYWORDS 3 14 29 W 







ACTINIDE REDISTRIAUTION DURING IRRADIATION OF 
NUCL, TECHNOL, 
KEYWORDS 3 6 
CATIONS M 
16 (19721 P,120•42 INSA 26•313951 
7 14 15 W 
ANIONS 0 
1266 LACKEY W,J, 1972-B 
HOMAN F,J, OLSEN A,R, 
POROS!TY1 ACTINIDE, ANO OXYGEN REDISTRIBUTION IN IRRADIATED 
IU1PUI02 
ORNL•TM•3969 I 19721 P,65-6 I NSA 27•7251 
KEYWORDS 4 14 15 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
1267 LACKEY W,J, 1972•C 




POROSITY, ACTINIDE, AND OXYGEN REDISTRIBUTION IN IRRADIAffO 
(UoPUl02 
ORNL•4820 (19721 P,65•6 INSA 27•56111 (NSA 27-56491 
KEYWORDS 1 3 14 15 25 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
LACKEY W,J, 
,. 
• SEE NR 1042 1043 1047 1048 1049 1052 1651 
• SEE NR 1652 1653 
LACOMBE P, 1970•A 
ANION AND CATION DIFFUSION IN SOME TRANSITION METAL OXIDES 
SCI, CERAM, 5 119701 P,111•50 (CONF•6904321 INSA 2>•89341 
KEYWORDS 2 6 15 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
LADY J,H, 1957•A 
ADAMS R,E, 
INFRARED SPECTRA OF URANIUM COMPOUNDS AND THE CHARACTERISTIC 
FREQUENCIES OF THE URANYL ION 
NP•9624 119571 36P, ITID•l27551 INSA 15•54811 
KEYWORDS 2 6 22 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
LAGEDROST J,F, 1968•A 
ASKEY D,F, STORHOK V,W, GATES J,E, 
THERMAL CONDUCT IV I TY OF PU02 AS DETERMINED FROM THERMAL 
DIFFUSIVITY MEASUREMENTS 
NUCL, APPL, 4 I 19681 P,54•61 I NSA 22•110511 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 14 W 
CATIONS p ANIONS 0 
LAGEDROST J,F, • SEE NR 1998 1999 
• SEE NR 52 
** 95 •• 










PROPOSAL FOR A NEW DEFINITION OF A STANDARD CONDUCTIVITY 
INTEGRAL OF U02-PU02 WITH 20 0/0 PU I IN FRENCH I 
NOTE TECHNIQUE S ECBPU-34 1196 71 CEA 8P, 
KEYWORDS l 2 7 11 15 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
LALLE~ENT R, 
- SEE NR 595 596 597 677 1519 1520 2083 
LAMBERT J,D,Fl, 
- SEE NR 2121 
LANIBERTSON W,A, 1952-A 
GUNZEL F,H, JR, 
REFRACTORY OXIDE MELTING POINTS 
AEC0-3465 119521 4P, INSA 7-5641 
KEYWORDS 2 7 26 
CATIONS U T ANIONS 0 
LAMAERTSON W,A, 1953-A 
MUELL~R ~,H, 
URANIUM OXIOE PHASE EOUILIBRIUM SYSTEMS - I, U02-AL203 
J, AMER, CERAM, SOC, 36 (1953) P,329-31 (NSA 6-3772) (NSA 7-
643A I 
KEYWORDS 2 7 16 26 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES AL 
LA~BERTSON W,A, 1953-B 
MUF.LltR M,1-f, 
URANIUM OXIDE PHASE EOUILIBRIUM SYSTEMS - II, U02-MGO 
J1 AMER, CERAM, SOC, 36 (1953) P,332-4 (NSA 7-6439) 
KfYWORDS 2 7 16 26 
CATIONS U ANIONS O AODITIVES MG 
LA~RERTSON W,A, 1953-C 
MUELL~R M,H, 
URANIUM OXIDE PHASE EQUILIBRIUM SYSTEMS - Ill, U02-ZR02 
J1 AMfR., CERAM, sac. 36 (1953) P,365-8 (NSA B-1063) 
KEYWORDS 2 7 16 26 
CATIONS ANIONS O ADDITIVES ZR 
LAlv'RERTSON W,A, 1953-D 
""'UELLEI;! M,H, GUNZEL F1H1 JR., 
1JRAN!UM OXIDE PHASE EQUILIBRIUM SYSTEMS - IV, U02-TH02 
J, AMFR.1 CF.RA'-1, SOC, 36 (1953) P,397-399 (NSA 7-3087) 
KfYWOROS 2 7 11 16 76 
CAT IONS U T ANIONS 0 
LAM8FRTSON W,A, 1953-F 
MUELLER 1.1,H, GlJNZEl F ,H, JR, 
URANIUM OXI~E PHASE EQUILIBRIUM SYSTEMS, PART 4, U02-TH02 
AECD-3514 119531 9P, INSA 7-30871 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 16 26 
CATIONS U T ANIONS 0 
LA~RfRTSON i...1.A, 1956-A 
HANDl',iERK J, H, 
THE !="ABRICATION 
ANL-150';3 fl956) AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF URANIA BODIES P,22 (NSA 11-2221) 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 14 26 2 7 W 
CATIOMS U ANIONS 0 
LANCHI M, 
- SEE NR 362 363 365 366 
LA/\JD R, 
- SEE NR 411 413 
LANG S,M, 1956-A 
KNUDSEN F,P, 
SOME PHYSICAL PROPERTI,S OF HIGH-DENSITY THORIUM DIOXIDE 
J, AMER, CERAM, SOC, 39 (1956) P,415-24 (NSA 11-18~81 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 27 
CATIONS T ANIONS O ADDITIVES CA 
LANG S•""• 1956-A 
MECHANICAL PROPERTY DATA I ELASTIC CONSTANTS I 
WAPD-PWR-PM~-491 119561 P.144-6 I NSA 12-105101 KEYWORDS 2 6 11 27 30 
CAT !ONS u ANIONS 0 
LANG S,1'-', 
- SEE NR 1225 
LANGFORD D, 
- SEE NR 1592 
LANN IN T, E, 
- SEE NR 998 1000 
LARSON J, R, 
- SEE NR 715 
LASKER M,F, 1966-A 
RAPP R,A, 
MI XEO CONDUCT I ON IN TH02 ANO TH02-Y203 SOLUTIONS Z, PHYS, CHEM, I FRANKFURT I 119661 P,198-221 INSA 20-292161 KEYWORDS 6151620 
CATIONS ANIONS 0 AODIT IVES y 
128? LASKIEWJCZ R,A, 1971-A 
12 83 
EVANS S,K, MELOF G,F, BOHABOY P,E, 
THERMAL CONDUCT IV I TY OF URANIUM-PLUTONIUM OXIDE 
GEAP-13733 119711 76P, INSA 26-181171 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 15 W 
CAT IONS M ANIONS 0 
LAST G,A, 
- SEE NR 1955 
LATTA R,E, 1965-A 
FRYXELL R,E, 
DETERMINATION OF THE MELT ING POINT OF U02+X 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, SOC, 8 119651 P,375 INSA 20-23901 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 15 26 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
-64-
•• 96 ** 
1284 LATTA R,E, 1965-B 
FRYXELL R,E, 
DETERMINATION OF THE MELTING POINT OF UOl2+XI IX•l,75 TO 2,001 
CONF-6511Dl-89 119651 llP, IGE-TM-65-11-81 INSA 21-248111 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 15 26 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 










SOLIDUS-LIQUIDUS TEMPERATURES OF URANIA 
GEMP-1013 119691 P,15-24 INSA 24-146401 INSA 24-l4B67I 
KEYWORDS 2 7 II 15 26 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
LATTA R,E, 1969-B 
FRYXELL R,E, 
DETERMINATION OF SOLIDUS-LIQUIOUS TEMPERATURES IN THE UOl2+XI 
fX•l,50 TO 2,20) 
GEMP-714 119691 38P, INSA 25-272921 
KEYWORDS 2 7 15 26 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
LATTA R,E, 1969-C 
FRYXELL R,E, 
DETERMINATION OF SOLi DUS-LI au I DUS TEMPERATURES IN THE uo 12 +X I 
SYSTEM ll,q5 TO 2,20) 
GEMP-714 119691 38P, INSA 25-27?921 
KEYWORDS 2 7 15 26 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
LATTA R1E, 1969•0 
DUDERSTADT E,C, FRYXELL R:,E, 
MELTING POINTS OF BEO, ZR02, AND U02-THO? SOLID SOLUTIONS 
GEMP-724 119691 P,6-8 ICONF-6912281 INSA 26-4151 
KEYWORDS 2 7 2 6 
CATIONS V ANIONS 0 
LATTA R,E, 1970-A 
FRYXELL R,E, 
OETERMINATION OF SOLIOUS-LIQUIDUS TE~PERATURfS IN THE U012+XI 
SYSTEM (X"'l,50 TO 2,20) 
J, NUCL, MATER, 35 fl970l P,195-210 (NSA 24-2S790) 
KEYWORDS 2 7 II 15 26 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
LATTA R,E, 1970-8 
DUDERSTADT E,C, FRYXELL R,F., 
SOLIDUS AND LIOUIDUS TEMPERATURES IN THE uo2-TH02 SYSTES 
J, NUCL, MATER, 35 (1970) P.347-9 /NSA 24-42?5".)) 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 15 26 
CATIONS V ANIONS 0 
LATTA R,E, 1970-C 
DUDERSTADT E,C, FRYXELL R:,f1 
SOLIDUS AND LIQUIDUS TEMPERATURES IN 
GEMP-734 fl970J 7P, !NSA 24-27870) 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 15 26 
CATIONS V ANIONS 0 
LAUGER 1-fACHE M, 
- SEE NR 1444 
LAUTH!f'R J,C, 
- SEE NR 1521 
LAVAUD B, 1966-A 
THE 'J02-TH02 SYSTEl\1 
RINGOT C, VIGNESOULT N, 
MEASUREMENT OF THE IN-PILE CORE TEMPERATURE OF AN EL-4 PENCIL 
ELEMENT, FIRST CHARGE ICAN OF TYPE-347 STAINLESS STEEL, 0,4 MM 
THICK, U02 FUEL, 11 MM DIAMETER), OETERM!NATION OF THE 
APPARENT THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY INTEGRAL OF IN-PILE U02 I IN 
FRENCH I 
CEA-R 3041 119661 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 
CATIONS U 
LAVAUO B, 
58P, INSA 21-141061 
11 W 
ANIONS 0 
- SEE NR 1964 2010 2011 
LAWRENCE L,A, 1969-A 
CHRISTENSEN J,A, 
MELT ING HEAT RAT ING FOR U02-25 WT 0/0 PU02 FUELS 
BNWL-1223 119691 P,3,1-16 INSA 24-124831 INSA 24-124501 
KEYWORDS l 3 6 7 11 23 26 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
LAWRENCE L, A, 1969-B 
CHRISTENSEN J,A, HORN G,R, 
MELT I NG HEAT RAT I NG OF uo2-2 5WT 0/0 PU02 FUELS 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, SOC, 12 '1969) P,562 IWHAN-SA-121) lNSA 24 
71261 INSA 24-73931 
KEYWORDS I 3 6 7 11 23 26 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
1295 LAWRENCE L,A, 1970-A 
HORN G,R, CHRISTENSEN J,A, 
FUEL-CLAD GAP CONDUCTANCE IN FAST 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, sac. 13 
KEYWORDS 3 6 8 11 W 
CATIONS M AN I ONS 
1296 LAWRENCE L,A, 1970-B 
CHRISTENSEN J,A, 
FUEL-CLAD GAP CLOSURE 
REACTOR 
11970 I P, 572•'.3 
0 
BNWL-1349-2 119701 P,3,1-3,14 INSA 25-7751 
KEYWORDS 3 6 8 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
1297 LAWRENCE L,A, 1970-C 
CHRISTENSEN J,A, 
OXIDE FUELS 
I NSA 25->9991 
RESTRUCTURING EFFECTS ON MELTING HEAT RATING 
BNWL-1349•2 119701 P,3,15-3,17 INSA 25-7751 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 23 26 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
12 98 
** 97 ** 
LAWRENCE L,A, 1970-0 
CHRISTENSEN J,A, 
0/M EFFECTS ON MELTING HEAT RATING 
BNWL-1349-2 119701 P,3,17 !NSA 25-7751 
KEYWORDS 3 
CATIONS M 
7 15 26 W 
ANIONS 0 
1299 LAWRENCE L.A, 1971-A 
CHRISTENSEN J,A, 
RESTRUCTURING EFFECTS ON OXIDE FUEL TEMPERATURE OlSTR!BUT!ONS 
HEDL-SA-71 (!9711 12P, (CONF-710606-BI INSA 25-451491 
KEY\>WRDS 3 B 11 23 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
1300 LAWRENCE L,A, 1971-B 
1, 01 










RESTRUCTURING EFFECTS ON OX! DE FUEL TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
TRANS, AV.Eq, NUCL, sac. 14 (1971) P,146 (NSA 2!1•414201 
KEYWORDS l 6 7 II 14 23 
LAW~ENCE L,A, 1971-C 
GIBBY R,L, CHRISTENSEN J,A, WEBER E,T, 
FAPRICATION EFFECTS ON THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF MIXED-OXIDE 
FUELS 
TPANS, A~ER:, NUCL, sac, 14 11971) P,588-99 INSA 26-2620) 
KEYvlORDS l 2 3 14 15 W 
CATIONS ANIONS 0 
LA 1.o/RENCE l,A, 1971-D 
()-jqfSTENSEN J,A, 
'~ELTING HEAT RAT I NG OF U02•2 5WT O IC PU02 FUELS 
NUCL, TECHNOL, 12 (19711 P,367•74 tNSA 25-60243) 
KE'WORDS 1 3 6 7 11 23 26 
CA,!ONS M ANIONS 0 
LAWRENCf L.A. 1971-E 
µORN G.R. CHRISTENSEN J.A, WEBER E,T, 
EXPfRl<ENTAL VEASUREMENTS OF GAP CONDUCTANCE 1122131 
WHAN-FR-50 11971 I P,7-33/7-40 (NSA 25-181801 
i<EYWORDS 6 8 11 23 W 
CATIOr-.:s "'1 ANIONS 0 
LAWRfNCE' L,A. 1971-F 
C~RISTENSEN J.A. WEBER E,T, 
?EST~WCTURINS EFFECTS ON MELTING HEAT RATING 
WHAN-FR-50 (1971) P.7-63/7-71 (NSA 25-18180) 
l(EYWORDS '3 4 6 7 11 23 26 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
LAVl'RFNCE L,A, 197 2-A 
GIRPy R1L• 
EFFECTS OF PORE STRUCTURE ON THE MELTING HEAT RATING OF OXIDE 
FUELS 
HEDL-TME-72-81 (197?) 41P. !NSA 26-45930) 
KEYvlORDS 1 3 14 15 26 W 
CATIONS M ANIO~S 0 
LAW".?fNCE L.A, - SEE NR 473 479 879 
LAWSON V,B, 1960-A 
MAC EWAN J, R, 
THERMAL S l MULA 1 I ON EXP ER I MEN T S WI TH A U02 FUEL ROD ASSEMBLY 
AECL-994 {CRFD-915) (1960) 25P, (NSA 14-15975) 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 ? 11 23 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
LAWSON V,R, 
- SEE NR 1415 
LAY K,W, 1970-A 
OXYGEN CHEMICAL 
J, AMER, CERAM, 
KE'Yl'.'OR~S 2 6 
DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT OF URANIUM DIOXIDE 
SOC, 53 (1970) P,369-73 (NSA 24-42244) 
7 11 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
LEARY H,J, JR, 1971-A 
ROONEY T,A, CATER E,D, FRIEDRICH H,B, 
TSE !NFRARED SPECTRA OF MATRIX ISOLATED UO AND U02 
f-'IGH TE'-1P, SCI, 3 (1971) P,433•43 (NSA 26•50161 
KEYWORDS 2 6 15 22 
CAT IONS U ANIONS 0 
LEARY J,A, 1964-A 
MARAMAN W,J, Ml NER WtN, SCHONFELD F,W. 
PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS 
LA~S-310 7 119641 P, 7-9 I NSA l B-36 7931 
KEYWORDS 2 6 17 27 
CAT IONS ANIONS 0 
LEARY J,A, 
- SEE NR 260 1643 1645 
LEBEDEV A,G, 
- SEE NR 2222 2223 
LEBEDEV I ,G, 1970-A 
SAMSONOV e,v. SPIRIDONOV Y,G. 
FORMING THE STRUCTURE OF THE CORE OF FUEL ELEMENTS OF 
VIRROPACKED POWDERED URANIUM DIOXIDE IN THE PROCESS OF 
IRRADIATION I IN RUSSIAN) 
RAD!ATSIONNAYA F!ZIKA TVERDOGO TELA I REAKTORNOYE 
MATERlALOVfDE'NIYE 11970) P,171-8 INSA 25-542891 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 23 W 
CAT IONS U ANIONS 0 
LEREDE"V I ,G, 1971-B 
SAMSONOV B,V, SPIRIDONOV Y.G, 
FORM I NG THE STRUCTURE OF THE CORE OF FUEL ELEMENTS OF 
V!PROPACKED POWDERED URANIUM DIOXIDE IN THE· PROCESS OF 
IRRADIATION 
JPRS-53800 SOLID STATE RAO!ATION PHYSICS AND REACTOR MATERIALS 
RESEARCH -USSR- ( 19711 P,205-14 ( NSA 25-542891 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 23 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
-65-
** 98 ** 
1312 LEBLANC J,M, 1961-A 
ANDR I ESSEN H, 
THE USE OF PLUTONIUM AS A FUEL IN NUCLEAR REACTORS tlN FRENCH! 
BN-6101-01 ( 19611 P,21-2 (NSA !B-143571 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
1313 LEBLANC J,M, 1961-B 
ANDR!ESSEN H, 
THE USE OF PLUTONIUM AS FUEL IN NUCLEAR REACTORS ( IN FRENCH I 
BN-6104-01 119611 P,22-3 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 27 
CATIONS U M ANIONS 0 
1314 LEBLANC J,M, 1961-C 
ANDR!ESSEN H, 
THE USE OF PLUTONIUM AS FUEL IN NUCLEAR REACTORS ( IN FRENCH I 
BN-6107-02 11961 I P,27 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 27 
CATIONS P M ANIONS O 











THE USE OF PLUTONIUM AS A FUEL IN NUCLEAR REACTORS 
EURAEC-79 !19611 P,21-2 INSA 18-143571 
KEYWORDS 2 6 II 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
LEeLANC J,M, 1961-E 
ANDRIESSEN H, 
PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS 
EURAEC-130 (!9611 P,18 (NSA 16-126531 
KEYWORDS 2 6 2 7 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
LEBLANC J,M, 1962-A 
ANDRI ESSEN Ho 
RESEARCH ON THE THERMAL EXPANSION OF U02, PU02 AND U02-PU02 
I IN FRENCH I 
BN-6206-0l ( 1962 I 
KEYWORDS 2 6 9 
CATIONS U P M 
33P, (NSA 17-11203 I 
11 15 27 
ANIONS 0 
LEBLANC J,M, 1962-B 
ANDRI ESSEN H, 
RESEARCH ON THE THERMAL EXPANSION OF U02, PU02, AND uo2-Puo2 
EURAEC-434 (19621 33P, (NSA 17-112031 
KEYWORDS 2 6 9 11 15 27 
CATIONS U P M ANIONS 0 
LEBLANC J,M, 1965-A 
STUDY OF HEAT TRANSFER WITHIN URANIUM OXIDE AND URANIUM 
PLUTONIUM MIXED OXIDE FUEL RODS I IN FRENCH) 
BN-6504-26 ( 19651 22P, 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 11 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
LEBLANC J,M, 1965-8 
IRRADIATION OF PLUTONIUM-ENRICHED CERAMIC FUEL RODS IN THE BR-
3 POWER REACTOR C IN FRENCH) 
PROC, 3RD !NT, CONF, ON PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY 10 
119651 GENEVA P,13-25 (A/CONF,28/P/443) INSA 18-377511 
KEn!ORDS 3 6 7 12 W 
CAT!OMS M ANIONS 0 
LEBLANC J,M, 
- SEE NR 60 61 62 63 64 65 
- SEE NR l 35 136 1349 
t.ECHLITER G,L, l966•A 
ANDERSON W,K, 
SOME INPUT FUNCTIONS FOR COMPUTER DESCRIPTION OF FUEL 
PROPERTIES, PART ll, MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 
KAPL-P-3174 11966) BP, (CONF-661001-31) INSA 21-19401 
~EYWORDS l 3 27 29 W 
LECHLITER G,L, 1966-B 
ANDERSON W,K, 
SOME INPUT FUNCTIONS FOR COMPUTER OESCRIPT!ON OF FUEL 
PROPERT l ES, PART 2 - ME CHAN l CAL PROPERT! ES 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, sac, 9 11966) P,376 INSA 21-8164) 
KEYWORDS l 3 6 7 27 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
LECHLITER G.L. 
- SEE NR 54 56 57 59 1229 1563 
LECHLITER W, 
- SEE NR 1564 
LECLERE J, 
- SEE NR 1521 
LEE l, 1968-A 
WU M, 
66 
STUDY OF TRANSIENT TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTIONS IN A CYLINDRICAL 
FUEL ROD 
HO TSU K'O HSUEH 6 ( 196Bl P,1-20 (NSA 23-240341 
KEYWORDS 2 18 29 W 
LEE J.A, 
- SEE NR 1503 
LEES E,A, 1967-A 
POWER REACTOR HIGH PERFORMANCE PROGRAM 
GEAP-5487 I EURAEC-1860 I ( 1967 J 30P, ( NSA 21-30143 I 
KEYWORDS I 3 6 7 11 26 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
LEES E.A, 
- SEE NR 78 1647 
•• 99 •• 
U 25 LEGGETT R,D, 1969•A 
13 26 
1327 
FISH R•l• CULLEY G.E. 
HYBRID COMPUTER SIMULATION OF FUEL PIN PERFORMANCE 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, sec, 12 (19691 P,566•8 <NSA 24•73671 
KEYWORDS 3 23 24 29 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
LEGGETT R,D, 1970•A 
PLUTONIUM FUELS FOR LMFBR • AN EXTRAPOLATION 
WHAN•SA-51 119701 52P, ICONF•701001•151 INSA 25•153671 
KEYWORDS 2 7 26 30 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
LEGGETT R•!)• l97l•A 
BAKER R.B. ADDISON L•E• OUTT O,S. 
LODGE J.D. HARVEY R.A. 
HYPR ID COMPUTER SI MU LAT I ON OF GAP CONDUCTANCE 
WH~.~-FR-50 119711 P,7•41/7•51 INSA 25•181801 
KEYWORDS 3 8 11 29 W 
CATIONS 1.,1 ANIONS 0 
l' /8 LEGGETT R.D. 1971-B 
PAKER R,A, ADDISON L,E, DUTT D,S, 
LODGE .J.D, 
SJSULATION ON HY9RI0 COMPUTER 
\o/Hi\N-FR-50 ( 1971) P• 7-73/7•75 (NSA 25-18180) 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 7 11 29 
CAT IONS M ANIONS 0 
13~9 LEGGETT R,D, 1972-A 
13 30 
PALLARD E,O, BAKER R,B, HORN G,R, 
DUTT D,S, 
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FUEL I LWBR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM l 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, SOC, 13 (1970) P,35-6 INSA 24-33313) 
KEYWORDS 1 6 7 II 23 W 
CATIONS V ANIONS 0 




FAARICAT!ON AND !RRAOIAT!ON OF STA!NLESS-STFEL-CLAD UO? FUEL 
RODS, ITHE LRD !N-P!LE CHEMICAL SH!M LOOP EXPERIMENT) 
WCAP-3734 119641 P,28-34/42-58/65-9 (NSA 18-377641 
KEYWORDS 3 7 11 W 
CAT!ONS U ANIONS 0 
MCCORMICK N,J, - SEE NR 2007 
MCCRE ! GHT L, R, 195 2-A 
THERMAL CONDUCT! V ! TY DATA FOR SOME NUCLEAR FUELS 
TID-10062 11952) 19P, INSA 12-947) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 30 W 
CAT!ONS U ANIONS O ADD!TIVES 
MCCREIGHT L,R, 1952-B 
THERMAL CONDUCT!V!TY DATA FOR SOME NUCLEAR FUELS 
KAPL-822 119521 33P, (NSA 12-9471 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 W 
CATIONS U AN!ONS O ADD!T IVES 
AE MG 
~E MG 
1481 MCCRE!GHT L,R, 1952-C 
148 2 
THERMAL EXPANSION MEASUREMENTS OF S!X FUEL MATERIALS 
KAPL-M-LRM-7 I 19521 !OP, I NSA 11-9743 l 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES BE % 
MCELROY 0,L, 1960-A 
KOLLH' T,G, 
PHYS I CAL PROPERTIES 
ORNL-2988 (1960) P,149-52 INSA 15-532) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 9 W 
CAT!ONS U ANIONS 0 
1483 MCELROY D,Le 1961-A 
KOLLIE T ,Ge 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES STUD!ES - THERMAL COMPARATOR APPARATUS -
RADl°AL HEAT FLOW APPARATUS - RELnED PROJECTS 
ORNL-3160 119611 P,35-8 INSA 15-29716) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 9 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
** 111 ** 
1484 MCELROY D,L, 1962-A 
1485 
14 86 
KOLL! E T ,G, FULKERSON W, GODFREY T ,G, 
PROGRESS REPORT ON THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY MEASUREMENTS AT THE 
OAK R I OGE NATIONAL LABORATORY 
PROC, 2ND CONF, ON THERMAL CONDUCT! VI TY 119621 OTTAWA P, 17-29 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 12 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
MCELROY D,L. 1963-A 
IC.OLLIE T ,G, FULKERSON W, 
PHYS I CAL PROPERTY STUD I ES 
ORNL-34 70 119631 P, 2 7-9 I NSA 18-4248 I I NSA 18-4170 I 
KEYWORDS 2 6 9 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
~CELROY D,L, 1966-A 
THERMAL CONDUCT IV !TY CALCULATIONS 
ORNL-3970 119661 P,229 INSA 21-131271 INSA 21-1309>1 
KEYWORDS 2 12 W 
CATIONS P ANIONS 0 
1487 MCELROY D,L, 1969-A 
MOORE J.P, 
RAD!AL HEAT FLOW METHODS FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF THE THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY OF SOL! DS 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY VOL, tED,) TYE R,P, I 1969) P,185-239 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 9 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
1488 MCELROY D,L, 1969-B 
14 J:!9 
WILLIAMS R,K, BANK.S T,E, 
FUfl-CLADD I ~G THERMAL CONDUCTANCE 
ORNL-4350 (1969l P.56-62 (NSA 23-20534) (NSA 23-20736) 
KEY\'.tORDS 2 6 8 11 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
r,,ACELROY D,L, 1969-C 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF U02 AT LOW TEMPERATURES 
ORNL-4420 (1969) P,14/16 f"ISA 23-48315) (NSA 23-48!,021 
KEYWOR% 2 5 10 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIO/\S 0 
1490 MCELROY D,L, 1970-A 
1491 
!v100RE J,P, SPINDLER P1H 1 
THERMAL CONDUCT IV I TY 
ORNL-4570 119701 P,52 INSA 25-27681 INSA 25-26011 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 7 11 22 W 
CATIONS U M ANIONS 0 
MCELROY D,L, 
- SEE NR 835 837 838 
- SEE NR 897 898 899 
- SEE NR 904 905 906 
- SEE NR 1239 1240 1241 
- SEE NR 155! 1552 1553 
MCFARLANE D,R, 
- SEE NR 397 





OF FLUX AND TEMPERATURE 
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(1961) 28P, (NSA 15•255831 
3 6 7 11 29 W 
ANIONS 0 
893 894 895 896 
900 901 902 903 
922 923 1237 12 38 
1546 1548 1549 15 50 
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IN THERMAL ,EACTOR 






THE EFFECT OF MEASURING FREQUENCY ON THE ELECTRICAL 
CONDUCTIVITY OF THORIA BASED OXIDES AT HIGH TEMPERATURE 
.J, MATER. SCI, 6 (197ll P.260-1 (NSA 25-40797) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 20 
CATIONS T ANIONS 0 
r,,ACGOWAN R,D, 
- SEE NR 327 
MCGURN J, 
- SEE NR 433 434 
MCINTOSH J,E. 
- SEE NR 1744 1745 
- SEE NR 397 1356 
MCNEILLY C,E, 1962-A 
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF PLUTONIU> OXIDES 
HW-7~120 (1962) 20P, (NSA 17-88051 
KEYl'/ORDS 2 6 11 15 20 
CATIONS P ANIONS 0 
~(NEILLY C,E, l964~A 
THE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF PLUTONIUM OXIDES 
J• NL.CL, "1ATER, 11 (1964) P,53-8 (NSA 17-8805) 
KEY>IORDS 2 6 11 15 20 
CATIONS P ANIONS 0 
MCNtILLY C,E, 1966-A 
THE PEO-U02-PU02 SYSTEM 
BNWL-CC-821 (1966) P•4118-4,19 (NSA 21-46964} 
KEYWORDS 2 7 15 16 26 
CATIONS M ANIONS O ADDITIVES BE 
MCNEILLY C,E, 
- SEE NR 211 429 432 875 
MCNELLY M,J, 1964-A 
LIQUID METAL FAST BREEDER REACTOR DESIGN STUDY 
GEAP-4418 VOL,1 (1964) P,2,36-41 (NSA 18-290381 
KEYWORDS I 3 6 7 11 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
1497 MCNELLY ~.J, 1964-B 
LIQUID METAL FAST BREEDER REACTOR DESIGN STUDY C!OOO MWE U02-
PU02 FUELED PLANT), - SECT. 3.4,6 TEMPERATURE ANO SPECIFIC 
POWER 
GEAP-4418 VOL,II (19641 P.3-126/3-133 (NSA 18-290391 
KEYWORDS 3 18 26 W 
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1498 MCPARTLAND J,O, 1963-A 
1499 
SK.AVOAHL R.E, 
THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY MEASUREMENTS 
HW-76301 (19631 P.2,34 (NSA 17-361961 (NSA 17-3619>1 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 9 10 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
t--CPARTLAND J,O. 
- SEE NR 178 181 183 
MEADOWS R,E, 1959-A 
THURBER W,C, 
FEASIBILITY STUDY - USE OF SMALL-DIAMETER 
FOR IN-PILE TEMPERATURE MON! TORI NG 
CF-59-10-7 11959) 55P, (NSA 14-225251 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 9 II 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
MEHROTRA A1K1 
- SEE NR 2020 
WIRES IN U02 PELLETS 




STEADY STATE, TWO-DIMENSIONAL TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTIONS IN A 
SINGLE FUEL ELEMENT PELLET AND ADJACENT CLADDING DUE TO AXIAL 
VARYING HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS 
ATOMKERNENERGIE 17 (1971) P,73-4 (NSA 25-!S5B9I 




ROUGH F .A, 
URANIUM OXIDES 
BMl-1598 ( 1962 I 





- SEE NR 571 
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1962-A 
K.ANGILASKI M. 
P,62-98 (ED,l ENDEBROCK R,W, (NSA 17-5575) 
7 14 20 26 27 30 W 
ANIONS 0 
1963-A 
BURIAN R.J, KANGILASKI M, 
THE EFFECT OF NUCLEAR RADIATION ON CERAMIC REACTOR-FUEL 
MATERIALS 
REIC-27 (19631 
KEYWORDS 2 4 
CATIONS U 
P,11-20/37-44 (NSA 18-22971 
6 10 11 20 30 W 
ANIONS 0 
15 03 MENDELSSOHN K, l 96 7-A 
KING E, LEE J.A, RAND M1H• 
GRIFFIN C,S, STREET R,S, 
SELF IRRADIATION DAMAGE IN TRANSURANIC ELEMENTS AND COSPOUNDS 
PROC, 3RD INT, CONF, ON PLUTONIUM (LONDONJ 1 PLUTONIUM 1965 
(1967) P,189-204 (EDS,l KAY A,E,, WALDRON M,B,t (NSA 21-32937) 
(NSA 21-328201 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 17 20 27 
CATIONS P X ANIONS 0 
1504 MERCKX K,R, 1969-A 
MODELS FOR REACTOR FUEL ELEMENTS WHICH CONSIDER VOID 
DEPLOYMENT 
NUCL, ENG, DES, 9 (1969) P,15-28 (NSA 23-24039) 
KEYWORDS 1 3 24 25 29 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
15 05 MERCKX K I R 1 1970-A 
FOX G,L, 
SINTE~ - A PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING RADIAL TEMPERATURE 
DISTRIBUTIONS IN OXIDE FUEL PINS UNDERGOING SINTER!% 
BNWL-1241 tl970) 19P, tNSA 24-12453) 
KEYWORDS 1 3 29 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
- SEE NR 73 





ON THE CONDUCTIVITY AND OTHER ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF THORIA 
IN VACUUM ( IN FRENCH I 
LE ''IDE 6 N0.34-35 ( 1951 l P, 1052-62 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 20 
CATIONS T ANIONS 0 
MESNARD G, 1951-B 
UZAN R1 
ON THE CONDUCT IV I TY AND OTHER ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF THOR I A 
IN VACUUM (IN FRENCH I 
LE VIDE 6 N0,36 (19511 P,1091-7 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 15 20 
CATIONS T ANIONS 0 




PROPERTIES OF THORIUM OXIDE UNDER VACUUM ( IN 
COMPT I REND, 
KEYWORDS 2 
ACAD, SCI, (PARISI 232 (1951> P,1744-6 
6 7 20 
CATIONS T ANIONS 0 
MESTDAGH G, 1968-A 
FLIPOT A,J. SMOLDERS A, 
CONSIDERATIONS OF THE NATURE AND IMPORTANCE OF THE U02-CAN 
DISTANCES ON IRRADIATION (IN FRENCH) 
J, NUCL, MATER, 26 (1968) P,300•6 CNSA 22-315281 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 8 11 lrJ 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
MESTDAGH G, 
- SEE NR 1698 
** 113 ** 
~ETCALF J,L, • SEE NR 147 
"'iEYER J1E1 
- SEE NR 668 
1510 MEYER R,O, 1971-A 
RUESCHER B,J, 
SIMPLE METHOD OF CALCULATING RADIAL TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION 
IN MIXED-OXIDE FUEL ELEMENT 
ANL-7807 119711 P,5,25-5,26 INSA 26-144521 
KEYWORDS l 3 ll 14 23 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
1511 "1EYER R,0, 1971-B 
151? 
151 '3 
0 BOYLE D,R, 
SIMPLIFIED METHOD OF CALCULATING RADIAL TEMPERATURE 
D!SnIBUTION IN MIXED-OXIDE FUEL 
ANL-7845 119711 P,5,23-5,26 INSA 25-510261 
KEYWORDS 1 3 11 14 23 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
,"'1EYER R,O, 1972-A 
PUESCHER B,J, 
SIMPLE METHOD OF CALCULATING RADIAL TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION 
IN A ,OJ XED-OX I DE FUEL ELEMENT 
NUCL, TECHNOL, 14 (1972) P,153-6 (NSA 26-30225) 
KEYWORDS 1 3 11 14 23 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
MEYER R,O, 1972-B 
l=\UTLER E,M, 0 BOYLE D,R, 
ACTINIDE REDISTRIBUTION IN MIXED 
FAST FLUX 
OXIDE FUELS IRRADIATED IN A 
ANL-7929 119721 32P, INSA 26-483121 
KEYWORDS 1 2 
CATIONS M 
3 6 7 15 25 
ANIONS 0 
1514 r-'EYER W, 1933-A 
ON THE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF ANORGAN IC MATERIALS WI TH 
ELECTRONIC CONDUCTION I IN GERMANI 
Z, PHYS, 85 (1933) P,278-93 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 20 
CAT I ONS U AN I ONS 0 
- SEE NR 547 
f.,1£ZGER R, 
- SEE NR lOB4 
- SEE NR 086 
1515 MICHELSON C, 1965-A 
SCOTT J,L, LONG E,L, JR, 
AN EVALUATION OF U02 IRRADIATED AT 1600 TO 2400C 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, sec, 8 11965) P,37 (NSA 19-28899) 
KEYWORDS 6 7 ll W 
CAT I o~s u AN I ONS 0 
1516 ~IO•ELSON C, l 96 6-A 
15 l 7 
SCOTT J,L, LONG E,L, JR, 
AN EVALUATION OF U02 IRRADIATED AT 1600 TO 2400C 
ORNL-39'30 (1966) 66P, (NSA 20-27590) 
KEYWORDS '3 6 7 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
MICHELSO"t C, 
- SEE NR 1920 
~IKAILOFF H, 1966-,6. 
~USTELIER J,P, BLOCH J, EZRAN L, 
HAYET L, 
RESULTS OF THE IRRADIATION OF MIXED U02-PU02 OXIDE FUEL 
E'LEMENTS - APPENDIX I, CALCULATION OF THE CONDUCTIVITY 
INTEGRALS AND TrnPERATURES IN THE OXIDE I IN FRENCH! 
CEA-R 3066 IEUR-3004,FI 119661 P,59-62 INSA 21-193921 
KfYWORDS I 3 6 7 11 W 
CATIONS S ANIONS 0 
151A M!KAJLOFF H, 1966-B 
MUSTELIER J,P, BLOCH J, EZRAN L, 
HAYET l, 
RESULTS OF THE IRRADIATION OF MIXED U02-PU02 OXIDE FUEL 
fLESENTS, APPENDIX I - CALCULATION OF THE CONDUCTIVITY 
IN~E'GRALS AND TEMPERATURES IN THE OXIDE 
EURFNR-171,F (EUR-3084,Fl 11966) P,49-52 (NSA 21-19392) 
KEYWORDS l 3 6 7 11 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
l'il9 ~JKAILOFF H, l96A-A 
15 20 
15 21 
VAN CRAEYNEST J,C,LALLEMENT R, 
SOME EXPERIMENTS CONDUCTED AT FONTENAY-AUX-ROSES ON OXIDE 
FUE'LS 
CEA-CONF-1296 119601 12P, (CO~F-690512-21 INSA 23-,24041 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 14 15 W 
CAT IONS M ANIONS 0 
MIKAJLOFF H, 1969-A 
VAN CRAEYNEST J,C,LALLEMENT R, 
EFFECT OF DENSITY AND STOICHIOMETRY ON OXIDE FUELS BEHAVIOR 
CE'RA~JC NUCLEAR FUELS 11969) P,126-37 (EDS,) KRUGER O,L,, 
KAZNOFF A, I, t ( NSA 24-10204 l ( NSA 24•10134) 
KEYWORDS l 2 3 6 7 11 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
MIKAILOFF H, 1970-A 
MUSTELIER J,P, BLOCH J, 
HAYET L, LAUTHJER J,C, 
IRRA~IATION OF SIXED U02-PU02 OXIOE 
REACTOR FUEL ELEMENTS I IN FRENCH! 
CEA-R 3878 IEUR-4323,Fl 119701 73P, 
KEYWORDS I 3 6 7 B 11 2 3 24 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
CONTE M, 
LECLERE J, 
SAMPLES FOR FAST NEUTRON 
I NSA 24-48551 
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MIKA!LOFF H, • SEE NR 597 
MILES J, 
- SEE NR 424 501 1080 1814 181> 1816 1Bl7 
MILLER C,E, JR, 
- SEE NR 331 
MILLER F,L, 
- SEE NR 768 771 773 774 
MILLER J,L, JR, 
- SEE NR 766 772 775 
MILLER L,B, 
- SEE NR 909 1920 
1522 MILLER V,S, 1962-A 
15 23 
THE NATURE OF CONTACT HEAT TRANSFER IN REACTOR FUEL ELEMENTS 
AEC-TR-5410 119621 7P, (NSA 17-2741 
KEYWORDS 2 6 B 11 W 









RIGS - POSSIBILITIES OF STANDARDISATION 
(1967) P,l,2,1-1,2,73 (NSA 21-21823) (NSA 21-
9 W 
- SEE NR 9B2 
- SEE NR 1309 
- SEE NR 1361 
15 24 MIRON I, 1965-A 
STUDIES ON THE IRRADIATION OF CERAMIC NUCLEAR FUELS ( IN 
RUMAN IAN I 
STUD!! SI CERCETARI DE FIZICA 17 119651 P,1133-B INSA 21-
460291 
KEYWORDS l 6 7 11 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
1525 MIRON I, 1967-A 
STUDIES ON THE IRRADIATION OF CERAMIC NUCLEAR FUELS 
UCRL-TRANS-10131 119671 14P, INSA 21-460291 
KEYWORDS l 2 3 6 7 11 3 0 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
MI RSHAK S, 
- SEE NR 1032 
1526 MJSHIMA Y, 197'-A 
15 27 
SOME PROBLEMS IN THE NUCLEAR FUEL DESIGN, PROBLEMS IN POWER 
REACTOR FUEL DESIGN I IN JAPANESE I 
GENSH I RYOKU KOGYO 19 119731 P, 2-14 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
MISHLER L,W, • SEE NR 1331 1333 1334 1335 133& 
MIYASAKA Y, - SEE NR 1055 
MtZZAN E, - SEE NR 134 
MOCHALOV G,A, 1948-A 
TAGtROVA R,K, TEREKHOV G, I, 
THE LINEAR EXPANSION AT UP TO llOOC 
ALLOYS AND COMPOUNDS OF URANIUM I IN 
FJ2,-KHIMIYA SPLAVOV I TUGOPLAVKJKH 
119481 P,53-62 INSA 23-417321 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
MOERMAN J, - SEE NR 971 
IVANOV O,S, 
AND THE DENS I TY OF SOME 
RUSS I AN I 
SOEDIN, S TORIEM I URANOM, 
ADDITIVES SE CA 
152A MOGARD H, 1965-A 
DJURLE 5, MULTER I, MYERS H,P, 
NELSON B, RUNFORS U, 
FUEL DEVELOPMENT FOR SWEDISH HEAVY-WATER REACTORS 
PROC, 3RD !NT, CONF, ON PEACEFUL USES OF ATO~IC ENERGY 10 
(19651 GENEVA P,75-B5 IA/CONF,2B/P/60BI (NSA 18-304871 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
1,29 MOMIN A,C, 1971-A 
1530 
15 31 
MATHEWS M,D, KARKHANAVAL,6. M,D, 
STUDIES IN THE SYSTEM U02-TH02-02, PART III, DILATOMETRIC AND 
HIGH TEMPERATURE X-RAY DIFFRACTOMETRIC STUDIES CF URANIUM 
OX IDES 
INDIAN J, CHEM, 9 (19711 P,5B2-4 INSA 26-26081 
KEYWORDS 2 6 27 
CATIONS V ANIONS 0 
MOMIN A,C, 
- SEE NR 1016 
MONTGOMERY L,D, 1964-A 
THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY MEASUREMENT 
HW-76303 119641 P,2,25-20 INSA IB-126431 
KEYWORDS 2 6 10 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
MONTGOMERY L,D, 1965-A 
A NEW TECHNIQUE FOR EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF HIGH-
TEMPERATURE THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY OF URANIUM DIOXIDE UNDER 
TRANSIENT CONDITIONS 
ANL-7116 119651 43P, (NSA 20-150311 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 9 18 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
** 115 •• 
1532 MONTGOMERY M,H, 1963•A 
15n 
l "i 36 
THERMAL OJ FFUSIVJ TY MEASUREMENT 
HW•79280 119631 P,5,3•5,4 INSA 18•290011 
KEYWORDS 2 6 10 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
MONTGOMERY M,H. • SEE NR 178 181 
MONTGOMERY W,H, • SEE NR 331 
MOODY J,W, 1956-A 
WILLARDSON R,K, GOERING H,L, 
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF URAN JUM OX I DES 
WAPD•PWR•PMM•49l 119561 P,66•71 INSA 12•105101 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 15 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
MOODY J,W, 1956-B 
WILLARDSON R,K, GOERING H,L, 
THE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF URANIUM OXIDES 
WAPD•PWR•PMM-904 119561 P,73•5 INSA 12•53101 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 15 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
MOODY J,W, 1957-A 
WILLARDSON R,K, GOERING H,L, 
THE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF URANIUM DIOXIDE 
BMl-1152 119571 P,23 INSA 14•21879) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
~CODY J,W, 1957-B 
WILLARDSON R,K, GOERING H,L, 
THE ELFCTRJCAL PROPERTJfS OF URANIUM DIOXIDE 
BMJ•ll61 119571 P,19-20 INSA 14•216801 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
MOODY J1W1 1957•C 
THE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF URANIUM OXIDES 
WAPD-TM-44 119571 P,9A•9 INSA l2·B29l 
KEYWOR% 2 6 11 15 20 30 
CAT IONS U ANIONS 0 
15~A MOODY J,W, 1957-D 
WILLARDSON R,K, GOERING H,L, 
THE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF URANIUM DIOXIDE 
RMJ•l23A 119'7) P,18•9 INSA l2•7B35l 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 20 
CAT IONS u ANIONS 0 
l"> ;q MOODY J,W, 1957-E 
WILLARDSON R,K, GOERING H1L, 
THE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF URANIUM OIOXJOE 
BMl•llA9 119571 P,17•8 INSA 14•193101 
KfYWORDS 2 6 11 15 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
154(") ,MOODY J1W1 1958-A 
GE"RDS A, ALBRECHT 1'/,M, BENNETT R,E, 
WILSON W,B, SCHWARTZ C,M, 
VALENCE EFFECTS OF OXIDE SOLUTIONS IN URANIUM DIOXIDE 
RMl•J247 119581 P,H•2/S•4 134•6) INSA 12•131351 
KEYWORDS 2 16 20 
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• SEE NR 2171 2172 2173 2174 217> 
1541 MOORADIAN A,J, 1960-A 
RO~ERTSON J,A,L, 
CANDU FUELING COSTS • BREMJNG THE !•MILL/KWH BARRIER 
NUCLEONJCS 18 N0,10 119601 P,60•5/122 INSA 14•264881 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 14 15 1 7 W 
CAT IONS U ANIONS 0 
1134? ~CORE G,E, 1942-A 
HIGH TEMPERATURE HEAT CONTENT DATA FOR THREE SOLID SUBSTANCES 
A-502 (19421 8P, (NSA 10-2448) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
1541 MOORE G1E1 1947-A 
KELL,=Y K,K, 
HIGH TEMPERATURE HEAT CONTENTS OF URANIUM, URANIUM DIOXIDE AND 
URANIU~ T~t0X1DE 
J1 AME~, CHE'M, SOC, 69 (1947) P,?.105-7 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 15 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
• SEE NR 1181 
1544 MOORE' J,P, 1966-A 
GRAVES R,S, 
COMPARATIVE LONGITUDINAL HEAT FLOW APPARATUS 
ORNL-3070 119661 P,40 INSA 21•13260) INSA 21•130951 
KEYWORDS 2 6 9 14 W 
CAT IONS U T ANIONS 0 
1545 ~CORE J,P, 1966-C 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF I TH oU I 02 
ORNL•3970 119661 P,218 INSA 21-130951 INSA 21•132271 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 15 W 
CATIONS V ANIONS 0 
1546 ~OORE J,P, 1967-A 
KOLLIF: T,G, GRAVES R,S, MCELROY D1L1 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY MEASUREMENTS ON SOLIDS BETWEEN 20 ANO 
l50C USING A COMPARATIVE-LONGITUDINAL APPARATUS • RESULTS ON 
MGO, BEO, TH02, THIXIUll•XI012+Yl AND AL•U02 CERMETS 
ORNL•4121 119671 44P, INSA 2l•3l0BB1 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 W 
CATIONS V ANIONS 0 
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GRAVES R,S, WILLIAMS R,K, 
COMPARATIVE LONGITUDINAL SYSTEM 
ORNL•4170 119671 P,39•40 INSA 22•87311 INSA 22•868>1 
KEYWORDS 2 6 9 11 W 
CATIONS V ANIONS 0 
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MCELROY D,L, 
THERMAL CONDUCT IV ITV STUD! ES 
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KEYWORDS 2 6 12 14 W 
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MOORE J,P, 1967•0 
GRAVES R,S, WILLIAMS R,K, MCELROY O,L, 
HEAT FLOW RESULTS 
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KEYWORDS 2 6 15 W 
CATIONS T V ANIONS 0 
MOORE J,P, 1966-A 
GRAVES R,S, MCELROY D1 L, 
THERMAL CONDUCT IV I TY OF TH02 AND U02 FROM 77 TO 1300K 
ORNL-4370 119681 P,37 INSA 23•81061 INSA 23•81621 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 11 W 
CATIONS U T ANIONS 0 
MOORE J,P, 1969-A 
GRAVES R,S, MCELROY D,L, 
THERMAL CONDUCT IV I TY OF TH02 ANO U02 
ORNL•4470 119691 P,32 INSA 24•29431 INSA 24•28S8) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 10 11 W 
CATIONS U T ANIONS 0 
~CORE J,P, 1970-A 
MCELROY D,L, 
THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF NEAR STOJCHJOMETRIC SINGLE CRYSTAL 
AND POLYCRYSTAL U02 
PROC, 10TH CONF, ON T!-lERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (19701 NEWTON P,Vt/7-
B 
KEYWORDS 5 10 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
1553 MOORE J1P, 1970-B 
~CELROY f"L• 
LATTICE HEAT TRANSPOOT • URANIUM DIOXIDE 
ORNL-4570 11970) P,29 INSA 25-278,i INSA 25-26011 
KEYWORDS 2 5 10 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
1554 MOORE J,P, 1971-A 
15 55 
MCELROY l'.),L, 
THE~MAL CONDUCTIVITY OF NEARLY STOICHIOMETRIC S1%LE•CRYSTAL 
AND POLYCRYSTALLINE U02 
J, A~E'R, CERA.~. sac, 54 (1971) P,40-6 (NSA 25-24641) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 l O 11 14 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
MOORE J, P, • SEE NR R37 838 902 904 90> 906 14 P7 
• SEE NR 1400 1997 
MOOR THY V,K, • SEE NR 1740 1741 1742 1743 
MORDARSKI W,J, • SEE NR 419 423 
MOREL P1A1 • SEE NR 125 
MORE TT I S, • SEE NR 737 738 739 1091 
MORGAN C,D, l972•A 
KAO H,S, 
TAFY - FUEL PIN TEMPERATURE AND GAS PRESSURE ANALYSIS 
AAW-10044 I 1972 I 44P, I NSA 26•402231 
KEYWORDS l 3 8 29 W 
MORGAN F,H, • SEE NR 562 
1556 MORGAN J,G, 1964-A 
1557 
OSRORNE M,F, LONG E,L, JR, 
EXA~JNATJON OF U02 IRRADIATED AT HIGH TEMPERATURES 
ORNL•TM•763 119641 32P, INSA 18-184151 
KEYWORDS 3 7 11 23 24 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
MORGAN J,G, • SEE NR 219 379 3B3 395 1701 
MORGAN M, T, 
- SEE NR 383 
MORISHtMA A, • SEE NR 1098 
MORISON W,G, • SEE NR l7BO 1781 
MOSER J,B, 1965•A 
KRUGER O.L, 
1929 
DEVELOPMENT OF THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY FOR CERAMIC MATERIALS 
ANL-7000 119651 P,106-10 INSA 19•43985 I 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 9 10 13 
CATIONS u ANIONS 0 
1558 MOSER J,B, 1969•A 
MATERIALS PROBLEMS JN NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY 
1NT, J, NONDESTRUCT, TEST, 1 (1969) P,91•107 (NSA 24-73751 
KEYlilORDS 2 6 26 27 30 W 
CATIONS U P M ANIONS 0 
H 117 4* 
1559 MOSLEY W,C, 1970•A 
SELF•!RRAOIAT ION DAMAGE IN CURIUM•244 OXIDE ANO ALUMINA TE 
OP•MS•70•44 (19701 21P, (CONF•701116•11 (NSA 25•13779) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 17 27 
CATIONS X ANIONS 0 
15 60 MOSLEY W,C, 197l•A 
SELF•RADIATION DAMAGE IN CUR[UM•244 OXIDE ANO ALUMINATE 
J. AMER. (ER.AM, SOC, 54 ( 19711 P,475-9 (NSA 26-2638 I 
KEYWORDS 2 6 17 27 
CATIONS X ANIONS 0 










PHASES ANO TRANS FORMAT I ONS IN THE CUR I UM-OXYGEN SYSTEM 
J, !NORG, NUCL, CHEM, 34 119721 P,539•55 (NSA 26•232581 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 27 
CAT[ONS ANIONS 0 
MOSTtN ~. • SEE NR 137 139 140 
MOUCHNlNO M, • SEE NR 
MOUND LAA, 1967-A 
HEAT CAPACITY OF PU02 
MLS•l402 (19671 P,45•6 (NSA 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 27 30 
CATIONS P ANIONS 0 




NUKER - A PROGRA~ 
ROOS 
LECHLITER G,L, ANDERSON W,K, 
FOR THERMAL ANO MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF FUEL 
CONF•661001•26 119661 30P, INSA 21-1157) 
KEYWORDS l 3 27 29 ~.1 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
~OYAR G,J, 1966-B 
KOENIG E,F, LECHLITER W, ANDERSON W,K, 
rwKER - A PROGRAM FOR THERMAL A1'1D MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF FUEL 
ROCS 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, sec, 9 (1966) P,379-80 INSA 21-8130) 
KFYWOPDS l 3 27 29 W 
CAT!ONS U ANIONS 0 
.VQYAR G,J, • SEE NR 1229 
MRAZIK F,P, • SEE NR 690 
MU(CtGROSSO A,T, • SEE NR 1 711 
!YUELLER E,"1, 1970-A 
RESEARCH IN THE UNCERTAINTY OF OXIDE FUEL ELEMENT THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY DfPENDENCE UPON POROSITY I IN GERMAN) 
ATOMWIRTSCHAFT 15 (1970) P,434-5 (NSA 25-48581 
KEYWORDS l 6 7 14 30 W 
A.'! 101'\S 0 
f'.o1UfLLER E,'-1, 1972-A 
LJN:ERTAINTY IN TriE HEAT CONDUCTIVITY OF U02 AS A FUNCTION OF 
TEMPERATU=l:E ( l/\J GERrv'ANl 
ATO~''t.'IRT,, ATOMTECH, 17 (1972) P,37-8 (NSA 26-18141) 
i<.EY\o.'CRDS l 6 7 11 14 30 W 
CATIONS u ANIOl'lS 0 
MUELLER E 1'-11 • SEE NR 654 
~t...ELLER G,01 • SEE NR 53 55 58 
MUELLER M,H1 • SEE NR 1273 1274 1275 1276 1277 
MUKAI 80 T, • SEE NR 1154 1567 1568 
MULTER I, • SEE NR 1528 
MURAAAYASHJ M, 1969-A 
NAMBA 51 TAKAHASHI Y, MUKAIBO T, 
THERMAL CONDUCT IV I TY OF TH02•U02 SYSTEM 
J, NUCL, SC!, TECHNOL, (TOKYO) 6 119691 P,128-31 (NSA 23-
22661) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 W 
CATIONS V ANIONS 0 
MU~AF,.AYASHJ M, 1969-B 
TAKAHASHI Y, MUKAJBO T, 
EFFECT OF POROSITY ON THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF TH02 
J• NUCL, SCI, TECHNOL, (TOKYO) 6 11969) P,657-62 INSA 24-6263) 
KEYv/ORDS 1 2 6 11 14 W 
CAT IONS T ANIONS 0 
MURARAYASHl fJ, 1970-A 
THERSAL CONDUCTIVITY OF CERAMIC SOLID SOLUTIONS 
J, NUCL, SCI. TECHNOL, (TOKYO) 7 (1970) P,559-63 (NSA 25-8932) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 15 W 
CATIONS V ANIONS 0 
MURABAYASHI '-1, • SEE NR 1154 
MURAT M, 1962-A 
EYRAUD C, 
THERMAL EVOLUTION OF U03 UNDER VACUUM, ELECTRIC CONDUCTIVITY 
( IN FRENCH) 
COMPT, RENO, ACAD, SCI, (PARISI 254 11962) P,3084-6 (NSA 16-
2764 7) 
KEYWORDS 6 11 15 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
-75-
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1571 MURAT M, 1963•A 
EYRAUO C, 
VARIATION OF THE ELECTR[C CONDUCTIVITY OF U308 AS A FUNCTION 
OF OXYGEN PRESSURE BETWEEN 100 ANO 700C (IN FRENCH l 
BULL, SOC, CHIM, FRANCE 11 '119631 P,2589•90 INSA 18•52621 
KEYWORDS 2 6 2 0 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
MURATA H, • SEE NR 1956 
MURCHISON O,G, • SEE NR 1135 






THE THER~AL EXPANSION OF SINTERED U02 
AERE•M/M 22 11950) 4P, (NSA 9•1699) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
MURRAY P, 1956-A 
LlV.EY D,T, 
THE TECHNOLOGY OF URANIA AND THOR!A 
PROGRESS IN NUCLEAR ENERGY, SERIES V • METALLURGY AND FUELS, 
VOL,l 11956) P,475-7 (EDS,I FINNISTON HeM1t HOWE JeP,t 
KEYWORDS 2 6 14 27 30 W 
CATIONS U T ANIONS 0 
MURRAY P, 1957-A 
SOSE ASPECTS OF CERAMICS IN ATOM! C ENERGY 
THE REFRACTORIES JOURNAL , 11957) P,2•6 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 30 
CATIONS U T ANIONS 0 
MURRAY P, 1958-A 
WILLIAMS J, 
CERA•!C AND CERMET FUELS 
PROC, 2ND INT, CONF, ON PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY 6 
119581 GENEVA P,538•50 (A/CONF,15/P/3181 INSA 13•67811 
KEYWORDS 2 6 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
MURRAY P, 1959-A 
THE FUTURE OF CERAMICS AS NUCLEAR FUfL - 2. DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
NEW FUELS 
NUCLEAR POWER 4 
KEYWORDS 2 6 
CATIONS U 
119591 P,89•94 INSA 13•162531 
/ 11 30 1A1 
ANIONS 0 
1577 MURRAY P, 1962-A 
15 78 
FUELS AND FUEL ELEMENTS FOR GAS COOLED REACTORS 
ATOOPRAXIS 8 (1962) P,100-4 INSA 16•152081 
KEYWORDS l 3 6 7 11 30 W 
CATIONS U M ANIONS 0 
MURRAY P, • SEE NR 299 300 1955 
MURTHA B,E, 1961-A 
CHERNOCK WI P • 
THE DEVELOPMENT AND TEST I NG OF THE U02 FUEL ELEMENT 
CEND•l41 (NY0•90121 119611 P,109•34 INSA 16•111391 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 11 23 W 
CAT IONS U ANIONS 0 
SYSTEM 
1579 MUSTELIER J,P, 1963-A 
SOME EFFECTS ON I RRAD I AT I ON OF THE FUEL TYPES UNDER 
CONSIDERATION FOR THE 'RAPSOO!E' REACTOR !IN FRENCH! 
RADIATION CA.AGE IN REACTOR MATERIALS IVENICEl, IAEA 
(STI/PUB/56Al (1963) P,163-83 (181-2) U'ISA 18-2369) C1\lSA lB-
2365 I 
KEYWORDS 7 11 23 W 
CATIONS S ANIONS 0 




FRENCH IRRADIATION EXPERIENCE WITH MIXED OXIDE FUELS FOR FAST• 
REACTOR APPL!CAT ION 
NUCLEAR METALLURGY VOLe 13 ( 1968) P,382-95 (NSA 23-10304) INSA 
23-10155) 
KEYWORDS 3 11 30 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
MUStELIER J,P, • SEE NR 1517 1518 1521 2215 
MUTO T, l 970-A 
MATSUMOTO K, KOMATSU J, KAI T, 
TERUNUMA T, WATANABE K, 
THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY MEASURE~ENT OF I RRADI ATEO U02 SPECIMENS 
N 831-70-01 (NP-18353) (l970) P,44-50 (NSA 24-488741 
KEYWORDS 4 6 9 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
MYERS H,P, 1963-A 
GYLLANDER J,A, 
THE TRANSMISSION OF INFRA•REO RADIATION THROUGH SINTERED 
URANIUM DIOXIDE 
NEW NUCLEAR MATERIALS INCLUDING NON•METALLIC FUELS IPRAGUEl, 
IAEA (STI/PUB/771 VOL,1 119631 P,323•9 (RMA•4231 INSA 18•7258) 
(NSA 18•7256) 
KEYWORDS l 2 7 11 22 
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MYERS H,P, 1964-A 
JONSSON T, WESTIN R, 
INTRINSIC SEMICONOUCT!ON IN URANIUM DIOXIDE 
SOLID STATE COMM, 2 (19641 P,321•2 (NSA 19•16139) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 l l 20 
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MYERS H,P, • SEE NR 1528 
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NAEGELE J, • SEE NR 1436 1438 1442 1443 
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KAWAI T • HORI M• 
TRANSIENT THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS OF U02 FUEL ROOS 
J• NUCLt SCI, TECHNOL, ITOKYO) 6 11969) P,494-7 {NSA 
KEYWORDS l 3 6 7 ll 18 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS D 
23•47708 I 
1585 NAGELS P, 1963-A 
DENAYER M, DEVREESE J, 
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF SINGLE CRYSTALS OF URANIUM DIOXIDE 
SOLID STATE COMMUN, I 119631 P,35•40 INSA 18-22691 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
1586 NAGELS P, 1964-A 
1517 
15 BP. 
DEVREESE J, DENAYER M, 
ELECTRONIC CONDUCTION IN SINGLE CRYSTALS OF URANIUM DIOXIDE 
J, APPL, PHYS, 35 119641 P,1175•80 INSA 18•144951 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 10 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
NAGELS P, 
VAN LIERDE W, 
DfNAYER M, 




DE JONGHE L, 
BLANK H, 
DEVREESE J, 
DE CONINCK R, 
GEVERS R, 
PREPARATION AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF U02 SINGLE CRYSTALS 
PROC, 3RD !NT, CONF, ON PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY II 
119651 GENEVA P.353-62 IA/CONF,28/P/4441 INSA 18•376111 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 10 20 W 
CATIO~S U ANIONS 0 
"IAGfLS P, 1966-A 
!NVf5TIGATION OF THf CARRIER MOBILITY IN UD12+XI SINGLE 
CRYSTALS 
CERA~IC FUEL f.-tEETJNGt (BRUSSELS) FEB, 28-MARCH 2 (1966) P,36-
43 ( ED, J FERNET P, 
KEYWORDS 2 6 10 15 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 




VAN lIERDE W, DE 8ATtST R, OENAYER M, 
OE JONGHE L, GEVERS R, 
MIGRATION AND RE-ORIENTATION OF OXYGEN INTERSTITIALS, AND 
M!GR'T!ON AND SELF-DIFFUSION OF URANIUM IN U02 
THER/vl0DYNA,"1ICS VOL,2 IAEA (STI-PUB-1091 ( 19661 P,311-26 (CONF-
6507041 INSA ?0•237391 
KfYl>IORDS 4 6 15 20 
CAT!O."JS U ANIONS 0 
NAGELS P, 
- SEE NR 33 37 38 40 41 
- SEE NR 46 41 48 582 586 
- SEE NR 863 864 865 866 
NAITO K, 196 7•A 
THERMAL CONDUCT IV!TY OF NUCLEAR FUEL CERAMICS AT HIGH 
TfMPERATURES ( tN JAPANESE) 
YOGYO KYOKAI SHI 75 11967) P.163-74 
KEYWORDS 2 6 ll 13 15 30 W 
CAT I ONS U T V AN I ONS O C N 
NAITO K, 
- SEE NR 919 1106 1101 
NAKAMURA Y • 197'-A 
UEMATSU K, SHIMOKAWA J, 
42 
861 




DEVELOPMENT IN JAPAN FOR FAST AND THERMAL 
PROC, 4TH INT, CONF, ON PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY 4 
119721 GENEVA P, 309-23 IA/CONF ,49/P-8211 ICONF-710901•343 I 
t NSA 25-54094 l 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 26 27 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
NAKAMU'°iA Y, 
- SEE NR 1233 1234 
NAMRA 5 1 - SEE NR 1197 1561 
NANCE R,L, 
- SEE NR 261 




ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS FOR TRANS! ENT TEMPERATURE DI STRI BUT IONS 
IN TWO-REGION NUCLEAR REACTOR FUEL ELEMENTS 
NUCL, SCI, ENG, 6 (19591 P,386-90 (NSA 14-60051 
KEYliORDS l 2 3 18 29 W 
NARUKI K, 
- SEE NR 1108 
1593 NA.SU 5, l964•A 
THE VISIBLE AND ULTRAVIOLET ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF U02 
J, PHYS, sac. JAPAN 19 (1964) P,1753•4 (NSA 19-2317) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 22 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
1594 NATHAN M,E, l97l•A 
SCHWEINBERG R,N, 
FINE TUNING AN FBR FUEL MODELING CODE 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL. sec. 14 SUPPL. NO,l (1971) P,6-7 (NSA 25-
343661 INSA 25•343611 
KEYWORDS l 3 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
1595 NATHAN M,E, 1971-B 
SCHWEINBERG R,N, 
FINE TUNING AN FBR FUEL MODELING CODE 
PROC, OF THE CONF, ON FAST REACTOR FUEL ELEMENT TECHNOLOGY 
119711 NEW ORLEANS P,20!•9 IED,1 FARMAKES R, (CONF-7104141 
I NSA 26•605441 ( NSA 26•605521 
KEYWORDS l 3 8 11 23 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
-76-
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NATHAN M,E, 
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NAVINSEK B, • SEE NR 50 
NAYMARK S, • SEE NR 2136 
NAZARCHUK M,M, 
- SEE NR 1978 
1596 NE!MARK L,A, 1961-A 
KITTEL J,H, HOENIG C,L, 
IRRADIATION OF METAL•FIBER•REINFORCED THOR!A•URANIA 
ANL-6397 119611 49P, INSA 16•79241 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 II 16 W 
CATIONS V ANIONS O ADDITIVES ME 
1597 NE!MARK L,A, !962•A 
15 9B 
15 99 
RECRYSTALLIZATION IN TH02•U02 DURING IRRADIATION 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, sec, 5 119621 P,226-8 INSA 16-246071 
KEYWORDS I 3 6 7 II 23 W 
CATIONS V ANIONS 0 
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OF ALUMINIUM ALLOY-CLAD THOR!A•URAN!A PfLLETS 
37P, INSA !8•421091 
CATIONS V 
6 7 11 W 
ANIONS 0 
NEIMARK L,A, l969•A 
RROWN F.L. 
REACTOR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
ANL-1581 ( 19691 P,!•2 INSA 23•450461 
KEYWORDS 3 6 1 11 23 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
NEIMARK L,A, 
- SEE NR 330 711 1686 
NELSON B, • SEE NR 1528 




ALLIO R,J, 8IANCHERIA A, 
SAXTON PLUTONIUM PROGRAM, QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT FOR THE 
PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1964 
WCAP-3385-2 IEURAEC-13041 119651 P,230•3/5 (NSA 19•240941 
KEYWORDS 3 8 12 30 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
NELSON P,A, 
- SEE NR 259 
NELSON R, C, l 964-A 
COPLIN D,H, LYONS M,F, WEI0EN8AUM B, 
FISSION GAS RELEASE FROM U02 FUEL RODS WITH GROSS CENTRAL 
MELTING, • 1,PELU:"T FUEL 
GEAP-4572 IEURAEC-14351 119641 58P, INSA 19•410881 
KEYWORDS 3 6 1 11 24 26 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
NELSON R, C, 1964-B 
COPLIN D,H, LYONS M,F', WEIDENFIAUM FI, 
FISSION-GAS RELEASF. FRO~ U02 PELLcT RODS WITH GROSS CENTRAL 
MELTING 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, sac. 7 11Q6td P,91 (NSA 18-28069) 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 24 26 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
NELSON R.C, 
- SEE NR 976 978 13A3 1384 l3A6 13PB 1393 
- SEE NR 1821 
NELSON R,P, l966•A 
IRREVERSIBLE VOLUME CHANGES DURING ANNEALING OF PNEUMATICALLY• 
IMPACTED CERAMI CS 
BNWL-CC-761 (1966) P,4.23-6 (NSA 21-46025) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 12 27 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS O 
1604 NELSON R,P, 1966-B 
HONDA Y, 
STORED ENERGY IN PNEUMATICALLY IMPACTED UC? 
aNWL•CC•821 ( 1966) P14t25•4,27 (NSA 21-46964) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 12 13 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
1605 NELSON R,P, 1967-A 
1606 
THERMAL F.XPANS I ON OF ~IX ED U02-PU02 
BNWL-473 119611 P,4,1 INSA 22•130601 INSA 22-1,9621 
KEYWORDS 2 6 27 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
NELSON R,P, 
- SEE NR 1012 
NELSON R,S, 
- SEE NR 170 
NESTOR C,W. JR. 
- SEE NR 682 
NEUMANN 0, 
- SEE NR 857 858 1002 1003 1004 1005 
NEUYMANN A,D, 
- SEE NR 2050 2051 
NEWKIRK H,W. l959•A 
BATES J•L• 
THE MELTING POINTS OF URANIUM DIOXIDE, URANIUM MONOCARBIDE, 
ANO URANIUM MONONITR!DE 
HW-59468 ( 1959) 5Pt (NSA 13-18882) 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 15 26 
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NEWKIRK H,W, 
- SEE NR 317 318 
1966-A NICHOLS F ,A, 
BEHAVIOR OF 
WAPD-TM-570 
GASEOUS FISSION PRODUCTS IN 
(19661 39P, INSA 21-50171 
OXIDE FUEL ELEMENTS 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 24 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
NICHOLS F ,A, 1966-B 
THEORY OF GRAIN GROWTH IN POROUS COMPACTS 
J, APPL, PHYS, 37 ll966) P,4599-602 INSA 21-9239) 
KEYWORDS l 2 6 7 11 23 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
NICHOLS F,A, 196 7-A 
THEORY OF COLUMNAR 
OX I DE FUEL RODS 
GRAIN GROWTH AND CENTRAL VOID FOR,~ATION IN 
J, NUCL, ~ATER, 
KEYWORDS 2 3 
CATIONS U 
22 119671 P,214-22 INSA 21-248461 
6 7 II 23 
ANIONS 0 
NICHOLS R,W, 1958•A 
CERAMIC FUELS - PROPERTIE'S AND TECHNOLOGY 
NUCL, E'NG, 3 119581 P,327-33 INSA 12-158811 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 11 20 21 26 27 30 W 
CAT IONS U T ANIONS 0 
NICHOLS R,W, 1960-A 
CERAMIC FUELS 
"'1ATERIALS FOR NUCLEAR ENGINEERS (ED,) "'ICtNTOSH A,8,, 
T,J .. (19601 P,140-3 (NSA 15-11482) (NSA 15-114781 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 21 27 30 W 
CAT IONS U ANIONS 0 
NICOLAOU M,C, 
- SEE NR 2060 
N!ESSEN G, 
- SEE NR 1082 1083 
HEAL 






THE"Rt,,,1AL DIFFUSIVITY OF U02-PU02 
RNWL-375 (1967) P,43 (NSA 23-23851) 
KEYWORDS 6 7 12 W 
CATlOi'.S ~ ANIONS 0 
N!GHTI~GALE R,E, 1967•8 
HIGt-l TEMPERATURE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF U02 
BNWL-3'75 (1967) P,43 (NSA 23-23851) 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
NIGHTINGALE R,E, 1967-C 
THfR~AL DIFFUSIVITY OF Ut0,8)PU{0,2)0(2•X) 
PNWL-404 (1967) P,48 !NSA 23-23852) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 15 W 
CATIONS ~ ANIONS 0 
NIJSING R, 1966-A 
TEMPERATURE AND HEAT FLUX DISTRIBUTION IN NUCLEAR FUEL ELEMENT 
RODS 
"!UCL. ENG, DES, 4 (1966) P,1-20 (NSA 20-31349) 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 7 6 29 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
NISH!GAK1 5, 
- SEE NR 1196 
N1SHJJ!MA T, 1965-A 
KAl.•JADA T, tSHIHATA A, 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SINTERED U02 ANO AL203 AT HIGH 
TEMPERATURES 
J, A"1ER, CERA"1, SOC, 4S (1965) P,31-4 (NSA 19-14012) 
KEYWORDS ? 6 7 11 1N 
CATIONS U ANIONS D 
NISHIJI~A T, 1968-A 
THE' COMBUSTION OF NUCLEAR FUELS OF OXIDES, SOME CONSIDERATIONS 
~AINLY FR0"-1 THE VIEW POINT OF THEIR CHANGES OF THE THERMAL 
co,DuCT IV I TY I IN JAPANESE I 
FUNT AI OYOBI FUSMATSUYAKJN 15 119681 P.329-40 INSA 23-32071 I 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 17 20 22 24 26 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
NOAi l Lt A, 
- SEE NR 362 363 364 365 360 2041 2042 
ltil.A NOE M1 1971-A 
FUGER J, 
SELF-RADIATION EFFECTS ON THE LATTICE PARAMETER OF 244CM02 
!NORG, NUCL, CHEM, LETT, 7 (1971) P,421-30 (NSA 25-35589) 
KEYWORDS 2 17 27 
CAT I ONS AN I ONS 0 
16 lC! NOE M, 1972-A 
PETERSON J,R, 
THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT OF CURI UM-248 DI OX I DE, 24BCM02 
l NORG, NUCL, CHEM, LETT, 8 ( 1972 l P, 897-902 I NSA 26-59176 l 
KEYWORDS 2 6 27 
CATIONS ANIONS 0 
1620 NOHARA T, 1965-A 
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RUNNALLS O, J ,C • 
ECONOMIC FUELL! NG 
AECL•808 ICRL•561 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 
CATIONS U 
195 9•0 
WITH URANIUM DIOXIDE 
119591 !OP, INSA 13•145041 
11 15 W 
ANIONS 0 




PLUTONIUM CERAMICS AS NUCLEAR FUELS 
PROGRESS IN WCLEAR ENERGY, SERIES IV VOL,4 119611 P,147•65 
tNSA 16•12A351 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 26 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
RUST K., 
RUTTER t, 
RYSHKEW ITCH E, 
THOR I A 
OXIDE CERAMICS 






• SEE NR 319 320 1779 
• SEE NR 1424 1425 1426 
•SEENR 31 
l 960•A 
119601 P,407•28 INSA 15•240431 
11 16 20 W 
ANIONS O ADDITIVES ZR 
• SEE NR 631 
• SEE NR 35 
l 969•A 
RUDMAN R.L, 
GROOVED MELT WI RES 
FUEL 
FOR TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS OF REACTOR 
LA•432 l 119691 llP, INSA 24•111881 
KEYWORDS • 6 
CATIONS U 




GROOVED MELT WI RES 
CONF•690910 119691 




FOR TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT OF REACTOR 




l A 46 
1~47 
** 139 •• 
SALGADO PeG, 1971-A 
SCHILLING F,P. BROCK GeTe HOLMAN K,L, 
DETERM ! NAT! ON OF PYROCARBON THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY BY THE euRST• 
REACTOR TECHNIQUE 
NUCL, TECI-INOL, 11 
KEYWORDS 3 6 9 
CATIONS U 
119711 P,131•43 INSA 25•393581 
11 W 
ANIONS 0 
SALG.ADO P,G, 1972-A 
THAMFR BeJ, RUDMAN R,Le 
GROOVED MELT WIRES FOR TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT OF NUCLEAR 
TEMPERATURE, !TS MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL !N SCIENCE AND 
INDUSTRY, VOLU'-1E FOURt PART 1 119721 P,755-61 (ED,) PLU'-1A 
KEYWORDS 4 6 7 9 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
SALING .JeH, • SEE NR 2049 
SAMSONOV R, V • • SEE NR 1310 1311 
FUEL 
H,H, 
184P SANATHANAN C,K, 1965-A 
CARTER J,C, BRITTAN R,Oe 
THE EFFECTS OF THE THER~AL CHARACTERISTICS OF U02 UPON THE 
DYNAS!CS OF H!GH PERFORMANCE FAST REACTORS 
ANL•7ll0 119651 P,390-6 INSA 20•202011 
KEYWORDS I 3 6 18 22 29 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
194Q SANATHANAN C,K, 1966-A 
RARTER J,C, BRITTAN R,O, 
TRANSIENT TEMPERATURE D!STR!BUT!ONS !N FAST REACTOR FUELS WITH 
WIDELY VARYING THERMAL D!FFUSIV!TY 
ANL-7120 119661 P,478-85 INSA 20-384701 INSA 20•384891 
KEYWORDS l 2 6 7 11 18 ?7 W 
CATIONS ~ ANIONS 0 
SANATHANAN C,K, 
- SEE NR 397 
SANDRFRG R,O, 
- SEE NR 259 
lR"iO SANDENAW T,A, 1961-A 
1-lEAT CAPACtTY OF PLUTONIUM DIOXIDE BELO't'/ 320K 
T!D-151"3 119611 25P, ILADC-52601 INSA 17•6049) 
KEYWORDS 5 21 
CAT !ONS ANIONS 0 
1851 SANDENAW T,A, 1962-A 
HEAT CAPACITY OF PLUTONIUM DIOXIDE BELOW 325K 
LADC-5555 119621 25P, INSA 17•356881 
KEYWORDS 2 5 l l 21 
CATIONS ANIONS 0 
185? SANDFNAW T,A, 1963-A 
l R 5's 
HEAT CAPACITY OF PLUTONIUM DIOXIDE BELO'..: 3251< 
..J, NUCL, ~ATER, lO (1963) (LADC-5555) Pel65-72 tNSA 17-35689) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 11 21 
CATIONS ANIONS 0 
SANDERS ../•P• 1966-A 
APPROPRIATE VALUES FOR THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF U02 FOR USE 
IN THE DESIGN OF THE BONUS SUPERHEATERS 
ORNL-TV-145(' (1966) 8P, (NSA 20-394031 
KEY\o.ro~,s 2 7 11 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
SANDERSON ~.J, 
- SEF NR 70 
SANDU.SK Y D, W, 
- SEE NR 66 
SARI C, 1972-A 
DETERMINATION OF THE RADIAL TEMPERATURE PROFILE IN MIXED 
OX I DES 
EURATOM COMMUNICATION N0,2833 119721 JNRC • KARLSRUHE ESTAB, 
P,27-30 
KEYWORDS 3 7 11 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
SAR I C, 
- SEE NR 293 294 614 815 1731 
SASAYA"1A T, 
- SEE NR 1256 
SATO K I • SEE NR 71 
1A55 SATOH H, 1969-A 
18 56 
HAYASHI H, MATSUMOTO K, KOBAYAKAWA T, 
~IYASA(A Y, 
IRRADIATION TESTING OF PU02•U02 FUEL P!NS IN JRR-2, DESIGN, 
SPECIFICATION, FABRICATION AND SAFETY ANALYSIS 
PNCT-9006 ( PNCPU•REPORT•OS9 I 119691 P,93•119 
KEYWORDS l 3 6 7 11 W 




EFFECT OF SOLID 
(U,PU)02 
PNC•N-831•70-2 
I NSA 26•33845 l 
KEYWORDS 3 6 




KOIZUMI M, NORO K, 
FISSION PRODUCTS ON THE LATTICE PARAMETER OF 
11970) P,49•53 ICONF-700345•51 (NSA 26•338511 
11 16 27 
ANIONS O ADDITIVES FS 
- SEE NR 1171 
• SEE NR 1021 1022 
-86-
•• 140 ** 
SAVAGE H, • SEE NR 1249 
1857 SAYERS J,B, l962•A 
18 58 
WORTH J,H, 
COMPARISON OF THE IRRADIATION BEHAVIOUR OF l 0/0 PU02 !N U02 
AND STOICH!OMETR!C U02 
POWER REACTOR EXPERIMENTS (VIENNA!, IAEA ISTI/PUB/>ll VOLol 
09621 P,171•83 INSA 16•112481 INSA 16•112561 
KEYWORDS 3 4 6 7 ll W 
CATIONS M ANIONS O 
SAYERS J,B, 
- SEE NR 487 1779 
SAYLES C,W, 1967-A 
A THREE-REGION ANALYTICAL "ODEL FOR THE DESCRIPTION OF THE 
THERSAL BEHAV ! OR OF LOW DENS! TY OX I DE FUEL RODS IN A FAST 
REACTOR ENVI RON"ENT 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, sec. 10 (1967) P,458-9 ("lSA 22-49061 
KEYWORDS l 3 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
18 59 SAYLES C,W, 1968-A 
AN ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTS OF SMEARED DENSITY ON THE THERSAL 
AND RURNUP BEHAVIOR OF l\o\JXE~-OX!DE FAST REACTOR FUEL PINS 
TRANS, A~ER. NUCL, sec. 11 (1968) P,509-10 ("!SA ?3-4229) 
KEY~10ROS 1 3 6 7 11 14 29 i,.,r 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
lA60 SAYLES C,W, 1969-A 
MAHLMEISTER J,E, 
A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO THE PREDICTION OF FUEL PIN LIFETISES 
CERAM JC NUCLFAR FUELS ( 1969 l P, 2 44-5 2 (EDS,) KRUGECl: C, L, • 
KAZNOFF A,I,, (NSA 24-10134) 
KEYWORDS l 2 3 6 7 11 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
1861 SAYLES C,W, 1971-A 
NATHAN M,E, 
THERMAL PERFOR~ANCE OF FUEL RODS AND THE Pt~~OR"1ANCE OF 
LMFBR t S 
TRANS, AMER, MUCL, sec. VOL,14 SUPPL, NO.l (1971) P,16-7 (NSA 
25•34370) INSA 25•343611 
KEYWORDS l 3 29 W 
CATIONS M 
1A62 SAYLES C,W, 1971-~ 
NATHAN ~.E, 
THERMAL PERF'OR~ANCE OF FUF.:L RODS AND THE PERFOR".1ANCE or: L ~FARS 
PROC, OF THE CONF, ON FAST REACTOR FUEL ELEMENT TECHNOLOGY 
(1971) NEW ORLEANS P,383-92 fED.l FARMAKES ~. (CO~F-710414) 
INSA 26•605441 INSA 26•60559) 
KEYWORDS l 3 11 26 29 ~/ 
CATIONS M ANIONS O 
186:11 SCHAEKERS .J,M, 1969-A 
LOVELL G,H,B, 
THE FABRICATION AND PROPERTIES OF URANO-URANIC OXIDE IU,08 I 
PEL•l95 (1969! P,7•9 INSA 24-235111 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 27 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
SCHANER BI E 1 
- SEE NR 79 
1964 SCHEIP:E H1 1963-A 
18 65 
18 66 
STETNKOPFF H, OUAECK I, 1-fUETTIG w, 
FISSIONABLE AND FERTILE MATERIALS l!N GERSANI 
WERKSTOFFE DE"R KERNTfCHNJK I 1963) P,109-115 (PU~l, l Vf~ 
DEUTSCHER VERLAG DER W ! SSENSCHAFTEN I NSA 19•22883 I 
KEYWORDS 2 21 26 27 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
SCHE~~EL R,R. 1970-A 
GORDON R,L. 
INSULATION RESIST!V!TY MEASUREMENTS AT HIGH TEMPERATURES 
WHAN-SA-69 119701 17P, ICONF-701102•161 INSA 25•159681 
KEYWORDS 2 7 9 20 
CAT IONS T ANIONS 0 
SCHEMMEL ReR, 1972-A 
PHILIPP L,O, GORDON ReL, BATES J,L, 
RESIST!V!TY MEASUREMENTS OF INSULATORS AT HIGH TEMPERATURES 
US.ING THE FOUR-PROBE TECHNIQUE 
HEDL-TME-72-73 I 1972 l 42P, ( ~SA ;'7-4343 l 
KEYWORDS 2 7 9 20 
CAT IONS T ANIONS 0 
SCHE~MEL R, R, 
- SEE NR 212 1178 1179 
lB67 SCHIKARSKI We 1972-A 
1868 
ONDRACEK G, 
MEASUREMENTS ABOUT THE EFFECT OF GRAIN BOUNDARIES ON THE 
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF URANIUM DIOXIDE 
J, NUCL, MATER, 45 11972) P,171•3 IKFK-17751 INSA 27•89281 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 24 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
SCHIKARSK! W, • SEE NR 816 817 
SCHILLING F,P• • SEE NR 1846 
SCHILMOELLER N,H, l969•A 
WHITE D, 
TRANSIENT SYSTEM FOR MEASUREMENT OF THERMAL PROPERTIES OF 
NUCLEAR FUEL POWDERS OF VARYING DENSITIES 
PROC, 8TH CONF, ON THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 11969! WEST LAFAYETTE 
P, 857•70 I NSA 24•39711 J ( NSA 24•396461 
KEYWOROS 2 6 12 14 18 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
SC'HMID U,A. • SEE NR 1463 
** 141 ** 
1A69 SCHMIDT H,E, 1961-A 
ELECTRICAL RES!ST!V!TY MEASUREMENTS OF SINTERED U02 (IN 
f'RENCH I 
COMPTE RENDU D1 ESSA! 231 119611 CEA 31P, 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES NB 
1-'PO SCi-iMIDT H,E, 1961•8 
ELECTRICAL RES!ST!V!TY MEASUREMENTS OF SINTERED U02 
FURAEC-113 119611 33P, INSA 16-167201 
KEYWORDS 2 6 II 16 20 
CAT I ONS U AN l ONS 0 
1B71 SCt-i'-'IDT H,E, 1962-A 
FLFCTR!CAL RESISTIVITY OF U02-PU02 COMPOUNDS BETWEEN 20C AND 
700( (IN FRENCH) 
EURAEC-365 !APPENDIX II 119621 4P, INSA 17-65361 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 20 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
187? SO-WIDT 1-i,E, 1962-R 
1AEASURErv<ENTS OF THfRr,.'AL CON::>UCTIVITY AT HIGH TEf.o'PERATURES -
PRELI~JNARY STUDY (lN FRENCH) 
COMPTF RENDJ D1 ESSAI 276 (19621 CEA '.32P, 
Kf"CRDS 2 6 7 9 11 30 W 
1~ 1 3 SCl-i..,,![)T H,E, 1962-C 
STIJDY OF CERTAIN PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF U02-PU02 
FURAEC-419 119611 P,2-6 INSA !7•33911 
!([Yi,<l'JRDS 2 6 11 2D 
CA,Io,s U v ANIONS O 
li:!74 SC•-H-A!'.)T H1F1 1963-A 
A STUDY OF C~RT/<I",j PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF U02 AND U02-PUO;? 
F. 1JqA!:C-566 (1963) P,2-7 (NSA 18-8732) 
'<.F.Y\''ORDS 2 6 11 15 20 
CATIONS ANIONS 0 
1Ai5 SC'"<r.'If:iT ""•E• 1964-A 
ST 1 WY OF PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF UO? AND U02-PU02 (IN FRENCH) 
co•.1PTF. RE!l!')U D1ESS/II 3~0 (1964) CE"A 41P1 (NSA 18-39894) 
KEYWORDS ? 7 11 16 20 W 
CATIO\JS ANIONS O ADDITIVES NB 
lfl 76 SCf-.'•1I['IT H1E1 1964-B 
STUDY OF p1-1y5JCAL PROPFRTIES OF U02-PU02 
FLNAF.C-1110 (1964J 41P, (!\'SA 18-39894) 
KFYl'.'OR[)S 2 6 7 11 16 20 \o,' 
CAT!Ot\S v. MUONS 0 
1A77 SC.~~IJT H,E, 1966-A 
lPP 
q!(HTE\ J, VAN DEN AERG M, 
Tr!fP'<'AL C0~0U(TIVITY f.1fASUREMENTS ON URANIUM-PLUTONIUM MIXED 
OXIDfS 
DROC, 6TH COI\JF, ON THERIVAL CONDUCTIVITY 11966) DAYTON P,527-45 
Kf"\o,IORDS 2 6 7 ll 15 W 
CATIO~S ANIONS 0 
SCH:IJDT 1-1,E1 196 7-A 
VAr-:. DE"/ .:1.fRG rv,, 
~·f ASURFl\'ENT OF'.' THERI.IAL DI FFUS JVI TY OF URAN IUM-PLUTON I U'-1 MIXED 
OXIDtS AT ~IGH TF"'°PERATURES (JN GERMAN) 
l'HfRNAL REPO~T r-:o.8 ( 1967) JNRC - KARLSRUHE EST AA. 12P, 
<fYWCRDS 2 6 7 11 W 
CATIC'JS ANIONS 0 
1R79 S(--il/!CT --!,E, 1967-R 
STUDY OF PHYSICAL PROPERTIES {HEAT CONDUCT!V!TYI 
EURA10M COMMUNICATION N0,1580 119671 JNRC • KARLSRUHE ESTAB, 
P t11-3 
KfY 1t/ORDS 6 11 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
lRB0 SCr!MICT H,E, 1967-C 
STUDY OF PSYS!CAL PROPERTIES !THERMAL CONOUCT!V!TY) 
EURATOM COM"1UNICATI0N N0,1522 (1967) JNRC - KARLSRUHE ESTAB, 
Df1i-21 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 15 16 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS O ADDITIVES CE 
1881 SCHMIDT H1E1 l967•D 
RICHTE~ .J, 
THE INFLU,NCF OF STOICHIOMETRY ON THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF 
(UO,RPUC\,2)02 
SYMPOSI U~ ON DXI DE FUEL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY ( STOCKHOLM l, E-
7474, SP (1967) 4P, 
KEYWO~DS 2 6 7 11 15 W 
CAT !ONS S ANIONS 0 
188? SCH~'IDT H,E, 1967-E 
"JON-STEADY STATE METHODS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF HEAT 
THANSPORT PARASETE~S !N SOLIDS AT HIGH TEMPFRATURES 
25T" STRUCTURES AND MATERIALS PANEL MEETING OF THE AGARD 
(19671 OTTAWA 17P, 
KEY\o,rQRDS 2 7 9 ll 30 W 
CAT!O~S M ANIONS 0 
1883 SCH~'tDT H,E, 1967-F 
STUDY OF PHYSICAL PROPERTIES !THERMAL CONDUCT!V!TYI 
EURATOS COMMUNICATION N0,1745 119671 JNRC • KARLSRUHE ESTAB, 
P • 25-9 
KEYWORDS 2 11 15 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
18!34 SCH~IDT H,E, 1968-A 
STUDY OF PHYSICAL PROPERTIES (THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY ANO 
D!FFUS!V!TYI 
EURA TOM COMMUN I CAT !ON N0,2007 119681 JNRC - KARLSRUHE ESTAB, 
P • 2 2-6 
KEYWORDS 11 15 20 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
-87-
•• 142 ** 
1885 SCHMIDT H,E, l968•B 
STUDY OF PHYSICAL PROPERTIES (THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AND 
DIFFUSIVITY! 
EURATOM COMMUNICATION N0,2172 119681 JNRC - KARLSRUHE ESTAB, 
P, 35-41 
KEYWORDS 2 6 II 15 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS O 
1886 SCHMIDT H,E, 1969-A 
PHYS l CAL PROPERTY MEASUREMENTS I THERMAL CONDUCT rv l TY I 
EURATOM COMMUNICATION N0,2300 119691 JNRC • KARLSRUHE ESTAB, 
P,26-:31 
KEYWORDS 2 11 20 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
1AB7 SCHMIDT H,E, 1969-B 
RICHTER J, VAN DEN BERG M, 
NEW METHOD OF MEASURING THERMAL CONOUCT!V!TY l!N GERMANI 
H!GH TEMP, - H!GH PRESSURES l 119691 P,185-97 INSA 24-81871 
KEYWORDS 2 6 9 11 15 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
1881! SCH"-1IDT H,E, 1969-C 
VAN DEN BERG M, VAN DER HOEK L, 
MEASUREMENT OF THE THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY BY THE METHOD OF 
MODULATED ELECTRON BEAM 1 !N GERMANI 
H!GH TEMP, - H!GH PRESSURES l 119691 P,309-25 INSA 24•348711 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 9 11 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
1889 SCHMIDT H,E, 1969-0 
ENERGY TRANSPORT 
EURAT0'-1 C0'1MUNICATI0N N0,2434 (1969) .JNRC - KARLSRUHE ESTAB, 
P, 38-41 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 15 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
1890 SCHMIOT H,E, 1970•A 
RICHTER J, VAN DEN BERG M, 
NEW METHOD FOR MEASUREMENT OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 1 !N GERMANI 
AMAW-FB K 70-01 (19i0) P,176-200 INSA 24-349781 (NSA 24-34837) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 9 11 15 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
1891 SCHMIDT H1E, 1970-B 
THE VARIATION OF THE THERMAL CONOUCT!V!TY OF MIXED OXIDES WITH 
PLUTONIU~ CONCENTRATION, INFLUENCE OF SELF-IRRADIATION INDUCED 
DEFECTS ON THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF PLUTONIUM D!OXrnE 
EURATOM CO~MUNICATION N0,2576 (1970) .JNRC - K.ARLSRUHE ESTAA1 
P,29-30/A3-5 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 15 17 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
189? SCHMIDT H1E1 1970-C 
CAL I GARA F • 
THEPMAL CONDUCTIVITY AND CONDUCTIVITY INTEGRALS OF URANIUM 
PLUTONIUM MIXED OXIDES llN GERMANI 
REAKTORTAGUNG BERLIN, DEUTSCHES ATOMFORUM E,V, (1970) P,566-9 
I CONF-700438 I I NSA 25-568771 
KEYWORDS I 2 3 6 7 11 15 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
lA93 SCHMIDT H,E, l970•D 
THERMAL CMDUCT!VITY INTEGRALS OF MIXED OXIDES 
EURATO~ COMMUNICATION N0,2664 (l97C! .J~RC - KARLSRUHE fSTAB, 
?,6('\ 
KEYWORDS I 1 11 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
1894 SCHMIDT H,E, 1970-t 
VAN DEN BERG M, VAN DER HOEK L, 
MEASUREMENT OF THE THERMAL D!FFUS!V!TY BY THE METHOD OF 
ELECTRON BEAM I !N GERMANI 
BMBW•FB K 70-01 119701 P,95•124 INSA 24-348711 INSA 24•348171 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 9 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
lA95 SCHMIDT H,E, 1971-A 
CONS!OERAT!ONS ON THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF U02 AT HIGH 
TEMPERA TURES 
EURATOM COMMUNICATION N0,2750 119711 JNRC - KARLSRUHE ESTAB, 
P,59•62 
KE.YWOROS 1 7 21 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
1896 SCH"'4IDT H,E, l97l•B 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF F!SS!UM-DOPED MIXED OXIDE 
EURATOM COMMUNICATION N0,2750 119711 JNRC • KARLSRUHE ESTAB, 
P • 62•4 
KEYWORDS 3 6 11 15 16 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
IB97 SCHMIDT H,E, l971•C 
SOME CONS l DERAT l ONS ON THE THERMAL CONDUCT !VITY OF 
STO!CH!OMETR!C URANIUM DIOXIDE AT H!GH TEMPERATURES 
J, NUCL, MATFR, 39 119711 P,234-7 (NSA 25-29967) 
KEYWORDS I 2 7 11 
1B98 SCHMIDT H,E, 1971-0 
ON THE H!GH•TEMPERATURE BEHAVIOUR OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
OF U02 ANO ( UPU I 02 
INTERNAL REPORT N0,174 (19711 JNRC • KARLSRUHE ESTAB, 26P, 
KEYWORDS I 2 6 7 15 W 
CATIONS U M ANIONS 0 
1B99 SCHMIDT H,E, 1971-E 
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS FOR THE STUDY OF PLUTONIUM-BEARING FUEL 
MATERIALS ( !N GERMANI 
KFK-141 B ( 1971 J P, 17-20 I NSA 26-156 721 
KEYWORDS 2 17 27 30 W 
CATIONS P ANIONS 0 
1900 
190! 
** 143 •• 
SCH•IDT H,E, 197l•F 
EXPERIMENTAL FINDINGS ON HEAT TRANSFER BETWEEN FUEL AND CAN 
( IN GERMANI 
KFK•l400 ( EUR-4577,DI ( 19711 P,199•218 INSA 26•302141 
KEYWORDS 2 3 8 30 W 
SCHt-lIDT H,E, 1971-G 
THEReAL CONDUCT IV !TY OF UN I RRAD IA TED CERAMIC NUCLEAR FUELS, 





IEUR-4577,DI (19711 P,227•45 INSA 26•302141 
2 3 11 15 30 W 
U M ANIONS 0 
190/ SCHMJDi H,E, 1971-H 
TSER~AL CONDUCTIVITIES OF URANIUM OXIDE AND OF MIXED URANIUM• 
PLUTO~IUS OXIDES UP TO THEIR MELTING POINTS IIN GERMANI 
HIGH TEMP,• HIGH PRESSURES 3 119711 P,345•53 INSA 26•259821 
KEYWOSDS 2 7 11 W 
CATIONS > ANIONS 0 
1903 SCH~IrJT H,E, 1971-I 
RIC~TEQ: J, 
THE INFLUENCE OF SELF•IRRAD!AT!ON ON THE CONDUCTIVITY OF 
ACTINIDE OXIDES (ABSTRACT) 
HIGH TEMP, - HIGH PRESSURES 3 (19ill P,6 (ABSTRACTS) 
KEYWOQ:DS 2 6 17 20 W 
CAT IONS ANIONS 0 
191')4 SCH~IDT H,E, 1971-J 
EXPERIMENTAL FINDINGS ON HEAT TRANSFER BETWEEN FUEL AND CAN 
EURFNR•%8 119711 P,184•200 (NSA 26•580581 INSA 26•583681 
KEYWORDS 2 B 30 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
lq0~1 SC11MIC·T H1E, 1971-K 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF UNIRRAD!ATED CERAMIC NUCLEAR FUELS 
EURF·NR-968 11971) P,210-19 CNSA 26•565891 (NSA 26•>83681 
KEYWORDS 1 3 11 15 30 W 
CATICNS U ,"A ANIONS 0 
l9Cl6 SCHMIDT H,E, 1972-A 
VAI\I DEN AERG M, 
CONSIDERATIONS ON THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF MIXED OXIDES 
INrTI-- DIFFERENT STO!CHIO~ETRIES AT HIGH TEMPERATURES 
EURATO~ (OMMUNICATlON N0,2833 (1972) JNRC - KARLSRUHE ESTAB, 
Pd 1-6 
KEYWORDS 7 21 W 
CATIONS ~ ANIONS 0 





THEPYAL CONDUCTIVITY OF FISSIUM DOPED MIXED OXIDES 




7 11 16 W 
ANIONS 0 ADDITIVES FS 
197 2-c 
VAN DE~ BERG M, 
IN Pl LE EXPEqIMEI\IT TREGAP 
EURATOM co~.MUNtCATION NC,2874 (19721 JNRC ... KARLSRUHE ESTAB, 
o, S2•5 
KEY1',10RDS 9 29 W 
SCHMIDT H,E, 1972-D 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIUM DIOXIDE AND 
PLUTONIUM DIOXIDES AT HIGH TEMPERATURES ( IN 
FORSCH, tNGENIEURW, 38 tl972l P,149-51 INSA 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 21 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
SCHM t OT H, E, l 97 2•E 
TASMAN H,A, VAN DEN BERG M, 
IN-PILE EXPERIMENT TRESON 
OF URAN I UM• 
GERMAN I 
27-251221 
EUqAT0'-1 COMMUNICATION N0,2939 11972) JNRC - KARLSRUHE ESTAB, 
P,:2-5 
KEYWORDS 
CAT IONS M 
9 W 
ANIONS 0 
SCHMI~T H,E, 1972-F 
VAN DEN BE~G M, 
!N-PILF.: EXPE~IMENT TREGAP 
EURATO~ co~~UNICATION N0,2939 (1972) JNRC - KARLSRUHE ESTAB, 
~115-9 
~En/OROS 9 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
SCHMIDT H,E, 1973-A 
VAN DEN BERG ~. 
PREPARATION 0F THERMAL IN•PILE MEASUREMENTS (TREGAPI 
EURATOS COSMUNICATION N0,3014 119731 JNRC ~ KARLSRUHE ESTAB, 
D,40-1 (TUSR-14) 
KEYWORDS 8 9 W 
CATIO'<S M ANIONS 0 
1913 SCHMIDT H,E, 1973-B 
THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF AMERICIUM OX I DE 
EURATOS COSMUNICATION N0,3014 119731 JNRC • KARLSRUHE ESTA'B, 
P, 111-3 f TUSR-14) 
KEYWORDS 2 1 7 W 
CATIONS ANIONS 0 
SCHMIDT H,E, • SEE NR 703 1750 1751 1766 1767 1768 1769 
• SEE NR 1034 2086 2087 2088 
1914 SCHM I TTEN IN DER W, l 966•A 
PROPERTIES OF VIBRATORY COMPACTED U02 
KR-89 ( 19661 P,30•54 INSA 20•358881 (NSA 20•364761 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 12 14 23 30 W 




** l44t ** 
SCHM!TTEN IN DER W, 1966•6 
COMPARISON BETWEEN VIBRATORY COMPACTED, SWAGED AND PELLET 
FILLED ELEMENTS 
KR•B9 119661 P,181•96 INSA 20•364761 INSA 20•358611 
KEYWORDS l 2 6 7 11 12 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
SCHMITZ F, 1969•A 
STRUCTURES ANO PROPERTIES OF IU,PU)02 CONTAINING NON•ACT!VE 
FISSION PRODUCTS, A SIMULATION OF IRRADIATED NUCLEAR FUEL I IN 
FRENCH! 
CEA•R 3795 I 19691 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 
CATIONS M 
41P, I NSA 23•32070 I 
16 W 
ANIONS 0 ADD IT IVES FS 
1917 SCHMITZ F, 1970•A 
DEAN G, HOUSSEAU M, DE KEROULAS F, 
VAN CRAEYNEST J,C, 
INFLUENCE OF FISSION•PROOUCTS ON THE PROPERTIES OF MIXED 
OXIDES IU,PU)02 I IN FRENCH) 
NOTE TECHNIQUE SECBPU•ll5 (19701 CEA 15P, 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 11 16 20 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS O ADDITIVES FS 
1918 SCHMITZ F, l970•B 
DEAN G, HOUSSEAU M, DE KEROULAS F, 
VAN CRAEYNEST J,C, 
INFLUENCE OF FISSION PRODUCTS ON THE PROPERTIES OF THE MIXED 
OXIDES (UPUl0(2+•XI 
FAST REACTOR FUEL AND FUEL ELEMENTS ( 19701 P,396•410 (EDS, I 
DALLE DONNE .~. • KUM~ERER K,, SCHROETER K, • (NSA 25-47159 l 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 11 16 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS O ADDITIVES FS 
1919 SCHMITZ F, 197l•A 
DEAN G, HALACHMY M, 
APPLICATION OF LATTICE CONSTANT MEASUREMENTS FOR STOICHIOMETRY 
DETERMINATION IN IRRADIATED U•PU MIXED OXIDE FUELS 
J1 NUCL, MATE~, 40 ( 1971) P,325-37 (NSA 25•52461) 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 7 11 15 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
SCHMITZ F,K, • SEE NR 502 503 
1920 SCHOE8ERLE D,F, 1963•A 
HEESTAND J, MILLER L,B, 
A METHOD OF CALCULATING TRANSIENT TEMPERATURES IN A 
MULTIREGION, AXISYMMETRIC, CYLINDRICAL CONFIGURATION, THE 
ARGUS PROGRAM, l0B9/RE248, WRITTEN IN FORTRAN 11 
ANL-6654 119631 P,ll8+11ERRATAI (NSA 18•237631 
KEYWORDS l 3 l B 29 W 
SCHOEBERLE D,F, • SEE NR 989 






PROBABILITY OF ROD• ANO PELLET FAILURE IN FAST REACTORS (HLBI 
IIN GERMANI 
NUCL, ENG, DES, 16 (l97ll P,87-99 (NSA 25-51105) 
KEYWORDS 1 3 18 29 W 
SCHOLES W,A, 1950•A 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF BODIES 
J, AMER, CERAM, sec. 33 t 1950 l 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 20 W 
CATIONS T ANIONS 0 
SCHONFELD F .w. • SEE NR 1309 
SCHREIBER R,E, 1967•A 
A GAMMA THERMOMETER 
OF HIGH BED CONTENT 
P,111-7 (NSA 4-3~36) 
ADDITIVES AL BE 
CO~F-660511 119671 P,6,3,1•6,3,15 INSA 21•218231 (NSA 21• 
197971 
KEYWORDS 9 W 
SCHROEDER T ,F, • SEE NR 374 
SCHUC.TE J,W, • SEE NR 790 1752 
SCHULZ B, 197l•A 
BURN•UP DEPENDENCE OF THE THERMAL CONDUCT IV !TY OF U02 AND 
IU,PUl02 IIN GERMANI 
KFK-1400 IEUR-4577,DI (19711 P,247•51 INSA 26•302141 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 W 




EURFNR-968 I 1971 l 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 
CATIONS U M 
1971-B 
OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF U02 AND 
P,220•4 (NSA 26•565901 INSA 26•583681 
w 
ANIONS 0 
1926 SCHULZ B, 1972•A 
CALCULATION OF THE TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION UNDER IRRADIATION 
( IN GERMAN I 
KFK•l272/l 119721 P,112•18/112•20 IEUR•4844,DI (NSA 27•190721 
KEYWORDS 3 30 W 
CATIONS ~ ANIONS 0 
SCHULZ B, • SEE NR 657 1030 1656 1657 1658 1659 





•• 145 ** 
SCHUR!G C, 
- SEE NR 2003 
SCHWARTZ A,G, 
- SEE NR 93 
SCHWARTZ C•M• 
- SEE NR 1540 2091 
SCHWARZWAELDER R, 1967-A 
INVESTIGATION ON THE HEAT TRANSFER BETWEEN FUEL AND CLADDING 
AND ON THE INTERACTIONS BETWEEN FUEL AND CLADDING DURING 
SHORT-DURATION IRRADIATIONS UNDER BOILING WATER REACTOR 
CONDITIONS ( IN GERMAN) 
ATOMKERNENERG!E 12 ( 1967) P,343-56 !NSA 21-42840) 
KEYWORDS 3 6 8 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
SCHWEINBERG R,N, 
- SEE NR 1594 1595 
SCOTT J,H, 
- SEE NR 552 
SCOTT J,L, 1964-A 
MICHELSON C, DECARLO V,A, ADAMS R,E, 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY DETER~INATIONS BASED ON IRRADIATION TEST 
DATA 
DRNL-3523 (1964) P,341-3 !NSA 18-15530) !NSA 18-15!>34) 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 12 W 
CAT IONS U K ANIONS 0 
SCOTT J,L, 1964•9 
MORGAN J,G, DECARLO V,A, 




CAT IONS V 
(19641 4P, !NSA 19-447491 
6 12 W 
ANIONS 0 
SCOTT J,L, 1965-A 
FUELED-GRAPHITE IRRADIATION TEST-S 
ORNL-3870 (19651 P,204-7 (NSA 20-4306) 
KEYWORDS 3 12 W 
CAT 10,~S ANIONS 0 
SCOTT J,L, 
- SEE NR 1515 1516 1649 
SCOTT R, 1958•A 
THrRMAL CONDUCT IV I TY OF U02 
AERE-M/R-2526 ( 19581 13P, (NSA 12-1289ll 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 20 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
SCUf:lER I T ,G, 
- SEE NR 2104 
19'3? SEDDON A,J, 1960-A 
19 '34 
URANIUM CERAMICS DATA MANUAL 
DEG-REPORT-120 !19601 68P, (AMENDMENT 19641 (NSA l!>-42801 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 11 20 21 26 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
SEDDON f3,J, 1968-A 
PHYS I CAL PROPERTIES OF SOME PLUTONIUM CERAMIC COMPOUNDS • A 
DAT A ~ANUAL 
TRG-REPORT 1601 
KEYWORDS 2 6 
CAT IONS P M 
SEGRE G,J, 
SEIDL K, 
(RI fl968l 54P, (NSA 22•43651) 
71120262730W 
ANIONS 0 
- SEE NR 362 516 
196 3-A 
URAN I UM DIOXIDE AS A NUCLEAR FUEL ( IN CZECH) 
JAD, E~l:RG1 f 19631 P149-5B fNSA 17-18805 I 
KEYWORDS 2 11 ?l 30 W 
CATIONS u ANIONS 0 
SEIFERT R1 l1 
- SEE NR 2116 2117 
SEK l Y, 
- SEE NR 1251 1252 1253 2025 2026 
SELANDER W1N1 
- SEE NR 263 
SELTORP L, 
- SEE NR 235 
SENIN M,D, • SEE NR 1715 1716 
SENN R,L, 
- SEE NR 767 
1915 SERIZAWA M, 1966-A 
INOUE K, TANIGUCHI K• 
UO? THERSAL DIFFUSIVITY MEASUREMENTS WITH A MODULATED ELECTRON 
AEAM TECHNIQUE 
J, NUCL, SCI, TECHNOL, (TOKYO) 3 11966) P,550-1 (NSA 21-229181 
KEYWORDS 2 6 9 11 I< 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
1916 SERIZAWA M, 1968-A 
KANEKO H, YOKOUCHt Y, KOIZUMI ~. 
THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY MEASUREMENT OF CERAMICS BY A MODULATED 
ELECTRON BEAM TECHNIQUE 
PNCPU-REPORT-031 ( PNCT-9004 l I 1968 l P, 78-92 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 9 11 W 
CAT IONS U ANIONS 0 
1937 SERIZAWA M, 1969-A 
THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY MEASUREMENTS OF CERAMICS BY A MODULATED 
ELECTRON BEAM TECHNIQUE 
JAP, J, APPL, PHYS, 8 (1969) P,792-6 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 9 11 W 








H 146 ** 
SER I ZAWA M, l 969•B 
KANEKO H, KO! ZUM! M, 
THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY MEASUREMENT OF HYPOSTO!CHIOMETR!C UOZ BY 
AN ELECTRON BEAM TECHNIQUE 
J, NUCL, SCI, TECHNOL, !TOKYO) 6 11969) P,419-23 INSA 23-
440111 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 15 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
SERIZAWA M, 1969-C 
KANEKO H, YOKOUCHI Y, KOIZUMI M, 
THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY MEASUREMENTS OF U0(2-XI AND (PU1UI02 RY A 
MODULATED ELECTRON BEAM TECHNIQUE 
PNCT•AR-68 f 19691 P,60-1 !NSA 24-101451 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 15 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
SERIZAWA Mo 1969-D 
KANEKO H, YOKOUCH I Y, 
THERMAL DI FFUS IV ITY MEASUREMENTS OF 




BY A MODULATED ELECTRON 
PROC, 8TH CONF, ON THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (!9691 '•EST LAFAYETTE 
P,549-67 IEDS,) HO C,Y., TAYLOR R,E,1 (NSA 24-3970b) (NSA 24-
39646) 
KEYWORDS 7 11 15 
SER!ZAWA M, l969•E 
YOKOUCH! Y, KOIZUMI M, 
THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY MEASUREMENT OF U0(2-Xl AND PU02-U02 AY THE 
MOOULATED ELECTRON BEAM HEAT ING TECHN !CUE 
PNCPU-REPORT-040 VOL,5 (1969) P,96-104 (JAPNFR-61 fPNCT-90051 
f NSA 24-23540 l 
KEYWORDS 2 6 9 15 W 
CATIONS U M ANIONS 0 
SERIZAWA M, 1969-F 
KANEKO H. 
THEORET !CAL ANALYSIS OF THERMAL CONDUCT IV! TY FOR POROUS 
CERAMIC FUEL 
PROC, 8TH CONF, ON THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (1969) WfST LAFAYETTE' 
P,547 (EDS,) HO C,Y,t TAYLOR R,E,t <NSA 24-39646) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 14 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
SER I ZAWA M, 1970-A 
KANEKO H, YOKOUCHI Y, KOIZUMI ~. 
THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY AND THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF URAN!U"-
PLUTON I UM DI OX I DE 
J, NUCL, ~ATER, 34 ( 1970) P,224-6 (NSA 24-14916) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
1944 SER!ZAWA M, 1970-B 
THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY MEASUREMENTS OF CERAMICS BY A S08ULATED 
ELECTRON BEAM TECHN I CUE 
N 831-70-01 (NP-18353) (19701 P,24-33 (NSA ?4-48874) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 9 11 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
SGARLATA D, 
- SEE NR 424 501 
SHA W,T, 
- SEE NR 397 
1945 SHACKELFORD M,H, 1954-A 
1946 




THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF UO? POWDER 
KAPL-M-MHS-23 (19541 !IP, (NSA 10-107931 
KEYWORDS 2 6 12 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
SHAN STROM R, 
- SEE NR 784 785 
SHAP IRQ H, 19':iG-A 
POWERS R,M, 
URAN I UM [')I OX I l)E FUEL ~ATE"RIALS WITH I ~PROVED THERMAL 
CONDUCT I VI TY 
SCNC-271 f 1959 I 22P, f NSA 13-17002) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 W 
CA.TfONS u ANIONS 0 
SHAPIRO H, 1959-9 
POWERS R,M, 
HIGH CONDUCTIVITY U02 
SCNC-294 ( 1959 l 43P, f ~SA 14-7"'67) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 II 16 20 27 > 
CATIONS u AN!O~S 0 
SHAPIRO H, 1959•( 
POWERS R,M, 
THOR I A•URAN I A PELLET PRE PARAT I ON 
SCNC-290 (1959) 34P, INSA 14-5941 
KEYWORDS 2 16 2 7 W 
CATIONS V ANIONS 0 
SHAPIRO H, 1959-D 
POWERS R,M, 
ADD! T IVES 
ADD! T ! ';:::; 
ADDITIVES 
ADDITIVE IMPROVES U02 THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
NUCLEON!CS 17 NO,!! (1959) P,156 





CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES NB Y CE 
SHAPIRO H, • SEE NR 1 724 1725 
SHAW D, 1968-A 
GOLDSMITH L.A, LITTLE A,J, 
SUITABILITY OF THE FLASH METHOD FOR MEASUREMENTS OF THE 
THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY OF URANIUM DIOXIDE SPECIMENS CONTAINING 
CRACKS 
PROC, 7TH CONF, ON THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (19671 GAITHERSBURG, 
NBS•SPEC, PUB, 302 (19681 P,469-76 (NSA 23-67381 fNSA 23•66321 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 9 11 14 21 W 






KEYWORDS 2 6 
CATIONS U 
•• 147 ** 
• SEE NR 1810 
l96l•A 
<ED,I BELLE J, 119611 P,189•90 (NSA 15•266021 
7112130 
ANIONS D 
1952 SHEETS H,D.. 1961•8 
THERMAL EXPANSION, MH TING POINT 
URANIUM D!OXl~E IED,1 BELLE J, 119611 P,192•7 (NSA 15•266021 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 26 27 30 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
195~ SHElALEY D,W, l 966•A 
FOWLER M,H, 
INFRARED SPECTRA OF VARIOUS METAL OXIDES IN THE REGION OF 2 TO 
26 SJCRONS 
NASA•TN•D-3750 119661 P,50/55 IN•67·127981 (NSA 21•195381 
KEYWORDS 2 6 22 
CATIONS T ANIONS 0 
1954 SHEPARD R,L, l972•A 





FITTS R,8, ROBERTSON H,E, HYLAND R,F, 
THERMOELECTRIC, RESISTANCE, AND ULTRASONIC (ENTERLINE 
THERMOMETRY >OR A IU,PUl02 FUEL PIN 
TRANS, A~E~. NUCL, sac. 15 (1972) P,766-7 (CONF-721109) (NSA 
27-5608 l 
KEYWORDS 9 11 20 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
SHEPPARD D,O, • SEE NR 550 
SHERWOOD E,~, • SEE NR 367 
SHEW'-101\l PeG, 1972-A 
DICKERMAN C,E, CUNNINGHAM G,W, HINES D,P, 
HOMAN F,J. LAST G,A, MURRAY P, 
ANALYTICAL MFT!-!ODS TO DESIGN AND PRF.DICT PERFORMANCE OF FAST 
REACTOR FUEL ELEMENTS 
DROC, 4TH JNT, CONF, ON PEACEFUL USES OF ATO~lC ENERGY 10 
( 197?) GENEVA P, 123-39 ( A/CONF,49/P/838 l ( CONF-710901-45) ( NSA 
25-'39251) 
l<EYWORDS 3 29 30 W 
SHIELDS R, D1 - SEE NR 331 
SH!MAr--10UCHI T • - SEE NR 2063 
SH!~PO K, 
-
SEE NP 1171 11 72 
SHIMOKAWA J, 
-
SEE NR 1258 1591 
S.,..I PKO F. 
-
SEE NR 1814 1815 1816 1817 
S"'1 ! RA l E • 1970-A 
O:::!TAHARA T, FUKUSHIMA M, KUMAGA I K, 
~URATA .. KA I EDA K, TOYOSHIMA N, 
YA/,1,A'JA T, 
THfRr,.,AL CQ~'.)LJCTIV!TY OF VIPAC U02 FUEL, - II, IN-PILE 
"'EP.,<:;UREMErn If\J TLG-1 ( IN JAPANESE) 
JAERI-~::1,,10-4128 (1970) 37P, (~SA 25-2813) 
'<.EYWORDS 3 6 7 8 12 '/II 
CATIONS ANIOr\S 0 
SHIRAI E, • SEE NR 1108 
SHIRAISHI S, • SEE NR 1856 
SHISHAKOV NeA, • SEE NR 1255 
SIEGEL S, • SEE NR 1024 
SIEVERS A,J, 1964-A 
POHL R,O, 
POINT DEFECT, OPTIC MODE, AND CRITICAL SCATTERING OF PHONONS 
AT LOW TEMPEqATLJqES 
PROC1 4TH CONFe ON THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (19641 SAN FRANCISCO 
P,1-P.-1/11 (NSA 19-14831 (NSA 21-6877) tNSA 21-7338) 
KEYWORDS l 2 5 10 20 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
SIEVERS A1J, 1964•8 
POHL R,O, 
POINT DEFECT, OPTIC MODE ,AND CRITICAL SCATTERING OF PHONONS 
AT LOW TEMPERATURES 
NV0-2391-5 l 1964) 12P, (NSA 19-14831 
KEYWORDS l 2 5 10 20 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
St EVERS A ,J, 
SIGOYER DE BeB, 
JAQUES FI 
Z I RCALOV•SHEATED 
( IN FRENCH) 
CEA•2290 ( 19631 
KEYWORDS 2 3 
CATIONS U 




FUEL ELEMENT RODS FITTED WITH THERMOCOUPLES 
39P, ( NSA 18-5751 
6 7 9 11 W 
ANIONS 0 
1960 SJGOYER DE B,B, 1964-A 
DELMAS R, GOINGUENET A, 
NEW SEASUREMENTS OF APPARENT THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF U02 
SINTERED UNDER IRRADIATION 
EURAEC•860 ( 19641 P,16•27 (NSA 18•143871 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 8 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
-90-
1961 
** 148 •• 
SIGOYER DE B,B, l964•B 
APPARENT THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SINTERED 
IRRADIATION (EXPERIMENT CC 5 BISI 
EURAEC•933 ( 19641 P,20•1 (NSA 18•301571 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
U02 UNDER 
1962 SIGOYER OE B,B, 1965-A 
ARUN M, GUILLOUX E, VALLAIS P, 
JANVJ ER J,C, 
THE BEHAVIOR OF SINTERED U02 UNDER IRRADIATION (JN FRENCH! 
EUR•2314,F (19651 P,29•32 (NSA 19•445951 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
1963 SIGOYER DE B,B, l965•B 
19 64 
19 65 
BRUN M, GU I LLOUX E, VALLA! S P, 
JANVIER J,C, 
THE BEHAVIOR OF SINTERED U02 UNDER IRRADIATION 
EURAEC•l33B 119651 P,61•9 INSA 19•445951 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
SIGOYER DE B,B, l966•A 
LAVAUD B, 
IRRADIATION FACILITIES FOR 
IIN FRENCH! 
CERAMIC FUELS IN THE EL 3 REACTOR 
8ULL, INFORM, SCI, 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 
TECH, (PARIS) 100 (1966) P,69•78 
9 l l W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
SIGOYER DE B,B, • SEE NR 1121 2010 2011 
SJMAN TOV ~. • SEE ~R 2065 
Sl~MONS JeM, • SEE NR 1810 
SIMONATO J, • SEE NR 717 
SINGH N1 1964-A 
KARKHANAVALA M1De 
STUDIES OF THE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF 
AEET/CeDe/27 (19641 7Pe <NSA 19-16054) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 15 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
URANIU'-1 OXIDES 
1966 SINGH Ne 1964-B 
1961 
KARKHANAVALA "1eD, 
STUDIES OF THE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF URANIU~ OXIDES, IV, 
NON-STCICH!O~ETRIC U308 
AEfT/C,D,/33 (1964) 31P, (NSA 19-229631 
KEYWORDS 2 5 11 15 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
SINGH N, 1966-A 
KARKHANAVALA MeD, 
STUDIES 01\1 THE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF URANJUr,J OXIDES. II, 
NON•STOICHIOMETRIC U308 
PHYS, STATUS SOLIDI 17 (1966) P,501-8 (NSA 21-2306! 
KEYWORDS 2 6 2D 
CAT I ONS U AN I o~,s 0 
SJSMAN Oe • SEE NR 303 385 386 390 396 1701 l 7C2 
SJODAHL L ,He • SEE NR 311 990 
1968 SKAVDAHL ReE, 1965-A 
PHASE EOUILJBRJA IN PU-0 AND U-0 SYSTEMS 
ANL-7120 (1965) Pe3B9-91 (NSA 20-38468) (NSA 20-384891 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 15 26 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 





SODIUM-COOLED REACTORS FAST CERAMIC REACTOR DEVELOP.~ENT 
PROGRAM 
GEAP-5491 (1967) P,5,1-2/5.16-20 INSA 21-3e457) 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 11 21 W 
CATIONS U M ANIONS 0 
SKAVDAHL ReE, 1967-B 
CHIKALLA T.D, 
PLUTONIUM ~EFRACTORY COMPOUNDS 
PLUTON 1 UM HANDBOOKe A GU l DE TO THE TECHNOLOGY ( l 96 7) VOL, l 
P,249-98 (ED,J WICK Oe.J, INSA 22-26991 !~SA 22-20871 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 26 27 30 





ON I RRAD I AT I ON PERFORMANCE OF U02•PU02 FAST U,S, EXPERIE"lCE 
REACTOR FUEL 
NUCLEAR METALLURGY 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 
CATIONS M 
VOLe 13 f 1968) Pe439-593l UIISA 23-10155) 
8 11 30 W 
ANIONS 0 
SKAVDAHL R,E. 1968•8 
ZEBROSKI Eel, 
TASK E • FUEL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
GEAP•5700 (1966 I P,53•65 (NSA 23•375071 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 27 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
1973 SKAVDAHL R•E• 1968-C 
ZEBROSKI EeLe 
TASK E • FUEL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
GEAP•5677 (19681 P,47 (NSA 26•375061 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 B W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
•• 149 ** 
1974 SK.AVDAHL R,E, l96S•D 
19 75 
l 9 76 
ZE13R0SKI E,L, 
TASK E - FUEL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
GEAP-5584 119681 P,25-42 INSA 22-327901 
KEYWOPOS 4 7 26 
CATIONS " ANIONS 0 
S'<AVDAHL R,E, 1968-E 
ZEl3ROS-t<I E,L, 
TASK E - FUEL PcRFORMANCE EVALUATION 
GEAP-5631 1!9681 P,51-67 INSA 22-507321 
KEYWORDS 4 6 27 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
SK.AVDAHL R,E, 
- SEE NR 429 800 802 
Sl(fAA 0,V, 
- SEE NR 1157 1158 
SKINNER A,J, 1957-A 
807 1498 2220 222! 
THE THERMAL EXPANSION OF THORIA, PERICLASE ANO DIAMOND 
THE AYER, 1.A!NERALOGIST 42 (1957) P,39•55 (NSA 11-3827) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 27 
CATIONS T ANIONS 0 
1977 SLAGLE O,D, l96R•A 
SINGLE CRYSTAL ELASTIC CONSTANTS OF NUCLEAR CERAMICS 
e.N'tJL-P42 (1968) P,5,6•7 (NSA 25-11474) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 10 27 
CA rro~s u A~ IONS a 
1G7A SLESAREVSKII S.O. 1971-A 
19 79 
19 i:i" 
KOROTENKO ~,,'l, NAZARCHU< ~.~, PILIPETS D,T, 
STEL~AK~ S,S, 
FUCL ELf."1ENTS TE""PERATURE AS FUNCTION OF COOLING DURING 
i"sEAC:"0R WWR-'.-1 Sl-'UT-DOWN ( IN R'JSSIAri.) 
ATCY~AYA ENfqGIYA '31 (1971) P,515-6 <NSA 26-14539) 
(',E'"''~CR!;S 6 18 29 \I.' 
CATIO~S U ANIONS 0 
Sr-.'ALlfY A,K, 196 ?-A 
REFRACTORY FUEL AND ~ERTILE MATERIALS 
C.EACTOt.i MATERIALS 5 NO, 3 ! 19621 P, 15 ! NSA !6-136371 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 ll 30 W 
CAT {ONS u ANIONS 0 
Slv1ALLEY W,R, 
- SEE NR 34 
$'.-1 ITH C ,A, 
- SEE NR 377 
5v I TH R ,A, 
- SEE NR ! 681 
S~CLCERS A, 
- SEE NR 778 1509 
SNFC~A 1963-A 
HEAT TRANSFER IMPROVEMENT IN BO! LI NG WATER REACTORS 
EURAEC-832 I !963 I P, 3-4 ! NSA !8-l !4521 
KfYi,,,ICRDS l 3 7 W 
CATIONS ANIONS 0 
1981 5,\QWDf~ D,P, l960•A 
~EASUREMENT OF THE DISPERSION OF CONDUCTIVITY, APPLICATION TO 
H/0 URA"-!It.;'-1 OXIDE-ALU~INIUM OXIDE SAMPLES 
GA\A0-1234 (1960) 12P, (NSA 14•25934) 
KEY\<iOR:)S ?. 6 11 16 20 
CATIO,~S C ANIONS O ADDITIVES AL 
198? SNYDER ~.J, l 95 7-A 
ENGLE G,B1 LOCH L,D, 
PROPERTIES OF SOSE REFRACTORY FUEL COMPOUNDS 
TI~-7530 !PT,11 !19571 P,141-3 INSA 11-67131 
'(EYWORDS 2 6 -; 11 26 27 30 W 
CATIO~S ANIONS 0 





CONSTANTS IMPORTANT IN THE DESIGN OF AN ATOMIC 
56P, INSA 10-3680l 
KEY\o.'ORDS 2 6 9 20 27 30 W 
CAT IONS U ANIONS 0 
1984 SNYDER W,A, 1962-A 
RROWN J.E, 
QUARTEi:;,LY PROGRESS REPORT. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS 
EXECUTED FOR THE DIVISION OF REACTOR DEVELOP/Y'ENT APRIL, MAYt 
JUNE 1962 
HW-74761 (1962) P.3,26-4,47 (NSA 17-75481 (NSA 17-7546) (NSA 
17-7547) 
KEYWORDS 6 7 10 11 26 27 W 
CATIONS UP ANIONS 0 
- SEE NR 95 96 97 
SOFFA T,P, 
- SEE NR 252 301 
SOKOLOVA N,P, 
- SEE NR 1255 
1985 SORRIAUX A, l968•A 
RUB 10 A, 
MEASURING THE LOCAL ELECTRIC RESISTIVITY IN URANIUM DIOXIDE 
ROASTING I IN FRENCH I 
NUCL, INSTR, AND METH, 64 119681 P,233-4 INSA 22-498291 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 9 15 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
1986 SORRIAUX A, 1968-B 
ELECTRONIC TESTING OF U02 PELLETS IN THE COURSE OF NEUTRON 
JRRADJATJON I JN FRENCH I 
COMPT, REND, ACAD, SCI, !PARISI A ANO B 266 119681 P,1451-4 
INSA 22-436691 
KEYWORDS 3 9 12 20 
-91-
•• 150 ** 
1987 SORRIAUX A, 1970-A 
19 88 
198 9 
DETERMINATION OF THE ENERGY GAP AND THE ENERGY LEVELS OF 
ACCEPTORS IN NATURAL URANIUM DIOXIOE I IN FRENCH) 
COMPT, REND, ACAD, SCI, (PARISI 270 SER,B 119701 P,77-9 INSA 
24-12904) 
KEYWORDS l 6 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
SORRIAUX A, 1971-A 
OJERASSI H, 
STUDY OF THE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY AND THERMOELECTRIC POWER 
OF URANIUM DIOXIDE U012+XI AT HIGH TEMPERATURES IIN FRENCH! 
COMPT, REND, ACAD, SCI, fPARISJ 272 SER,B (1971) P,1373-6 (NSA 
25-591911 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
SORRIAUX A, 1972-A 
THERMOELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF STABLE AND ENRICHED OXIDES OF 
NATURAL U IN AND OUTSIDE THE NEUTRON FLUX I IN FRENCH! 
CEA-R-4321 ITHESISI 119721 159P, INSA 26-377401 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
SORRI AUX A, 
- SEE NR 601 602 664 
1990 SOUTHARD J,C, 1941-A 
A MODIFIED CALORIMETER FOR HIGH TEMPERATURES, THE HEAT CONTENT 
OF SILICA, WOLLASTONITE AND THORIUM DIOXIDE ABOVE 25C 
.J, A~ER, CHEM, sac. 63 {1941) P,3142-6 
KEYWORDS 2 6 12 21 
CATIONS T ANIONS 0 
1991 SOUTHERN RES, INST, 1963-A 
!992 
1993 
THE THERMAL PROPERTIES OF TWENTY-SIX SOLID MATERIALS TO 50 OOF 
OR THEIR DES TRUCTJ ON TEMPERA TURES 
ASD-TDl'il:-62-765 (19631 P,99/122/136/165/206 (AD-29B061J !NSA 
17-166361 
KEYWORDS 2 6 27 
CATIONS T ANIONS 0 
SOWDEN R,G, 
- SEE NR 577 
SPALARJS C,N, 1962-A 
URANIUM DIOXIDE-CLADDING INTERACTIONS - AXIAL EXPANSION OF U02 
COLUMN IN FUEL ELEMENTS 
TRANS. AMER, NUCL. sec. 5 (1962) P,228-9 (NSA 16-24609) 
KEYWORDS 3 4 6 7 11 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
SPALARJS C,N, !963-A 
URANIUM DIOXIDE-CLADDING INTERACTIONS, AXIAL EXPANSION OF U02 
COLUMN IN FUEL ELEMENTS 
NUCL, SCI, ENG, 17 119631 P,381-9! INSA 18-22601 
KEYWORDS 3 4 6 7 11 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
SPALARIS C,N, 
- SEE NR 536 197! 
SPASOJEVIC D, 
- SEE NR 50 
- SEE NR 134! 
SPHAR C,D, 
- SEE NR 909 
SPIELER K, 
- SEE NR 1026 1027 !028 
1994 SPIES' J, 1966-A 
1995 
MEASUREMENT OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SOLIDS ESPECIALLY 
OF CERAMIC NUCLEAR FUELS AT HIGH TEMPERATURES I IN GERMAN I 
KFK-415 119661 45P, INSA 21-112971 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 9 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
SPIES J, 1966-B 
NUCLEAR FUEL OR BREEDER ELEMENT ANO SETHOD OF FABRICATION I IN 
GERMAN I 
GER~AN PATENT, AUSLEGESCHRIFT 1,219,596 ( 19661 2P, ("lSA ?.0-
46180 I 
KEYWORDS ll 14 16 20 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES RE 
l 996 SPJ NOL ER P, 1972-A 
DEPTH OF TRANSMITTANCE OF RADIALLY EMITTED RADIATION INTO A 
CYLINDRICAL SOLID, WITH APPLICATION TO LITHIUM FLUORIDE 
ORNL-TM-3660 119721 22P, I NSA 26-389991 
KEYWORDS l 6 7 22 W 
1997 SPINDLER P,H, 1970-A 
1998 
MOORE J,P, 
CONDUCTION OF INFRARED RADIATION !EXTENSION TO U021 
ORNL-4520 ll970i P,32-8 INSA 24-369511 !NSA 24-368>81 
KEYWORDS 1 2 7 22 W 






- SEE NR 1490 
- SEE NR 141 142 
- SEE NR 1310 1311 
1967-A 
GOODYEAR M,U, WRIGHT T,R, 
FABRICATION• CHARACTERIZATION, AND THERMAL-PROPERTY 





119671 146P, INSA 22-477031 
6 7 11 21 27 W 
ANIONS 0 
** 151 ** 
1999 SPRINGER J.R. 1968•A 
?OOO 




THERSAL PROPERTIES OF BETTI S•FABR !CA TEO TH02•U02 FUEL 
MATERIALS ILWoR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM) 
AMl•X-10231 119681 108P, INSA 23-340801 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 W 
CAT IONS V A"!IONS 0 
ssu Y •I• - SEE NR 2111 2112 
STAHL D, - SEE NR 2036 
STAMENKOVIC 1, - SEE NR 50 
STANG J,H 1 - SEE NR 2204 
STANUTZ R,N, - SEE NR 250 
STARITZKY E, 1953-A 
WAPiER J, T, 
REFRACTIVE INDICES AND APPROXIMATE OISPERSION OF SOSE METAL 
OX I DES 
LA-1509 (1953) 7P, 
KfYWORDS 2 6 22 
CATIONS ANIONS 0 
STEELE R,C,H, 1965-A 
ALCOCK C,B, 
FACTORS INFLUENCING THE PERFORMANCE OF SOLID OXIDE 
ELECTROLYTES JN HIGH•TE~PERATURE THERMODYNAMIC MEASUREMENTS 
TRANS, MET, SCX, AU.ff 233 119651 P,1359-67 (NSA 19-341941 
KEYWORDS 1 6 16 20 
CATIONS T A~IONS O ADDITIVES Y CA 
- SEE NR 30 
STfHlf H, 1970-A 
FUEL ROD PRORLEMS JN THERMAL REACTORS I I"! GERMAN) 
ATOMWIRTSCHAFT-ATOMTECHNIK 9/10 119701 P,450•4 INSA 24-529211 
KEYWORDS 2 3 11 3'.:J W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
STEHLE H, • SEE NR 1256 
STEIN J,~, • SEE NR 784 785 
STEINER R, - SEE i~R 343 
STFINKOOF H. 1967-A 
S(HURIG C. 
VIP.RATIONAL C0~1PACT!NG AND SWAGtNG AS METHODS OF 
FUEL ELFMENTS FOR NUCl..EAR REACTORS ( IN GERMAN) 
K.fRr">!ENERGI~ 10 (19671 P,357-63 (NSA 22-28893) 
KEYWOR"JS 2 3 l? 14 30 W 
CATIONS ANIONS 0 
STFiNKOPFF H• - SfE NR 1864 
STEL~AKH S,51 - SEE NR 1978 
STEPHEN J,D, - SEE NR 851 1001 
STEVANOVtC M, - SEE NR 50 
PRODUCING 
2004 STEVENS F,G, l96R-A 
DERIVATION OF A SINTERING CORRECTION FACTOR FOR FAST OXIDE 
FUELS 
TRANS. AMFR, NUCL, SOC1 11 (1968) P,130-1 (NSA 22-32A38) 
KEYWORDS 1 3 11 14 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
20D"i STEVENS E,G, 1968-R 




NUCL, APPL, 5 (1968) P,410-6 fNSA 23-60471 
KEYWORDS l 3 6 7 11 14 W 
CATIONS S ANIONS 0 
STEVENS W,H, - SEE NR 1783 1784 
STEWART R.R, - SEE NR 1825 
STILL~AN W,E, - SEE NR 1039 
STODDARD J,A, 1969-A 
THE ROLE OF RADIATION HEAT TRANSFER JN A GAS-COOLED FAST 
REACTOR 
THESIS IUNIV, OF WASHINGTON) 119691 176P, INSA 24•1B7811 
KEYWORDS l 1 6 7 10 11 22 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
STODDARD J,A, 1970-A 
MCCOR~tCK N,J, 
RADIATION HEAT TRANSFER IN CERAMIC OXIDE FUEL ELEMENTS 
NUCL, set, ENG, 39 (1970) P,126-9 INS.A 24-173781 
KEYWORDS 1 2 6 7 10 11 22 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
STORA J,P. 1963-A 
-92-
200A 
MEASUREMENT OF THE APPARENT THERMAL CONOUCTIVITY OF U02 UP TO 
2400C 
EURAEC-646 119631 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 
CATIONS U 
P,12-20 INSA l7•3954BI 
11 W 
ANIONS 0 
** 1S2 ** 
2009 STORA J,P, l964•A 
MEASUREMENT OF THE APPARENT THERMAL CONOUCTIVITY OF U02, STUDY 
OF TWO PARAMETERS • MECHANICAL STRESSES ANO NATURE OF THE 
FILLING GAS OF THE CAN 
EURAEC-860 119641 P,5-15 INSA 18-l43e71 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 11 24 27 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
2010 STORA J,P, l964•R 




LAVAUD B, RlNGOT C, 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SINTERfD URANIUM OXIDE UNDER IN•PILE 
CONDITIONS I JN FRENCH) 
CEA-R 2586 IFUR-17621 119641 117P, INSA 19•79821 
KEYWOROS 3 6 7 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
STORA J,P, 1964-C 
SJGOYER DE B,B, DEL"'1AS R, DESCHAMPS P, 
LAVAUD B, RINGOT C, 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SJNTEREO URANIUM OXIDE UNDER IN•PILE 
CONDITIONS 
EURAEC• l 09 5 119641 117P, INSA 19-79821 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
STORA J,P, 1964-D 
CAVARD A, 
MEASUREMENT OF THE APPARENT HEAT CONDUCTIVITY OF U02 SINTERED 
UNDl'R VARIOUS GASES 
EURAEC-1063 (1964) P,5-12 (NSA 19-4713) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 14 23 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
STORA, J,P, 196 B•A 
CHENEBAUL T P, 
THE CYRANO PROGRAM - !,DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION OF A~ 
JRRAOJATJON DEVICE CYRANO, 2,RESULTS OF THE CYRANO 1 AND 2 
EXPERIME"ITS - STUDY OF THE EL 4 FIPST-CORE RODS - ~EASUREM[Ni 
OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY INTEGRAL UP TO 2300C FOR U02 
SINTERED, EVOLUTION OF FISSION GASES AT CONSTANT POWtR ( IN 
FRENCH I 
CEA•R 3618 119691 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 
CATIONS U 
114P, (NSA 23-9154) 
9 11 W 
ANIONS 0 
2014 STORA .J.P, 1970-A 
MET1-10D FOR MEASURE~ENT OF THE THFR~AL CONDUCTIVITY INTFGRAL 
UNDER IRRADIATION I JN FRENCH I 
7015 
p;MRW-FA K 70-01 (1970) P,IV/6/1-9 (470-81 (NSA 24-33R24J (r-..SA 
24-°'i4fl37) 
KfYWORDS 9 11 v,r 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
STORA J.P. 1970-A 
JN-REACTOR MEASUREMENT OF THE INTEGRATED THERVAL CONDUCTIVITY 
OF uo;,. EFFECT OF POROSITY 
TRANS. A"IER, NUCL• SOC. 13 (1970) P.137-B ("'JSA 24-32499) 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 7 11 14 it.' 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
2016 STORA J.P, 1972-A 
U02 URANIUM DJOXIl)E• SURVEY OF PROPERTIES 
CEA • OEPARTFMENT DE METALLURGJ f, GRENCBLF I FRANCE I !ERE 
EDITION 119721 19P, 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 7 10 11 20 21 22 26 27 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
- SEE NR 347 788 935 lOFll 208~ 
STORHIK v.w. - Sl'E NR 1501 
2017 STORHOK V.W, 1962-A 
PLUTONIUM DIOXIDE 
AMI-15qe (1962) P,26-8 (to., EN:)EAROCK R,w. (NSA 17-5575) 
KEYWORDS 2 17 30 
CATIONS P ANIONS 0 
STORHOK v.w, - SEE NR 1270 1464 
STOtJTE R,L, • SEE NR 1417 1418 1420 1421 1473 1474 1475 
- SEE NR 1Bl3 
STRALEY R,L, - SEE NR 13Bl 1362 1387 
1018 STRASSER A, 1959•A 
HIGH TEMPERATURE FUEL ELEMENTS 
NUCLEAR FUEL ELEMENTS (EO,I HAUSNER H,H., SCHUMAR J,F,, (19591 
P,208 INSA 14•107871 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES ZR CE BE 
STRASSER A, - SEE NR 1213 2036 
STREET R,S, • SEE NR 732 733 1503 1734 
STREKALOVSKJY V,N, - SEE NR 2050 2051 
STRUMANE R, • SEE NR 38 4D 41 42 4> 46 47 
- SEE NR 48 
2019 SUBBARAO E,C, 196 5-A 
SUTTER P,H, HRIZO J, 
DEFECT STRUCTURE AND ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF TH02•Y203 
SOLID SOLUTIONS 
J, AMER• CERAM, soc, 48 119651 P,443-6 I NSA 20•8431 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 16 20 
CATIONS T ANIONS 0 ADDITIVES y 
** 153 ** 
2020 SUBBARAO E,C, 1970-A 
CHAUDHARY C,B, MEHROTRA A,K, PATIL R,N, 
DEFECT STRUCTURE AND IONIC CONDUCTIVITY OF ZIRCONIA ANO THORIA 
INIS•MF•!8 I 19701 7P, 1CONF•70021B•l 7I INSA 25•252271 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 20 
CATIONS T ANIONS O ADDITIVES CA 
SUDAKOV L,V, 
• SEE NR 1157 1158 1159 1160 1161 1162 
SUESSMAN G,S, 
• SEE NR 379 
SUGE Y, 
• SEE NR 1197 
SUTTER P,H, 
• SEE NR 2019 
SUZUKI S, 
• SEE NR 1591 
SUZUKI T, 
• SEE NR 2027 
SVEEN A, 
• SEE NR 927 
SWARTZ L,M, 
• SEE NR 958 
?011 SYLVANIA CORNING l960•A 
10 2? 
INFOR~AL LETTER PROGRESS REPORT 
TID•5985 119601 12P, CNSA 14•16981) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 W 










P,2-5 fNSA 14-19332) 
6 7 11 16 W 
ANIONS 0 
• SEE NR 2056 
• SEE NR 966 
ADDITIVES Y 
?.021 SZWARC R, 1969-A 
THE DEFECT CONTRIBUTION TO THE EXCESS ENTHALPY OF URANIUM 
D !OX I ~E-CALCULAT I ON OF THE FRENKEL ENERGY 
J, P--IYS, CHE"l, SOLIDS 30 (1969) P,705-ll (NSA 23-22669) 
KrYO/ORDS J 2 6 7 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
SZWARC R • 
- SEE NR 990 
TAGJROVA ReK, 
- SEE NR 1527 
?024 TAKAHASHI S, 1955-A 
ON THE SEMI CONDUCT J NG PROPERTIES IN A THOR I A CATHODE II N 
FRENCH AND ENGL! SHI 
LE V!DE '5 119551 P,3o2•4 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 15 20 
CATIONS T ANIONS 0 
2025 TAKAHASHI S, 1964-A 
SEKI Y, KUBOTA T, HONDA Y, 
NOHARA T, 
I RRAD I AT I ON TEST ON SWAG ED U02 FUEL 
J, OF THE ATO'-HC EI\/E~GY sec, .JAPAN 6 (1964} P,569-75 (NSA 19-
47?71 
KEYWORDS l 7 12 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
?026 TAKAHASHI Se 1964•9 
SEKI Y, KUBOTA T, HONDA Y, 
NOHARA T, 
IRRADIATION TEST ON SWAGED U02 FUEL, I !VI METALLOGRAPHY AND 
TSE ESTI..,ATION OF CENTER TESPERATURE IIN JAPANESE! 
,'IIPPON GENSHIRYOKU GAKKAIS"1I 6 ( 1964) P,569-75 (NSA 19•4727) 
KEY\<IO~DS 3 6 7 12 i,./ 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
2027 TAKAHASHI S, 1965-A 
2028 
HO"JDA Y, KUBOTA T, FUJI NAGA S, 
ITO C, TAKASHI"1A A, AKIMOTO Y, 
.SUZUKI T, DOI H, 
DEVELOPMENT OF ROD AND TUBULAR SWAGED U02 FUEL ELEMENTS AND 
THFIR IRRADIATION 9EHAVI0UR 
PROC, 3RD INT, CONF, ON PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY 11 
1!9'SI GENEV• P,530•7 IA/CONF,28/P/8431 INSA !8•376161 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 12 W 





KASH! MA S, 
THERMAL EX PANS ION 
PNCT•AR•68 119691 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 
CATIONS M 
TA~EMURA T, 
• SEE NR 1251 1252 1253 1620 
- SEE NR 1154 1567 1568 2153 
- SEE NR 2027 
l969•A 
MATSUI H, KOIZUMI M, 
OF ( PU•U I 02•X 
P, 59•60 I NSA 24•101451 
27 
ANIONS 0 
- SEE NR 1232 
-93-
** 154 ** 
TAKETANI K, 
• SEE NR 1098 
2029 TALLAN N,M, l969•A 
BRANSKY I 1 
OBSERVATION OF Ml XED THERMOELECTRIC POWER IN TH02 I ABSTRACT I 
J, ELECTROCHEM, sac. 116 119691 P,292C 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 20 
CATIONS T ANIONS 0 
2030 TALLAN N,M, 1971-A 
BRANSKY I, 
OBSERVATION OF MIXED THERMOELECTRIC POWER IN TH02 
J, ELECTROCHEM, sac. 118 119711 P,345•9 INSA 25-226471 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 15 20 
CATIONS T ANIONS 0 
TALLAN N,M, 
• SEE NR 310 2178 2179 
TANIGUCHI K, 
• SEE NR 1935 
2031 TARABA F,R, l958•A 
THE CALCULATION OF RADIAL TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTIONS IN 
CYLINDRICAL FUEL SPECIMENS DURING NEUTRON IRRADIATION 
ANL-5873 119581 26P, INSA 13•33641 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 7 11 29 W 
CATIONS V ANIONS 0 
TARE V,B, 
• SEE NR 1738 
2032 TASMAN H,A, l97l•A 
PREPARATION OF IN•PILE MEASUREMENTS, PROJECT TRESON 
EURATOM COMMUNICATION N0,2750 119711 JNRC • KARLSRUHE ESTAB, 
P, 66-A 
KEYWORDS 6 7 9 W 
20 31 TASMAN H,A, 1972-A 
I N•P I LE ULTRASONIC THERMOMETRY t T RES ON 
EURATOM COMMUNICATION N0,2833 119721 JNRC • KARLSRUHI" ESTA8, 
P,40-2 
KEYWORDS 9 W 
2034 TASMAN H,A, l972•B 
SCHMIDT H,E, 
THE ULTRASONIC THERMOMETER - CONSTRUCTION, APPLICATION, AND 
OPERATING EXPERIENCE 
HIGH TEMP,• HIGH PRESSURES 4 1!9721 P,477•81 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 9 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 






PREPARATION OF THERMAL I N•P I LE MEASUREMENTS I TRESON I 
EURATOM COMMUNICATION N0,3014 119731 JNRC - KMLSRUHE ESTAB, 
P,3S-40 (TUSR-14) 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 9 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
TASMAN HeA, 
• SEE NR 1767 1768 !769 1910 2088 
TATENO J, 
• SEE NR 860 
TAYLOR A,J, 
- SEE NR 1132 
TAYLOR K,M, 1967-A 
ANDERSEN J,C, STRASSER A, STAHL D, 
FORBES R,L, 
MONOXIDE-TYPE COMPOUNDS OF URANIUM AND PLUTONIUM - I, 
OXYCARB l DES 
J, AMER, CERAM, SOC, 50 11967) P,321•5 (NSA 21-32986) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 15 W 
CATIONS U M ANIONS 0 
TAYLOR K,M, 
• SEE NR 833 
- SEE NR 576 
TEBO F,J, 1958-A 
S!LECTED VALUES OF THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF VARIOUS 
MATERIALS 
ANL-5914 119581 P,99•100 INSA 13-4311 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 21 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
TENNERY V,J, 
REV l EW OF THERMAL 
CF•58•9-24 119581 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 
CATIONS U 
TENNERY V • J, 
REVIEW OF THERMAL 
DIOXIDE 
ORNt-2656 C 19591 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 
CATIONS u 
195 8•A 
CONDUCTIVITY AND HEAT 
31P, (NSA 12•179311 
7 11 30 W 
ANIONS 0 
195 9-A 
CONDUCTIVITY AND HEAT 
15P, INSA 13•118701 
7 11 30 W 
ANIONS 0 
TERADA M, 1964•A 
TSUBOI M, 
TRANSFER IN U02 
TRANSFER IN URAN !UM 
I NFRARED-ACT l VE LATTICE VI BRA TI ONS l N A FEW FLUOR !TE-TYPE CRYSTALS 
BULL, CHEM, sac. JAP, 37 119641 P,1080-1 INSA 18•3>5161 
KEYWORDS 2 6 22 
CATIONS U T ANIONS 0 
TERADA M, 




•• 155 •• 
TEREKHOV G, I, - SEE NR 1521 
TERUNUMA T, - SEE NR 1112 1235 1581 
TESTA G, 1968-A 
DORIA F, GRILLO P, NOBlLI A, 
ROTOLONl P,L, 
IN-PILE FUEL STUDIES FOR DESIGN PURPOSES 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, SOC, 11 (1968) P,492•3 (NSA 23-4251) 
KEYWORDS 3 6 1 11 12 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
TESTA G, 1969-A 
DORIA F, GRILLO P, NOBILI A, 
ROTOLONI P,L, 
IN-PI LE FUEL STUD I ES ,OR DESIGN PURPOSES 
NUCL, APPL, TECH~OL, 7 (1969) P,550-60 (NSA 24-417~) 
KfYi,,.'ORDS 3 6 7 8 11 12 14 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
TESTA G, - SEE NR 364 401 926 1342 1343 
TEVEJ:1AUGH A,D, - SEE NR 1810 
TEYTlJ A, 1971-A 
NUCLEAR FUEL SIMULATION BY ELECTRICAL HEATERS ( IN FRENCH) 
CEA-R-4210 (1971) 21P, (NSA 26-6272) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 9 W 
THACKRAY R,W, - SEE NR 1512 
THAMER R,J, - SEE NR 1844 1845 1847 
TYE!SEN R, - SEE NR 2046 
-94-






OXIDE FUEL f\~i-!AVIOR OUR!NG TRANSIENT OVER.POWER CONDITIONS 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, SOC. 14 SUPPL, NO.l (1971) P,30-1 (NSA 25-
14361 l ( NSA 25-3285?) 
KEYWORDS 3 7 11 18 26 W 
CATIONS ~ ANIONS 0 
THOMAS t,D, - SEE NR 1 729 1130 
THOMAS O,W, - SEE NR 331 
THOMAS P, - SEE NR 246 247 
TH0"'1E P • - SEE NR 1959 
1971-A 
MA~R W,W. 
PRfDrCT!01\ OF wAXI"'1UM TEN1PE~ATURE OR ~.ELTING FRACTION JI'. A 
L~~?R FUEL E:LE'v1f.-'.T 
"JUCL1 EJ\:G. JES, 17 ( 1971) P,361-70 (/\SA 26-24791) 
KEV\o.10R'.)S 3 7 11 26 29 W 
CATIONS A!..JIONS 0 
- SEE NR 1459 
- SEE NR 757 760 765 776 
THORN R,..I, 
r..iuEMr,,LER F, 196 7-A 
THETSEN R, PATRASSI E, 
PHASE RfLAT l o~s. PR:O'.)UCT I ON' AND CHARACTER I ST I CS OF 
SU'3ST0ICHI0METRIC OXIDE FUELS U0(2-X) AND (U,PU)0(2-Xl, (IN 
GER"-'AN l 
KFK-"'i43 <EUR-3546,D) (1967) P,14-9/25 (NSA 21-28837} 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 15 30 W 
CATIONS U !'-1 ANIONS 0 
TI--IUEM~LER Gt 1969-A 
GEPHARDT E, 
PART 1,1 OXI~E CO~POUNDS, PART 2,113 EFFECTS ON THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY ANU r,,ELTING POINT (!N GERMAN,) 
REAKTORWERKSTCFFE, TEIL 2 - KERAMlSCHE UNO 
PULV£R~ETALLURGI5CHE WERK.STOFFE ( 1969) P,28-47 (NSA 23-45987) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 20 21 26 21 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS D 
THURPER W,C, - SEE NR 1499 
TICHY ..I, - SEE NR 927 
TlMOFEEV G,A, - SEE NR 1151 1158 
TIPPETS F,E, 1956-A 
ANALYSIS OF TSE TRANSIENT CONDUCTION OF HEAT IN LONG 
cvLI,DRICAL FUEL ELEMENTS ;QR NUCLEAR REACTORS 
HW-41~96 (19561 65P, (NSA 10-86591 
KEYWORDS 1 3 18 29 W 
TITUS G,W, 1963-A 
SALING J,H, 
HIGH-TEMPERATURE IRRADIATION OF U02-BE0 BODIES 
JD0-28600 (1963) 46P, (NSA 1?•1B856) 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 1 11 16 26 W 
CATIONS ANIONS O ADDITIVES BE 
•• 156 •• 
T JOONK J, - SEE NR 41 
2050 TKACHENKO E,V, 1963•.A. 




ELECTRIC CONDUCTIVITY OF HIGH URANIUM OXIDES AS A FUNCTION OF 
TEMPERATURE I IN RUSSIAN) 
FIZ, METAL, METALLOVED, 16 ( 1963) P,193-7 (NSA 18-10061) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 15 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
TK.A.CHENKO E,V, 1964-A 
NEUYMANN A,D, VLASOV V,G, STREKALOVSK.IY V,N, 
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF THE 
HIGHER URANIUM OXIDES 
PHYS, METALS METALLOGR, 16 (1964) P,30-4 (NSA 18-391981 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 15 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
TODREAS N, - SEE NR 1112 
TOKAR M, 197 2-A 
NUTT A,W, 
THERMAL EXPANSION O, PU02 FROM 25 TO l420C 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, SOC, 15 (1972) P,210-1 (CONF-720607) CNSA 
26-43432) 
KEYWORDS 7 11 21 




NUCL • T ECHl\lOL • 




KEENAN T 1K1 
EXPANSION OF PLUTONIUM DI0XIDE 
17 (1973) P,147-52 
1 11 27 
ANIONS 0 
- SEE NR 1640 
2054 TONG L,S, 1961-A 
S l MPL IF I ED CALCULAT l ON ON TH ER~AL TRAr,,..s I E,'H OF A U02 FUEL ROD 
NUCL, SCI, Ero-:G, 11 (l96ll P,340-3 (NSA 16-31"'5) 
KEYWORDS 1 3 18 29 W 
2055 TONG L,S, 1967-A 
HEAT TRANSFER IN WATER-COOLED NUCLEAR REACTORS 
NUCL, ENG, DES, 6 (1967) P,301-24 !/\SA 22-14155) 
KEYWORDS 3 6 f! W 
TONG L,S, - SEE NR 1087 







SZABA'.:>OS L, GRILLO P, 
B10T - A 3-DJMENSIONAL STEA~Y STATE Ar-.;D TRA\SlENT HEAT 
CONDUCT 10, CODE 
KFKI-70-35 RPT (1970) 19P1 (NSA 25-23735) 
KEYWORDS l 3 18 29 W 
TOULOUKJAN Y,S. 1910-A 
POWELL R,W, HO C,Y, KLEMENS P,G, 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY - NO~~ET ALL t C SOLIDS 
THERMOPHYS1CAL PROPERTIES OF MATTER, THF. TPRC DATA SERIES 
VOL,2 (1970) (PUB,l !FI/PLENUM N,Y,t WASf-', 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 30 W 
CATIONS U T ANIONS O ADDITIVES SE 
TOULOUKTAN Y,S, 1970-B 
8UYCO E,H• 
SPECIFIC HEAT - NONMETALLIC SOLIDS 
THER'"10PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF "-1ATTER, THE TPRC DATA SERIES 
VOL,5 (1970) (PUB,) tFI/PLENUM N,Y11 WASH, 
KEYWORDS 2 6 1 21 30 
CATIONS T ANIONS 0 
TOULOUKIAN Y,S, 1972-A 
DEWITT D1P, 
THERMAL RADIATIVE PROPERTIES - NONMETALLIC SOLIDS 
THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTJtS OF MATTER, THE TPRC DATA SERIES 
VOL,A (19721 (PUB1l !FI/PLENUM N,Y,, 1/JASH, 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 2 2 
CATIONS ANIONS 0 
TOULOUK IAN Y,S, 1973-A 
POWELL !':l:,W, HO C,Y, NICOLAOU M,C, 
THERMAL DI ff US IV I TY 
THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF MATTER, THE TPRC DATA SERIES 
VOL,10 (1973) (PUB,l tFt/PLENUt-1 N,Y,, WAS!-!, 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 W 
CATIONS U T S ANIONS 0 
TOYOSH I~.-. N, - SEE NR 1956 
TPRC 1966-A 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF NONMETALLIC ELEMENTS, COMPOUNDS AND 
Ml XTURES 
THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES RESEARCH CENTER DATA BOOK, VOL, 3 
(1966) IEO,) TOULOUKIAN Y,S, 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 7 10 11 30 W 
CATIONS U V ANIONS 0 
TREMMEL F, 1965-A 
A STANDARD FOR THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY O, U02-PU02 FUEL WITH 
81 0/0 TO 93 0/0 OF THE THEORETICAL DENSITY I JN GERMAN I 
ARBEITSBLATT A6/65 PSB KARLSRUHE 119651 lP, 
KEYWORDS Z 6 1 11 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
TREZZA G, - SEE NR 1342 
** 157 ** 
TRICE J,B, 
• SEE NR 349 1723 
TRILLAT ,Jt.J, 
• SEE NR 1831 
TRJPLER A,B, 
• SEE NR 325 
TSAKJRIS J, 
• SEE NR 347 
20 6':! TSUBOI "-1, l962•A 
TERADA e, SH!MANOUCHI T, 
OPTICALLY ACTIVE LATTICE VIBRATIONS OF ALPHA•URANIUM TRIOXIDE 
J, CHEM, PHYS, 36 (1962) P.1301•10 (NSA 16-152971 
KEYt,ORDS l 2 6 15 20 22 
CATIONS U ANIO'IS O 
T SURO I 
"· - SEE NR 2040 
TSUTSUSI M, • SEE NR 1108 
TUCKEP N,R, 
• SEE NR 1825 
T~LLY T,S, 
• SEE NR 244 245 
?064 TURIL!r-.A E,S, l966•A 
VO~KQESE"JSKI I l(,D, 
USF OF THf RITZ AND TREFTZ VARIATIONAL METHODS FOR THE 
CALCULATION OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY IN A DAMAGED REACTOR 
ELE~E"JT (IN C:.USSIAN) 
TEDLOFtZ, VYSOK, TEMP, 4 (1966) P,660-9 (NSA 21•216621 
KEYWCRDS l 3 29 W 
\ATIO/\JS U Ar-.JONS 0 
TURNER T, 
- SEE NR 45 861 
?Ofil3 TURNE~ W,D, 1971-A 
S P"1AN TOV ~. 
HEAT ING 3 • AN IBM 360 HEAT CONOUCT!ON PROGRAM 
OR,"JL-TY-320R (1971) 93P1 (NSA 25-18292) 
1(EY1//0~0S l 3 19 29 ·~ 
?O 66 TVA 





BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR POWER STATION DESIGN AND ANALYSIS REPORT, 
APPFND!X G - CORF THERMAL DESIGN 
~P-16251 (APPENDICES G AND H) {1964) PiG-3-5 (NSA 21•19371) 
KFYi,.,tC!;?DS 1 6 7 11 W 
CATrO~!S U ANIONS 0 
• SEE NR 1242 
UCHIDA M• 
- Sf:E NR 1097 1098 
UErlA P, 
- SEE NR 1196 
- SEE NR 1591 
UE"JAKA '-'• 
- SEE NR 1197 
U+-,L~Ar<,/r,., 'N, 1961-A 
RAO I Al ION EFFECTS ON SOLID, URANIUM BASED NUCLEAR FUEL 
/...'ATFr:.?IALS (A BIBLIOGRAPHY) 
VOIT - 16.lA 11961) 16P, (NSA 16-3523) 
KEYWCRDS 3 6 7 11 17 30 W 
CATIO"JS U ANIONS 0 
l 11-tLMA,~N W, 1961-B 
RADIATION EFFECTS ON SOLID URANIUM•BASED NUCLEAR FUEL 
~AiERJALS - SUPPLE"'1ENT I (A BIBLIOGRAPHY) 
VDIT - 16.2 (1961) 45P. (NSA 15-22795) 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 17 30 W 
CATIONS L: ANIONS 0 
i .. :HLMANN 'IJ, 196 l-C 
RADIATION EFFECTS ON SOLID URANIUM•BASED NUCLEAR FUEL MATERIAL 
VDIT - 16,3 (1961) 39P, (NSA 16-2271) 
KF.:YWOR:DS 3 30 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
Ul-fl l.1ANN w I l 96l•D 
RADIATION EFFECTS ON SOLID URANIUM • BASED NUCLEAR FUEL 
"1ATf~IALS 
VDIT - 16,l 
KEY1','0R:!)S 3 
CATIONS U 
119611 73P, INSA 15•161411 
4 17 30 
ANIONS 0 
ULLMANN H, 1967-A 
ON THE LISITATION OF THE WORKING TEMPERATURE OF GALVANIC 
OXYGEN MEASUR:I"JG CtLLS WITH THORIU~ OXIDE AND ZIRCO"lIUM OXIDE 
SOLID ELECT~OLYTES ( IN GER"lANl 
Z, CHEM, 7 ( 1967) P,65-7 (NSA 21-40816) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 20 
CATIONS ANIONS O ADDITIVES ~E 
ULLMA"JN H, 1968-A 
ESF MEASUREMENTS ON ELECTRONIC CONVERSIONS IN THE SOLID 
ELECTROLYTE TH(0,8lY(0,2lO(l,9J ( IN GERMANI 
Z, Pt-<YS, CHEM1 (LEIPZIG) 237 (1968) P1274-7 (NSA 2!:1•125) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 20 
CATIONS T ANIONS O ADDITIVES Y 
ULLMANN H, • SEE. NR 1753 
ULLMANN J1W, 
• SEE NR 1649 
-95-
** 158 ** 
ULLRICH R, 
• SEE NR 1128 





CANADIAN URANIUM RESEARCH FOUNDATION 
NP•!0757 119611 15P, (CURF R•21 !NSA 15•311151 
KEYWORDS l 2 16 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
UNNEBERG 
• SEE NR 999 
l96l•A 
ADDITIVES ON THERMAL CONOUCTIVITY OF uo2 
11ST ED,I 119611 P,35•6 INSA 15•124751 





CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES ZR CE 
USAEC l 962•A 
NUCLEAR FUELS AND MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT 
TID-11295 12ND ED,I I 19621 P,94•5 I NSA 17•!4 740 I KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 W 
CATIONS u ANIONS 0 ADDITIVES ZR CE 
USAEC l962•A 
THE LIQUIDS FOR THE SYSTEM U02•PU02 
TID•ll295 12ND ED,! I 19621 P,157-8 I NSA 17•14740) KEYWORDS 2 7 II 26 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
UZAN R, • SEE NR 1506 1507 
VALET G, • SEE NR I 834 1835 1836 
VALLA1S P, • SEE NR 1962 1963 
VAN ASBROECK 0, • SEE NR 1349 
VAN ASBROECK P,B, l 97l•A 
YELLOWLEES J,M, 
G B R FUEL PIN TECHNOLOGY 
BLG-456 I 10711 P, 2-3 !CONF•710326•2 I I NSA 25-58410 I KEYWORDS 2 6 7 8 11 26 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
207P VAN CRAEYNEST J,C, 1967-A 
FAUXINSTIER J, 
INVESTIGATION OF THE VARIATION OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF 
U02 WITH DENSITY I IN FRENCH! 
NOTE TECHNIQUE SECBPU-32 119671 CEA 3P, 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 14 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 







WEILBACHER J,C, FAUXINSTIER J, 
CONDUCTIVITY INTEGRALS OF !U,PUI02 l!N FRENCH) 
NOTE TECHNIOUE SECBPU•33 11967) CEA 4P, 
KEYWORDS I 2 6 7 II 15 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
VAN CRAEYNEST J,C, 1968•A 
WEILBACHER J,C, 
STUDY OF THE THERMAL CONDUCT IV I TY OF MIXED URAN I UM•PLUTON I UM 
OXIDES (IN FRENCH) 
J, NUCL, MATFR, 26 fl968l P1l32-6 (NSA 22-28934) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 II 15 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
VAN CRAEYNEST J,C, l 968•8 
WEILBACHER J,C, 
STUDY OF THE THERMAL CONDUCT IV!TY OF MIXED URANIUM•PLUTON I UM 
OXIDES !IN FRENCH! 
CEA•R 3488 119681 19P, (NSA 22•410961 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 II 15 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
VAN CRAEYNEST J,C, 1968•C 
WE I LBACHER J,C, 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF MIXED OXIDES OF URANIUM AND PLUTONIUM 
I IN FRENCH) 
CEA•CONF-1139 119681 14P, !CONF•681116•21 INSA 23•182071 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 II 15 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
VAN CRAEYNEST J,C. 1969-A 
WEILBACHER J.C, LALLEMENT R, 
THER~AL DIFFUSIVITY MEASUREMENTS BETWEEN QC AND 2000C • 
APPLICATION TO U02 I IN FRENCH) 
CEA•R 3764 I 1969) 48P, INSA 23•271631 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 9 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
VAN CRAEYNEST .J,C, l970•A 
WEILBACHER J,C, 
THERMAL CONDUCT IV ITV OF Ml XED OX I DES OF URAN !UM AND PLUTONIUM 
I IN FRENCH) 
BMBW•FB K 70•01 119701 P,IV/4 1•18 INSA 24•348371 INSA 23• 
18207 J 
KEYi/OROS 2 6 11 15 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
VAN CRAEYNEST .J,C, 1970•8 
STORA J,P, 
EFFECT OF POROSITY ON THE VARIATION OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF 
URANIUM DIOXIDE AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE, APPLICATION TO 
THE MIXED OXIDE (UoPUI0!2,00I AT 20 PERCENT PU02 IIN FRENCH) 
J, NUCL, MATER, 37 119701 P,153•8 INSA 25•48441 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 14 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
VAN CRAEYNEST .J,C, • SEE NR 720 721 1519 1520 1917 1918 2137 
-96-
** 159 ** 
20 B6 VAN DEN BERG M, 1965-A 
SCHMIDT H,E, 
APPARATUS FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF DIFFUSIVITY A.T HIGH 
TEMPERATURES I IN FRENCH I 
FUR-?424,F 119651 33P, INSA 19-469951 
KEYWORDS 2 7 9 10 !1 30 W 
20 87 1971-A 
RICHTER J, SCHMIOT H,E, 
VAN DEN ~ERG M, 
:?O ~i:i 
VAN DER HOEK L, 
ORSERVATIONS ON THE 
OXIDES 
THERMAL CONDUCT IV I TY OF URANIUM-PLUTONIUM 
PROC, 11 TH CONF, ON THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 119711 ALBUQUERQUE 
P,166 ICONF-71093BI INSA 26-206BBI 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 11 15 16 17 21 W 
CATIONS U P M ANIONS 0 
VAN DEN BERG "'I, l 972-A 
VAN DER HOEK L, RICHTER J, SCHMIDT H,E, 
TASMAN H,A, 
PROGRESS REPORT ON THE ACTIVITIES ON THE HEAT TRANSFER SECT ION 
OF TOE EUROPEAN INSTITUTE FOR TRANSURAN I UM ELEMENTS 
FUQO-AASTRACTS 10 ( 1972) P, 51-2 
KEYWORDS l 3 6 7 9 11 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
VAN DEN RERG M, - SEE NR l B77 lB7B l8B7 1B88 1890 1B94 
1906 
- SEE NR 1908 1910 1911 1912 
VAN DEN BOSCH A I - SEE NR 863 864 B66 
VAN DER HOEK L, - SEE NR lB88 l B94 20B7 20BB 
VAN GOOL L, - SEE NR 47 
VAN LI ERDF w, - SEE NR 40 41 42 45 4b 47 4B 
- SEE NR 5B2 861 862 863 864 B65 866 
- SEE NR 15P;7 '1589 
VAN LOOY A, - SEE NR 37 3B 
VAN OUTRYVE A' - SEE NR 1351 1352 
VAN ROY M, - SET NR 4 7 
VANRUREN W, - SEE NR 2097 
?')At") VANDFN O,f"M!)EN F, 1962-A 
DESCRIPTION OF THE BELGONUCLEAlRE-C,E,~, PLUTONIUM PROJECT 
1-1w-1scr.7 (1962) P,22/?.2-27 (NSA 17-19558) (NSA 17-19575) 
?;') 91 
KEYl','ORDS '3 7 12 27 W 
CAT!C~S P ...., ANIONS 0 
VASILIU S, 1965-A 
l'IETf-10[')5 ' . .'SED FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
AND SDECIFlC HEAT ON S~ALL SAMPLES ( IN RUMANIAN) 
STUf'l, CEl:!CET, FIZ, 17 (1965) P,971-83 (NSA 20•170991 
KEY\IJO~DS ? 6 7 9 11 2! W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
VAS!LOS T, - SEE NR 1199 1200 
VAUGHAN r:,,A, 1962-A 
S(i../WARTZ C ,M, 
DETfRr,,1INATIO!\i 01=" Tl-!ERMAL EXPANSION BY HlGH•TEMPERATURE X-RAY 
DIFFRACTIO"J 
ADVAN, X-RAY A"JAL, 5 (1962) P,238-43 (NSA 17-16668) 
KfYWORDS 2 6 15 27 
CATICNS ANIONS 0 
VEEDER J, 1967-A 
THERMO-ELASTIC EXPANSION OF FINITE CYLINDERS 
AEC"L-2~60 (1967) ?.lP, (NSA 21-34166) 
KEYWORDS 1 6 7 27 
CATIONS U MUONS 0 
VEENSTRA W,A, - SEE NR 1113 
VEIL t.t, - SEE NR 419 420 421 422 
VE NET P, - SEE NR 996 
VERSCf-lUEREN M, - SEE NR 581 
VICTOR A,C, 1961-A 
423 
DOUGLAS T ,B, 
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF THORIUM DIOXIDE FROM 29B TO 1200K 
J, RES, NAT, RUR, STAND, 65A 11961) P,105•11 INSA 15•142741 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 21 
CATIONS T ANIONS 0 
VIDAL H, - SEE NR 1635 
V!GNESOULT N, - SEE NR 1292 
V1N0KH0DOV E,V, 1969-A 
PROCEDURE FOR CALCULATING CERTAIN PARAMETERS OF HEAT-PRODUCING 
ELEMENTS OF VVER TYPE I IN RUSSIAN I 
!AE-1942 119691 48?, INSA 25-127981 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 7 24 29 W 
** 160 ** 
2095 VISHNEVSK!I ! , I, 1960-A 
THE THERMAL CONDUCT IV! TY OF REFRACTORY OX I DES 
AEC-TR-5872 (19601 9P, INSA 17-293311 
KEYWORDS 1 2 6 11 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 







INFLUENCE OF INTERNAL THERMAL 
U02 FUEL ELEMENTS 
NUCL1 SCI, ENG, 21 
KEYWORDS 1 2 6 
CATIONS U 
(19651 P,13-9 INSA 19-60771 
7101122W 
ANIONS 0 
VISSER C, 1970-A 
V.6.NBUREN W, WILSON W,K, GABRlELSE S,E, 
FUEL ROD DEFORMATIONS - A TIME DEPENDENT FINITE ELESENT 
ANALYSIS ON AXISYMMETR!C FUEL RODS, INCLUDING PELLET END 
EFFECTS, I LWBR DEVELOPMENT PROGRASI 
WERL-ELPLA-1 (19701 273P, INSA 25-441261 
KEYWORDS 1 3 18 27 29 W 
VlTTER G1 - SEE NR 942 
VLASOV V,G, - SEE NR 2050 2051 2222 22?3 







THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF NON-IRRADIATED 
R~,=i.-527 (1964) 78P~ 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 14 22 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
VOLCHENKOVA 2,5, 1960-A 
PALGUEV S,F 
ELECTRIC CONDUCTIVITY OF SOLID OX !DE SYSTE"'1S, - I tI, SYSTEM 
TH02-CA0 
TRUDY INST, ELEKTROKHIM,t AKAD, NAUK S,S,S,R,, URAL, FILIAL 
N0,1 11%01 P.127-30 
KEYWOROS 2 6 11 16 20 
CATIONS T ANIONS 0 ADDITIVES CA 
VOLCHENKOVA Z,S, 1961-A 
PALGUEV S,F, 
ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SOLID OXIDES, I I!, THE TH02•CAO 
SYSTEM 
ELECTROCHESISTRY OF SOLTEN AND SOLID ELECTROLYTES 119611 
P,104-6 (ED,l CONSULTANTS BUREAU INC,, NEW YORK (TRANS, 
(TRUDY) OF THE INST, OF ELECTROCHE~·ISTRY N0,1 (NSA 16-5364) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 20 
CATIONS T ANIONS O ADDITIVES CA 
VOLCHENKOVA Z,S, 1963-A 
PALGUEV S,F, 
ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY IN SOLID OXIDES, - 7, SYSTE~S TH02-
BEOt TH02-MGOt T~02-SRC AND THO~·BAC ( IN RUSSIAN) 
TR, INST, ELEK.TROKHIM,, AKAD, NAUK SSSR, URAL'SK, FILIAL 4 
(1963) P,67•81 (NSA 19•9715) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 15 16 20 
CATIONS T ANIONS O ADDITIVES t,.jf BE ~G 
VON AONSDORFF M, 1967-A 
ANALYTICAL TREATMENT OF A TRANSIENT METHOD FOR DETERMINATION 
OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF A HOLLOW RIGHT CYLINDER OF 
SOLID MATERIAL 
D,P,•REPORT 578 (1967) 9P, (EURA1°0M COMMUNICATION "'J0.1766) 
INSA 25-42031 
KEYWORDS 2 9 W 
VOSKRESENSK.I I K,D, - SEE NR 2064 
VR.ANKEN A, - SEE NR 47 
2103 VRATNY F, 1962-A 
KOKALAS J,J, 
THE REFLECTANCE SPECTRA OF 
M!LLICRON REGION 
APPL, SPECTROSC, 116 (19621 
KEYWORDS 2 6 22 
METALLIC OXIDES !N THE 300 TO 1000 
P,16-84 INSA 17-159701 
CATIONS T ANIONS 0 
- SEE NR 2000 
2104 WACHTfl,4AN J,B, 1962-A 
SCUDERI T,G, CLEEK G,W, 
LINEAR THERMAL EXPANSION OF ALUMINIUM OXIDE ANO THOR!US OXIDE 
FROM 100 TO 1100K 
J, AMER, CERAM, SOC, 45 (19621 P,319•23 (NSA 16•241901 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 11 27 
CATIONS T ANIONS 0 
2105 W.6.CHTMAN J,B• 1963-A 
WHEAT M,L, .6.NDERSON H,J• BATES J,L, 
ELASTIC CONSTANTS OF SINGLE CRYSTAL U02 AT 25C 
HW-SA-3241 119631 lOP. INSA l9-2B01I 
KEYWORDS 2 6 10 27 
CAT !ONS u ANIONS 0 
2106 WACHTIV'AN J,B, 196S-A 
WHEAT M,L, 
ELASTIC CONSTANTS OF SINGLE CRYSTAL U02 AT 25C 
J, NUCL, MATER, 16 119651 P,39-41 INSA 19-28011 
KEYWORDS 2 6 10 27 
CAHONS U ANIONS 0 
** 161 ** 
WADIER J,F, 
- SEE NR 418 
WAGNER H.E, 
- SEE NR 960 
WAIT E, 
- SEE NR 1779 






LYNN L,L, GOLDBERG I, 
FRIGRO (ADDENDUM) - A CDC-6600 COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE 
.,NALYSIS OF FUEL SWELLING AND CALCULATION OF TEMPERATURE IN 
BULK-OXIDE CYLINDRICAL FUEL ELEMENTS (LWBR-LSBR DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAM I 
'IIAPD-T•-6lA ADDENDUM I 11967) 24P, INSA 22-16324) 
KEYWORDS l 3 ll 29 W 
- SEE NR 828 l45l 
WALKER C,T, 






- SEE NR 955 1187 
1970-A 
BURGESS P,C, 
OF THERMAL DIFFUSIVIT (ES USING A PULSED 
PROC, 2ND EUROPEAN CONF, ON THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES AT HIGH 
TEMPERATURES ( SALFORD l, REV, I NT, HAUT ES TEMP, REFRACT, 7 
119701 P,271-7 INSA 25-220901 
KEYv.lORDS 2 6 9 11 W 
CAT!ONS U ANIONS 0 
WALTHER H, 1972-A 
ON MATHESATICAL MODELS FOR CALCULATING THE ~ECHANICAL 
REHAVIOUR OF COATED FUEL PARTICLES 
"JUCL, ENG, DES, 18 (19721 P,11-39 (CONF-71090:3-11) (NSA 26-
114":f,) 
Kr'V\>.10R1)$ 7 27 29 W 
CATIG~!S lJ K ANt0NS O C 
WARDELL R, 
- SEE NR 814 
WARMER R,J, l965•A 
THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF PLUTONIUM-BEARING OXIDES - PART I, 
THER'-'AL CON'.:lUCTIVITY 
rRG-REPORT 5~6 (DJ PART l 11965) 16P, 
KEYWORDS 2 6 l l 30 W 
CAT IONS '.I ANIONS 0 
1961-A 
ssu Y, 1, 
MEASUREMENT OF ELECTRICAL AND THERMAL PROPERTIES OF 
SEM t CONDUCTOR CO~POUNDS 
NP-10556 (1961) 15P, (NSA 15-27857) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES MG 
i,.,1ARREN 11""11 1961-B 
SSU Y •I• 
~EASURE,'v1ENT OF ELECTRICAL AND THER~AL PROPERTIES OF 
SEM 1 cor-.wuc TOR (0"1POUNDS 
1\JP-10i7C !1961) D,l-13 (CURF R-6) (NSA 15-31342) 
KEYl•/O~DS 2 6 16 20 
CA'!ONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES MG 




LJRANIU"'I CO~POUNDS AS THERMOELECTRIC ~ATERIALS 
CA~J, M11\JING AND METALLURGICAL BULL, 56 11963) P,288-98 !TRANS, 
(Ar-.J, ;"1ET, QUA.RT, 66 (1963) Pel47-57 (NSA 17-32587) 
<!:Yl'.'OR()S 2 6 11 20 W 
CATIONS ANIONS O ADDITIVES MG 
l'.'A'<!RF.N t .H, 1964-A 
PRfCE C,E, 
T!-<ERMOfLECTRJC P~O;:,ERTtFS OF U3X4 AND SOME HIGHER COMPOUNDS 
CAN, i'Jf:T, QUART, 3 11964) P,245-56 (NSA 19-4671) 
KFY>'O~DS 2 6 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES ME 
WASHP.URN T ,N, 
- SEE NR 776 
WASHINGTON A,B, 
- SEE NR 754 
WATANABE K1 
- SEE NR 1581 
WATERr,IAN T,E, 
- SEE NR 912 
WAYE P., E, 
- SEE NR 256 
WEBER C,E, 1959-A 
PROGRESS ON DISPERSION ELEMENTS 
PROGRESS IN NUCLEAR ENERGY, SERI ES V - METALLURGY AND FUELS 
(1959) VOL,2 P,310-2 (EDS,) FINNISTON H,M,, HOWE J,P,t (NSA 
13-16573) 
KEYWORDS 3 6 11 16 30 W 










- SEE NR 878 917 1013 1069 1301 1303 1304 
- SEE NR 1675 
- SEE NR 1109 
1952-A 
R,L, 
FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF THE THERMAL CONDUCT (VI TY OF 
119521 14P, INSA 7-17171 
2 6 9 ll W 
U ANIONS 0 
-97-
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1953-A 
lhL• 
FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF THE THERMAL CONOIJCTIVITY OF 
INSTR, 24 11953) P,1054-7 INSA 7-17171 
26911W 
U ANIONS 0 
2118 WEEKS J,L, 1955-A 
MATHESON M,S, 
THERMAL CONDUCT IV I TY MEASUREMENTS - URANIUM DIOXIDE AND 
MAGNESIUM OXIDE 
ANL-5451 11955) P,38 (NSA 9-68681 
KEYWORDS 2 6 12 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 




FUEL-ELEMENT MODEL!NG STUDIES 
ANL-7632 I 1969) P,103-7 INSA 24-90771 
KEYWORDS l 3 29 W 
WEEKS R1W, 1970•A 
JANK.I.JS V,Z, 
STUDIES OF FUEL-ELEMENT MODELING 
ANL-7655 I 19701 P,101-2 INSA 24-18581 I 
KEYWORDS l 3 29 W 
WEEKS R, W, l 971-A 
JANKUS V,Z, KATSURAGAWA M, LA~BERT J,D,B, 
ANALYSIS OF MIXED-OXIDE FUEL El.E~ENT IRRADIATIONS USING THE 
LIFE-I COMPUTER CODE 
PROC• OF THE CONFe ON FAST REACTOR FUEL F:LEMENT TECHNOLOGY 
11971) NEW ORLEANS P,227-42 (ED,) FARMAKES R, (CONF-710414) 
I NSA 26-60544 I I NSA 26-60554 I 
KEYWORDS l 3 23 29 W 
CAT IONS M ANIONS 0 
WEEKS R 11W, 
- SEE NR 1117 1118 1119 1120 
2112 WEIDENBAUM B, 1961-A 
HIGH PERFORMANCE U02 PROGRAM 
GEAP-3771-l IEURAEC-681 119611 35P, INSA 17-316771 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 9 11 26 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
2113 WEIDENBAUM B, 1961-B 
HIGH PERFORMANCE U02 PROGRAM 
GEAP-3771-2 IEURAEC-1701 119611 49P, INSA 16-172961 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 24 26 W 
CAT IONS U ANIONS 0 
2114 WEIDENBAUM B, 1962-A 
HIGH PERFORMANCE UD2 PROGRAM 
GEAP-3771-3 I EURAEC-2771 I 1962 I 28P. I NSA 16-32!12) 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 24 26 W 
CATIONS u ANIONS 0 
21?5 WEIDENBAUM B, 1%2-B 
HIGH PERFORMANCE U02 PROGRAM 
GEAP-3771-4 IEURAEC-4371 119621 45P, INSA 17-110861 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 ll 23 26 W 
CAT !ONS U ANIONS 0 
1116 WE!DENBAUM B, 1962-C 
HIGH PERFORMANCE U02 PROGRAM 
GEAP-3771-5 IEURAEC-489) 119621 78P, INSA 17-2e4291 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 23 24 26 W 
CAT !ONS U ANIONS 0 
21?7 WEIOENBAUM A, 1962-D 
HIGH PERFORMANCE U02 PROGRAM 
GEAP-3771-6 IEURAEC-5031 119621 88P, INSA 17-222191 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 ll 23 24 26 II 
CAT !ONS U ANIONS 0 
2128 WEIDENRAUM B, 1963-A 
HIGH PERFORMANCE U02 PROGRAM 
i;EAP-3771-7 IEURAEC-5781 119631 85P, INSA 17-205131 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 ll 23 24 26 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
1129 WEIDENAAUM B, 1963-B 
HIGH PERFORMANCE U02 PROGRAM 
GEAP-3771-8 IEURAEC-6421 119631 lOOP, INSA 17-258291 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 23 24 26 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
2130 WEIDENBAUM B, 1963-C 
HIGH PERFORMANCE U02 PROGRAM 
GEAP-3771-9 IEURAEC-7671 (19631 73P, (NSA 17-361931 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 ll 23 24 26 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O 
2131 WE!DENBAUM B, 1963-D 
HIGH PERFORMANCE U02 PROGRAM 
GEAP-3771-10 IEURAEC-8471 119631 73P, INSA 18-6541 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 23 24 26 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
2132 WEIDENBAUM B, 1964-A 
2133 
HIGH PERFORMANCE U02 PROGRAM 
GEAP-3771-ll (EURAEC-944) 11964) 58P, INSA 18-114111 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 23 26 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
WEIDENBAUM B, 1964-B 
LYONS M,F, COPLIN D,H, PASHOS T,J, 
SPECIMEN HEAT TRANSFER FROM COMB I NED CA LORI ME TRY AND GAMMA 
ACTIVITY DISTRIBUTION 
TID-7697 119641 P,4,6,1-10 INSA 18-440621 INSA 18-450951 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 23 26 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
-98-
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2134 WE!DENBAUM B, 1964-C 
H l GH PERFORMANCE U02 PROGRAM 
GEAP-3771-12 IEURAEC-10491 119641 63P, INSA 18-24H5l 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 23 26 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
2135 WE I DENBAUM B, 1964-D 
HIGH PERFORMANCE U02 PROGRAM 
GEAP-3771-13 IEURAEC-11401 (19641 66P, INSA 18-351271 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 23 26 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
?136 WE!DENBAUM B, 1964-E 
~AYMARK S, 
POTENTIALITIES OF MOLTEN U02 AS A REACTOR FUEL 
TRA~s. AMER, NUCL, sec. 7 (1964) P,527-a INSA 19-3~99) 
KEYWORDS 2 3 7 8 11 26 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
WEIDENSAU"'1' 8, 
- SEE NR 510 511 512 513 514 978 1381 
- SEf NR 1382 1383 1385 1386 1387 1388 1390 
- SEE NR 1391 1392 1393 1398 1399 1400 1601 
- SEE NR 1602 
WEIDJNGER H,G, 
- SEE NR 1256 
WE I L L, 
- SEE NR 246 247 
21 '37 WEtLPACHFR J,C, 1970-A 
VAN CRAEYNEST J,C, 
APPARATUS FOR MEASURING THE THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY AT VERY HIGH 
TEMPERATURE 
PROC, 2ND EUROPEAN CONF, ON THERMOPHYS!CAL PROPERTIES OF 
SOLIDS AT 1-1IGH TE'-1PERATURES (SALFOROl, ~EV, tNT, HAUTES TEMP, 
REFRACT, 7 (1970) P,268-70 (NSA 25-45605) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 9 W 
WEILRACl-'ER J,C, 
H t GH-TEMPERA ru~E 
( ARS TRACT l 
1971-A 
DIFFUSIVITY OF THORIUM AND URANIUM DIOXIDES 
HfGf-,1 TEMP, -
KEYWORDS 2 
SIGH PRESSURES 3 119711 P,9-10 !ABSTRACTS! 
7 20 W 
CAT IONS U T ANIONS 0 
WE!Ll:IACI-IER J•C, 197?-A 
MEASURF.MENT OF THE THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY OF U,PU-OXJDES, STUDY 
OF TSF !NFLUENCE OF STOICHIOMETRY AND OF THE PLUTONIUM CONTENT 
(!N FRFN(U) 
THESIS (UNIVERSITY OF PARIS Vt) (1972) 109P. 
KFYWORDS 2 6 7 11 16 
CAJ!ONS U M ANIONS 0 
?140 WEILAACHF.R J,C. 1972-B 
iHER'-"AL IJI~~USIV!TY OF URANIUM OXIDE AND THORIUM OXIDE AT HIGH 
TfMPERATURE l IN F'RENCH) 
3RCl, EUROPEA"I CONF. ON THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES AT HIGH 
ifMPERATURF.S (TURIN) 20-3 JUNE (19721 20P. (CO.'\IF-720661-21 
ICEA-CONF-20S?I INSA 27-123951 
KEYl,,iOPDS 1 2 6 7 10 11 2C 22 
CATIONS U T ANtor-.1s 0 
?141 \l.1fILAAC>-!FR J,C. 1972-C 
214? 
? l 4'l. 
?144 
THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY OF URANIUS OXIDE AND THOR!W OXIDE AT HIGH 
TEMPERATURE (IN ~RENCH J 
H!GH TEMP, - HIGH PRESSURES 4 (1972) P.431-8 (NSA 27-12395) 
(EYWORDS 1 6 7 10 11 20 22 
CATIONS U T ANIONS 0 
WEILAACHFR J.C. 
- SEE NR 2079 2080 2081 2082 2083 2084 
WEINREICH H.L, 1968-A 
THf THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF CERAMIC NUCLEAR FUELS I IN GERMANI 
, !NSTITUT FUER REAKTORTECHNIK DER TECHNISCHEN HOCHSCHULE 
'DARMSTADTt STUDIENARAEIT N0.33 (FI/SE) (1968) l04P• 
KEY\o.lORDS 2 3 6 7 11 30 W 
CATIONS U M ANIONS 0 
WEINREICH a.A, 1952-A 
DANFORiH W.E, 
OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF CRYSTALLINE THOR!A 
PHYS• REV. 88 (1952) P,953-4 
KEYWORDS 2 6 13 22 
CATIONS ANIONS 0 
WEINREICH O,A, 1953-A 
DANFORTH W,E. 
ELECTRICAL CONDUCTION AND THERMOELECTRIC POWER IN THORIUM 
OXIDE CRYSTALS 
PHYS, RFV, 91 (19531 P,231 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 
CAT!0% T ANIONS 0 
WEIR J,R. 
- SEE NR 1461 1462 
WE I SS D. T • - SEE NR 78 
WE I SZ M, 
- SEE NR 102 
WEI TZENM! LLER F • - SEE NR 264 
WELCH F.H. 
- SEE NR 349 1723 
WESTIN R. 
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WESTPHAL R,C, 1954-A 
THERMAL CONDUCT IV I TY OF REACTOR FUEL ELEMENT MATERIALS 
AECD•3864 I 19541 4P, IWAPD-MM-5381 I NSA 10-36161 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 16 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES BE 




THE ENTROPY ANO 
DIOXIDE 
LOW-TEMPERATURE HEAT CAPACITIES OF NEPTUNIUM 
AECD-2863 119501 18P, IANL-EFW-341 
KEYWORDS 2 5 21 
CATIONS 






THE ENTROPY AND 
DIOXIDE 




PHYS, 21 119531 P,419-23 INSA 5-5B81 
2 5 21 
X ANIONS 0 
WESTRU"1 E.F, JR. l95!1•A 
GRONVOLD F, 
LOW TEMPERATURE HEAT CAPACITY AND THERMODYNAMIC FUNCTIONS OF 
TRIURAN!UM OCTOX!DE 
AECU-3924 119581 16P, INSA 13-35561 
KEYWORDS 2 5 11 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 




LOW TE~PERATURE HEAT CAPACITY AND THER~ODYNAMJC FUNCTIONS OF 
TR!URANIUM OCTOXIDE 
J, A~ER, CHEM. sac. 81 (1959) P.1777-80 (NSA 13-~5~6) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 11 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
WESTRUM E.F. JR. 1960-A 
GRONVOLD F • 
TRJURANIUM HfPTAOXIDfS - HEAT CAPACITIES AND THER~ODYNA~IC 
PROPERTIES OF ALPHA- AND 8ET A-U307 FROM 5 TO 150K 
TID-13055 (19601 42P. (NSA 1r;-22744l 
KEYWORDS 2 l:i 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
WESTRUM E,F. JR, 1962-A 
GRONVOLD F, 
CHEMICAL Tl-lERMOOYNA"'1ICS OF THE ACTINIDE ELEMENT CHALCOGENIDES 
THERMODYNAMICS OF NUCLEAR MATERIALS IV!ENNAI, !ASA 
ISTJ/PUB/5Fl) (1962) P.3-:37 (NSA 17-6104) U~SA 16-2',3~8) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
215? WESTFWM F.:.F, JR. 1962-B 
GRONVOLD F, 
TRIURANIUM HEPTAOXIDES - HEAT CAPACITIES AND THER"'10DYNAM!C 
PROPERTIES OF ALPHA- ANO BETA-U307 FRO~ 5 TO 350K 
J, PHYS• CHF:M• SOLIDS 23 ( 19621 P.39-53 (NSA 15-/.27441 
KEYWORDS 2 5 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 





TAKAHASHI Y. GRONVOLD F. 
LA~BDA-TYPE THERfv!AL ANO~ALY IN TETRAURANIUM F.NNEAOXtDF: AT 348'< 
J, Pl-fYS1 CHEM• 69 11965) P,3192-6 (NSA 19-4621:13) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 21 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
WESTRU~ E,F. JR. 1966-A 
RECENT DEVELOP~ENTS IN THE CHEMICAL THER<ODYNA~!CS OF THE 
URAN I UM CHALCOGEN I DES 
THERMODYNAMICS VOL.II {VIENNA). IAFA (STI/PUA/109) VOL,2 
11966) P.497-510 ICONF-650704) (VOL.2) (NSA 20-230181 lNSA 20-
229711 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
- SEE NR 780 882 1080 1663 1664 1665 1666 
- SEE NR 1667 
WHEAT M,L, 
- SEE NR 2105 2106 
WHEELER M,J. 1965-A 
THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY AT INCANDESCENT TEMPERATURES BY A 
MODULATED ELECTRON BEAM TECHNIQUE 
BRIT, J, APPL, PHYS, 16 119651 P,365-76 INSA 19-20>761 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 9 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
WHEELER M,J, 1971-A 
RAP l D MEASUREMENT OF THER~AL DI FFUS IV l TY US I NG A MODULATED 
ELECTRON BEAM 
J, SCI, TECHNOL, (LONDONJ 38 119711 P,102-7 INSA 26-71B41 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 9 W 




HW-60343 I 1959) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 
CAT !ONS U 
WHEELER R,G. 
WHtTE·D, 
- SEE NR 24 
1959-A 
CONDUCTANCE OF FUEL 
16P, I NSA 14-216451 
8 11 W 
ANIONS 0 
- SEE NR 801 
- SEE NR 1868 
ELEMENT MATER !ALS 
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2158 WHITE J,F, l967•A 
FITZSIMMONS E,S, 
TECHNIQUES IN NUCLEAR CERAMIC RESEARCH 
GEMP-557 119671 19P, INSA 22•7671 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 26 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
WHITE J,F • 
• SEE NR 311 
WHITMAN "'1,J, l963•A 
NUCLEAR FUELS FROM CIVILIAN POWER REACTORS TO SPACE POWER 
REACTOR .•ATER!ALS 6 N0,3 119631 P,!•10 INSA 17•174421 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O 
WHITNEY E,D, 
• SEE NR 1758 1759 1760 1761 
WHITTEMORE 0,J, JR, 1955-A 
SPECIAL REFRACTORIES FOR USE ABOVE l 700C 
!ND, ENG, CHEM, 47 119551 P,2510•2 INSA !0•13451 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 21 26 27 30 W 
CATIONS U T ANIONS 0 
WIEGAND E, 1924-A 
TOTAL RADIATION OF THE LUMINOUS BODY 
DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES I IN GERMANI 
Z, PHYS, 30 (1924) P,40•9 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
WILDER n,R, 
• SEE NR 995 
WILHELM J,G, 
• SEE NR 331 
?16? WILLARl)SON R,K, 1955-A 
GOERING H,L, 
OF THE NERNS T LAMP AT 
FLECTR!CAL AND MAGNETIC PROPERHES OF URANIUM DIOXIDE 
BM!•l035 IOEL,1 119551 P,74•6 INSA 12•78331 
KEY>!ORDS 2 6 11 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
:,16-:i; \o,IILLA.PDSON R,K, 1955-B 
~00DY J,t..J, GOERING H,L, 
THE fLEcrqtCAL PROPFRTJFS OF U02 
P.MI-ln57 U'lEL,l 11955) P,21-3 (NSA 12-1825) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 20 
CAT!ONS U ANIONS 0 
?1A4 \•.IILLAPr:>soN R,K, 1955-C 
GOERING H,L, 
ELFCTR!CAL AND MAGNETIC P.SOPERT!ES OF U02 
RM!•!050 119551 P,22•6 INSA !5·311721 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 15 2 0 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
2165 WILLARDSON R,K, 1956-A 
MOODY J,W, GQEqING H,L, 
THE" ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF URAN!U~ DIOXIDE 
\\,'AP['l-PWR-PM~-4?.9 RESUMf OF URANIUM OXIDE DATA - V j 1956) i:>,64• 
7 INSA 1?·!9?01 
KEYWORDS 2 6 I! 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
?166 11.iILLARDSON R,K, 1956-A 
YQQDY J,W, GOfRING H,L, 
FLFCTR!CAL PROPERTIES OF URANIUM DIOXIDE 
WAPr"-PWR-PMM-466 RESU"lE OF URANIUM OXIDE DATA - VI (1956) 
P,"'.7-A~ (NSA 12-1921) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 10 11 2C 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
7167 i,.,1JLLARDSON R,K, 1956-C 
MOODY J,'"111 GOE~ING 1-l,L, 
THE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES O< URANIUM DIOXIDE 
SM!•JI2A 119561 P,19·?1 INSA 12•78341 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
?16A WILL~RDSON R,K, 1956-D 
~CODY J, 1N1 GOERING H,L, 
THf l:LFCTRICAL PRQDfRTJFS OF URANIUM OXIDES 
~lv'I-1135 tl9'36) 42P, (NSA 11-1710) 
KFYWORDS 2 6 11 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
?lfiQ \..'ILLARDSON R,K, 1956-E 
1,,100DY J,W, GOERING H,L, 
THF ELECT~!CAL PROPFRTIFS OF U02 
PMf-lC'7() ( 19'36) P,22-4 (NSA 12-11442) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 I! 15 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
2170 WILLARDSON R,K, 1956-F 
"100(W J,W, GOERING H,L, 
THF ELFCTR!CAL PROPFRT!FS OF U02 
A~J-1076 ( 1956) P,23-4 (NSA 12-1974) 
KtY\o.'ORDS 2 6 11 15 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
?171 WILLARDSON R,K, 1956-G 
~OODY J,W, GOERING H,L, 
THF ELFCTR!CAL OROPfRTIES OF URANIUM DIOXIDE 
BM!•!OS8 119561 P,17·21 INSA 11•123171 
KEYWORDS 2 6 15 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
217? WILL.dFl:')SON R,K, 1956-H 
MOODY J,W, GOERING H,L, 
THE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF URANIUM DIOXIDE 
RMl•i094 !19561 P,21•4 CNSA 1!•124731 
KEYWORDS 2 6 15 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
-99-
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2173 WILLARDSON R,K, 1956•! 
.~OODY J,W, GOERING H,L, 
THE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF URANIUM DIOXIDE 
BM!•ll04 !19561 P,20•! (NSA 15•172401 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 15 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
2174 WILLARDSON R,K, !958•A 
"'IOODV J,W, GOERING H,L, 
THE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF URANIUM OXIDES 
J, !NORG, NUCL, CHEM, 6 119561 P,19•33 (NSA 11•17101 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 10 11 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
2175 WILLARDSON R,K, l96!•A 
MOODY J,W. 
ELECTRICAL, MAGNETIC, AND OPTICAL PROPERTIES 
URANIUM DIOXIDE CE,,1 BELLE J, 119611 P,211•23 INSA 15•266021 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 20 22 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
WILLARDSON R,K, 
• SEE NR 1533 1534 1535 1536 1539 1539 
WILLJA~S ..Jt 
• SEE NR 1575 
WILL IAMS R,K, 
• SEE NR 1488 1547 1549 
2176 WILLIAMSON H,E, l963•A 
HOFFMANN J,P, 
A URANIUM DIOXIDE FUEL ROD CENTER MELTING 
VALLEC!TOS BOILING WATER REACTOR 
GEAP•440B 119631 56P, INSA !8•87201 
KEYWORDS 3 7 11 26 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O 
WILL IA~SON H,E, 
• SEE NR 1031 
WILMS G, 
• SEE NR 47 
TEST IN THE 
WILSON C,Rt 
• SEE NR 1384 1392 l 393 1400 
WILSON W,B, 
• SEE NR 1540 
WILSON W,K, 
• SEE NR 2097 
2177 WILSON W,R,D, 1971-A 
PERRIN J,S, 
AN!SOTHERMAL EFFECTS DURING !N•P!LE CREEP TESTING OF URANIUS DIOXIDE 
NUCL, SC!, ENG, 45 119711 P,99•102 INSA 25•414151 
KEYWORDS l 3 6 24 W 







RIDWELL L,R, TALLAN N,M, 
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES AND DEFECT STRUCTURE OF A 
10,13YO(l,51,0,87TH02) ELECTROLYTE 
..J, AMEl:1, CHE'-1, sac. so (1964) P.198-201 
KEY'10RDS 2 6 11 15 16 20 
CATIONS T ANIONS O ADDITIVES 
'NIMMER ..J,.1.1, l965•A 
RIDWELL L,R, TALLAN N,1.-1, 
ELECTRICAL PROPERT l ES AND DEFECT 
SOLUT ! ONS STRUCTURE OF Y203•THO? SOLID 
AED•CONF•6 5·092•8 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 
CATIONS T 
(1965} 14P, fCONF-650513-7) {NSA 19-42896) 
11 16 20 
A~!ONS 0 ADD! T l VES Y 
WINSLOW G,H, 1971-A 
THERMOMECHAN!CAL PROPERTIES OF REAL MATERIALS • THE THERMAL 
EXPANSIONS OF U02 AND TH02 
HIGH TEMP, SCI, 3 11971) P,361•80 fNSA 26-49601 
KEYWORDS 1 2 6 7 27 
CATIONS U T ANIONS 0 
WINSLOW G,H, 
• SEE NR 499 
'WISNYI l,G, 1956-A 
Pr JANows1< I s. w. 
THE MELTING POINT OF URANIUM DIOXIDE 
WAPD-PWR-PMM-491 RESUME OF URANIUM OXIDE - VII (19~6) P,109 
INSA 12•105101 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 26 30 
CATIONS U ANIONS O 
WISNYI L,G, 1957•A 
PIJANOWSKI S,W, 
OETERM!NAT!ON OF THE MELTING POINTS OF U02 AND OTHER REACTOR REFRACT OR I ES 
T!D•7530 IPT,!I H957l P,46•54 INSA !!•67131 
KEYWORDS 2 7 I! 26 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
WISNVI L,G. 1957-B 
PIJANOWSKI S,W. 
THE THERMAL STABILITY OF URANIUM DIOXIDE 
KAPL-1702 119571 20P, CNSA 12•83841 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 26 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
WOHLERS H,Ce 
• SEE NR 936 
WOLF Lo l968•A 
JOHANNSEN K, 
TEMPERATURE FIELDS IN FUEL ELEMENT BUNDLES WITH REGARD TO THE 
HYPERFINE STRUCTURE OF HEAT SOURCE DENSITY AND AN UNEVEN HEAT 
TRANSFER BETWEEN FUEL MATER l AL AND CAN, • PART ! , THEORY 11 N GERMAN I 
WAERME 74 (19681 P,52•60 INSA 25•316741 
21S5 
? 1 ~6 
21S7 
? l RA 
;, 1 ~ 0 
21 g 1 
? 1 9 ?' 
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WOLF L, 1968-B 
JOHA"IN~E"l K• 
TEMPERATURE FIELDS IN FUEL ELEMENT BUNDLES WITH REGARD TO THE 
HYPERFINE STRUCTURE OF HEAT SOURCE DENSITY AND AN UNEVEN HEAT 
TRMlSFER BETWEEN FUEL MATERIAL AND CAN, - PART !!, SUPPLEMENTS 
TO THE THEORY OF SEAT TRANSFER BETWEEN FUEL AND CAN, 
DISCUSSION OF NUMERICAL EXAMPLES l!N GERMANI 
WAERME 14 (19681 P,122-31 INSA 25-316731 
KEvitiO~DS 1 2 3 8 29 W 
V.10LF L, 1969-A 
JOHANNSEN K, 
NONL!NEAR!ZE~ TREATMENT OF AZIMUTHAL PERTURBATIONS IN THE 
CALCULATION OF FUEL ELE~FNT TEMPERATURES ( IN GERMAN I 
1'./UCL, FNG, JES, 11 (1969) Pe16-26 (NSA 24-29434) 
KEYWORDS 1 3 8 2] W 
WOLF L, 1969-B 
TEMPERATURE F!fLDS IN FUEL ELEMENT BUNDLES WITH VARIABLE-RANGE 
HEAT TRANSFER BETWEEN FUEL ELEMENT SURFACE ANO COOLANT I IN 
GERMAN I 
1NAFR~E 7i; ll969l Pe16g-P.2 (NSA 25-31675) 
KEYWORDS l 2 3 8 29 W 
WOL~ L, 1970-A 
JOHAr-./NSEN K., 
LIMITATIONS OF THE ZERO-DIMENSIONAL GAP MODEL FOR THERMAL FUEL 
~LE'~E:-.JT ANALYSIS IN CASE OF AN ECCENTRIC PELLET POSITION 
ATO~l(FQI\JENERGIF 15 (1970) Pt147 lNSA 24-24928) 
"<EY\'iOR')S l 3 8 29 W 
V\rCLF L, 1970-8 
JOf-lANNSEN I(, 
AN MALYS!S OF THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION IN 
ECCENTSICALLY SOUNTED cYL!NDERS WITH SPECIAL APPLICATION TO 
SO';!lJV-~QNr>Fr, QEACTO~ FUE~ ELEMENTS 
µEAT TRANSFER 1970 VOL.1 (197Q) PAPER CU 1 1 7 llP, 
KfYWORC>S 3 29 W 
~
1ClLF L • 1970-C 
JOHAN"JSF.N K., 
STATrONARY i-!FAT TRANSFER IN INFINITELY LONG FUEi.. ELEMENTS WITH 
L0CtiLLY VARYING HEAT SOURCES AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ( JN 
Gfl?~Ar,.,i l 
ru=ql(-17 (1970) SP. (NSA 25-12799) 
KEYl'IO~DS l 2 3 P. 29 'H 
WOLF L, 19'70-D 
STATIONARY HEAT TRANSFER lN Ir,.;FtNITELY LONG, ECCENTRICALLY 
LAYERED CYUNl)ERS WlTH PO.SITION-DFPENOENT HEAT SOURCES ANO 
PERlP~FRAL RFST~ICTI(")NS ( IN GER"1AN) 
TUA!K-l!=! (1970) l40Pe (NSA 24-46418) 
1<...c:Yt•.roqos 1 3 29 w 
\•.'OL_e- L. 1971-A 
JOµA.NNSF.,'l K, 
T'.'JO-DI1,,1ENS10"lAL CONDUCTION HEAT TRAr-.iSFER IN LlOUXD-~ETAL 
ROW)~S FAST Rf:ACTOR FUEL EL.fMENTS WlTH Pf:LLET AND CANNING 
FC"CFr..JTR I CITY 
NUCL, SCJ, ENG, 43 (19711 !'11237-9 (NSA 25-13155) 
KEYWOQDS 1 3 11 29 ',J 
CATtONS U AN!Ors:S 0 
- SEE NR 1128 1500 
2191 WOLFE R,A, 19fi2-A 
:? 194 
HIGH-TEMPERATURE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIU~ OtOXIDE 
NUMEC-P-46 (1962) 37P, (NSA 17-14840) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 30 '• 
CAT !ONS U ANIONS 0 
WOLFE P,A, 1963-A 
THE ELFCTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY AND THERMOELECTRIC POWER OF 
URANIUM DIOXIDE 
WAPD-270 ( 19631 
~EYWO"(DS 2 
20P, (NSA 17-36305) 
7 11 20 
CAT IONS U ANIO~S 0 
- SEE NR 938 
WOLFF U"'E, 
- SEE NR 108 
WOOD W,D, 
- SEE NR 699 
?195 WOODS A,D,B, 1965-A 
DOLLING G, COWLEY R,A, 
THE CRYSTAL DYNAMICS OF URANIUM DIOXIDE 
!"ELASTIC SCATTERING OF NEUTRONS (BOMBAY!, !AEA (ST!/PUB/921 
VOL,l (1965) P,373-8 (NSA 19•42894) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 10 11 20 26 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
WOODS A,D,B, 
- SEE NR 665 
WOOLLEY J,A, 
- SEE NR 907 
2196 WORDSWORTH J, 1971-A 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FTB-4 I IN GERMAN I 
KFK-1400 IEUR-4577,DI 119711 P,19-24 INSA 26-302141 










** 168 ** 
WORDSWORTH J, 1971-B 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FTB-4 
EURFNR-968 119711 P,22-7 INSA 26-580551 (NSA 26-583681 
KEYWORDS 1 3 2 9 W 
WORTH J,H, 
- SEE NR 1857 
WRIGHT D,A, 1949-A 
THERMIONIC EMISSION FROM OXIDE COATED CATHODES 
SEMI CONDUCTOR THEORY TO THOR I A I 
PROC, PHYS, sec. (LONDON) 629 (1949) P,.188•203 
KEYWORDS l 2 6 20 
CATIONS ANIONS 0 
WRIGHT T,R, 1963-A 
FACKELM.ANN J,M, KIZER D,E, KELLER D,L, 
uoz-ZR02 STU~IES 
BS!-16"4 119631 P,U-l/4 (NSA 18-21571 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 27 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES ZR 
WRIGHT T,R, l963•B 
FACKELMANN J,M, KIZER O,E, KELLER D,L, 
U02-ZR02 STUD I ES 
BM!-1655 119631 P,U-1/6 (NSA 18-156641 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 W 
CAT!ON5 U ANIONS O ADDITIVES ZR 
WRIGHT T,R, 1964-A 
KIZER D,E, KELLER D,L, 
STUDIES IN THE U02-ZR02 SYSTEM 
B~I-1689 ( 19641 P,9-20 (NSA 18-419191 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES ZR 
WRIGHT T,R, 1965-A 
STUDIES IN THE U02-ZR02 SYSTEM 
THESIS IOH!O STATE UNIVERSITY) 119651 P,18-36 INSA 20-170051 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 20 27 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES ZR 
WRIGHT T11 R, - SEE NR 1998 
WRONA B,J, 1973•A 
ROBERTS J,T,A, 
APPARATUS TO SIMULATE IN-REACTOR 
IN OXIDE FUEL COLUMNS 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, sac. 16 (1973) 
KEY~ORDS 3 6 7 9 18 23 26 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
- SEE NR 1323 
WlJLL-AERT R,A, 1962-A 
TRANS I ENT HEAT I NG CONDIT I ONS 
P, 77 
FROMM E"O, 
EFFECTS OF HIGH 
9MI-15<13 IDEL,) 
STANG J,H, GATES J,E, 
KEYWORDS 2 3 
CATIONS U 
BURNUP ON U02-CE02 AND U02-2R02 FUELS 
11962) P"'S-7/8 (NSA 17-6":illl 
6 11 16 W 
ANIONS O ADDITIVES ZR CE 
WULL.AERT R,A, 1962-B 
U02-AL203 DI SPE RSI ONS, U02-BEO DISPERSIONS 
BMI-1598 (19621 P,101-26 (ED,) ENDEBROCK R8W1 (NSA 17-5575) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 16 30 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES AL BE 
WULl.AERT R,A, - SEE NR 1502 
2206 WUNDT H, 1972-A 
TRANS I ENT HEAT CONDUCT I ON THROUGH HEAT PROOUC I NG LAYERS 
ELJR-4818 (19721 78P, INS.A. 26-479851 
KEYWORDS l 3 29 W 
2207 WUNOT H, 1972-B 
TRANS I ENT HEAT CONDUCT I ON THROUGH A CYL! NOR! CAL THREE-LAYER 
ROLLOW FUEL ELEMENT WITH INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL COOLING 
EUR-4862 119721 46P, INSA 26-605391 
KEYWORDS 1 3 29 W 
2208 WYATT L,M, 1963•.A. 
FUEL ELE•ENTS 
THE DESIGN OF GAS-COOLED GRAPHITE-MODERATED REACTORS 119631 
P,141•3 (ED,) POULTER D,R, (NSA 18-557) 
KEYWORDS 2 21 26 27 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
WYOER W,C 1 
- SEE NR 649 
- SEE NR 1157 1158 1159 1160 1161 1162 
YAMADA T, 
- SEE NR 1956 
YELLOWLt:ES J,M, 
- SEE NR 2077 
YEN!SCAVICH W, 
- SEE NR 571 
2209 YOKOUCHI Y, 1969-A 
MASUYAMA S, MATSUMOTO K, 
THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY MEASUREMENTS OF PU02-U02 FUEL SIMULATED T 
PELLETS IRRADIATED AT HIGH BURNUP 
PNCT-9006 I PNCPU-REPORT-0591 I 19691 P, 134-49 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 11 16 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS O ADDITIVES FS 
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2210 YO~OUCHI Y, 1971-A 
KOIZUMI M, KOMATSU J, KANEKO H, 
EVALUATION ON TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTIONS IN A FAST REACTOR FUEL 
AT HIGH BURNUP 
PNCT-~31-71-0l 
?? 11 
KEYWORDS I 3 
CATIONS M 




119711 P,45-51 INSA 26-402261 
6 7 II 29 W 
ANIONS O 
- ,EE NR 986 1155 1156 1235 1936 1939 1940 
- SEE NR 1941 1943 
- SEE NR 1465 
- SEE NR 841 
- SEE NR 397 
YUNUS M, 1963-A 
OBSERVATION ON RECRYSTALLIZATION OF U02 AT HIGH TEMPERATURE 
IIN FRENCH) 
NEW NUCLEAR MATERIALS INCLUDING NON-METALLIC FUELS IPRAGUEI, 
IAEA ISTI/PU9/771 VOL,I 119631 P,285-305 !PREPRINT CN-16/161 
ICON"-120-11 INSA 17-321261 INSA 18-72561 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 23 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
?211 YUNUS M, 1964-A 
THE RECRYSTALLIZATION OF U02 AT HIGH TEMPERATURES 
hW-TR-66 I 19641 25P, INSA 17-321261 
KcYWORDS 6 7 11 23 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
??P ZAJIC V, 1960-A 
SPECIFIC HEAT AND THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF POWDERED URANIUM 
OXIDE u,oe IIN CZECH) 
JAD, ENE"RG, 6 ( 1960) P,200-l fi\'SA 14-18200) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 12 21 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
ZALOUDfCK F,R, 
- SEE NR 49 
Z AMRER~ARD M, 
- SEE NR 1729 1730 








HYPER-AND SUBSTOICHIOMETRIC UtPU OXIDE FUtL AT 
TO 70,000 MWD/T, 
NUCL, sac. 7 /!964) P,394-5 (NSA 19-2868) 
7 8 l l 27 
AN IONS 0 
??15 ZERROS'<.I E,L, 1965-A 
MUSTfl!FR J.P. CALDWELL C.S, 
OXIDE FUELS FOR FAST REACTORS 
ANS-100 1196,i P,110-25 ICONF-6504171 INSA 19-357381 INSA 19-
31i721i l 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 26 27 30 W 
CATIONS ~ ANIONS 0 
??lf, ZE8R0SK1 F,L, 1965-8 
PAILY \o.'.E, HINES D.P. 
IRRArlIATION REHAVIOR OF HYPER- AND HYPOSTOICHlOMETRIC 
PLUTONIA-U~ANIA FUEL AT 70,000 MWD/T 
GEAP-4B97 (1965) 34Pe ("'JSA 21-f>893) 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 15 23 W 
CATio,s M ANIONS 0 
?217 ZEf\ROSK! E,l, 1965-C 
LYON W,L, AAILY W,E, 
FFFECT OF STO)CS!OMETRY ON THE PROPERTIES OF MIXED OXIDE u-Pu 
FUEL 
AED-CONF, 1965-'307-39 PROC. INTe CONF, ON SAFETY• FUELS, AND 
CORE DESIGN IN LARGE FAST POWER REACTORS 119651 ARGONNE 40P, 
INSA 20-316741 
(EYWORDS 3 7 ll 15 W 
CAT!O"S M ANIONS 0 
??lR ZEBROSKI E,L, 1966-A 
2? 10 
SODIU>-COOLED REACTORS, FAST CERAMIC REACTOR DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAM 
GEAP-5158 (19661 P,5-1/17 INSA 21-81221 
KEYWORDS 3 7 11 26 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
ZERROSKI E ,LI 1966-B 
LYON We Le BAILY WeE, 
EFFECT OF STOICSIOSETRY ON THE PROPERTIES OF MlXED OXIDE 
FUEL 
ANL-7120 119661 P,374-88 I NSA 20-384891 ( NSA 20-316741 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 W 
CAT l ONS M ANIONS o 
u-Pu 
2?20 ZEBROSKI E,L, 1966-C 
SKAVDAHL R,E, 
EFFECT OF DENSITY AND RES TRUCTUR ! NG ON OX l OE THERMAL 
CONDUCT I VI TY 
GEAP-5292 (19661 P,5-17/19 INSA 21-341091 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
2221 ZEBROSKI E,L, 1967-A 
SKAVOAHL ReE, 
SODlUM-COOLED FAST. CERAMIC REACTOR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
GEAP-5433 Cl967l Pe5el6-22 fNSA 2l-24S331 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 26 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
ZEBROSKI E,Le 
- SEE NR 84 85 106 110 112 113 114 
- SEE NR 115 116 711 750 997 998 1000 
- SEE NR 1213 !969 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 
•• 170 ** 
2222 ZHUKOVSKI I V,M, 1962-A 
VLASOV V,G, LEAEOEV A,G, 
ELECTRIC PROPl:RT !ES OF URANIUM OXIDES FROM U308-U02 I IN 
RUSSIAN I 
FIZ, METAL, I METALLOVED, 14 119621 P,319-20 INSA 17-180251 
KEYWORDS 2 6 15 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
22 23 ZHUKOVSKI I V,M, 1962-B 
2224 
VLASOV V,G, LEBEDEV A,G, 
ELECTR l C CONDUCTIVITY OF URAN I UM-OX VGEN OF U03-U308 
COMPOSITION IIN RUSSIAN! 
FIZ, METAL, I METALLOVED 14 119621 P,475-8 INSA 17-IR0261 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
ZIMMERMAN D,L, 
- SEE NR 1392 
ZtMMl:RMANN H, 
- SEE NR 657 
ZlNN W,H, 1960-A 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF U02 FUEL ELEMENTS 
POWER REACTOR TECHNOL, 3 N0,2 (19601 P,44-9 (NSA 14-145931 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 15 16 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O 
2225 ZINN W,H, 1961-A 
THER~AL CONDUCT IV !TY OF U02 
POWER Rf ACTOR TECHNOLOGY 4 N0,2 f 1961) P,3F-41 fl\JSA 15-?0453> 
KEYWORDS I 3 6 7 8 11 3 0 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
2226 ZINN W,H, 1962-A 
DIEIRICH J,R, 
HEAT rnANSFER - CONDUCTION 
POWER REACTOR TECHNOLOGY 5 NO, 4 I 1962 I P, 2 ?-3 I NSA I 7-26 O l I 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
2227 ZINN W,H, 1963-A 
2 2 28 
DIETRICH .J,R, 
HEAT TRANSFER AND FLUID FLOW - CONDUCTION 
POWER REACTOR TECHNOLOGY 6 N0,2 119631 P,!7-8 (~SA 17-385591 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 11 l 7 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
ZINN W,H, 1963-B 
DIETRICH J,R, 
URANIUM OXIDE 
POWER REACTOR TECHNOLOGY 6 N0,3 119631 P,12-5 INSA 17-333611 
KEYWORDS 2 3 10 II 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
2229 ZINN WeHe 1964-A 
2230 
2, 31 
D t ETR I CH J • R • 
FUEL ELEMENTS - HIGH-PERFORMANCE U02 PROGRAM 
POWER REACTOR TECHNOLOGY 7 NOel (1963-4) Pe43-R 
KEYWORDS I 3 6 7 II 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
ZINN W,H, 196,-A 
DIETRICH J,Re 
FLUID AND THERMAL TECHNOLOGY - CONDUCT ION 
POWER REACTOR TECHNOLOGY 8 N0,2 119651 P,!18-21 CNSA 19-357961 
I NSA 19-35620 I 
KEYWORDS 1 3 7 8 11 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
2 IVANOV IC B, 
- SEE NR 50 
ZUROMSKY G, 1962-A 
CHERNOCK WePe 
THE OEV!cLOPMFNT AND TEST I NG OF H l GHL Y ENR ! CHED HOMOGENEOUS 
CERAMIC FUELS 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, SOC. 5 (1962) P,240 (NSA 16-246?5) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDIT1VES CE CA 
2237 ZUROMSKY G, 1962-B 
CHERNOCK WeP, 
IRRADIATION TESTING OF CERAMIC FUELS 
CEND-162 ( 19621 65P, ( NY0-29971 I NSA !6-;]511 l 
KEYWORDS 1 2 3 6 7 8 11 16 26 2 7 W 
CATIONS u ANIONS O ADD IT Iv,s ZR CA 
22 33 ZUROMSKY G, 1962-C 
CHERNOCK W,Pe 
IRRADIATION TESTING OF CERAMIC FUELS 
CEND-158 INY0-29981 119621 P,89-188 INSA 17-363391 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 9 11 16 26 27 W 
CATlONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES ZR CE CA 
22 34 ZUROMSKY G, 1963-A 
CHERNOCK W.P. 
IRRADIATION TESTING OF CERAMIC FUELS 
CEND-190 !19631 88P, CNSA 18-145321 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 7 11 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES ZR CA 
22 35 ZUROMSKY G, 1964-A 
KOZIOL J,J, CHERNOCK WeP, 
IRRADIATION TESTING OF CERAMIC FUELS 
CEND-2936-222 I 19641 P, l ! l-l/15 (NSA 19-250441 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 11 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES ZR CE 
2236 ZUROMSKY G, 1965-A 
THE DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF U02 FUEL SYSTEMS FOR WATER 
REACTOR APPL I CAT IONS 
CEN0-2863-236 CEURAEC-14131 119651 P,3-7 INSA 20-123771 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 23 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
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ZUROMSKY G1 - SEE NR 420 421 422 423 
** 172 ** 






ABRAHAM L, l 962•A 
THOR r UM-URAN I UM CARBIDE FUEL DEVELOPMENT I PHYS !CAL PROPERT r ES I 
TID•7650 BOOK II 119621 P,509•10 INSA 17•284681 (NSA 17•284471 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 27 
CATIONS V ANIONS 
ACCARY A, 1959-A 
CAILLAT R, 
~EVELOPMENT OF CERAMIC FUELS IN FRANCE 
NUCLEAR FUEL ELEMENTS, (ED,l HAUSNER H,H,, SCHU'-iAI~ J,F,, 
119591 P, 257•66 INSA 14•107871 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
l 960•A 
PLLIM P, 
UPMJ!LJM CARBIDE.• PRODUCTION AND PROPERTIES 
WCLEAR POSER 5 119601 P,122•3 (NSA 14•170281 
l([Y1NORDS 2 6 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
ACCARY A, 1961-A 
Dtl~AS R I 
CERAMIC FUF.LS l IN FRENCH) 
PULL, INFOR~, SCI, TECH, (PARIS) 49 (1961) P,2•18 (NSA 15-
21169 I 
KEYWOR% 2 6 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
ACCARY A, 1961-B 
URAN JU~ CARBIDES AND URANIUM-CARBON ALLOYS ( IN FRENCH) 
GEr-..:!f ATOMIQUE T0"'1t 4 VOL,l (1961) P,A6-XIV 111-8) INSA 16-
16036) 
KEYWORDS 6 20 27 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
ACCA-:,v A, 1965-A 
URAr\ILJM CARBIDES (IN FRENCH) 
GENIE ATo,•,qouE TO"'lE 4 VOL,l (1965) P,A3-I-l (347-89) 
K.:Yi<IORDS 2 6 7 15 20 27 30 W 
CATIONS IJ ANIONS C 
A((AOV ~. 1965-B 
URANil1'-' NITC<IDFS (IN FRfNCH) 
Gf,~Jf ATO...,IQUE TOMf 4 VOL,1 (1965) P,A3-I-2 (391-410) 
KfVWORDS 2 6 7 20 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
ACCARY A, 1965-C 
THORil'"-1 CARBIDES I IN FRENCH) 
Gfr,nE ATO~IOUE TOME 4 VOL,1 (1965) P,A3-IIJ (415-26) 
K.FV\•,>ORDS 2 7 11 20 27 30 W 
CATIONS T ANIONS C 
ACCARY A' l 967•A 
URM;ILJ',,! /\JI TRI ::>ES t URAN! UM•CARBON ALLOYS I IN FRENCH I 
\JCuv: AU TRAITF DE Cr-11 "1J E "1I NERALE, TOME xv, 4, FASC!CULE 
JRMJIU\.1 ( C0\.1PLEMENTS) ( 19&71 P,680-3/702-26 ( ED, l PASCAL P,o 
( F[').) '\AASSO"'l FT CIE 
l(fYltlORDS ? 6 11 2C n 3D W 
C.A T IONS u AN! ONS N 
ACCARY Ae • SEE NR 436 
ADACHI H, 1968-A 
IMOTO S, 
PREPARATION AND PROPERTIES OF THORIUM PHOSPH!DES 
TEC!-INOL, REP, OSAKA UNIV, 18 (1968) P,377-84 (NSA 23•22705) 
(EYWOR~S 2 6 20 
CATIONS T ANIONS F 
ADACHI H, l969•A 
I ~OTO S, 
•AGNET IC SUSCEPT I BI L! TY AND ELECTRICAL RES r ST r V !TY OF URAN r UM 
PHOSPHIDF.S AND UP-THP SOLID SOLUTIONS 
J, NUCL, SCI, TECHNOL, (TOKYO) 6 (1969) P,531-5 fNSA 23-49005) 
K.~VWQ'<'D5 2 6 11 20 
CATIONS U V ANIONS F 
ADAM J, • SEE NR 622 
ADAMS R,E, • SEE NR 590 591 






AND MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT, URAN!UM•THORIUM 
I 19631 P,43•4 CNSA 17•267501 
2 6 11 W 
CAT !ONS V ANIONS 
14 ADA'-15 R,M, 1964-A 
(iLASSNER A, 
PROPERTIES OF CTH,UI PHOSPHIDES 
ANL•6977 (19641 P,51•2 (NSA 19•147651 
KEYWORDS 2 7 26 
CATIONS V ANIONS F 
15 ADAMS R,M, 1966•A 
GLASSNER A, 
H!GH•TrnPERATURE MATERIALS STUDIES, URAN!UM•PLUTONIUM 
MONOSULF!DE SOLID SOLUTIONS 
ANL•7152 119661 P,55•6 (NSA 20•150321 (NSA 20•159941 
KEYWORDS 2 7 26 
CATIONS U P M ANIONS S 
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16 ADAMS R,M, 1967•A 
GLASSNER A, 
THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY OF CERAMIC MATERIALS 
ANL•7308 119671 P,57•8 CNSA 21•235891 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 W 
CATIONS P ANIONS C 
17 AFFORTIT C, l968•A 
SPECIFIC HEAT OF UC, U012+XI, AND UN I IN FRENCH I 
CEA•CONF•ll40 (19681 16P, CCONF•681116•ll INSA 23•182081 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS C N 
18 AFFORT!T C, l969•A 
SPECIFIC HEAT OF UN, UC AND U02 ( IN FRENCH I 
HIGH TEMP,• HIGH PRESSURES l 119691 P,27•33 (NSA 23•485501 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
19 AFFORT!T C, 1969•6 
SPECIFIC HEAT OF UN, UC, AND U02 
RFP•TRANS•67 11969) 12P, CNSA 24•44792 I 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS C N 
2D AFFORTIT C, l970•A 
21 
SPECIFIC HEAT OF UC, AND UN CIN FRENCHI 
J, NUCL, MATER, 34 (1970) P,105-7 INSA 24-'.325001 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS C N 
AFFORTI T C, l 970•8 
SPECIFIC HEAT OF UC, U012+XI AND UN I !N FRENCH I 
BMBW•FB K 70•01 119701 P,V/1 1•13 (NSA 23•182081 CNSA 24• 
34B37 I 
KEYWORDS 2 6 
CATIONS U 
7 11 21 
ANIONS C N 
22 AFFORTIT C, l972•A 
CONTR!BUT!ON TO THE STUDY OF THE SPECIFIC HEAT OF ACTINIDE 
COMPOUNDS I! N FRENCH I 
CEA•R•4266 119721 91P, ITHES!SI (NSA 26•314871 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 9 15 21 
CATIONS U M ANIONS C N S 
23 AKHACH!NSKII V,V, 1970•A 
FlASHL YKOV S, N, 
THER~ODYNA~l CS OF URAN I UM•CARBON, URAN! UM•N IT ROG EN AND 
PLUTONIUM AND PLUTONIUM•CARBON SYSTEMS ( IN RUSSIAN I 
ATOMNAYA ENERGIYA 29 119701 P,439•47 INSA 25•166041 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 21 30 
CATIONS U P ANIONS C N 




THERMODYNAMICS OF THE URAN!UM•CARBON, URAN!UM•N!TROGEN, AND 
PLUTONIUM•CARBON SYSTEMS 
J, SOVIET ATOMIC ENERGY 29 119701 P,1211•9 INSA 25•166041 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 21 30 
CATIONS U P ANIONS C N 
AK!MOTO U, • SEE NR 641 
AKIMOTO V, • SEE NR 339 721 
ALEKSEEV 0,Aa • SEE NR 613 614 




OGDEN J,S, CUNNINGHAM G,W, 
FOR COMPATIB!L!TY STUDIES OF METAL CLAD URANIUM 
CARB ! DES IN NUCLEAR ENERGY l 11964 I P, l 92•207 
L,E, ICONF•206•AI INSA 20•94321 INSA 20•93921 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
ALEXANDfR C, A, l 970•A 
OGDEN J,S, PARDUE W,M, 
THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF IUtPUIN 
I ED, I RUSSELL 
PR<JC, 4TH !NT, CONF, ON PLUTONIUM AND OTHER AC'!N!DES (SANTA 
FEI, NUCLEAR METALLURGY VOL, 17 PART I !19701 P,95•103 INSA 
25•114921 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 21 27 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS N 
27 ALLAUTT M, 1970•A 
DELL R,M, JUNKISON A,R, MARPLES J,A,C, 
STUDIES OF URANIUM MONOPHOSPH!DE AND ITS SOLID SOLUTIONS WITH 
URANIUM MONOSULPH!DE 
J, !NORG, NUCL, CHEM, 32 119701 P,2159•68 INSA 24•401851 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS F 
ALLBUTT M, • SEE NR 218 
AMICE B, • SEE NR 209 210 
ANDERSEN J,C, • SEE NR 256 668 701 702 70> 706 710 
• SEE NR 723 
28 ANDON R,J,L, l964•A 
COUNSELL J.F, MARTIN J,F, HEDGER H,J, 
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF URANIUM COMPOUNDS, PART !, LOW• 
TEMPERATURE HEAT CAPACITY AND ENTROPY OF THREE URANIUM 
CARBIDES 
TRANS, FARADAY SOC, 60 (19641 P,1030•7 (NSA 18•296641 
KEYWPRDS 2 5 11 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
•• 174 ** 




USf' OF PLUTONIUM AS FUEL IN NUCLEAR REACTORS ( IN FRENCH I 
AN-6201-01 ( 19621 P,18-9 !NSA 16-320841 " 
KEYWORDS 2 6 27 
CAT JONS U ANIONS C 
ANNO J,N, - SEE NR 797 
ANSfll"'J F, - SEE NR 187 
ARAKAWA E, T, 1970-A 
WILUAr<'S M,W, 
OPT I CAL PROPERTIES O> PARAMAGNETIC UN 
ORNL-4570 (19701 P,21 !NSA 25-260ll (NSA 25-27291 
KfYWORDS 2 6 13 22 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
A~AKAWA E.T, 1971-A 
WILLIAMS ~.W, 
OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF URANIUM MONONITRIDE FROM OTO 74 EV 
J, NUCL, MATER, 41 ( l97ll P,91-5 (NSA 25-56345) 
KFYWORrJS ? 6 11 ?2 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
,? ARGONNE NAT, LAR, 1965-A 
3, 
A STUDY OF SO~·E ACTINIDES AND CHALCOGENIDES (ANIONS OF GROUPS 
V AND VI) 
ARGQ/'.jNE NATL, LAB, qEV, 2 NO,l tl965l P,14-5 INSA 19-13288) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 20 26 
CATIONS U P T ANIONS F S 
ARCiONNE r-..:AT, LA~, 1966-A 
P'1YS I CAL PROPE~T I ES OF REFRAcroq_y COMPOUNDS OF URAN I UM. 
PLUTCNIU~t AND THQ::;:IUM 
T!D-11295 (PT.ll (5T~ ED,) 11966) P,!JI,3-1Ih4 (NSA 22-190781 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 27 
CATIONS UP ANIONS F 
34 ARGONMF NAT, LAR, 1966-R 
HI Gl-'-TEMPERATURE PHASES AN'.) BEHAV IOR 
ANL-7?79 (196S) P,51-i; (NSA 21-13946) 
KEYWORDS 1 6 20 
CATIONS U P T ANtO•is N S 
ARGO~Nf NAT, LA8, 1967-A 
DEVELQP"-1F:NT OF THER"'1AL DIFFlJStVITY RIG FOR CERA"-1IC MATERIALS 
ANL-7349 (1967) P,99-100 (IIJSA 21-40694) (NSA 21-40;34) 
KfYl'!ORDS 7 9 ~1 
CAT!O"lS P ANIONS F S 
- SfE NR 115 116 
ARONSON S, 196 7-A 
CISNE"Y f, G1NfR1CH K,A, 
THFRVAL f:XPANSION OF SOME CUBIC REFRACTORY COMPOUNDS OF 
THOR I UM 
J, A'-1ER, CERAM, sac. 50 (1967) P,248-52 INSA 21-28770) 
37 
KFYWORDS 2 6 7 11 20 26 27 
CATIONS T ANIONS C F 
ARONSON S, 
A~RJGHI J, 
- SEE NR 









EUR-311jt:J,E (1966) 116P, (NSA 21-17535) 
KEYWORDS l 1 6 7 8 I l W 
CAT IONS U ANIONS C 
ARTAMONOV V,V, - SEE NR 613 614 
'3P ARIHUR G, 1961-A 
CERAMICS - THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
49 50 51 
NUCL, ENG, 6 (1961) P.138-42 (NSA 15-16114) 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 7 11 26 30 W 
CATIONS U P ANIONS C N 
'39 ARTHtlR G, 1961-B 
CERAMICS - PROPERTIES 
NUCL, ENG, 6 (1961) P,253-7 (NSA 15-211791 
KEY\>.IORDS 2 6 7 16 27 30 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
40 AR:TIGAS R, 1970•A 
GRONA ECK. H, D, CYBULSKI S P, 
UN-PU~ TREAT A~ALYS1S 
BMI-IS7B 11970) P,A-30/A-33 (NSA 24-21409) 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 7 18 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS N 
41 ARTIGAS R, 1970-B 
GR:ONBECK H,D, CYBULSKI S P, 
UN-PUN TRFAT ANALYSIS 
52 
AMI-1A86 11970) P,A-72/A-85 (NSA 25-6887) (NSA 25-68A8l 
KEYWORDS l 3 18 
CATIONS M ANIONS N 
42 ASKEY D,F, 1967-A 
PARDUE W,M, 
FUEL AND FERTILE MATERIALS - PLUTONIUM COMPOUNDS 
REACTOR ~ATERIALS 10 (1967) P,141 CNSA 22-7341 
KEYWORDS 2 6 I 1 30 W 
CATIONS P ANIONS C 
43 .ASKEY D,F, 1967-B 
FUEL AND FERTILE MATERIALS - PLUTONIUM COMPOUNDS 
53 
REACTOR MATERIALS 10 (1967-68) P,207 (NSA 22-129551 (NSA 22-
129541 
KEYWORDS 2 11 30 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS N 
-104-
** 175 ** 
44 ASKEY D1F1 1968-A 
FUEL AND FERTILE MATERIALS - PLUTONIUM COMPOUNDS 
REACTOR MATERIALS 11 (1968) P,6 INSA 22-21650) (NSA 22-21649) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 30 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 









PLUTONI US COMPOUNDS 
REACTOR SATERIALS 11 (1968) P,149-50 (NSA 22-48790) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 13 30 W 
CATIONS U P ANIONS C 
ATOMICS !NT, 1960-A 
ANNUAL TECHNICAL PROGRESS REPORT, AEC UNCLASSIFIED PROGRAMS, 
FISCAL YEAR 1960 
NAA-SR-5350 11960) P,(I-D-16/191 !NSA 15-3674) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 15 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
AUGUST C, - SEE NR 621 
AUSKERN A,B, 1965-A 
ARONSON S, SADOFSKY J, SALZANO F, 
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF REFRACTORY METAL CO.POUNDS 
BNL-954 11965) P.160-1 !S-68) INSA 20-254741 INSA 20-265861 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 11 15 20 
CATIONS T ANIONS C 
AUSKERN A,B, 1966-A 
ARONSON 5, SADOFSKY J, SALZANO F,J, 
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF THORlUi.-1 CARBIDES 
J, PHYS, CHEM, SOLIDS 27 (1966) P,613-5 (NSA 20-1706PJ 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 11 15 20 
CATIONS T ANIONS C 
AUSKERN A,A, 1967-A 
ARONSON S, 
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF THORIU~· NITRIDES 
J, PHYS, CHEr.l, SOLIDS 28 (1967) P,1069-71 P..JSA 22-4879) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 20 
CATIONS T ANIONS N 
AUSKERN A,B, 1967-R 
ARONSON S, 
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF NONSTO!CHJOMETRtC T!'-iORitJ'-1 CARRIDES 
J, APPL, PHYS, 38 (1967) P,3508-14 <NSA 21-41652) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 15 20 
CATIONS T ANIONS C 
AUSKERN A,B, 1968-A 
ARONSON S, 
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF THORIUM CARBIDE - URANIUM CARPIDE 
SOL! D SOLUTIONS 
AMER, CERAM, SOC, BULL, 47 (19681 P,417 (ABSTRACT) lNSA 23-
16534 l 
KEYWORDS 6 11 20 
CATIONS V ANIONS 
AUSKERN A,8, 1968-B 
ARONSON S, 
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF THORIUM 
.J, CHEM, PHYS, 49 (1968) P,172-6 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 20 
CATIONS T ANIONS F 
AUSKERN A,B, 1969-A 
ARONSON S, 
SOR IDES 
<BNL-12145) (NSA 22-4268~) 
ADDITIVES 
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF ITH,UlC THORIUM CARBIDE - URANIUM 
CARS I DE SOLID SOLUTIONS 
J, NUCL, MATER, 29 (1969) P,345-8 (NSA 23-16534) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 11 20 
CATIONS V ANIONS 
54 AUSKERN A,B, 1970-A 
ARONSON S, 
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF THORIUM CARBONlTRIDES 
J, APPL, PHYS, 41 (1970) P,227-32 (BNL-12591) INSA 24-106391 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 15 20 
CATIONS T ANIONS E 
AUSTtN A,E, - SEE NR 257 
BAGROV.A V, t, - SEE NR 613 614 
BAKER C,W, - SEE NR 608 
BANKS T ,E, - SEE NR 475 789 790 794 
BARBER C,M, - SEE NR 777 
BARNES R,D, - SEE NR 258 259 
BARNES S,G, - SEE NR 270 
55 BARRETT P,R, 197 2-A 
THE EFFECT OF RANDOM OISPOSI TION OF MATERIAL UPON THE 
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION IN A FUEL ELEMENT 
NUCL, ENG, DES, 21 C 1972 I P, 72-84 C NSA 26-40232 l 
KEYWORDS l 3 14 16 29 W 
CATIONS u ANIONS C 
BARTHELEMY P, - SEE NR 113 114 
BASHLY°KOV S,N, - SEE NR 23 24 477 478 479 480 
** 176 ** 
56 RASK IN Y, 1964•A 
SHALEK P,D, 
PROPERTIES OF URAN I UM MONOPHOSPH I DE, URAN I UM MONOSULF I DE AND 
UP-us SOLi D SOLUTIONS 
NUCLEAR METALLURGY VOL, X • !MD SPECIAL REPORT N0, 13 (1964) 
P,457•61 INSA 19•74571 
KEYWORDS 2 6 2 7 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS F S 
57 BASKIN Y. l965-A 
MELTING POINT OF URANIUM MONOPHOSPH!DE 
ANL•7155 119651 P,108•9 INSA 21•111901 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 12 26 
CAT IONS U ANIONS F 
5A RASKIN Y, 1965•B 
THERMAL EXPANSION OF URANIUM PHOSPHIDE 
ANL•7!55 119651 P,109•10 INSA 21•111901 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS F 
59 eAsK IN Y, 1965-C 
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF URANIUM PHOSPHIDE 
ANL-7155 119651 P,110 INSA 11•111901 
KEY\>/ORDS 2 7 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS F 
60 PASKIN Y, 1965-D 
DUStK J, T, 
URANIUM PHOSPHIDE 
ANL-7000 119651 P,87 INSA 19•445861 INSA 19•439851 
KEYWORDS 2 7 26 
CATIONS U ANIONS F 
61 PASKII\./ Y, 1966-A 
MELTING POINT DETERMINATION OF URANIUM MONOPHOSPHIDE 
NU(L, SCI, E'l\!G, 24 ( 19661 P,332-5 (NSA 20-20867) 
KEYWORDS 2 7 26 
CATIONS U ANIONS F 
6? PASK!N Y, 1966-A 
6S 
64 
PROPERTIES OF URANIUM MONOP~OSPHIDE 
J, A"'1ER, CERA~. sac. 49 (1966) P,541-6 (NSA 21-687:>) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 17 20 26 17 
CATIONS U ANIONS F 
RASK IN y. 
PHASE STUDIES IN 






THE PSEUDOA !NARY SYSTEM UN-UP 
P.124-6 (NSA 22-43631) (NSA 22-43519) 
7 15 26 
ANIONS N F 
196 9•A 
MfLT!NG POII\IT STUDIES OF THE SYSTEM UP-us 
J, AMF.R, CERA-~, SOC, 52 (1969) P,341-2 (NSA 23-362:>4) 
KE'YWORDS 2 6 26 
CATIONS U ANIONS F S 
PATES J,L, 1967-A 
THf'RMAL DI<FUSIVITY OF URANIUM OXYCARBIDES 
ANWL-473 fl967) P,4,2-4 lNSA 22-13060) (NSA 22-12962) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 13 15 't/ 
CATIONS U ANIONS A 
66 PATES J,L, 1967-8 
67 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIUM OXYCAR8!DES 
RNWL-SA-14Q4 11967) 25P. (NSA 22-4866) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 15 20 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
0 ATE.S J.L. 196 8-A 
THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY AND CONDUCTIVITY OF URAN !UM OX YCARB I DES 
:3NWL-65B I 1968 I P,4,3-9 I NSA 14-14866 I 
KEY\1.iQRDS 1 7 13 15 \•,I 
CATIONS ANIONS A 
6A 0 ATfS J,L, 1968-B 
69 
THfR>AL CONDUCTIVITY OF URAN!US OXYCARBIDES 
PROC, 7TH CONF, ON THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 119671 GAITHERSBURG, 
NBS-SPE(, PU13L, 302 (1968) P.477-89 (NSA 23-6737) tNSA 23-
6612) 
KEY\!lORDS 6 11 15 20 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS A 
RATES J,L, 1968-C 
THF ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY 
RNWL-668 tl9681 P,5,7-5,9 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS A 
OF URANIUM OXYCAR8IDE 
71'1 AATFS J,L. 1968-D 
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF URANIUM MONONITRIDE 
BNWL-919 119681 P,5,9-5,11 INSA 13-113511 INSA 23-112351 
KEYWORDS 1 6 7 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
71 RATES J,L, 1969-A 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AND ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF URANIUM 
OXYCARA I DE 
BNWL•989 11969 I 45P, I NSA 23-27162 I 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 15 20 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS A 
• SEE NR 316 533 
72 BATTELLE NORTHWEST 1966•A 
SELF-RADIATION DA,AGE OF PLUTONIUM COMPOUNDS 
T1D•l1195 IPT,11 15TH ED,J 119661 P,VI,1-V!,2 INSA 22-190781 
KEYWORDS 1 17 17 
CATIONS P ANIONS C 
-105-
** 177 ** 
73 BAUER A,A, l962•A 
EPS!LON•PHASE URANIUM ALLOYS, PROPERTIES OF REFRACTORY FUELS 
OTHER THAN URANIUM OXIDES 
REACTOR MATER, 5 NO,! 119621 P,5/17•8 INSA 16•136371 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 21 27 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS I 
74 BAUER A,A, l963•A 
FARKAS M,S, STORHOK V,W, 
THE EFFECT OF NUCLEAR RADIATION ON METALLIC FUEL MATERIALS 
REIC•29 119631 P,90•1 INSA 17•41500) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
75 BAUER A,A, 1963•8 
EPSILON-PHASE URANIUM ALLOYS 
REACTOR MATER, 6 NOol 119631 P,23•4 INSA 17•174411 INSA 17• 
174441 
KEYWORDS 6 20 21 30 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
76 BAUER A,A, 1970•.A. 
STORHOK V,W, 
IRRADIATION STUDIES OF IU,PUJN 
PROC, 4TH !NT, CONF, ON PLUTONIUM AND OTHER ACTINIDES (SANTA 
FEJ NUCLEAR METALLURGY VOL, 17 PART II 119701 P,531•44 INSA 
25•115351 
KEYWORDS 1 11 
CATIONS M ANIONS N 
77 BAUER A,A, 1971-A 
BROWN J,R, FROMM E,O, STORHO.I(, V,W, 
MIXED-NITRIDE FUEL IRRADIATION PERFORMANCE 
PROC, OF THE CONF, ON FAST REACTOR FUEL ELE•ENT TECHNOLOGY 
119711 NEW ORLEANS P,785•817 IED,1 FARMAKES R, ICONF-7104141 
I NSA 26•605441 I NSA 26•60573 J 
KEYWORDS 1 3 8 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 
7A SAUER A,A, 1972-A 
79 
80 
NITRIDE FUELS, PROPERTIES AND POTENTIALS 
REACTOR TECHNOL, 15 119721 P,87-104 INSA 26-459601 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 27 30 W 
CATIONS U M ANIONS N 
BAUER A I A, 
BAZAN C, 
AECKER M, 
FUEL ELEMENTS FOR 
ATOMKERNENERGIE 4 






NATURE 178 119561 
KEYWORDS 2 6 27 
CATIONS U 
• SEE NR 126 127 119 119 110 5AO 
- SEE NR 314 
1959-A 
GAS COOLED REACTORS I IN GERMANI 




COEFFICIENTS FOR URANIUM BOR!DE AND BETA-
P,1341 
ANIONS F S 
81 BE!SSWENGER H, 1967-A 
82 
THE DESIGN AND EXECUTION OF FUEL ELf"ENT IRRADIATION 
EXPERIMENTS I !N GERMANI 
KFK-700 IEUR-3713,DI 119671 P,Xl/1-28 INSA 22•327771 INSA 12-
317711 
KEYWORDS I 7 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
EE I SSWENGER He 1967•8 
THE DESIGN AND EXECUTION OF FUEL ELEMENT IRRADIATION TESTS 
EURFNR•472 11967 I P,XI-I/34 I NSA 21-532731 (NSA ?2--32777) 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 7 11 w 
CATIONS u ANIONS C 
83 PENZ R, 1966-A 
84 
ROWi'-iAN 1-1,G. 
~OME PHASE EQUILIBRIA IN THE URANIUM-NITROGEN SYSTEM 
J, At-'ER, CHE~. sac. 88 (1966) P,264-8 (NSA 20-l3?8b) 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 26 
CAT IONS U ANIONS N 
BENZ R, l969•A 
MELT ING PO I NT MAX I <A OF THC•THN AND OF UC•UN SOL! D 
J, NUCL, MATER, 31 fl969) Pe93-8 (NSA 23-22676) 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 26 
CATIONS U T ANIONS 
SOLUTIONS 
85 BENZ R, 1971-A 
TROXEL J,E. 
TH-C•N PHASE DIAGRAM 
HIGH TEMP, SCI, 3 119711 P,422•32 INSA 26•50271 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 26 
CATIONS T ANIONS E 
86 8ERTHIER J, l97D•A 
DEV!LLARD J, MORLOT G, 
STUDY OF THE SHAPING AND IRRADIATION OF MONOCAR8!DE l!N 
FRENCH) 
EUR.-4006,F IPT,11 (PT,2) 119701 50+68P, (NSA 24-14962) (NSA 
24•149631 
KEYWORDS 3 6 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
87 BERTHIER J, 1970•8 
DEV!LLARO J, MORLOT G, 
STVDY OF THE SHAPING AND IRRADIATION OF URANIUM MONOCARBIDE 
EUR.AEC•2083 PT,l AND PT,2 (1970) 60P, + 52P, (NSA 24-14962 l 
I 24•14963 I 
KEYWORDS 3 6 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
88 
89 
** 178 ** 
AEST R,E, - SEE NR 466 
BETTEl'HON J,O, JR, - SEE NR 643 644 
B!ANCHER!A A, 1967-A 
THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF MULTIPHASE CERAMIC NUCLEAR FUELS 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, SOC, 10 119671 P,100-1 INSA 21-38584) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 14 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS C 
BIEDERMANN D, 1968-A 
CALCULATION OF THE INTERMITTENT MICROSCOPIC TEMPERATURE 
DISTRIBUTION IN MATRIX FUEL ELEMENTS BY MEANS OF AN IMPLIED 
DIFFERENCE METHOD I IN GERMANI 
JUL-526-RE 119681 !OlP, INSA 23-31391 
KEYWORDS l 3 12 16 29 W 
CATIONS U K ANIONS C ADDITIVES BE 
PIEGANSKI Z, - SEE NR 687 688 
BISHOP A,A, - SEE NR 544 545 
9C1 PJORKLUND C,W, 1967-A 
91 
DOUGLASS R,1.1, LEARY J,A, 
SELF-IRRADIATION DAMAGE IN PLUTONIUM CERAMICS !ABSTRACT) 
BULL, A~ER, CERA'-1, sec. 46 (1967) P,901 
KEYWORDS 2 6 17 27 
CATIONS P ANIONS C N 
AJORKLUND C,W, l 96 7-R 
DOUGLASS R ,'-1, NANCE R,L, 
SELF- I RRAD I AT I ON DAMAGE IN PLUTONIUM COMPOUNDS 
LA-3 ~? 0-MS 11967 l P, 17 I NSA 22-6138) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 17 27 
CAT IONS p AN I ONS C 









DOUGLASS R,1.1, GREEN J,L, 
X-RAY POWDER DIFFRACTION - SELF-IRRADIATION DAMAGE 
LA-3993-MS (1068) P,39-42 (NSA 22-50841) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 17 27 
CATIONS P ANIONS C N 
~LANK H, 1962-A 
AROSSMANN G, !(EMMERICH 1-1, WE!TZENM!LLER F, 
BINA~Y AND MULTICOMPONENT SYSTEMS 
SEARCHt PHASE DIAGRAMS, AND DATA, 
WITH PLUTONIUM, LITERATURE 
PART 1, PU-AG TO PU-SN I IN 
GFRMAN) 
KFK-105 (1962) 
KEYWORDS ?. 6 
CATIONS P 
P,53-67 INSA 16-321151 
7 20 26 30 
ANIONS C 
Q.LAN'<. f./, 1968-A 
THE u-c-N TfRNARY SYSTEM - SOME CO~MENTS ON THE BEHAVIOUR OF 
uc-uN SOLID SOLUTIONS 
INTERNAL REPORT N0,54 JNRC - KARLSRUHE ESTAB, (19681 51P, 
KEYWORDS 2 7 21 26 30 
CATIONS U ANIONS C N 
~LANK H, 1968-B 
A RRJEF SURVEY ON PHASE DIAGRAMS OF CARBIDES, OXYCARBIOES AND 
CARAONITRJDES 
!NTfRNAL REPORT N0,59 JNRC - KARLSRUHE ESTAB, (1968) 32P, 
KEYWORDS 2 7 15 26 30 
CATIONS U P M ANIONS C 
ALANK H, 1969-A 
CAR!:<ONITRIOES - A REVIEW OF THE-" PRESENT KNOWLEDGE JN 
THERMOCHEM! CAL PROPERTIES, PANEL DISCUSS ION ON URANIUM AND 
PLUTON I U""I CAR'3 t DES 
INTERNAL REPORT N0,92 JNRC - KARLSRUHE ES TAB, ( 1969) 62P, 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 21 30 
CATIONS U ANIONS C N 
PLAN'<. ~. 1972-A 
PROPtRTIES OF FISSION SPIKES IN U02 AND UC DUE TO ELECTRONIC 
STOPPING POWER 
PHYS, STATUS SOLIDI (A) 10 (1972) P,465-78 (NSA 26•35241) 
KEYWORDS I 3 20 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
BLANKENSHIP W1P1 1961-A 
PREPARAT !ON AND PREL l Ml NARY THERMOELECTRIC EVALUA T!ON OF THE 
URANIUM CHALCOGENIDES 
WCAP-1866 (19611 P,32-9 (NSA 17-14856) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 
CAT IONS U ANIONS S 
P:LANKENSHIP W,P, - SEE NR 386 387 
RLEIRERG M,L, 1957-A 
FICHENBERG J,D, FILLNOW R,H, JONES L,J, 
DEVELOPMENT AND PROPERTIES OF URANIUM-BASE ALLOYS CORROSION 
RESISTANT IN HIGH TEMPERATURE WATER, PART IV, RADIATION 
ST AR I LI TY OF URAN I UM-BASE ALLOYS 
WAP'.)-127 (PT, IV) (1957) P,30-l/112 (NSA 12-2572) 
KEYWORDS 4 6 2 0 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
e.LEIBERG M,L, 1958-A 
JONES L,J. 
THE EFFECTS OF PILE-IRRADIATION ON U3SI 
TRANS, "'4ET, sac. AIME 212 (1958) ?.758-64 <NSA 13-42221 
KEYWORDS 4 5 6 14 17 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS I 
BLICKENSDERFER R, - SEE NR 316 
BLOCH J • - SEE NR 488 489 
-106-
** 179 ** 
101 BLOOMFIELD M, 1961-A 
I 02 
I 03 
URANIUM CARBIDE, A BIBLIOGRAPHY 
NAA-SR-MEM0-6512 I! 961l 29P, I NSA 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 11 l3 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
BLUM P, - SEE NR 4 
BMI COLUMBUS LAB, 1966-A 
15-28037) 
URANIUM-PLUTONIUM MONONITRIDE FUEL MATERIALS 
BN 
TID-11295 IPT,ll 15TH ED,l 11966) P,V,7 INSA 22-190761 
KEYWORDS 2 6 27 W 
CATIONS U P M ANIONS 
1962-A 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF URANIUM AND PLUTONIUM CARBIDES I IN 
FRENCH l 
BN-6204-08 119621 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 
CATIONS U 
P,16 INSA 17-111081 
27 
ANIONS C 
!04 BOCKER S, 1969-A 
i:,ouCt-iER R. 
A FEW PROPERTIES OF URANIUM MONO-CARBIDE WITH SMALL ADDITIONS 
OF ZIRCONIUM l!N FRENCH> 
J, NUCL, MATER, 33 (19691 P,30-9 lNSA 23-510961 
KEYWORDS 16 21 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS C ADDITIVES ZR 
I 05 BOCKER S, 1970-A 
ROUCHER R, LORENZELLI R, MILET C, 
THE u-Pu-c-M CARBIDES 
PROC, 4 TH I NT• CONF, ON PLUTO~ I UM AND OTHER ACT I '"'I !DES (SANT A 
FE), NUCLEAR ~ETALLURGY VOL, 17 PART I (1970) P,113-9 (~$A 25-
721) 
KEYWORDS 2 11 16 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS C ADDITIVES ZR so TI 








eGUCHER R, LORENZELL1 R, MILET C, 
STUDY OF u-Pu-C-M CARSIDES I IN FRENCH) 
CEA-CONF-1632 119701 9P, INSA 25-7211 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 16 W 
CATIONS U P ANIONS C ADDITIVES ZR so TI 
BOCKER S, 1970-C 
STUDY OF THE MIXED URANIUM-PLUTONIUM MONOCARAIDES CONTAio.,,;I"JG 
S~ALL AMOUNTS OF Z!RCONIW I IN FRENCH) 
CEA-R-3765 <21 (THESIS, UNIV, OF ORSAYt FRMKE) (197~) 114P, 
( NSA ?4-36Q63) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 16 26 27 
CATIONS M ANIONS C ADDITIVES Z~ 
BOCKER S, 1971-A 
ROUCHER R, 
A FEW PROPERTIES OF URANIUM ~ONO-CARBIDE WITH SMALL ADDITIONS 
OF Z tRCONIUM 
LA-TR-71-65 l 1971 l P,8-10 I NSA 25-49532 l 
KEYWORDS 2 15 16 21 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS ADDITIVES ZR 
BOESSER B,C, 1961-A 
ENDEBROCK R,W, FOSTER E,L, DICKERSON R,F, 
MECHANICAL AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF URANIUM SONOCARB!DE 
BMI-1518 (DEL,) (19611 P,F-2/3 t~SA 15-26470) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
POESSER B,C, 1961-B 
ENDEBROCK R,W, FOSTER E,L, DICKERSON R,F, 
MECHANICAL AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF URANIUM MONOCAR9IDE 
BMI-1524 IDEL,l 11961) P,F-2/3 INSA 15-329211 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
BOETTCHER A, 1958-A 
SCHNEIDER G, 
SOME PROPERTIES OF URAN I UM MONOCARB I DE 
PROC, 2ND INT, CONF, ON PEACEFUL USES OF ATO~IC ENERGY 6 
11958) GENEVA P,561-3 (A/CONF,15/P/9641 (NSA 13-6786) (NSA 
179P I 
KEYWORDS 6 11 20 W 







FUEL INTO GAS-COOLED HIGH-TEMPERATURE FUEL 
FUEL ELEMENT FABRICATION WITH SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON CLADDING 
MATERIALS !VIENNA) VOL,1 1196ll P,373-7 INSA 15-240361 
KEYWORDS 2 6 2 7 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
BONNEROT Je - SEE NR 486 
BOUCHER R, 1967-A 
BARTHELEMY P, 
STUDIES OF u-Pu-C-MO COMPOUNDS I IN FRENCH) 
CEA-R 3229 11967) 34P, INSA 21-369281 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 20 21 27 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS C ADDITIVES MO 
14-
114 BOUCHER R, 196 7-B 
BARTHELEMY P, MtLET C, 
A STUDY OF PLUTONIUM-BASED ALLOYS CARRIED OUT AT FONTENAY-AUX-
ROSES 
PROC, 3RD !NT, CONF, ON PLUTONIUM I LONDON), PLUTONIUM 1965 
'19671 F>e485-509 ( CONF-6Sll02 I I EDS•) KAY A,E., WALO~ON M, B,, 
INSA 21-32876) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 20 27 






** 180 ** 
AOUCHER Ro • SEE NR 104 105 106 108 
BOURDEAU R,A, • SEE NR 237 




WITTEMAN W,G, WALLACE T,~, 
OF URANIUM DICARBIDE AND URANIUM 
J, NUCL, MATER, 
KEYWORDS 2 6 
19 119661 P,111•12 (LA•DC-75431 INSA 20•150931 
7 15 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
F30WMAN A,L, 1970-A 
ARNOLD G,P, KRIKORIAN N,H, 
ANISOTROPIC THERMAL EXPANSION OF REFRACTORY CARBIDES BY HIGH• 
TEMPERATURE NEUTRON DIFFRACTION 
J, APPL, Pi-tYS, 41 (1970) P,5080•1 INS.A. 25-115091 tNSA 25-
1150A I 
KEYWORDS 2 16 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS ADDITIVES MO ME 
ROWMAN A,L, 1972-A 
KRlKORJAN N,H, NERESON "'l,G, 
VARIATION OF LATTICE PARASETER OF UC•ZRC SOLID SOLUTIONS WITH 
TEMPERATURE AND COMPOSITION 
'3RD THER~AL EXPANSION SYMPOSIUM (CORNING, N,Y,), THERMAL 
EXPANSION 1971 119721 P,119•30 ICONF•7110331 IEDS,1 GRAHAM 
M,G,, HAGY H,E,t <NSA 26-31403) (NSA 26-31402) 
KEV,IQRDS 2 6 7 16 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS C ADDITIVES ZR 
BOWMAN M,G, • SEE NR B3 
ARADRURY R, T, 196i'-A 
FROST B,R,T. FINDLAY J,R, 
THE IRRADIATION BEHAVIOUR OF PLUTONIUM• URANIUS MONOCARBIDE 
PROC, 3RD INT, CONF, OJ\I PLUTONIUM (LONDON), PLUTONIUM 1965 
(19C7l P,949-78 (EDS,l KAY A,E,t WALDRON M,B,t (NSA 21-'330101 
(NSA ?l-328201 
KfYl"/ORDS 1 6 9 13 24 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS C 
P.~ADRURY R,T. l96i'•B 
FROST F,,R,T, 
RADIATION. EFFECTS IM CERAMIC FUELS 
STUDIES IN RADIATION EFFECTS ON SOLIDS VOL,II (ED,I DIENES 
G,J, (1967) P, (191-204 !NSA 22-15263) 
KEYWORDS 4 6 1 i' 20 27 30 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
PRADPURY B, T, • SEE NR 261 634 
AREWER L, 1959-A 
MfLTING PO!NT OF TH-u-c FUEL ELEMENTS 
AECU-4535 ( 1959 l 5P, ( NSA 14-5575 l 
KEYWORDS 3 7 11 16 26 
CATIONS V ANIONS C 
C.REWFR L, - SEE NR 236 
-107-
RR!XNER L,H. 1963-A 
X-RAY STUDY AN::J THERMOELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF THE USI(XlGE(3-X) 
SYSTEM 
J, INORG, NUCL, CHEl.;1, 2S (1963) P.783•7 fNSA 17-29352) 
KEYWOR:'.)S ? 6 16 20 27 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS ADDITIVES ME 
PROCK G,T, • SEE NR 636 637 
?-ROCK.WAY M,C, 1962-A 
TP IPLER A,~. 
DISPERSIONS OF UNCOATED FUEL IN GRAPHITE 
PMI-159,q (19621 P.130-55 (ED.l ENDEBROCK R.W, INSA 17-5575) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 12 20 27 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
P.ROMLEY L,A, • SEE NR 236 
BROOKHAVEN NAT I LAB. 1966-A 
THfRMODYNAMIC AND ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF REFRACTORY METAL 
COMPOUNDS TI0-11295 !PT,ll (5TH ED,) (1966) P,VI1•4-VII•5 (NSA 22-19078) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 
CAT I ONS AN I ONS 
P.ROSSMANN G. • SEE NR 93 
BROWN D,J. 1962-A 
STOBO J.J, 
PREPARATION AND PROPERTIES OF URANIUM MONOCARBIDE 
PROC, 4 TH PLAN SEE SEMINAR ( 19611 REUTTE /TYROL, POWDER 
METALLURGY IN THE NUCLEAR AGE (19621 P,279•93 (E0,1 BENESOVSKY 
F, (NSA li'-lB44l 
KEYWORDS 2 6 13 15 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
BROWN J,B, • SEE NR 77 
BUGL J, 1963•A 
URANIUM NITRIDE 
TID•7666 (EURAEC•4936/62El 119631 55P, INSA 17•27734) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 13 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
BUGL J, 1963•B 
BAUER A,A, 
PHASE RELATIONSHIPS IN THE URANIUM-NITROGEN SYSTEM 
CONF•4S•3 (19631 21P, INSA 18•22478) 
KEYWOROS 2 6 26 








** 181 ** 
BUGL Jo l 964•A 
BAUER A,A, 
PHASE, THERMODYNAMIC, OXIDATION, AND CORROSION STUDIES OF THE 
SYSTEM URANIUM•NITROGEN 
BM!•l692 (EURAEC-12101 119641 P,8•9 (NSA 19•8851 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 15 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
BUGL Jo l964•B 
KELLER D,L, 
URANIUM MONON!TRIDE • A NEW REACTOR FUEL 
NUCLEONICS 22 N0,9 119641 P,66•70 (NSA 18•399501 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 11 21 26 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
BUGL J, 1964•( 
BAUER A,A, 
PHASE RELATIONS IN THE SYSTEM URANIUM•N!TROGEN 
J, AMER, CERAM, SOC, 47 (1964) P,425-9 (NSA lB-224781 
KEYWORDS 2 6 26 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
BURKETT M,N, 1968•A 
HARt-15 W,0, 




~ET, sec, CONF, 42 (1966) DELAVAN, HIGH TE'"1PERATURE NUCLEAR 
FUELS tl968l P,45-64 IEO,) HOLDEN A,N, tNSA 23-8294) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 12 W 
CATIONS K V ANIONS C 
BURNHAM J,B, 
SKAVOAHL R,E, 
PLUTONIUM BEAR I NG 
HW•SA•3131 119621 





3DP, ICONF-206•6) INSA 18-224841 
17 
AN I ONS 
eURNHAM J,B, 1963-A 
SKAVOAHL R,E, 
PLUTONIUM CARBIDES 
HW-76300 (1963) P,2,'3-2,4 lNSA li'-238661 
KEYWORDS 2 6 17 27 
CATIONS P ANIONS C 
PURNHA""1 J,9, 
SKAVDAHL R,E, 
PLUTON I US BEAR I NG 
HW•SA•3131 ( 19631 





30P, (NSA 18-22484) 
17 
ANIONS C 
134 SURNHA~ J,B, 1964-A 
SKAVDAHL R,E, CHIKALLA T,D, 
PLUTONIUM BEAR I NG REFRACTORY CARBIDE 
CARBIDES IN NUCLEAR ENERGY l (19641 P,51-68 tED,) RUSSELL L.E, 
(CONF•206•3AI INSA l8•224B4I INSA 20-93921 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 17 
CATIONS P ANIONS C 
PURNHAM J,B. - SEE NR 670 
135 BUSH S,H, 1970-A 
MATERIALS FOR NUCLEAR REACTORS 
BNWL•SA•3426 I 1970 I P,20•7 I CONF•700934·1 I 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C N S 
BUXTON K, • SEE NR 160 
BUYCO E,H, • SEE NR 733 
CAILLAT R, • SEE NR 
INSA 25•8R28 I 
136 CAMAGNI P, l963•A 
CtNGOLANI A, MANARA A, 
MEASUREMENTS OF THE CONDUCTIVITY AND POLARIZABILI TY OF U AND 
UC AT OPTICAL FREQUENCIES 
EtJR•463,E (19631 18P, INSA 18•2219) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 1'3 20 22 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
137 CAMAGNI P. 1966-A 
MANARA A, MERLINI A. 
RESEARCH ACTIVITIES OF THE SOLID STATE PHYSICS LABORATORY OF 
THE JOINT RESEARCH CENTER EURATOM•ISPRA, • PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
OF NUCLEAR MATERIALS 
NEUE TECHNIK 8 (BI 119661 P,350•9 INSA 21•24859) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 10 22 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
1'3B CAPE J,A, 1961-A 
TAYLOR R,E, 
THERMAL PROPERTIES OF REFRACTORY SATERIALS 
AD-255894 (Al-63581 119611 P,6•21 INSA 15•325321 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 15 20 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS I 
139 CAPE J,A, 1961-B 
TAYLOR R.E, 
THERMAL PROPERTIES OF REFRACTORY MATERIALS 
WADD•TR•60•581 (PT,111 119611 27P, IAD-2642281 INSA 16•167331 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 15 20 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS I 
CARLANDER R. • SEE NR 621 
140 CARLS'EN F ,L, JR, 1964-A 
HARMS W,O, 
THERMAL EX PANS ION OF UN 
ORNL•3670 (19641 P,143•4 (NSA 18•441521 
KEYWOROS 2 6 11 27 
CAT IONS U ANIONS N 
** 182 ** 
141 CARLSON O,N, 1971-A 
STEVFNS F.,R, 
THORIUM PHASE DIAGRAMS 
.o..JUCL, ENG, DES, 17 l 1971 l P,439-46 (NSA 26-157741 
KEYWCRDS 2 7 26 
CATIONS T ANIONS C 
14? CARNll1L!A S,C, 1963-A 
SINGLF CRYSTAL Ar-.;D DENSE POLYCRYSTALLINE URANIUM CARBIDE -
THER~Alt MECHANICAL, AND CHE~ICAL PROPERTIES 
NAA-SR-MEM0-9015 (1963) P,6•8 lCONF-206-Al (NSA 18-10537) (NSA 
20-9'39?.) 
KEY~.'ORDS 6 10 13 20 27 30 W 
CAT IONS ANIONS C 
14'3 (AqN!GlIA S,C, 1964-A 
SI/\;GLE CRYSTAL A~D DENSE POLYCRYSTAL URANIU/'A CARBIDE -
THER"IAL, "'1EC'-!AN!CAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 
CARBIDES IN NUCLEAR ENERGY 1 119641 P,403-28 IED,1 RUSSELL 
L,E, i/\JSA 18-10537) 
KFY\,.10PD$ 2 6 10 13 20 27 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIO~S C 
144 CARROLL '),F, 1962-A 
.SY'H--!F.SIS AN') PROPERTIES OF PLUTO,\J!U'v1 1-AO/\JONITRIDE 
,-,·,<J-~A-2755 (1962) 15D, (~SA 17-1934) 
nn,OR')S 2 6 7 11 26 27 
CAT!O~;s ANIONS N 
14S (A~'<OLL D,F-", 1963-A 
146 
l 4 7 
l 4 R 
THfP'v1AL EXPANSION OF PLUTONIUM N,J TRJDE 
J, t>IIF:Q, C~RA'v1, SOC, 46 11963) P,406 /1',.jSA 17-3476) 
KEn:8t:!D5 2 6 11 27 
CATI0,\JS ANIONS N 
CARROLL R,M, 1968-A 
Pf'<EZ R,8, WATSON G,Y, ."'IORGA,"l J,G, 
S ! S/'o'A/<J 0, 
FISSIO"J-GAS RELEASE AND Pl-iYSICAL PROPERTIES OF FUEL M.ATERIALS 
DUPif\G IPRADtAT!ON 
oq~,!L-433:J (1968) P,56-7 iNSA 23-12260) 
KfY\<ICRDS 3 6 9 11 24 l,,i' 
U•T!O\JS AN!OI\S N 
(AR90LL R,1.<, 1969-A 
P>RFZ R,f1, 
r1FTER'AINAT!O.\J OF A'-lOUNT OF NONFISSION HEATING REQUIRED FOR IN-
REACTOR T"'iF.Rl.1AL DIFFUSIVITY MEASURE~ENTS 
OR\/L-4350 (1969) P,67-72 <~SA ?3-20534) (NSA 23-20~57) 
~EY\<,IOQDS 3 6 7 9 11 18 21 \..1 
CA:!CI\JS ANIONS N 
(/',RRCLL ~ •""• 1969-8 
\10RGAN J,G, 
FFFE:C'" or TEMPE~ATUREt FISSION DENSITY, AND BURNUP ON THE 
THfR"'AL DIFFUSIVITY AND FISSIOI\/-GAS RELEASE OF UN 
or.:,\JL-4350 (1969) P,72-4 11\lSA 23-20534) 1NSA 23-205,7) 
Kf:Yvl'C~DS 3 6 7 11 18 24 W 
C/\TIONS U ANIONS .""-.l 
l49 CARROLL R,\-1 1 196 9-C 
PFRFZ R,g, 
Tr-<E :'FFFCT OF STORFD ENfRGY IN UO? AND UN ON IN-REACTOR 
~E"A,SURfMENTS OF THERr,.<AL DIFFUSIVITY 
ORNL-4390 (1969) P,58-64 !NSA 23-25021) lNSA 23-24784) 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 11 18 21 W 
CATIONS ANIONS N 
CATf--FY L, 
- SEE NR 676 
- SEE NR 181 
150 CEA 1963-A 
STUDY OF THE SHAPING AND IRRADIATION OF URANIUM MONOCARBIDE 
EURAEC-5A2 (1963) P,11-~ (NSA 17-41364) 
KEn.10RDS 2 6 11 20 W 
CATIOI\/S U AI\IIONS C 




Tr-<E SHAPING AND IR'-lADIATION OF URANIUM CARBIDE 
EURAEC-645 (1963) P,8-11 (NSA 17-41365) 
KEYWORDS 4 9 11 20 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
CHAFIK f, 1970-A 
GROLL M, NEUER G, 
MFASUREMENT OF THE THER'v1AL DIFFUSIVITY OF ZIRCONIUM CARBIDE 
AAOVE 1400K AS A FUNCTION OF CARBON CONCENTRATION 
PROC, 10TH CONF, ON THfR"'1AL CONDUCTIVITY (1970) NEWTON, MASS, 
P, IV/9-11'\ 
KfY'"10RD5 2 7 11 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C ADDITIVES ZR 
CHANG R 1 
ELASTIC PROPERTIES 
\JA-SR-7400 I 1962) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 10 






CHA/I.JG R • 
- SEE NR 
CHASANOV M,G, 1973-A 
FREDRICKSON D,~. 
( NSA 17-4242 I ( NSA 17-4248 I 
279 280 
ENTHALPIES AND HEAT CAPAC tT t ES BY D~OP CAL OR I ME TRY• 
A,RESJSTANT HEATED DROP-CALORIMETRIC SYSTEM CU3SI) 
ANL-7975 ( 1973) P,3-5 (NSA 27-22833) 
KEYWO~DS 2 7 21 





** 183 ** 
CHASANOV M,G, 
- SEE NR 258 259 
CHEBOTAREV N, T, 
- SEE NR 613 614 
CHJKALLA T,D, 1965-A 
SK.AVDAHL R,E, 
SELF RADIATION DAMAGE 
BNWL-150 (1965) P,2,4•2,5 (NSA 20-7496) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 17 27 
CATIONS P ANIONS C 
CHIKALLA T,D, 1966-A 
SKAVDAHL R,E, 
SELF-IRRAD!AT ION DAMAG, OF PLUTON !UM COMPOUNDS 
BNWL-198 (1966) P,l,9 (NSA 20-27474) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 17 27 
CAT IONS P ANIONS C 
CHJKALLA T,D, 
- SEE NR 131 133 134 671 672 673 
CHILDS B,G, 1963-A 
OLGIVIE A, RUCK"1AN J,C, WHITTON J,L, 
THE LOW-TFMPFRATURE' IRC?ADIAT ION BEHAVIOUR OF CAST URAN.!U'-" 
CARRI DE' 
RADIATION r)AfMAGE IN REACTOR MATERIALS, IAEA fSTI/PUF\/56A) 
f1963) P,241-74 !PREPRINT SM-25/52) (NSA 16-22695) INSA 18-
2365 I 
KEYWORDS 3 6 11 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
158 (HILflS P,G, 1963-8 
159 
160 
RUCK "'1A/\J J ,C • 
RADIATION DA."AGE EFFECTS IN URANIUM CARBIDE 
NEW NUCLEAR MATERIALS J"'JCLUDING NON-METALLIC FUELS, JAEA 
(STI/PUP./77) (1963) VOL,2 D,1-17 l"'JSA 18-12566) (NSA lP-12754) 
KEYWORDS 6 11 17 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
CHILr>S B,G, 1963-C 
OGILVIE A, 
ffFECTS OF IRRADIATION ON THE ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF CAST 
URAN I UM CARS I DE 
TRANS, BRIT, CERAM, SOC, 62 '1963) P,289-97 (NSA 17-34510) 
KEYWORDS 4 6 17 20 26 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
CHILDS B,G, 1964-A 
RUCKMAN J,C, BUXTON K, 
RADIATION DAMAGE IN UC, UC2 AND U2C3 
CARBIDES IN NUCLEAR ENERGY 2 119641 P,849-63 (ED,) RUSSELL 
L,E, ICONF-206-A) tNSA 20-9592) 
KEYWORDS 3 6 11 15 17 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
161 CHIOTTI P, 1949-A 
SUMSARY OF RESEARCH ON cXPERJMENTAL REFRACTORY BODIES 
MELTING NITRIDES, CARBIDES, AND URANIU"1 DIOXIDE 
AECD-3204 fl949l 24P, (ISC-44) (NSA 5-44161 
KEYWORDS 2 7 26 
CATIONS U T ANIONS C N 
16? CHIOTTI P, 1950-A 
THORIUM-CARBON SYSTEM 
AECD-3072 (1950) P,46-51 (ISC-103) (NSA 5-3141) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 20 26 
CATIONS T ANIONS C 






EXPERIMENTAL REFRACTORY BODIES OF HIGH-MELTING NITRIDES, 
CAReJDES, AND URANIUM DIOXIDE 
J, AMER, CERA~. SOC, 35 (1952) P,123-30 fNSA 6-3566) 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 26 
CATIONS U T ANIONS C N 
CHIOTTI P, 196 7-A 
KORBITZ F.W, DOOLEY G,J, 
ELECTRICAL R<SJST!VITY AND PHASE RELATIONS FOR THE THOR I UM-
CAR80N SYSTEr,.1 
J, NUCL, "1ATER, 23 ( 19671 P, 55-67 I I S-15081 (NSA 21-329971 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 15 20 
CAT IONS T ANIONS C 
CHIOTTI P, 
- SEE NR 787 788 
CHUBP W1 l 960-A 
ROUGH F,A, 





(19601 P,7-13 (NSA 14-181181 
2 6 l 3 30 W 
U ANIONS C 
CHUBA Wt 1961-A 
DICKERSON R,F, 
PROPERTIES OF URANIUM CARBIDES (ABSTRACT! 
AMER, CERAM1 SOC, BULL, 40 (19611 P,275 (NSA 16-30818) 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 13 26 27 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
CHUBB W, 1962-A 
PROPERTIES OF CARBIDES AND SULF!DES 
REACTOR MATERIALS 5 N0,2 (19621 P,22 INSA 16-136371 
KEYWORDS 3 6 11 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
CHUBB W, 1962-B 
DICKERSON q,F• 
PROPERTIES OF URANIUM CARBIDES 
AMER. CERAM. sec. BULL, 41 (1962) P,564•9 (NSA 16-30818) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 20 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
** 184 ** 




eMI-1598 119621 P,44-56 IED,l ENDEBROCK R,W, INSA 17•55751 
KEYWORDS 2 15 20 26 27 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
C>,UBR W • 1962-D 
PROPERTIES OF URANIUM CARBIDES AND SULFIDES 
REACTOR MATER, 5 N0,3 11962) P,16 INSA 17-11123) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 20 30 
CATIONS U ANIONS C ADDITIVES ZR 
('HUBR W, 1962-E 
PROPER! JES OF URANIUM CARBIDES, NITRIDES, AND SULFIDES 
REACTOR MATER, 5 N0,4 11%2) P,36-8 INSA 17-11124) INSA 17-
111261 
KEYWORDS 6 16 20 30 
CATIONS U T ANIONS ADDITIVES ME 
17? (HURA W1 1963-A 
17? 
REFRACTORY FUFL AND FERTILE MATERIALS 
REACTOR MATERIALS 6 N0,2 119631 P,42-3 INSA 17-174421 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 ',/ 
CATIONS U T ANIONS C N 
CHURR i,,,'• 1963-B 
PROPERTIES OF URANIUM CARB!DES,N!TR!DESt AND SULF!DES 
REACTOR ~ATER, 6 N013 !1963) Pe26 (NSA 17-40313) 
KEY',iORDS 2 6 21 30 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
l 74 (HLJRA, W, 1964.-A 
DICKEC(SON R,F. 
RESEARCH ON URANIUM CARRIDE - BATTELLE MEMORIAL INSTITUTE 
TI0-7676 (1964) P,38-62 (NSA 18-14541) INSA 18-14377) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 7 13 20 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
175 c-iuRP W, 1965-A 
FUEL AND FERTILE MATERIALS - CARBIDE AND NITRIDE FUELS 
REACTOR MATER, 8 NO,l (1965) P,11 (NSA 20-5842) (NSA 20-5843) 
KE'YWORDS 6 11 W 
CATJONS "'1 Al'-;!ONS C 
176 CHU8~ 1tJ, 1969-A 
1 77 
l 7 ~ 
l 79 
uRANiu~ CARBIDES ANO NITRIDES - PROPERTIES AND BEHAV!OR 
Rf ACTOR MATERIALS 12 ( 1969-70) Pe 226-8 ( NSA 24-2976 I 
KEY\o.rOQDS 2 7 11 15 20 30 W 
C.T!ONS U ANIONS C NA 
CMURP w I - SEE NR 625 627 628 
Cl HI Jt - SEE NR 708 712 
(INGOLANI A, - SEE NR 136 
CISNEY E, - SEE NR 36 
CLAUSSEN N, - SEE NR 495 
CLOUGH DtJ, 196.A-A 
THE EFFFCT OF IRRADIATION ON THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SOME 
FISSILE CERAMICS IN THE RANGE 150-l600C UP TO A DOSE OF 10 TO 
THE 21ST FISSIONS PER CCM 
PROC, 7TH CONF, ON THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (19671 GAtTHERSURG, 
'IBS-SPFC, PURL, 302 ( 1968) P,491 (NSA 23-6632) 
KFYWORDS 3 6 7 11 13 17 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
COLELLA R, 1969-A 
f"JRAGONE D, MERLINI A, 
X-RAY DETERMINAT lON OF THE DEBYE TEMPERATURE OF URANIUM 
~01\JOCARB I DE 
p1-1y5, STATUS SOLIDI 36 119691 P,135-42 INSA 24-66501 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 10 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
- SEE NR 252 
COMAARIEU DE A, 1963-A 
COSTA Pe ~t(HEL J,C, 
Tf-lE SPECIFIC HEAT OF URANIU\1 MONOCARBIDE AT LOW TEMPERATURE 
( IN FRF.NCH) 
-109-





CAT IONS U 
5 13 21 
ANIONS 
(0"'15 TOCK ~, 1960-A 
PROPERTIES OF REFRACTORY NUCLEAR MATERIALS 
TID-3Q()6 119601 18P, (NSA 14-220341 
KEYWORDS 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C N 
CONTE M, - SEE NR 488 489 
COOK J,L, 1965-A 
MILLER W,R, CAVIN O,B, THACKER L,H. 
MEADOWS R,E, 
PHASE STUDIES OF THE PSEUDOB!NARY SYSTEM UC2•THC2 IN THE 
PRESENCE OF EXCESS GRAPHITE !THERMAL EXPANSION STUDIES) 
ORNL-3807 119651 P,27-9 INSA 19-369591 INSA 19-381811 
KEYWORDS 2 6 15 27 
CATIONS T V ANIONS C 
COQUERELLE M, 1970-A 
SAMSEL G, WERNER Pe 
TYERMAL FLUX TE~PERATURE MONITORING IRRADIATION EXPERIMENT 
WITH U~ANIUM CARBIDES (C,E,N, BELGIUM) 
EURA TOM COMMUN !CAT I ON NO, 2664 11970 I JNRC - KARLSRUHE ES TAB, 
P,92-5 
KEYWORDS 6 7 11 16 W 
** 185 ** 
183 CORDFUNKE E,H,?, 1972-A 
184 
MUIS R,?, 
THE HEAT CAPACITY OF URANIUM MONONITRIDE 
J, NUCL, MATER, 42 119721 P,233-4 INSA 26-181591 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
CORDY R,N, 
- SEE NR 683 684 
COSTA P, 1963-A 
LALLEMENT R, 
RESISTIVITY AND THERMOELECTRIC POWER OF CARBIDES 
URANIUM AND PLUTONIUM I IN FRENCH I 
PHYS, LETT, 7 119631 P,21-2 INSA 18-22641 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 12 20 
CATIONS U P T ANIONS C 
OF THORIUM, 
185 COSTA P, 1964-A 
186 
LALLEMENT R, 
STUDY OF THE ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF CARBIDES OF THORIUM, 
URANIUM AND PLUTONIUM IIN FRENCH) 
J, PHYS, CHEM, SOLIDS 25 119641 P,559-64 INSA 18-274291 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 l l 20 









THE MEASUREMENT OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY I IN 
D'ESSAI 373 119641 CEA !IP, 
6 9 W 
ANIONS C 
187 COSTA P, 1964-C 
LALLEMENT R, ANSELIN F, ROSSIGNOL D, 
MAGNETIC TRANSITIONS IN URANIUM AND PLUTON!US MONONITR!DES, 
MONOCARB!DES AND SESOUICARB!DES 
NUCLEAR METALLURGY VOLe X - I~D SPECIAL REPORT N0,13 (19641 
P,A'3-91 (NSA 19-74461 
KEYS'ORDS 2 5 12 20 
CATIONS U P ANIONS C N 
188 COSTA P, 1964-D 
ULLE>ENT R, 
RESISTIVITY AND THERMOELECTRIC POWER OF THORIUM, URANIUM AND 
PLUTONIUM CARBIDES 
CARBIDES IN NUCLEAR ENERGY 1 (1964) P,445-6 {fD,) RUSSELL L.f, 
I CONF-206-A I I NSA 18-22641 t NSA 20-9392 I 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 11 20 
CATIONS U P T ANIONS 








RESISTIVITY AND THERMOELECTRIC POWER OF TYE CARR!DES OF 
THOR!USt URANIUM AND PLUTONIUM 
LA-TR-66-30 I 19661 5P, I NSA 18-21641 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 11 20 
CATIONS U P T ANIONS C 
COSTA P. - SEE NR 179 205 208 215 418 
COUNSELL J,F, 1966-A 
DELL R,M, MARTIN J,F', 
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF URA~IUM C0\1POUNDS, PART 2, LO\'i-
TEMPERATURE HEAT CAPACITY AND ENTROPY OF THREE URANIU"'1 
NITRIDES 
TRANS, FARADAY SOC, 62 (19661 D.1736-47 lNSA 20-409211 
KEYWORDS 2 5 12 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
COUNSELL J,F, 1967-A 
DELL R,M, JUNKISON A,R, MARTIN J,F, 
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERT IF.S OF URANIUM COMPOUNDS - PART 3, LOW-
TEMPERATURE HEAT CAPACITY AND ENTROPY OF UP AND U3P4 
TRANS, FARADAY sec. 63 (1967) P.72-9 (NSA 21-llt218l 
KEYWORDS 2 5 11 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS F 
COUNSELL JeF, 1968-A 
MARTIN JeF, DELL R,M. JUNKTSON AeR, 
THER\10DYNA"'1IC PROPERT!ES OF URANIUM COl.<1POUNDS, PART 4, LOW-
TEMPERATURE HEAT CAPACITIES AND ENTROPIES OF US-UP SOLID 
SGLUT IONS 
THERMODYNAMICS OF NUCLEAR MATERIALS IVIENNAI, IAEA ISTI/PUR-
1621 119681 P,385-94 ICONF-6709151 INSA 22-314701 
KEYWORDS 2 5 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
COUNSELL J,F, - SEE NR 28 
CR.ANE J, 1963-A. 
KALISH H,S. LITTON F,B, 
THE DEVE'LOPMENT OF URANIUM CARBIDE AS A NUCLEAR FUEL 
UNC-5048 119631 P.35-6 INSA 17-238731 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 27 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
CRANE J, 1964-A 
GORDON E, 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF URANIUM CARBIDE AS A NUCLEAR FUEL 
UNC-5080 119641 BOP, tNSA 18-398281 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 13 15 20 27 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
CRANE J, 1964-B 
GORDON E• 
PROGRESS IN PROPERTY DETERMINATIONS AND FABRICATION OF URANIUM 
CARBIDE AT UN !TED NUCLEAR CORPORATION 
TID-7676 119641 P,199-213 INSA 18-143771 INSA 18-143831 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 15 27 
CAT(ONS U ANIONS C 
** 186 ** 
l 96 CRANE J1 1964-C 
GORDON E1 
ELEVATED-TEMPERATURE PROPERT !ES OF URANIUM CARB !DE 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, SOC, 7 (19641 P,100 INSA 18•28017) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 II 15 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
C~ANf J, 
- SEE NR 356 357 
197 CUNNINGHA~ G,W, 1966-A 
19P 
RECENT RESULTS ON NITRIDES 
CERAMIC FUEL MEETING, (BRUSSELS) FEB, 28-MARCH 2 11966) P,221 
(ED,) FERNET P, 
l(EY 1,..'0RDS 2 6 11 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 
CU"JNINGHA~ G,W, 
- SEE NR 25 
CURTIS C, E, 
-
SFE NR 592 593 
CYRULSK 1 S P, 1972-A 
U~-PUN Tq:EAT EXPERIMENTS 
A'•q-1925 I 1972 I P,A47-A56 I NSA 26-56579) I NSA 26-5657B) 
K.EYit/ORDS 
' 
l ~ ,, 
CATIONS M AN I ONS N 
CYBULSK IS P, 
- SEE NR 40 41 222 223 
DALLAPORTA H, 
- SEE NR 200 
199 'JAI\JAN J, 1971-A 
GRIVEAU A, MARCON J,P, GATESOUPE J,P, 
DE NOVION C,H, 
FLECTRONJC PROPERTIES OF IUIXITH/1-Xl)S MONOSULFIDES 
CONFERENCE DIGEST N0,3 RARE EARTHS AND ACTINIDES, DURHAM 1971 
(1971) P.176-9 (PUB,l THF INSTJTUTF OF PHYSICS, LONDON AND 
RR I STOL 
KEY'NORDS 5 20 
CATIONS ANIONS 
?00 S-ANAN J, 1972-A 
DE I\JOVION C,H. DALLAPORTA H, 
SPfCIFIC HFAT OF T'10RIUM 1',!0NONJTRIDE FROM 7 TO 300K 
SOLID STATI: COVMUN, 10 (1972) P,775-8 (NSA 26-38882) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 21 
CAT/ONS U T ANIONS·~ 





SPE'C!FIC HEAT FROM 35 TO 300K FOR PLUTONIUM SESQUICARBIDE 
DU2C3 ( IN F~E"NCHl 
Jo NUCL, MATER, 45 (1973) P.339-40 (NSA 27-20211) 
KfY 1NORDS 2 5 6 21 
CATIONS ANIONS C 
DAVIES T,J, 
- SEE NR 246 
DAVIS H,L, 
- SEE NR 643 644 
DAWSON J,K, 196,-A 
SC1WDE'N R,G, 
CERA'v.IC FUELS - URANIU-.., CARBIDES, PLUTONIUM CARBIDES, URANIU"'I 
SILIC!OF.S 
CHFv1ICAL ASPFCTS OF NUCLF.AR RfACTORS, VOL, l GAS-COOLED 
REACTO,~S (1963) P,173-4/198/203-4 (NSA 18-11372) 
KEY,.,'ORDS 2 7 15 26 
CATIONS U P ANIONS C I 
DE CONINCK R, 1972-A 
PEmJI NCKX R, 
THfR"'1AL CO/\lDUCT IV I TY 
PLG-467 (1Q72) P.1-18/1-22 (NP-19618) (NSA 27-21571) (NSA 27-
21617) (NSA 27-13991) 
KFY\.<.'O~DS l 2 5 6 9 \.<.' 
CAT!ONS U ANIONS C ADDITIVES ME 
nE COI-JINCK R, 1973-A 
VAN LIEROE W, GIJS A, 
THF.R"AL DIFFUSIVITY ANO CONDUCTIVITY OF U2C3 UP TO 2200K 
J, NLJCL, "'1ATER, 46 Cl973) P1213-6 (NSA 27-22864) 
KEYWORDS 7. 6 7 15 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
DF CONINC~ R, - SEE NR 751 
8E HALAS D,R, 
- SEE NR 367 
DE NOVION C,H, 1965-A 
C0STA P, DEAN Gt 
EX1.5TE"KE OF A MAGNETIC TRANSITION IN URANIUM SESQUICARBIDE 
U?.("l CIN FRfNCHJ 
PHY~, LETT. 19 (19651 P1455-6 (NSA 20-6299) 
KfYWORDS 2 5 20 
CATIO"JS U ANIONS 
?iJ6 DE ~OVION C,H, 1968-A 
GENERALITIES ON THf ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF ACTl~IDE CARBIDES 
AND NITRIDES fIN FRENCH) 
IAEA PANEL MEETING ON CARBIDES (VIENNA) !l968l 24P, 
KEY\1/0RDS l 2 5 6 20 
CATIONS U P ANIONS C N 
?07 DE NOVION C1H, 1968-B 
LORfNZELLI R, 
ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF THE MONOCARB!DE AND MONONITRIDE OF 
NEPTU"J I UM (IN FRENCH l 
J, PHYS, (HE~. SOLIDS 29 11968) P,1901-5 (NSA 23-3,971 
~EYWORDS 2 5 20 
CATIONS X ANIONS N 
-110-
** 187 ** 
20B DE NOVION C,H, 1970-A 
COSTA P, 
ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF THE URANIUM CARBONITRIDES UCII-XINIX) 
I IN FRENCH) 
COMPT, REND, ACAD, set. IPA.RISI 270 SER,B (1970) P,1415-8 
ICEA-TP-BB5BI INSA 24-42Bl91 
KEYWORDS 2 5 20 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS C N 
209 DE NOVION C,H, 1970-B 
210 
AMtCE B, GROFF A, GUERIN Y, 
PADEL A, 
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF CERAMICS CONTAINING URANIUM ANO 
PLUTONIUM IIN FRENCH) 
CEA-CONF-1620 {19701 15P, ICONF-701001-91 INSA 24->12051 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 II 27 
CATIONS M ANIONS C N E 
DE NOVIO"i C,H, 1970-C 
A1"!ICE B, GROFF A, GUERIN Y, 
PADEL A, 
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF URANIUM AND PLUTONIUM - BASED 
CERAMICS 
PROC, 4TH tNT, CONF, ON PLUTONIUM AND OTHER ACTINIDES (SANTA 
FEl, NUCLEAR "1ETALLURGY VOL, 17 PART I (1970) P,509-17 (CONF-
701001-9) INSA 24-51205) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 27 
CATIONS M ANIONS C N E 
211 DE NOVION C,H, 1970-D 
ELECTRONIC MOPERTIES OF ACTINIDE CARBIDES AND NITRIDES /JN 
FRENCH I 
CfA-R-4113 /THESIS) 119701 153P, INSA 25-I19AO) 
KEYWORDS l 2 5 6 20 
CATIONS U P ANIONS C N 
212 DE NOVtON C,1-1, 1970-E 
LALLEMENT R, 
SECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF PLUTONIUM-BASED CERAMICS AT HIGH 
TEM0ER.i\TURE1 APPLICATION TO FUEL ELE~ENTS ( JN FRENCH) 
CEA-CONF-1670 /19701 17P, ICONF-70102B-ll INSA 25-114651 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 27 
CATIONS M ANIONS C N 
213 DE NOVION C,H, 1971-A 
LALLE~ENT Q, 
>ECHANJCAL PROPERTIES AT HIGH TEMPERATURE OF CERA~ICS RASED ON 
PLUTONIUS, APPLICATION TO FUEL ELEMENTS 
ORNL-TR-2443 119711 13P, INSA 25-38009) INSA 25-114851 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 27 
CATIONS M ANIONS C N 




1.AAGNETIC SPECIFIC HEAT AND SPIN DISORDER RESISTIVITY OF 
URANIUM r,AQ/\,ONJTRI~E IN A 5F2 '10DEL (I'°\ FRENCH) 
COMPT, REND, ACAD, SCI, (PAR:S) 273 SER,B (19711 P,26-9 (NSA 
25-591AO) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 20 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
DE NOVION C,H, 1972-A 
COSTA P, 
ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF URANIUM CARBONITRIDES U(C(l-XlNCXl) 
(IN FRENCH) 
J, PHYS, (PARISI 33 (19721 P,257-72 (NSA 26-52275) 
KEYWORDS I 2 5 6 20 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS E 
DE NOVION C,H, 
- SEE NR 199 200 566 567 568 
DEAN G, 
- SEE NR 205 
DECARLO V,A, 
- SEE NR 601 655 
DECRESCENTE M,A, l 964-A 
MILLER A,D, 
HIGH TEMPERATURE PROPERTIES OF URANIUM CARB!DE 
CARBIDES IN NUCLEAR ENERGY 1 (1964) P,342-57 (ED, l 
L,E, fCONF-206-Al (NSA 20-9557) (NSA 20-93921 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 15 21 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
DECRESCENTE "1•A• - SEE NR 311 312 678 679 
DEEM H,W, 
- SEE NR 240 538 539 
DELAPLACE J, 1964-A 
HILLAIRET .J, 
R!JSSELL 
MEASUREMENTS US I NG A DIRECT CURRENT INDUCT ION METHOD /IN 
FRENCH I 
CEA-R 2402 11964) 33P, INSA 1B-23B37I 
KEYWORDS 2 6 9 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
DELAROCHE p I 
- SEE NR 443 444 
218 DELL R,M, 1963-A 
ALLAUTT M, 
THE NITRIDES ANO SULPHIDES OF URANIUM, THORIUM AND PLUTONIUM 
A REVIEW OF PRESENT KNOWLEDGE 
AERE-R 4253 (1963) 50P, INSA 17-216631 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 20 30 W 
CATIONS U P T ANIONS N S 
DELL R1M1 
- SEE NR 27 190 191 192 
DELMAS R, 
- SEE NR 
** 188 ** 
219 DEMASTRY J,A, 1962•A 
RAUER A,A, DICKERSON R,F, 
DEVELOPMENT OF URANIUM•CONTAINING THORIUM COMPOUNDS 
BMI-1593 IDEL, I 119621 P,B•l/2 I NSA 17•65 l ll 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 w 
CATIONS V ANIONS C 
220 DE~ASTRY J,A, 1962-B 
AAUER A,A, DICKERSON R,F, 
DEVELOPMENT OF URAN I UM-CONTAIN I NG THOR !UM COMPOUNDS 
B,Ml-1589 119621 P,B-1/B-2 INSA 17•21 
KEYWORDS 2 6 W 
CATIONS V ANIONS C F 
2/1 DEMASTRY .J,A, 1962•( 
THORIUM URANIUM BORIDE, THORIUM URANIUM CARBIDE, THORIUM 
URANIUM D!CARBIDE 
RMl-159P 119621 P,32•43 IED,I ENDEBROCK R,W, INSA 17-55751 
KEYWORDS 2 27 30 W 
CATIONS V ANIONS C F 
7.22 DENNING R,S, 1969-A 
CYBULS(IS P, 
UN-PUN TREAT ANALYSIS 
RMl-1R62 119691 A•57/A•60 INSA 23•390151 INSA 23-390161 
KEYWORDS 1 3 18 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 
22, DENNING R,S, 1969-B 
CY9ULSK l S P, 
UN-PUN TREAT A~ALYSIS 
BMl-1868 119691 A-!19/A-126 INSA 24•10601 INSA 24-10611 
KEYWORDS 3 7 1 R 
CATIONS M ANIONS N 
;:, '?4 DEVlLLARD J, 1966-A 
MORLOT G, 
STUDY OF THE SHAPING AND IRRADIATION OF URANIUM CARBIDE 
EURAEC-1805 IEUR-33461 119661 44P, INSA 21-248531 
KEYWORDS 2 3 9 1 '.1 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
'??~ DEVILLAPI) J. 1966-B 
fv10RLOT G, 
URANIUM MONOCARBIDE SHAPING AND IRRADIATION 
FURAEC-lA69 (EUR-~373) (1966) 34P• (NSA 21-36942) 
KEVWOR~S '3 6 7 13 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
DEVILLARD J, 1967-A 
"'10RLOT G, 
URANilJfv1 MO~lOCARP-IDE' SHAPING AND IRRADIATION 





THF $r-!AP1 NG 
fU~AfC-lCli:l;O 
KEY\.-.'QR'.)5 3 
CAT IONS U 





l 96 7-B 
AND IRRADIATION OF URANIUM MONOCAR81DE 
11967) P,8 (fUR-3779) (NSA 22-19671) 
6 R 11 W 
AN! OfeS 
- SEE NR 86 
- .SEE NR 62! 
- SEE NR 109 110 166 168 174 219 220 
- SEE NR 587 596 597 599 626 657 
'??A DIDCHENKO R, 1963-A 
G0RT$£)',IA F ,P, 
~AG"lfTIC Ar>.l~ ELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF MONOSULFlDES AND 
~ONONITRIDE"S OF THORIUM AND URANIUM 
INORG, CHEM,? (1963) P,1079-80 (NSA 17-:?-9046) 
KEY 1t10RDS 2 6 11 2 0 
CATIONS U T A~IONS N 
- SEE NR 807 
?2Q DODD C,V, 1968-A 
LEITNAKEl:I: J,M, POTTER R,A, MOORE J,P, 
F'ULKFRSON W, 
ELECTRICAL qEStSTIVITY OF U(C,N) 
ORNL-4370 ( lQ68 l P,?8 <NSA 23-81061 (NSA ~3-8304) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 20 
CATIONS U AN!MS E 
- SEE NR 600 
2 3t" DONNER D, 1973-A 
SCHUELE W, 
PROPERTIES OF URANIUM VACANCIES IN URANIUM MONOCARBIDE 
J, NUCL, ~ATER, 45 I 1973) P,293-301 I NSA 27-15149 I 
(EYWORDS 2 6 20 
CATIONS u ANIONS C 
DOOLEY G, J, 
- SEE NR 164 
DOUGLAS D,A, JR, 
- SEE NR 590 591 
DOUGLASS R,M, 
- SEE NR 90 91 92 
DRAGONE D, 
- SEE NR 178 
-111-
** 189 ** 
OUCKWORTH W,H, • SEE NR 736 
231 OUMAS J,P, l963•A 
MANSARD B, ROGER B, 
STUDY OF THE MOLDING AND IRRADIATION OF URANIUM MONOCARB!DE 
EURAEC-733 119631 P,9-10 (NSA 18-104561 
KEYWORDS 2 6 9 11 20 24 W 
CAT IONS u ANIONS C 
2 32 DU'4AS J,P, 1964-A 
MANSARD 8, 
STUDY OF THE SHAPING AND IRRADIATION OF URANIW MONOCARBIDE 
EURAEC•l!73 119641 P,9-10 INSA 19-78531 
KEYWORDS 4 6 9 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
2'33 DUMAS J,P, 1964•8 
URAN !UM MONOCARB I DE SHAPING AND I RRAD I AT I ON STUDY 
EURAEC-1179 119641 P,24-9/87-91 INSA 19-138741 
KEYWORDS 4 6 9 20 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
234 DUNWORTH R,J, 1965-A 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF UP DETFRMINED WITH METAL STANDARDS 
ANL-7155 119651 P,llD-11 INSA 21-111901 INSA 21-111891 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS F 
DUNWORTH R,J, 
- SEE NR 665 
2315 DURAND R,E, 1954-A 
? 36 
237 
KLEIN D,J, NYKIEL R,F, 
EFFECT OF REACTOR IRRADIATION ON THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF 
URANIU~ IMPREGNATED GRAPHITE AT ELEVATED TE~PERATURES 
NAA-SR-MEMO-e36 (DEL. l (19541 46P, lf\JSA 11-12626) 
KEYWORDS 3 6 16 17 W 
CATIO~S U K ANIONS C 
DUSEK J. T • - SEE NR 60 665 
EAGAN J, 
- SEE NR 581 
EAST~AN E.D, 1950-A 
RRFWER L• BROMLEY L.A, GILLES P,w. 
LOFGREN N,L, 
PREPARAT JON AND PROPERTIES OF THE SULF I DES OF THOR I U..., 
URAN !Ue 
J, A~ER, CHE"1, SOC, 72 (1950) P.4019-23 (NSA 4-6360) 
KEYWORDS 2 7 26 
CATIONS U T ANIONS S 




MANSFIELD R,L, BO'JRDFAU q,A, 
AND 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF GRAPHITE fv1ATERIALS FOR SPECIAL /\JUCLEAR 
APPLICATIONS 
PROC, 2ND INT, CONF, ON PEACEFUL USES OF ATOIY1IC FNERGY 7 
(195~) GENEVA P,389-401 (A/CONF,15/P/708) (NSA l?-15040) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 W 
CATIONS U K ANIONS O C 
EATHERLY W,P, 
- SEE NG: , 3D 
2 38 EDWARDS A,L, 1969-A 
A CO~PILATJON OF THERMAL PROPERTY DATA FOR C0"1PUTER HEAT-
CONDUCTION CALCULATIONS 
UCRL-505A9 (1969) 7AP, (NSA 23-26444) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 29 30 W 
CATIONS U P T ANIONS C N 
239 EDWARDS R,K. 1952-A 
240 
241 
STUDIES OF MATERIALS AT HIGH TEMPERATURES, APPENDIX lt THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY OF THE NEW REFRACTORIES, CES, UC, AND UN BY A 
RELAT !VE METHOD 
AECD-3394 119521 P,IIl-78/111-81 (THESIS) (UCRL-l63SI INSA 6-
40741 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 W 






- SEE NR 99 
1957-A 
GERDS A,F, 
SOME REFRACTORY URANIUM COMPOUNDS !PHYSICAL 
BMl-1223 119571 P,14-22 INSA 12-2201 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 21 27 





PART 1 t CH APT• IX 
CARBON, NITROGEN, 
THE ~ET ALLURGY OF 
IN NUCLEAR ENERGY 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 
CATIONS U 
- SEE NR 538 539 
- SEE NR 376 
l969•A 
• HIGH•MELTING COMPOUNDS OF URANIUM WITH 
SILICON, BERYLLIUM BORON AND SULPHUR 
NUCLEAR FUEL, !NT, srn1Es OF MONOGMONOGRAPHS 
VOL,104 119691 P,144-6/160•1 INSA 23-339221 
12 30 W 
ANIONS C N F S 
242 ENDEBROCK R,W, 1962-A 
PROPERTIES OF FUELS FOR HIGH-TEMPERATURE REACTOR CONCEPTS 
BMl-1598 119621 P,204+4 INSA 17•55751 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 20 21 W 
CAT·IONS U ANIONS C N 
243 ENDEBROCK R,W, 1964-A 
FOSTER E•L• 
MELTING AND CASTING OF URANIUM MONONITRIDE 
BMl•X•l0092 IEURAEC-11361 119641 24P, INSA !8•320371 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 13 20 26 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
** 190 ** 
244 ENDERROCK R,W, 1964-B 
FOSTER E,L, KELLER D,L, 
PREPARATION AND PROPERTIES OF CAST UN 
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24P, {NSA 20-58931 






AND ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF URAN!U~ 
PWAC-461 { 1965 I 




21P, CNSA 20-75751 
7 11 13 20 30 W 
ANIONS C 
- SEE NR 26 611 612 634 784 
- SEE NR 266 
HENK!E Z, 1969-A 
TRZEB!ATOWSKI W, 
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF MONOCRYS TALL I NE URAN I U~ DI PHOSPH ! DE 
PHYS, STATUS SOLIDI 35 119691 P,827-34 CNSA 24-52161 
KEYWORDS l 2 , 6 10 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS F 
HENKIE Z, 1971-A 
BAZAN C. 
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF U3P4 ANO U3AS4 SINGLE CRYSTALS 
PHYS, STATUS SOLID! CA) 5 119711 P,25.9-68 CNSA 25-40B071 
KEYWORDS 2 5 10 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS F 
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11"> HEIIJKtE Z, 1972-A 
GALVANOMAGNET IC AND THERMOELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF U3P4 AND 
316 
U3AS4 
AULL, ACAD. POL, SCI,, SER, set. CHIM, 20 11972) P,531•8 INSA 
?7-43491 
KE'YWORDS 2 6 10 
CATIONS U ANIONS F 
1-'EIIJRY J,L, 1970-A 
P,LICKENSDERFER R, PAULSON D, BATES J,L, 
HOT HARDNESS, THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY• AND ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY 
OF URANIUM OXYCARB!DES 
J, A~ER, CERAM, sac. 53 (1970) P,335-9 (NSA 24-349,4) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 15 20 W 
CAT JCNS U ANIONS A 
HIGt-sTOWER B, - SEE NR 691 
HILL N,A, 1964-A 
STUDIES OF THE·THC2-UC2 SECTION OF THE TH-u-c TERNARY 
EOU!LIBRIUM DIAGRAM 
ORNL-3619 1196"1 P,81-3 (NSA 18-301151 INSA 18-309911 
KEYWORDS 2 7 26 
CATIONS V ANIONS C 
- SEE NR 217 
HIMES ~,C, - SEE NR 471 
,1, HIMME'LSTFlN P, 1963-A 
HOF~ANN Fe LIEBMANN Be SCHAEFER L, 
PRODUCT ION oe SWAGE~ FUEL ELEMENTS 
EUR.AEC-5~5 (19631 PeB (NSA 17-221341 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 9 11 14 W 
CATl0'5 U ANIONS C 
"3 19 1-'Pll\'[LSTEIN P, 
KqOLL He 
1964-A 
KUEHN HI LIEBMANN 81 
sc~AEFER L1 
D[VELOPMfNT OF PROCFSSFS FOR THE PREPARATION OF URANIUM 
CARRtDES AS WELL AS CERMETS ON A UC BASE 
EU:-.i:t,EC-1148 (1964) Pe36-40 lNSA 19-229191 
KFY1,>,10,RDS 2 6 13 20 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
"320 1-'lNr.'.A~ C,A1 1963-A 
EL,CTRJCAL RE"SlSTIVITY MEASUREMENTS OF PUC COMPOUNDS, 
H\>.t-76301 (1963\ Pe2e5-6 (NSA 17-36196) 
KF.Yl'iORDS ? 6 13 20 
CATIONS ANIONS 
- SEE NR 276 277 
r-0 C • Y • - SEE NR 732 734 
1970-A 
'"'!Gr" Tf~PEqATURE SPfCJFtC -iEAT OF f',-IETALS AND CERAMICS 
PROC
1 
5TH SYfv'P, ON THER~OPHYSICAL PROPERTIES (1970) P,380-4 
(ED,l ~ONILLA C,F, (CONF-700901) (NSA 25-55624! INSA 25-55626) 
l(EY\.\10RDS ? 6 21 30 
CATIONS IJ ANIONS C N S 
1'?.7 1-"0FFVANN H, 1969-A 
CAR~ICf FUELS FO"< FAST BREEDER REACTORS, VI, THERMAL 
EXPANSION, SPECI>IC SEAT, EQUATION OF STATE !IN GERMANI 
KFK-llll (EUR-4315,01 119691 P,Vl/1-39 INSA 24-172261 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 21 27 30 
CAT I0r,,./S M ANIONS C 
1 .(1 HOFFMANN He 1969-B 
CAR~IDE FUFLS FOR FAST BREEDER REACTORS - Vt,THERMAL 




EURFN1=1-72? (EUR-4315,D) {1969l P,Vl/1-43 (NSA 24•385421 
KEn.10RDS 2 6 7 11 21 27 30 
CATIO~!S M ANIONS C 
HOFn'i\/\,N He 1971-A 
Tr<URNAY K, 
EQUATIONS OF STATE OF UC AND PUC NUCLEAR FUELS IJN GERMANI 
J, NUCL, MATER. 38 (19711 Pel05-13 (NSA 25-13753) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 21 
CAT !ONS U P ANIONS 
HOFMANN F, - SEE NR 318 
HOFMANN P, 1972-A 
KLEYKAt-4P He 
TRANSURANIUM COMPOUNDS WITH SULFUR I IN GERMANI 
GMELINS HANDBUCH DER ANORGANISCHEN CHEMIE, BD,4 TRANSURANE 
119721 P,157-74 !PUBLel VERLAG CHEMIE• WElNHElM/BERGSTRASSE 
KEYWORDS 2 20 30 
CATIONS P X ANIONS S 
HOLDEN R,13, 1966-A 
CERA~JC FUEL ELEMENTS, CHAPTER 4 - URANIUM CARBIDE FUEL, 
CHAPTER 5 - URANIUM NITRIOE FUEL, CHAPTER 6 - THE SULF!DE, 
PHOSPHIDE ANO SILICIDE OF URANIUM, CHAPTER 7 - PLUTONIUM FUEL 
MATERIALS 
GOROON AND BREACH SCIENCE PUBLISHERS N,Y, 119661 244P, INSA 
21-43651 I 
KEYWORDS 2 11 27 30 
CATIONS U M ANIONS C N F S I 
3 2 7 HOLLE CK H, 1972-A 
KLEVKAMP H, 
TRANSURANJUM COMPOUNDS WITH NITROGEN I IN GERMANI 
GMELI NS HAND BUCH OER ANORGAN I SCHEN CHEM! E, ·BD,4 TRANSURANE 
119721 P,82-93 IPUBL,I VERLAG CHEMIE• WEINHEIM/BERGSTRASSE 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 20 30 W 
CATIONS P X M ANIONS N 
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HB HOLLECK H, 1972-B 
330 
KLEYKAMP H, 
TRANSURANIUM COMPOUNDS WITH CARBON I IN GERMANI 
GMELJNS HANDBUCH DER ANORGANISCHEN CHEMIE, B0,4 TRANSURANE 
(19721 P,199-231 IPUBL,I VERLAG CHEMIE, WEINHEJM/BERGSTRASSE 
KEYWORDS 2 6 12 17 20 27 30 W 
CATIONS P ANIONS C 
HOLLEY C,E, JR, 
STORMS E,K, 
ACT IN JOE CARBIDES 
LA-DC-8881 119671 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 
CATIONS U P T 
1967-A 
- A REVIEW OF THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES 
42P, iCONF-670915-41 INSA 21-396831 
21 30 
ANIONS C 
HOLLEY C,E, JR, 1968-A 
STORMS E,K, 
ACTINIDE CARBIDES - A RE"VIEW OF THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIFS 
THERMODYNAMICS OF NUCLEAR MATERIALS I VIENNA I, JAEA 
ISTI/PUB/1621 119681 P,397-426 INSA 22-314711 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 13 21 30 
CATIONS U P T ANIONS C 
HOLLEY C,E, JR, - SEE NR 640 
HOLMAN K,L, - SEE NR 637 
3 31 HONDA T, 1969-A 
3 32 
KIKUCHI T, 
POROSITY DEPENDENCE OF ELASTIC 
J, NUCL, set, TECHNOL, (TOKYO) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 14 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
HOPKINS s.w.J, - SEE NR 411 
HORST KeMe 1962-A 
MODULUS OF URANIUM NITRIDE 
6 119691 P,221-2 (NSA 23-150041 
HUTCHINS BeAe 
CO~PARATtVE STUDY OF PUC-UC AND PU02-U02 AS FAST REACTOR FUELe 
PART I • TECHNICAL CONS!OERAT IONS 
GEAP-3880 PT. l (1962) P.5-6 (/\ISA 17-20402) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 30 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
HOUSSEAU Me - SEE NR 443 444 
333 HOUSTON M,D. 1969•A 
PLUTONIUM COMPOUNDS - NI TR!OES 
REACTOR MATER, 12 I 19691 P,6-7 INSA 23-204641 INSA 23-20463 I 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 30 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS N 
334 HOWARD VeC, 1958-A 
THERMAL CONDUCT IV !TY OF URAN !UM MONOCARBI OE 






KE"YWOROS 2 6 l l W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
HOYT E,W, - SEE NR 292 
HUA!:\ARD w. NI - SEE NR 253 258 
HUDSON R,G, - SEE NR 770 771 772 
'HUET J, Je 1970-A 
FAST BREEDER REACTOR - FUEL MATERIALS 
R,2507 11970 I P,21-8 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 9 ll 
CA TI ONS u ANIONS C 
HUTCH! NS 8 1 A, - SEE NR 332 
JAEA 1963-A 
THE URANIUM-CARBON ANO PLUTONIUM-CARBON SYSTEMS, A 
THERMOCHEMICAL ASSESSMENT 
TECHNICAL REPORT SERIES N0,14 ISTI/OOC/l0/141 119631 P,15-25 
l'<SA 17-188491 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 13 21 26 
CATIONS U P ANIONS C 
I AEA 1964-A 
TABLES OF THERMODYNAMIC DAT A 
ST t/DOC/10 /38 SUPPLEMENT TO THERMODYNAMICS OF NUCLEAR 
MATERIALS IVIENNAI 119641 P,55-62/85 INSA 19-199331 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 26 30 
CATIONS U T ANIONS C S 
IAEA 196S-A 
URANIUM CARBIDES, NITRIDES, ANO SJLICIDES 
BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SERIES N0,14 ISTI/PUB/21/141 tl9651 180P, tNSA 
19-26 760 I 
KEYWORDS 2 6 10 11 13 20 21 26 27 30 
CATIONS U ANIONS C N I 
I HARA S, l 971-A 
SUZUKI M, AKIMOTO Y, 
HIGH-TEMPERATURE THERMAL LATTICE EXPANSION OF MIXED CARBO-
NITRIDE ANO URANIUM CARBO-NITRIDE 
J, NUCL, MATER, 39 119711 P,311-4 INSA 26-388451 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 16 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS ADDITIVES CE 
340 IMOTO S, 1967-A 
PROPERTIES OF FAST REACTOR FUEL 
JAERl•ll44 119671 P,27-31 CNSA 22-171131 
KEYWORDS 2 6 2 0 30 W 
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I.MOTO S, 
- SEE NR 11 12 528 529 641 
INGLE K.W, 
- SEE NR 560 
INGOLD J,H, 
- SEE NR 292 
IVANOV O,S, 
- SEE NR 494 724 
JACKSON R,J, 
- SEE NR 278 
JAKES D, 
- SEE NR 341 
JAKESOVA L, 1963-A 
JAKES D, 
CARBIDES t NITRIDES, AND S!LIClDES OF URAN! UM AS PROM IS l NG NUCLEAR FUFL 
AT, ENFRGY REV, 1 ( 1963) P, 3-46 ( NSA 18-4263) KEYWORDS 2 6 20 26 27 30 W 
CATIONS u ANIONS C N l 
JANES "'-• l96D-A 
GRAPHITE-~ATRIX FUEL ELEMENT RESEARCH BY NAT !ONAL CARBON COMPANY 
TID-7589 (1960) P,34-51 (NSA 14-18118) 
KEYWORDS ? 6 15 16 20 27 
CATIONS U K ANIONS 0 
JANE.c; M, 
- SEE NR 237 
JANK.US V,Z, 1970-A 
WffKS R,W, 
LIFE-I, A FORTRAN-IV COMPUTcR CODE FOR THE PREDICTION OF FAST-
REACTOS FUEL-ELEMfNT BEHAV!OR 
ANL-7736 (1970) 63P, (NSA 25-12794) 
KEY>/ORDS 1 3 29 W 
JOHANNSEN K, 1966-A 
INFLUENCE OF THE RADIAL DEPRESSION OF HEAT GENERATION IN 
TEMPERA TURF 0.LCULA TI ON FOR CYL l NOR l CAL FUEL RODS CONS! ST! NG 
OF "ETALLIC URAN!U~, URANIUM DIOXIDE, AND URANIUM CARBIDE ( IN GERMAN l 
ATOMKERNE,'-JERC,IF: 11 (1966) P,270-2 (NSA 20•33461) 
KF.Y\oWRDS 1 3 6 7 29 W 
J0HAN1'!SEN K, 
- SEE NR 800 AOl 
JOHNSON K.A, 
- SEE NR 610 




THE THFRMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIUM-PLUTONIUM CARBIDES 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, SOC, 12 11969) P.591-2 INSA 24-6269) CNSA 
24-739'1) 
KFYwor~DS 6 11 14 W 
CATior,.15 ANIO"JS C 
JOHNSON K,1-v',R, 
- SEE NR 431 432 
JOHNSTON C,P, 1963-A 
LONADIER F,D, POWERS J ,A, 
PREPARATION AND PROPERT ! ES OF PLUTONIUM CARBIDE• A 8 I RLIOGRAPHY 
MLM-1169 ( 1963 l lOP, ! NSA 18-71271 KFYWORDS 30 W 
(Al !ONS U P M ANIONS C 
JONES L,J, 
- SEE NR 99 100 
JONES P.J. 1960-A 
URANIUM CARBIDES - A Bil=llIOGRAPHY OF REFERENCES UP TO THE END 
OF 1959 
AERE-RJB-129 (1960) 25Pa (NSA 15-17239) 
KEY\\'ORl)S 2 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
34R JORDAN C,R, 1961-A 
HIGH TEMPERATURE SEMICONDUCTING COMPOUNDS FOR THERMOELECTRIC 
POWfR GENERATION 
F0S-1S02-2M-4 !19611 !OP, !AD-2884551 (NSA 16-104331 
KEY\l.'ORDS ? 6 20 
CATIONS U T ANIONS S 
349 JORDAN C,R. 1961-R 
HIGH TESPERATURE SEMI CONDUCT ING CONPOUNDS FOR THERMOELECTRIC 
POWER GEMERAT !ON 
f0S-1S92-2M-5 (19611 !OP, fNSA 16-120901 
KE"Y\oWl:l:DS 2 6 20 
CATIONS U T ANIONS S 
350 JORDAN C,B. l962•A 
1,1 
H l GH TEMPERATURE SFM l CONDUCT! NG COMPOUNDS FOR THERMOELECTR ! C 
POWER GfNERAT ION 
EOS-1592-F !NAL ( 19621 43P, ( NSA 16-105241 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 30 
CATIONS U T ANIONS S 
,JUEN KE E • F • 1964-A 
A REVIEW OF 




RECENT RESEARCH ON REFRACTORY-METAL CARBIDES AND 
(19641 P,9 INSA 26•20690) 
2 6 20 26 27 30 W 
U T ANIONS C 
JUNKISON A.R, 
- SEE NR 27 191 192 
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352 KAEMPF H, 1967-A 
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION IN FUEL ELEMENTS ( IN GERMANI 
KFK-700 !EUR-3713,DI (19671 P,!V/l-38 (NSA 22-33094) (NSA 22-327711 
KEYWORDS 1 6 7 8 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS C 
353 KAEMPF H, 1967-B 
THE TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION IN THE FUEL ELEMENT 
EURFNR-472 (1967) P,!V-1/46 !NSA 22-53273) !NSA 22-33094) 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 7 8 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS C 
3 54 KAEMPF H, 1969-A 
CARBIDE FUELS FOR FAST BREEDER REACTORS, XI, POSSIBILITIES OF 
A FUEL ROD DES l GN ( IN GERMAN I 
KFK-1111 (EUR-4315,DI !1969) P,Xl/1-27 INSA 24-172261 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 7 ll 14 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS C 
3 55 KAEMPF H, 1969-B 
356 
3 57 
CARPIDE FUELS FOR FAST BREEDER REACTORS - XI, POSSIRILITIES OF 
FUEL ROD DESIGN 
EURFNR-722 (FUR-4315,Dl (1969) P,XI/1-33 !NSA 24-385421 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 7 11 14 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS C 
KALISH H,S, 1962-A 
CRANE J, 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF URANIUM CARBIDES AS A NUCLEAR FUEL FOR 
LOWERING THE COST OF NUCLEAR POWER (TASK 21 
UNC-5033 !19621 P,6-16 (NSA 16-334831 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 27 W 









F,B, CRANE J, 
PROPERTY DETERMINATIONS OF URANIUM 
(19621 P,15-20 (NSA 16-300261 
2 6 13 27 
U ANIONS 
- SEE NR 193 
- SEE NR 677 
CARRI DE 
358 KANE J•L• 1959-A 
LI TERATURf SURVEY ON URAN l UM MONOCARB ! DE 
MND-2081 (19591 20P, (NSA 14-26651 
KEYWORDS 2 6 13 30 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
359 KANG!LASKI M, 1962-A 
URANIUM S!LIC!OE 
BMI-1598 119621 Pt97-l00 IED.l ENDEBROCK R,W, (NSA 17-55751 
KEYWORDS 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
360 KANTER M.A. l964•A 
KAZMIEROWJCZ c.w. 
GALVANOMETRIC PROPER TI ES OF FERROMAGNET IC URAN !UM MONOSULF ! DE 
J• APPL• PHYS. 35 (PT.2) fl9641 P.1053 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
361 KARSTEN G, 1967-A 
362 
FUEL MATERIAL SELECTION ( IN GERMANI 
KFK-700 (EUR-37131 !19671 P,11-1/19 (NSA 22-330951 (NSA 22-
327711 
KEYWORDS 2 6 30 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS C N 
KARSTEN G, 1967-B 
FUEL SELECT l ON AND F ABR I CAT! ON 
EURFNR-472 (19671 P,!I-1/21 (NSA 
KEYWORDS 2 6 30 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS C N 
22-532731 
363 KARSTEN G, 1967-C 
FUEL ROD PERFORMANCE (THE OPERATING BEHAVIOR OF A FUEL RODI 
l!N GERMANI 
KFK-700 (EUR-37131 (19671 (NSA-22-330951 !NSA 22-327711 
KEYWORDS 3 6 8 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS C 
364 KARSTEN G, 1967-D 
THE OPERATING BEHAV!OR OF A FUEL ROD 
EURFNR-472 I 19671 P,V-1/33 (NSA 22-532731 
KEYWOROS 3 6 8 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS C 
365 KATZ J,J, 1951-A 
RABINOWITCH E, 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF URANIUM D!CARB!OE 
THE CHEMISTRY OF URANIUM - PART !, THE ELEMENT, ITS BINARY AND 
RELATED COMPOUNDS 119511 P,219-20 NUCLEAR ENERGY SERIES, DIV, 
VI!!, VOL,5 INSA 5-6186) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 21 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
366 KAZMIEROWICZ C,W, 1963-A 
GALVANOMETRIC PROPERTIES OF URANIUM MONOSULF!DE 
ANL-6731 11963) 28P, INSA 17-362861 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS S 
KAZMI£ROW!CZ C,W, - SEE NR 360 
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KAZ NO FF A, I, • SEE NR 292 
367 KEENAN J,P, l967•A 
GOLDSMITH S, DE HALAS D,R, 
FABRICATION AND IRRADIATION FACTORS !NFI.UENC!NG PI.UTONIUM 
RECYCLE EC ON OM! CS 
BNWL•SA•l 019 119 611 11P, I NSA 21•148691 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 30 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 0 
368 KELLER D,L, 1961-A 
DEVELOPMENT OF URAN! UM MONON I TRI DE 
EURAEC•71 119611 15P, INSA 16•193471 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 20 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
369 KELLER Del, 1961-B 
DEVELOPMENT OF UPAN!UM MONON!TR!DE 
BM!•X•l78 IEURAEC•l69l 119611 P,2•5 INSA 16•3450! 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 20 21 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 




DEVELOPMENT OF URANIUM MONONITR!DE 
BMl•X•lA6 IEURAEC•260l 119621 5P, INSA 16•151181 
KfYWORDS 2 6 11 20 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 

















OF URANIUM MONONITRIDE 
IEURAEC-4241 119621 P,4•7 INSA 16•333701 
6112027V,1 
ANIONS N 
l 96 2-c 
OF URANIUM MONONITR!DE 
IEURAEC•466l 119621 P,2•4 INSA 17•19211 
6 11 21 W 
ANIONS N 
l 963•A 
OF URANIUM MONONITR!DE 
IEURAEC•5561 119631 P,2-4 INSA 17•324831 
6 11 20 W 
ANIONS N 
• SEE NR 128 244 575 580 682 
KELLfY K,K, 1949-A 
-117-
CONTR !BUT I ONS TO THE DATA ON THEORETICAL METALLURGY • X, H ! GH• 





BULLETIN 476 U,S, 9UREAU OF MINES (1949) P,187 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 21 
CATIONS T ANIONS N 
KELLfY K,K, 1960-A 
CONTRIBUTION TO THE DATA ON THEORETICAL METALLURGY• XIII, 
HIGH-TE~PERATURE i-lEAT-CONTENT, HEAT CAPACITY, ANO ENTROPY DAT..6 
FOR THE ELEMfNTS AND INORGANIC COMPOUNDS 
BULLETIN 584 U,S, BUREAU OF MINES (1960) P.189 (NSA 14•12583) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 21 
CATIONS T ANIONS N 
KEMMERJCH M. • SEE NR 93 
KEMPTER C•P• 
Ell IOTT R.O, 
THERMAL EXPANSION 
J, CHEM, PHYS, 30 
KEYWORDS 6 11 
CATIONS U 
l 959•A 
OF I UN It l U02 l t ( U02, TH02 It AND ( TH02) 
119591 P,1524·6 INSA 13•150871 
27 
ANIONS N 
KEMPTER C.P, 1962-A 
KRIKORIAN N.H, 
SOME PROPERTIES OF THORIUM MONOCARBIDE AND D!CARBIDE 
J, LESS•COMMON METALS 4 119621 P,244•51 (NSA 16•21D60l 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 





J, CHEM, PHYS, 43 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 
CATIONS U 
l 965•A 
OF A URAN! UM MONOCARB I DE•Z I RCON I UM 
SOLUT ! ON 
(19651 P,1736•8 !NSA 19•39200) 
21 
ANIONS C ADDITIVES ZR 
~79 KE"'IPTER C,P, 1969-A 
DERYE TEMPERATURES OF SOME METAL MONOCARBIDES 
PHYS, STATUS SOLID! 36 119691 P, Kl37•9 (NSA 24•81951 
KEYWORDS 1 2 6 10 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
~80 KENDALL E,G, 1965•A 
RILEY W,C. 
REFRACTORY NUCLEAR FUEL ELEMENT MATERIALS 
CERAMICS FOR ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES, ( ED, I HOVE J,E,, RILEY 
W,C, 119651 P,251•85 INSA 20•75131 
KEYWORDS 2 6 30 W 
CATIONS U K ANIONS O C 
381 KERR W,R, 1962•A 
LITERATURE SURVEY - URAN !UM MONON ITR ! DE 
NAA•SR•MEM0•7208 11962 l P,B I NAA•SR•TDR•7208 l (NSA 16•225331 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 20 26 27 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
382 KERRISK J.F, 1971-A 
HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSIS 
LA•4693•MS 119711 P,13•4 (NSA 25•583441 
KEYWORDS l 3 8 18 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS C 
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KIESSLING R, • SEE NR eo 
3B3 KIKUCHI T, 1969-A 
PHYS I CAI. PROPERTIES OF CARBIDE FUELS AND THEIR EVALUAT ! ON 
( I NCI.UD I NG OTHER COMPOUND FUELS HAV! NG THE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE 
S ! M ! I.AR TO CAR BI DE I I IN JAPANESE I 
JAERI-13517 119691 26P, IJAERI•MEMO 35171 INSA 25•429561 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 30 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS C N 
H4 KIKUCHI T, 1969-B 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF NITRIDE FUELS I IN JAPANESE I 
GENSHIRYOKU KOGYO 15 119691 P,75•9 
KEYWORDS 2 27 30 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 







TAKAHASHI T. NASU S, 
POROSITY DEPENDENCE OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIUM 
MONON!TR!DE 
J, NUCL, "'IATER. 45 (1973) P,284-92 (NSA 27-15147) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 14 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
KIKUCHI T, • SEE NR 331 527 530 531 557 558 641 
KILP G,R, l96D•A 
RLANKENSHJP W,P, MITCHELL P,v. SANDBERG S,W, 
THERMOELECTRIC NUCLEAR FUEL ELEMENT 
WCAP•l513 119601 P,4•6 INSA 14•129461 
KEYWORDS 2 6 2 0 
CATIONS U ANIONS S 
KILP G,R. 1960-B 
RLANKENSH IP W • P• GOODSPEED R. C • MARKLEY R ,A, 
MITCHELL P,V, 
FISSILE THERMOELECTRIC MATERIALS STUDIES 
WCAP-1630 11960 l P, 3-5 ( NSA 14-24495) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS S 
KING E• - SEE NR 784 
KINGERY W•D• • SEE NR 543 
KITTEL J.H, 1966-A 
PHYS! CAL PROPERTIES OF CARB ! DES, 
?LUTON I UM 
CERAMIC FUEL "1EETlNGt (BRUSSELS) 
21 (ED.l FERNET P. 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 20 27 W 
CATIONS P ANIONS F S 
KLE~ R. • SEE NR 258 
KLEIN D,J, • SEE NR 235 
KLEMENS P.G, • SEE NR 732 
KLERSY R, 1966-A 
SULFIDES AND PHOSPHIDES OF 
FEB• 28-~ARCH 2 (1966) P,?17-
IN•PILE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIUM CARBIDE 
CERAMIC FUEL "lEETING, (BRUSSELS) FFB, 28-~ARCH 2 (19661 P,237-
9 (ED,) FERNET P, 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 13 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
KLEYKAt-'P H• 1972-A 
WfDE~EYER H 1 
TRANSURAN!UM COMPOUNDS WITH PHOSPHORUS ( IN GERMANI 
GMEL!NS HANDBUCH DER ANORGAN!SCHEN CHEMIE, 80,4 TRANSURANE 
(1972) P,249-51 (PUBL,l VER:LAG CHE~IE WEJ/\!HEI~/BERGSTRASSE 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 30 W 
CATIONS P X ANIONS F 
KLEYKA~P H, • SEE NR 325 327 328 
KOBAYASHI S, • SEE NR 523 524 
KOENIG N.R, 1960•.A. 
WERB B.A, 
PROPERTIES OF CERAMIC AND CERMET FUELS FOR SODIUM GRAPHITE 
REACTORS 
NAA•SR-3880 ( 1960 I 50P, I NSA 14•181651 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 11 13 16 20 27 30 W 
CATIONS U K ANIONS C I 
392 KOLLIE T,G. 1964-A 
GRAVES R.S. MCELROY D.L, 
THERMAL COMPARATOR MEASUREMENTS 
ORNl.•3670 119641 P,25 (NSA 18•441481 INSA 18•440441 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
393 KOi.LIE T,G, 1964•6 
MOORE J,P, 
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY ANO THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIUM 
MONON ITR ! OE 
ORNl.•3670 119641 P,142•3 INSA 18•440441 INSA 18•441521 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 20 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
394 KOLLIE T•G• 1964-C 
MCELROY D,L, GRAVES R,S. FULKERSON W• 
A THERMAL COMPARATOR APPARATUS FOR THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
MEASUREMENTS FROM 50 TO 400C 
NUCLEAR METALLURGY VOi., X • !MD SPECIAL REPORT NOol3 119641 
P,651•76 INSA 18•359901 
KEYWORDS 2 6 9 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
395 
3 96 
•• 202 •• 
KOLLIE T,G, 
- SEE NR 266 762 763 764 
KORB tTZ F ,W, 
- SEE NR 164 
KORBITZ F,W, JR, 1964-A 
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY AND PHASE BOUNDARIES FOR THORIUM-CARBON 
ALLOYS 
A0-6D8348 ITHESISI 119641 70P, INSA 19-307231 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 15 20 
CATIONS T ANIONS C 
KOSTIK E, 1967-A 
PHYS I CO-CHEM I CAL ASPECTS OF URANIUM NITRIDE PRODUCT ION I IN 
SLOVAK I 
NUKL, F:r..JERG, 4 119671 P,6-12 INSA 22-70691 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 21 30 W 
CATIONS u ANIONS N 
KOT ELN I KOV R,B, 
- SEE NR 477 478 479 480 
KOYAMA K, 
- SEE NR 691 
KRIKORIAN N,H, 
- SEE NR 116 117 377 
'397 KRIKORIAN 0,H, 196C-A 
THER~AL EXPANSION OF HlGH TEMPERATURE" MATERIALS 
UCRL-613? 119601 7P, (NSA 15-18321 
KcY>IORDS 2 6 7 11 27 3D 
CATIONS U ANIONS C N 
'398 KRIKORIAN O.H. 1962-A 
ESTI'-lATION OF H!GH-TE~PFRATURE HEAT CAPACITIES OF CAR~IOES 
UCRL-6785 (1962) SP. !NSA 16-17618) 
KEYWORDS ? 7 11 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
KROLL H 1 
- SEE NR 319 






PRC PERT I ES OF PUC 
Ai'.jL-633r (1961) P,8?.-9 (NSA 15-22692) 




~O~OCAR8 I r)F. 
ANL-SGF-321 
KFY'll'ORDS ?. 
CA TI ONS 
l 96 2-A 
AND S0."'1E PROPERTIES OF ARC-CAST PLUTONIUM 
(196?) ?2P, (NSA 17-6637) 
6131527 
AN IONS C 
KRUGEQ 0,L, 1962-R 
PRFPAqATJON AND SOMF PROPERTIES OF ARC-CAST PLUTON!US 
\.1Q~OCARA I l)E 
J, ~lJCL, lv1ATFR, 7 (l962l P,142-50 INSA 17-16688) 
KFYWORDS 2 6 13 15 27 
CATIONS ANIO~S C 
K>:WGFR 0,L, 1964-A 
SAVAGF H, 
HEAT CAPACITY OF PL!JTONIU/v1 MONOCARBIOE' FRO/.' 400 TO i:rnoK 
J, CHF"-1, PHYS, 40 (1964) P,3324-8 (NSA 18-27995) 
Kl="Ylt/ORDS 6 1; 21 
CAT!ONS ANIONS C 
KRUGER 0,L, 1964-B 
CONSTITUTION AND PROPERTIES OF PLUTONIUS ~ONOCAR8IDE 
NUCLEAR METALLURGY VOL, X - I'1D SPECIAL REPORT N0,11 (1964) 
P11P7-04 (NSA 18-44227) 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 13 20 ?l ?7 W 
CATrONS ANIONS C 
Kl<!UGER O,L, 1964-C 
SAVAGE H, 
HFAT CAPACITY OF OLUTONIUM MONOCARBJDE 
ANL-~A6Fl (1964) P.115-8 lNSA 18-268961 
1<EnWRDS 2 6 7 21 
cAT!ONS ANIONS C 
405 Kh!UGEP 0,L, 1965-A 
406 
"10SER J,R, 
PROPE'RTIES OF THE CARRJDES, SULFIDES, AND PHOSPHIDES OF 
PlllTONIU'-1 
AI\/L-7lli5 (1961i) D,105-6 (NSA 21-11190) (NSA 2l-lllA9l 
KFYWQR!)S 2 6 11 27 




ANL-715S 119651 P,106-7 INSA 21-111901 INSA 21-111891 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 20 
CATIONS ANIONS C F S 





ANL-7C100 11965) P,84-6 (NSA 19-44586) (NSA 19-4398~) 
KE'Yl/,iQRDS 2 6 27 
CAT IONS P ANIONS 
KRUGER 0,L, 1966-A 
MOSER J,R, 
SINTERING CHARACTERISTICS ANO PROPERTIES OF PUS ANO PUP 
j, AMER, CERA~. sac, 49 (1966) P,661-7 INSA 21-132451 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 27 
CATIONS ANIONS F S 
1966-B 
"10SER J,P, 
PREPARATION OS THE SULF!DES AND PHOSPHIDES OF PLUTONIUM 
J, INORG, NUCL, CHEM, 2A (1966) P,825-32 INSA 20-206761 
KEYWORDS 2 7 26 
CATIONS P ANIONS F S 
-118-
•• 203 ** 
410 KRUGER O,L, 1967-A 
MOSER J,B, 
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES ANO ELECTRONIC CONFIGURATION OF THE 
MONOCARB !DE, MONOPHOSPHI DE, AND MONOSULF I DE OF PLUTONIUM 
J, CHEM, PHYS, 46 11967) P,B91-900 (NSA 21-13631) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 13 20 
CATIONS P ANIONS C F S 
411 KRUGER O,L, 1967-B 
412 
MOSER J,B, 
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES AND ELECTRONIC CONFIGURATIONS OF THE 
ACTINIDE METAL COMPOUNDS WITH NONMETALS OF GROUPS IV-VI 
ANL-7299 119671 P,126-30 INSA 22-436311 INSA 22-43>191 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 13 20 
CATIONS ANIONS C F S 
KRUGER O,L, 1967-C 
MOSER J,B, 
PREPARATION, ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE• AND CONDUCTION PROCESSES OF 
ACTINIDE !VA-VIA COMPOUNDS 
CHEM, ENGINEERING PROGRESS SY'-"POSIUM SERIES 63 (1967) P,1-10 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 20 30 W 
CATIONS P ANIONS C F S 
413 KRUGER O,L, 196 7-D 
MOSER J,8, 
LATTICE CONSTANTS ANO ~ELTING POINTS OF ACTINIDE-GROUP !VA-VIA 
CO~POUNDS WITH NACL-TYPE STRUCTURES 
J, PHYS, CHEM, SOLIDS 2A (1967) P,2321-5 (NSA 22-9061) 
KEYWORDS 2 26 
CATIONS U ANIONS F S 




CO~POUNDS OF PLUTONIUM, URANIUM, AND THOR I UM 
ANL-7417 119681 p I 2 8-9 I NSA 24-257681 
KEYWORDS 2 7 16 26 
CATIONS u p ANIONS F ADDITIVES ME 
KRUGER O,L, 
- SEE NR 299 ,oo 503 504 50> 506 
- SEE NR 508 5D9 510 511 512 513 
- SEE NR 515 516 
KRU~~E!CH W, 
- SEE NR 112 
KRYGER R, 
- SEE NR 488 489 
KUAOTA T, 1964-A 
SEKI Y, TAKAHASHI S, 
THER~AL CO"-tDUCTIVITY OF U02, UC AND UC2 
J, NUCL, set. TECHNOL, (TOl(YQ) 1 (1964) 
141721 
P,93-100 (NSA lA-
KEYWORDS 2 11 15 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
KUEHN H, 
- SEE NR 319 
KUNNETSOVA V ,G, 
- SEE NR 614 
KUTAITSEV V,I, 
- SEE "IR 614 
KUZIN N,l, 
- SEE NR 613 614 
KUZNETSOVA V,G, 
- ScE NR 613 
KUZNIETZ M, 1971-A 
THE PRESENTLY KNOWN ELECTRONIC AND MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF 
URAN!U~ MONOPNlCTIDES AND ~ONOCHALCOGENIDES 
507 
514 
CONFERENCE DIGEST N0,3 RARE EARTHS AND ACTINIDES, DURHAM 1971 
IPUB,I THE INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS, LONDON AND RRISTOL 119711 
P'162-7 
KEYWORDS 20 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS N F 
KUZNIETZ M, 
- SEE NR 297 
417 LAGEDROST J,F, 1966-A 
418 
STORHOK V,W, 
SELECTED PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF NITRIDE FUEL 
BMI-1784 119661 P,A-10/A-14 INSA 21-183081 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
LALLEMENT R, 1965-A 
COSTA P, PASCARD R, 
LOW TEMPERATURE RESISTIVITY AND MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY OF 
PLUTONIUM MONOCARB!DE I IN FRENCH! 
J, PHYS, CHEM, SOLIDS 26 (1965) P,1255-60 lNSA l9-42P70) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 11 20 
CATIONS P ANIONS 
419 LALLESENT R, 1968-A 
420 
SOME ELECTRICAL AND MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF COMPOUNDS OF RA,qE 
EARTHS AND ACTINIDES 
PROC, BRIT, CERAMIC, SOC, 10 (1968) P,115-28 (NSA ?2-26498 l 
KEYWORDS l 2 5 20 
CATIONS U P X ANIONS C 
LALLEMENT R, 
- SEE NR 184 185 187 108 189 212 213 
LAND C,C, 
- SEE NR 553 554 555 
LANGER S, 1964-A 
PHYS!COCHEM!CAL PROPERTIES OF CARBIDES FOR NUCLEAR 
APPl I CAT I ONS 
MATERIALS AND FUELS FOR HIGH-TEMPERATURE NUCLEAR ENERGY 
APPLICATIONS (19641 P,250-2 (EDS.I SI~NAD M,T,, ZUMWALT 
I NSA 18-225181 
KEYWORDS 2 6 15 26 W 
CATIONS U P T ANIONS C 
H 204 H 
421 LARIN A,A, 1972-A 
VLASOV v.G, 
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF URAN !UM OXYCARB I DES I IN RUSSI AN I 
ZH, NEORG, KHIM, 17 119721 P,291-4 INSA 26-377761 
KEYWORDS 2 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS A 
422 LASL 1965-A 
SELF-RADIATION DAMAGE OF REFRACTORY PU COMPOUNDS 
LA-3431-MS 11965} P,44 INSA 20-83901 
KEYWORDS 2 6 17 27 
CATIONS M ANIONS N 





THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF IU,PUIC 
LA-3431-MS 119651 P,45 INSA 20-83901 
KEYWORDS 2 6 13 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS C 
LATIMER T,W, 
- SEE NR 303 







W,J, MINER W,N, SCHONFELD F,W, 
STATUS REPORT ON SOLID PLUTONIUM FUELS PROGRAM FOR 
TO JUNE 30, 1963 
119631 P,12-3 INSA 17-343251 
2 6 13 15 27 W 
M ANIONS C 
LEARY J,A, 1963-B 
T'"'Ol'viAS R,L, OGARD A,F., WONN G,C, 
THER•AL CONDUCTIVITY AND ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF UC, IU,PU)C 
AND PUC 
LADC-5924 (1963l 16P, <CONF-206-4) (NSA lS-22231 
KEY>JORDS 2 6 13 20 W 
CATIONS U P M ANIONS C 
LEARY J,A, 196 3-C 
~AR AMAN W .J, MINER W,N, SCHONFELD F. w I 
PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS 
LA""S-3023 11963 l P,6 I NSA 18-71261 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 
CATIONS ~ ANIONS C 
Lf~RY .J,A, 1964-A 
PLUTONIUM F"UFLS 
LA-DC-6712 I 1964 l 7P, I NSA 19-9606 l 
KEY\o/ORDS 2 6 13 20 
CATIONS u p A"'l!ONS C 
LEARY J,A, 1964-8 
THOMAS R,L, OGARD A,E, WONN G,C, 
THER~Al CONDUCTIVITY AND ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF UCt (UtPUIC 
AN') PUC 
CA~P.IDES Ir\i "lUCLEAR ENERGY 1 (1964) P,365-72 (ED,) RUSSELL 
L,f, ICO~F-206-Al INSA 18-22231 INSA 20-93921 
KfYl'IORDS 2 6 13 20 W 
CATIONS U P e ANIONS C 
479 LEARY J1A1 1964-C 
MA"(AMAN W,J1 MlNfR (j,N, SCHONFELD F,W, 
PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS 
LAMS-3'.;'54 (1964) P,6-11 (NSA 18-18290) 
KEn!OR!)S ?. f, 20 W 
CAT!OSS ANIONS C 
430 LEARY J,A, 1966-A 
431 
RECE"lT ')EVF:LOPI.IENTS IN HlGH-TEf',IPERATURE PLUTONJU/\A COMPOUNDS 
TRANS, A"1ER, ~UCL, SOC, 9 (1966) P,37 (NSA 20-33793) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 13 30 W 
CATIONS ANIONS C 
LfARY J,A, 1967-A 
JOl,.jtJSON K. • '~', R, 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIUM-PLUTONIUM CARBIDE FUELS 
LA-DC-c:in59 (19671 16P, fNSA 22-7681 
KEnlORDS 2 6 11 13 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS C 
4'3? LEARY J,A, 1968-A 
JOHNSON K.,h1,R, 
THER•AL CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIUM-PLUTONIUM CARBIDE FUELS 
NUCL='.AR METALLURGY VOL, 13 (1968) P,309-21 (NSA 22-768) (NSA 
23-101;51 
KEYWORSJS 6 11 13 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS C 
LEARY J ,A• 
- SEE NR 90 282 345 553 554 555 556 
- SEE NR 610 
LE8EDEV I ,G, - SEE NR 483 484 485 
LEs::i,LANC J, ..... 
- SEE NR 29 
LECLFRE J, 
- SEE NR 488 489 
433 LEI-IMAr-!N J, 1967-A 
URAN!US ALLOYS (PHYSICAL PROPERTIES} <IN FRENCH} 
NOUVEAU TRAITE DE CHIMIE MINERALE, TOME XV, 4, FASCICULE 
URANIUM (COMPLEMENTS) (1967) P,328-33 (ED,) PASCAL P, (PUB,l 
MASSON ET C I E 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 30 
CATIONS U ANIONS I 
434 LEIBER C,0, 1971-A 
EFFECT OF THE ELASTIC ANISOTROPY OF THE MONQCRYSTAL ON THE 
PROPERTIES OF THE POLYCRISTALL!NE SINTERED MATRIX I IN GERMANI 
PLANSEEBER, PULVERMET, 19 119711 P,228-49 INSA 26-365251 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 10 27 30 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
-119-
** 205 ** 






GODFREY T ,G, 
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF URAN I UM CARS I DES 
J, NUCL, MATER, 21 119671 P.175-89 IORNL-P-21851 INSA 21-92261 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
LEITNAKER J,M, 
- SEE NR 229 274 275 551 680 
LERNER P, 1967-A 
ACCAR:Y A, 
ELECTRICAL RES I ST I VI TY AND MAGNETIC SUSCEPT I 8 I L !TY OF NON 
STOICHIOMETRIC URANIUM MONOCARBIDES I IN FRENCH I 
PROPR!ETES THERMODYNA~IQUES PHYSIQUES ET STRUCTURALES DES 
DERIVES SEMI-METALL!QUES, COLLOCUE INTERNATIONAL ~0,157 
IORSAYJ 1965 119671 P,509-15 
KEYWORDS 2 13 15 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
LEVINE P,J, 
- SEE NR 303 
LEVINSON L,S, 1963-A 
HEAT CONTENT OF URANIUM DICARB!DE FROM 1484 TO 2581K 
J, CHEM, PHYS, 38 (1963) P,2105-11 !LADC-55Afll tNSA 17-28853) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
LEVINSON L,S, 1964-A 
HIGH TEMPERATURE HEAT CONTENT OF URAN!US CARBIDES 
CARPI DES IN 1':UCLEAR ENERGY l (19641 P,429-~4 !ED,) RUSSELL 
L,E, fCONF-206-Al (NSA 18-203) (NSA 20-9392) 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
LJEB/.,1ANN A, 
- SEE NR 318 319 
LINDNER R, - SEE NR 474 
LITTON F,B, 
- SEE NR 193 357 
LIVEY D, 1963-A 
THE FABRICATI0"-.1, PROPERTIES, AND IRRADIATION STABILITY OF 
DISPERSION-TYPE FUELS 
TRANS, BRIT, CERA~. sac. 62 (1963) P.197-220 (I\ISA 17-33262) 
KE°YWORDS 2 6 7 12 15 27 W 









IN HETEROGENEOUS U02-PU02 AND UC-PUC FUELS IN 
NUCL, SOC, 13 ( 1970) P,342-3 (NSA 24-33331) 
3 18 W 
ANIONS C 




REACTOR HANDBOOK 2ND ED, VOL,l MATERIALS (ED,l TIPTON C,R, J~. 
119601 P,291-303 INSA 14-219171 
KEYWORDS 3 6 16 17 20 30 
LOFGREN N,L, 
- SEE NR 236 
LONADIER F,D, 
- SEE NR 346 
LONNEAUX D,M, 1960-A 
DESIGN OF THE~MAL CONDUCTIVITY APPARATUS 
NAA-SR-MEM0-5186 119601 24P, INSA 15-41081 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 9 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
LONSDALE H,K, 
- SEE NR 776 
443 LORENZELL! R, 1970-A 
444 
• OELAR:OCHE P, HOUSSEAU ~. PETIT P, 
STUDY OF CARBIDE-TYPE COMPOUNDS, PHASE DIAGRAMS AND PROPERT !ES 
I IN FRENCH} 
CEA-CONF-1589 119701 !BP, INSA 24-512181 
KEYWORDS 2 7 26 






HOUSSEAU M, PETIT P 1 
CARBIDE-TYPE COMPOUNDS, PHASE DIAGRAMS AND 
PROC, 4TH INT, CONF, ON PLUTONIUM AND OTHER ACTINIDES ( SANTA 
FEJ, NUCLEAR METALLURGY VOL, 17 PART 11 119701 P,818-28 ICONF-
701001-61 INSA 24-512181 INSA 25-114331 
KEYWORDS 2 7 26 
CATIONS M . ANIONS C 
LORENZELLI R, 
- SEE NR 105 106 207 
445 LOWRIE R, 1961-A 
RESEARCH IN PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PRINCIPLES AFFECTING HIGH 
TEMPERATURE MATERIALS FOR ROCKET NOZZLES 
NP-10401 119611 P,38-9 INSA 15-251301 
KEYWORDS 2 16 20 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS N S ADDITIVES CE 
446 LUBATTI E, 1966-A 
PAPPALARDO S, MIRARCHI Uo 
METALLIC OXIDES, CARBIDES, NITRIDES, BORIDES, AND SIL!CIDES IN 
THE TECHNOLOGY OF HIGH AND VERY HIGH TEMPERATURE, PRESENT 
STATE AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT IIN ITALIAN! 
TERMOTECNICA 20 (1966} Po540-51 (NSA 21-50021 
KEYWORDS 2 7 20 26 27 30 W 
CATIONS U T ANIONS O C 
447 
** 206 ** 
LVOV S1N, 1963-A 
NEMCHENKO V,F, PADERNO Y,B, 
THE HEAT CONDUCT !VJ TIES OF THE ALKALINE EARTH AND RARE EARTH 
HEXARORIDES I JN RUSSIAN) 
DO<L, AKAD, NAUK SSSR 149 119631 P,1371-2 INSA l7-2BB43I 
KEYWORDS 2 20 W 
CATIONS T ANIONS F ADDITIVES B 
44P, "ACOONALD R,D, 1966-A 
'-1ATHERS W,G, TACHJS A,f.ot, MAY J,E, 
SAP CLAC URAN I W CARB ! DE FUEL ELEMENTS 
AFCL-2'71 119661 82P, INSA 20-462201 
KcYWORDS 1 3 6 7 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
44q '~ACf)OIIJALD R,8, l968•A 
4'0 
~.A.THERS W,G, TACHIS A,M, 
SAP CLAD URAN!US CARBIDE FUEL ELEMENTS 
VET, SOC, CO~F, 42 ( 1966) DEL EVAN, HIGH TE~PERATURE NUCLEAR 
FUELS (196f!) P,165-81 <NSA 23-8356) 
i<.Fn.ioqos 1 3 6 7 11 W 
OTJONS U ANIONS C 
MA(DO~JALJ R1D1 
- SEE NR 464 
/li'ACfWAI\! J,R, 1971-A 
~fADOWCROFT R,R, 
TSE ANNEALING OF DASAGE IN U3SJ- ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY 
srur1Es 
J1 ~UCL, MATER, 40 (1971) P,311-24 (NSA 25-52479) 
l(fY\l,;QPDS 2 5 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 





A HIGH-TEl'viPEPATU~E ADIABATIC DROP CALORIMETER, THE ENTHALPIES 
OF ALPHA-AL.203t UC2 AND US BETWEEN 333K AND 1700K 
P'=!OC. 1RIT, CERA~, SOC, 8 (19671 P,15-30 fCONF-660459) (NSA 
2?-41Jq l !NSA 21-34262) 
(fYWOR~S 2 6 7 9 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS C S 
MA(LEW' A,C, 196 9-A 
H!GH-TF.~DE~ATU8E Tl-f:"Rr--10DYNAMIC PR~OPERTJES OF URANIUM DICARBIDE 
J, !NO:::G, NUCL. CHEM, 31 (1969) P.715-25 (NSA 23-16531) 
KFY\1-.'Qq'.)5 2 6 21 
CAT!O~S U ANIONS C 
MA(LF:)D A ,C, l 971-A 
~f I GH-TEr--'PEHAT'JRE THER"O~YNAM IC PROPERTIES OF URAN I UM 
"10N0SULPHIJE 
J, P..J:1RG, NUCL I CHEM, 33 119711 P,2419-25 I NSA 25->4584 I 
KE"Y'l'IORDS ? 6 21 
CAT IO,\iS ANIONS 
'-"A.CY P, 
-
SEE NR 691 
MANA RA A, 
-
SEE NR 136 137 
MANFORD C, 
- SEE NR 784 
¥ANSARD S, 
- SEE NR 231 232 
MANSFIELD R, L, 
-
SEE NR 237 
fv1ARM~AN w,J, 
-
SEE NR 424 426 429 
'vlARCO~! J, P, 196 9-A 
CONTqI9UTION TO THE STUDY OF ACTINIDE SULF IDES t IN FRENCH) 
CEA-R-1919 ( THFS IS I ! 1969) P,78-9 ( NSA 24-92691 
KFYl':Or.;Ds 2 6 
' CATIO/\JS u ANIO"'IS S 
¥AR(()~'. J, P, 
- SEE NR 199 290 
~AR:)0~! P,G, 
-
SEE NR 260 
MAt;:'<LF.:Y R,A, 
- SEE NR 387 
~ARPLFS J,A,C, 1970-A 
A/\J x-~AY srur:iv OF THE STRUCTURES OF UN, UP, USt ANO USE AT 
CRYOGENIC TEtviPE RA TURES 
J, PHYS, CHEM, SOLIDS 31 11970) P,2431-39 (NSA 25-144541 
KEYl'!ORDS 2 5 27 
CATIO"JS U ANIONS F S 
- StE NR 27 
MAR~ W,1'1', l97l•A 
FUEL PELLET ECCENTRICITY IN LMFBR FUEL PINS 
TRANS, Af,,1ER1 NUCL, SOC, 14 (1971) P,144-5 (NSA 25-41419) 
KEYWORDS 1 6 7 8 29 W 
CATIONS M Ar-.:tONS O C 
457 MARTt"J J,F, 1967-A 
TECHNIQUES FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF ENTROPY AND THEIR 
APPLICATION TO SOME URAN I UM COMPOUNDS 
PROC, BRIT, CERAM, SOC, 8 (19671 P,l-13 (NSA 21-32981) (NSA 
22-4114) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 15 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
- SEE NR 28 190 191 192 
-120-




KEYWORDS 2 3 
CATIONS M 
** 207 ** 
1966-A 
SELECTED PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF NITRIDE FUELS 
P,C2-3 INSA 20-235821 
6 11 13 W 
ANIONS 
459 MARTIN R,L, 1966•6 
STORHOK V,W, 
MEASUREMENTS OF SELECTE"D PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF NITRIDE FUELS 
BMl-1767 119661 P,0-4 INSA 20-35834) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 W 
CATIONS U P ANIONS N 




MEASUREMENTS OF SELECTED PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF NITRIDE FUELS 
SM!-1771 119661 P,C-213 INSA 20-371681 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
f.otARTIN q,L, 1966•0 
S TOR HOK V, W, 
~EASURESENTS OF SELECTED PHYSICAL PROPFRTIES OF NITRIDE FUELS 
BMI-1774 fl966l P,C-2/3 !NSA 20-37169) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
~ARTIN R,L, 
s TORHOK V. ~I. 
~EASURE~ENTS OF 
gMl-1778 119661 
KEYWORDS 2 3 
CATIONS U ~ 
1966-E 
SELECTED PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF NITRIDE FUELS 
P,C-2/C-3 (NSA 21-447) 
6 
ANIONS N 
463 SATERIALS ENGINEER, 1970-A 
ENGINEERS' GUIDE TO STRUCTURAL CERAMICS 
MATfRtALS ENGINEERING 7? N0,5 (1970) P,38-45 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 26 27 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C N 
464 MATHERS W,G, 1966-A 
MACDONALr) R,D, MAY J,E, TACHIS A,M, 
UC FUELS IN ORGANIC-COOLED REACTORS 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, SOC, 9 (1966) P,46-7 (NSA 20-33801) 
KEYWORDS , 6 13 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
MATHERS W,G, 
- SEE NR 448 449 716 
465 MATOLICH J, JR, 196 7-A 
S TOR HOK V, W, 
SELECTED PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF NITRIDE FUELS 
BMI-1809 119671 P,A-48/56 INSA 22-602( (NSA 22-7?01 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 14 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
466 MATOLICH J, JR, 196 7-R 
P.EST R,E, STORHOK V,W, 
SELECTED PHYSICAL PROPfRTJES OF NITRIDE FUELS 
BMJ-1798 119671 P,A-28/29 (NSA 21-32951) 
KEYWORDS ? 6 9 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS N 
467 MATOLtCH J, JR, 196 7-C 
S TOR HOK V, W, 
SELECTED PHYSICAL PROPFRTJES OF NITRIDE FUELS 
BMJ-1819 119671 P,A-16/17 INSA 2?-152611 
K~YWORDS 2 6 9 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 
468 "1ATOLtCH J, JR, 196 8-A 
STORHOK V,W, 
SELECTED PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF NITRIDE FUELS 
AMl-1826 (19681 P,A22-5 tNSA 22-216451 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 15 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS 
469 ~ATOLICH J, JR, 1968-B 
470 
471 
S TORHOK V, W, 
SELECTED PHYSICAL PROPERTIES DF NITRIDE FUELS 
BMJ-1837 11968 I P,A30-4 ( NSA 22-287771 
KEYWORDS 2 6 13 27 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS N 
MATOLtCH J, JR, 1968-C 
STORHOK V,W, 
SELECTED PROPERTIES OF NITRIDE FUELS 
AMl-le45 (19681 P,A60-7 (NSA 23-10191 
KEYWORDS 2 6 13 15 27 W 
CATIONS P M ANIONS N 





TELLUR I DES 
PROPERTIES OF SOME URANIUM SELENJDES AND 
J, INORG, NUCL, 
KEYWORDS 2 6 
CAT JONS U 
CHEM, 25 (19631 P,795-800 INSA 17-288571 
7 20 26 
ANIONS S 
472 MATSUI H, 1972-A 
RECOVERY OF ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY JN NEUTRON-IRRAD JA TED 
URANIUM MONOCARBIDES 
J, NUCL, SCJ, TECHNOL, (TOKYO) 9 11912) P,618-9 (NSA 27-1845) 
KEYWORDS 4 6 13 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
MATSU.I H, 
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- SEE NR 305 
1962-A 
ELEMENTS f IN GERMANI 
(19621 P,94-9 CNSA 16-151351 




CHARACTER I ST I CS 
C IN GER"AN I ' 
ATO•KERNENERG l E 
KEYWORDS 2 6 
AND BEHAVIOR OF HIGH TEMPERATURE NUCLEAR FUELS 
(19641 P,2-46 CNSA l8-155Dll 
202730W CATIONS U MIONS C 
MAY J,E, 
- SEE NR 448 464 716 
471j ~(ELROY D,L, l969•A 
WILLIA~$ R,K, BANKS T,E, 
FUFL-CLADDING THERMAL CONDUCTANCE 
OR~L-4350 (19691 P,56-62 CNSA 23-205341 (NSA 23-20>361 KE'YWORDS 2 6 8 W 
CATI0/\1S M ANIONS N 
·'1C!:LROY D,L, 
- SEE NR 264 392 394 496 497 499 
- SEE NR 501 502 761 789 790 791 
- SEE NR 794 
V(r,.1LJRTl:;lY C.~• 
- SEE NR 722 
.'.A(NEAL N, 
- SEE NR 440 
4 76 MCNEAL N,A, 1970-A 
HEAT TSANSFER PROBLEMS IN UC-PUC FUELS 
PLUTON!US DISTRIBUTIONS AND ITS EFFECT 
ANL-7610 (1970) P,332-5 (NSA 24-47877) 
'<[YWORDS , 6 7 18 W 
WI TH HETEROGENEOUS 
ON DOPPLER FEEDBACK 
CNSA 24-478051 
CATIONS M ANIONS 
r-1EAD0\A.l(ROFT R,R, 
- SEE NR 450 
r,.afADOWS R,E, 
- SEE NR 181 
477 ~EERSON G,A, 1960-A 
KOTELNIKOV R,8, RASHLYKOV S1N1 
URANIU"-' MQI\J0CAR8IDE l!N RUSSIAN) 
AT, ENfRG, (USSR) o (l96Cl P,387-412 INSA 15-11550) 
KfYWOR~S 2 6 30 W 
CATJC,~S L' ANIONS C 
47'l M~FRSO'\ G,A, 1961-A 
KOTELN!K.OV R,A, RASHLYKOV S,N, 
URnN IU\.1 MQNO(ARBI :)E 
SCV, J, ATO~. ENERGY 9 (1961) Pe927-31 fNSA 11-115~0) 
K!:Y\.</OQDS ?. 6 30 W 
CATIO~S AN JONS 
470 MfFq50N CieA. 1961-B 
)(OTELN!)(OV ~.s. PAS~LYl(OV s.N. 
LH~ANIUM "'10!\/0CARRIDE (IN ITALIAN) 
!"JG, NU\LEARE 4 (1961) P-105-9 (NSA 15-32568) 
'<fYWORDS 2 6 ?.C 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
4'!C r-'EFRSON GeAe 1962-A 
KOTfL,''HKOV R.s. 9ASHLYKOV s.N. 
',1RANIL1M WONOCAReIDE 
Rf ACTOR SCIE~CE AN, TECHNOLOGY 16 ( 1962) Pe485-8 fNSA 17-1 ?f- 0 1) 
KEY 1tlORDS 6 20 30 W 
CAT !ONS U ANIONS C 
4~1 MENDFZ PENALOSA ~. 1963-A 
THERMAL EXPANSION OF URANIUM M0NOCAR8IDE 
i'lAA-S1;!-85'H! (1963) 23Pe (NSA 17-39539) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 13 27 
CA""I0",15 U ANIONS 
4'!? MEl--iCEZ PE'r.JALOSA Re 1964-A 
TA,YLOR R.E. 
Tf-aER"'lAL EXPANSION OF URANIU\1 SESQUJCARBIDE 
Je t,.,MER, CERA"", SOC. 47 (1964) P.416-7 CNSA lB-36005) 
KEYWOR'.)S 2 6 7 13 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
MENSH!t<:OVA r.s. 1971-8 
RESHETNIKOV F,G. MUKHIN V,Se RYMASHEVSK1J G•A• 
LEPFDF.V I .G. EPSHTEIN A,L, 
PROPERTIES oi:- CARBIDE, NITRIDEt PHOSPHIDEt AND OTHER FUEL 
cosoos1TJONS A,o THEIR 9EHAVIOR UNDER IRRAOIATION (IN RUSSIAN) 
AT0M'lAYA ENP~GIYA 31 (1971) P.393-402 
l(fY\,!O~DS 2 6 7 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C N F S 
4~4 ME~S'-i!KOVA T,S. 1971-C 
RESHETNIKOV F.G. MUKHIN V,S, RYMASHEVSK1I G.A, 
LEREOEV ! eGe EPSHTEIN A.L, 
PROPERTIES OF CARBIDEt NITRJDEt PHOSPHIDEt ANI) OTHER FUEL 
COMPOSITIONS AND THEIR AEHAVIOR UNDER IRRADIATION 
SOV, J, ATOMIC ENERGY 31 (19711 P,1148-57 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C N F S 
48~ i\'ENSHIKOVA r.s. 1972-A 
qESHETNIKOV F.G, RYMASHEVSKII GeA, LEBEDEV t.G, 
MUCH IN VeS, EPSHTEJN A,L, 
PROPERTIES AND IRRADIATION BEHAVIOUR OF CARBIDE, NITRIDE, 
PHOSPH! DE AND OTHER FUEL COMPOSITIONS 
PROC, 4TH !NT, CONF, ON PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY 10 
(1972) GENEVA P,217-38 (A/CONF.49/P/4541 (CONF-710901-4721 I NSA 25-52468 I 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 21 27 W 
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MERCURIO J,P, 1969-A 
ETOURNEAU J, NASLAIN R, BONNEROT J, 
SPECIFIC HEAT AT LOW TEMPERATURE FOR SEVERAL CAB6 TYPE 
HEXABOR!DES C IN FRENCH! 
COMPT, REND, ACAD, SCI, (PARISI SER,B 268 (19691 P,1766-9 CNSA 24-3020 I 
KEYWORDS 2 5 21 
CATIONS T ANIONS F ADDITIVES B 
MERLINI A, 
- SEE NR 137 178 
~ERRYMAN R•G• 
- SEE NR 378 
fo!EYER R,A. 
- SEE NR 237 
~ICHEL J,C11 
- SEE NR 179 
>IHA!LOVIC Z, 1962-A 
MEASUREMENT OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF THC AND THC2 SAMPLES 
AEC-TR-5174 C 19621 3 lP, C APPEND! X II C NSA 16-241791 KEYWORDS 2 6 11 15 W 
CATIONS U T ANIONS C 
488 MJKAfLOFF H1 1969-B 
LECLERE Je KRYGER 8 • BLOCH J, 
CONTE Me 
IRRADIATION OF MIXED URANIUM AND PLUTONIUM CARBIDE AND NITRIDE 
FUELS IN THE FAST Nl'UTRON LOOP 'MFBS' 
EURFNR-688 (19691 103P, CNSA 24-149641 
KEYWORDS I 3 6 7 
CATIONS M ANIONS C N 
.MIKAILOFF H, 1970-A 
LECLERE J1 KRYGER B. BLOCH J. 
CONTE M, 
IRRADIATION OF MIXED URAN!ue AND PLUTONIUM CARBIDE AND NITRIDE 
•UELS IN THE FAST NEUTRON LOOP 'MFBS' C IN FRENCH I 
CEA-N-1186 fEUR-4347,FJ (1970) 92Pe (NSA 25•524721 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 7 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS C N 
490 MlLET C, 1967-A 
STUDIES OF U-PU-C-Tl COMPOUNDS I IN FRENCH! 
CEA-R 3201 (19671 44P, CNSA 21-288261 
KEYWORDS 2 1 II 16 20 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS C ADDITIVES TI 
491 MILET C, 1967-B 
INVESTIGATIONS OF URANIUM-PLUTONIUM-TITANIUM-CARBON COMPOUNDS C IN FRENCH I 
~Er,-1. SCie REV. METALLRG. 64 (19671 Pe261-6 (NSA 21-3?991) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 20 W 
CATIONS UM ANIONS C ADDITIVES TI 
492 MILET C, 1968-A 
4 93 
494 
CONTRIBUTION TO TYE STUDY OF U-Tl AND U-PU-Tl CARBIDES ( IN FRENCH I 
CEA-R 3656 (THESIS! (19681 77P, INSA 23-173921 
l(EYWORDS 2 6 7 11 16 1>.1 
CATIONS UM ANIONS C ADDITIVES TI 
,MILET C 1 
- SEE NR 105 106 114 
MILLER A,D, 
- SEE NR 216 678 679 
MILLER W,Re 
- SEE NR 181 
~ILNE J,M, 1964-A 
THERMAL AND ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITIES OF DRAGON FUEL CARTRIDGES 
D.P. REPORT 284 C 19641 20P, C NSA 24-437551 KEYWORDS 2 1 9 12 20 W CATIONS M ANIONS C 
M!SIER W.N, 
- SEE NR 424 426 429 
MIRARCHI u, 
- SEE NR 446 
"ITCHELL PeVe 
- SEE NR 386 387 
~OCHALOV G11Ae 1968-A 
TAGIROVA R,K, TEREKHOV Ge I, IVANOV 0,S, THE LINEAR EXPANSION AT UP TO llOOC 
ALLOYS AND COSPOUNDS OF URANIUM C IN 
i:-rz.-KHIMIYA SPLAVOV I TUGOPLAVKIKH 
(19691 P,53-62 CNSA 23-417321 
AND THE DENS! TY OF SOME 
RUSSIAN I 
SOE'D IN, S TOR I E"1 I URAN0'-1, 
KEYWORDS 2 6 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS C l 
•95 MOENCH S, 1968-A 
CLAUSSEN N, 
PROPERTIES OF MIXTURES OF URANIUM NITRIDE AND URANIUM DIOXIDE 
PROC• 4TH INTe CONF, ON 'SCIENCE OF CERAMICS' 1967 
CMAASTR!CHTI, SCI, CERAM, 4 (19681 P,459-64 CNSA 23-124311 
C NSA 23-12428 I 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS B 
- SEE NR 471 
496 MOORE· J,P, 1967-A 
WILLIAMS R.K. MCELROY D,Le 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF UN 
ORNL-•170 119671 P,33 INSA 22-8820) CNSA 22-86851 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
** 210 ** 
497 MOORE J.P. 1967-B 
GRAVES R,S, WILLIAMS R,K, MCELROY D,L, 
HEAT FLOW RESULTS 
ORNL-4170 119671 P,39 INSA 22-86851 INSA 22-87311 
KEYWORDS 2 6 15 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
4qp; ~CORE .J,P, l967•C 
GRAVES R,S, WILLIAMS R,K, 
COMPARATIVE LONGITUDINAL SYSTEM 
ORNL-4170 119671 P,39-40 INSA 22-87311 INSA 22-8680) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 9 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
499 ~CORE J,P, 1968-A 
FULKERSON W, MCELROY 0,L, 
THERMAL co,o~CT IV !TY, ELECTRICAL RES I 5 TI VI TY AND SEE BECK 
COEFFICIENT OF IJRANIU"'1 "'10N0NITR1DE FROM 77 TO 400K 
A"-IEP, CfRA~, sac, BULL, 47 (19681 P,417 (ABsTRAcr, 
KEYWORDS 2 5 11 20 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
"iOO ~COPE J,P, 1968-B 
S 01 
s 'J? 




FULKERSOrs.: W, tJ.(ELROY D,L, 
TRANSPORT PROPERi I ES OF UN 
ORNL-4'370 (1968) P.26-8 (NSA 23-8304) (NSA 23-81061 
KEYWORDS 2 5 11 20 W 
CATIO~S U ANIONS N 
. ..,OORF J,P, 1970-A 
FULKERSON 'H• MCELROY D,L, 
THERWAL CONDUCTIVITY, ELECTRICAL RESlSTIVtTYt ANO SEEBECK 
COEF~!CIENT OF URANIUM "-10NONITRI0E 
j, Alv1ER, C!:RA~. sac. 53 (1970) P,76-82 
KEV\o.'ORDS 2 5 11 20 W 
CATtor--:s u ANIO"JS N 
~O'JRF J,P, 1970-B 
FULKFRSON 1.N, MCELROY D,L, 
THfRMAL CONDUCTIVITYt ELECTRICAL ~ESlSTIVITY, ANO SEEBECK 
COfF~ICIE:NT 0~ URANIUM M0NO"'lITR1DE 
J~NL-4570 (19701 P,21-2 (NSA 25-2601) (NSA 25-2729) 
KEYll.'ORDS ?. ':i 6 11 20 \\.' 
CATIOr-.:s U ANIONS N 
~OCRf J,P • - SEE NR 229 264 266 393 
MQORTHY V,K, 
- SEE NR 808 
MORGAN J, G, 
- SEE NR 146 148 655 
f.ACRLOT G, 
- SEE NR 86 87 224 225 226 227 
MORTON ~. 
- SEE ~R 305 
"'OSER J,9, 1965-A 
KRUGER O,L • 
HEAT PULSE MfASURE~ENTS ON PLUTON !U~ COMPOUNDS 
0R(l( 1 C,TH CONF, ON T'1E'(MAL CONDUCTIVITY 1196; I DENVER VOL, 1 
P, i-F-l /11 
Kfyi,_1QRDS ? 6 11 w 
CATI0"-S u p A"lIONS C F S 
fJCSEq J,~, 1965-B 
l(RUGFR O,L • 
DfVf.LOPr--<ENT OF THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY FOR CERAMIC MATERIALS 
ANL-70(')0 (19651 P,106-lC (NSA 19-439A5) (NSA 19-44~86) 
KFVWQR')S 2 6 7 9 10 13 W 
Cf,T!ONS U ANIQNS C 
MOSFR J,~, 1965-C 
KRUGf'<. 0,L, 
Tf-J:'RMAL ::JIFFUSIVITY OF PLUTONIUM tv10N0SULFI0E AND MONOPHOSPHIOE 
A"lL-715"i (19fi5) P.107 (NSA 21-11190) {NSA 21-11189) 
"<.fYWOR.l)S 2 6 11 'fl 










,iEAT AND THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIUM PHOSPHIDE 
119fi5) P,110 (NSA 21-111901 (NSA 21-11189) 
2 S 11 21 W 
U ONIONS F 
1965-E 
(RUGER 0,L, 
HEAT 0 ULSE r-AEASUREMENTS ON URANIUM CO~POUNDS 
J, NUCL, MATER, 17 (1965) P,15'3-8 (NSA 20-3943) 
K~Y 1NO~DS 2 6 7 9 11 W 
CAT !ONS U ANtONS 
?Jfl '-'OSER J.9, 1967-A 
<.RUGFR O,L, 
THERSAL CONDUCTIVITY AND HEAT CAPACITY OF ACTIN!OE COMPOUNDS 
ANL-7?09 (1967) P,130-3 (NSA 22-43631) (NSA 22-43519) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 13 21 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C F S 
509 MOSEQ J,~3. 1967-B 
510 
KRUGER 0,L, 
THES••AL CONDUCTIVITY AND HEAT CAPACITY OF THE MONOCARB!DE, 
MOl\lOPHOSP~ I DE t AND MONOSULF 1 DE OF URAN l U~ 
.J, AOPL, PHYS, 38 (19671 P,3215-22 {NSA 21-36920) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 13 21 W 






KEYWORDS 2 6 
CATIONS U P M 
196 7-C 
OUT-OF-PILE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF NUCLEAR 
P,115-6 INSA 22-120061 
7 9 11 12 W 
ANIONS C 
-122-
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511 MOSER J,B, 1968-A 
KRUGER O,L, 
PROPERTIES OF PROSPECT I VE FUELS - THERMAL DI FFUS I VI TY OF THE 
CARBIDES OF URANIUM AND PLUTONIUM 
ANL-7419 119681 P, 107-9 I NSA 22-226531 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 13 W 
CATIONS U P ANIONS C 
512 MOSER J,B, 1968-B 
KRUGER O,L, HANDWERK J,H, 
ELECTRICAL ANO THERMAL PROPERTIES OF SOME ACT! NI DE CONPOUNDS 
PROC, BRIT, CERA~. sec, 10 11968) P,129-40 (NSA 22-26085) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 W 
CATIONS U P ANIONS 
~11 MOSER J,B, 1968-C 
KRUGER O,L, 
THER~AL CONDUCT IV !TY AND HEAT CAP AC I TY OF THE MQNOPHOSPH IDE 
AND MONOSULF I DE OF PLUTON !UM 
J, AMER, CERA~. sec. 51 {1968) P,369-72 (NSA 22-45AlA) 
KEYWOROS 2 6 11 21 W 
CATIONS P ANIONS F S 







THER•.AL DI FFUS IV I TY OF ACTINIDE COMPOUNDS 
PROC, 7TH CO"IF, ON THER~AL CO~DUCTIVITY (19671 GAITHERSAURG, 
NBS-SPEC, PUBL, 302 !1968) P,461-6 (NSA 23-67391 (NSA 23-66321 
KEYWORDS 2 
CAT IONS U P 
9 12 15 21 W 
ANIONS C 
r-10SER J,9, 1968-E 
KRUGER 0,L, 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AND HEAT CAP AC I TY OF PLUTONIUM 
MO NOP HOS PH I DE AND MONOSULF I DE 
ANL-7417 11968) P,31 INSA 24-257681 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 W 
CATIONS ANIONS F S 
MOSER J,~. 1968-F 
KRUGER O,L, 
THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY OF URAN!US ANO PLUTONIUM CARR!DES 
ANL-7417 11968) P,33 INSA 24-25768) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 13 14 W 
CATIONS U P • ANIONS C 
MOSER J • 8 • 1969-A 
MATERIALS PROBLEMS IN NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY 
INT I J, NONDES TRUCT, TEST, 1 119691 P, 91-107 I NSA 24-73 75 I 
KEYWOROS 2 6262730 
CATIONS U P M ANIONS 
MOSER J,B, 
- SEE NR 299 405 406 407 408 409 
- SEE NR 411 412 413 414 
f'J.RAZEK F, 
- SEE NR 725 726 727 730 
~UC HIN v.s. 
- SEE NR 485 
r-1UELLER C • - SEE NR 621 
MUtS R,P, 
- SEE NR 183 
MUKAI BO T, l 96 2-A 
NAtTO K, SA.TO K, UCHIJlMA T, 
410 
THE MEASUREMENT OF THE SPECIFIC HEAT OF URANIU~ CARBIDE ABOVE 
ROOS TEMPERATURES 
PROC, OF THE SYMPOSIUM ON THERMODYNAMICS OF NUCLEAR MATERIALS, 
!AEA iST!/PUA/58) 119621 P,645-51 (PREPRINT SM-26/111 lNSA 16-
253791 INSA 17-61041 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
MUICA IBO T, 
- SEE NR 519 526 721 
~UKHIN V,S, 
- SEE NR 483 484 
r-1ULFORO ReN,R, 
- SEE NR 562 563 564 
MURARAYASHI ~. 1971-A 
TAKAHASHI Y, MUKAIBO T, 
HIGH TEMPERATURE HEAT CA PAC I TY OF URAN I UM MONOSULF I OE AY THE 
LASER FLASH METHOD 
J, NUCL, MATER, 40 (19711 P,353-4 (~SA 25-524451 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 
CATlO"IS U ANIONS S 
MURARAYASHI M, 
- SEE NR 721 
520 MURRAY P, 1957-A 
SOME ASPECTS OF ·cERAMICS IN ATOMIC ENERGY 
THE REFRACTORIES JOURNAL 1 11957) P,2-6 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 30 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
521 MUSTACCHI C, 1963-A 
5 22 
GUILIANI S, 
DEVELOPMENT OF METHODS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF THE HIGH 
TEMPERATURE THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY OF UC 
EUR:-337,E <1963 J 27P, ( NSA l 7-36294 l 
KEYWOROS 2 6 7 9 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
MUSTACCH! C, 1965-A 
GUILIANI 5, 
THERMAL AND MECHANICAL STUDIES OF SOLID-SOLID 
EUR-2486,E 119651 52P, INSA 20-18111 
KEYWORDS 1 2 8 27 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
CONTACTS 
-
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MUSTACCH! C, 
• SEE NR 37 272 
~UTO T, l 969•A 
K08AYASH I S, 
CAR8!DE FUELS FOR FAST BREEDER REACTORS, PHYSICAL ANO CHEMICAL PROPERTIES ( IN JAPANESE I 
GENSH ! RYOKU KOGYO 15 N0,4 ( 19691 P, 63•9 
KEYWORDS 2 20 27 30 W 
CATIONS. U P ANIONS C D 
MUTO T • l 969•8 
KOflAYASHI Se 
CARBIDE FUELS FOR FAST BREEDER REACTORS, PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL 
PROPERTIES ( !N JAPANESE I 
GENSHIPYOKU KOGYO 15 NOe6 (l969J Pe73-S0 
KEYWORDS 2 20 27 30 W 
CAf!ONS U P ANIONS C D 
NADLFi:;> He 
• SEE NR 279 
NAITO '<• 1967-A 
THEP>AL CONDUCTIVITY OF NUCLEAR FUEL CERAMICS AT HIGH 
TE~PERATURES I !N JAPANESE) 
YOGYO KYOKAI SHI 75 {19671 Pel63-74 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 !~ 15 30 W 
CATIONS U TV ANIONS O C N 
NAITO Ke 518 
NAl(AI F. 1970-A 
O~JO Fe TAKA!-4ASHI Ye MUK.AIBO T, 
HEAT CAPACITY OF URA,N!UM MONOSULF!DE FROM 300 TO 600K 
J. NUCL1 scr. TECHNOL. /TOKYO) 7 (1970) P1427-8 CNSA 24-43Q97) KE'Y\>.IORDS 2 6 21 
CAT ICNS U ANIONS S 
NAKA~UQA Y, 1972-A 
.SUZUl(I 51 UEf.iATSU K, SHIMOKAWA J, 
KIKUCHI T 1 
PLIJTONIU1v1 FUEL l)EVELOOiVENT IN JAPAN FOR FAST AND THER"1AL qfACTORS 
PPOC, 4TH INT, CONF, ON PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY 4 
I lQ72) GEl\JF.VA P1 309-23 (A/CO'-IF,49/P-821) (CO~F-710901-343) fNSA ?'5-54094) 
KEYWORDS 2 f; 7 15 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
NAMRA S, 1967-A 
IMOTO S, SANO T • 
STUDY OF UC(l-XJOfXl I III, /IN JAPANESE) 
NIPPON GENSHIRYOKU GAKKAISHI 9 (1967) Pel32-8 (NSA 21-26903) 
KEY\ll!ORDS 2 6 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS A 
l\JAW<A S. 1968-A 
IMOTO S, 
THfqMOCHf~ICAL STU")Y OF URAN!UM OXYCARBIDE 
TEC~NOLe REP, OSAKA UNIV, 18 (1968) Pe9l-l04 !NSA 22-42657) 
KEYl'!OPDS 2 6 21 
CATIO,\JS U A."JIONS A 
- SEE NR 91 
- SF.:E I\IR 486 
l\!ASU Se l968•A 
K i'<L1CHI T, 
THER.,.,AL )IFFUSIVITY OF UN FR0'-1 20 TO 1.oooc BY LASER PULSE 
~ETl-'0'.') 
J. !\!UCL. SCI. TECl-j"JOL, (TOKYO) 5 (1968) P,31A-9 (NSA 22-400B7J 
KEY'.-!OPDS 2 6 ll 21 W 
CATIOI\JS ANIONS I\! 
'i~' ,\JASU S1 1969-A 
TA~Ai-!AS>-1! T, i\;E~~I Y, KIKUCHI T, 
THFP"".AL COt\/DUCT!VITIES OF URANIU'-1 MONOCARB!DE, MONONITRIDE AND CARAO,\J I TRil")ES 
JAERI-13541 (1969) 12P1 
KEYviORDS l f. 15 W 
CAT !O"JS U ANIONS C N E 
I\JASU S, 
- SEE NR 38 5 558 
'IJAVRATIL J,D, 
- SEE NR 552 
NCC 195 9•A 




CATIO\JS U T 
NEIMAPK l,A, 
NEMCHENKO VeFe 
NE1.o,q Y 1 
NERESON N,G, 
NE'UER Ge 
( 1959) Pe69-74 INSA 14-11989) 
16 20 W 
ANIONS O C 
• SEE NR 303 
• SEE NR 447 
• SEE NR 531 
• SEE NR 117 
• SEE NR 152 
"i31 NEWKIRK HeW, 1959•A. 
PATES J,L, 
THE MELTING POINTS OF URANIUM DIOXIDE, URANIUM MONOCARB!DEo 
AND URANIUM SONON!TRIDE 
HW•59468 (19591 5P, (NSA !3•!88821 
KEYWORDS 2 7 II 15 26 






** 213 ** 
NICHOLS R,W, !958•A 
CERAMIC FUELS • PROPERTIES ANO TECHNOLOGY 
NUCL, ENG, 3 ( 19581 P,327•33 !NSA !2•1588! I 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 11 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
NICHOLS R,W, l960•A 
CERAMIC FUELS (URANIUM CARB!DEI 
MATERIALS FOR NUCLEAR ENGINEERS IED,I MCINTOSH A,8,1 HEAL 
T,J.1 (1960) F>1154 (NSA 15•11482) 
KEYWORDS Z 6 3 0 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
NICOLAOU MeCe 
• SEE NR 734 
NIGHTINGALE R,E, 1967•A 
THERMAL D!•FUS!VITY OF UN-20 WT 0/0 PUN 
8NWL•404 (19671 P,47 (NSA 23•23852) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 II W 
CATIONS M ANIONS N 
N!JS!NG R, l966•A 
TEMPERATURE AND HEAT FLUX O!STR!BUTION IN NUCLEAR FUEL ELE>ENT RODS 
NUCL, ENG, DES, 
~EYWORDS I 3 
CATIONS U 
4 (19661 P,!•20 (NSA 20•31349) 
6 7 P 29 W 
ANIONS C 
NOE A, 1959-A 
ELDRIDGE E,A, DEEM HeW, 
THERMAL CONOUCT!VITY CF CAST UC 
PM!-1377 (1959) P,74·6 (NSA 14•164921 
KEYWORDS 2 6 13 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
5 39 NOE A,R, 1959•8 
ELDRIDGE E.A. DEEM H1W, GERDS A,F • 
FURTHER STUDIES OF SINTERED URANIUM COMPOUNDS 
8M!•l3!3 (1959) P,15·23/A2 fNSA 13•89081 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 13 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
140 NORMAN L,De JR, 1965-A 
THERMOELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF DEPLETED URANIW SELEN!OES AND TELLUR ! DES 
BM•R!-6638 (19651 20P, (NSA !9•30728) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS S 
541 NORREYS J,J, 196 3-A 
542 
5 43 




TRANS, BRIT, CERAM, SOC, 62 11963) P,183-7 INSA 17-32636) 
6 7 20 22 27 KEYWORDS 2 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
NORREYS J.J, 1964-A 
WHEELER M,J. GJLLA~ E, 
THE PRE PARAT ION ANO SO~E PROPERTIES OF URAN r UM SE sou I CARA r OE 
CAR~IDES IN NUCLEAR ENE'RGY 1 (1964) P,l-6 !EDel ~USSEL L,E, 
fCONF•206•A) ( NSA 20•9541) ( NSA ?0·93921 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 20 27 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
NORTON F,H, l953•A 
K tNGERY W,D, 
THE MEASUREMENT OF THERMAL CONDUCT!V!TY OF REFRACTORY 
MATER !ALS 
NY0•3644 (19531 IBP, fNSA 7•31001 
KEYWORDS 2 6 14 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
544 NOVENOSTERN E,H, !967•A 
R!SHOP A,A. 
TEMPERATURE DISTR!gUT!ON CAUSED BY GAS BUBBLES !N A SODIUM 
BONOEO FUEL ROD 
CONF•6A0832•2 (1967) !IP, (NSA 23•15639) 
KEYWORDS 1 3 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS C 




TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION CAUSED BY GAS BUBBLES IN A SOOIUM 
BONDED FUEL ROD 
HEAT TRA~SFER - CHEM, ENG, PROGR, 65 N0,92 (1969) Pel'H-7 (NSA 23-156391 
KEYWORDS I 3 29 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS C 
NOYES R,C, 1965-A 
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTIONS FOR VARIOUS FUELS W!TH NONUNIFORM HEAT !NG 
NAA•SR•MEM0•! 1731 (19651 29P, fNSA 20•327911 
29 W KEYWORDS I 3 8 
CATIONS M ANIONS C 
NUCLEAR ENG, 1958-A 
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING DATA SHEET NO,!O NUCL, ENG, 3 ( 19581 2P, 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 20 21 26 27 30 W CAT IONS u ANIONS C 
NUTALL R,L, 
• SEE NR 258 
NYK ! EL Re Fe • SEE NR 235 
0 HARE F>1AeG1 • SEE NR 253 
** 214 ** 
OBLINGER C,J, 1965-A 
THE URANIUM-CARBON PHASE DIAGRAM - THE MELTING POINTS OF 
URANIUM WITH VARIOUS CARBON LEVELS 
NLC0-965 119651 P,2,1-3 INSA 20-8251 INSA 20-7481 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 26 
CAT IONS U ANIONS C 
ODlNTSOV V,V, 1971-A 
PA(')ERNO Y,1'3, 
PHYS I CAL PROPERTIES OF URAN! UM DODECABORIDE 
ATOMNAYA ENERGIYA 30 119711 P,453 INSA 25-556221 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS F ADDITIVES B 
550 OETTING F,L, 1967-A 
THE CHE~ICAL THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF PLUTONIUM COMPOUNDS 
CHF~, REV, 67 (1967) P,261-97 (NSA 21-25831) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 21 30 
CAT IONS P ANIONS C N 
551 OETTING F,L, 1972-A 
LfITl\lAKf~ j,r,.;, 
(HE~ICAL THER~0DY~A"1!C PROPERTIES OF NUCLEAR MATERIALS - J, 
URAN1U'v1 MONON!TRlDE 
J, (L-sEM, THERrv<ODYNAl'•IICS 4 (1972) P,199-211 (NSA 26-31430) 
KE'Y'o'!ORDS 2 6 7 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
55? OETTtt-!G F,L, 1973-A 
"lftVRATIL J,D, STORMS ~ 1 K 1 
CS 56 
THE CHEMICAL THERr,10'.)YNAMIC PROPERTIES OF NUCLEAR MATERIALS, 
(Ill ~IGH Tf.:',1PERATURF. ENTHALPY OF THE URAN JU~ CARBIDES 
J, NUCL, MATER, 45 ( 1973) P,271-83 (NSA 27-15148) 
KEY'"10RDS ? 6 7 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
OGARD A,F, 1962-A 
LAND C,C, LEARY J,A, 
THF THF.Rv1AL ~XPANS?ON OF PUC AND PUC-UC SOLlD SOLUTION 
LA-2768 (1Cl62l 21P, (NSA 17-666"2.) 
KFYWORDS 2 6 13 27 
CATINiS P ~ ANIONS C 
OGARD A,F, 1963-A 
LAND C,C, LEARY J,A, 
THE THERr-1AL i:::XPANSION OF PUC AND VC•PUC SOLID SOLUTION 
LA-f!C-S7AR (1961) ptp, (NSA 18-20522) 
KEYWCqDs 2 6 13 15 27 
CATIONS P "'1 ANIONS C 
OGARD A,F, 196'.l-A 
LAND C,C, LEARY J,A, 
THE THfR!v1AL tXPANSION OF PUC AND UC-PUC SOLID SOLUTION 
J, !'!UCL, MATER, 15 (1~65) P,43-8 (NSA 19-14040) 
KfY\;JQR')S 2 6 13 27 
CATlO~;s P ""1 ANIONS 
OGARr"J A 1 F 1 
LFARY J,A 1 
PU!TONIUM CA~R,IClES 
LA-4411:i (1970) 6P1 
KFYi,o,i0:1'.)5 2 S 15 





- SfE NR 425 428 
OGDEN J,S, - SEE NR 25 26 
OGILV!F A, - SEE NR 159 
QJ.4'v1?CHI T, 1969-A 
KIKUCHI T, CARBONI TRI DE 
-124-
FLFCT~ICAL PROPERTIES OF URANJU"-1 
J, "JUCL, SCI• TECH~rnL, (TOKYO! 6 (1969) P,101-2 (NSA 23-277011 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
i;5Q, 0'1 11,q(Hl T, 1972-A 
Kll(UCHI T, NASU S, 
fLECTRICAL RESISTIVITY ANO THERMOELECTRIC POWER OF UC(l-XIN(XI 
J, NUCL, SCI, TECHI\JOL, (TOKYO) 9 (1972) P,77-85 (NSA 26-?2129) 
KEYWOSDS ? 6 15 20 21 
CAT!OI\JS U ANIONS 
i;i;9 OHSE R,i,.,', 1972-A 
~fLTING BEHAV!OR OF (UtPU) MONOCAR8IDES 
EURATO~ C0"1MUNICATtON N0,2833 (1972) JNRC - KARLSRUHE ES TAB, 
P, 7-8 
KEYWORDS 7 26 
CATIONS M ANIONS 
5Arl OHSf R,W, 1972-B 
INGLE l<,W, 
MELT I NG BEHAV ! OR OF URAN l UM PLUTONIUM (ARB t DES, AND HIGH-
TE"'PERA TUqE DT A CAL I BRAT I ON 
EURATO...., co~.'-\UNICATION N0,2939 (1972) JNRC - KARLSRUHE ESTAB, 
p ,9 
KEYWORDS 2 7 26 27 
CATIONS ~ ANIONS C 
s;6l CIKAWA T, 1970-A 
ON THE TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION IN GRAPHITE MATRIX HOLLOW FUEL 
COMPACTS 
J• NUCL, SCI• TECHNOL, (TOKYO) 7 ( 1970) P,41-50 (NSA 24-141631 
KEYWORDS l '3 8 12 29 
CATIONS T ANIONS C 
OLGIVIE A, - SEE NR 157 
562 
5 63 
** 215 ** 
OLSON W,M, 1963-A 
PRESSURE AND MELTING POINT OF URANIUM 
MULFORD R,N,R, 
THE DECOMPOSITION 
MONON!TRIDE 67 119631 P,952-4 ILADC-55271 INSA 17-273561 
7 26 
J, PHYS, CHEM, 
KEYWORDS 2 6 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
OLSON W,M, 1965-A 
MULFORD R,N,R, 
THE DECOMPOSITION PRESSURE AND MELTING POINT OF THORIUM 
MONON!TRIDE 
J, PHYS, CHEM, 69 11965} P,1223-6 lLAOC-6662) INSA 19-22216) 
KEYWORDS 2 7 26 
CATIONS T ANIONS N 
564 OLSON W,M, 1966-A 
~ULFORD R,N,R, 
THE MELTING POINT AND DECOMPOSITION PRESSURE OF NEPTUNIUM 
MONONITRIDE J, PHYS, CHEM, 70 (1966) P,2932-4 (LA-DC-77811 (NSA 20-43?33) 
KEYWORDS 2 7 2 6 
CATIONS ANIONS 
565 O~DRACEK G, 1973-A 
SCHULZ 8, 
THE POROSITY DEPENDENCE OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY FOR 
NUCLEAR FUELS 
J, NUCL, MATER, 46 119731 P, 253-8 ( NSA 28-779) 
KEYWORDS 1 14 W 
CAT IONS u ANIONS 
ONO F, - SEE NR 526 
OSBORNE D,W, - SEE NR 253 254 255 779 
5 66 PADEL A, 1969•A 
DE NOVtON C,H, 
ELASTIC CONSTANTS OF Tr'f CARBIDES, NITRIDES, AND OXIDFS OF 
URANIUM AND PLUTONIUM t IN FRENCH I 
J, NUCL, MATEq, 33 (19691 P,40-51 (NSA 23-511151 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 27 
CATIONS U P ANIONS C N 
567 PADEL A, 1970-A 
DE NOVION C,H, 
ELASTIC CONSTANTS OF URANIUM AN~ PLUTONIUO CAR8IDES, NITRIDES 
AND OX I DES 
ANL-TRANS-803 (19701 20P, (NSA 24-14891) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 27 
CATIONS U P ANIONS C N 
56A PADEL A, 1970-B 
GROFF A, ')E NOVlON C,H, 
ELASTIC CONSTANTS OF THE URANlU~ A"ID PLUTONIU~ CAqP;QNtTRJDfS 
UC(l-XlN(Xl AND Ul0,85)PU(0,15lC( 1-X)N(Xl ( I"l FRENCH! 
J, NUCL, ~ATE~, '.36 (1970) P,297-303 (NSA 75-2798) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 13 21 27 
CATIONS U M ANIONS 
5 6q PADEL A, 1970-C 
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF CERA~ICS RASED ON URANlUtvi At.JO 
PLUTONIUM ( I f\l FRENCH l 
CEA-R 3953 (19701 84P, (NSA 24-36964) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS C N 
570 PAOEL A, 1970-D 
~ECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF CERA~JCS 9ASED ON URANIU"-1 AND 
PLUTON t UM 
ORNL-TR-2388 ( 19701 SOP, (NSA 25-2794) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 27 
CATIONS U P ANIONS C N 
PADEL A 1 - SEE NR 209 210 
PADERNO Y,A, - SEE NR 447 549 
571 PALL~fR P,G, 1962-A 
THERMAL !:XPANSION OF PLUTONIUM CAR8IDES 
HW-1?245 119621 12P, (NSA 16-151801 
KEYWORDS 2 6 12 27 
CAT IONS P ANIONS 
PAPPALARDO S, - SEE NR 446 
572 PARDUE W,M, 1962-A 
PLUTONIUM COMPOUNDS 
REACTOR ~ATER, 5 N0,4 11962) P,25 (NSA 17-111241 (NSA 17-
111261 
KEYWORDS 2 6 27 30 
CATIONS P ANIONS C 
~ 73 PARDUE W,M, 1963-A 
PLUTONIUM COMPOUNDS 
REACTOR MATER., 6 N0,2 tl963l P,22-5 (NSA 17-38513) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 30 W 
CATIONS P ANIONS 
5 74 PARDUE W,M, 1964-A 
PLUTONIUM COMPOUNDS 
REACTOR MATER, 6 N0,4 119641 P,16-8 (NSA 18-143931 
KEYWORDS 2 6 17 20 27 30 
CATIONS P M ANIONS C 
5 75 PARDUE W,M, 1965-A 
STORHOK V,W, SMITH R,A, KELLER D,L, 
GATES J,E, 
STUDIES OF PUN AND ITS ALLOYS 
BMI-1738 (19651 P,B-1/3 (NSA 20-296161 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 27 W 











** 216 ** 
PARDUE W,M, 1966•A 
FUEL AND FERTILE MATERIALS 
REACTOR MATERIALS 9 119661 P,7 INSA 20•316661 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 30 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS C ADDITIVES NI 
PARDUE W,M, 1966•6 
SMYTH ReA, ~OUGH F,A, 
URANIU~·PLUTONIUM MONONITRIDE FUEL MATERIALS FOR FAST REACTORS 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, SOC, 9 119661 P,37 (NSA 20•337941 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 11 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS N 
PARDUE W,M, l967•A 
S TOR HOK V, W, SM ITH R, A, 
PROPERTIES OF PLUTONIUM MONONITRIDE AND ITS ALLOYS 
PROC, 3RD !NT, CONF, ON PLUTONIUM (LONDON!, PLUTONIU~ 1965 
(19671 P,721-38 (EDS,) KAY A,E,, WALDRON M,B,, (NSA 21-329781 
INSA 21•328201 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 27 W 
CATIONS P ANIONS N 
PARDUf W,M, l968•A 
ROUGH F,A, SMITH R,A, 
URANIUS•PLUTON!U~ NITRIDES• FABRICATION AND PROPERTIES 
SUCLEAR METALLURGY VOL, 13 119661 P,369•61 INSA 23•102471 (NSA 
?3-101551 
KEYWORDS 7 11 30 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS N 
PARDUE W,r.', 1969-A 
RAUER A,A, KELLER D,L, 
POTENTIAL OF "'1IXED NITRIDE (U,PU)N AS A FAST REACTOR FUEL 
CF.RA"1tC NUCL~AR FUELS (1969) P,166-78 (EDS,l KRUGER O,L,, 
KAZNOFF A,I,, (NSA 24•10206) (NSA 24•10134) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 26 30 i,.,1 
CATIONS M ANIONS N 
PARDUE W,M, - SEE NR 26 42 630 
PARKER R, 1967-A 
EAGAN J, 
IN-PILE CALORI"1ETRY 
CONF-660511 (1967) P,3,3,l-'3,3,13 (NSA 21•21823) 
KEYWORDS 3 9 21 
CATIONS U M ANIONS C 
PARKINSON N• - SEE NR 634 
PASCARD R. 1962-A 
PRFLI>I NARY STUOI ES ON THE SYSTEM PLUTONIUM-CARBON AND SOL! D 
SOLUTIONS OF URAN I UM•CARB I DE•PLUTON I UM CARBIDE (IN FRENCH I 
PROC, 4TS PLANSEE SEMINAR t 19611 REUTTE/TYROL, POWDER 
lv1fTALLURGY IN THE NUCLEAR AGE (1962) P,387-416 (ED,l 
~ENESOVSKY F, (NSA 17-1848) 
Kfn.iORDS 2 6 11 20 27 
CATIONS P M ANIONS 
PASCARD R, 






RAPSOJIE ( It, CERA~IC SOLUTIONS I 
(19621 P,6-10 (NSA 18-17290) 
6 15 20 
ANIONS C 
196 2-c 
THE 0 UEL FOR RADSODIE Ill, CERAMIC SOLUTIONS! IIN FRENCH! 
COMPTE RENDU D'ESSAI 253 119621 CEA P,6•10 INSA 18•172901 
KEY\<.IORDS 2 6 15 20 
CATIONS M ANIONS C 
PASCARD R, 1966-A 
USE OF NIIXF.D URANIUl'-i-PLUTONllJM CARRIDES AS FUEL FOR FAST 
REACTORS I IN FRENCH I 




6 7 11 30 W 
ANIONS C 
PASCARD R, 1968-A 
PROPERTIES OF CARBIDES AND CARBONITRIDES 
-125-
NUCLEAR METALLURGY VOL, 13 tl968) P,345-68 (NSA 23•10246) (NSA 
?3-101551 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 13 30 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS C 
PASCARD R, • SEE NR 418 
PAULSON D, • SEE NR 316 
5e7 PEARLMAN H, 1965-A 
D!CKF.RSON R.F. 
CAR~ IDE FUEL F ABR I CAT I ON AND PERFORMANCE 
P~OC • 3 RD I NT• CONF • ON PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY 11 
119651 GENEVA P,436-49 IA/CONF,28/P/2341 INSA 18•320281 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 20 30 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS C 
58P: PEARSON J.A, 1962-A 
THERMAL RESISTANCE OF THE JOINT BETWEEN A NUCLEAR FUEL AND ITS 
CANNING MATERIAL 
NUCL, ENERGY (19621 P,444•9 (NSA 17•62371 
KEYWORDS 1 2 6 8 W 
CAT IONS U ANIONS C 
589 PEMP.~R L.A. 1963-A 
PROPERTIES OF CERAMIC FUEL MATERIALS 
HW•78?60 CH (19631 4P, iNSA 17•362961 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 21 26 27 30 W 
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PENN!NCKX R, • SEE NR 203 751 
PEREZ R,B, • SEE NR 146 147 149 
PETERSON So 1965-A 
ADAMS R.E, DOUGLAS D.A. JR. 
PROPERTIES OF THORIUM, ITS ALLOYS, AND ITS COMPOUNDS 
ORNL•TM•ll44 !19651 29P, INSA 19•410251 
KEYWORDS 2 20 21 26 27 30 
CATIONS T ANIONS C 
PETERSON S, 1966•A 
ADAMS R.E. DOUGLAS D.A. JR. 
PROPERTIES OF THORIUM, ITS ALLOYS AND ITS COMPOU~DS 
UTILIZATION OF THORIUM IN POWER REACTORS !VIENNA!, IAEA 
(STI/DOC/10/521 (19661 P,292•312 INSA 20-31767> 
KEYWORDS 2 6 27 W 
CATIONS T ANIONS C 
PETERSON S, 1970-A 
CURTIS C,E. 
THORIUM CERAMICS DATA "'1ANUAL. VOL.II NITRIDES 
ORNL•4503 VOL,ll (19701 l3P, (NSA 25•89271 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 12 30 W 
CATIONS U P T ANIONS O C N 
PETERSON So l 97l•A 
CURTIS C,E, 
THOR I UM CERAMI CS DATA MANUAL, VOL, I I I CARBIDES 
ORNL•4503 VOL.III (1971) 34P. (NSA 25-3554e) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 15 26 27 30 
CATIONS T V R ANIONS C 
PETERSON S, 1972•A 
THORIUM CERAMICS DATA MANUAL. VOL.IV - BORIDES 
ORNL•4503 VOL.IV (1972) P.115/117/121 lNSA 27-7817) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 20 22 30 W 
CATIONS T ANIONS B 
PETERSON s. 1972-B 
THORIUM CERAMICS DATA MANUAL. VOL•V - SULFIDES 
ORNL-4503 VOL,V fl972l P.126•33 (NSA 27-7933) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 21 26 W 
CATIONS T V ANIONS S 
PETIT P, - SEE NR 443 444 
PHILLIPS w.M, 1959-A 
FOSTER E,L., DICKERSON R.F. 
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS ANO PROPERTIES OF URANIUM CARAIDES 
AMI-1357 (19591 P,53•5 (NSA 13-21170> 
KEYWORDS 2 6 13 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
PHILLIPS W,M, l 959•8 
DICKERSON R.F. FOSTER E•L• 
METALLURGICAL 
MONOCARB!DE 
AND ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF uRANIU" 
BMI•l39l ( 19591 P,60•1 (NSA 
KEYWORDS 1 6 13 15 20 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
PHIL.LIPS W,M, l960•A 
14-14002 I 
PROPERTIES OF NUCLEAR CARBIDES 
SMI•l44l 11960) P,3•8 !NSA 14•181071 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 13 10 W 
CAT IONS U ANIONS C 
~PHILLIPS W.M. 1960-B 
FOSTER E,L. DICKERSON R.F, 
MECHANICAL AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES DF URANIUS MO~OCARB!DE 
BMI-1442 (REV.) (1960) P,F-4/F-7 (NSA 14-19311) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 20 27 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS ADDITIVES ZR 
P!ALOUX A, 197l•A 
DODE M. 
HIGH TEMPERATURE X•RAY STUDY OF CARBON REACTIONS WITH 
REFRACTORY OXIDES, I, - U02 PARAMETER IN THE PRESENCE DF C ANO 
CO, FROM 1400 TO 2180 DEG C, THE PARAMETER IN ECUILIBRIU< WITH 
UC2 AND CO AT 1769 DEG C, l!N FRENCH! 
R.Ev. INT. HALITES TEMP. REFRACT. 8 (19711 P.155•60 (NSA 26•611) 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS O C 
POPOVA N,M, • SEE NR 638 
POTTER R.A, • SEE NR 229 781 782 
POULIN E, • SEE NR 249 
POWELL R.W, • SEE NR 732 734 
POWERS J,A, • SEE NR 346 
PRADOS J.W. 1965•A 
DECARLO v.A, SCOTT J.L. 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES OF FUEL ED GRAPHITE SPHERES FROM 
IRRADIATIO~ TEST DATA 
TRANS. AMER, NUCL. sec. B ( 19651 P.37-8 INSA 19•289001 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 W 
CATIONS U K V ANIONS C 
PRAOOS J,W, • SEE NR 656 
PRICE C,E. • SEE NR 759 760 
** 218 ** 
602 PRICE R,B, l960•A 
STAHL D1 STANG J,H, SIMONS E,M, 
IRRADIATION-CAPSULE STUDY OF URANIUM MONOCARB!DE 
RMI•l425 ( 1960) P,31•8 (NSA 14•130141 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
QUIRK J,F • • SEE NR 304 441 
RAP.INOWITCH E, • SEE NR 365 




LOW•TEMPERATURE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIUM NITRIDE 
J, AMEq, CERAM, SOC, 52 11969) P,514 (NSA 23-49534) 
KEY'fJORDS Ii 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
qADOSEVICH l,G, • SEE NR 795 
RAND M1H1 1962-A 
STREET l<:,S, 
HIG!-l TElv<PfRATURE X-RAY DIFFRACTION STUDIES, 
NITRIC'if Ar,..!r:, PLUTONIUM SESQUICARBIDE 
AF'<F->..A 973 ( lC/62 l SP, 
0:::FYWORDS 2 6 11 27 
CATIONS P ANICNS C N 
RA'IJD M,H, 1964-A 
ST9EF:T R,S, 
PART 3 - PLUTON JUM 
ANQ'}ft.LOUS THF.:R:MAL EXPANSIONS IN T!-lE PLUTONIU'-1 MONOCARBIDE 
REGION 
(4!:!PIDFS II\J NUCLEAR ENE9GY l (19641 P,108-12 (ED,) RUSSELL 
L,F., ((ONF-206-A) (NSA 20-9549) {NSA 20-9392) 
i<.FYWCRDS 2 6 11 27 
CATIONS P ANIONS C 
RM\J M,•1, 1966-A 
THtP~O('"'E~ICAL PROPERTIES 
A,., ENERGY Rtv. 4 SPF.CIAL ISSUE No.1 PLUTONIUM - PHYSICO-
(r1E"'!CAL PROPERTIE"S OF ITS COMCQUNDS AND ALLOYS 11966) Pe7-51 
( NSA ?r-11265) 
1(1:YI/Or.;ir:is ? 6 7 21 26 30 
CATIONS P ANIONS C 
607 ?A\1r) "'•H• 1968-A 
A Tf 1FR~OCHF'vl!(AL ASSF.SS~ENT OF THE PLUTONIUM-CARRON SYSTE~ 
IM"A PA,\FL /'-1""FTING (VIEI\JNA) (1968) 17P, 
KFY'f.,QqDs 2 6 7 21 
\AT!O/\:S ANIONS 
• SEE NR 714 
6')A qEAVIS J,G, 196 8-A 
0 Al(E~ c.w. 
'-'fLTIMG OF (U1PU)C 
LA-1AA0-MS (1968) P.17-9 (NSA 22-27487) 
l(:'.YWORrJS 7 l'i 26 
CATIONS ANIONS C 
6Cl9 QEAVIS J,G, 1968-13 




.,,,ELTI'\JG OF (U,PJ) "'101\JOCARRIDES 
LA-:?993-f.'S ( 1968) Pe35-6 /NSA 22-50841) 
KEYWORDS 2 7 1 'i 26 
CATIO~S '-1 ANIONS 
l:?F.I\VIS J,G, 197G-A 
JO~NSON K,A, LEARY J,A, 
Yf.LT!"IG RF.I-IAVIOR OF (U,PU) ·"10NOCARBIDES 
pqoc. 4TH I"IT, CONF, ON PLUTONIUM AND OTHER ACTINIDES (SANTA 
FEl, NlCLfAR METALLURGY VOL, 17 PAqT II (19701 P,791-8 (NSA 
?5-11 "Jr'\7) 
KfY\•.IORDS 7 11 '26 
CATIONS ...., ANIONS C 
RfGAN 1>.A1C, l 96l•A 
HF!')CiFR H,J, 
Tf-lF DROPF.RT!l='S OF URANIUM MONOCARAIDF. FABRICATED fl.Y DIRECT 
RF.ACT!O~i OF THE ELEl.1fNTAL POWr)ERS 
AFRf-R ,R02 (1961) P,4 (NSA 17-1849) 
KfYWC"(DS 2 11 13 20 30 W 
CAT!CNS ANIONS C 
RFC,A~J M,C, 1962-A 
HFrlGfR H,J, 
1Hf PqOPERTIFS OF URANJU~ MONOCARBIDE FABRJCATFD BY DIRECT 
REACT ION OF THF. ELEMfNTAL POWDERS 
Pl.!OC, 4TH DLAI\JSE!: SE~I ~lAR ( 1961) REUT TE /TYROL, POWDER 
Pf.TALLURGY II\I THE NUCLEAR AGE 119621 P,420-32 (ED1) BENESOVSKY 
F, (NSA 17-1849) 
KEY\,!OR~S 2 11 13 20 10 W 









CHEBOT AREV N, T, 
PREPAeATION AND STUDIES OF SO>E PROPERTIES OF PLUTONJU~ 
~
10NOCARAIDES 
PROC, 3RD INT. CONF, ON PLUTONIU~ (LONDON), PLUTONIUM 1965 
!1967l P,751-67 (EDS,) KAY A,E,t WALDRON ~,B,t (NSA 21-:329601 
KfYWORDS 2 6 27 
CATJO"JS ANIONS C 
qESHEPs:IKOV F,G, 1967-B 
ARTAMQNOV V,V, GURVICH r-1,G, 
l(UNNfTSOVA V,G, RAGROVA V, I• 
CHEP.OTARF.V N,Te KUZIN 1\1.Je 
KUTAITSEV V,Ie 
ALEKSE'EV OeA• 





ENERGYIA 22 (1967) P,445•50 INSA 21•43577) 
2 6 27 
p ANIONS C 
( JN 
-126-
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RESHETNIKOV F,G, • SEE NR 483 484 485 
615 RICE L,R, 1964•A 
PRE PARAT I ON AND PROPERT ! ES OF URAN! UM MONON I TR IDE 
TID-11295 13RD, ED,l (1964) P,62 (NSA 18•419331 
KEYWORDS 2 20 21 27 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
616 RICE L,R. 1964-B 
URANIUM CARBIDES • THERMAL AND ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES 
TJD•ll295 13RD, ED,l 11964) P,71174·6 INSA 18•41933) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 13 15 20 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 




DEVELOPMENT OF URANIUM CARBIOE AS A NUCLEAR FUEL 
TID-11295 (3RDe ED,l (1964) Pe78-82 (NSA 18-41933) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 13 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
RICE L,R. 1964-0 
URAN I UM CARB I DE·PLUTON I UM CARS I DE 
TID•ll2~5 13RD, ED,l 11964) P,93•4 (NSA 18•419331 
KEYWORDS l 3 6 7 
CATIONS M ANIONS C 
RICHARDS H,K. 1971-A 
THERMAL EXPANSION QI=' URANIU'-1 ANC, TANTALUM MOI\IOCARBIDES UP TO 
2700( 
NUCLe TECHNOL, 10 119711 P,54-61 (NSA 25-524521 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 26 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
RILEY W,Ce • SEE NR 380 
ROAKE W,F, 1963-A 
RADIATION DA•AGE IN CERAMIC NUCLEAR FUEL 
RADIATION DASAGE IN REACTOR MATfR!ALS (VENICE), JAEA 
ISTI/PUB/56Al 119631 P,187•216 (NSA 18•23651 INSA lR•2370l 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 17 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
621 ROBINSON L,E, 1965-A 
DICKER"-1AN C,E, CARLANDfR R, AUGUST C, 
"1UELLER Ce 
BEHAVIOR OF URANIUM SULFIDE FAST REACTOR-TYPE FUEL SPECJ•ENS 
UNDER TRANSIENT HEAT!,% IN TREAT 
NUCL, APPL, l (1965) P,168-75 (NSA 19-269091 
KEYWOR% l 3 6 le 25 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS S 
ROAOFF S,B, • SEE NR 309 
ROGER 13, • S l'E NR 231 
622 ROGERS ~.D, 1962-A 
ADA'-1 J, 
RAD1AT10N DAMAGE AND ITS RtCOVtRY IN URA~IUM ~O'IJf'JCARPIDF AND 
URANI!JM ~ONONJTRIDE 
AERE-R 4046 ( 1967. l 12P, 
KEYWORDS 3 6 11 17 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS C N 
QOSS I GNOL D, • SEE NR 18 7 
62, ROUGH FeA, 1957-A 
PROPERTIES OF URANIUM COMPOUNDS 
WAS~-703 (1957! P,10-1 (NSA 14-15027) 
KEYV.'ORDS 2 6 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
6 24 ROUGH F ,A, 1958-A 
S~ITH CeAe 
THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF URANIUM MONOCARBIDE 
I\IUCL, SCI, E~G, l 1l958l P.tlQ-20 
KEYWOROS 2 6 13 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 






~EC~AI\IICAL AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF CARBIDE ~ATERIALS 
S~I-1370 11959) 14P, INSA 13•2117ll 
KEYWORDS 2 6 13 20 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
ROUGH F,Ae 1960-A 
DICKERSON ReF, 
URANIUS MONOCARBJDE • FUEL OF THE FUTURE 
NUCLEONICS 18 NOe2 (19601 P,74-7 (NSA 14-98041 
KEYWORDS 2 3 17 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
ROUGH F,A, 1960-8 
CHUBB We 
PROGRESS ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF URANIUM CARBJDE•TYPE FUELS • 
PHASE I I, REPORT ON THE AEC FUEL•CYCLE PROGRAM 
8MI•l4BB 119601 P,35•6/39 (NSA 15•76801 
KEYWOROS 2 6 7 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
ROUGH F,A, 
CHUBB We 
PROGRESS ON THE 
BMJ•l554 11961) 
KEYWORDS 2 3 
CAT IONS U 
196l•A 
DEVELOPMENT OF URANIUM CARBIDE-TYPE FUELS 
SBP. I NSA 16-4961 l 
6 11 20 27 W 
ANIONS C 
ROUGH FeAe 1961-B 
STATUS OF IRRADIATION OF BULK URANIUM CARBIDE 
TID•7614 (1961) P,117•43 INSA 15•297181 INSA 15•297761 
KEYWORDS 3 6 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
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630 ROUGH F ,A, 1966•A 
PARDUE W,M, 
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE ON NITRIDE FUELS, IRRADIATION EFFECTS ON 
SPECIFIC HEAT 
BMI•l784 (19661 P,A•l9 (NSA 21•183081 
KEYWORDS 1 3 17 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
ROUGH F,A, • SEE NR 165 257 577 579 674 675 
6 31 ROUTBOURT J,L, 1971-A 
ADIA9ATIC ELASTIC CONSTANTS OF URANIUM MONOCARB!DE 
J, NUCL, MATER, 40 (19711 P,17-26 (NSA 25-401231 
KEYWORDS 2 6 l O 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
ROWE G,H, • SEE NR 308 
RUCK~AN J,C, • SEE NR 157 158 160 
6-,2 RUSSELL L,E, 1963•A 
THE STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF UC AND (UoPU)C ALLOYS 
NEW NUCLEAR MATERIALS INCLUDING NON-METALLIC FUELS (PRAGUE), 
!AO ISTI/PUR/771 (19631 VOL,l P,409•28 INSA l8•72>6l INSA 18• 
72591 
(E'YWORDS 2 6 11 13 27 W 
CATIONS U M ANIONS C 
633 RUSSELL L,E, 1963•B 
THE' STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF U•C AND IUoPUJC ALLOYS 
AERE-R 433fJ <1963) 26P, (NSA 18•72591 
K.fYI-IORDS 2 6 11 13 27 W 
CATIONS US ANIONS C 




qqAD8URY B,T, HEDGER H,J, PARKINSON N, 
soi.,JDEN R,G, 1','ALDRON M,B. 
/v'Ol\'OCAqBJDES AS REACTOR FUELS 
PROC, '3RD INT, CONF, ON PEACEfUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY 11 
Cl965) Gf"JfVA P,300-9 tA/CONF,28/P/154) INSA 18-38362) 
l(fYWORDS 2 15 16 27 W 
CAT !Ot\S ANIONS C 
RUSSELL L,E, • SE'E NR 260 
RY~AS!--EVSl(l I G,A, - SEE NR 483 484 485 
SACOF SKY J, • SEE NR 47 48 
SAKArHSHI K, l 97 2•A 
MATSUI H, 
ESTIMATION OF ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY INCREASE DUE TO CARBON 
DEFICIENCY IN URANIUM ~ONOCAR3ES 
J, ,".'UCL, set. TEC'1NOL, (TOKYO) 9 (1972) P,124-5 (NSA 26-22130) 
KEY'\1'/0RD$ 6 l? 20 
CATIOr--iS U ANIONS C 
SALPREUX J,C, 
- SEE NR 748 749 750 
SALGADO P,G, 1969-A 
SCI-IILLING F,D, BROCK G,T, 
."If ASURE~ENT OF PYROCARBON THERMAL CONDUCT I VI TY BY THE FI SS ION 
COUPLE METHOD 
LA-4165 ( 19691 
KEYWORDS 3 6 
16P, (NSA 23•417271 
9 12 15 W 
CATIONS U K V ANIONS C 
SALGADO P,G, 1971-A 
SCWILLING F,P, ~ROCK G,Te HOLMAN K,L, 
DETER•! NAT ION OF PYROCARBON THERMAL CONDUCT !VITY BY THE BURST• 
REACTOR TECH~lQUE 
'IUCL, TECH/\IOLe 11 (1971) D,131-43 !NSA 25-39358) 
KEY'NORDS 3 6 9 11 'IJ 
CATIONS U V ANIONS C 
SALZANO F 1 • SEE NR 47 
SALZANO F eJ, • SEE NR 48 
SAMSEL G, • SEE NR 182 
SAMSONOV G,V, 195 7•A 
POPOVA N,M, 
ON THE PREPARATION AND SOME PROPERTIES OF THORIUM SULFIDES IIN 
RUSSIANI 
ZHUR, OBSHCHEI KHIM 27 119571 P,3•10 INSA 11-62901 
KEYWORDS 2 6 26 
CATIONS T ANIONS S 
SANDRERG S,W, • SEE NR 386 
SANDENAW T ,A, 1970-A 
GIRNEY R,B, 
LOW•TEMPERATURE HEAT CAPACITY OF PUCI0,811 
PROC, 4TH !NT, CONF, ON PLUTONIUM AND OTHER ACTINIDES (SANTA 
FEI, NUCLEAR METALLURGY VOL, 17 PART I 119701 P,104•12 INSA 
25-114931 
KE"YWORDS 5 11 21 
CATIONS P ANIONS C 
SANDENAW T ,A, l 973•A 
GIBNEY R,B, HOLLEY C,E, JR, 
HEAT CAPACITY AND 
FROM 15 TO 373K 
DERIVED THERMODYNAMIC FUNCTIONS OF NPCI0,91) 
J, CHEM, THERMODYN, 5 (1973) P ,41•7 ( NSA ~7-238261 
KEYWORDS 2 5 21 
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• SEE NR 292 
1971•A 
TANAKA K, AKIMOTO U, 
RECENT WORKS AND TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF CARBIDE AND NITRIDE 
NUCLEAR FUELS FOR FAST BREEDER REACTOR (IN JAPANESE! 
NIPPON GENSH!RYOKU GAKKAISH! 13 ( 1971) P,642•67 iNSA 26•41337) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 13 30 W 
CATIONS U P M ANIONS C N 
SANO T, • SEE NR 528 
SATO K, • SEE NR 518 




ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY, MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY AND THERMAL 
EXPANSION OF THORIUM MONOCARRIDE' 
J, NUCL, MATER, 21 (1967) P,343-4 INSA 21-24841) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 20 27 
CATIONS T ANIONS C 
SAVAGE H, • SEE NR 402 404 
SCARRROUGH J,0, 1968-A 
DAVIS H,L, FULKERSON W, BETTERTON J,0, JR, 
SPECIFIC HEAT OF URANIU~ MONONITRtDE FROr-i 1,3 TO 4,6k:: 
ORNL•4370 (19681 P,23 INSA 23•81061 INSA 23·816ll 
KEYWORDS 2 5 11 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
S(ARC.ROUGH J.O. 1968-B 
DAVIS H,Le FULKERSON We BETTERTON JeO, JR, 
SPECIFIC HEAT OF URANIUM ~ONONITRIDE FRO~ l,3 TO 4,6K 
PHYS, REV, 176 (19681 P,661-71 (NSA 23-10281) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 11 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
SCARRROUGH J,0, 1970-A 
LOW-TEMPERATURE SPECIFIC HEAT OF UN 
ORNL•4570 119701 P,22 INSA 25•26011 INSA 25•27291 
KEYWORDS 2 5 11 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
SCHAEFER L, • SEE NR 318 319 
SCHILLING F,P, • SEE NR 636 637 





THERMAL PROPERTIES OF V!SRATORLY COSPACTED CERAMIC FUELS 
ANL-7417 ( 1968) P,31-3 ( "JSA 24-25768) 
KEYWORDS 1 2 9 12 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
SCH~IDT H,E, 1969-A 
CARBIDE FUELS FOR FAST BREEDER REACTORS, - VI I, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY ( IN GERMAN I 
KFK-1111 (EUR-4315.Dl (1969) P,VII/l-17 (NSA 24-17226! 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 IC 11 14 15 30 W 
CAT IONS M ANIONS C A 
SCHMIDT H,E, 1969-R 
CARBIDE FUELS FOR FAST RREEDER REACTORS - VII, THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY 
EURFNR-722 I EUR 
KEYWORDS 2 3 
CATIONS M 
4315,D) (1969) P,VII/1-21 (NSA 24-38542) 
7 10 11 14 15 30 W 
ANIONS C A 
SCH~JDT H,E, l970•A 
THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF CARBIDES 
EURATOM CO~MUN!CAT!ON N0,2576 (19701 JNRC • KARLSRUHE ESTAR, 
P,27-9 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 13 15 20 21 30 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS C A 
650 SCHMIDT H,E, 1970-B 
651 
THERMAL DI FFU S IV I TY OF CARBIDES 
EURATO'i C0lv1~UNICATI0N N0,2664 (1970) JNRC - KARLSRUHE ESTAR, 
P,61 
KEYWORDS 6 7 11 W 




I IN GERMAN I 
197l•A 
CONDUCTIVITY OF UN!RRADIATED CERAMIC NUCLEAR 
REMARKS CONCERNING OUR PRESENT STATE OF KNOWLEDGE 
K.FK-1400 (EUR-4577,D) (19711 P,227-45 (NSA 26-30214) 
KEYWORDS 2 3 11 15 30 W 
CATIONS U M ANIONS C 
652 SCHMIDT H,E. 1971-B 
EXPER !~ENT AL RESULTS CONCERN ING HEA r TRANSFER BETWEEN FUEL AND 
CLAD I IN GERMAN I 
KFK.-1400 (EUR-4577,Dl (1971) P,199-218 (NSA 26-302141 
KEYWORDS 2 3 8 30 W 
653 SCHMIDT H,E, 1972-A 
THER~AL DIFFUSIVITY AND CONDUCTIVITY OF MIXED NITRIDES AND 
CARBONITRIDES 
EURATOM COMMUNICATION N0,2874 119721 JNRC • KARLSRUHE ESTAB, 
P,55-7 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 15 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS C N D 
654 SCHMIDT H,E, 1973•A 
THE THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY AND THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF MIXED 
NITRIDES AND CARBON ITRI DES 
EURATOM COMMUNICATION N0,3014 ( 19731 JNRC • KARLSRUHE ES TAB, 
P,41•3 ITUSR•l41 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 15 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS C N D 
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SCHNf I DER G. 
- SEE NR 111 
SCHONFELD F ,W, 
- SEE NR 424 426 429 
SCHUELF W • 
- SEE NR 230 
SCHULZ P, 
- SEE NR 565 
655 SCOTT J,L, l964•A 
MORGAN J,G, DECARLO V,A, 
IRRADIATION EVALUATION OF FUEL ELEMENTS FOR THE PBRE AND AVR 
RE/i(TORS 
ORNL-P-15C7 119641 4P, (NSA 19-447491 
KEYWORDS 3 6 12 W 
CATIONS U K V ANIONS 0 
h'56 SCOTT J,L, 1965-A 
PRADO$ J,W, 
THER>AL CONQUC1 IVITY OF FUELED-GRAPHITE SPHE'RES DURING 
!RRADJATIO~ 
ORNL-3807 (l96S-l P,34-6 (NSA 19-36959) INSA 19-381811 
KEY'~.1DRDS '3 6 12 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
SCOTT J,L, 
- SEE NR 601 
657 SECREST A,C, JR, 1959-A 
6 5A 
FOSTfR E,L, DICKERSON R,F, 
PREPARATION AND PROPERTIES OF URANIUM MONOCARBIDE CASTINGS 
P.fv'!-1309 (1959) P.8-9 (NSA 13-4692) 
KEYWORDS 6 13 27 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
SfDDON 8,J, 1960-A 
URANIU~ CERA'v'ICS DATA Mf,NUAL, PROPERTIES OF INTEREST JN 
REACTOR DESIGN 
CtG-12() CR) (1960) (AMENDMFNT 1964) P,36,2-56 (NSA 15-4280) 
KfYWORD5 2 3 6 7 11 13 20 21 26 30 W 
CATIO~S U ANIONS C N I 
SEDr')QN F\,J, 1968-A 
PHYSICAL PRQ::iERTIES OF SOME 
DATA MA~UAL 
PLUTONIUM CERAMIC COMPOUNDS - A 
TRG-~EPORT-1601 
Kf'.YWORDS 2 6 
CATIONS P 'v1 
(Rl (19681 54P. (NSA 22-43651) 
7111330W 
ANIONS C N F S 
660 SEIDL K• 1962-A 
HI GH-TE~PFRATURF URAN I UM FUELS (IN CZECH l 
JAD. ENFRG, R /1962) P,725-30 !NSA 16-33~02) 
KEYv-iOP:DS 2 30 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
SEK I Y, 
- SEE NR 415 
SF.TTLF J,L, 
- SFE NR 253 
661 Si-,ALfl( P,D. 1961-A 
US AND THS 80:-II ES 
ANL-FGF-747 (1961) 14P, (UAC-5151) (NSA 17-6636) 
KEY\,,iCRl)S 2 6 7 15 20 27 
CATIONS U T V ANIONS S 





SINTERH:G ANr'> PROPERTIES OF URANIUM AND THORIUM MONOSULFIDES 
ANL-FGF-397 (1962) P.5-6 (UAC-6948) INSA 17-8799) 
KFY\A.'ORDS 2 6 7 20 ?6 W 





CAT I ONS T 
1962-B 
AND PROPERTIES OF URANIUM AND THORJU~ 
(1962) P.9-10/15-6 (NSA 17-18739) 
6 7 70 77 
ANIONS S 
1963-A 
MONOSULF I DES 
SHAlfK p,r,, 
PREPARATION AND 
J• AMER, CFRA"1, 
KEYWORDS 2 6 
PROPERTIES OF URANIUM AND THORIUM MONOSULFIDES 
SOC, 46 (1963) P.155-61 (NSA 17-278321 
711202627W 
CA-IONS V ANIONS S 
SHALFK P,D. 1964-A 
DUNWORTH R.J, DUSEK J,T. 
URM-!!U~ SULPi-,JDE (PREPARATION AND PROPERTIES) 
ANL-6?68 ( 1964) P,139 (NSA le-26896) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
S"iALEK P.D. 
THE U-S-0 SYSTEM 
ANL-7299 119671 
KEYWORDS 2 6 




P,122-3 INSA 22-43631) INSA 22-43519) 
7 20 26 






119681 P,26-7 INSA 24-25768) 
2 7 26 
U ANIONS O 
SHALEK P. D. 
- SEE NR 56 64 
668 SHERIDAN W. 1961-A 
STRASSER A. ANDERSEN J.C, TAYLOR K,M, 
CARBIDE FUEL DEVELOPMENT 
NDA-2162-5 11961 l P,34-7 (NSA 16-6686) 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 13 W 
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SHERIDAN W, 
- SEE NR 708 
SHIMOKAWA J. 
- SEE NR 527 
SIEFNER B, 
- SEE NR 770 771 772 
SILBERBERG Mo 
- SEE NR 683 684 
Sl""ONS E,M. 
- SEE NR 602 
SINIZER D•l, 1961-A 
APPLICATION OF URANIUM MONOCARB!DE TO POWER REACTORS 
TID-7614 11961 l P,4-31 I NSA 15-29718 l INSA 15-30267) 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 30 W 
CATIONS u ANIONS 
SISMAN O. 
- SEE NR 146 
SKAVDAHL R.E. 1963-A 
AURNHAM J,B. 
RAD I AT I ON SELF-DAMAGE OF PLUTON !UM COMPOUNDS 
HW-76301 11963) P,2,12-13 INSA 17-36195) INSA 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 17 27 
CAT I ONS M AN I ONS 
17-36196) 
671 SKAVOAHL R.E. 1964-A 
6 72 
CHJKALLA T ,D. 
RADIATION SELF-DAMAGE OF PLUTONIUM COMPOUNDS 
HW-81601 11964) P,2,22 INSA 19-9603) INSA 19-9602) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 15 17 27 
CATIONS P M ANIONS C 
SKAVDAHL R.E. 1964-e 
CHJKALLA T.D, 
RADIATION SELF-DAMAGE OF PLUTONIUM COMPOUNDS 
HW-83298 119641 P,5,17 INSA 19-22869) INSA 19-2399>) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 17 27 
CATIONS M ANIONS 
673 SKAVDAHL R•E• 1967-A 
CHtKALLA r.n. 
PLUTONIUM REFRACTORY COMPOUNDS 
PLUTONIUM HANDBOOK, A GU I DE TO THE TECHNOLOGY 1196 7 l VCL, 1 
P,249-298 (ED,) WICK O,J• (NSA 22-2699) fNSA 22-20A1l 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 20 21 26 27 
CATIONS P M ANIONS C 
SKAVDAHL R.E. 
- SEE NR 131 132 133 134 15> 156 
674 SMITH C•A• 195 9-A 
ROUGH F,At 
PROPERTIES OF URAN I UM MONOCARB I OE 
NAA-SR-3625 119591 17P, INSA 13-15356) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 13 20 26 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 






PROPERTIES OF URANIUM MONOCARB!OE 
NUCL, SCI. ENG, 6 (1959) P.391-5 (NSA 13-15356) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 13 20 26 W 
CATJO"JS U ANIONS C 
SMITH C,A. 
- SEE NR 624 
~MITH P,K• 1967-A 
CATHEY L, 
THE PREPARATION AND E"LECTR!CAL RESISTANCE OF SINGLE CRYSTALS 
OF PETA-US2 
J, ELECTROCHEM, sac. 114 (1967) P.973-5 lDP-~S-67-24) (NSA 21-
40855) 
KEYWORDS 2 10 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS S 
- SEE NR 575 577 578 579 
SNYDER ~.J. 
- SEE NR 736 
SNYDER T • M. 
KAMM R,L. 




CAT IONS U 
1955-A 
CONSTANTS IMPORTANT IN THE DESIGN OF AN ATOMIC 
56P. (NSA 10-3680) 
6 9 20 27 30 W 
ANIONS C 
SOBON J.T, 1963-A 
MILLER A,D. DECRESCENTE M.A. 
THE THERMAL CONDUCT IV !TY OF URAN I UM MONOCARB I DE 
PROC, 3RD CONF, ON THER~AL CONDUCTIVITY 119631 GATLINBURG 
P,252-62 INSA 18-341201 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
SOBON J. T • 1964•A 
MILLER A,D, DECRESCENTE M,A, 
THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIUM MONOCARBIDE 
CNLM-5621 11964) 22Po ICONF-553-7) INSA 18-341201 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
SOWDEN R,G, 
- SEE NR 202 634 
680 SPEAR K.E, 1968-A 
LEITNAKER J,M. 
REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF PHASE BEHAVIOR AND THERMODYNAMIC 
PROPERTIES OF THE PLUTONIUM-NITROGEN SYSTEM 
ORNL-TM-2106 11968) P,4-14 INSA 22-17176) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 21 26 





** 224 ** 
SPEIDEL E,O, 1962-A 
URANIU~ MONONITRIDE 
BM!-1598 119621 P,57•61 IED,I ENDEBROCK R,W, (NSA 17•55751 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 26 27 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
SPEIDEL E,O, l963•A 
KELLER D,L, 
F ABR I CAT I ON AND PROPERTIES OF HOT-PRESSED URAN !UM MONON ITRI DE 
BM!-1633 IEURAEC-7061 119631 P,21-44 INSA 17•309061 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 20 21 27 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
SPITZ J, 
- SEE NR 757 
STACHURA S,J, 1964-A 
SILBERBERG ~. CORDY R,N, 
TRANSIENT HEATING EXPERIMENTS WITH URANIUM CARBIDE FUEL 
TRANS, AMER, r>lUCL, sec. 7 (1964) P,150-1 (NSA 18-29021) 
KFV,/ORDS I 3 6 II 18 W 
CATIONS U . ANIONS C 
STACHURA S,.J, 1964-B 
SILflE"RRERG M, CORDY R,N, 
URANIU"1 CARBIC)E TRANSIENT HEATING EXPfRIMENTS, 
NAA-SR-9508 119641 96P, INSA 18-359361 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 18 29 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
PHASE I 
6B5 STAHL De 1963-A 
STRASSER A. 
PROPERTIES OF SOLi ~ SOLUTION URANIUM-PLUTONIUM CARS I DES 
CARAJDfS Jr,.,i NUCLEAR ENfRGY l (19631 P.373-91 {EDel RUSSELL 
L,E. (CONF-206-A) (NSA 20-9437) ("-.ISA 20-93921 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 8 26 27 
CATIONS M ANIONS C 





CAR~IDE FUEL DEVELOPMENT AT THE UNITED NUCLEAR CORPORATION 
TID-7676 (1964) P,183-98 (NSA 18-14382) 
KEYWORDS 3 6 11 15 16 26 27 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS C 
STAHL D. 
STAL!l\!SKt 13, 
- SEE NR 
• SEE NR 
1966-A 
~tEGANSK! Z, TROC R, 
602 701 702 703 70> 7D6 707 
711 723 
LOW-TE~PERATURE HEAT CAPACITY AND THERMODYNAMICAL FUNCTIONS OF 
FERRO~AGNETIC URAl\!IUM PHOSPHIDE U3P4 
PHYS, STATUS SOLIDI 17 (19661 P,837-41 (NSA 21-2310) 
KEY\>,IO~DS 2 5 21 
CATIONS ANIO"'.:S 1=" 
STALINSK'.I R, 1967-A 
Q.JEGA\JSI(! z. TROC R, 
LOW-TEMPERATURE 1-!EAT CAPACITY A"-.ID T'1ERMODYNA.1oo1ICAL F'UNCTIONS OF' 
ANTTFERROMAG'l!~TiC URA'l!IU~ DIPHOSPHIDE UP2 
BULL, ACAD, P'.JL, set., SER, SC!, CHY.-'1, 15 (1967) P,257-60 (NSA 
2l-40R32 J 
KEYWORDS 2 5 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
STAr-.iG J,H, 
- SEE NR 602 
STFVFNS D,W, 1966-A 
THE H•ERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF BEDS OF COATED FUEL PARTICLES 
TRANS, A¥FR, NUCL, sac. 9 (1966) P,424-5 (NSA 21-8148) 
KfYWORDS 2 6 7 12 'tJ 
CATIONS U K ANIONS C 
STEVENS 0, 1N, 1967-A 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF BEDS OF COATED FUEL PARTICLES 
NUCL, APPL, 1 (1967) P,626-34 lGA-7241) (NSA 21-436831 
tc:rn.ioi;ios 2 6 7 9 12 w 
CATIONS U K V ANIONS C 
STEVfNS D,W, 196 7-8 
HIGHTOWER B, KOYAMA K, MACY P, 
SUMSARY OF TSER'!AL CONDUCTIVITY TEST RESULTS FOR BEDS OF 
COATED FUEL PARTICLES 
GAMD•8324 119671 IBP, INSA 23-165241 
KEYWORDS 2 6 12 W 
CATIONS U T K ANIONS 
STEVENS E,R, 
- SEE NR 141 
STOBO J,J, 
- SEE NR 124 
STONE P,L, 
- SEE NR 248 
STORHQI( V,W, 1963-A 
SUEL AND FERTILE MATERIALS • THORIUM 
REACTOR MATERIALS 6 NO, I 119631 P, 29-30 I NSA 17-174421 
KEYWORDS 2 6 II 15 30 W 
CAT IONS V ANIONS C 
STORHOK V,W, 1964-A 
FUEL AND FERTILE SATERIALS - PLUTONIUM 
REACTOR MATER, 7 119641 P,16 INSA !8•183031 INSA 18-183041 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 26 30 
CATIONS P ANIONS 
94 STORHOK V,W, 1965-A 
FUEL AND FERTILE MATERIALS - PLUTONIUM 
REACTOR MATER, 8 119651 P,123 INSA 20•58471 INSA 20-58481 
KEYWORDS 2 6 15 26 30 







** 225 ** 
STORHOK V,W, 
.. 
- SEE NR 74 76 77 417 458 459 460 
- SEE NR 461 462 465 466 467 468 469 
- SEE NR 470 575 578 708 
STORMS E, 1968•9 
THERMODYNAMIC OF REFRACTORY MATERIALS 
FUNDAMENTALS OF REFRACTORY COMPOUNOS 119681 P,67•131 IEDS,I 
HAUSNER H,H, t BOWMAN M,G,, ( NSA 22-36541 I 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
196 7•A STORMS E,IC., 
THERMOCHEMICAL 
THE REFRACTORY 
KEYWORDS 2 6 
PROPERTIES I URAN !UM MONOCARB I DE I 
CARBIDES VOL,2 119671 P,194-201 
7152130 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
l 96 7-B STORMS E,K., 
THERMOCHEMICAL 
THE REFRACTORY 
PROPERTIES !PLUTONIUM CARBIDE! 
CARBIDES VOL,2 119671 P,222 





KEYWORDS 2 6 7 









- SEE NR 329 330 552 
STOUT NeD• 
- SEE NR 775 
STRASSER A, 1960-A 
URANIUM CARBIDE AS FUEL 
NUCL, ENG, 5 (1960) P.353-7 (NSA 14-23349) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 20 21 26 27 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 







CARBIDE FUEL DEVELOPMENT 
NDA-2162-1 (196ll P,7'""8' (NSA 15-18495) 
KEYWORDS 3 6 8 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C ADDITIVES SS NA 
STRASSER A, 196 3-A 
STAHL D, TAYLOR K.M, ANDFRSn, J.C, 
OUT-OF-PILE PROPERTIES OF SIXED URANIUM•PLUTO~IUS CARAIDES 
UNC-5()74 (EURAEC-918) (1963) 68P, (NSA 18-E729J 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 9 13 26 27 W 
CATIONS M ANIMS C 
STRASSER A, 1963-B 
STAHL D, TAYLOR K,"'1, ANDERSEN J,C, 
CARBIDE FUEL DEVELOPMENT 
UNC-5056 (1963) 47P, (NSA 17-293301 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
STRASSER A, 1963-C 
STAHL D, TAYLOR K,M, 
CARRIDE FUEL DEVELOPMENT - OUT OF-PILE PROP~RTIES OF MIXED 
URANIUM-PLUTONIUM CARB I DFS 
UNC-5065 I EURAEC-824) ( 1963 l P, 24-35 ( NSA 18-610 J 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 II 26 27 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
!963•D 







119631 P,297-313 INSA !8•182801 
2 3 7 8 26 27 W 
M ANIONS C 
STRASSER A, 1964-A 
STAHL D, TAYLOR K,M, ANDERSEN J,C, 
CARBIDE FUEL DEVELOPMENT 
UNC-5081 119641 P,58 (NSA 19-249231 
KEYWORDS 3 6 7 11 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS C 
706 STRASSER A, 1964-B 
STAHL D, TAYLOR K,M, ANDERSEN J,C, 
CARBIOE FUEL DEVELOPMENT 
UNC-5081 ( 1964) P,32-42 tNSA 19-?4923) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 26 27 
CATIONS M ANIONS C 
707 STRASSER A, 1964-C 
STAHL D, 
CARBIDE FUEL DEVELOPMENT 
UNC-5094 11964 I P,5-7 INSA 19-249921 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 26 
CATIONS M ANIONS C 
708 STRASSER A, 1964-D 
CIHI J, SHERIDAN w. STORHOK V,W, 
IRRADIATION BEHAVIOR OF SOLID SOLUTION URANIUM-PL'ITONIUM 
MONOCARB I DES 
NUCLEAR METALLURGY VOL, X - !MD SPECIAL REPORT N0,13 119641 
P,729•52 CNSA 19-79881 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 13 30 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS C 
709 STRASSER A, 1965-A 
URAN!UM•PLUTONIUM CARBIDE SUELS FOR FAST BREEDER REACTORS 
ANS•IOO 119651 P,126-56 ICONF-6504171 INSA 19-358!01 INSA 19-
357251 
KEYWORDS I 6 11 13 15 30 W 











** 226 ** 
1965-B 
Rtl, FUHRMAN N, 
K,M, 
URANIUM-PLUTONIUM ~ONOXIDES 
( EURAEC-146 7 l (1965 l P, 39-42 
2 6 9 11 W 
M ANIONS A 
STRASSE'R A,. l 96 5-C 
STAHL D, 
CARE' I DE ~UEL r)EVELOPME:NT 
IJNC-5134/1 119651 117P, INSA 20-274161 
KEY>!ORDS 2 6 7 11 26 27 
CATIONS U M ANIONS C 
STRASSER A, 1965-D 
ClH I J, 
CARP I DE FUEL DEVELOPMENT 
ANDERSEN J,C, 
(NSA 21-148711 
UNC-5114 VOL, II (19651 P,6-7/25-7/80•7 INSA 20-27,93) 
KEYWOR~S ? 3 6 B 11 16 ?6 27 W 
CATIONS ANIONS C ADDITIVES NI 
STRASSFR A, - SEE NR 669 685 696 723 
711 STRfET R,S, 1962-A 
WATERS T,i'-l, 
THE THERMAL FXPANSION OF THC AND THN 
AERE'-"'1 111~ (1?62) 5P, !NSA 17•14804) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 27 
CATIO~S T ANIONS C N 
714 STRtET R,S, 196 3-A 
PAND M,H, 
HIGH TEMPERATURE X-RAY DIFFRACTION STUDIES - PART ~o URANIUM 
SESQUICA'-:BIDE, URANIU,"1 ~ONOPHOSP-1IDE AND URANIUM MONOSULPHIDE 
AfRE-M 1327 (19631 llP, 
KFY\>/ORDS 2 6 7 11 27 
CAT IONS U ANIONS C F S 
STRFFT R,S, 
- SFE NR 251 ·604 605 
SUi T S E, - SFE NR 776 
715 SUTCLIFFE P, 1N, 19f,f-A 
A .STU!'W OF THE SPECIFIC HEAT OF PLUTONIU"'1, NEPTUNIUM AND 
PLUTO\/! U"" '~O~OCARB I DE 
THESIS, UNIV, OF OXFOR') (19681 300P, 
KEYWOR% 1 2 5 6 71 
CATIONS ANIONS 
SUZUKI M, 
- SEE NR 339 
SUZUKI S, - SEE NR 527 
716 TACHIS A,M, 1966-A 
MATHE~S W,G, MAY J,E, 
IN-qEACTO!;! THE~'..\AL CONDUCTIVITY OF URA"IIUM CARBIDE 
AECL-???1 (lq66) 30P, (NSA 21-6891) 
KEYWORDS 1 6 8 11 W 
CATIONS ANIO"'!S C 
717 TACr<IS A,"-1, 1970-A 
r-.:orfs ON FUEL DEVELOPMENT A:"IID IRRAntATlONS (UC FUEL IN ESSOR 
REACTOR) 
-130-






KEYWORDS 2 7 20 21 27 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
TACHIS A,M, - SEE NR 448 449 464 
TA(iA 1NA H, 1970-A 
THfRMODYNA""IC P~OPERTIES OF THE ACTINIDE NITRIDES (JN 
JAPANESF l 
NIPPCN GENSH!RYOKU GAKKAJSHI 17 (19701 P,658-65 (NSA 25-16590) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 21 26 30 
CATIONS U P T ANIONS ~ 
TAGIROVA R,K, - SEE NR 494 724 
TAKAHASHI S, - SEE NR 415 
TAKAHASHI T • - SEE NR 385 531 
TAKAHASHI Y, 1965-A 
WESTRU"A F,F, JR, 
THORIU~ DICARBIDE - LO>i TEMPERATURE THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES 
J, CHEM, ENG, DATA 10 (1965) P.128-9 (C00-1149-lll INSA 19-
?61111 
KEYWORDS 5 ;?l 
CATIONS ANIONS 
TAKAHASHI Y, 1965-8 
WESTRU\1 E,F, JR, 
URANIUM MONOSELENIDE, ~EAT CAPACITY AND THERMODYNAMIC 
PROPERTIES FROM 5 TO 350K 
J, PHYS, CHEM, 69 (19651 P,3618-21 (NSA 20-323) 
KEYWOROS 5 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS S 
TAKAHASHI Y, 1971-A 
MURABAYASHI M, AKIMOTO Y, MUKAI80 T, 
URAN I UM MO NON ITRI DE - HEAT CA PAC J TY AND THERMAL CONDUCT I y I TY 
FROM ?98 TO lOOOK 
J, NUCL, MATER, 38 119711 P,303-8 (NSA 25-246351 
KE'YWORDS 2 6 11 13 21 W 
CATIONS U ANIO~S N 
7 22 
7 23 
** 227 ** 
TAKAHASHI Y, - SEE NR 519 526 775 
TANAKA K, - SEE NR 641 
TAYLOR K,M, 1961-A 
MCMURTRY C,H, 
SYNTHESIS AND FABRICATION OF REFRACTORY 
OR0-400 119611 P,32-41 (NSA 15-275101 
URANIUM COMPOUNDS 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 27 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C N I 
TAYLOR K,M, 1967•A 
ANDERSEN J,C, STRASSER A, STAHL D, 
FORBES R,L, 
MONOXIDE-TYPE COMPOUNDS OF URAN I UM AND ?LUTON I UM - I, 
OXYCARB I DES 
J, AMER, CERAM, sec. 50 (1967) P,321•5 (NSA 21-32986) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 15 W 
CATIONS U M ANIONS C A 
TAYLOR K,M, - SEE NR 256 668 700 701 702 
- SEE NR 706 710 
TAYLOR R,E, - SEE NR 138 139 482 
703 705 
7 24 TERFKHOV G, I, 1970-A 
7 25 
TAGIROVA R,K, IVANOV 0,S, 
STUDY CF THE THERMOELECTRIC PROPERTIES AND THER<AL 
CONDUCTIVITY OF USI2, VSI2, "OCRSI, AND UC (IN RUSSIAN) 
tzv, AKAD, NAUK SSSR, METAL 3 (1970) P,177-80 (.'ISA 25-16571) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 20 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
TEREKHOV G, 1, - SEE NR 494 
TETENAAUM ~. 1962-A 
MRAZEK F, 
REFRACTORY SOLID THERMOCOUPLE SYSTESS 
ANL-6596 (19621 P,20B-10 INSA 17-141151 l~SA 17-141201 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS S 
126 TETENeAu~ M, 1963-A 
~RAZEI( F, 
REFRACTORY SOLID THER'-10COUPLE SYSTFMS 
ANL-664fi (1963) P,227-31 (NSA 17-36860) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 
CATIONS U T V ANIONS S 
727 TETENAAUM M. 1963-8 
MRAZFK F, 
REFRACTORY SOLID THERMOCOUPLE SYSTFrvtS 
ANL-67?5 (1963) P,215-4? INSA 18-18615) 
KEYWOR~S 2 6 20 
CATIONS U T ANIO"S S 
7 28 TETENeAU'-1 ~. 1964-A 
THEC!MOELECTR IC PROPERT IFS OF URAN !UM ~10NOSULF I DE t THQq I U~ 
MONOSULFIDE, AND US-THS SOLID SOLUTIONS 
J, APPL, Pl-!YS, 35 (1964) P,2468-72 (NSA l8-321B2l 
l(EYWORDS 2 6 11 20 
CATIONS U T V ANIONS S 
7 29 TETENBAUM M, 1964-R 
THERMOELECTRIC PAQ.Ar,.1FTFR STUDIES ON USt THSt AND US-THS SOLID 
SOLUTIONS 
ANL-6A56 119641 P,48-52 INSA 18-371151 
KFYWORDS 2 6 20 
CATIONS U TV ANIO~S 






ELECTRICAL R E'5 l ST IV ITY .... EASU RE~EN T S OF us AND US-Tl-<S SOLID 
SOLUTIONS, - LATTICE THERMAL CONDUCTIVtTY FOR URANIUM 
MONOSULF I DE 
ANL-6A00 (19641 P,470-3 (NSA 1€-44493) (NSA 18-433~8) 
KEY\1-!0RDS 2 6 20 W 
CATIONS U V ANIONS S 
THACKER L,H, 
- SEE NR 181 
THOf.'AS R,L, 1966-A 
THER~AL CONOUCT IV I TY 
LA-3607-MS 11966 I P,807-19 INSA 21-194961 
KEYWORDS 2 6 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS C 
THOMAS R,L, 
- SEE NR 42 5 42 9 
THURNAY K, 
- SEE NR 324 
TOULOUKIAN Y1S 1 1970-A 
POWELL R:,W, HO C,Y, KLEMENS P,G, 
THERMAL CONDUCT I VI TY - NON METALLIC SOL! DS 
THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF MATTER, THE TPRC DATA SERIES 
VOL,2 11970) (PUB,) IFI/PLENUM N,Yet WASH, 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 30 W 
CATIONS U T ANIONS C N 
TOULOUKJAN Y,S, 1970•8 
~UYCO E,Ht 
SPECIFIC HEAT - NON~ETALLIC SOLIDS 
THERMOPHYStCAL PROPERTIES OF ~ATTER, THE TPRC DATA SERI~S 
VOL,5 (19701 (PUB,I IFI/PLENUM N,Y,t WASH, 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 30 
CATIONS U P ANIONS C N S 
TOULOUKJAN Y,S, 1973-A 
POWELL R,W. HO C,Y, NICOLAOU ~.c, 
THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY 
THERMOPHYS ICAL PROPERTIES OF ~ATTER, THE TPQC DAT A SER I ES 
VOL,10 (1973) (Pus., (FI/PLENUM N,Y,t WASH, 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C N F S A 
735 
736 
** 228 ** 
TPRC 1966-A 
DATA BOOK, VOL,3 NONMETALLIC ELEMENTS, COMPOUNDS AND MIXTU~S 
THERMOPHYS !CAL PROPERTIES RESEARCH CENTER ( 19661 ( ED, I 
TOULOUKIAN Y,S, 
KEYWORDS 2 5 7 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
TRIPLER A,B, 195B-A 
SNYDER M,J, DUCKWORTH W,H, 
PREPARATION, FABRICATION, AND 
CO~POUNDS 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF URANIUM 
BMl-1262 119581 






P, 49-51 I NSA 12-10060 I 
7 27 
ANIONS C 
- SEE NR 122 
- SEE NR 687 688 
- SEE NR 85 
- SEE NR 313 
737 TYE R,D, 1965-A 
WOODMAN r,.,,J, 
THE THER>AL CONDUCT IV I TY OF COMPACTED POWDER CARBONS AND 
MIXTURfS 0° CARBON POWDERS WITH URANIUM CARBIDE PARTICLES 
AED-CONF-65-149-23 119651 IBP, ICONF-650632-121 INSA 20-317771 
KEYWORDS 2 6 12 14 20 W 
CATIONS U K ANIONS 
73~ TYE R,P. 1966-A 
WOOD"'IAN MaJ. 
THF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF COMPACTED POWDER CAR~ONS AND 
MIXTURES OS CARBON POWDERS WITH URANIUM CARBIDE PARTICLES 
CAR,lQN 4 ( 19f.6) P1167-76 (NSA 20-43929) 
KEn..iORDS 2 6 l? 14 20 ',~ 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
UCHIJI~A T, 
- SEE NR 518 
UE~ATSU K, - SEE NR 527 




RADIATION EFFECTS ON SOLID URANIUM-BASED NUCLEAR FUEL 
~ATERIALS, A 8IBLIOGRAPHY (ABSTRACTS) 
VDIT - 1612 (19611 45P. (NSA 15-227951 
KEV\.>!OR'.JS '3 30 W 
CATIONS ANIONS 
UHL~Ar-./N W, 1961-8 
RADIATION EFFECTS ON SOLID URANIU~-BASED NUCLEAR FUEL 
~ATERIALS, SUPPLEMENT I I - A B!BLIOGAPHY (AAS TRACTS) 
VDIT - 16-3 (1961) 39P. (NSA 16-22711 
KEYl'JORDS ' 17 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIO~S C N 
UHLMANN W, 1961-C 
RAr:l!ATJON EF~ECTS ON SOLID URANJUr,.1 BASED NUCLEAR FUEL 
!.1ATERIALS, A AIBLIOG~APHY (ABSTRACTS) 
VDtT - l61lA (1961) l6P1 (NSA 16-3523) 
KEYWORDS , 17 30 W 
CATIONS ANIONS C 
UHLMANN W1 1961-D 
RADIATION EFFECTS ON SOLID URANIUM - BASED NUCLEAR FUEL 
MATER I AL$ 
VDIT - 16,l 
KEYWORDS 3 
CAT IONS U 
119611 73P, INSA 15-161711 
4 l 7 30 
ANIONS C 
7 43 UNC 1961-A 
NUCLEAR FUEL RESEARCH, FUEL CYCLE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
NV0-2695 (1961) P,17-8 (NSA 16-9143) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
7 44 USA EC 1962-A 
NUCLEAR FUELS AND MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT 
TID-11295 12ND ED,I 119621 P,108/115-B INSA 17-147401 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 20 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
745 USA EC 1965-A 
REACTO~ DEVELOPME"NT AND TECHNOLOGY, - CERAMIC FUELS, -
CERAMIC REACTOR PROGRAM 
FUNDASENTAL NUCLEAR ENERGY RESEARCH 1965 119651 P, 71-5 
20-201831 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 27 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS C ADO IT IVES NI 





MEASUREMENT OF THE 
F 
THER~AL OIFFUSIVITY OF FUEL FOR IRRADIATION 
747 
NOTE TECHNIQUE 
KEYWORDS 2 6 
CATIONS U 
SECBPU-27 119671 CEA !OP, 
7 11 W 
ANIONS C 
VAN CRAEYNEST J,C, 1967-B 
WEILBACHER J,C, 
MEASURE.ENT OF THE THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY OF FUEL FOR IRRADIATION 
MFR I I I IN FRENCH I 
NOTE TECHNIQUE SECBPU-28 119671 CEA 9P, 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS C 
74P VAN CRAEYNEST J,C, l968•A 
WEILBACHER J.C. SALBREUX JeCe 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF MIXED URANIUM AND PLUTONIUM CARBIDES, 
NITRIDES ANO CARBONlTR!OES 
CEA-CONF-124B 1196BI llP, INSA 23-249881 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 15 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS C N E 
H 229 H 
749 VAN CRAEYNEST J,C, 1969-A 
WEILBACHER J,C, SALBREUX J,C, 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF MIXED URANIUM AND PLUTONIUM CARBIDES, 
NITRIDES AND CARBONITRIDES 
PROC, 8TH CONF, ON THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 119691 WEST LAFAYETTE 
P,587-601 INSA 23-249881 INSA 24-39646 I 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 15 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS C N E 
750 VAN CRAEYNEST J,C, 1969-B 
WEILBACHER J,C, SALBREUX J,C, 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF MIXED URANIUM ANO PLUTONIUM CARBIDES, 
NITRIDES ANO CARBONI TRI DES I IN FRENCH I 
NOTE TECHNIQUE SECBPU-67 119691 CEA 18P, 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 15 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS C N E 
VAN CRAEYNEST J,C, - SEE NR 250 769 




PENNINCKX R, DE CONINCK R, 
THERMAL CONDUCT IV I TY OF URAN I UM CARBIDES 
D/69/70 CEN 119701 P,1-13 INP-188091 INSA 25-392261 INSA 25-
392271 
KEYWORDS 2 6 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
VAN LIERDE W, 
- SEE NR 204 
VAUGHAN D,A, 195 B-A 
PROPERTIES OF REFRACTORY FUELS OTHER THAN URANIUM OX I DES 
REACTOR CORE MATERIALS 1 N0,3 1 l95B I P, 18-9 
KEYWORDS 3 6 20 30 
CATIONS u ANIONS 
VAUGHAN 0,A, 1960-A 
PROPERTIES OF REFRACTORY FUEL OTHER THAN URANIUM OX IDES 
REACTOR CORE ~ATERIALS 3 N0,3 11960 I P, 2Cl-l INSA 1~-1770) 
KEYWORDS ? 6 20 30 
CAT IONS AN I ONS C S 
VAUGHAN D,A, 1960-B 
PROPERTIES OF REFRACTORY FUEL OTHER THAN URANIUr-A OXIDES 
REACTOR CORE ~ATERIALS 3 N014 11960 I Pi 13-5 INSA 1,-1342 "3) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 15 20 30 
CATIONS u ANIONS 




PROPERTIES OF REFRACTORY FUELS OTHER THA/'i UC1:ANIU"'4 OXIDES 
REACTOR ~ATER, 4 N01l 119611 P.14-5 
KEYWORDS 2 6 27 30 W 
CATIONS ANIONS 
1961-B VAUGHAN D1A1 
PROPERTIES OF 
~EACTOR CORE 
REFRACTORY FUELS OTHER 
MATERIALS 4 N0,4 (19611 
620273QV,1 
THAN U><!A~IU~ OXIDFS 
Pi 12-3 
KEY'f/ORDS 2 
CATIONS U AN I ONS 
VIGUIE J,C, 1967-A 
SPITZ J, 
THE RAPID DETERMINATION OF 
IIN FRENCH! 
CARBON IN THE URANIU'-1-CAq~ON ALLCYS 
CEA-R-3155 119671 
KEYWORDS 2 6 9 
CATIONS U 
VLASOV v.G. 
WAGNE"R H, E. 
WALDRON M,B1 
WALLACE T ,c. 
WALOWIT J,A, 
WALTERS C, T 1 
WALTERS R .R, 
WARD J,J, 
WARREN I ,H, 
16P, INSA 21-195331 
15 W 
A~IONS 
- SEE NR 421 
- SEE NR 304 
- SEE NR 634 
- SEE NR 115 
- SEE NR 797 
- SEE NR 797 
- SEE NR 254 255 
- SEE NR 25 
1963-A 
779 
URAN I UM COMPOUNDS AS THERMOELECTRIC MATERIALS 
CAN, MINING MET, BULL, 56 119631 P,28A-96 I TRANS, 
QUART• 66 119631 P, 147-57 INSA 17-325B71 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 20 W 
CATIONS u ANIONS C N S 
CAN, "1ET, 
7 59 WARREN I .H, 1964-A 
760 
PRICE C,E1 
THER•OELECTR IC ·PROPERTIES OF CUBIC URAN I UM >ONOCOMPOUNDS 
CAN, MET, QUART, 3 (1964) P,183-96 (NSA 18-34142) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 13 20 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C N S 
WARREN I ,H, 1964-B 
PRICE C,E, 
THERMOELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF U3X4 AND SOME H !GHER URAN I us 
COS POUNDS 
CAN, MET. QUART, 3 (1964) P,245-56 (NSA 19•4671) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 W 




** 230 ** 
WATERr-4AN T • E 1 
- SEE NR 276 277 
WATERS T,Ne 
- SEE NR 251 713 
- SEE NR 146 
WEAVE'R S,C, l969•A 
MCELROY D,L, 
SEASURE~ENTS OF THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF IU,PUlN ALLOYS 
ORNL-4390 11%91 P,54-5 INSA 23-247841 INSA 23-248111 
KEYWORDS 2 6 9 20 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS N 
1NF.AVER S,C, 1970-A 
KOLLIE T,G, 
UN t TH~J t AI\ID THEIR ALLOYS 
OR,,L-4570 119701 P,29-30 INSA 25-27831 INSA 25-26011 
KEYWORDS 2 5 11 15 W 
CATIONS U T ANIONS 
1A'EAVF.R S,C, 1970-B 
KOLLIE T,G, 
YfASURFSENT OF THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF IU,PUlN ALLOYS 
ORNL-4510 11970 I P, 78-BO I NSA 24-366581 INSA 24-369521 
!<EYl!ORDS 2 6 7 20 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS N 
\o.'F:AV':R S,C, 1971-A 
KOLLI I: T ,G, 
UN, THN, AND (TH,UlN ALLOYS 
OR~.L-4770 (1971) P,24 (NSA 26-4945) 
KFY\•.ioqos 2 6 20 W 
CATIONS U TV ANIONS 
- SEE NR 266 
- SFE NR 391 
WU1 fR E,T, 1968-A 
G"EENHALGH 1N,0 1 GIRRY R,L, 
nEvFLOD~E"lT C'JF 'v!IXED-NITRIDE FUEL 
CA9ROTHf-"C?MI( RF.8UCTI0;ll OF OXIDES 
TRA"IS, AMER, NUCL1 SOC, 11 (1968) 
? ?-'3?_Al 5) 
'<fn!ORDS 7 11 26 
(AT!ONS A"ltONS N 
MATERIALS OBTAINED 9Y 
P,104 lNSA 22-410~5) fNSA 
766 \\1 fAfq r',T, 1968-R 
GRFE~HALGH 'ti,0 1 GIRBY R,L, 
DfVfL()PME'H OF "'1IXfD-l'dTRIDF. FUEL MATERIALS OBTAINED BY 
CA.?P0THF. 0 ~11I( RFDUCT!O'l OF OXIDES 
o.~;·,:L-SA-1666 (1968) P,11-15 (NSA 22-41085) 
KfY1t!ORDS ? 6 7 11 26 W 
CAT!G"-:S M ANIONS N 
7'17 't.'fRfq f,T, 1968-C 
~ELTING AEHAVIOR OF URANIUM-PLUTONIUM MONONlT~IDE FUfL 
CC'.1D0S I 1 ! O"JS 
RNWL-"42 (1968) P,6.l-2 (NSA 25-11474) 
KfY'>'IO~DS 2 7 11 14 26 
CATIONS ANIONS 




..... EL TI .~G RFi-iAv I OR OF URAN I u~-PLUTON I UM MON ON ITRI DE FUEL 
COMDCSITJOr\JS 
AN\oJL-919 (19681 P,6.1-6,'3 (NSA 2'3-11236) (NSA 23-11235) 
KfYWORQS 2 7 l~ 26 
CATio,s M ANIONS N 
WEA,fR E,T, 
- SEE NR 271 278 
\'iEDEMEYf~ H, 
- SEE NR 390 
WEFKS R.W, 
- SEE NR 343 
Wf I LPACHF:R J ,C, 196 7-A 
VAN CRAE'YNFST J,C, 
THER""'AL CONDUCTIVITY OF CAST CARBIDES UPUCt UPUC'10 AND UPUCTI 
( I ~J Fl:?Fr,,,J(H I 
,"JOff.: TFC--1'\IIQUE SFCP;PU-30 (1967) CEA 6P, 
KFYWORDS ?. 6 13 16 W 
CATIONS o ANIONS ADDITIVES MO TI 
\\'f!LAACHER J,C, 
- SFE NR 746 74 7 748 749 750 





SifFNER A, YANG L, 
OF CARqlDES AS CATHODES FOR THERMIONIC SPACE 
KEY\'.'ORl)S 2 6 
CATIONS U 
48P, (~SA 15-31176) 
7 11 16 20 
ANIONS C 
1,<,1EINAE~G A,F, 1961-B 
ADDITIVES ZR 
HUl)SON R,G, SIEFNER B, YANG L, 
INVESTIGATIONS OF CARBIDES AS CATHODES FOR THERSIONIC SPACE 
REACTORS 
GA-2670 (1Q61) 59P, (NSA 16-5078) 
KEYWO~:.)S 2 16 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS C ADDITIVES ZR 





KEY~.'ORDS 2 6 
CATIONS U 
SIEFNER A, YANG L, 
OF CARBIDES AS CATHODES FOR THERMIONIC SPACE 
61P, (NSA 16-14350) 









** 231 ** 
WEITZENMILLER F, 
- SEE NR 93 
WERNER P, 
- SEE NR 182 
WESTRUM E,F, JR, 1962-A 
THERMOOYNAMI C PROPERTIES OF ACT IN I OE CARBIDES WITH SPECIAL 
REFERENCE TO THE ENTROPIES OF URANIUM MONO- ANO OICARBIOE 
TID-16987 119621 17P, INSA 17-1511 
KEYWORDS 2 5 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
WESTRUM E,F, .JR, 1964-A 
CRYOTHERMAL PROPERTIES OF URAN !UM NIT R I OE, CARBIDES, AND 
CHALCOGENIDES 
NUCLEAR METALLURGY VOL, X - IMO SPECIAL REPORT NOol3 119641 
P,255 
KEYWORDS 2 5 11 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS C N 
WESTRUM E,F, JR, 1965-A 
TAKAHASHI Y, STOUT N,D, 
THE HEAT CAPAC !TY AND THERMOOYNAM IC PROPERTIES OF 
HYPOSTOICHIOMETRIC DICARBIDE FROM 5 TO 350K 
.J, PHYS, CHEM, 69 (1965) P,1520-4 fNSA 19-26337) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 II 21 
CATIONS T ANIONS 
11.1ESTRUM E,F, JR, 1965•8 
SUITS E, LONSDALE H,K, 
URANIUM MONOCARBIDE AND HYPOSTOICH!OMETRIC DICARBIDE, HEAT 
CA PAC IT I ES AND THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES FROM 5 TO '50C 
ADVANCES IN THER"10PHYStCAL PROPERTIES AT EXTREME TE'-1PE~ATURES 
AND PRESSURES 119651 P,156-61 IC00-1149-281 INSA 19-?31041 
KEYWORDS 2 5 15 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
WESTRUM E,F, JR, 1966-A 
P.AR~ER C,M, 
URAN I UM "10NON ITRI DE - HEAT CAPACITY AND THE R,VODYNA'-1 IC 
PROPERTIES FqQt,,1 5 TO '350K 
J, CHEM, PHYS, 45 (1966) P,635-9 (NSA 20-35503) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 11 21 
CAT IONS U ANIONS N 
WESTRU~ E,F, JR, 1966-B 
RECENT DEVFLOPMENTS IN THE CHEMICAL THERMODYNAMICS OF THE 
URANIUM CHALCOGENIDES 
THERMODYNAMICS VOL,II 11966) P,497-510 (NSA 20-23018) (NSA ?0-
229711 
KEYWORDS 6 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS S 
779 WESTRU"l E,F, J~. 1968-A 
WALTERS R,R, FLOTOW H,E, OSBORNE D,W, 
URANIUM "10NOSULFIDE, THE' FERRO~AGNETIC TRANSITION, THE HEAT 
CAPACITY AND THE~MODYNAMIC PROPFR1IES FROM 1,5 TO 350K. 
J, CYEM, PHYS, 48 (1968) P.155-61 (C00-1149-93) !NSA 22-17811) 
KEY>!ORDS 2 5 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS S 
780 WESTRUM E,F, JR, 1970-A 
GRONVOLD F, 
URANIUM CHA.LCOGENIDES - III, HEAT CAPACITIES Ar.D THERr,.<QDY,'~A~rc 
Pi:.QPERTIES OF US(l,9) AND USEl2) FRO,V 5 TO 350K 
J, INORG1 NUCL, CHE.'v1., 32 (19701 P,2169-77 (NSA 24-3625Al 
KEYWORDS 2 5 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS S 
WESTRU~ E,F, JR, 
- SEE NR 248 291 719 720 
7Al WHALEY H,L, l96fl-A 
POTTER R,.A., FULKERSON W, 
ULTRASONIC VELOCITY MEASURE~ENTS IN UN 
DRNL-4370 119681 P,28-9 INSA 23-8106l INSA 23-83041 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
782 WHALEY H,L, 1969-A 
FULKERSON W, POTTER R1 A, 
ELASTIC MODULI AND DEBYE TEMPERATURE OF POLYCRYSTALLINE 
URANIUM NITRIDE BY ULTRASONIC VELOCITY MEASUREr,,IENTS 
J, NUCL, MATER, 31 ( 1969) P,'345-50 (NSA 23-~6236) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
78'3 WHEELER M,J, 1964-A 
785 
786 
THERMAL CONDUCT IV I TY OF URAN !UM MONOCARBI DE 
CARBIDES IN NUCLEAR ENERGY l 11964! P,358-64 (ED,) RUSSELL 
L,E, ICONF-206-AI INSA 20-95581 INSA 20-93921 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 13 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
WHEELER M,J, 1970-A 
KING E, MANFORD C, 
THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY OF Ut IUtPU) 
AERE-R 6499 119701 22P, 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 9 13 16 W 
CATIONS U M ANIONS C 
WHEELER M,J, 1971•.A. 
HEDGER H,..J, 
CARBIDES AND U OXIDES 
ADDITIVES NI 
THERMAL DI FFUS IV !TY OF URAN I UM AND URANIUM-PLUTONIUS 
MONOCARB I DES 
..J, BR IT I NUCL, 
KEYWORDS 2 6 
ENERGY SOC, 10 fl971) P,55-64 (NSA 25-299571 
7 11 13 
CATIONS U M ANIONS C 
WHEELER M,J, 
- SEE NR 541 542 
WHEELOCK C,W, 1965•.A. 
CARBIDE FUELS IN FAST SEACTORS 
NAA-SR-10751 119651 78P, INSA 19-479931 
KEYWORDS l 6 7 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
** 232 ** 
WHITE D,E, 
• SEE NR 646 
WHITTON J,L, • SEE NR 157 
787 WILHELM H,A, l949•A 
CHIOTTI P, 
THORIUM•CARBON SYSTEM 
AECD•2718 Cl949l P,5•6 INSA 
KEYWORDS 2 7 26 
CATIONS T ANIONS C 
3•2142 l 
788 WILHELM H,A, l950•A 
CHIOTTI P, 
THORIUM-CARBON SYSTEM 
TRANS, AM, SOC, MET, 42 (1950) P,1295•1310 
KEYWORDS 2 7 26 
CATIONS T ANIONS C 
WILLIAMS ~,W, • SEE NR 30 31 
789 WILLIAMS R,K, 1968-A 
RANKS T,E, MCELROY D,L, 
FUEL-CLADDING THERMAL CONDUCTANCE STUDIES 
ORNL•4310 119681 P,52•3 INSA 23•122601 
KEY>'ORDS 2 6 8 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
790 WILLIAMS R,K, 1968•6 
P:ANKS T,E, MCELROY D,L, 
FUEL-CLADDING THERMAL CONDUCTANCE 
ORNL•4370 119681 P,90•1 INSA 23•81061 INSA 23•82721 
KEYWORDS 2 6 8 11 ',/ 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
791 WILLJA/Y1S R,K, 1969-A 
MCELROY D,L, 
STUDIES OF THERMAL CONDUCTANCE AT INTERFACE OF FUEL AND 
CL ADD I NG 
ORNL-4390 119691 P,54•5 INSA 23•247841 INSA 23•248111 
KEYi.-.iORDS 2 5 8 9 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 




THFPMAL CONTACT RESISTANCE 
ORNL-44 70 { 1969 J P,84 ( NSA 24-2868 l ( NSA 24-3004 l 
KEYWORDS 2 6 8 11 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
WILLIAMS R,K, 1970-A 
THERMAL CONTACT RESISTANCE 
ORNL•4570 119701 P,67 INSA 25•26011 INSA 25•27691 
KEYWCRDS 2 8 W 
CATIO.~S U ANIONS 
'1HLL!A"-1S R,K, 





CORRELATION OF THERMAL RESISTANCES OF UN•METAL 
ORNL-4660 (1971) 54P, INSA 25-37947) 
KEY\<!ORDS 2 6 13 W 
CAT!ONS U ANIONS N 
WILLIA"-1S q,K, • SEE" NR 266 475 4% 497 498 
795 WILLIAMS W,S, 1969-A 
RADOSEVICH L,G, 
LOW-TEMPERATURE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF UN 
ORNL-4470 (1969) P,20-1 (NSA 24-29751 
KEYWORDS 2 5 11 20 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
WILLIA"1S 1,.,1,S, • SEE NR 603 
796 WILSON W,B, 1960-A 
797 
H!GH•TEMDERATURE X•RAY DIFFRACTION INVESTIGATION OF THE 
URANIUM-CARBON SYSTEM 
J, A"1fR, CERA'-1, sec. 43 (1960) P,77-Bl (NSA 14-7880) 
KEY\<!ORDS 2 6 7 15 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
WILSON W,R,D, l 969•A 
1,.iALOWIT J,A, WALTERS C,T, ANNO J,N, 
~ECHAN!CAL ANO THERMAL ANALYSIS 
PSl-1868 11969 l P,C-56/C-65 I NSA 24-1060) 
'<.EYWORDS l 3 6 7 18 27 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS N 
WIRTH$ G, • SEE NR 112 
vnTTEMAN W,G, 
- SEE NR 115 248 
798 VHTTENP:ERG L,J, 196 5-A 
GROVE G,R, 
THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY OF URANIUM CARBIDE 
MLM·l22D 119651 P,15•20 INSA 19•24986) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 W 
CATIONS U M ANIONS C 
799 \\'1TTEl\!9ERG L,J, 1965-B 
GROVE G, R, 
THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY MEASUREMENTS 
MLM•l244 119651 P,29•35 I NSA 19•391631 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 W 
CATIONS U M ANIONS C 
800 WOLF L, 1970-A 
JOHANNSEN K, 
AN ANALYSIS OF THE TWO•DIMENSIONAL TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION IN 
ECCENTRICALLY MOUNTED CYLINDERS WITH SPECIAL APPLICATION TO 
SODIUM•BONDED REACTOR FUEL ELEMENTS . 
1-!EAT TRANSFER 1970 VOL,1 (1970) P,CU 1,7/1-11 IED,1 GRIGULL Ut 
HAHNE E., INSA 26•254631 (NSA 26•254611 
KEYWORDS l 3 6 7 B 29 W 




** 233 ** 
WOLF L, l 97l•A 
JOHANNSEN K, 
TWO•Dl~ENS!ONAL CONDUCTION HEAT TRANSFER IN LIOU!D•METAL 
BONDED FAST REACTOR FUEL ELEMENTS WITH PELLET AND CANNING 
ECCENTRICITY 
NUCL, SCI, ENG, 43 119711 P,237•9 INSA 25•13155) 
KEYWORDS l 3 11 29 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
WONN G,C, • SEE NR 425 428 
WOODMAN M,J, • SEE NR 737 738 
WOOLEY J,A, • SEE NR 275 
YANG L, 
• SEE NR 770 771 772 
YOSHIOKA K, l963•A 
URANIUM SULF!DE AS A NUCLEAR FUEL MATERIAL I IN JAPANESE I NIPPON GENSH I RYOKU GAKKAISHI 5 ( 19631 P,677-83 INSA 17-41467) KEYWORDS 2 7 26 
CAT IONS u ANIONS S 
ZANELLA S, • SEE NR 37 
803 ZANKEL K, l967•A 
CONTRIBUTION TO THE STUDY OF THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY OF SOL!DS 
CEA•R 3150 !THESIS) (19671 52P, INSA 21•43581} 
KEYWORDS 2 6 9 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C 
804 ZIMMERMANN H, 197l•A 
VARIATION OF THE HFAT•TRANSFER COEFFICIENT BETWEEN FUEL AND 
CLAD IN UN•IRRAD!ATION CAPSULES < IN GERMANI 
PSB•REPORT 402/1971 !PHASE !BI ll97ll llP, 
KEYWORDS 3 6 8 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
805 ZIMMERMANN H, 1971-B 
B06 
807 
HEAT TRANSFER FUEL/CAN IN UN IRRADIATION CAPSULES I IN GER•ANI 
KFK-1271/3 (1971) P,112•56/112-57 fEUR-4723,DJ (NSA 26-5?3Pll 
KEYWORDS 3 6 B W 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
ZlMMER'-lANN H, 1971-C 
HEAT TRANSFER FUEL/CAN IN UN IRRADIATION CAPSULES 
EURFNR•984 119711 P,112•35/112•36 IP,61•41 INSA 26•523Bll 
KEYWORDS 3 6 8 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS N 
ZINN W,H, 1964-A 
DIETRICH J,R, 
FUEL ELEMENTS - PLUTON!UM•BEARING FUELS - CARAIDES 
POWER REACTOR TECHNOLOGY 7 N0,2 119641 Po!78•80 INSA l8•40Al71 
I NSA 18•409111 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 14 30 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS C 
HUTCHINS B, A, • SEE NR 332 
808 ZOPE P:,O, 1970-A 
MOORTHY V,K, 
l!TERATURE SURVEY ON PLUTONIUM BEARING CARBIDE FUELS, 
PROPERTIES AND POTENTIALS OF URAN 1 UM•PLUTON I UM 
BARC/1•61 119701 P,25•7 INSA 25•246251 
KEYWORDS 2 6 14 15 20 21 27 30 W 
CATIONS M ANIONS C 

** 234 ** 
B I B L I O G R A P H Y ** CERMETS - UPDATED SEPT 1973 *** 
-----------------------------------------------------------
In 
ABATE DAGA G, l97l•A 
A~ATO 1, 
PRE PARAT I ON AND STUDY OF A 'MOLECULAR' CERMET URANIUM DI OX! DE-
MDL YRDENUM I IN FRENCH I 
REV, !NT, HAUTES TEMP, REFRACT, 119711 P,25-30 INSA 25-
495181 
KEYWORDS 6 11 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES MO 
AMATO I, 1964-A 
PROTTI A,M, COLOMAO R,L, 
CERTAIN PROPERTIES 
FRENCH I 
OF 'CERMETS' URANIUM DIOXIDE-MOLYBDENUM IIN 
ME"M, SCI, ~EV, MET, 61 (1964) 
KEY'<ORDS 2 6 11 14 16 20 
P,481-3 I NSA 18-36020 I 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 ADDITIVES MO 
AMATO !, 1965-A 
COLOMAO R,L, POLIN F, 
THE DEPENDENCE. ON M!CROSTRUCTURE OF THE HIGH TEMPERATURE 
PROrERTIES OF URANIUM OXIDE - MOLYBDENUM AND URANIUM OXIDE -
TUNGSTEN CERMETS, !, ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY 
AED-CONF,1%5-141-3 119651 16P, ICONF-650674-11 IR-1031 INSA 
20-?9699) 
KEYvlORDS 7 11 16 20 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES MO W 
AMATO I, 1965-B 
COLOMBO R,L, PROTTI A,M, 
U~AN!UM OXIDE-TUNGSTEN CERMETS OBTAINED BY ACTIVATED S!NTER!NG 
( IN FRENCHJ 
ME,"', SCI, REV, MET, 62 '1965) P,619•24 (NSA 20-9450) 
KEYf/ORDS 2 6 7 16 20 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES W 
A~ATO I• 1966-A 
COLOMBO R,L, POLIN F, 
THF nEPENDFNCE ON M!CROSTRUCTURE OF THE HIGH TEMPERATURE 
PROPERTIES OF URANIUM OX!DE-MOLYADENUM AND URANIUM OX!DE-
TUNGSP:N CER\1E'TS, I, ELECTRICAL. RESISTIVITY 
RtV, !NT, HAUTES TfMP, l:!E'FRACT, 3 (1966) P,189-96 INSA 20• 
411+ 7f3) 
l(EY\•.i'JRDS 7 11 16 20 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES MOW 
A~ATO I, 1968-A 
CCSELLI '<:, 
PREPARATION AND CHARACTcR!ZAT!ON OF METALLO-CERAMIC 
COMPOSITES, STAINLESS STEEL-URANIUM DIOXIDE IIN ITALIAN! 
~ET, ITAL, 60 tl968l Pel55-8 INSA 22•49806) 
KFYWORDS 2 6 11 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES SS 
Mv1ATO I, 
- SEE NR 52 
- SEE NR 89 
ARTHUR G, 1964-A 
COULSON J, A, 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF URANIUM DIOXIDE-STAINLESS STEEL 
J, NUCL, "1ATER, 13 (1964) P,242-53 (NSA 19-14033) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES SS 
- SEE NR 60 
PART0/\1 C,J, 
- SEE NR 110 
~ASKIN Y, 1960-A 
SOME PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THOR!A REINFORCED BY METAL 
J, AMF~. (FRAM, sec. 43 (1960) P,489-92 (NSA 14-23323) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 27 W 
CATro,s T A,IONS O ADDITIVES ME 
P:EIS<;WENGER H, 1963-A 
,iLJSCHKA ,-,, LIEBMANN B, MUELLER N, 
NfUr,.1ANN 0, 
FUEL DFVELOPSENT FOR A HIGH-TEMPERATURE FAST REACTOR 
CONF-! H-7 119631 11P, INSA 20-451001 
KEY\..IORDS 2 6 16 W 
CATIONS U MUONS O ADDITIVES MO 
CERMETS 
FIBERS 
11 flENEl')!CT U, 1971-A 
Ti--ER~AL EXPAl\lSJOl\l OF AL•U02t FF.-U0?1 AND FE POWDER COMPACTS 
EURATOM CQMVLJNICATION N0,2750 (19711 JNRC - KARLSRUHE ESTAB, 
P,133-4 
KEYWORDS 2 6 I! 16 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES AL FE 
PENEDICT U, 
- SEE NR 41 
i:\ENTLE G,G, 
- SEE NR 17 
PI ANCSER ! A A, 
- SEE NR 24 
12 ROWEN D,H, 1968-A 
F!PER-RE!NFORCED CERAMICS 
FlRRE SCI, TECHNOL, 1 (1968) P,85-112 (NSA 23•46134) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES MO 
ROYER C,9', 






** 235 ** 
BROWNING M,F, 
- SEE NR 108 
BUFFET J, • SEE NR 75 
BUMM Ho 1969-A 
THUEMMLER F, WEIMAR P, 
PRODUCTION AND PROPERTIES OF CERMETS WITH IDEALIZED STRUCTURE 
BY ISOSTATIC HOT PRESSING OF COATED PARTICLES I IN GERMAN I 
2, EUROPA!SCHES SYMPOSIUM UEBER PULVERMETALLURG!E !STUTTGART, 
8-10 MAI 19681, CONF-680504 IVOL,lAI 119691 P,4,12,1-23 INSA 
24-278151 
KEYWORDS 6 16 W 
CATIONS U K ANIONS O ADDITIVES MD 
BUMM Ho 1970-A 
DIENST W, N!KOLOPOULOS P, THUE,•~LER F, 
WE!~AR P, 
NEW RESULTS IN THE FIELD OF CERMETS WITH !DEAL!Z;cD STRUCTURE 
BY ISOSTATIC HOT-PRESSING OF COATED PARTICLES I IN GERMAN I 
FAST REACTOR FUEL AND FUEL ELEMENTS 119701 P,474-9> !EDS, I 
DALLE DONNE M, t KUMMERER K,, SCHROETE~ (, t (CONF-700920 l l NSA 
25-471531 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 20 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES MO CR 
BUMM H, 1970-B 
WEIMAR P, 
ISOSTATIC HOT PRESSING l!N GERMANI 
KFK-1269 119701 P,112-53/112-60 IEUR-43C8,DI INSA 25-315681 
KEYWORDS 2 7 15 16 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES so CR 
BUMM H, 1970-C 
WEIMAR P, 
ISOSTATIC HOT PRESSING 
EURFNR-821 119701 P,112-53/112-60 INSA 25-315681 
KEYWORDS 2 7 15 16 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES MO CR 
BUMM H, 
BURD? Ci,F, 
- SEE NR l 38 
1965-A 
JOHNSON R • E • 
HANDBOOK, VOL, I I I 
Sr-,,ALLf:Y A,K., 




CL ADD! NGS 
NAA-SR-8617 VOL,III (1965) P,3,3•3,6 (NSA 19-26818) 
6 15 16 KEYWORDS 2 
CAT IONS U ANIONS C ADDITIVES MO 
CALDWELL C,S, 
- SEE NR 119 
CARTER F • L, 
- SEE NR 24 
CHAMPIGNY "1, 
- SEE NR 76 
18 CHAPMAN A,T, l 970-A 
19 
20 
CLAR'( G,W, HENDRIX D,E, 
uo2-w CERMETS PROOUCED BY UNIDIRECTIONAL SOLIDIFICATION 
J, A~ER, (FRAM, SOC, 53 11970) P,60-1 (NSA 24-l4q29) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES W 
CLARK G,W, 
- SEE NR 19 
CLAUSSEN N, 
- SEE NR 111 112 
COLLINS J,F, 1967-A 
FLAGELLA P, N, 
FARR!CAT!ON AND MEASURcSENT OF PROPERTIES OF M0-U02 CERMETS 
GEMP-545 119671 24P, INSA 21-459961 
KEYv/ORDS 2 6 11 16 27 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES MO 
COLLINS J,F, 1969-A 
NEWSOM D,L, 
EVALUATIONS OF URANIUM MONONITRIDE CER,MET FUEL 
GEMP-659 119681 21P, INSA 26-2069!J 
KEYWORDS 2 5 16 27 W 
CATIONS U ANJONS N ADD!T!VFS MO W 
COL,OMPO A:,L, 
- SEE NR 52 
21 CONWAY J,B, 1963-A 
THERMAL PROPERTY MEASUREMENTS 
PROC, 3RD CONF, ON THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (1963l GATLJNRURG 
P,423•7 
KEYWORDS 2 11 16 21 2 7 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES W 
COSELL! R, 
- SEE NR 52 
COULSON J,A, 
- SEE NR 
CREEK G,E, 
- SEE NR 110 
2? CUNNINGHAM G,W, 1962-A 
KIZER D,E, PAPROCKI S,J, 
CER~ET FUEL ELEMENTS 
PROC, 4TH PLANSEE SEMINAR (19611 REUTTE/TYROL, POl,•/DER 
METALLURGY IN THE NUCLEAR AGE 119621 P,493-506 IED,I 
BENESOVSKY F, INSA 16-293351 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 20 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES SS NB MO 
23 CUNNINGHAM G,W, 1963-A 
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN REACTOR MATERIALS FROM POWDERS 
REACTOR MATERIALS 6 NO,! 119631 P,8-12 INSA 17-174431 
KEY~ORDS 2 6 12 16 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES MO CR SE 
** 236 ** 
CUNNINGHAM G.w. - SEE NR 96 97 99 100 101 103 
24 DANKO J,C, 1959-A 
PIANCHERIA A, CARTER F,L, FERBER R,R, 
FEIN A,E, FERRARI H,M, JOHNSTON W,D, 
KILP G,R, THOMAS G,L, 
THERMOELECTRIC NUCLEAR FUEL ELEMENT 
WCAP-1162 11959) P,17-22 INSA 13-11009) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS O AOOITIVES ME 
25 DANKO J,C, 1960-A 
K!LP G,R, FERRARI H,M, 
AN INVESTIGATION OF MIXED VALENCE THERMOELECTRIC MATERIALS 
WCAP-1655 119601 P,28-37 INSA 16-16734) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 20 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES ME 
26 DIENST ~1, 1969-A 
WEIMAR P, 
FIRST I RRAD I AT I ON EXPERIMENTS ON U02-MO AND U02-CR CERMETS 
WITS RO VOLUME PERCENT U02 IN NB CANS ( IN GERMANI 
KFK-EXT,BFR, 6/69 - l (1969) 42P, (NP-18151) (NSA 24-19520) 
KFY1<10RDS 2 6 11 16 27 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES MO 
27 DIENST W, 1969-B 
?P 
WEIMAR P, 
FIRST IRRADIATION EXPERT!v1E"NTS ON U02-MO AND U02-CR CER!v1ETS 
WITS RO VOLUME PERCENT U02 IN NB CANS I IN GERMAN) 
"'JP-1~151 (l96Q) 42P, (NSA 24-195201 
<EYWCRDS 2 3 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O AOD!TIVES MO CR 
DIENST W, 1971-A 
ntPPEL Te HOFMANN P, HOLLl:CK He 
KLEYKAMP He SIEBMANNS We THUEMMLER F, 
WEI"'1AR P, 
WORK Or-.J 1-iIGH PE'ffORMANCE CERA"'1IC AND CER"-IET FUEL IN 
KER"i~ORSCHUNGSZENTRU!',,1 KARLSRUHE 
AED-CONF,-71-100-28 (19711 P,9/23 (CONF-710901-5261 (NSA 26-
?0674) 
KEYWORDS 6 11 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES SO CR ~E 
DifN~T 'v/1 - SEE NR 14 
DIETRt(..i J,R, 
- SEE NR 14? 
DI PP~L T • - S,E NR 28 
29 DURANt' R,F, 1954-A 
KLEI~~ D1J1 NYKIEL FeR, 
EFFECT OF REACTOR IRRADIATION ON THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF 
UPANil1M If.',PRfGI\JATED GRAPHITE AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES 
NAA-SR-P."36 ( 1954) 44P, (NSA 11-12626) 
KFYl'.IORDS "3 6 ',\I 
CAT IOI\JS 'J i< AN!O"lS C 
"30 tr.i1o.1ARDS A,L, l969-A 
A C0lv1PILATI0f\ OF THERMAL PROPERTY DATA FOR CO.f•1PUTE"< HEAT-
CONi'llJ(TIOI\J CALCULATION 
1JCRL-50"18q ( 1<;69) 78P, tNSA 23-26444) 
KEYWORDS ? 6 16 29 '30 'N 
CAT!ONS U ANIOts:S O ADDITIVES ZR SS ME 
"31 El'l:DEP.ROCK R,W, 1962-A 
,, 
PROPERTIES OF FUELS FOR HIGH-TE"1PERATURE RfACTOR CONCEPTS 
A,M!-l5C/P (196.?l P,203 CNSA 17-55715) 
KfYWORl)S 2 6 11 l6 W 
CATIONS ANIONS O ADDITIVES SS 
FACKFLMANN J,"-1, 
FARKAS M1 S1 
MECHANICAL AND 
~'AT!="R IALS wt Tl-i 
REACTOR 
P.MI-X-455 PART 
KEYi,,.'ORDS 2 6 
CATIONS U 
FEIN A,E, 
- SEE NR 111 112 
- SEE NR 9S 
1967-A 
PSYS!CAL PROPERTIES OF FUELS AND CLADDING 
POTENTIAL FOR USE IN BROOKHAVEN 1 S PULSED FAST 
I, (1967) P.45-102 (NSA 22-4728) 
16 27 I\' 
ANIONS O C N ADDITIVES SS MO ME 
- SEE NR 24 
"3'3 FEITH AeDe 1964-A 
34 
35 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SEVERAL CERAMIC MATF.:RIALS TO 2500C 
PROC, 4TH CONF, ON THER~AL CONDUCTIVITY (1964) SAN FRANCISCO 
P.YV-C-1/17 (NSA 20-820) (NSA 21-6877) 
KEYWORDS 2 7 l l 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES W 
FEITl-1 A,D, 1964-B 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SEVERAL CERAMIC MATE"R I ALS TO 2500C 
GE-TM-64-10-4 f 1964) 1 7Pe ( CONF-764-11 l INSA 20-820 I 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 16 
CATIONS u ANIONS 0 ADDITIVES w 
FERBER R,Re - SEE NR 24 
FERRARI HeM, - SEE NR 24 25 
FITCH S,H, 1956-A 
HUSTON NeEe 
DETERMINATIO~ OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF COPPER-URANIUM OXIDE 
NAA-SR-1634 11956) P,14-20 (NSA 11-98441 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 W 







** 237 ** 
FLAGELLA P,N, - SEE NR 19 
FOX J,B, - SEE NR 102 
FRANCOIS B, 1968-A 
STORA J,P, FREDERIC J,P, 
IMPROVEMENT IN THE 
FRENCH l 
PRODUCTION OF CERAMIC NUCLEAR FUELS I IN 
FRENCH PATENT NO, 
KEYWORDS l 2 11 
CATIONS U 
1,515,085 11968) 4P, INSA 23-340751 
14 16 W 
ANIONS O ADDITIVES MO ME W 
FRANCOIS B, 1969-A 
STORA J,P, 
PREPARATION AND THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF U02 METALLIC CERA~ICS 
OF CERTAIN TEXTURE I IN FRENCH) 
J, NUCL, MATER, 29 (1969) P,302-14 (NSA 23-16535) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES FE W NI 
FREDERIC J,P, - SEE NR 36 
FRIEDBERG A,t., 
- SEE NR 135 
FUHRMAN N • 196 7-A 
HOLDEN ReBe 
DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF HlGH-LOAf)ED U02-CB CERMET FUEL 
TRANS. AMER. NUCL. sac. lO ( l967) P,483-4 (CONF-671102) (NSA 
2?-48311 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES NB 
FULKERSON W, 
FUSCHl LLO Ne 
GIMPL M1L1 
ELECTRICAL ANO 
TH02 t AU-AL203 
J. ~ATER, set. 




- SEE NR 74 
1970-A 
TENS T LE PROPERTIES OF CU-TH02 t AU-TH02 t 
AND PT-AL203 ALLOYS 
5 11970) P,1070-86 INSA 2S-137551 
7 16 20 27 W 
AN I ONS O ADDITIVES SE 
1971-A 
PT-
TENS I LE, HARDNESS t AND ELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF COPPER-TS02 
DISPERSION ALLOYS 
J, METALS 23 NO, 5 I 197 l l P,43-5 I NSA 26-28578) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 20 27 
CATIONS T ANIONS 0 ADDITIVES SE 
41 GASTEIGER R, 1971-A 
RENEDICT U1 SCHMIDT H,E. 
CER~ET DEVELOPMENT - TARGET DESIGN STUDIES !IN GERMANl 
KFK-1456 11971) P,37-42 INSA 26-44651 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 27 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES AL 
42 GE APO 1966-A 
HIGH TEMPERATURE MATERIALS PROGRAS 
GE~P-55A 11966) P,52-3 INSA 20-13178) (NSA 10-13?491 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES ~ 
43 GE APO 1966-B 
HIGH TEMPERATURE MATERIALS PROGRA/v' 
GEMP-59A (19661 P,52-3 (NSA 20-33770) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES W 
44 GE APD 1966-C 
45 
46 
H l GH TEMPERATURE ~ATER t ALS PROGRM~ 
GEMP-400A 11966) Pe58-9 (NSA 20-27485) (NSA ;?0-2741CJ 
KEYWORDS 7 11 16 W 
CATIONS ANIONS O ADDITIVES 1,J 
GE APD 1967-A 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY w-uo2 
GEMP•475A (19671 P,47/49 (NSA 71-287301 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 15 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES ,: 
GEBHARDT E, 1964-A 
ONDRACEK Ge THUEMMLER F • 
PROPERTIES OF URAN I UM O I OX I OE-MOLYBDENUM BOD I ES I IN GERMAN l 
J, NUCLe ~ATER. 13 (l964l P,229-41 (NSA 19-14032) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES ,,o 
'+7 GEBHARDT Ee 1964•8 
ONDRACEK G 1 
STUDY OF THE SYSTEM URAN I UM D !OX I OE-MOL Y30ENUM (IN GFRMAN I 
J, NUCL, MATER, 12 (1964) P,113-4 (NSA 18-42047) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 20 27 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES ~O 
GIMPL M1L1 - SEE NR 39 40 
GODBEE H,We - SEE NR 74 
48 GOLDSMITH A, 1962-A 
WATERMAN T ,E. HIRSCHHORN HeJe 
HANDBOOK OF THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SOLID MATERIALS, 
VOLeIV - CERMETS, INTERMETALLtCSt POLYMERICS, AND COMPOSITES 
PERGAMON PRESS 11962) P,71-6 INSA 16-2204) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 30 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES ZR 
49 GRAVE& ReS1 1971-A 
THERMAL CONDUCT IV I TY OF U308-ALUM IN !UM FUEL PLATE CORES 
ORNL-4710 11971) P,126 (NSA 26-4905) (NSA 26-5031) 
KEYWORDS 2 15 16 20 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES AL 
** 238 ** 
50 GRAVES R,S, 1971-B 
51 
STEELE R,M, 
THER~AL CONDUCT IV I TY STUD I ES 
ORNL-4770 119711 P,177-A INSA 26-49051 (NSA 26-49261 
KEYWORDS 2 15 16 20 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES AL 
GRAVES R·.s, 
- SEE NR 74 79 
GROSS~AN L,N, 1968-A 
THFRSAL CONDUCTIVITY OF COATED PARTICLE U02-TUNGSTEN CERMETS 
NASA-CR-1154 I 19681 27P, I GEST-21081 ( N-68-329831 ( NSA 23-
27165 I 
KEYWOR~S 
CATIONS U K 
7 12 16 W 
ANIONS 0 
GU!L!A~I S, 1967-A 
ADDITIVES W 
~llSTACC1-q C, AMATO I, COLO~AO R,L, 
COSELLI R, . 
Tf-lE DEPENDENCE ON ~ICROSTRUCTURE OF THE HIGH TE~PERATURE 
PROPfRT I ES OF URAN I US OX! DE-SOL YBDENUM AND URAN !UM OX I OE-
TUNGS TEN CERMETS 
RF.V, !NT, ~AUTE"S TEMP, PEFRACT, 4 (1967) P,77-83 (NSA 21-
396Fl7) 
KEY\.'WRDS 2 7 11 16 W 
CAT l ONS U AN I ONS O ADD l TI VES MO W 
- SEE NR 76 
,-iALLFR M,W, 
- SEE NR 128 
C31 HAUSNER H,H, 1961-A 
54 
5< 
P0 11,'f)ER METALLURGY IN NUCLEAR REACTOR CONSTRUCTION 
IAFA ISTI/PUR/15/11) REVlE 1N SERIES NOell (1961) Pe49-50 (NSA 
l '5-??6F16) 
KEY\l,'QRr)S 6 l? 16 W 
CAT!ONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES MO 
1-JENl')R IX D,E, 
- SEE ~R 18 
H ! i::>S(HI-IORN H1J t 
-
SEE NR 48 
HO C, Y, 
-
SfE NR 134 
S0DGE E ,S • - SEE NR 102 
i-.QfPDNER G1 1965-A 
lI"'1!TS OF 1-!IG1-1-TEr,1Pf~ATURE 
( I~ GFR~A~J 
RESISTANCE or NUCLEAR FUEL ELE"'IENTS 
ATO~KF-r:;,Nl:NFRG I E 
KfYWORDS 1 ' 
10 (1965) Pel63-8 (NSA 19-3.4693) 
P 16 29 W 
CAT!O,\!S ANIONS 0 ADDITIVES AE 
HOFFMA'I/N J,D, 1965-A 
OGA'i'/A 'i,Ye WILLIA'v1SON H,E, 
DERFOR\1A~CE OF FUFL RODS TO INVESTIGATE INCR~ASED THER~AL 
OUTPUT (ADABtLITIES 
GEAP-4902 (1965) P,4138-4140 (NSA 19-4557'3) 
KfY\o.'OR:.lS 3 6 7 11 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES MO 
,-iQF~~Al\!N o, 
- SEE NR 28 
HOLDEN R,8, 
-
SEE NR 38 
HOLLFCK H, 
- SEE NR 28 
HOUSTON M,D. 
-
SEE NR 108 
HUS(f-lKA H, 
- SEE NR 10 
HUSTON N, E. 
- SEE NR 35 
ICHIKAWA 
"• - SEE NR 136 
JESSE A, 197 2-A 
RIALIOG'<!APf-lY ON CER~fTS (1945-19711 
KFK-l'59A (19721 249P, (NSA 26-38819) 
KEYWORDS 2 3 16 20 21 27 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O C ADDITIV,S ME 
JOHNSON KeA, 
- SEE NR 114 
- SEE NR 17 
JOHNSTON W,De 
- SEE NR 24 
~7 KALISH HeS, 1962-A 
LITTON FeB, 
THERMAL EX PANS !ON OF STA l NLESS ST EEL-U02 D l SPERS I ON-TYPE 
"'JUCLEAR FUEL PLATES 
MATERIALS RESEARCH & STANDARDS 119621 P,638-9 (NSA 16-308341 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES SS 
5? KANE J,L. 1959-A 
SWAGED METAL F!BER-U02 FUEL ELEMENT 
MND-SF-1769 (19591 P,27-36 INSA 14-37261 
KEYWORDS 2 6 9 12 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES MO 
-137-
*" 239 ** 




SWAGED METAL FI BER - U02 FUEL ELEMENT 
MND-SF-1770 (19601 P,51-67 (·NSA 14-1Al391 
KEYWORDS 2 6 12 16 W 








FI SER-URANIUM D l OX I DE FUEL ELEMENT 
NUCL, SOC, 3 (19601 P,130-1 INSA 14-37261 
6 11 16 W 
ANIONS O ADDITIVES MO 
KELLER D,L, 1958-A 
DISPERSION FUEL MATERIALS 
REACTOR CORE MATERIALS l N0,3 ll95AI P,12-4 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 20 27 30 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES SS 
KELLER D,L, 1961-A 
DISPERSION FUELS 
REACTOR CORE MATERIALS 4 N0,3 119611 P,8 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C ADD!T!VFS ME 
63 KELLER D,L, l 962-A 
STOLTZ D,L, 
STAINLESS STEEL-U02 DISPERSION FUEL 
BMI-1598 (19621 P,156-70 (E?,) ENDEBROCK R,W, (NSA 17-5575) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 16 ?0 27 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES SS 




KIZER DeE, STOLTZ Del, 
FARR!CATION OF CERMET FUEL ELEMENTS 
AM!-1632 I 19631 P,O-l/D-2 INSA 17-352511 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADD!T!VFS MO W 
KELLER D, Le 
-
SEE NR 96 97 98 99 100 
-
SEE NR 103 104 105 106 107 
- SEE NR 126 
KEMPTER CeP, 
- SEE NR 120 
K !LP G,Re 
-
SEE NR 24 25 
KIZER D,E. 1962-A 
UC CERMETS, UN CERMETS, U02 CERMETS 
101 l 02 
12, 124 
BMI-1598 ( 19621 P,171-90 (EDS, l ENDEBROCI< R, W, (NSA 17-5575) 
KEYWORDS 2 16 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O C N ADDITIVES SF 
KIZER D,E, 1964-A 
FUEL AND FERTILE MATERIALS - CERMET FUELS 
REACTOR MATERIALS 6 N0,4 (1964) Pe2l-3 (NSA 18-1439'3) 
KEYWORDS 2 7 11 16 20 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES W 
KIZER D,E, 1964-B 
IMPROVED CERMET PROPERTIES 
NUCLEONICS 22 119641 P,71 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 ADO!T!VtS SO W 
6A KIZER D,E, 1964-C 
FUEL AND FERTILE MATERIALS - CERMET FUEL 
REACTOR MATERIALS 7 N0,2 119641 P,90 (NSA 18-320721 (NSA 18-
320731 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 20 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES W 
KIZER D,C. 
- SEE NR 22 64 96 97 99 100 101 
- SEE NR 102 103 104 105 106 107 123 
- SEE NR 124 126 
KLE: IN D,J, 
- SEE NR 29 
KLEMENS PeG, 
- SEE NR 134 
KLEYKAMP H1 
- SEE NR 28 
69 KOENIG N,R, 1959-A 
70 
COMPOSITION, BURNUP AND SOME PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF CERMET 
FUELS 
NAA-SR-MEM0-3730 I 19591 18P, I NSA 14-27291 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES MO 
KOLLJE T,G, 
- SEE NR 74 79 
LASL 1970-A 
EL AST IC MODULI AND THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS OF MO-U02 
CERMETS 
LA-4497-MS I 19701 Pe 12 INSA 27-47221 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 27 
CATIONS u ANIONS 0 ADDITIVES MO 
LAWTON R,G, 
- SEE NR 119 
LEARY J.A, 
- SEE NR 114 
LIEBMANN 8, 
- SEE NR 10 
** 240 ** 
LITTON F,8, 
- SEE NR 57 
LOZIER D,E, 
- SEE NR !DB 
- SEE NR 114 
MARTIN W,J, 
- SEE NR 110 
71 M((RFIGHT L-,R, 1952-A 
74 
THE"RMAL CO~SlUCTIVITY DATA FOR SOME NUCLEAR FUELS 
TID-10062 (1952) 19P, (NSA 12-947) 
KEY',1,IQ~DS 2 6 11 16 30 '>/.' 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES ZR 
i..A(CREIGHT L,R, 1952-B 
THcR~Al CON~UCT!V!TY DATA FDR SOME NUCLEAR FUELS 
KAPL-R?? (195?) 33P, (MSA 12-947) 
Kfn.iORDS 2 6 11 16 30 W 
CATIONS U AN!O>lS O ADDITIVES ZR 
MCCREIGHT L,R, 1952-C 
THERVAL FXPANSION MEASURE~ENTS OF SIX FUEL MATERIALS 
KAPL-"'1-LRM-7 (1952) lOP, (NSA 11-9743) 
KEYlt!ORDS ? 6 16 27 
CATIONS ANIONS O ADDITIVES ZR 
MCFLROY D.L, 196 5-A 
KOL LI~ T ,G, FULKFRSO~ W1 MOORE J,P, 
GRAVES R,S, GODREf H,W, 
PROGRESS REPORT - OAK "HOGE l\lATIONAL LARORATORY 
PROC. 5TH cor,,,F. ON THERMAL CONDUCTtVtTY (1965) DENVER VOL,2 
P,VI-OR"IL/41-1 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 'Ii 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES Al 
f.'(ELROY D,L, 
- SEt NR 79 141 
- SEE NR 120 
"'1[1\/Y LI 1962-A 




oc EXTRUSION AND SINTER!NG OF POWDERS FOR THE 
OF DISPERSE ~UEL ELEMfNTS OF U-Al AND uo2-ss ( IN 
PRO(, 4T~ PLAI\/SFF 
METALLURGY I 'J THE 
F, ("'JSA 17-1B56l 
Sf"'lINAR ( 1961 l RFUTTE/TYROL, POWDER 
"-iUCLF.AR AGE !l962l P,566-99 (ED,l BENESOVSKY 
KFn.lORDS ? 6 l 1 
CATIONS U 
16 2 7 ,..,, 
ANIONS 0 
~F.NY L, 1963-A 
CI-IAMPIG"'JV ~. GUYADER P, 
ADDITIVES SS 
FAPRICATJO,\J A~D PROPERTIES OF CYLINDqICAL ANC TUAULAR 
UO?/STAINLESS STEFL FUEL ELEMENTS ( IN FRENCH) 
NEW NUCLEA~ MATERIALS INCLUDING NON-METALLIC FUELS (PRAGUE), 
tAEA (STI/PUR/77) VDL,2 !19631 P,427-65 (NSA 17-332761 (NSA 
lR-12~66) 
KEV\o/Qqr)5 6 11 16 \o.' 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 ADDITIVES SS Al 
MILES J, - SEE" NR 118 
77 MILL=-R J,V, 1967-A 
79 
ESTt rv'AT I NG THERMAL CO"IDUCT IV ITY OF CER"1ET FUEL MATERIALS FOR 
NUCLEAR REACTOR APPL I CAT JON 
/\;ASA-TN-D-3898 (1967) 30P, (NSA 21-22911) 
KEn.roRDS l 16 W 
CATI0f\JS U ANIONS O ADDtTIVES W 
MOORE J,D, 1966-8 
THFR~AL CONDUCTIVITY OF ALUMJNIUM-U02 CERM~TS 
ORNL-3970 (1966) P,184 (NSA 21-13095) 
KfYl\10RD5 2 6 11 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES Al 
MOORE J,P, 1967-A 
KOL LIE T ,G, GRAVfS R.S, MCELROY D.L, 
TSERMAL CON)UCT!V!TY MEASUREMENTS ON SOLIDS BETWEEN 20 AND 150 
C USING A CO~PARATJVf-LONGJTUDl~AL APPARATUS, RESULTS ON MGO, 
AEO, TH02, TH(X)U(l-Xl0(2+Y) AND AL-U02 CERMETS 
04NL-4121 (19671 44P, INSA 21-310R~I 
KEYWORDS 2 6 II 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES AL 
- SEE NR 74 141 
MUELLER N • 
- SEE NR 10 
MUSTACCHI C, 
- SEE NR 52 
NAZARF S, 1970-A 
ONDRACEK G, 
THER~AL EXPANSION OF CERMETS 
B~Pi,,,i-FB K 70-Jl ( 19701 P,631-41 
KtYWORDS I 7 6 11 16 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
CNSA 24-349471 CNSA 24-348371 
ADDITIVES SS MO CU 
81 NAZARE S, 1970-B 
ONDRACEK. G, THUEMMLER F. 
RELATIONS RETWEEN STEREOMETR!C M!CROSTRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES 
OF CERMETS AND POROUS MATER:I ALS 
KFK-1236 119701 !5P, CCONF-700709-11 (NSA 25-89441 
KEYWORDS 2 14 16 20 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES ME 
82 NAZARE S, 1971-A 
ONDRACEK G I 
PROPERTIES OF U02-PU02-STA!NLESS STEEL CERMETS l!N GERMANI 
ATOMKERNENERG!E 17 119711 P,2Sl-4 CNSA 25-380101 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 27 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES SS 
-138-
** 241 ** 
83 NAZARE S, 1971-B 
ONDRACEK G, THUEMMLER F, 
RELATIONS BETWEEN STEREOMETR!C M!CROSTRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES 
OF CERMETS AND POROUS MATER l ALS 
PROC, lNT, POWDER METAL.L, CONF, (NEW YORIO, MODERN 
DEVELOPMENTS !N POWDER METALLURGY VOL,5 11971) P,171-86 IED,I 
HAUSNER H,H, (NSA 25-55628) 
KEYWORDS I 11 16 ZO W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES ME 






PROPERTIES OF U02/PU02 STEEL CERMETS 
EURFNR-957 (19711 P,34-43 INSA 25-299311 CNSA 26-206A91 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 27 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADD!Trv•s SS 
NAZARE S, 1971-D 
ONDRACEK G, 
PROPERTIES OF U02-/PU02-STA!NLESS STEEL-CERMETS C !N GERSAN I 
KFK-1459 (19711 4P, (PART llll CNSA 25-3rn!OI INSA 25-299311 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 27 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES SS 
NAZARE S, 1972-A 




MICROSTRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF COEXTRUDED uo2-
CERMET P!NS (PROPERTIES OF U02-STA!NLESS STEFL 





NI KOLOPOULOS P, 
6 II 15 16 23 27 w 
ANIONS 0 
- SEE NS 10 
- SEE NR 20 
- SEE NR 14 
NORIN M,P. 1960-A 
ADD!T!VFS SS 
THERMAL CONDUCT!V!TY OF SWAGED METAL F!BER-URANIUM DIOXIDE 
FUEL ELEMENT 
TRANS, A~ER, NUCL, SOC, 3 (1960) P,142-3 
KEYWORDS 2 6 12 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES so 
NUMEC 196 5-A 
DAT.A PACKAGE FOR NUMEC'S IRRADIATION TESTING PROGRA"_., 
NU-17, NU-18, AND NU-19, APPENDIX C - HEAT TRAl\iSFER 
CALCULATIONS 
NU~EC-14 3 2-7 
KEYWORDS I 
CATIONS M 
(19651 P,C-1/8 (NSA 19-25050) 
3 6 7 11 16 29 W 
ANIONS 0 ADDITIVES ',,,I 
- SEE NR 29 
CAPSULES 
89 0 HARE S,A, 1966-A 
ARl.1ANTROUT C,E, 
SELECTED PROPERTIES OF THORIUM WITH LOW THORIA ADDITIONS 
USSS-RC-1245 119661 P,8 INSA 20-4146?1 
KEnrnRDS 2 6 16 20 
CATIONS T ANIONS O ADDITIVES ME 




CALCULATIONS PERFORMED TO ESTIMATE OPERATION TE'1PEqATURFS OF 
CER~ET FUELS USED !N SPFC!Al ASSEM•LY 9-l 
GEAP-443S (19641 P,38-46 (NSA 18-34086) 
KEHiORDS 1 3 6 7 11 16 29 1,-; 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES MO 
OGAWA S,Y, 
- SEE NR 55 
01\JDRACEK G, 
SCHULZ B • 
MEASUREMENT OF THE 
RADIAL FLOW METHOD 
HIGH TEMP, - HIGH 




THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF CER~ETS WITH THE 
( JN GER~AN l 
PRESSURES 1 (1969) P,439-47 (NSA 24-34944) 
16 W 
ANIONS O ADDITIVES \o.' 
ONDRACEK G, 1970-A 
SCHULZ B, 
THF ELECTRICAL coN,uCT!V!TY OF CERMETS 
REV, INT, HAUTES Tf~P. Q:EFRACT, 7 (19701 P,397-401 fr.:SA ?5-
45608 I 
KEYWORDS 2 6 II 14 16 20 
CAT l ONS U AN l ONS O ADO IT IVES MO CR 
O~DRACEK G, 1970-B 
SCHULZ B, 
THE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF CERMETS 
PROC, 2ND EUROPEAN CONF, ON THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF 
SOLIDS AT H!GH TEMPERATURES (SALFORD!, REV, !NT, HAUTES TEMP, 
REFRACT. 7 (19701 P,397-401 (CONF-700431) (NSA 25-456081 <NSA 
25-456051 
KEYWORDS 2 6 II 14 16 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES MO CR 
94 ONDRACEK G, 1970-C 
SCHULZ 81 THUEMMLER F• 
THE CONDUCTIVITY OF CERMETS C !N GERMANI 
KFK-1282 C 1970 I 8P, 
KEYWORDS 2 14 16 20 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES ME 
9S ONDRACEK G, 1971-A 
SCHULZ B• 
THE CONDUCTIVITY OF CERMETS AND OTHER MULTIPHASE MATERIALS C!N 
GERMANI 
BER, DEUT. KERAM, GES. 48 119711 P,427-34 






** 242 ** 
ONDRACEK G, 
- SEE NR 46 47 80 81 82 83 84 
- SEE NR 85 86 122 
PAPROCKI S,J, 195 8-A 
KELLl'R D,L, CUNNINGHAM G,W, KIZER D,E, 
FARRICATION OF CERMET FUEL ELEMENTS 
BMI-1759 119581 P,28-30 INSA 13-21751 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 20 
CATIONS u ANIONS 0 ADDITIVES SS 
PAPROCKI S, .:J. 195 8-B 
KELLER D,L, CUNNINGHAM G,W, KIZER D,E, 
DEVELOP"ENT OF CER~ET FUEL ELEMENTS 
~Mf-1282 119581 16P, INSA 12-171071 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 20 
CAT IONS u ANIONS 0 ADDITIVES SS 
PAPROCl(.I S,J, 1959-A 
KELLER D,L, FACKELMANN J,~. 
PROPERTIES OF URANIUM DIOXIDE-STAINLESS STEEL DISPERSION FUEL 
PLATES 
i=i."1I-11'39 (19591 P.19-22 (NSA 13-153441 
1(1:Y\•.ICRDS 2 6 11 16 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES SS 
PAPRCC< I S,J • 1959-B 
l(FLLFR D,L, CUNNINGHAM G,W, KIZER D,E, 
FASRICATION OF CERMET FUEL ELEMENTS 
AMf-1177 119591 P,41-3 I NSA 14-164921 
KEn10Rr)S 7 6 11 16 
CAT I Or>.!S u ANIONS 0 ADDITIVFS SS MO 
Pt.P~OCK I S,J • 1960-A 
KFLLFR !'),L, CUI\ININGHAM G,W, KIZER D,E, 
FAPPICATION OF (EqMET FUFL l:LEMENTS 
~'v1 I-l4n'3 ( l 960 l P, 4 7-9 I NSA 14-150051 
'<EY 1,!0RDS 2 6 11 16 27 
CATIOI\JS u AN I ONS 0 ADDITIVES SS SO 
101 PAPROCKI S,J, 1960-A 
10? 
1D4 
KELLFR C,,L, CUNNINGHA'-1 G,W, KIZER D,F., 
PPl:PP~ATIOI\/ A"JD DqQPER:TIFS OF U02 CERMET FUELS 
Q.l'v'l-l4A7 (19fl0) P,'39-64 (NSA 15-7758) 
KE"Yl<.'ORDS 2 6 11 16 'Ii 







Ti--f:OMAL CO~DUCT IV I TY 
~'v1!-147"i (1960) P,42-7 ('llSA 
l(fY11110RDS 2 6 9 11 16 W 
CAT!O~S U ANIONS 0 
PAPi:.O(KI S,J, 1960-D 
15-5339) 
<fLLFR D,L, CUNr..:tNGHA~ G,W, 
FAPRICAT!C"J OF CE~MFT FLJfL ELEMENTS 
Fl~I-1410 (196r.) P,J-2 ("'!SA 15-17241) 
l(fYl',10'.'?~S 2 6 11 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 
DAPROCKI S,J, 1961-A 
Kfllc:-R D,L, KfZFR '1,E, 
FAPRICAT!ON OF CE"RMfT FUF:L ELEMENTS 
Q~!-llj41 (1961) o,Jl-? (NSA 16-17966) 
KFYWOR'.)S ?. 6 11 16 







101:i Pt\P~OCKI S,J, 1962-A 
<FLLF:R D,L, KIZFR O,E, 
FAAO!CATION OF CERMET FUFL ELEMENTS 
1"1!-1581 (1962) D,:)-1 {~SA 16-28642) 
'<.FYltJORDS 2 6 11 16 
CATIONS U ANICNS C ADDITIVES MO 
l ')f. DAPROC'<. I 5, JI l 9A2-A 
l(FLLER 0,L, l(!ZFR :>,E, 
~AAf..lTCATION oi:- CER'v1FT FUEL F:LEMENTS 
Rr-'I-lliP.9 (1962) P,D-l/D-2 fNSA 17-2) 
KEY\oi0R0S 2 6 7 11 16 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS C ADDITIVES ~O 
107 PAPRCCKI S,J, 1963-A 
!OR 
.STOLTZ Cl,L. '<IZER r),E, KELLE~ D,L, 
l=AqRICATION OF CER..,.,ET FUEL ELEMENTS 
FWl-161() (1963) 0 ,D-1/4 (NSA 17-26944) 
KEY\<IORDS 2 6 11 16 11.r 
CATIC'JS U ANIONS C ADDITIVES MOW 
PAPROCl(I S,J, 
- SEE NR 22 
PARDUE W,M, 1968-A 
S'-'ITH R,A, HOUSTON M,D1 LOZIER D,E, 
nRCWNI,NG t-1,F, POBERF.SKIN M, 
SLJl.-1~ARY RFPORT ON DEVELOPr,.AENT PROGRAM FOR FABRICATION OF 
C0"'1P05ITE FUFL FOR~ OF 238PU02, TASK 5, - PROPERTIES 
>v1EASutffMFNTS OF Tl-fE COMPOSITE AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
Q~I-1R49 (1968) P,P.5-99 (NSA 24-46766) 
KF.Y\•.IORDS 2 6 7 11 14 16 27 
CATIO~S ANIONS O ADDITIVES !vlO 
10Q PARKER G,W, 1965-A 
WILHELM J,G1 
SELTING POINTS OF MIXTURES OF OXIDIZED FUEL CLADDING WITH U02 
ORNL-~776 (1965) P,17-40 (NSA 19-22989) (NSA 19-22~95) 
l(E'nlORDS 2 7 16 26 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES ZR SS 
110 PARKFR G,W, 1965-8 
PARTON C1J, CRfEK. G,E, WILHfLM J,G, 
MARTIN W1J, 
SELTI~G POINTS OF MIXTURES OF OXIDIZED FUEL CLADDING WITH U02 
ORNL-37A9 119651 P,261-2 INSA 19-314181 tNSA 19-300661 
KEY>/ORDS 2 7 16 26 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES ME 
-139-
** 243 ** 









CLAUSSEN N, EXNER rl,E, 
STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF CERMETS ( IN GERMANI 
Z, ~ETALLK, 59 119681 P,170-9 CNSA 22-238941 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 20 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES ME 
PETZOW G, 1968-B 
CLAUSSEN N, EXNER H,E, 
STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF CERMETS 
ANL-TRANS-735 (19681 28P, INSA 23-226481 
KEYWORDS 6 11 16 20 30 W 
CATIONS ANIONS O ADDITIVES ME 
POBERESKIN M, 
- SEE NR 108 
POLIN F, 
- SEE NR 
POLITIS C, 1971-A 
THUEMMLER F', WEDE'MEYER H, 





MATER, 38 (1971) P,132-42 (NSA 25-16607) 
2 6 7 11 16 26 
U ANIONS N ADDITIVES MO 
POREMP.KA S,W, 
- SEE NR 102 
POWELL ,~,W, 
- SEE NR 134 
PRITCHARD W,C, 1961-A 
JOHNSON K, A, LEARY J,A, f.1ARM'1AN W.J, 
COMPACTION AND SINTER I NG OF PU02-MQ POWDFR '-1IXTURES 
LA-26?1 I 1961 I P,34-6 I NSA 16-34?4) 
KEYWORDS 2 1 11 16 20 
CATIONS p ANIONS 0 
PROTTI A,r,,,, 
- SEE NR 
PUECHL K,H, 
- SEE NR 118 
RAUCH W,G, 1954-A 
URANIA-Z!RCONIUM CERMETS 
ANL-5?68 (1954) P,8 (NSA 8-6457) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 W 
ADDITIVES MC 
CATIONS U ANIONS 0 ADDITIVES ZR 
RIDDLE J,R, 1959-A 
THERSAL E"XPA~S!ON DATA ON AL-U308 CERSETS 
ORNL-2839 (1959) P,295-8 (NSA 14-86761 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES AL 
RIDDLE J,R, 1961-A 
THERMAL EXPANSION OF STAINLESS STEEL-U02 COSPACT 
ORNL-3160 (1961) P.129-30 (NSA 15-?97161 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 12 16 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES SS 
RILEY R,E, 
- SEE NR 120 
ROSS 1'',J, 1966-A 
CALDWELL C,S, PUECHL K,~, r,AILES J, 
SI-IIPKO F, 
POSTIRRAO!ATION EXA~INATION OF 20 WT 0/0 PU02-U02 FUELS 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, SOC, 9 11966) P,411-2 (NSA 21-8151S) 
KEYWOROS 3 4 6 7 16 23 24 
CATIONS M ANIO,s O ADDITIVES W 
ROWLEY J,C, 1970-A 
SAUNDERS C,R, LAWTON R,G, 
ELASTIC MODULI 
CERMETS 
AND THER"'1AL EX PANS ION OF ~I GH-DOROS I TY ~a-uo2 
10 C 53-ED 119701 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 
CAT IONS U 
P.12-7 (CONF-701039) (NSA 26-15610> 
14151627 
ANIONS 0 ADDITIVES 1.10 
120 ROWLEY J,C, 1971-A 
121 
1 22 
.SAUNDERS C,R, MCINTFER C, KErtPTF.:R C,P, 
RILEY R,F, 
ELASTIC MODULI AND THERr,.AAL EXPANSION OF POROUS MOLYF<GE\JU~-
URANILJ~ CERMETS 
LA-4825 (1971) 17P, (NSA 26-15576) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 16 21 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES MO 
SAUNDERS C,R, 
- SEE NR 119 120 
SAUVE C 1 
- SEE NR 15 
SCHMIDT H,E, 1971-A 
THERMAL CONDUCT IV I TY OF AL-U02 COMPACTS 
EURATOM COMMUNICATION N0,2750 (1971) JNRC - KARLSRUHE ESTABt 
P,134-7 
KEYWORDS 6 11 16 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES AL 
SCHMtDT H,E, 
- SEE NR 41 
SCHULZ B, 1970-A. 
THUEMMLER F, ONDRACEK G, 
MEASUREMENT OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF CERMETS WITH THE 
RADIAL FLOW METHOD 
BMBW-FB K 70-01 119701 P,136-44 INSA 24-349441 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES SS W 
** 244 ** 
SCHULZ A, - SEE NR 91 92 93 94 9!> 
SS! PKO F, - SEE NR 118 
SI EASANNS w. - SEE NR 28 
S~ALLEY A1K.1 
- SEE NR 17 
1?3 SMITH R,A, 1963-A 
STOLTZ D,L, KIZER D,E, KELLF~ D,L, 
FMRICATIO~ OF CERMET FUEL f'LE~ENTS 
eMI-161:i5 11963) P,D-1/2 tNSA 18-15664) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 20 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES W 
l ?4 S"1ITH P,A, 1964-A 
STOLTZ D,L, KIZER D,E, KELLE~ D,L, 
FAqRICATION (')~ CERMET FUEL ELEMENTS 
Rr.'l-1661 11964) P,D-l/D-2 (NSA 18-204501 
K.EYll.'ORDS 2 6 11 16 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES W 
S'1JTH R,A1 1969-A 
CES<ETS IOVeR 50 VOL 0/0 CERAMIC PHASE! 
REACTOR MAH:~. 12 ( 1969) P179 (NSA 23-45989) (NSA 23•45988) 
Kfy:,,,1CRDS ? 6 16 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIO"IS O ADDITIVES W 
- SEE NR 108 
SP!:I[)EL F.O. 1968-A 
KIZtR D1F1 KELLFR D.L. 
PREPA!,?ATIO~ AND 0 ROPE~TIES OF uo2, UN, AND UC CERMET FUELS 
P:Y!-1Ft42 (l96Al P130-7C tNSA 2?-36524) 
KEYl-!ORDS 2 6 11 16 20 27 1/J 
CATIO~S ANIONS O ADDITIVES MO CR W 
STEELF R11'1 1 - SEE NP. 50 
STOLT? D1L1 1967-A 
FUFL AN'.) Ff.RT!LE "'1ATERtALS - DISPERSION FUELS 
PEACTOR 'v1ATFPIALS 9 (1967) P1207-8 ("'lSA 21-204661 
KEYl'/OR:)S ? 6 7 11 16 30 W 
CATIOI\S ANIO~S O ADDITIVES W 
STOLTZ D1L1 - SEE NR 63 64 107 123 124 
- SEE NR 
l 9fi4-A 
HALLi:; "'11 1tJ 1 
-140-
A "JUCLFA~ FU'.':l CONSISTING OF VERY SMALL UNIFOR"1LY DISPERSED UC 
PARTJCU:s I"I A URANii..,r-' MATRIX 
f\(SC-2GB1-Q (:'.URAEC-1412) (1964) P114-5/33 (NSA 19-39127) 
l(EYwOr~'.)S ? f, 9 16 ?.0 W 
CATIOl\'S ANJO/\JS ADDITIVES U 
1,9 sroq4 J,D. 1972-A 
A"\QL'T THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF TWO PHASE SOLID BODIES 
CQ'v'DTE RF"l')U 1\01 10-72 CEA-GRENOBLE (197?) 15P1 
KE'Yir!ORDS 1 2 6 7 16 20 W 
CATIONS ANIONS O ADDITIVES FE ~E "II 
1 '=10 STORA J1P1 1973-A 
HffRr-'AL CON:)UCTIVITY OF TWO-PHASE SOLID BODIES 
NUCL, Tf:CHNOL, 17 (1973) P1225-33 INSA 27-15176) 
KEYl;.rDRr)S l ? 6 7 16 20 •,1 
CAT t or-.is U AN I ONS O ADDITIVES FE ly!E N t 
STORA J1P, - SE!: NR 36 37 
131 STCRHOK V1W1 1967-A 
PLUTONIU"'-1 - PLUTONIUV .\-1ETAL AND ALLOYS 
REACTOR MATERIALS 9 (1966-67) P1206 (NSA 21-20465) (NSA 21-
?.0466) 
KEYWORJS 6 15 16 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES W 
1'3? SUNDQUIST L1 1959-A 
SWAGED METAL FIRER-U02 FUEL ELE~ENTS 
r,1ND-SF-1714 (1959) P,21-7 (NSA 14-3787) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 9 12 16 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES MO 
133 SWAMY C,S1 1970-A 
WEI~AR P, 
ELECfRIC CONDUCTIVITY OF CERMETS WITH IDEALIZED STRUCTURE 
BETlrlEEN ~COM TEMPERATURE AND 1000( 
POWDfq ~ET, !NT1 2 (1970) P.134-8 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 16 20 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES MO 
TH0""1AS G1L1 - SEE NR 24 
THUEMML ER F 1 - SEE NR 13 14 2 e 46 81 a 3 e 6 
- SEE NR 91 94 113 122 138 139 140 
l '34 TOULOUKIAN Y,S1 1970-A 
POWELL q.w. HO C1Y• KLEMENS P,G, 
THER•AL CONDUCTIVITY - NONMETALLIC SOLIDS 
THER~OPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF MATTER, THE TPRC DATA SERIES 
VOL,2 (19701 (PUB1l IFI/PLENUM N1Y11 WASH, 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11 16 30 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS C ADDITIVES MO CR ME 
** 245 ** 
135 TUMMALA R,R, 1969-A 
FRIEDBERG A,L, 
THERMAL EXPANSION OF CERMETS CONTAINING URANIUM DIOXIDE 
J, NUCL, MATER, 32 {19691 P,354•6 (NSA 23•46132) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES SS 
136 UCHIDA M, 1971-A 
1 37 
ICHIKAWA M, 
ANISOTROPIC THERMAL EX PANS ION OF URAN I UM-REFRACTORY MET AL-
CMB I DES - UWC2 AND UMOC2 
J, NUCL, SCI1 TECHNOL, !TOKYO) (1971) P,651•3 (NSA 26•127421 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 27 
CATIONS U ANIONS ADDITIVES MO W 
UHLMANN W, 1961-A 
RADIATION EFFECTS ON SOLID URANIUM - BASED NUCLEAR FUEL 
MATERIALS 





119611 73P, I NSA 15-16141) 
4 16 17 30 
ANIONS 0 
- SEE NR 
- SEE NR 
ADD IT IVES ME 
48 
113 
138 WEI~AR P1 1969-A 
THUEM'"1LER F. BUMM H1 
UO?-CERMETS WITH IDEALIZED STRUCTURE BY PARTICLE COATING AND 
ISOSTnIC HOT PRESSING 
J1 I\JUCL• "'IATER. 31 ( 196<:;) P.215-25 (NSA 23-30186) 
KEY.iORDS 2 6 11 16 20 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES SO 
139 'tffIMAR P. 1969-B 
THUEMr,,,,LER F • 
PREPARATION AND PROPERTIES OF CERMETS WITH IDEALIZED SfRUCTURE 
IN THE SYSTEM U02-CR I IN GERMANI 
KFK-1112 11969) 21P, iNSA 24-19497) 
KEYWOR~S 2 6 11 16 20 27 W 
CAT I ONS U AN IONS O ADD IT IVES CR 
140 WEIMAR P1 1969-C 
Tf-lUEMMLER F • 
PRODUCT ION AND PROPERTIES OF CERMETS \o.rI TH IDEALIZED STRUCTURE 
IN THE SYSTEM U02/CR 
EURFNR-740 ( 1969) 24P1 (NSA 24-36967) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 20 27 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS O ADDITIVES CR 
\•lE t MAR P 1 - SEE NR 
- SEE NR 
WlLHELtJ J1G1 - SEE NR 
WILLIAMSON H1E, - SEE NR 






MOORE J 1D, ~(ELROY D1L1 
15 16 26 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF TUNGSTEN AND TUNGSTEN ALLOYS 
ORNL-4170 11967) P,91 l~SA 22-86851 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 11 16 20 
CATIONS T ANIONS O ADDITIVES W 
142 ZINN W1·H1 1965-A 
DIETRICH ..l1R, 
77 
FUEL ELE>ENTS - FABRICATION OF VARIOUS FUEl ASSE.SL!ES 
POWER P.EACTOR TECHNOLOGY 8 N0.2 (19651 P1128-3l (NSA 19-357961 
(NSA 19-35737) 
KEYWORDS 2 3 11 16 30 W 
CA Tl ONS U V AN I ONS O ADDITIVES N8 "10 
** 246 ** 




ABGRALL J, 1963•A 
BOUCHER R, PARTHELEMY P, 





119631 P,17 (NSA 17•414221 
2 6 15 27 
u 
A9RAMSON R, l958•A 
ADDITIVES NB 
ROUCHER R, FABRE R, MONTI H, 
SOME PROPERTIES OF PLUTONIUM AND ALUM IN IUM•PLUTON I UM ALLOY 
PROC, 2ND !NT, CMF, ON PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY 6 
(19581 GENEVA P,174-83 IA/CONF,15/P/3271 (NSA 14•17981 (NSA 
13-6784) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 27 
CATIONS P ADDITIVES AL 
ARRA"'1SON R, 1959-A 
POUCHER R, FABRE R, MONTI H, 
SOMF PROPERTIES OF PLUTONIUM AN~ PLUTONIUM•ALUMINIUM ALLOY IIN 
FRH!CH) 
CEA-1155 (1959) D,2-13 (NSA 13-6784) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 
CATIONS U P ADDITIVES AL 
AflRA~SO/\J R, 1961-A 
A ~ILATOSETRIC STU~Y OF PLUTONIUM 
THE VETAL PLUTONIU'-' ( 1961) P,123•32 ( EDS, l COFFINBERRY A,S,, 
-..itl\JER 1,,.1,N, (NSA 17-165621 (NSA 17-16550) 
KEYi'/ORDS ? 6 2 7 
CATIONS 
ACCARY A, 1961-A 
PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF THORIUM I IN FRENCH) 
GENIE ATOMIQUE TOCE 4 VOL,1 (19611 P,A2•IVB (3-61 INSA 16• 
lfiC13fi) 
KfYl'!OR,s 20 21 27 W 
CATIOSS T 
ACCARY A, 1961-A 
PHYSICAL ASD MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF PLUTONIUM (IN FRENCH) 
GfNif ATOMIQUE TOME 4 VOL,l (19611 P,A2•!VA (6-10) (NSA 16• 
16036) 
KFY\o.10Rl)S 6 20 27 
CATIONS 
ACCARY A, l 96'S•A 
OF THORIUS IIN FRENCH) THE ~ET ALLURGY 
GENIE" ATOMICUE 
KE'Y\.o,IORl)S 2 6 





HEAT TRAI\JSFER ACROSS THE FUEL-CLAD INTERFACE" IN SHRINK FIT 
HYr")RIDE-STAI"'JLESS STEEL FUEL ELf.MENTS 
NAA-SR-MFM0-9134 (1963) lBP. (NSA 18-13253) 
l(r'YWC~OS l ? 3 6 3 16 W 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES H 
ACKE~MAl\l"J R&J, 1972-A 
r:;iAuri E, G, 
DETERYINATIO~ ()F lIOU!DUS CURVES FOR THE TH•Wt TH-TA, ZR•W, 
ANr, HF-W SYSTE"1S - THE ANOMALOUS BEHAVIOR OF METALLIC THOR ?UM 
r<!Gl-l TE!',,1P, SCI, 4 (1972> P,272-82 (NSA 27•2954) 
KEY\o.'OROS 2 7 ?.6 
CATJO'~S TV ADDITIVES ME W 
ADA"1S EI T, 
- SEE NR 49 
- SEE NR 518 519 
A'.)AMS >?,M, 1964-A 
GLASSNER A, 
GENE~AL FAST REACTOR FUEL r:lEVELOPtviENT I METALLIC FUELS ( THERMAL 
PROPERTIES) 
ANL-6R'l0 (1964) P,15-6 (NSA lR-24952) (NSA 18-24812) 
KE"n.iORDS 2 6 21 W 
CATIONS M ADDITIVES FS 
l? A!)AMS R,r-11 196 5-A 
GLASSNER A, 
GENERAL FAST REACTOR FUEL DEVELOP~ENT, METALLIC FUELS 
ANL-7017 (1965) P,29 (NSA 19•294681 
KEYWORDS 2 6 27 
CATIONS S 
1, ADAMS R,~. 1965-8 
GLASSNER A, 
THER>AL CONDUCTIVITY OF IRRADIATED METALLIC FUEL AS A FUNCTION 
OF PURNUP 
ANL-7045 (19651 P,33-4 INSA 19•356051 
KEYi,,.'ORDS 4 W 
CAT IONS M ADDITIVES FS 
14 ADAMS R,M, 1965-C 
GLASSNER A, 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF IRRADIATED FUEL AS A FUNCTION OF 
AURNUP AND TEMPERATURE 
ANL•7046 (19651 P,52-3 INSA 19•401121 
KEYWORDS 4 6 15 W 
CATIONS ADDITIVES ZR FS 
15 ADAr-AS R,M, 1966-A 
GLASSNER A, 
GENERAL FAST REACTOR FUEL DEVELOPMENT, U•PU•ZR FUEL (THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITY I 
ANL-7193 ( 19661 P,21 ( NSA 20•263941 
KEYWORDS 2 6 W 






** 247 ** 
ADAMS R,M, 1966•B 
WEBER M, 
PROPERTIES OF ZERO•POWER U•PU BASE ALLOYS 
ANL•7204 (19661 P,23 (NSA 20•307901 INSA 20•307891 
KEYWORDS 2 6 2 7 
CATIONS M ADDITIVES MO 
ADAMS R,M, l966•C 
WEBER M, 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF IRRADIATED FUEL AS A FUNCTION OF 
BURNUP AND TEMPERATURE 
ANL•72Q4 (1966) P,54•9 (NSA 20•307911 
KEYWORDS 4 6 W 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES FS 
ADAMS R,M, 1966-D 
GLASSNER A, 
GENERAL FAST REACTOR FUEL DEVELOPMENT, ~ETAL FUELS (THERMAL 
CONDUCT IV! TY I 
ANL•7230 (19661 P,10 (NSA 20-425771 
KEYWORDS 2 6 W 
CATIONS M ADDITIVES ZR TI 
ADAMS R,M, 1966-E 
GLASSNER A, 
FUEL FOR ZERO•POWER REACTORS 
ANL•7230 119661 P,22•3 (NSA 20-425771 
KEYWORDS 2 6 27 
CATIONS ~ ADDITIVES ~O 
20 ADAMS R,~. l966•F 
GLASSNER A, 
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING OF AARR COMPONENTS 
ANL-7267 (1966) P,70 (NSA 21-12231> 
KEYWORDS 2 6 W 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES ME 
21 ADAMS R,M1 1966-G 
GLASSNER A• 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY IN AARR FUEL PLATES 
ANL•7?79 119661 P,77•4 (NSA 21•139461 
KEYWORDS 2 6 W 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES SE 





HEAT CONTENT OF U-15 W/0 PU-6,5 W/0 TI ALLOY 
ANL-7?45 (1966) P,32 fNSA 20•425781 (NSA 20-4?579) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 
CATIONS M ADDITIVES TI SE 
AFFORTtT C, 1967-A 
SPECIFIC HEAT MEASUREMENTS ON METALS UP TO THEIR MELTING POI"'.:T 
(IN FRENCH) 
CEA-R-3287 (THESIS) (1967) 63P, (NSA 22•4766) 
KEYWORDS 2 7 9 18 21 
CATIONS U 
ALBEE R,T1 • SEE NR 665 
ALFRED A,T, 1964-A 
MEASUREMENT OF THER~OELECTR IC PO~'ER 
ANL•686e ( 19641 P,319•22 (NSA 18-259701 INSA 18•259R!I 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 
CATIONS U MDITIVES ME 
ALLENDOERFER A, 1950-A 
DETERMINATION OF THE MfLTING POINT OF URANIUM (!"I GER,,,,AN) 
Z, NATURFORSCH, (Al 5 (1950) P,234-5 (NSA 4-4870> 
KEYWORDS 2 7 2 6 
CATIONS U 
AMBROSE C,J, 1964-A 
TAYLOR R,E, FINCH R,A, 
THERMOPHYS ICAL PROPER TI ES OF z I RCONrur,.,-uRAN IUM 
PROC, 4TH CONF, ON THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY ( 1964) 
P,VI-P.•l/VI-A-21 (NSA 21-6878) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 15 21 W 
CATIONS U AD:'.llTIVES 
AMBROSE C,J, • SEE NR 485 486 
ANDERSON EI E, • SEE NR 34 
HYDRIDE 
SAN FRANC I sea 
H ZR 
2? ANDERSON J1W1 1965-A 
GILMORE R,R, 
~EASUREMENT OF ALPHA PHASE PLUTONIUS IN PLUTONIUM • l W/0 
GALLIUM ALLOY BY ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY 
LA•33'2 (19651 27P. ("!SA 20-35890) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 
CATIONS P ADDITIVES GA 
2 8 ANDEQSON R, L, 1970-A 
GROTZKY D,H, KIENZLE W,E, 
THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY OF HIGH PURITY THORIUM 
PROC • 9TH CONF I ON THERMAL CONDUCT t V ITY ( l 970 J AMES P .3 26•3 5 
(CONF•6910021 (NSA 24•194151 (NSA 24-194101 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 20 W 
CATIONS T 
29 ANDRES K, 1968•A 
THERMAL EXPANSION OF ALPHA URANIUM BELOW !OK 
PHYS, REV, 170 11968) P,614•7 <NSA 22•:31947) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 2 7 
CATIONS U 
30 ANDREW J,F1 1967-A 
THERMAL CONDUCT IV I TY OF PLUTON !UM METAL 
J, PHYS, CHEM, SOLIDS 28 (19671 P,577•80 (LA-DC•81661 (NSA 21• 
349051 
KEYWORDS 2 5 W 
CAT IONS P 
** 248 ** 
31 ANDRE"W J.F, 1969•A 
THERMAL CONDUCT IV I TY OF SOME DELTA-PLUTONIUM ALLOYS 
J, NUCL, MATER, 30 ( 1969) P,343•5 (NSA 23•22554) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 20 W 
CATIONS P ADDITIVES GA CE 
32 APDA 1959-A 
ENRICO FERSI ATOMIC POWER PLANT 
APDA-114 11959) P,215-9 (NSA 13-14054) 
KEYWORDS 1 6 20 11 26 W 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES MO 
33 ARAJS S, 1964-A 
COLVIN R,V, 
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF ALPHA-URANIUM FROM 1 TO 300K 
J, LES5•C0"1MON .~ETALS 7 11964) P,54-66 INSA 18•34164) 
KEWORDS 1 5 10 
CATIONS U 
34 ARAJS S, l 970•A 
FLORA R,i-l, ANDERSON E,E, 
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY AND THERMOELECTRIC POWER :JF 
POLYCRYSTALLI~E WRANIUM AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES 
J, NUCL, '-'ATF~, 37 (1970) P,89•95 (NSA 24•51821) 
KEV>!ORDS 1 6 1~ 
CATIOSS U 
AQ..AJ~ S, 
- SEE NR 141 
A~GOr"l!NF 'JATe LA~. 1960-A 
THERMAL P~OP~RTI~S OF URANIU~-FtSSIUM ALLOYS 
ANL-6295 (l96(;J Pe47-8 fNSA 15-10369) 
'(fY,,!ORDS 2 6 21 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES FS 
36 ARGOl\/r>'.E NATe LA9e 1961-A 
PROPERTIES OF URANIU'-1-FISSIU'-1 ALL:lYS 
ANL-A187 (1961) Pe51 {NSA 15-25621) 
KEYWORr:lS 2 6 21 
CATIOI\IS u ADDITIVES FS 
37 AqGOll.l~ff 1\/AT, LAP,, 1964-A 
Ti.,fP~AL C0.'1.JD:JCTlVITY QF A U-10 't-i/0 PU ALLOY 
A,'\JL-6<;:,, (1964) P.19 (NSA 18-44925) (NSA 18-44923) 
KFY\1 10R')S 2 6 1,1,,' 
CATIONS 






PROPEPT I ES OF" THOR I UV-PLUTO"J I UM ALLOYS 
ANL-,;. 0 23 (19641 P.5€-9 (11.lSA 18-44926) (NSA 18-44923) 
KEYlt.'0'<.f)S 2 5 20 
CATIO~iS 0 
A'11(0 A,J. 1972-A 
PPO~SKY 11.',R, NELLIS W,J, 
SDIN FLUCTUATto~lS IN PLUTONIUM Ai'.D OTHEl::I: ACTINIDE "'1ETALS AND 
COMPOUN.JS 
PHYS, REV, Rt 5 (1972) P.4564-9 /NSA 26-32723) 
KE"YWOR:)S 2 'S ?O 
CAT roNS 
l 961-A 
PLUTO~iIUM A'l') ITS ALLOYS 
"!U(LEAC.- REACTOR FUEL ELEMENTS, METALLURGY AND FABRICATION 
(19f-?l P,109-15 f"lSA 16-16658) (NSA 16-16654) 
KEY\liCR'JS 2 6 17 27 
CATIONS 
ASKEY :J,F, 1970-A 
PLLJT0NIU"1 "15:TAL AND ALLOYS 




ATKIN.S ~,F 1 
6 16 30 1,,1,,' 
- SEE NR 
ATWOOD J,M, 1959-A 
Sr>IYDER w.A, 
ADDITIVES GA CE 
554 555 
PLUTONIUM-ALU"'11NIU,"I FUEL DEVELOPMENT - P~YSICAL AND MECHANICAL 
PROPE!:1:T I ES 
HW-f.2fl0Q <l9':i9) P,31-3 (NSA 14-20044) 
KEYWORr:lS 2 6 16 27 
CATIONS ADDITIVES AL SI 
AU5EqT H, 1964-A 
LANIESSE J, 
LOW-CONTE"JT URANIUM ALLOYS FOR NUCLEAR FUELS ( IN FRENCH) 
CEA-R-?5~4 (1964) P,13-4 (NSA 19-16063) 
KEYWORl)S 2 6 15 W 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES MO CR FE 
AURfRT H, 
- SEE NR 379 
- SEE NR 704 
AVIVI E, 1964-A 
STUD IFS OF PLU:"ON I UM- I RON ALLOYS AND URANIUM-PLUTONIUM-I RON 
ALLOYS ( IN FRENCH) 
CEA-q 2444 (THESIS) (1964) 64P, 
KEYWORDS 2 6 27 
CATIONS P M ADDITIVES FE 
AYER J,E, 
- SEE NR 350 
RADA EVA T ,A, 1971-A 
KUZNETSOVA R, I, 
SOLIDUS AND L!OUIDUS OF THE U-ZR-NB SYSTEM !IN RUSSIAN) 
IZV, AKAD. NAUK SSSR, METAL. 2 (1971) P.188-90 INSA 25-37971) 
KEYWORDS 2 7 26 






•• 249 ** 
BADAEVA T ,A, 
- SEE NR 306 307 
BAGLEY K,Q, 1953-A 
OLIVIER D,S, 
THE EFFECT OF FISSION PRODUCT ACCUMULATION ON THE PHYSICAL 
CONDITION OF FAST REACTOR FUEL ELEMENTS 
RDP!ClTN-48 (1953) P,11-2 !FRDC/P-411 tNSA 13-10568) 
KEYWORDS 1 2 5 6 27 
CAT IONS P 
BAGLEY K,0, 1957-A 
PLUTONIUM - AND ITS ALLOYS 
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING 2 11957) P,461-8 (NSA 11-18471 
KEYWORDS 2 10 21 27 
CATIONS P ADDITIVES AL SE CE 
BAGLEY K,O, 1960-A 
PLUTONIUM 
MATERIALS FOR NUCLEAR ENGINEERS t 19601 P,69-76 !EDS, I MCINTOSH 
A,R,1 HEAL A,T,, (NSA 15•11480) (NSA 15•1l478l 
KEYWOROS 2 10 17 3C 
CATIONS P 
BAGROV G,N, - SEE NR 304 305 
BAIRD J, - SEE NR 319 
BALL J,G, 1954-A 
RORERTSON J.A.Le MARDON P.G. LEE JeA• 
ADAMS E.T. 
SOME PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF METALLIC PLUTONIW 
NATURE 173 N0.4403 (1954) P.535 (NSA 10-7755) 
KEYWORDS 1 5 6 2 7 
CATIONS P 
50 ElALL .J1Ge 1958-A 
51 
LORD W,B,H. 
A HISTORY OF THE EARLY BRITISH WORK ON PLUTONIU'-1 r,.JETALLURGY 
J, INST, METALS 86 ll95Al P,369-79 (NSA 12-90991 
KEYWORDS 2 6 17 
CATIONS P 
RALL J,G. 
LE~ J ,A, 
DETERMINATION 
I IN FRENCH I 
l 960-A 
"'1ARD0N P,G, ROBERTSON J,A,L, 
OF SOME PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF PLUTONIU',. ~ET/\L 
MEM, SCI, REV, MET, 57 (l960J P,49-56 !NSA 14-16014) 
KEYWORDS 1 6 20 21 17 W 
CATIONS P 
eALL J,G, - SEE NR 432 
S2 BALLAGNY A• 1969-A 
STUDY OF PLUTONIUM-SCANDIUM ALLOYS FOR THEIR APPL I CAT I ON IN 
THE ~ICROGENERATOl::l:S OF ENERGY ( IN F~E"lCH) 
CEA-R-3880 (THESIS, UNIV• OF PARIS, FACULTE DES SCIENCES) 
fl9f:.9l 60P, !NSA 24-4764) 
KEYWORDS 1 10 17 
CATIONS ADDITIVES ME 
53 AALLAGNY A, 1970-A 
C.OLJCHER R, CARRARD C. 
STUDY OF THE PLUTO".!IUM-SCANDIUM SYSTf~ (D!AGRAr-' AND 
PROPERTIES! IIN FRENCHI 
CEA-CONF-1631 (1970) llP, (CO"lF-701COl-lOl IN.SA ?5-6~1J 
KEYWORDS 1 6 15 27 
CATIONS P ADDIT?VES '-IF 




POUCHER R, CARRARD C, 
THE-PU-SC SYSTE"'1 - DIAGRAM AND PROPERTIES 
PROC, 4TH INT, CCNF, ON PLUTO"JJUM AND OTHER ACTINIDES (SANTA 
FEJ, NUCLEAR METALLURGY VOL, 17 PART II (1970) P,699-7n6 CNSA 
15-11440 I 
KEYWORDS 6 15 27 
CAT I ONS ADDITIVES ME 
8ALZ G, 1947-A 
ELECTRICAL BEHAVIOR AND ALLOTROPY OF URANIUM ( IN GERMANJ 
METALLFORSCHUNG 2 1194 7 l P, 144-6 
KEYWORDS 1 6 10 
CATIONS U 
eARN,ARD R,D, 1961-A 
SOME PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE GAMMA AND DELTA PHASES IN THE 
U-ZR SYSTEM 
PROC, PHYS, SOC, (LONDON) 78 11961) P.722-7 ("JSA lb-4579) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 10 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES SE 
BARNARD R ,D. 
- SEE NR 60 61 
BARRETT C IS. - SEE NR 419 
~ARTHELEMY P, 1965-A 
ROUCHER R, 
STUDY OF u-PU-FE ALLOYS IMASURCA CRITICAL EXPERISEt,T) I IN 
FRENCH) 
CEA-R: 27(n (19651 P,1:3/18-9 (EUR-2449,Fl lNSA 19-4b992) 
KEYWORDS 1 6 20 17 W 





ROB (WI /TN-78 
KEYWORDS 2 
CATIONS U 
- SEE NR 102 
l 953-A 
OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF IRRADIATED ASD 
URANIUM 
I 19531 13P, (NSA 11-18051 
3 6 W 
** 250 ** 
59 8ATES L.F, 1958•A 
LOAS8Y R,G, 
MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY AND ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE PROPERTIES 
OF SOME URAN !UM ALLOYS 
PRDC, PHYS, SOC, (LONDON) 72 119581 P,757-64 INSA 13-15221 
KEYWORDS 2 5 20 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES ZR NB MO 
60 ~ATES L,F, 1961-A 
PARNARD R,r,, 
THE ELECTRICAL RESIST!VITIES AND MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITIES OF 
SOME STABLE A~D METASTARLE URANIUM-MOLYBDENUM ALLOYS 
PROC, PhYS, SOC, 77 (19611 P,691-9 (NSA 15-161191 
KEY',10R% 2 6 20 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES MO 
r'il PATES L,F, 1961-9 
RARNARD R,r,, 
THF ELFCT R I CAL AND MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF THE URANIUM-NIOBIUM 
SYSTE\.1 
PROC. PHYS, s::ic. (LONDON) 78 (19611 P,361-9 (NSA l?-32581) 
KEY,!OR% l 2 5 6 20 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES NB 
J 965-A 
IJ~lSTFAD P,9, 
ELECTRICAL A,Ji MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF PALLADIUM THORIUM ALLOYS 
DQOC, INT, CQ",jF, OM rAGNETIS"'1 (LONDON! (1965) (EDS,) THE 
INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS AN!") THE PHYSICAL SOC, (~SA 19-3A046) 
KFY\>,iOPDS 2 5 6 20 
CATIONS T ADDITIVES ME 
f,-J, AAlJFR A,A, 1958-A 
KASS S, GOLDMAN K.M. 
PHYSICAL METALLURGY AND PROPERTIES OF ZIRCONIUM-URANIUM ALLOYS 
PROC. ?MD INT, CONC', ON PEACEFUL USES OF ATOr--,Ic ENERGY 5 
(19~0;) GENFVA P.6C2-9 (A/CONF.15/P/1785) (NSA 12-148351 
K.En/ORl)S ? 6 20 W 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES ZR 
6t, c:i.AlJER A,A• 1963-A 
FARl(AS '-1,5, STOR!.iOK V,Y'/, 
THf EFFFCT OF /\JUCLEAR RADIATION ON r-1ETALLIC FUF:L ·"1ATE~IALS 
QEIC-?n (1963) 143P, fNSA 17-41500) 
K.EYWOQDS 2 6 ,.,.,, 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES MO 
t"lAYRAPZ R, D, 
DfAL 1v10N0D ~.T, 
Af'.(K V'l, N, 
KlTTf:L J,H, 
IRRADIATIONS IJF 
Al':L-A7"i0 ( 1965) 











P, 10-1 !"!SA 
PF(K 't!,N, 1969-A 
r:-01,151="1( R,J, 




ALLOY FUEL RODS 
10-268761 
ADDITIVES FS 
FISSION-GAS ~ELEASE AND THE.'-i!MAL CONDUCTIVITY MEASURE~ENTS ON 
U-S WT 0/D FS Ir"<RADIATfD IN CP-5 
TqAr,,..s, A'-"F:R, NUCL, sac. 12 (1969) P,78-9 (NSA 23-36164) 
K:'Yl'.'ORDS 3 6 16 24 W 
CAT !C"-lS u ADDITIVES FS 
DECK i,.:,1\/, 1969-R 
ELFCTRICAL RFSISTIVITY MfASURE.Vf,"HS OF AG( AND ANL FUEL 
ANL-7632 (1969) P,89-91 (f\!SA 24-9077) 
KfYY'.'ORDS 2 6 2r'I 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES FS 
Rf(K l,•i,N, 
- SEE NR 341 350 
PfCKFP M, 1959-A 
FUEL ELF'-'FNTS FOR GAS-COOLED REACTORS 
ATCr,AKERNENERGlf:'. 4 (1959) D,244-7 (NSA 13-17321) 
KFY\•!OR'JS 2 6 30 W 
CAT IONS U 
nfLL I,P, 1954-A 
"'AK IN S,"'11 
FAST REACTOR - P'1YS!CAL PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS OF 
CO~STRUCTION, REVlDI OF PROGRESS FROM SEPT, lt 1953 TO APRIL 
l t 1 gi;4 
RDP(CJTN-70 (1954) 17P. (NSA 9-1266) 
KEYWORDS 2 27 W 
CATIONS U 
PFLL I1P, 1956-A 
DA~KER N1S• 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION FOR REACTORS, 
A REVIEW OF pqQGRESS TO 3.10155 
IGR-TN/C-278 ( 1956) l4P1 
KEY\•.'OR!::>S 2 6 11 13 20 W 
CATIONS U 
PELL I,P, 1957-A 
THORIUM - ITS PROPERTIES ANO CHARACTERISTICS 
I\JUCLEAR ENGI~EERING 2 (19571 P,418-22 (NSA 12-1429) 
KEnlORDS 2 ?O 21 27 
CAT I ONS T 
PELL I,P, 1960-A 
THORIUM (APPENDIX 4Al 
MATERIALS •OR NUCLEAR ENGINEERS (19601 P,130-l IEDS,I SCINTOSH 
A,R,t HEAL T,J,t (NSA 15-11491) (NSA 15-11479) 
KEYWOR!::>S 2 6 20 21 27 30 W 
CATIONS T 
-143-
** 251 ** 
73 BENDER D, 1949-A 
ON THE ELECTRIC PROPERTIES )F THORIUM IIN GERMANI 
Z, METALLK, 40 119491 P,257-60 (NSA 4-39741 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 
CATIONS T 
74 BENSON E,M, 1958-A 
PLUTONIUM PHASE DI A GRAM STUD I ES 
ANL-5837 119581 P,65-6 INSA 13-192151 
KEYWORDS 2 6 27 
CATIONS U P ADDITIVES ZR 
75 BENTLE G,G, 1958-A 
A PHYSICAL METALLURGICAL STUDY OF THORIUM-RICH, THORIUM-
URANIUM ALLOYS 
NAA-SR-2D69 I 19 5 81 P, 1 R-24 I NSA 12-48 30 I 
KEYWORDS 2 6 15 20 27 W 
CATIONS V 
76 8ERGER H, 1968-A 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF IRRADIATED MARK-IA FUEL 
ANL-7419 I 19681 P,56-7 (NSA 22-226531 
KEYWORDS 3 16 W 
CATIONS M ADDITIVES FS 
77 BERL!NCOURT T,G, 1956-A 
ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF THOR I UM, URAN I UM AND PLUTO~ I UM 
NAA-SR-1637 (19561 P,7-24 INSA 10-93901 
KEYWORDS l 20 
CATIONS U P T 
78 BERLINCOURT T,G, 1957-A 
HALL COEFFICIENT, RESISTIVITY, ANll SUPERCONDUCTIVITY OF THE 
METASTABLE GAM"1A PHASE IN URANIUM-BASE, \10LYB~Et'.JLJM ALLOYS 
NAA-SR-2042 119571 P,R-12 fNSA 12-37221 
KEYWORDS 2 5 16 20 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES MO 
79 BERLINCOURT T,G, 1958-A 
ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF THOR !UM METAL 
THE METAL THORIUM (1958) P,148-60 (ED,l WILHEL'-1 H,A, ("JSA 13-
30~41 
KEYWORDS 1 20 
CAT IONS T 
'30 PERLINCOURT T,G, 1959-A 
HALL EFFECT, RESISTIVITY AND SUPERCONDUCTIVITY OF SOME 
METASTABLE URANIUM-RICH ALLOYS 
J, PHYS, CHEM, SOLIDS 11 11959) P,12-7 (NSA 6-6375) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 20 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES NB MO 
fll RERLINCOURT T,G, 1959-B 
HALL EFFECT• RESISTIVITY, AND ~AGNETORFSISTIVITY OF TH 1 U 1 ZR, 
AND NR 
PHYS, REV, 114 (195Q) P,969-77 (NSA l3-lfl349) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 
CATIONS U T 
~2 SERNARO J, 1061-A 
P.OUDOURESOUES B• 
PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF URANIW IIN FRENCH) 
GENIE ATOMIQUE TOME 4 VOL,1 119611 P,A2-III 12-51 INSA 16-
160'61 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 26 27 30 W 
CATIONS U 




PHYSICAL AND ~ECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF URANIU"-1 (IN FRF~JCHl 
GENIE ATOMIQUE TOME 4 VOLol 119651 P,Al-I-1 113-201 
KEYWORDS 2 21 27 JO W 
CATIONS U 
eERNDT A,F, 1964-A 
THE EFFECT OF SELF-IRRADIATION ON THF LATTICE CONSTANTS OF 
ALLOYS OF PLUTONIUM IN ALPHA-URANIUM 
J, NUCL• ~AT'E'R, 13 (1964J P,?63-4 (f\JSA 19-14103) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 l 7 27 
CAT IONS M 
BERTHAUT C, 
- SFE NR 536 
P.EZNO~tKOVA A.V, 
- SEE NR 127 1?8 129 669 
8ILLINGTON D,S, 1955-A 
RADIATION DA~AGE IN REACTOR MATFRIALS 
PROC1 1ST INT. CONF, ON PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENEqGY 7 
(1955) GENEVA P,421-32 (P/744) (A/CONF,~/71 
KEYWORDS 4 6 17 20 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES AL 
86 BILLINGTON D,S. 1961-A 
CRAWFORD J, H, JR, 
RADIATION DAMAGE IN URANIUM 
RADIATION DAMAGE IN SOLIDS 119611 P,421-32 INSA 15-161541 
KEYWORDS 3 4 17 20 W 
CATIONS U 
87 BLEIAERG M,L, l956•A 
JONES L,J1 LUSTJ'.'IAN B1 
PHASE CHANGES IN PILE-IRRADIATED URANIUM-BASE ALLOYS 
J, APPL, PHYS, 27 fl956J P,1270-83 (NSA 11-1711) 
KEYWORDS 4 6 17 20 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES ~O 
88 BLEIBERG M,L, 1957-A 
EICHENBERG J.D, FILLNOW R,H, JONES L1J1 
DEVELOPMENT AND PROPERTIES OF URANIUM-BASE ALLOYS CORROSION 
RESISTANT IN HIGH TEMPERATURE WATER, PART IV, RADIATION 
STAB I LI TY OF URAN !UM-BASE ALLOYS 
WA,PD-127 IPT, !VI 119571 117P, fNSA 12-25721 
KEYWORDS 4 6 17 20 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES NB MO 
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89 l?LEIAERG M,L, 1958-A 
IRRADIATION-INDUCED PHASE CHANGES IN URANIUM-BASE ALLOYS 
PROC, 2ND !NT, CONF, ON PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY 
119581 GENEVA P,60-71 IA/CONF,15/P/6191 INSA 12-151551 
KEYWORDS 3 5 6 17 20 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES MO 
90 PLEIPERG M,L, 1959-A 
A KINETIC 'STUDY 
URANIUM - 9 W/D 
NUCL, SCI, ENG, 
KEYWORDS 4 5 
CATIONS U 
OF IRRADIATION INDUCED PHASE CHANGES IN 
MOLYBDENUM ALLOY 
5 119591 P,78-87 INSA 13-106131 
6 16 17 ;,o 
ADDITIVES MO 
91 BLOOMFIELD M, 1961-A 
IRRADIATION OF PLUTONIUS FUELS - A SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
NAA-SR-SEM0-6271 119611 14P, INSA 15-185571 
KEYWORDS 3 16 30 W 
CATIONS P M ADDITIVES ME 
97 ALUMENTHAL B, 1967-A 
93 
0 ROYLE O, R, 
THERMAL CONDUCT IV I TY AND THERMAL CYCLING OF TH-U-PU ALLOYS 
ANL-7299 119671 P,142-3 INSA 22-435191 INSA 22-435201 
KEYWORDS 2 6 W 
CATIONS R 
PLUMENTHAL A, 1969-A 
SANECKI J,E, BUSCH D,E, 0 BOYLE O,R, 
THORIU~-URAN!UM-PLUTONIUM ALLOYS AS POTENTIAL FAST POWER-
REACTOR FUflS, PART II, PROPERTIES AND IRRADIATION BEHAVIOR OF 
THOR t trM-URAN I U!v1-PLUTON l UM ALLOYS 
ANL-7259 ( 1969) P,26-30 (NSA 24-23496) 
KEYWOR')S 2 3 6 27 
CAT IONS 
AiLUfv1FNTHAL e, 
- SEE NR 339 342 
94 P~I 1944-A 
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DETERMINATION OF THE COEFFICIENTS OF 
EXPAr'lSI ON IN THE ALPHA REGION, X-RAY STUOI ES OF BETA ANO GAMMA 
PHASES 
CT-?144 (1944) P,215-9 (NSA 11-11657) 
KfYWORDS 2 6 2 7 
CATIONS U 
9'5 PMI 1945-A 
PROGt.:ESS R~PO~T ON METALLURGY OF TUBALLOY TO UNIVERSITY OF 
CHICAGO FR.OM RATTELLE MF!v10RIAL INSTITUTE 
CT-?700 (1945) P,3-4/31 (NSA 11-7662) 
KE'Y\'IORDS 2 6 27 W 
CATIONS U T ADDITIVES ME 
96 POPECK G,I:, 1960-A 
THE COEFFICIFNT OF THER"AL EXPANSION OF ALPHA URANIUM AS 
FARRJCATED BY VARIOUS MFTHODS 
RFP-148 (1960) 16P, (NSA 14-8750) 
KEY\•,IQRDS 2 14 2 7 
CATIONS U 
PORKOV Y,V. 
- SEE NR 3 59 364 
97 flODINF J,H• JR, 1956-A 
9' 
q9 
HALL COFFFICIENT AND THFRMOELECTRIC POWER OF THORIUM METAL 
PHYS, RF.V• 102 <1956) P,1459 (NSA 10-6770) 
KEYi,iiORDS 2 6 20 
CAT IONS T 
1955-A 
8UqKART "'1.W, HALTE~AN E.K. LEGGETT R,D, 
MCGEARY R,K. PADDEN T .R, 
DE'IELOPMENT AND PROPERT!f"S OF URANIUM-BASE ALLOYS CORROSION 
RFSISTANT I,~ HIGH TEMPERATURE WATER. PART I - ALLOYS WITHOUT 
PPOTECT IVE CLADDING 
l\'AP0-127 (19551 P,21/36-7/96-7 (NSA 11-11716) 
KEY\l,IOPDS 2 6 15 27 W 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES MO 
PQSTROM 'tl,A, 1955-B 
PIJ:s!KART ~.w, HALTEl'AAN E.K, LEGGETT R,D, 
~CGEARY R,'<., PADDEN T,R, 
OEVFLOPSENT AND PROPrnT!fS OF URANIUM-BASE ALLOYS CORROSION 
,~ESISTANT IN HIGI--! TEMPfRATURE WATER, PART I - ALLOYS WITHOUT 
pqQTECT 1 VE CL ADD I NG 
'NAPC'-127 (1955) P.78 (NSA 11-117161 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 27 W 
CATIONS U ANIONS 
100 AQSTROM ~1.A, 1956-A 
HALTE~AN E,K, 
THF ~FTASTABLE GAMMA PHASE IN URANIUM BASE MOLYB0ENU"1 ALLOYS 
'A'APD-T-415 (1Q56) 32P• (NSA 12-2013) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 21 27 
CATIONS ADDITIVES "O 
101 ROSTROM 1tf,A, 1957-A 
t--ALTF~AN E•'<• 
THE ~.~ETASTABLE GAMMA PHASE IN URANIUM BASE "10LYBDENUM ALLOYS 
ADVANCES IN NUCLEAR ENGINEERING VOL.tI (1957) P.184-93 (EDS•l 
DUNNING J,,q,,, PRENTICE 8,R,, (NSA 12-5677) 
KEY>!ORDS 2 6 20 21 27 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES MO 
10? P,CUCHER. R, 1964-A 
PARTHfLEMY P• 
CO"IPARISON OF U-PU-MO, U-PU-NBt U-PU-Tl, AND U-PU-ZR ALLOYS 
I IN FP ENCH I 
CEA-R-2531 ( 1964) P.21-4 (NSA 19-4647) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 26 W 
CATIONS M ADDITIVES ZR NB MO 
-144-
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I 03 BOUCHER R, 1964-B 
SUTOY OF U-PU-FE ALLOYS IMASURCA CRITICAL EXPERIMENT I I IN 
FRENCH) 
COMPT, REND, O•ESSAI N0,363 CEA-FAR 11964) P,15/22-3 INSA 19-
46992) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 27 W 
CATIONS M ADDITIVES FE 
BOUCHER R, 
- SEE NR 4 53 54 57 
BOUDOURESOUES 8, 
- Sf"E NR 82 83 
104 BOVEY L, 1960-A 
STEERS E,B,M, 
THE OPTICAL SPECTRA OF PLUTONIUM IN THE 1-2,5 MICRON REGION 
SPECTROCH IM, ACT A 16 11960 I P, 1184-99 I NSA 15-50621 
KEYWORDS 2 6 2 2 
CATIONS P 
BOYD C,L, 
- SEE NR 344 
105 BOYLE R,F, 1956-A 
10 6 
HAL TEMAN E ,K, 
SPECIFIC HEAT MEASUREMENTS ON U-BASE ALLOYS 
WAPD-PWR-PMM-601 119561 P, 14-5/54 I NSA 12-2008 I 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES "O 
BRADLEY J,F, 
- SEE NR 712 713 
F!RAtLSFORD A.D. 1963-A 
MAJOR K.G. 
THE EFFECT OF IRRADIATION UPON THE ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY 
THERMAL CONDUCT IV I TY OF ALPHA-URAN! UM 
J. NUCL• ~ATtR, 8 (1963) P.241-7 (NSA 17-27Qll) 
KEYWORDS l 3 6 7 11 14 17 20 W 
CATIONS U 
AND 
l 07 ARA I LSFORO A .D, l 96 3-B 
THE RESISTIVITY OF INTERSTITIAL ATOMS AND VACANCIES IN ALPHA-
URAN I LJM 
J. NCCL, MATER, 8 ( 1963) P,248-58 ( NSA 17-27852 l 
KEYWORDS l 20 
CATIONS U 
10'3 RRIDGE J.R. 1956-A 
SCHWARTZ C.M, VAUGHA"l O,A. 
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DETERMINATION OF THE COF.FFICIENTS OF 
EXPANSION OF ALPHA URANIUM 
J, .'v1ETALS 8 SECT, 1I (1956) P,12B2-5 (NSA 11-1388) 
KfYWORDS 2 6 27 
CATIONS U 
109 P.l.!ODSKY M,B, 1963-A 
SELF-IRRADIATION DA"AGE, EFFECTS UPON ELECTRON TRANSPORT 
PROPERTIES 
ANL-6677 (1963) P,223-4 (NSA 17-41333) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 17 20 
CAT IONS 








ANISOTROPY AND THE ANOMALOUS RESISTIVITY OF ALPHA PLUTONIUM 
J, NUCL, MATFR, 13 ( 1964) P.281-2 (NSA lQ-140371 
KEYWORDS 2 5 20 
CAT IONS P 
P.RODSKY M,B. 1964-B 
RESISTIVITY OF ALPHA PLUTONIUS 
ANL-6868 119641 P,250-4 INSA 18-258921 INSA 18-258911 
KEYWORDS 2 5 20 
CAT IONS P 
BRODSKY M.B, 1964-C 
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF COLD-ROLLED ALPHA PLUTONIUM 
IARSTRACTI 
J, METALS 16 (1964) P.129 
KEYWORDS 1 2 5 20 
CATIONS P 
PROD-SKY M.B. 1965-A 
ELECTRON TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF AMERICIUM 
ANL-7155 119651 Pol81-2 INSA 21-111891 INSA 21-112081 
KEYWORDS 2 6 17 20 
CATIONS 
P,ROOSKY M.~. 1965-B 
ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF PLUTONIUM 
ANL-7000 119651 P,170-4 INSA 19-446751 INSA 19-445861 
KEYWORDS l 2 6 20 
CAT IONS P 
P.RODSKY M.B. 1965-C 
ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF NEPTUNIUM 
ANL-7000 119651 P,174-5 INSA 19-446751 INSA 19-445861 
KEYWORDS l 2 6 20 
CATIONS 
BRODSKY ~.B. 1969-A 
GRtFFtN N1J• ODJE M,D. 
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF ALPHA URANIUM AT LOW TEMPERATURES 
J. APPL• PHYS, 40 I 1969) P,895-7 (NSA 23-16888) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 2 0 
CATIONS U 
BQODSKY M.B. 
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PRONISZ S,E, 
- SEE NR 213 
8ROUT R,H, 19$7-A 
EOUAT!ON 01' STATE AND H,AT CONTENT OF URANIUM 
APDA-llA 119;71 P,11 INSA 12-45671 
KEYWORDS 2 7 21 
CATIONS U 
PRUP.AKER R,C, 
- SEE NR 380 
RUDDERY J,H, l 96 2-A 
SCOTT K,T, 
A S TUOY OF TeE MEL TI NG OF I RRAD l A TEO URAN I UM 
J, NUCL, MATER, 5 (1962) P,81-93 (NSA 16-121371 
KEYVl10PDS 4 7 26 
CATIONS U 
P1JRFAl' OF "1lNES AYRC 1962-A 
THOR JllM ALLOYS 
USP~-U-921 (1962) P,2/15 (NSA 16-19374) 
KEY\'.IORDS 2 7 26 
CATIMS T 
PIJ~GFP G, 1965-A 
WF.NZL H, lSEBECK K, JOUSSET J,C, 
OUF PE Y • 
SATURATION ON THE RESISTIVITY IN URANIUM IRRADIATED AT 4,5K 
PHYS, LETT, (1965) P,240-1 (NSA 19-34762) 
KEY\t!OqJs '3 5 17 20 
CAT IONS U 
- SEE NR 98 99 
- SEE NR 291 
~US(H D,F, 
-SEENR 93 
P.LJS--, S1H, 19">R-A 
!RRA[')JAT!ON f~FECTS IN URANIUM 
T!D-754h ROOK '2 (1958) P,599 (HW-51444) (NSA 1?-9445) (NSA 12-
941 7) 
KFY\·.io::.os 4 6 1 7 20 3o v,:' 
CATIO'<S U 
- SF:E NR 564 
Ct'ILK!i\:'; G,D, 
- SEE ~R 173 
(APPFLLFTT R,L, 1969-A 
q~\Jl:\1()R:'" r:),K, 
TH~?~AL CQt,,;JJCTIVITY OF SUPFRCONDUCTING TH AI\JD TH-GD ALLOYS 
p._.y,c:, REV, IPA (1969) P,723-8 fNSA 24-15?44) 
KfYWORDS ?. 5 W 
(AT!O~S ADDITIVES ME 
- SFE NR 629 630 631 
CARLSOI\I O,N, 
- Sl:E !\JR 699 
- SEE NR 53 54 
CASAGPA\JDE I, 1959-A 
(ICC"'-!ITTI A, CRAVAROLO L, 
PREL!'JINARY ni:s!GN STUDY ON FUE"L ELEMENTS FOR A HEAVY WATER 
'-"01)!-"~ATFD, .,..,q STfA~ COOLED REACTOR 
C!Sf-6P (1°'.'9) 94P, (1\JSA 13-18731) 
KEY'.i,10RDS 6 16 27 30 W 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES ZR 
CASTLFMAN L1S1 
- SFE NR 146 
(''--IA~FPO FF.RRFR A, 1972-A 
GISPERT ~E\JACH M, 
MEASL!RF.:'-"ENTS OF Ti-iER~AL CONDUCTIVITY OF NUCLEAR MATERIALS ( JN 
SPA"l!SHJ 
Frvr1::>G, I\IUCL, (~AClRI:Jl 16 N0,75 (1972) P,19-26 (NSA 26-31531) 
KF.:Y\l!ORDS ? 6 9 I<.' 
CATIO,S U ADDITIVES AL 
(1---IANDPASF.KHAR R,S, 1958-A 
HUL"'1 J,K, 
THF FLFCTRJCAL ,RESISTIVITY AND SUPERCONDUCTIVITY OF SOME 
t:R AN I U"-4 ALLOYS AND CO~POUNDS 
J, PHYS, CHEM, SOLIDS 7 (1958) P,259-67 (NSA 13-14,59) 
KEYWQR:)S 2 5 16 20 
CAT I o,s U ADDITIVES ME 
CHANG L,K, 
LO q, K, 
1971-A 
SEHGAL A,R, 
THER~AL EX PANS IONS 
TRAI\I.S, A~ER, NUCL, 
AND STRFSSES JN SWOLLEN METAL FUEL ELEMENTS 
SOC, 14 119711 P,628-9 INSA 26-25121 
KEY\>,IORDS l '3 ?7 
CATIO~S U ADDITIVES FS 
CHEP.OTAREV N,T, 1959-A 
BEZNOSIKOVA A,V1 
THERSAL EXPANSION OF ALPHA PLUTONIUM I IN RUSSIAN I 
ATOMNAYA ENERGIYA 7 119591 P,68-9 INSA 14-259881 
~EYWORDS 2 5 6 27 
CATIONS P 
CHEBOT AREV N • T 1 1960-A 
P.EZNOSIKOVA A,V, 
THERMAL EXPANSION OF ALPHA-PLUTONIUM ( IN GERMAN) 
KERNENERGIE 3 119601 P,561-2 INSA 14-259881 
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CHEBOTAREV N,T, 1960-B 
BEZNOSIKOVA A,V, 
THERMAL EXPANSION OF ALPHA-PLUTONIUM 
SOV, J, ATOM, ENERGY 7 119601 P,588-9 (NSA 14-25988) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 27 
CATIONS P 
CHEBOTAREV N,T, 1961-A 
THE RELATION BETWEEN STRUCTURE AND ANISOTROPY OF THERMAL 
EXPANSION IN URANIUM, NEPTUNIUM AND PLUTONIUM 
AEC-TR-4620 11961) !OP, INSA 15-198921 
KEYWORDS I 2 6 23 27 
CATIONS· U P X 
CHEBOTAREV N,T, 1961-B 
THE CONNECT ION BETWEEN THE STRUCTURE AND THE ANISOTROPIC 
THERMAL EXPANSION OF URANIUM, NEPTUNIUM, AND PLUTON !UM 
AEC-TR-4747 I 196! I 16P, I NSA 15-23994 I 
KEYWORDS I 2 6 23 27 
CATIONS U P X 
CHEROTAREV N,T, 1961-C 
THE CONNECTION BFTWEEN THE STRUCTURE AND THE ANISOTROPIC 





ENERG!YA 10 119611 P,43-9 INSA 15-94501 
I 2 6 23 27 
U P X 
CHEBOTAREV N,T, 
- SEE NR 359 360 361 362 




EFFECT OF CARBON ON THE ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY AND ALLOTROPIC 
TRANSFORMATION OF THOR I UM 
J, ~UCL, MATFR, 23 ( 1967) P,45-54 ( IS-1504) (NSA 21-32887) 




CHUBA W • 









- SEE NR 693 
- SEE NR 193 
1955-A 
PROPERTIES OF Zl RCON t U~-URAN I UM ALLOYS 
11955) P,69-76 INSA 11-7639) 
2 6 20 30 W 
U ADDITIVES ZR 
1959-A 
PROPERTIES OF ZIRCON!W-URAN!UM ALLOYS 
119591 P,78-14 INSA 14-1835) 
2 6 15 30 
ADDITIVES ZR 
1'36 CHLJAPW, 1959-8 
THORIUM ANO ITS ALLOYS 
REACTOR CORE ~ATE'RIALS 2 N0,3 (1959) P,9-10 (NSA 1,-17701 
KEY\..'ORDS 2 6 27 30 
CATIONS V 
1'37 CHUPR W, 1960-A 
THORIUM AND ITS ALLOYS 
REACTOR CORE SATERIALS 3 NO,! 11960) P,5 INSA 14-1>0331 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 30 
CATIONS T 
138 Ci-iUFIP W1 1960-P 
THORIUM 
KE ACTOR CORE MATERIALS 3 NO, 3 I 1960 I P, 16-B ( NSA 1,-1770) 
KEYWOR~S 2 6 20 21 30 
CAT JONS T 
CHUAP W1 - SEE NR 567 572 
CHUZHKO R,K, 
- SEE NR 676 677 
C!CCHITTI A, 
- SEE NR 123 
CLEAVES H,E, 
- SEE NR 156 157 
139 COFFINBERRY A,S, 1956-A 
WALDRON M1B1 
A REVIEW OF THE PHYSICAL METALLURGY OF PLUTONIUM 
PROGRESS JN NUCLEAR ENERGY, SERIES V - SETALLURGY AND FUELS, 
VOL.l (1956) P,354-410 (EDS,l FINNJSTON H,M,, HOWE J,P,t lNSA 
11-37731 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 21 27 30 
CATIONS P 
140 COFFINBERRY A,S, 1958-A 
SCHONFELD F,W, CRAMER E,M, MINER W,N, 
ELLINGER F,H, ELLIOTT R,O, STRUEBING V,0, 
THE PHYSICAL METALLURGY OF PLUTONIUM AND ITS ALLOYS 
PROC, 2ND !NT, CONF, ON PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY 6 
119581 GENEVA P,681-5 IA/CONF,15/P/10461 INSA 13-5>53) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 2 7 
CAT IONS P 
141 COFFJNBERRY A,S, 1960-A 
SCHONFELD F • W, WASER J, T, KELMAN L, R, 
TIPTON C,R, JR, 
PLUTONIUM AND ITS ALLOYS 
REACTOR HANDBOOK 12ND ED,) VOL,l MATERIALS 119601 P,248-90 
(ED,) TIPTON C,R, JR,, (NSA 14-21917) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 15 16 27 30 W 
CATIONS P M ADDITIVES AL FS 
142 
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COFF INPifRRY A,S, - SEE NR 316 
COLVIN R,V, 1962-A 
ARAJS S, 
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY MEASUREMENTS AT LOW TEMPERATURES 
PROC, ALACK Hill SUMMER CONF, ON TRANSPORT PHENOMENA 119621 
RAPID CITY P.157-64 (NP-14281} (NSA 18-42158) 
KEYWO~DS 2 5 20 
CAT IONS U 
COLVIN R,V, - SEE NR 33 
14'3 COMPTON A,H, 1942-A 
TECHNOLOGICAL RESEARCH, SECTION !, REPORT FOR MONTH ENDING 
:lECE~P,!:R 151 1942 
cr-,q93 (1942) P,5 (A-411) (NSA ll-116561 
KFYI//CRDS 2 6 ~ 27 W 
CAT IONS 1J 







TE(f-!NOLOGICAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, SECTION I, REPORT FOR 
V0 1HH EN")I'\JS JANUAt:!Y 15, 1943 
CT-42? (1943) P.4'":'5 (A-437) (.~,!SA 11-7654) 
l(f"VV!C~DS 2 6 8 W 
CATIONS U 
(OVST("l(!( A.A. 
(,I 0 NEY Q.f3. 
VEASURE'v1E~T OF 
LA-l'34A (1Q5(.) 
l(fYWORDS 2 6 
CATIONS 
1952-A 
0 LUTONIU..,. LIQUID DENSITY 
( NSA 8-2388 l 
14 26 27 
COOK L,A. 1950-A 
CASTLEMAN l,S, JOI-INSON W,E, 
PREL!MIII.IARY RF.DO~T :)N THE ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF ZIRCONIU~ 
,,,,rADD-?CS (1950) P.1~-20 (/\JSA l'.J-1399) 
1(:°YWQ'-<r)S 2 6 15 20 
CATI0~6 ADDITIVES ZR 
197 3-A 
9IZZUTO C, 
T~Fi:;,'-'OELECTR l C 0 01-. Ei.! OF SOr-tE THCE ALLOYS 
J, LS',•/ TE~D, PHYS, 10 (1973) P,207-15 (NSA 27-266601 
'<.:YvtOG!'.)S ? 5 20 
CA ... !ONS ADDITIVES CE 
- SFE NQ 324 
cor::Pticcrr-.ir o,J, 
- SEE ".JR 260 261 
COSTA P, 196C-A 
DfT~1,,1p,,1ATJON OF THE THFC/f...101:LECTRIC POWER OF URANIU'-1 A."-.JD 
PLUTON I LJ'-1 ( r rs; l=Rf'-ICH l 
J. ,~:L'CL, VATt"~• 2 (19601 P,71S-8C1 (NSA l4-l4C97) 
'<fvi,.,1Q~r)S ? S 2 O 
CAT!O'\:S U P 
COSTA D, l96C-8 
DFTERMINAl ION OF Ti-!i:- T~ERl'-"01:LECTRIC POWER OF URANIUM AND 
PLUTO"JI'JV 
AEC-'"R-4',64 (196C) 12P, (NSA 15-13487) 
KfYWOQJS '2 S 20 
CAT!:)\:$ U;:; 
COT! C,r<.iOLA J, "1, - SF.!: r-.;R 427 
1961-A 
HP.WES L,L, ~INtR W,1\1, SCHONFELD F,W, 
THE DILATOVF.TRY A'lD THfRVAL ANALYSIS OF PLUTON!U"'1 ~ETAL 
THF '·tl:TAL PLUTOMIU¥ (1961) ;::i,112-22 <1='.DS,l COFFINBE~RY A,S,, 
'-'!'ffR '~•~• (~SA 17-16561) ('.ISA 17-16550) 
k".fY\>.'CRDS 2 fi 27 
CATJG.'~S 
C~A"-'fP E,", - SFE r,,iQ 140 
( 0 AVAROLO L, - SEE NR 123 
(R.AWFOf:;'D J,H, JR., - SFE NR 86 
(R.!T(i..LEY J,I(• 
- SEE NR 521 522 
CC(CACI-I J, 1..J, 
- SEE NR 653 
(10THER.5 C,C, 
- SEE NR 341 
CU~ICCtOTTt D,C, 1953-A 
HA~ILTQN Gt 
VOLATILIZATION OF PLUTONIUM FROM MOL TEN URANIUM 
"JAA-S~-245 ( 19?3 J P, 17-9 I NSA 11-83861 
KEYWORDS ? 6 26 
CATIC"!S u 
CUNNtr-!GHA"-' i::3,8, 1962-A 
THF0:"'1QDYNA~ICS OF THE ACT IN I DES 
THER.~ODYNA"ll CS OF NUCLEAR •ATERIALS (VIENNA)• !AEA 
(STI/PUA/5~1 ( 1962 l P.61-70 (UCRL-101761 INSA 17-6105) 
KEYWO~DS 2 7 26 
CATIONS 
153 CLINNtr--.:GHAIA Fl,B, 1963-A 
WALLMANN J,C, 
CRYSTAL STRUCTURE AND MELTING POINT OF CURIU~ METAL 
AED-COI\IF.1963-062-4 (19fi3l P,3-4 (CONF-72-41 (NSA 17-35678) 
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CUNNINGHAM B,B, - SEE NR 452 
CUTHRERT F,L, - SEE NR 564 
0 EYE R,W,M, l949•A 
PREPARATION OF PURE THORIUM 
AERE-C/R-425 119491 6P, INSA 4-26271 
KEYWORDS 2 6 26 
CATIONS T 
155 DAHL A,!, 1947-A 
VAN OUSE"l 1¥1,S, 
RESISTANCE-TEMPERATURE RELATION AND THERMOELECTRIC PROPERTIES 
OF URAN !UM 
J, RESEARCH NAT, BUREAU OF STAND, 39 119471 P,53-8 IRP-18131 
(P~-509161 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 
CATIONS U 







THE ~REl:Zlr.JG POINT OF URANIUM 
AECD-2541 (1949) l3Pt (NSA 2-1742) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 26 
CATIONS U 
DAHL A• I, 1949-B 
CLEAVES H,E, 
THE FREfZ I NG PO I NT OF URANIU~ 
J, RESEARCH NAT, BUR, STANDARDS 43 (1949) P,513-7 (~SA 4-1420) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 26 
CATIONS U 
DANIEL N.E, - SEE NR 191 570 
DANIELSON G,C, 1952-A 
SIDLES P,H, 
RESEARCH ON UNALLOYED f!,,,jQRIU~ - THFR~AL 
!SC-200 (19521 P,5-8 (NSA 11-85061 
KEYWORDS 2 6 W 
CATIONS T 
DM·..JIELSON GtC1 1952-~ 
St~LF.S P,H, 
CONDUCT IV I TY 
PROPERTIES OF UNALLOYED THOR I UM - THERMAL CONDUCT IV I TY 
ISC-251 119521 P,3-6 INSA 11-85091 
KEYWORDS 2 6 W 
CATIONS T 
DANIE'LSON G.C. 1953-A 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF URANJU~ FRO~ DIFFUSIVITY 
ISC-389 (DEL,) (19531 P,28-33 (NSA 12-19811 
KEYWORDS 2 6 W 
CATIONS U 
DANIELSON G,C, 1953-B 
THER~AL DIFFUSIVITY AND THER"'1AL CONDUCTIVITY 
ISC-322 (1Q53) P,14 <NSA 7-4610) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 W 
CATIONS U 
16? DANIELSON G,Ct 1954-A 
16~ 
164 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (Kl OF URANIUM 
ISC-533 (lg54) P,11 11\lSA 9-1994) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 W 
CATIONS U 
DANIELSON G,C, 1956-A 
TI-IERMAL PROPERTIES OF ~ETALS 
ISC-761 fl956) P,7-12 tNSA ll-1S77) 
.KEYWORDS 2 6 20 W 
CATIONS T 
OANIELSON G,C, 1956-B 
THERMAL PROPER.TIES OF METALS AT HIG~ TE~PER.ATURES 
ISC-707 ( 1956) P,14-7 (NSA 10-3367) 
KEYWORDS 6 21 11>1 
CATIONS U 
165 DANIELSON G,C. 1956-C 
166 
167 
THERMAL PROPER.TIES OF METALS AT HIGH TEMPERATURES 
ISC-709 11956) P,20-2 (NSA 10-4930) 
KEYWORDS 6 W 
CATIONS U 
DANIELSON G,C, 1959-A 
SPECIFIC HEAT AND ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF THOR I UM 
!S-14 110591 P, 2 5-7 I NSA 14-5666 l 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 21 
CATIONS T 
DANIELSON G,C, 1959-B 
SIDLES P,H, WALLACE o.c. 
SPECIFIC HEAT OF THORIUM 
ISC-1144 119591 P, 20-3 I NSA 13-15350 I 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 
CATIONS T 
DAN I ELSON G,C. - SEE NR 513 598 600 609 611 
- SEE NR 631 
DAVEY P,O. 
- SEE NR 513 
DAVIDSON J.A,C. 
- SEE NR 521 522 
168 DEAN D,J, 1958-A 
KAY A,E. LOASBY R,G, 
NOTE ON THE SPECIFIC HEAT OF PLUTONIUM METAL 
J, INST, METALS 86 119581 P,464 INSA 12-138601 
KEYW0RDS 2 5 6 21 
CATIONS P 
629 
** Z5B ** 






THE SPECIFIC HEAT OF ALPHA-PLUTONIUM 
THE METAL PLUTONIUM 119611 P,183-9 !EDS,) 
MINER W,N, INSA 17-165641 INSA 17-165501 
KEY\oiORDS 2 5 6 21 
CAT!O~S P 
DEAN D,J, 
- SEE NR 660 
DEE"! H, l 952•A 
NELSON 1-f, 
THFPMAL CONDUCT Iv l TY OF POWnR METALLURGY 
PM!-745 119521 15P, INSA 10-31611 
KEYWORDS 2 6 12 W 
CATIONS U 
DEfM f-J,W, l953•A 
COFF!NBERRY A,S,, 
URAN I UM 
THEP•AL CONDUCT l V l TY OF ZIRCON l UM AND 2 lRCON !UM-TIN ALLOYS 
BMJ-A49 (19531 9P, INSA 10-3366) 
KEYWORDS 2 9 W 
CAT!CNS U ADDITIVES ZR FE ME 
DE'~,Y H,W, 1954-A 
W!N"-1 R,A, LUCKS C,F. 
THFR~AL CONrJUCTIVITY AND LINEAR EXPANSION OF THE EUTECTIC 
UPA"!IUM-(HROMIU~ ALL~Y 
flV.I-900 (1954) 16P, (NSA 10-2716) 
l(fYWORDS ? 6 2 7 W 
CATIO"JS U 
r:'Ef1,,1 1-1,W, 1955-A 
LUSK f,C, 
ADDITIVES CR 
LUCKS C,F, PO~ERESl(IN v, CALKINS G,D, 
EFFfCT OF RADJATIO~! 
\r.'l'J Z IOCC"NIU~ 
P"'I-9R6 (19??! 200, 
'<EnVORDS 4 ~ 1 7 W 
ON THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIUM-I,€ 
INSA 11-126221 
CAT IONS U ADDITIVES ZR 
l9~s-e 
THI: Fl"ECTRICAL PESIST!V!TY OF THORIU"1 THROUGH THE ALLOTROPIC 
T:;,,4'-1.S: T IOI\ 
PVJ-105? (19~5) l:JP, (NSA 10-1369) 
l(EY\•,IOC(J.S 3 6 20 
cti.r rm..Js r 
1957-A 
LUCKS C,F, 
THf~VAL CO\Joun IVITY o~ URANIUM 
q"'!-1182 (1957) 0 ,7-P !NSA 14-21879) 





Ti-,EPMAL CO",JDUC"TIV ITY OF URANIUM AND U02 
0
r.'!-Pl5 (1959) o,7-9 (NSA 13-16197) (NSA 13-16970) 
'<!:Y'""Qqr:,5 ? ;, 11 i,.., 
C4T!C'JS U 
- S~E NR 205 426 494 
'.:EL GPO.SSC A, 1957-.A 
LfE5FR D,0, 
THF APDA I~R/1.JIAI ION TE"ST PROGRA"" ON SELECTED URANIU"1 FUEL 
f,LLCY~, JU"JE 1954 - JU"JF 1957 
f'D[;A-1?? (1957) P,42-3/52 ("JSA 13-4214) 
l(fV'. .. CR'.)S 6 !,,' 
c,nror,;s u ADDITIVES MO 
'.:'EL (;D:)SSO A• l 95 7-P. 
(0\1 PILA1 IOI\ OF URM;ru~-10 ''1'.1/0 ~OLYRDENUM FUF.LS ALLOY 
PRC~fDTIES 
t\fCu-c:i579 (l9S7) Pt!-7 (NSA 12-91721 
KEY 1.,,,,oq'.)5 4 6 3C W 
CA'IDNS U AD~!T!VES MO 
DE....,AST"y J A, 196C-A 
t"P5TF!N S,G, RAUER A,A, DICKERSON R,F, 
DFVFLOP'v1ENT OF NI013IU~-URANJU"i ALLOYS 
8YJ-l44? (~EV,l (1960) P,A-1/5 (NSA 14-19311) 
l(EV~1o~r,s 2 6 16 20 
CAT rGNS U ADD IT IVES NB 
D:MASTRY .J,A, 1961-A 
,YOAK D,o, F.PSTEIN S,G, BAUER A,A, 
[)!(KERSON R,F, 
~FVELOPM':NT OF NIOP.IUM - URANIUM ALLOYS FOR ELEVATED-
TE'vlPER:ATURE FUEL APPLICATIONS, PHYSICAL PROPERTY 
DETEl:i:~INATI0~1s 
P~I-1536 (1961) P,52-7 fNSA 15-26535) 
Kr"Y\o/OR)S 2 6 ?O W 
CA Tl o~s u ADD IT l VES NB 
DE'.!ASTRV .J,A, 1962-A 
I\JI08IUM - 10 ''11/0 URANIUM ALLCY, NIOBIUM - 20 W/0 URANIUM ALLOY 
BMI-1598 (1962) P,A-lq IED,l ENDEBROCK R,W, (NSA 17-5575) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 26 27 30 W 
CATIONS ADDITIVES NB 
DEMDfSY C ,W, 
Gor.i:ooN .J,E, 
HYPE'RFI"JE SPf:CIFIC 
PHYS, ~FV, LETTERS 
KEYWORDS 2 5 21 
CATIONS U 




HEAT OF URANIUM METAL 
II 119631 P,547-9 INSA 18-94231 
195 8-A 
SOME INVESTIGATIONS ON PLUTONIUM METAL 
J, INST, METALS 86 11958) P.379-84 INSA 12-91001 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 
CATIONS 
-147-
** 259 ** 
184 DENTON W,H, 1947-A 
LOW-TEMPERATURE ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF URANIUM AND 
BERYLLIUM 
AERE-GR-101 (19471 24P, (NSA 19-205431 
KEYWORDS 2 5 20 
CATIONS U 
185 DEVERALL J,E, 1958-A 
THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF A MOLTEN PU-FE EUTECTIC l9t5 A/0 FEI 
LA-2269 119581 59P, (NSA 13-100291 
KEYWORDS 2 6 26 W 
CATIONS U P ADDITIVES FE 
DEWITT D,P, 
- SEE NR 674 
186 Dl NOV! R,A, 1965-A 
MEASUREMENT OF THERMAL CONDUCT!VI TY OF IRRADIATED METALLIC 
FUEL AS A FUNCTION OF BURNUP AND TEMPERATURE 
ANL-7155 119651 P,166 INSA 21-111901 INSA 21-111991 
KEYWORDS 4 9 15 16 W 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES FS 
187 DI NOVI R,A, 1967-A 
MEASUREMENT OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF IRRADIATED FUEL AS A 
FUNCTION OF AURNUP AND TEMPERATURE 
ANL-7299 11967) P,!88-90 INSA 22-43519) INSA 22-429941 
KEYWORDS 4 9 16 W 
CAT!O~S U ADDITIVES FS 
18A DI NOVI R,A, 1967-8 
POST!RRAD!AT!ON THERMAL PROPERTIES OF A URAN!UM-F!SS!UM ALLOY 
AS A FUNCTION OF BURNUP 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL, sec. 10 (1967) P,476-7 (NSA 22-4826) 
KEYWORDS 3 4 6 16 W 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES FS 
1 aq DI NOVI R,A, 1968-A 
MEASURFMENT OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF IRRADIATED FUEL AS A 
FUNCT !ON OF BURNUP AND TE~PERATURE 
ANL-7417 119681 P,45-6 INSA 24-252291 INSA 24-256311 
KEYWORDS 4 9 W 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES FS 
190 DI NOVI R,A, 1972-A 
EFFECT OF BURNUP, SWELLING, AND l RRADIAT!ON TEMPERATURE ON 
THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY AND CONDUCTIVITY OF URAN!UM-F!SS!UM ALLOY 
ANL-7P89 119721 !BP, INSA 26-366151 
KEYWORDS 3 4 16 W 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES FS 
l<,il DICKERSON R,F, l956•A 
DANIEL N,E, 
PROPERT !ES OF F!SS!UM ALLOYS 
BM!-1094 11956) P,40-2 INSA 11-124731 
KEYWORDS 2 6 W 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES FS 






DILUTE URANIUM ALLOYS - N!OB!UM-URAN!UM 
REACTOR CORE MATERIALS 4 NO,! 119611 P,8 
KEYWORDS 2 6 15 W 
CATIONS U ADD IT IVES NB ME 
DICKERSON ~.F, 
- SEE NR 
D!R!AN J, 1958-A 
CHOQUET J, 
A!BL!OGRAPHY ON PLUTONIUM 
PROPERTIES l!N FRENCH) 
CEA-796 !ST, PART 119581 
KEYWORDS 20 21 27 30 
CATIONS P 
DO~JNGO F' ,A, 
- SEE NR 
DOOLEY G,J, 
- SEE NR 
DOUGL.AS D,A, JR, 
- SEE NR 
DRIGGS F,H, 1930-A 
LILLIENDAHL W,C, 
179 180 48? 566 570 636 
AND ITS COMPOUNDS, l l - PHYSICAL 




PREPARATION OF METAL POWDERS BY ELECTROLYSIS OF FUSED SALTS, 
- DUCTILE URANIUM 
INDUSTRIAL AND ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY 22 119301 P,516-9 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 20 26 
CATIONS U 
DROHER J,J, 1954-A 
DOMINGO F,A, 
THERMAL CONDUCT l V !TY OF URAN l UM 
NAA-SR-878 119541 P,64-6 INSA 11-86861 
KEYWORDS 2 6 W 
CATIONS U 
DROHER J,J, 1954-B 
JOHNSON KIL. 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIUM 
NAA-SR-956 ( 1954) P,71-4 INSA 11-8687) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 W 
CATIONS U 
DROHER J,J, 1954-C 
JOHNSON KIL I 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF URAN l UM 
NAA-SR-1027 119541 P,20/23-4 INSA 11-8688 l 
KEYWORDS 2 6 W 
CATIONS U 
-148-
•• 260 ** 
DUBROVtN K,P, - SEE NR 357 358 364 
198 DUNWORTH R,J, 1956-A 
KELMAN L,R, 
EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS OF SOME PLUTONIUM ALLOYS 
ANL-5563 119561 P,38 INSA 11-116891 
KEYWORDS 2 6 27 
CATIONS P ADDITIVES AL FS 




GILBERT EtR, SAVAGE H, KELMAN L,R, 
PROPERTIES OF URAN I UM-PLUTONIUM-FI 221 UM 
ANL-6677 119631 P,9-11 INSA 17-413331 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 27 W 




SAVAGE H, GILBERT E,R, 
RHUDE H, V, 
PROPERTIES OF URANIUM-PLUTONIU~-FJZZIUM ALLOYS 
TRAMS, AMER, NUCL, sac. 7 (1964) P,405-6 (NSA l9-283f!l 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 26 27 W 
CATIONS M ADDITIVES FS 
D1.JNWORTH R,J, 1965-A 
THE,::i~AL cor-.iDUCT IV I TY 
ANL-7000 119651 P,4-5 INSA 19-•45861 INSA 19-445871 
KEYVIORDS 2 6 16 W 
CATIONS M ADDITIVES FS 
D1JN 1N0R TH R, J, l 96 5-8 
THFRMAL CONOUCTIVITY OF u-PU-ZR AND u-PU-TJ ALLOYS 
ANL-7155 119651 P,19-20 INSA 21-111901 INSA 21-111891 
KEYWORDS 2 6 15 16 W 
CATIONS M ADDITIVES ZR TI 
DUNWORTH R,J• - SEE NR 3'6 337 338 339 342 
PffRT H1 194 7-A 
714 
SC1-<ULZF A1 
ON THE ELECTRICAL AND THFRMAL PROPERTIES OF URANIUM ( IN 
GERMAN) 
~ETALLFORSCHUNG 2 {1947) P146-9 
KFY\IIORi)S 2 6 ?0 27 W 
CATIONS 
?.04 f.f)WAl:l:t'lS A1L1 1969-A 
A CO~PILATIO~ OF' THER~AL PROPERTY DATA FOR COMPUTER HEAT-
COSOuCT ION CALCULATIONS 
?(Jlj 
\JCc;,L-1:J'.1/iP;G ( 1969) 78P. (NSA 23-26444) 
KfYWORDS 2 6 29 30 I~ 
CAT!OMS U P T 
FGOPOV P1 P• - SEE NR 359 
f ! (!-'ff\Jt:l.FRG j .o. 
-
SEE NR 88 
F ICKFl':Pf~RY H1~1 - SEE NR 564 
fU)'<!l;GF F' - SEE NR 239 
F.LnR I ~Gf F 1A1 1957-A 
Df:~',I l-1.w. GE RDS A1 FI 
PHYS I CAL P'<OPERT t ES 
PMJ-1?23 ( l 91':i7) Pel4-l9 I NSA 12-2 20 I 
KEY\o.lORl')S 2 6 16 27 w 
CATIONS u ADDITIVES AL 
ELDR!DGF F,A• - SEE NR 494 
ELGIN 1')1.J1C, - SFE NR 624 
1956-A 
C~YSTAL STRUCTURE OF DELTA-PRI!v1E PLUTONIUM AND THE THERMAL 
fXPANSION CHA~ACTERISTICS OF r)fLTAt DELTA-PRIME, AND EPSILON 
PLlJTON t UM 
J, ~ETALS f3 SECT, II (1956) P.1256-9 (NSA 11-1014) 
KFYWORi)S 2 6 ? 7 
CAT !O~S P 
ELLINGER F.1-1, - SEE NR 140 350 720 721 722 
ELLIOTT R1 - SEE NR 293 
207 fLLIOTT R,O. 1952-A 
TATf R,E, 
A !")ETERMtNATIO:>I OF THE COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION OF 
ALPHA PLUTONIU~ 
LA-13cir, (1Q52l 19P, (NSA 11-1?413) (NSA 11-15231 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 27 
CAT JONS 
?OP ELLIOTT R101 1952-B 
?09 
~INER w.N. 
AN AUTOGRAPHIC STRAIN-GAGE DILATO~ETER FOR PLUTONIUM AND ITS 
ALLOYS 
LA-?175 119521 24P, INSA 12-59591 
KEYWORDS 2 6 27 
CATIONS 
ELLIOTT R,O. 1961-A 
GSCHNEIDNER K•A• KEMPTER C.P. 
THfRMAL EXPANSION OF SO~E DEL TA PLUTONIUM SOLID SOLUTION 
ALLOYS 
PROC, 2ND JNT1 CO~F. ON PLUTONIUM (GRENOBLE)• PLUTONIUM 1960 
(1961) P.142-55 (EDS.) GRISON E•t LORD W,9.H., FOWLER R,0,t 
I NSA 16-44641 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 27 
CAT I ONS 
** 261 ** 
210 ELLIOTT R,O, 1961-B 
LARSON A,C, 
DELTA-PRIME PLUTONIUM 
THE METAL PLUTONIUM 119611 P,265-80 ILADC-37671 !EDS, I 
COFFINBERRY A,S., MINER W,Not iNSA 17-35351 INSA 17-165501 
KEYWORDS 2 6 27 
CATIONS P 




OLSEN C,E, LOUIE J, 
ELECTRICAL BEHAVIOR BELOW 300K ON PLUTONIUM-RICH, DELTA-PHASE 
SOLID SOLUTION ALLOYS CONTAINING CERIUM, ALUMINIUM AND ZINC 
J, PHYS, CHEM, SOLIDS 23 119621 P,1029-44 INSA 16-294241 
KEYWORDS 2 5 20 
CATIONS P ADDITIVES AL ME CE 
ELLIOTT R,O, 
OLSEN C,E, 




AND ANNEALING OF PLUTONIUM AND PLUTONIUM-
ACTA MET, 11 119631 P,1129-38 ILADC-56821 INSA 17-396BOI 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 17 20 
CATIONS P 
E"LL!OTT R,O, 1964-A 
OLSEN C,E, BRONtSZ S,E, 
EFFECT OF PREFERRED ORIENTATION ON THE ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY 
OF ALPHA PLUTONIUM AT LOW TEMPERATURES 
PHYS, REV, LETTERS 12 11964) P,276-8 (NSA 18-14516) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 20 
CATIONS P 
ELLIOTT R,O. 1964-8 
OLSEN C.E, 
~~~~~~go~Ng\~~~~7 ~::~D \ ~ T 1 ~~p5mcy; 1 N ALPHA PLUTON I us 
J• APPL, PHYS. 35 (19641 P.1925-31 tNSA 18-?25'.38) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 17 20 
CATIONS P 
215 E"LLIOTT R,O, 1966-A 
OLSEN C.E. 
SELF-JRRADIAT ION OF PLUTONIUM AND ITS ALLOYS 
STUDIES IN RADIATION EFFE"CTS, SFRJES A - PHYSICAL AND 
CHE~tCAL. VOL.l (1966) P,1-71 (fD1l DIENES G,J1 
KEYWORDS 2 6 17 20 21 
CATIONS P 




RESISTANCE MINIMA JN ZIRCONIUM-PLUTONIUM ALLOYS 
J, LESS-COMMON ~ETALS 22 (1970) P,123-6 (NSA .?4-4535R) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 20 
CATIONS ADDITIVES ZR 
ELLIOTT R.O. - SEE NR 140 275 276 294 ?9~ 466 l.+9R 
- SEE NR 499 500 501 
Et.1ELVANOV V1S1 1969-A 
EVSTYUKHIN A. l • 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF URANIUM, URANIUM-FISSION FRAG~ENT 
ALLOYS, URANIU'-1 BERYLLIDESt THORIUM 
THE METALLURGY OF NUCLEAR FUEL1 INT• SERIFS OF MONOGRAPHS IN 
NUCLEAR ENERGY VOL. 104 (1969) P118-33/115/l63-4/344-6 (NSA 
23-339221 
KEYWORDS 2 6 2 7 
CATIONS U T ADDITIVE"S FS RE 
ENGEL T,K, 1962-A 
JORDAN K.C. SCOTT D,M. OTTO G.V/1 
A HIGH TEMPERATURE CA LOR I MET ER FOR THERMAL PROPER TY 
MEASUREMENTS OF PLUTONIUM METAL 
TID-7641 119621 P,266-82 iNSA 17-267861 INSA 17-?67701 
KEYWORDS 2 6 9 21 
CATIONS P 
219 ENGEL Tf(, 1966-A 
CALORJr-;ETRIC STUDIES OF DELTA, DELTA PRI~E, AND EPSILON 
PLUTONIUM 
TRANS, AMER, NUCL• SOC1 9 (1966) P.3-4 l"lSA 20-339?5) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 
CATIONS P 
220 ENGEL T.K.1 1967-A 
CALORIMETRIC STUDIES OF DELTA, DELTA PRIME AND EPSILON 
PLUTONIUM 
J, NUCL, MATER. 23 ( l967l P,25-9 P<1Lr,..1-1'.386 JI !NSA 21-12885) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 
CAT IONS P 
ENGEL T ,K• - SEE NR 709 
ENGELHARDT J,J. - SEE NR 442 
2 21 ENGLANDER M, 1967-A 
2 22 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF URANIUM IJN FRENCH) 
NOUVEAU TRAITE DE CHIM!!' MINERALE, TOME XV, 4, FASCJCULE 
URANIUM !COMPLEMENTS) 119671 P,124-67 IED,1 PASCAL P,o IPUB 
MASSON ET CJ E 
KEYWORDS 2 6 2 7 30 
CATIONS U 
EPREMIAN E. 1955-A 
URANIUM ALLOY NEWSLETTER N0,13 
WASH-295 119551 P,15-40 INSA 12-65531 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 27 
CATIONS U 
EPSTEIN S,G. - SEE NR 179 180 




** 262 •• 
EREZ G, l 966•A 
EVEN U, 
THE WIEDEMANN-FRANZ RATIO OF METALLIC URANIUM AT ELEVATED 
TEMPERATURES 
J, APPL, PHYS, 37 (1966) P,4633•4 (NSA 21•91721 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 W 
CATIONS U 
ERFLJNG H,D, 1942-A 
STUDIES ON THE THERMAL FXPANSION OF SOLIDS AT LOW• 
TE~PERATURES, III, (CA,NB,TH,V,SI,Tt,ZR) 
ANN, PHYSlK 41 (19421 P,467-75 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 27 
CATIONS T 
ERIKSFN V1u, 1954-A 
HAELG W, 
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION AND HEAT STRESSES DUE TO THERMAL 
NEUTRONS IN A CYLINDRICAL URANIUM ROD 
TT•533 119541 15P, IEIR•INT,-21 INSA 9•52011 
KEYWORDS I 3 6 29 W 
CATIONS U 
E"<-IKSFN V,O, 1955-A 
H.AELG W, 
THE THfR~AL CO~DUCT IV I TY 
J, NUCL, E"lE~GY l (1955) 
KEYWORDS ? 6 20 W 
CATIONS U 
fSCHFN V,G, • SFE NR 
AND ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF URANIUM 
P,232•3 INSA 9•40341 
355 
?;'.!i' FVAN<; J,P, 1959-A 
~A~DON P,G. 
S0Mf PHYSICAL PROPERTifS OF NEPTUNIU"-1 r,,1ETAL - I, A 
DfTF~MINATION OF THF SPFC!FIC HfAT OF ALPHA-NEPTUNIUM 
J, PI-IYS, CHE~, SOLIDS 10 (1959) P.311-3 (NSA l4-2R29) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 
CATIONS 
??R FVANS J,P, 1961-A 
MAC~DON P,G, 
Tf-/Fq~AL CO"lDUCT IV l TY 
Tf-lE r-'fTAL 0 LUTONIU~ (1961) P,145-7 (EDS,) COFFJNBERRY A,S.t 
"'1!"-JEq W,N., (r,,iSA 16-574fl) (NSA 17-16550) 
l(fYi,,.'OqDS 2 6 W 
CAT!O~lS 
- SfE NR 386 
FVFN U, • SEE NR 223 
FVSTYUKI-IP>J A,I, 
- SEE NR 217 
FA"iRE R, 
- SEE NR 
FAC(ELMANN J,"1, 1969-A 
tlRA~Itlr-A A"-lrJ URANIUM ALLOYS 




6 21 30 
FACKELYA°'IN J,M, 1969-B 
GMA~A-PYASE URANfU'vl ALLOYS 
ADDITIVES ZR 
REACTOR MATE~, 12 (1969) P,74 (NSA 2'3-45989) (NSA 23-45988) 
l(EY\o/ORDS 2 6 ? 1 30 
CA TI ONS U ADDITIVES ~O 
FACl(FLMANN J,M. 1970-A 
THOPIU'.1 ~ETAL AND ALLOYS 
RFACTOR MATER, 13 (1970) P,71-? (NSA 24-44770) 
KEY\o!OR~S 6 16 20 ;c W 
CAT ICNS V 
FAHEY J,A, 1971-A 
PREPARATION AND SOME PROPERTIES OF AERKELIUM METAL AND 
CAU~ORN!U~ ~!OXIDE 
THESIS IUNIV, OF TE,NESSEEI 119711 130P, INSA 26•1>6261 
KE"ORDS 2 6 26 
CAT ICNS 
FAHEY J,A, 1972-A 
PfTEG:SON J,R, BAYRARZ R,D, 
SOME P~OPERT!ES OF BERKFLIU"1 MFTAL AND THE APPARENT TREND 
TOWASD DIVALcNT CHARACTER IN THE TRANSCURIUM ACTINIDE METALS 
!NORG, NUCL, CHEM, LETT, 8 (1972) P,101-7 (NSA 26-15786) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 26 
CATIONS X 
FARKAS M,S, 1958-A 
UNALLOYED URANIUM 
REACTQq CORE "AATERIALS 1 NO,l 119581 P,1-3 
KEYWORDS 2 6 30 W 
CATIONS U 
FAG:KAS M,S, 1959-A 
UNALLOYED URANtU'-1 
REACTOR CORE ~ATERIALS 2 N0,2 119591 P,1•3 
KEYl'!ORDS 2 6 2 7 30 
CATIONS U 
FARKAS M,S, 1962-A 
ALPHA-PHASE URA"'JIU~' ALLOYS 
REACTOR MATER, 5 NO,l 11962) P.2-3 (NSA 16-13637) 
KE'YWORDS 2 6 15 30 W 






** 263 ** 
FARKAS M,5, l 966•A 
PREPARATION AND EVALUATION OF NON•OX!DE THORIUM-BASE FUELS 
AED•CONF-66•104•9 11966) P,3•4 ICONF-660524•81 !NSA 20•470101 
KEYWORDS 2 6 13 27 W 
CATIONS V ADDITIVES BE 





PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF FUELS AND CLADDING 
POTENTIAL FOR USE IN BROOKHAVEN'S PULSED FAST 
I 119671 P,3•44 (NSA 22•47281 
KEYWORDS 2 6 14 17 21 27 W 
CATIONS U V Q ADDITIVES ZR MO ME 
FARKAS M,S, 1968-A 
ELDRIDGE E, 
HEAT CONTENTS AND SPE'CIF!C HEATS OF SOME URANIUM•BEARING FUELS 
J, NUCL, MATER, 27 (1968) P,94-6 (NSA 22-41043) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES NA MO AE 
FARKAS M,S, 
- SEE NR 64 
FERRO R, 1966-A 
INTERMETALLIC PHASES 
AT, ENERGY REV, 4 SPEC, ISSUE NO,l PLUTONIUM - PHYSICO-
CHEM!CAL PROPERTIES OF ITS CO,MPOUNDS AND ALLOYS 119661 P,99-
112 INSA 20•332651 
KEYWORDS 2 27 
CATIONS P ADDITIVE'S AL ME CE 
Ft LLNOW R, H, • SEE NR 88 
FINCH R,A, 
- SEE NR 26 485 486 
FINK F,W, 1951-A 
THOMPSON H,8, 
THE THERMAL AND ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITIES OF ZIRCONIUM AND ITS 
ALLOYS 
RMI-65 119511 19P, INSA 10•24371 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 20 W 
CATIONS U ADOITIVES ZR 
rlNNEf."10RE D,K, • SEE NR 122 517 
24? FISHER E,S, 1961-A 
243 
MCSKlMJN H,J, 
LOW-TEMPERATURE PHASE TRANSITION IN ALPHA U~ANIU~ 
PHYS, REV, 124 (1961) P,67-70 (NSA l?-3257fll 
KEYWORDS 5 20 21 
CAT IONS U 
FISHER R,W, • SEE NR 526 527 
FLORA R,H, • SEE NR 34 
FLOTOW H, E, 1960-A 
LOHR H, R, 
THE HEAT CAPACITY AND THERMODYNAMIC FUNCTIONS OF URANIUM F'JCS 
5 TO 350K 
J, PHYS, CHEM, 64 11960) P,904-6 lNSA 14-18932) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 21 
CATIONS U 
244 FLOTOW H,E, 1966-A 
OSBORNE f>,W, 
HEAT CAPACITY OF ALPHA URANIUM FROM 1,7 TO 25K 
PHYS, REV. 151 ( 1966) P,564-70 (NSA 21-1902) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 21 
CATIONS U 
FLYNN J,F, • SEE NR 628 
24'5 FOOTE F,G, 1955-A 
PHYSICAL SETALLURGY OF URANIUM 
NUCLEAR METALLURGY VOL,1 - tMD SPECIAL REPORT N0.1 (1955) 
P,65-126 (EDS,) WEINBERG A.M. ET AL, 
KEYWORDS 2 6 26 27 30 W 
CATIONS U 
246 FOOTE F.G, 1956-A 
PHYSICAL METALLU%Y OF URANIUM AND ITS ALLDYS 
PROC, 1ST tNT, CONF, ON PEACEFUL USES OF ATO~IC ENERGY 9 
11956) P,33•68 (P/5551 (A/CONF,8/91 
KEYWORDS 2 6 2 7 
CATIONS U 
247 FORD C,C, 1970-A 
KOENIG J,F, 
USER'S MANUAL FOR BEMOD•I, EBR•II PROJECT 
ANL•EBR-34 ( 19701 119P, INSA 26•62711 
KEYWORDS l 3 29 W 
248 FOURNIER J,M, 1972-A 
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES AND ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF PLUTONIUM ( IN 
FRENCH I 
J, PHYS, (PARISI 33 (1972) P,699•706 INSA 27•138911 
KEYWORDS 2 5 20 21 27 
CAT IONS P 
• SEE NR 65 66 
FOX G,W, • SEE NR 629 630 631 
** 26'+ ** 
2 49 FRANCIS E,L, 1958-A 
URANJU"-1 DATA ~ANUAL 
!GR•R/R•287 119581 49P, INSA 13-38171 
KEYWORDS 2 6 17 20 27 30 W 
CATIONS U 
250 FRANCIS E,L, 1958-B 
THORJU"-1 DATA ~ANUAL 
JGR•R/R-,03 119581 P,A2•A6 INSA 13•111711 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 21 26 27 30 W 
CATIONS T 
?~l F"<ANCIS t,L, 1959-A 
PLUTONIUM DATA MANUAL 
l,G, REPORT 161 (RD/R) (1959) 44P, (NSA 14-4550) 
KEV\o.'OR!)S 2 5 6 20 21 27 30 W 
CATIO"JS P 
- SEE "JR 521 522 
FRIEDEL .J, 1956-A 
ON TYE STCWCTURE OF ~ETALLIC URANIU~ ( JN FRENCH) 
PHYS, AND O·H=:~, OF SOLIDS 1 (1956) P,175-87 (NSA 11-28831 
W::EYWORDS 2 6 20 
CAT?Ol'l:S U 
FRIE,.,,EL J, 1956-R 
ON TYE' STRUCTURE OF ~ETALLIC URAN!LJ'-1 
AEC-TR-43/:16 (1956) 27P, INSA 15-7785) 
l(EYWORDS 2 6 :?O 
CATIONS U 
FR!E(")fL J, 1967-A 
r'.lI.SC'USSIO"-J ON PYYSICAL PROPERTIES - l 
DROC, '3RD INT, CONF, ON PLUTO'HUM (LO~DON), PLUTONIUM 1965 
(1067) D,205-13 lEr')S,) KAY A,E,t WALDRON "1,'1,t (NSA 21-32820) 
KFY\.'iOR:)S ? 5 6 ?O '30 
CATIONS X 
- SFE NR 548 549 
?"><; FRIEO~'-'ANN H,C, 1959-A 
1-</l\;S,~r.:R >i1H, 
8IALJOGRAPl-1Y 0~ URA"'lIUM ALLOYS WITH BINARY PHASE DIAGRAMS AND 
SELfCTf:'.J DATA o~i PROPERTIES 
ND-7G1"? (1059) 70P, (NSA 13-21?00) 
l(~Yl'!OR~S ?. 6 3C 11,' 
CATtOMS U ADDITIVES FS 
F"< I SH .S, F, 
- SEE NR 515 516 
- SEE /1-J'-! 488 
196 5•A 
q•t,,w !'), 
T'"'F TH~~'-'AL CO"l')lJCTIVJTY OF IRRADIATED U~ANIU~ 
J• "!IJCL1 ....,AT~R, 16 {lQ65) D,333-40 tNSA 19-47101) 
'(~Y\l..l0R1)S f, W 
CATIONS U 
GARSTO"'IE J, 687 




PHYSICAL DROPERT l ES OF URAl\lIUt.1t PLUTONIU'v1t THORIUM ! IN GERMAN) 
r:>~A<TOR•,JERKSTOF~E, PA~T I, - "'ETALLISCHE WERKSTOFFE (19641 
D,4('-"'3!73-Cl/94-5 ("JSA 19-13907) 
l(FY\•.IOR'.)S 2 6 30 ,,., 
CATIONS 
GERDS A,!=', 
- SEE NR 205 494 
G!RNEY R, 
- SEE NO 574 
G!'3-NFY R,R, 1950-A 
SAl\;CENAW T ,A, 
PREL!~INARY 0 EPORT ON THER~AL AND ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITIES OF 
SN'E DL'JTONIUV-ALU"'I~liJV ALLOYS 
LAMS-1C1Q0 11950) 9P, 
KEYt,.,1Qt;?1)S ? 6 16 20 W 
CAT!O~S ADDITIVES AL 
GIPNEY R,R, 1954-A 
SANDFNAW' T ,A, 
FLfCT~!CAL RFSISTIVlTY 0~ DL.UTONIU"1 ~FTAL AND OF GALLIUM-
PL\ITONILJM ALLOYS OVEI:;! T~E TE~DEt;?ATURE RANGE OF 26K TO 
APPROXIMATELY 773K 
LA-l0.Q3 (1954) 26P, JlljSA 21-34885) 
~EYl•W~0S 2 5 6 20 
CATIONS ADDITIVES GA 
Gii::tN~Y R,R, 
- SEE NR 145 576 570 582 587 5~8 
GILBERT f:,t;?, 
- SEE NR 199 200 337 
G I L"°ORE q_,R, 
- SEE NR 27 
GINNJ"lGS D,C, 1946-A 
CORRUCCI NI R,J, 
SPfCIFIC ~EAT, ENTHALPHY, AND ENTROPY OF URANIUM FROS O TO 
QOOC 
A-'394 7 l 1946) 6P, ( NSA 10-25661 




** 265 ** 
GINNINGS D,C, 1947•A 
CORRUCCINI R,J, 
HEAT CAPACITIES AT HIGH TEMPERATURES OF URANIUM, 
TR!CHLOR!DE, AND URANIUM TETRACHLORIDE 
J, RES, NAT, BUR, STANO,, 39 (1947) P,309-16 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 
CAT IONS U 
GINSAURG M, - SEE NR 483 
G!SPERT BENACH M, - SEE NR 124 
URANIUM 




URANIUM - SETALLURGY OF THE RARER METALS•8 IPUB,I 
BUTTERWORTHS, LONDON 119631 P,261•73 I NSA 18•27876 I 
KEYWORDS 2 6 26 27 30 
CAT IONS U 
GLASSNER A, • SEE NR 
- SEE NR 







14 1, 18 19 
SPECIFIC HEATS OF GRAPHITE, MAGNESIUM IMAGNOX Al21 A,ND URANIU~ 
IGR-TM/C-0176 (19581 21P, (1GC/RK 1NP/P-l9l (NSA 1q-13997J 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 
CATIONS U 
GOLDPERG A, 1970-A 
ROSE R,L, ~ATLOCK D,K, 
THE DELTA AND EPSILON THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS AND THE 
DELTA-TO-EPSILON CONTRACTION FOR SOME PLUTONIW•R!CH ALLOYS 
UCRL-72?23 119701 18P, INSA 24•470991 
KEn.10RDS 2 6 2 7 
CATIONS ADJITIVES GA AL CE 
GOLDMAN A,J, 
- SEE NR 289 
GOLDMAN K,M, 
- SEE NR 63 
265 GOLDS~!TH A, 1961-A 
WATERt-AAN T,E, HIRSCI-IHORN H,J, 
HANDBOOK OF THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SOLID MATERIALS, 
VOL,I - ELEMENTS (REV, ED,l 
THE ~ACMILLAN CO, N,Y, (1961) P,50l-8/631-49/68Q-711 (WADC-TR-
58•4761 INSA 15-6392> 
KEYWORDS 2 6 30 
CATIONS U P T 
GOLOVANOV Y,N, 
- SEE NR 676 677 
GOLYANOV V,M, 
- SEE NR 357 358 
GOMOZOV LI I, 
- SEE NR 429 
266 GOOD~AN R,B, 1960-A 
HILLAIRET J, VEYSSIE J,J, WEIL L, 
SPECIFIC HEAT OF URAN I UM-MOL Y8DENUM IN GA~r,..iA PHASE AEHIEEN 1 
AND 4K I IN FRENCH I 
COMPT, REND, ACAD1 SCI, (PARIS) 250 (1960) P,542-4 (NSi 14-
7778) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 20 21 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES MO 
267 GOODMAN ,...,,R, 1949-A 
THER~AL COEFFICIENT OF EXPANSION OF URANIUM BY .MEANS OF BONDED 
WIRE RESISTANCE STRAIN GAGES 
ORNL-518 119401 54P, INSA 14•220311 
KEYWORDS 2 6 9 27 
CATIONS U 
GORDON J, 
- SEE NR 320 
GORDON J,E, 
- SEE NR 182 





MOORE J,P• ~CELROY D,L, 
PHYSICAL PROPERT !ES OF THOR!UM•URAN!UM ALLOYS 
ORNL-4470 (19691 P,146-7 (NSA 24-28681 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 W 
CATIONS V 
- ,EE NR 562 563 
GRIFFEL M, 1953-A 
SKOCHOOPOLE R,E. 
THE HEAT CAPACITY AND ENTROPY OF THORIUM FRO• 18 TO 300K 
J, AMER, CHEM, SOC, 75 (1953) P,5250-1 !NSA 8-4781 
KEYWORDS 2 5 21 
CATIONS T 
GRIFFIN C,S, l968•A 
SELF-DAMAGE OF ACTINIDE METALS 
THESIS IUNIV, OF OXFORD) 119681 252P, 
KEYWORDS 2 5 17 20 
CATIONS U P X 
GRIFFIN C,S, 1968-B 
MENDELSSOHN I(, MORTI-.,ER M,J, 
SELF• !RRAO !AT ION DAMAGE IN THE ACTINIDE METALS 
CRYOGENICS 8 119681 P,110•11 INSA 22•295851 
KEYWORDS 2 5 l 7 20 
CATIONS P 
GRIFFIN C,S, 1970-A 
MENDELSSOHN K, LEE J,A, MORTIMER M1J, 
SELF•1RRADIATION DAMAGE INDUCED RESISTIVITY CHANGES IN 
ACTINIDE METALS AT LOW TEMPERATURES 
PROC, 4TH !NT, CONF, ON PLUTONIUM AND OTHER ACTINIDES !SANTA 
FE l, NUCLEAR METALLURGY VOL, 17 PART 11 11970 I P, 635•48 I CON 
7010011 INSA 25•119601 




** 266 ** 
GRIFFIN N,J, - SEE NR 116 
GR!SO'i E, 1959-A 
PLUTONIUM, A WCLEAR FUEL I IN FRENCH) 
METAUX !CORROSION-INDS,) 410 11959) P,367-B2 METAUX 
(CORROSION-INDS,) 34 119591 !BP, INSA 15-5541 
KEV.ORDS 2 16 27 
CATIONS U P T 
GR!SO;J E, 1961-A 
PLUTO~IUM AN~ ITS MFTALLU%Y, A STAGE IN ITS DEVELOPMENT 
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THE METALLURGY OF PLUTONIUM 
(GRf~08LE, APRIL 1960) flN FRENCH) 
r.'fY, SCI, REV, '.AET, 57 (1961) P,2-10 (NSA 15-32443) 
KEnrORl)S 2 6 16 20 27 30 
CATIO~S P 
- SEE NR 28 
- SEE NR 705 707 708 
-151-
- THE 




FURil-l~R co~stnERATIO"J OF THE ANOMALOUS THERMAL EXPANSION OF 
DFLTA PHASE DLUTONlU'-1 ALLOYS 
LAi:'iC-?466 11962 l 41P, ( NSA 17-23953 J 
l(fY\1-.'()Q'.'JS 2 6 27 
CAT!O~:s 
- SJ:E NR 209 
GS(Hl\jfIDNE~ K,A, JR, 1963-A 
ELLIOTT R,0, '"'APER J,T, 
I,~FLUENCE OF ALLOYING OM THE NEGATIVE THERMAL EXPANSION OF 
rJfl TA PLUTO~IUM 
ACTA VFT, 11 (1963) P,947-55 (NSA 17-29340) 




~,.ARC')U~OV ! ,P, 
1972-A 
~ALK.0 P, I 1 NEl',,ICHFNKO V, F, 
FLECT'<IC AND ..i~Ar CONDUCTIVITY OF RHENIUM, OS1v1lU'1t IRIDIUM, 
/I"./ SOVF oc- TH~to ALLOYS WI"'"H THORIUM AN') LANTHA!\/UM WITHIN 
i,,,ii'Jf'. ?A'!GE" o~ TE""P~qATU?[S ( II\! RUSSI Al\!! 
DQ~.QSH, "-'~T,, Al(AD, NA'JI(, SSP. 11 NO.l (1972) P,65-70 (r,.,,iSA 26-
?'J~C'l) 
K c-y,~irJ-:-'.)5 
C!,,. ! '.)':S 
G', l::\i I ~I /\,.A. 
LVQV 5,\1, 
i 2'J If 
197 2-R 
"1ALKO Pt!, 
;:,Tt,?Q)IJ~OV I ,o, 
A.DD IT IVES ME 
NEMCHENKO VI F, 
~Lc-c-01cti..L A,'ID THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES OF RHENIUr-,1, OSMIUM, AND 
I~IrI~; ..... A~i"' SO"-'E OF fi-.':I~ ALLOYS \>.'ITH THoqru~" ANI) LA~THANIU~ 
I"J A '<'.'lt:'E TEMPE~ATUqE '<ANGE 
SOI/, DO'A'~E~ ¥ET, M~TAL CERA\', 11 (1972) P,CSl-5 (NSA 26-4724Bl 
KEYl':'C'R~S 2 6 7 20 '~' 
CATIO~IS T ADDITIVES ~E 
- SE~ NR 225 226 
'? 7c r-<t,FN P, 
\'.:FIL LI 
~:::-ASL.;Rf'JF.Ni OF THf TYEl<!'v1AL COI\J!)UCTIVITY AND THE THEqlv10ELECTRIC 
FORCF RfTWl:E~ 4 AN!) 4QK O" URA~ilU'-1-MOLYBDENUM ALLOYS IN THE 
GA'M.'fl,-D'--lAS': ( I~ FREl\:(1-l) 
C(YPT 1 Rt\r:, ACA'J, SC!. (PARIS) 258 11964) (NSA H!-34143) 
KFY',•.'QRC)S 5 16 20 '.~· 
CAT!'.).\JS ADDITIVES MO 
r,;r.- Ar'i~.'\ G. T, 
Trif THF~•'"Al. CO~'JUCTJVITY, Tl-1E':l:~0Elf(TRIC POWEq, AND ELE(TqI(AL 
'<'.ES!STIV!"'Y 0~ T""O':l:!UV RF.TWEEN 5 AN:) 1001( 
cr.;:vcc-E~ncs s tl9f,5l P.104-e INSA l9-47D42l 
KFYit!O':l:JS 2 5 ? 0 W 
CAi!C~JS T 
LFF JeAe 
T'-1:"0MAL CJ":l)U(TlVlTY IN Ti-;E ACTJl\jIDE ELE~ENTS 
P~CC, 4TI'" !~T. co~c:-. ON PLUTO,'JIUM AND OTHER ACTINIDES (SANTA 
~Fl, NUCLFf,q VETALU:'<'.GY VOL. 17 PART I (1970) P,35-47 (CONF-
.,01'.'1(';,l-DT.ll ('JSA 25-113621 
'(fY1t10RC'.lS ~ 3C \\1 
CA"'~O'JS :> X 
?A? 1-1ALL ReO,A1 1970-B 
1
"0RTI~E~ ·~,J, 
SFL~-1 RRAD lAT I01\! !)A"°'AGE IN ALPHA-PLUTON JUM 
,\FRE-R-6'F1h (19701 13P, tNSA 25-27837) 
KEY\l,.'(Y:WS 2 5 1., 20 
CATIC~S 
?~-::l. I-IALL R,O,A• 1971-A 
LFE J,A. 
THE T;.;ERMAL CO~DUCTIVITY OF ALPHA URANIUM BETWEEN ~ AND 100K 
Je LOi,o,I TE~P, PHYS, 4 (1971) P1415-9 (NSA 25-37955) 
'<EYWORDS 2 5 2 C W 
CATIO,S 
?84 ~ALL R101A• 1971-B 
.\.-10RTIMER l'-'.J, 
SELF-IRRADIATION DAMAGE IN ALPHA PLUTONIUM 
J. LCW TEMP1 PI-IYS, 4 (1971) P,421-31 (NSA 25-38561) 
KEYl-,IORDS 2 5 1 7 20 
CA.TI ONS 
285 !-!ALL R,O.A. 1971-C 
PURSER C,J1 
THE LOW TEMPERATURE ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF SO.ME PLUTONIUM-
NEPTUNIUS ALLOYS IN THE BETA-PHASE 
CONFERENCE DIGEST N0,3 RARE EARTHS ANO ACTINIDES, DURHAM 1971 
(19711 P,61-4 (PUB.) THE I"'STITUTE OF PHYSICS, LONDON AND 
AR!STOL iCONF-7107121 
KEYWORDS 2 5 20 
CAT IONS P X 
2B6 
2 B7 
** 267 ** 
MALL R,O,At - SEE NR 3B5 3B6 3BB 390 439 
HALTEMAN E,K, - SEE NR 9B 99 100 101 10> 
HAMAGUCHI Y, 1962-A 
KUN!TOMI N, KOMURA S, SAKAMOTO M, 
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF UFE2 ANO UMN2 
J, PHYS, SOC, JAPAN 17 119~2) P,398 INSA 16-136161 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 20 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES ME 
HAMILTON G, - SEE NR 151 
HAMMOND 8, F • 1970-A 
RATCLIFFE H.R, 
A RI8LJOGRAPHY OF SELECTED METAL HYDRIDES 
•LM-1673 11970) 36P, INSA 24-140951 
KEYWORDS 2 30 
CATIONS U T ADDITIVES H 
288 HAMMOND J,P, 1966-A 
2 BO 
290 
PHYSICAL, MECHANICAL, ANO IRRADIATION PROPERTIES OF THORIUM 
ANO THORIUS ALLOYS 
ORNL-4218 119681 P,3-6 INSA 22-216951 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 22 26 27 30 W 
CATIONS T 
1-'ANKEL R. 1961-A 
GOLDMAN A,J, 
AN EVALUATION OF U233-THORIUM FUELS <QR FAST BREEDER REACTORS 
NDA-2164-2 11961 I P.75-6 INSA 15-270741 
KEYWORDS 2 6 1,,J 
CATIONS U 
HARVFY A.R. 1973-A 
RRODSKY M•9• NELLIS W.J. 
ELECTRICAL AND MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF SOME CURIC INTER•ETALLIC 
C0"'1P0U/t1.DS OF PLUTONIUM l'-11TH RU, RH, IRt PO, AND PT 
PHYS. REV, B, 7 (1973) P,4137-42 
KEYWORDS 2 5 2 0 
CATIONS 
291 HASPROUCK M,f. 1965-A 
292 
~uqNs M,P, 
PLUTONIUM METALLURGY NOTEBOOK, PART I - PLUTONIUM• PART I I -
BINAJ:~Y ALLOYS, PART ttt - TERNARY ALLOYS 
RNWL-37 119651 211P, lNSA 20-112131 
KEYwoqos 2 6 ? 1 30 ~r 
CATIONS P 
HAUSNER H•H• 195 5-A 
ROAOFF S,B, 
MATERIALS FOR NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS - CHAPTER 6 NUCLEAR FUFLS 
RHEINHOLD PUBLISHING CORP, (19551 P.AS-119 (NSA 9-60li7l 
KEYWORDS 20 21 2 7 W 
CATIONS U T 
HAUSNER H,H, - SEE NR 255 725 
HA\tj'ES L.L. - SEE NR 150 
HEAL T,J. - SEE NR 449 
291 HEl')GE J,C, 1963-A 
LANG J,I• HOWE E, ELLIOTT R, 
HIGH TEMPERATURE PROPERTY STUDY FO~ qEENTERING NAP SYSTF~S 
AFSWC-T:.lR-63-17 (1963) 99P• (ARF-A6003) (AD-412586) (NSA lfl-
12621 I 
KE'YWORDS 2 '7 21 22 27 W 
CATIO"JS U ADDITIVES H ZR 
7q4 HILL J-1,H. 1968-A 
fLLtOTT R.o. MlNfR w.N, 
RESISTANCE M!NISA JN so•,E NONDILUTE RARE-EARTH ALLOYS 
CONF-6Al020-(VOL.21 (1968) P.847-60 (,\JSA 23-A664J (NSA 23-
E!66ll 
KEY>JORDS 5 20 
CATIONS ADDITIVES VE 
295 HILL H•I-'• 1971-A 
l 96 
ELLIOTT R.O. 
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVIT!ES OF THE INTER~ETALLIC COMPOUNDS THPT, 
UPT t NPPT, AND PUPT 
Pl-iYS, LETT• '35A N0.2 (1Q71) P175-6 (NSA 25-33455) 
KEYWORDS 2 ? 20 
CATJC"IS UP T X ADDITIVES ME 
- SEE NR 216 
HILL J.D, 1960-A 
STEER E.A. 
CONSTANT CURRENT DEVICE FOR RESISTANCE ~EASUREr,,iENTS ON 
PLUTON I US 
AERE-M 751 11960 I 7P, I NSA 15-9000 I 
KEY\o/ORDS 2 5 6 9 20 
CA TI ONS 
HILLA!RET J, - SEE NR 266 
HI~ES R,C, - SEE NR 441 
HIRSCHHORN H•J• - SEE NR 265 
297 HO c.Y, 1972-A 
POWELL R.W, l1LEY P,E, 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF THE ELEMENTS 
J• PHYS• CHEM• REF, DATA 1 11972) P.279-421 (NSA 26-48403) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 30 W 
CATIONS U P T X 
2 98 
2 99 
** 268 ** 
HO C,Y, 
- SEE NR 673 675 
HO J,C, 1966-A 
PHILLIPS N,E, 
HEAT CAPACITY OF ALPHA URANIUM AT A PRESSURE OF 10 KBAR, 
BETWEEN 0-3 ANO 6K 
PHYS, REV, LETT, 17 tl9661 P,694-6 (NSA 20-445571 









- SEE NR 534 535 
- SEE NR 521 522 
1958-A 
AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF URANIUM 
METALLURGY OF URANIUM 119581 P,35-58 
2 6 30 W 
u 
INSA 13-2431 
300 HOUGH A, 1968-A 
MftRPLES J,A,C, MO~TU'1ER M,J, LEE J,A, 
THI' LOW TEMPERATURE THERMAL EXPANSION OF ALPHA-URANIUM 
PHYS, LETT, 27A 11968) P,222-3 (NSA 22-38991) 
KfYWORDS 2 5 27 
CATIONS U 
HOUGH A I 
- SEE NR 436 
HOWE E 1 
- SEE NR 293 
3 01 HOWL D1A1 1966-A 
THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SPRINGF!ELDS ADJUSTED URANIUM IN 
THF TfMPERATURE RANGE 160-620( 
J, !\/UCL, MATER, 19 ( 1966) P,9-14 (NSA 20-15084) 
KEY 1~.'0RDS 2 6 16 W 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES ME 
HUREP J1G1 
-
SEE NR 427 
HUDSO"x D1 E • 
-
SEE NR 629 630 631 
HUETTIG .,. 
-
SEE NR 597 
~UL '>1 J, I(,. 
- SfE NR 125 
f-lU'xTEP o, 
- SEE NR 430 
r'Ur\ T l 1'IGTON C t''ti, 
- SEE NR 564 
HlJNTOO/\J q • T • 
- SEE NR 564 
10? f-lU'<\.-!ITZ H, JR, 1946-A 
ME'v10 ON HEAT CONDUCTIVITY IN LAMINATED FUEL STRUCTURES 
A-42?4 (1946) 17P1 (GE-HH-5) INSA 10-2402) 
KEYWORDS l 3 29 !ti' 
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DURING IRRADIATION BY "'JEUTRONS l"I LIQUID ";IT~QGE'"'-
JPRS-53800 ( 1970) Pe62-71 (NSA 25-52901 J 
KEYWORDS 3 5 10 2C'l 
CAT IONS U P ADD IT IVES AL 
KONQRfEVSKll s.T. 1970-C 
RAETSKY V•""'• KOSULIN N,S, 
CHANGE IN ALPHA-PLUTOl\!JUM ELECTRICAL-RESISTIVITY DUG:ll\JG 
1\/EUTRON IR'<Al)IATION IN LlOU!D NITROGEN fIN ~USSIANl 
ATO~NAYA Er-.JERGIYA 29 (1970) P,8'1-2 (NSA ?5-1?,00) 
KfYWORDS 3 5 17 20 
CATIONS U 
KOSULIN NeS, 
- SEE NR 367 





THER'-'AL CO"JDUCT IV I TY OF URA."J l U~ 
CP-?~lli 119441 14P, 111.JSA 10-4230> 
KEY\o!OR~S 2 6 'I.' 
CAT IONS U 
KRAUSE P. 
- SEE NR 656 657 
KRUGER O.L. 1958-A 
THEPSAL EXPANSION OF AN INJECTION CAST URANIUM - 20 W/D 
PLUTON!US - 10 W/0 F!SSIUS ALLOY 
ANL-5837 119581 P,26-P. !NSA 13-192151 
KEYWORDS 2 6 2 7 
CATIONS S ADDITIVES FS 
KRUGER Oele 1959-A 
PROPERTIES OF URAN 1 UM-PLUTON IU~-F !SS I UM ALLOYS 
ANL-5975 11959) P,14-6 INSA 13-118191 
KEYWORDS 2 6 2 7 









MATER, 19 119661 P,29-41 INSA 20-150851 
2 6 16 23 
M ADD IT IVES FS 
** 274 ** 
17? KUCHAR L, 1970-A 
171 
~ 77 
SPINDLEROVA V, WOZNIAKOVA B, 
•O~EL!NG OF SOLIDUS AND LIQUIDUS CURVES ON CORA 1003 COMPUTER, 
APPLICATION TO THE U•CO SYSTEM IIN CZECH) 
HUTN, LISTY 25 119701 P,179•85 INSA 25•166131 
KEYWORDS 2 7 26 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES ME 
KUMAGA I K, • SEE NR 590 
KUN I TO~ I N, • SEE NR 286 
1<UTAITSEV v.I. 
- SEE NR 356 
KUZNETSOVA R. t. • SEE NR 45 306 307 
LACOl.1RE P, • SEE NR 507 508 
LACOSTE 
"· 
• SEE NR 535 
LALLF.~FNT R• 1963-A 
CILATAT!ON ANO THERMOELFCTR!C POWER OF ALPHA PU AT LOW 
TEMPERATURE I IN FRfNCHI 
J, P'-!YS, CHEl.-i, SOLIDS 24 (1963) P.1617-24 (NSA 18-10562) 
1<EY~10RDS 5 20 27 
CATIONS 
LALLfVfr-.jT ~. 1963-B 
EXA<!NATION OF THE CRYSTAL ST~UCTURE OF ALPHA-PLUTONIUM AT LOW 
TE"'1PERATURF 
CRYOGEI\IICS '3 (1963) P,45-6 (NSA 17-20467) 
KEY\<!ORDS i.' r; 27 
CATIONS P 
LALLE"'ENT R, 1964-A 
.?ESISTIVITY OF ALPf-,A PLUTONIU'-1 UNDER PRESSURE AT LOW 
TEVPERATURF ( Il\l F~ENCl-f) 
PHYS, LETT, (1964) P.166 (NSA 18-14515) 
KFY~!ORl)S 2 "i 2 0 
CAT!O·\JS 
LALLFVF!\iT q, l 9f, 7-A 
V>'!GLFY f),A. 
STUDY OF LFNGTH VAPIATION OF ALPHA-PLUTONIUM BY 
AUTOIRRADIATION AT 4K (IN FREN01l 
P~•YS, STATl)S SOLIDI 21 (1967) P,145-50 (NSA 21-?.AFIJ5) 
KFY1>,10RDS ? 5 17 27 
CAT!OfsS 
LALLFVFNT q, 1967-1:J 
'0LF.NTF. Pe 
PHYS I CAL P~OPERT l ES OF ALPHA-PLUTONIUM AN'.) DEL TA-PHASE ALLOYS 
AT LOi,.' TEr',PF.:RAT:JRF.S 
P~QC, 1RCJ !NT, CONF, ON PlUTO"JIU~ (LONDON), PLUTONIUM 1965 
(1Gf-7) P,147-61 (~1)5,) KAY A,E., r.rALDRON ~.B., (~1SA 21-32A70) 
(r-.:S/i. ?l-12~2r"IJ 





PLLJTC\JI\.'V - VFTALLUqGY AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF ~ETAL { IN 
FPFr,,1(1--) , 
"°'IOUVfAU TRA!Tf ClE Cf11'•1li; MJ,'ffRALE, TO.ME XVt 5, FASCICULE 
TRA~SURA~JIFNS (1970) P,217-615 (ED,l PASCAL P,, (PUB.) ~ASSON 
FT C IF 
KfY\o!ORl')S 5 ?O 30 '..J 
CATIG.\JS 
LALLF"-'fNT R, 
- SEF.: NR 308 626 
LA~lG J,I. 
- SfE NR 293 
- SEE NR 408 
170 LA\JIF..'SE J, 1964-A 
Aui::.fR:T f.-,, 
LQ',,.,'-CO'HEI\T U~A~Iu~ ALLOYS FOR NUCLEAR FUELS ( IN FRENCH) 
CEA-q-75~4 (lC:64) D.1'3-4 (NSA 19-16063) 
"<EYWORD.S 2 6 16 ',,J 
CATIONS ADDITIVES ME 
LANtr.c:sF J, 
- SEE NR 43 
LAP!"lfS "1.E, l 955•A 
O:PU~AKE~ R .c, 
SOMF THFRVAL P~OPE!:1:Til:S OF SOLID MATERIALS, PART I• f.-!ETALS 
/\PfX-244 (1955) D.59-62 (NSA 10-6690) 
1<EY\o/ORDS 2 6 21 26 'N 
CATJO\JS U 
LAQUFR H,L, 1952-A 
LO~' TE"APERATURE THERr-'AL EXPANSION OF VARIOUS MATERIALS 
Af([)-1706 11952) P.14/16-9 (NSA 10-38241 
KEn.iORDS 2 27 30 
CAT ION<; T 
LAQUER H,L, • SEE NR 604 605 
LA~SON A,C, 
- SEE NR 210 
'82 LASL 1961-A 
URAN t U"'l-PLUTON I UM ALLOYS 
LAM5•2647 119611 P,7•9 INSA 16•61041 
KEYWORDS 2 6 26 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES ME 
-155--;-
** 275 ** 
3 8 3 LASL l 966•A 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF PU METAL 
LA•35B2•MS 119661 P,39•40 INSA 20•438291 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 W 
CATIONS P 
LASLETT l•J• • SEE NR 629 630 
384 LAWSON A,C, 1970•A 
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF U•PT 
PHYS, LETT, IA) 33 119701 P,231•2 INSA 25•3?151 
KEYWORDS 2 5 2 0 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES ME 
LEBLANC J.G. • SEE NR 465 







SOME MEASURE~ENTS ON THE THERMOELECTRIC POWER OF PLUTONIUM 
METAL 
J, LESS•COMMON METALS l 119591 P,356•61 INSA 14•77891 
KEYWORDS 2 6 2 0 
CATIONS P 
LEE J1A, 19,;9-s 
EVANS J.P, HALL R.O,A. 
SOME PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF NEPTUNIUM METAL• !II, THf 
ELECTRICAL RES!ST!V!TY AND THERMOELECTRIC POSER OF NEPTU'J!UM 
METAL !N THE RANGE 300 • 900K 
J, PHYS, CHEM, SOLIDS 11 119591 P,278-83 INSA 14-18001 
KEYWORDS 2 6 2 0 
CAT l ONS 
LEE J,A. l959•C 
~EADEN G.T, ~ENDELSSOHN K. 
LOW TEMPERATURE RESISTIVITY OF RLUTON!UM AND NEPTUNIUM 
PROC. PHYS. SOC. (LONDON) 74 (19591 P,671 ("JSA 14-~7431 
KEYWORDS 2 5 20 
CATIONS P X 
LEE J.A, 1960-A 
MEADfN G,T. HALL R.O,A, KING E, 
SOME PROPERTIES OF PLUTONIUM AND PLUTON!UM•RICH ALLOYS 
NP•91S3 119601 22P, INSA 14•259461 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 20 W 
CATIONS P M 
LEE J.A, 1960-B 
~EADEN G,T, MENDELSSOHN K, 
THE ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF PLUTONIUM, NEPTUNIUM, MD SOME 
PLUTONIUM ALLOYS 
CRYOGENICS l 119601 P,52•3 INSA 15-95751 
KEV.iORDS 2 5 20 
CATIONS PX ADDITIVES AL 
LEE J,A, 1961-A 
HALL R,O.A. KING E, MEA::FN G,T, 
SOME PROPERTIES OF PLUTONIUM AND RLUTONIUM•R!CH ALLOYS 
PROC, 2ND INT, CONF, ON PLUTO"J!UM ~ETALLURGY (GRENORLEl, 
PLUTONIUM 1960 (1961) D,39-50 (EDS,) GRISON E,, LORD 'la'i,i--,, 
FOWLER R,O,, (NSA 14-25946) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 20 W 
CATIO~~S P ADDITIVES "'1E 
191 LEf J.A, 1961-B 
"'1ARl)ON PaG, 
SOME PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF PLUTONIUM METAL STUDIED AT HARWELL 
THE METAL PLUTONIU~ (1961) P.133-51 (EDS,) COFFINBFR~Y A,Sa, 
MINE~ W,N,, (NSA 17-16563) (NSA 17-16550) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 27 W 
CATIONS P 
1 1n LEE J.A, 1962-A 
MENDELSSOHN K, WIGLEY D,A. 
EFFECT OF SELF-IRRADIATION O"J THE RESISTIVITY OF PLUTONIU'' 
PHYS, LETT, 1 ( 19621 P.325•7 (NSA 16-27672) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 17 20 
CATIONS P 
393 LEE J,A, 1962-B 
MENDELSSOHN K, WIGLEY D,A. 
ACCl!MULATION OF RADIATION DA"AGE !~ PLUTONIUM 
CRYOGENICS 2 (19621 P,183-4 ("lSA 16-15255) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 17 20 
CATIONS P 
394 LEE J,A. 1963-A 
MENDELSSOHN K. WIGLEY D 1 A, 
LOW TEMPERATURE RES!ST!V!TY OF SELF•!RRAOIATED PLUTONIUM 
CRYOGENICS 3 119631 P,46•7 <NSA 17-205191 
KEYWORDS 2 5 17 20 
CATIONS P 
395 LEE J,A. 1963-B 
~ENDELSSOHN K. WIGLEY D.A. 
ACCUMULATION OF SELF•DA~AGE !N PLUTON!U'l 
J. PHYS, SOC. JAPAN 18 SUPPL. III (1963) P.312-4 {NSA 17-
376201 
KEYWORDS 2 5 17 20 
CATIONS P 
396 LEE J,A. 1963-C 
MEADEN G. T, 
ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF THE ACTINIDE METALS 
LOW TEMPERATURE PHYSICS 11963) P.262-3 (PUBL.) AUTTERWOR:TSt 
WASHINGTON D,C, INSA 18•365101 
KEYWORDS 2 5 20 
CATIONS U P X 
397 LEE J.A, 1965-A 
~fNDELSSOHN K• SUTCLIFFE P.w. 
LOW TEMPERATURE SPEC l F l C HEAT OF PLUTON !UM 
CRYOGENICS 5 119651 P,227 INSA !9•470431 
KEYWORDS 2 5 21 
CATIONS P 
** 276 ** 
198 LEE J,A, 1967-A 
MARPLES J,A,C, Mt:NDELSSOHN t<., SUTCLIFFE P,W, 
SOME PHYS l CAL PROPERT l ES OF PLUTONIUM METAL AT LOW 
TEMPERATURES 
PROC, 3RD I NT, CONF, ON PLUTON ?UM (LONDON), PLUTONIUM 1965 
(1967) P,176-88 (EDS,) KAY A,E,, WALDRON M,B,, ICONF-651102) 
INSA 21-32R201 INSA 21-328721 
KEYWORDS 2 5 21 
CATIONS P 
399 LEE J,A, 1969-A 
SUTCLIFFE P,W, MENDELSSOHN K, 
SPECIFIC HEAT OF ALPHA-URANIUM 
PHYS, LETT, 30A 11969) P,106-7 
KEYWORDS 2 5 21 
CATIONS U 
400 LE~ .J,A, 1970-A 
SUTCLIFFF: P,\</1 MARTIN D,J, MENDELSSOHN K, 
REVIEW OF LOW TEMPERATURc SPECIFIC HEATS OF THE ACTINIDES 
PROC, 4 TI-! I NT, CONF, 0"1 PLUTQ,"I IU'-1 AND OTHER ACTINIDES (SANTA 
FE), ~L'CLEAR METALLURGY VOL, 17 PART I 11970) P,58-67 (CONF-
701001-PT,ll INSA 25-113841 
KEYWORDS 2 5 il 30 
CATIONS U P 
401 LEE J,A, 1970-B 
~E'NDl:LSSOHN K, SUTCLIFFE P, 1N, 
SPF.CIFIC HEATS OF PLUTONIUM AN!) NEPTUNIUM 
PROC, ~OY, SOC, (LONDON), SER,A (1970) P,303-17 (NSA 24-36919) 
KE'n!ORl)S 2 5 21 
CAT IOCsS P X 
40? LFE J,A, 1971-A 
4 01 
TRA/\JSPORT PROPFRTIES oi::- ACTINIDES 
CONFERENCE DIGEST N0,3 RARE EARTl·iS AND ACTINIDES, DURHA~ 1971, 
OURt--AV 1971 (1971) P,50-59 (PUP,) THE INSTITUTF: OF PHYSICS, 
LO"J:'101'; AND BRISTOL (CONF-710712) 
KFYWORDS l 1 5 6 20 
CATIONS U P X 
LEF J ,A• 1972-A 
WALDRO~ '.,!1P1 
RFCFNT PqQGRFSS IN ACTINIDE RESEARCH 
CONTE\.1P, P•-ws. 13 11972 l P, 113-33 ! NSA 26-279571 
KFY\>IORDS l 2 5 6 17 20 21 w 
CATIO~JS u p T X 
LtE J, A• - SF.:E N~ 49 51 272 2,1 283 300 345 
- SEE i';~ 348 436 454 687 
L::!:SFR D,O, 
-
SFE NR 177 
LEGGETT R ,I'"), 
-
Sfc NR 98 99 
LfGVOLI') S, 
-
see N, 629 630 631 
404 LfH,,,,Ai'Jllj J, 1959-A 
A .STUDY OF P~ASE TRANSFORMATION PROCESSES URANIUM-.VOLYBDENUM 
ALLOYS \'/ITH 014 TO 4 0/0 "10LYRDENUM l IN FG:ENCH) 
CEA-1?61 (T"-!FSIS) (1959) P,4R-9 (NSA 14-11972) 
KEY\>/OQ')S ? 6 15 27 
CATIC/\15 ADDITIVES i'AO 
40":i LEH\'Ars!r,,; J, 1959-fl 
-156-
STtJl)Y o.:- TRANSFOi~ATION i:>~QCESSES IN URAr-iru~-~OLYBDENUM ALLOYS 
OF-" \",5 TO 4 0/0 BY WEIGHT OF .MQLYEiDENU"-' 
AEC-TR-410R (1959) P,52-3 \NSA 15-3107) 
KfY 1..iOR[')S 2 6 15 27 
CATIONS U ADDITIVfS .'-10 
196 7-A 
U'<A"':IU,,,, ALLOYS iP'1YSICAL pqcPERTIES) f IN FRENCH) 
".OtJ\IEAU T~AITE f)E Cl--ll~IF ~INERALE, TO~E XVt 4, FASCICULE 
t 1RANilJ"1 ((Qf.iPLEr-'F.r'flS) (1967) P,327-49 (ED,l PASCAL P,t (PU91l 
YASSO,\J FT Cl f 
KEYWORDS 2 6 15 27 '30 1/i 
CATIONS ADDITtVES AL i,10 ME 
407 LEHrv1ANN J, 1967-8 
qEHAVIOR OF URANIU"-1 ALLOYS UNDER NEUTRO,\! IRRADIATION (IN 
FRENCH) 
NOUVEAU TRAITE DE CHI~IE MINERALE, TO"-iE XVt 4, FASCICULE 
URA/\IILJV (CO..,,DLE~ENTS) (1967) P.865-903 lED,) PASCAL P,t (PU9 1 ) 
r,.<A~SON FT er E 
'<EY\>,i01~1)5 4 6 20 W 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES MO 
40P LEHR P1 1955-A 
LANGERON J,P, 
ON THE EXPANSION BEHAVIOR OF SINGLE CRYSTALS OF ALPHA URANJUr-A 
(IN FRfNCH) 
CO'v1PT, REND, ACAD, SCI, (PARIS) 241 (1955) P,241 (1955) 
P.1130-3 (NSA 10-1649) 
KEYWORDS ?. 6 10 27 
CATIONS U 
409 LEVINGSTON H,L, 1953-A 
r.:i:OGERS B,A, 
Tt-•E THORIU..,,-VANADIUM SYSTE'v1 
AECD-3602 11953) P,12/15-7 ( ISC-3401 (NSA S-1086) 
KEYWORDS 2 7 16 26 
CATIONS ADDITIVES ME 
LEVINGSTON H,L, - SEE NR 554 556 557 
410 LEVIN.SON L,S, 1964-A 
HEAT CONTENT OF MOLTEN URANIUM 
J, (\.,EM, PHYS, 40 (1964) P.3584-5 fLADC-6212) (NSA 18-33553) 
KEYWORDS 7 21 26 
CATIONS U 
** 277 ** 
411 LEVINSON L,S, 1966-A 
THE HEAT CONTENT OF CRYSTAL-BAR THORIUM 
J, NUCL, MATER, 19 119661 P,50-2 ILA-DC-71361 INSA 20-145501 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 21 
CATIONS T 
LEV!TSK!I B,M, 
- SEE NR 357 358 359 724 




ABSOLUTE MEASUREMENT OF THE THERMAL CONDUCT !VI TY OF MATERIALS 
I IN FRENCH) 
BULL, INFORM, SCI, TECH, !PARISI 167 119721 P,53-B INSA 26-
, 43587 I 
KEYWORDS 2 9 W 
CATIONS U 
LILEY P,E, 
- SEE NR 297 
LILLEY E,M, 
- SEE NR 634 
LJLLtENDAHL W,C, 
- SEE NR 194 
LINDE D,W, 
- SEE NR 528 
LINFORD P,F1T1 
- SEE NR 660 661 
LIVERNASH W,H, 1958-A 
THFRl.1AL CONDUCTIVITY OF URA~lU~ - 20 W/0 PLUTONIU'-1 - 10 W/0 
FISS!UM ALLOY 
ANL-5837 11958) P,25 INSA 13-19215) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 W 
CATIONS M ADDITIVES FS 
LLOYD L,T, 1957-A 
THORIUM-PLUTONIUM ALLOYS 
WASH-703 '119571 P,2 INSA 14-150271 
KEYWORDS 2 6 15 
CATIONS Q 
LLOYD L,T, 1958-A 
THER~AL EXPAl\lSION OF ALPHA-URANIUM SI/\jGLE cqySTALS 
ANL-5790 (195A) P,37-9 (NSA 13-1349) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 2 7 
CATIONS U 
416 LLOYD L, T, 1958-8 
THfR~AL EXPANSION OF ALPHA URANIUM SINGLE CRYSTALS 
ANL-5P37 (1958) P,40-2 lNSA 13-19215) 
KEYWORDS 2 10 27 
CA TI ONS 
417 LLOYD L,T, 1959-A 
THERMAL EXPANSION OF ALPHA-URANIU~ SINGLE CRYSTALS 
ANL-5972 (1959) 48P, (NSA 1'3-20137) 
KfYWORDS 2 10 27 
CATIONS U 
41A LLOYD L,T, 1959-B 
THERMAL EXPANSIONS OF ALPHA URA,"JIU..,. SINGLE CRYSTALS 
ANL-5975 (19591 0,49 (NSA 13-llfll9J 
KEYWORDS 2 6 2 7 
CAT IONS U 




THER~AL EXPANSION OF ALPHA Ul.!ANIU"-1 
J, NUCL, "1ATER, 18 (19661 P,55-9 !NSA 20-17064) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 2 7 
CATIONS U 
LLOYD L,T, - SEE NR 564 
LO R ,K, 
- SEE Na 126 
LOASP.Y R,G, 1958-A 
THE GAM~A-PHASE IN URANIUM ALLOYS 
PRO(, PHYS, sac. 72 (1958) P,425-8 (NSA l?-16419) 
KEYWORDS 1 6 20 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES vo 
LOASRY R,G, 
- SEE NR 59 168 330 660 
LOHR H,R, 
- SEE NS 243 
LONG E,A, 
- SEE NR 320 
LOOMIS B,A, 1968-A 
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF NEUTRON-IRRADIATED URANIUM 
ANL-7417 119681 P,112-6 INSA 24-25750) INSA ?4-256311 
KEYWORDS 4 17 2 0 
CATIONS U 
422 LORD W,B,H, 1954-A 
SOME PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF ~ETALLIC PLUTONIUM 
NATURE 173 119541 P,534-5 INSA 8-33161 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 27 
CAT IONS P 
423 LORD W,B,H, 1963-A 
SOME PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF PLUTONIUM 
MET, REV, 8 Cl9631 P,277-310 CNSA 18-22551 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 21 
CATIONS P 
** 278 ** 
LO~D W,B,H, • SEE NR 50 
424 LOREE T,R:, 1971-A 
PI~NICK H,T, 
THE HALL EFFECT IN ORIENTED ALPHA•PU 
J, NUCL, MATER, 36 119711 P,143•9 INSA 25•173171 
KEYWORDS 2 5 2 0 
CAT IONS P 
LOUIE J, • SEE NR 211 
4.?5 LOWTHIAN C,S 1959-A 
426 
TRANSIENT TEMPERATURES IN A URANIUM ROD 
J, NUCL, ENERGY PT,A • REACTOR SCIENCE 10 119591 P,95•103 INSA 
14-1864) 
KEYWORDS 3 l B W 
CATIONS U 
LUCKS C,F, 195 B•A 
DEEM H,W, 
THEP"'1AL CON:>UCTIVITY OF URANIUM AND 
RMI-1286 (1958) P.7 (NSA 13-7491 
KEYWORDS 2 6 2 C W 
CAT IONS U 
LUCKS C,F, - SEE NR 172 173 
U02 
175 176 
427 LUENGO C.A, 1972-A 
COTIGNOLA J,"'1• SERENI J.G, SWEEDLER A.R. 
~APLE ~.A. HURF:R J,G, 
LOW TE~PERATURE SPECIFIC HEAT OF THU 
SOLID STATE C01v1MUN, 10 (19721 P.459-63 lNSA 26-26091) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 21 
CATtO,s V 
LUNT H,E, - SEE NR 699 
LUSK E,C, - SEE NR 173 
LUSTMAN l;l,. - SEE NR 87 
LVOV S.t•u 277 278 
42A V.A n,•Y.• 1965-A 
TR'M:Sifl\lT TEf.'PEt:(ATURf :'.)ISTRI!3UTIONS IN END CAPS OF PLATE FUEL 
!="L~VE~TS 
429 
"-!UCL• STR:UCT, !:NG• 2 (19651 P.48-54 !NSA 19-38141 
KfVi,oJOR'.)S 1 3 6 18 2r; 11,' 
CATIO~JS U 
- SFE NR 606 
'I-AJC'~ l(,G. - SEE NR 106 
- SEE NR 694 
197 2-A 
a-(W('.lO\I L, I, 
l1f'\~!TV A,,;; Tr-sE~~AL EXPANSION OF URANIUM ALLOYS (IN RUSS!ANl 
AiCV.~,lYA fr-.;E~G!YA 3'3 <19721 P.921-4 (r\SA 27-78931 
l(EYV-.'CP'.JS 2 6 27 
C,\TIO"-:S U ADDITIVES ZR NB MO 
t+ '30 \'AK.! I\'. S,"1, 1953-A 
1-1UNTF'< P• 
DF<fqY.!NATIO~ 8F Ti--E CCfFF!CI~NT OF LINEAR THEq~AL EXPANSION 
OF- ttE"'ALS AT T :)EG C 
1:'J::i.(()/Tl\i-20 (:95"31 13P, (~SSA 13-16222) 
KEYlt!O~DS 2 6 27 
(AT!(';'\/5 U 
-
SEE NR 69 
IIALKO P,1, - SEE NR 277 278 
~A~SfR w,C, 
-
SEE NR 564 
-
S!.:E NR 427 
4'31 r,,,AR:Cr-- L.L• JR. l 95l•A 
KEELER J,R, 
Ti-iE TECH"'IOLOGY OF THORlU"' 
Q....,I-76 (19">1) P,14-7 (NSA 11-7632) 
<EYWORDS 6 ?.O 21 22 26 27 30 W 
CAT IO~S 
- SEE NS 542 
432 ~ARDON P.G, 1953-A 
ROBERTSON J.A,L, BALL J,G, 
AN APPROXIMATE DETERMINATION OF THE SPECIFIC HEAT OF ALPHA 
PLUTONIU~ 
AERf-M/R 1181 (1953) 8P, (NSA 11-4447) 
KEYlt!ORDS 2 6 21 
CATIONS P 




PROC, 2ND JNT, CONF, ON PLUTONIUM METALLURGY (GRENOBLE}, 
PLUTONIUM 1960 11961) P.142-4 (EDS.) GRISON E•• LORD W.B,H,t 
FOWLER R,D., (r-.JSA 16-57481 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 
CATIONS 
•• 279 ** 
434 MAROON P,G, 1961•9 
ROBERTSON J,A,L, 
SPECIFIC HEAT 
PROC, 2ND !NT, CONF, ON PLUTONIUM METALLURGY !GRENOBLE!, 
PLUTONIU~ 1960 (1961) P,145 (EDS,l GRISON E,, LORD W,B,H,• 
FOWLER R,D,t INSA 16•57461 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 
CAT IONS P 
MAR DON P, G, • SEE NR 49 51 227 226 391 687 
435 MARKWORTH A,J, 1969-A 
BASIC STUDIES OF IRRADIATION EFFECTS IN FUEL MATERIALS • 
METALS 
REACTOR MATER, 12 (19691 P,83-4 (NSA 23-45989) (NSA 23-459R8l 
KEYWORDS 3 4 6 12 20 27 30 
CATIONS U 
436 MARPLES J,A,C, 1970-A 
HOUGH A, MORTt~ER ~,J, S~ITH A, 
LEE J,A, 
LENGTH CHANGES IN THE ACTINIDE METALS DUE TO SELF- I ~RAD I AT I 0~ 
DASAGE AT 4K 
PROC, 4TH JNT, CONF, ON PLUTO'..JlUM AND OTHER A(TI"'JIDES (SAN'TA 
FE), NL.;(LEAR ~ETALLURGY VOL, 17 P6..RT II (1970) P,623-34 (NSA 
25•ll46B I 
KEYWORDS 5 17 27 
CATIONS P X 
437 .MAR:PLES J,A,C. 1970-8 
EFFECT OF ALLOYING ADDITIONS OF PLUTOr,,;IU\1 AND NEPTU'°\ILJr.., 0,'1;, THE 
LATTICE PARAMETEQS OF ALPHA-U~ANIU~ BET 1NEEN 4 Ars.JD 300K 
440 
J, pi...:y5. CHE~, SOLIDS 31 (1970l P,2421-30 (NSA 25-14452) 
KEYt,..10RDS 2 5 16 27 
CATIONS U X M ADDITIVES ME 
1971-A 
MORTIMER: '-1,J, 
THE LENGTH CHANGES IN ALPHA-PLUTONIUM DURING SELF-P~RAD!AT 10\ 
DAMAGE BELOW 4,2K 
pi.,y5. LETT, A 34 (19711 P,242-3 (NSA 25-22120) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 11 17 27 
CAT IONS P 
1972-A 
t-lALL R.O,A, 
LENGTi., (1-,A/\iGES IN BETA-PLLJTONIUM DUE TO SFLF-IRRADIAT!O~ 
DA~AGE AT 4K 
J. MUCL• ""IATER, 42 (1972) P.212-6 <NSA 26-1272C) 
KEYltmR:,s 2 5 17 27 
CATIONS P 
~ARPLfS J,A.C, - SEE NR 300 398 687 
MARTIN D,J, - SFE NR 400 
- SEE NR 598 600 
MARTIN R,L, 1966-A 
THOR I U"' 
REACTOO ~ATER, 9 (1966) P,155 U>:SA 21-15796) (NSA 21-l'3795l 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 30 1,oJ 
CATIONS 
~ATlOCK D1K• - SEE NR 264 
4 41 ~AT SON L, K. 196 3•A 
'-'CODY J,l>J, Hl'AES R.C, 
PREPARATION AND PROPE~TIES OF SOME URA/\:IU"' S~LF,'\IDFS A,\') 
TfLLUR I DES 
J, lr,,,.ORG, NUCL, (\..ID'• 2S (1963) P,79S-80C'1 ('\!SA l'-2PP57) 
KEY>IORDS ? 6 20 26 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES VE 
44? rv'ATTHIAS B,T, 1967-A 
ZACHARIASEN W.H, \oiERS G,W. E'~GEL!--ARDT J.J. 
MELTING-POINT ANO~ALIES 
PHYS. REV, LETT, 18 (1967) P.781-4 (NSA ?l-26825) 
KEYWORDS l 2 6 26 
CATIONS U 
443 ~CCREIGHT L,R, 1952-A 
THERMAL EXPANSION MEASUREr-'ENTS OF SIX FUEL "1ATERIALS 
KAPL-M-LR~-7 (1952) lOP, (NSA 11-97431 
KEYWORDS 2 6 2 7 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES ZS MG 
444 MCCREIGHT L.R, 1952-B 
445 
446 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY DATA FOR SOME NUCLEAR FUELS 
TID-10062 119521 19P, INSA 12-9471 
KEY\tlORDS 2 6 11 16 30 W 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES ZR .._,,G 
~CCREIGHT L,R, 1952-C 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY DATA FOR SOME NUCLEAR FUELS 
KAPL•A22 119521 33P, INSA 12-9471 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 16 30 W 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES ZR •G 
MCCREIGHT LeR, 1954-A 
THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF U·BE ALLOYS 
KAPL•M-LRM-12 (19541 6P, INSA 11•130921 
KEYWORDS 2 6 W 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES BE 
~CCULLOUGH H•M• - SEE NR 564 
** 280 ** 
~CF.LROY D,L, 
- SEE NR 268 
447 ~CGEARY R,I(, 1951-A 
44P 
4 40 
DILATOMETR!C INVESTIGATION OF ZIRCONIU~, Z!RCONIU~-URAN!UM, 
ZIRCON!ur,..,-OXYGEN, AN1J ZIRCONIU~-NITROGEN ALLOYS 
1,,•Aot;-:36 (lq51J 26P, 
KEYWCRDS 2 6 16 27 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES ZR 
1958-A 
aILA"tQ•,'f.TRTC !I\JVESTIGATION OF ZIRCONIU~, ZIRCONIU'-1-UR:ANiu~. 
Zi'iCOII/IU~-OXYGE 1,J, AND ZIRCONJU'-1-NtiROGEN ALLOYS 
TI'.)-tj061 VOL,I (1958) P,419-37 fNSA 12-17142) (NSA 12-17174) 
KfV1t,iORDS 2 6 15 27 
CAT!C'!S ADDITIVES ZR 
~'CGEtJPY q.K, 
- SEE r,,;~ 98 99 
"(l".;'ClSH A,9, 1958-A 
f-JEAL T,J, 
"-"IG"-' Tf'v'DfqATU9E PROP~RTifS OF UR.ANIU~ AN, ITS ALLOYS 
pqoc. ?/\J'.) PH. (CNF. 0/\i PfACEFUL USES OF ATO~IC ENERGY 6 




6 16 'II 
ADDITIVES ME 
45'."l ll(l(FF Je'·'• JP. 1953-A 
4131 
T\.-JfD/./AL CO/\JJUCTIV!TY OF U.'~A/\JIU~-CHRO~IUM AND URANIU'-4-IROII.I 
flJFCT!C ALLOYS 
AEC8-4:')50 (1953) 26Pe (l\:DA-14-12) (NSA 10-52721 
'(FYi,.,'C)DC)S f, ? 1 W 
CA"" rc~s u ADDITIVES CR FE 
19'7-A 
9!Y[')Fq ...,eJe 
DR!:'DA~AT!O,';, i='ABRICATIO"I, All.ID PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
i:.vt-1176 (1957) De59-6:J (!\:SA 14-21880) 
l(EV';;Q'..:>i)S ? 6 16 27 
(AT!O~S u ADDITIVES AL sr 
242 
4')? V(•,,,' .... f./...1 :)•:',• 196?-A 
(
1y,,;r,,..I,~G>-<AV Q,.3. 'dALL"1A~t,,; J.C. 
c::iv,..,.AL STRJCTl...'~~. ii-iE!;","AL EXPi\1';SIOI\J AN!) \1ELT!"-jG POINT OF 
,\'v'F':;ICll-''-' ~fT,\L 
J. i\iOQG• '\UCLe ('"1E'v1• 2~ (196?) P•l025-38 ('JSA 17-lllqlO) 
·<~n.,:or:,s 6 2~ 21 
C,\ • IO';S 
1~')-:i. 'lfAr)FN GeTe 1961-A 
L.C~/ T~\o1D~RATU~F D 1~0PFRT!ES OF TqANSURANIC AND OTHEG: ._.EAVY 
V:'T.\LSe A ST'JJY OF T)..IE fL[CTRICAL RESISTIVITY AND 
11--1~0YO~LFCT':::IC POWFq CF T!--OC<?IU\.1, iJRANIUMt NEPTUNIU~ AI\JD 
:il•.JT)~ i :JV 
T'""E.crs (U~iv. JF :)XJ:'0?"") (1961) 243P, 
'(EY~.''J::.i~S 1 2 5 7.8 
(A-;'~\S 'J PT X 
l./',4 ~''.:"A'.)[~ G.T. 196?-A 
:..F~ J1Ae 
T'--if TYFqrv;oi::-LF(TRIC oow::qs OF T11E ACitNIDE METALS AT LOW 
(QYQGF"!tCS 2 Cl962l P.lA:2 (/'\SA 16-15290) 
l(FY\o.'QQl')S 2 ~ 2J 
CAT:O\S DX 
l 96 3-A 
FL~CTRCI\IC POOPERTTES OF T"1E: ACTINIDE f.'ETALS AT LOW 
TEVP[qATUR":S 
Pq::,c. ROY. sac. (LONDO,'Jl, SER.A ?76 (1963) P.553-70 (NSA 18-
7?1,?) 
l(~Y\l!O~JS Ii 2C 
CATI'.")\:S U P T X 
456 "':ADFN GeT1 
5",:.. I GI T • 
1964-A. 
459 
S~A?(:.. ~or;, su;::i:RCOI\DUCTIVITY P.J NEDTUNIU-..1 Af\lD PL'JTONIU'-' USING 
A LIOL1D 1-(ELIU~-3 cqYOSTAT 
U~Y'JGE,\'ICS 4 (19(,4) Pe90-2 CNSA 18-26473) 
KFV\o,iOR:)S 2 c:; 20 
(ATJ0r'1lS DX 
- SFE NR 2SO 3B7 38~ 389 390 396 
l)fEU1AN C.J. 1955-A 
UNl:SUAL El='i::-ECTS ON THE FLE'CTRICAL RESISTIVITY RECOVERY OF 
DRCTO'\/-JfUTERON I R~A') I ATED URA!\I! UM 
i\AA-SR-1296 ( 1955) o,25-30 (NSA 11-7889) 
KEY\-.'ORl)S 2 6 17 20 
CAT!C"JS U 
vErc1-Lti\J c.J. 1955-s 
RECOVl:RY QF FLECTRICAL RfSISTIVITY OF COLD WORKED THORJU'-1 
~JAA-SR-~E~O-l':i2? (1955) 3P, (~SA 17-166511 
'(F.Y'tWRr".lS 2 6 17 20 
CAT!O/...JS T 
VEJSSNER W, 1930-A 
VOIGT 9e 
MEASUREMENTS AT LIQUID HELIU'-1 TE~PERATURES - XI, RESISTIVITY 
OF PURF •ETALS AT LOW TEMPERATURES I IN GERMANI 
A~N. PHYS. LPZ, 7 (1930) P,892-936 
KEnmqos 2 s 20 
CATIONS U T 
461j MFr-.JDfLSSOHN Ke 1952-A 
ROSENBERG H,Me 
THE THFRMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF "1ETALS AT LOW TEMPERATURES, I I -
THE T~ANSITION ELE~ENTS 
P~oc. ROY. soc. (LONDON)t SER.A 65 (1952) P,388-94 
KEYWORDS 2 5 W 
CATIONS U 
-158-
** 2Sl ** 




LOW-TEMPERATURE RESEARCH ON TRANSURANIC METALS 
ADVANCES IN CRYOGENIC ENGINEERING 6 119611 P,622-6 IED,l 
TlMMERHAUS IC,D, I NSA 15-18622 l 
KEYWORDS 2 5 20 30 
CATIONS P X 
K., 1965-A MENDELSSOHN 
PLUTONIUM 
SCI, J, 1 
KEYWORDS 
CATIONS 
AND THE ACTINIDE METALS 
11965) P,73-S INSA 20-7604) 
2 5 6 17 20 30 
U P T X 
MENDELSSOHN I(, 1969-A 
PROPERTIES OF TRANSURANIC METALS 
CONF-691208-(VOL,l) 11969) P,53-61 (NSA 24-39620) (NSA 24-
40664) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 17 20 21 30 
CATIONS U P T X 
MENDELSSOHN I<., 1970-A 
PROPERTIES OF TRANSURANIC METALS 
ACTA Pr-oYSe POL. (A) 38 (1970) Pe459-66 fNSA 25-686bl 
KEYWOSDS 2 5 17 20 21 30 
CATIONS P 
'-'ENDELSSOHN K, 
- SEE NR 271 272 348 387 389 392 393 
- SEE NR 394 395 397 398 399 400 401 
"4EYE~ R,D, 1970-A 
LESLANC . i.G. 
NEGATIVE THER~AL EXPANSION IN U-ZR-H REACTOR FUEL 
TRANS. AMER, NUCL, SOC1 13 (1970) P,2-3 (NSA 24-'3249f,) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 27 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES Y ZS 
MILLER C,F. 
- SEE NR 628 
~ILLFR G,He 
- SEE NR 629 630 631 
'-'ILLER J, 
- SEE NR 
466 ~I/\JEr:? l'<'1N1 1967-A 
ELL YOTT R,O, 
ANNEALI"IG OF SFLF-IRRADIATIO~ I,"IDUCED DEi::-ECTS IN ALPHA 
PLUTONIU~ STC'.'f:) AT 87K 
J, NUCL, MATER. 23 ( 19671 Dell5-7 {LA-DC-86R4l (NSA 21-32939) 
(EYWORDS 2 5 17 20 
CATIONS 
461 .,,INER W,N, 1967-8 
sc..ioNFELD F,w. 
PHYS t CAL PROPERTIES 
PLUTONIUM 1-:ANDBOOK.e A GUIDE TO THE TECH/...IOLOGY VOL,l (1967) 
Pe1l-57 (NSA 22-2627) (NSA 22-2087) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 20 21 27 30 
CATIO~S 
- SEE NR 140 150 20R 294 '350 554 
46f: MtTKINA E,Ae 1959-A 
EXPfRI"1ENTAL DETERMINATION OF TRUE SPECIFIC HEATS OF U!HNIUM, 
T>iORIU'-'t AND OTYER ~ETALS l I"J RUSSIA'!) 
ATOMNAYA E~ERGIYA 7 (1959) Pel63-5 (NSA 13-20208) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 
CATIONS U T 
46q "4!TKT!\JA E.A. 1959-B 
EXDERI~ENTAL SIETER"1INATI0N OF TRUE SPECIFIC HEATS OF URANIUM, 
Tf-lORIU~, AN) OTHER METALS 
AEC-TR-3961 (1959) 5Pe (NSA l4-66R9) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 
CATIONS U T 
470 MITKPJA E,A, 1961-A 
4 71 
4 72 
EXPfRIMENTAL DETER•INATION OF THE TRUE SPECIFIC HEATS OF 
URANJUMt T._.ORIUM, AND OTHER METALS 
SOV, Je AT1 ENERGe 7 (1961) De669-70 (NSA 13-20208) 
~EYWOPDS 2 6 21 
CATIONS U T 
- SEE NR 180 
~OCHALOV G,A, 
TAGIROVA R,K, TERE'KHOV G, I• IVANOV O,S, 
DETE••INATION OF THE LINfAR EXPANSION UP TO llOOC AND THE 
DENSITY OF SO~E URANIU.'-' ALLOYS AND CO~POUNDS ( IN RUSSIAN) 
PHYSICAL CSE•ISTRY OF ALLOYS AND REFRACTORY CO•POUNDS OF 
THORIUM AND URANIUM (1968) Pe58-68 (ED,l IVANOV 01Se (NSA 
51061 l 
KEYWORDS 2 6 2 7 
CATIONS U 
,_,OCHALOV G,A, 1968-B 
TAGIROVA R,K, TEREKHOV G,I, IVANOV OeS, 
DETERMINATION OF THE LINEAR EXPANSION UP TO llOOC AND THE 
DENS I TY OF SO~E URAN I U~ ALLOYS AND COMPOUNDS 
AEC-TR-7212 119681 P,58-68 INSA 26-2e608l INSA 26->la611 
KEYWORDS 2 6 27 
CATIONS U 
~ONTENYOHL V • I 1 
- SEE NR 564 
MONTGO'-'!ERY H, 
- SEE NR 490 
MONT I H, 
- SEE NR 
23-
-159-
** 282 ** 
~OODY J,W, - SEE NR 441 
73 MOORE G,E, 1942-A 
HIGH TEMPERATURE HEAT CONTENT DATA FOR THREE SOLID SUBSTANCES 
A-502 119421 BP, INSA 10-24481 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 
CATIONS U 
74 ~OO~E G,E, 1947-A 
KELLEY K,K, 
HIGH TEMP.ERATURE HEAT CONTENTS OF URANIUM, URANIUM DIOXIDE ANO 
URANIUM TRIOXIDE 
J1 AVE~, CHEM, sac. 69 (19471 P,2105-7 (MDCC-75BI 
KEY>!ORDS 2 6 7 11 15 21 
CATIONS U 
- SEE NR 332 
~OORE J,P, - SEE NR 268 
/v'OR l N .J, - SEE NR 507 508 
75 fv1QRTtMER: M,.J, 1972-A 
t,,1AGr--!fTIC ANIJ ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF ACTINIDE METALS 
AERE-q 7030 (19721 185Pe 
KEY'x0SDS 2 5 17 20 ?I W 
CATIONS UP X 
- SEE NR 271 272 282 284 3DD 
436 438 
76 \'OSLEY W,C, 1970-A 
SfLF-IRRADIATION DAMAGE IN CURIUM-244 OXIDE AND ALUMINATE 
DP-""S-70-44 (1970) 2P• (CONF-701116-1) (NSA 25-137791 
KEV-JORDS 2 6 17 27 
CATIONS X ADDITIVES AL 
77 MOUND LA~ORATORY 1966-A 
HEAT CAPACITY ANI) LATENT HEATS OF TRANSFORMAlION OF DELTA, 
!':lELTA-OR1"'1E A'lD F.PS!LON PLUTON!LJV 
TI'.')-11295 (PT.l) (5TH ED,l (1966) P,XVII-2 (NSA 22-19078) 
KEY,.JORDS 2 6 ?1 
CAT IMS P 
7? VClJND LARORATORY 196 7-A )FVf::LOP"IE~T OF A HIGH r.:-Mp::RATURE DIL.ATO~ETFR 
1ftL-J-l402 11967) ;'!,26-31 \NSA 22-26121 
KFYl.•/C:Cs.i)S 2 9 27 
CATlO,\S ADDITIVES CE 
79 ~'8LJNI) LABDqATORY 1967-B 
HEAT CAPAC!T!E"S AND LATfNT HEATS OF TRANSFQR/ytATIONS OF 
PL 1,JTOrs.:JUM 
"1L""-l402 ( 1967) P,3?-5 (NSA 22•2612) 
KfY't.'ORDS 2 6 27 
CA TI ONS 
>,'()YE·~ '<1 - SEE NR 608 
R0 VULL01DER iV,L, 1971-A 
TF'-'PERATURE MEASURE~,ENT ON THE VIPER PULSED REACTOR 
t,',.,rRF-r.-6?/71 (1971) 1+2P, (NSA 26-113881 
81 
'([YWGRDS 3 6 9 18 '""' 
CATlOr\!S U 
vv~Pl-'Y G, 195?-A 
Ur<qtG q,E, 
PROPF.RT!f:S OF U~ALLOYE'.) THORlU'.1 - THERMAL EXPANSION 
!SC'-?C'JA (lQ??l P,l?-8 !NSA 10-43091 
'<.FY 1,1oqo5 2 6 ?7 
(AT!Ot\S T 
"'URP!-<Y ',~1 ,F 1 - SFE NR 341 
1957-A 
PAUEr.! A,A1 DICKERSON R,F,. 
U~A~J!LJM ALLOYS FOR H!GH-TE1;1.PERATURE APPLICATION 
c,M!-1176 (19":i7) o,·H-'3 (NSA 14-21880) 
KfY 1t/0~0S 2 A 16 ?7 
CA iI 01\!S u ADDITIVES NA 
..,,URCIAY F,H1 1944-A 
'<.A~l/SH W, GINSBURG M, YOUNG G, 
CALCULATION ci: THE T::MPERATURE DISTRIBUTION IN A SLUG WITH A 
SOL!r'J ALUMINIUr-' CAP 
CP-1SR0 (lq44l llP, (NSA 10-10947) 
KfY\.';C~DS 3 6 29 V•J 
CATIONS U 
li4 ..,,URi~AY J,R, 1958-A 
THE pqf.:PARATION, PROPERTir;S AND ALLOYING BEHAVIOUR OF THORIUM 
AfPE-~/~ 2242 (19581 P,5-6 (NSA 12-6604) 
KEYI../ORD.S 2 6 20 27 '?,O 
CA TI ONS 
85 NAKATA ..,.,M, 1966-A 
A"'qROSE C.J, FINCH R,A, 
S6 
THERMQPHYSICAL PROPfRTtES OF ZIRCONIUM - URANlU~ HYDRIDES 
pr.;,oc. 6TH CONF, ON THEq~AL CONDUCTIVITY (19661 DAYTON P,479-
507 
t(~'t'\o,IOqos 6 1i; 20 21 W 
CATI0% U 
ADDJT IVES H ZR 
r'-1AKATA ,1 1,v, 1967-A 
AMPRQSE C,J, FI NCH R, A, 
THER~OPHYS IC AL PROPERTIES OF SNAP FUEL 
MATERIALS 
~JAA-SR-11059 119671 93P, I NSA 22-656 l 
KEYv!OqDS 2 6 11 20 w 
CATIONS u 





** 283 ** 
NAKATA M,M, 1968-A 
St,,!lTH C,A, WEEKS C,C, 
PHASE STUDIES ON FUELED ZIRCONIUM HYDRIDE 
PROC, ?TH CONF, ON THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 119671 GAITHERSBURG, 
NBS-SPEC, PUB, 302 119681 P,493 INSA 23-66321 
KEYWORDS 2 15 20 27 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES H 2R 
- SEE NR 690 
NASU S, 1968-A 
FUKUSHIMA S, OHMICHI T, KIKUCHI T, 
THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY OF URANIUM BY LASER PULSE METHOD FRO>' 20 
TO 850C JAP, J, APPL, PHYS, 7 (1968) P,682 tNSA 22-31946) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 W 
CATIONS U 
NAZARE S, 1970-A 
ONDRACEK G, THUEMMLER F, 
UAL3-AL AS DISPERSION FUEL FOR HIGH-FLUX REACTORS I IN GERSANl 
KFK-1252 119701 P,54-61 INSA 25-R8461 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 14 27 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES AL 
NELLIS W,J, 1970-A 
PRODSKY M,B, MONTGOMERY H, PELLS G,P, 
VIRTUAL-BOND-STATE FORMATION IN PO-U ALLOYS 
PHYS, REV, (R) 2 (1970) P,4590-6 (N.SA 25-11989) 
KEYWORDS l 2 5 20 21 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES ME 
NELLIS W,J, - SEE NR 39 290 
NELSON Ho - SEE NR 170 
NELSON H, R, - SEE NR 562 
563 
NELSON R,D, - SEE NR 350 
NEIY'CHENKO V, F 1 - SEE NR 277 278 
NEVITT M,V, - SEE NR 728 729 
730 731 7'32 713 
491 NICHOLS R,W, 1957-A 
ITS ALLOYS URANIUM - AND 
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING 2 119571 D,'355-64 ( NSA 12-188 l 
KEYWORDS 2 20 21 27 30 W 
CATIONS u 
49? NICHOLS R1W1 1960-A 




~ATERIALS FOR NUCLEAR ENCINEFRS ( 1960) P,47-51 (fDS, l 'v'ICINTOSH 
A,A,t HEAL T,J,, (NSA 15-11479) tNSA 15-114781 
KEYWO~DS 2 6 30 W 
CATIONS U 
NICOLAOU M,C, - SEE "!R. 675 
NIKOLAEV G,N, - SEE NR 359 
NILSON L,F, 1900-A 
SPECIFIC HEAT AND VALENCF OF THORIU~ ( IN GER'.1AN) 
BER, OfUT, KERAM1 GfS, 16 (1883) P,153-63 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 
CATIONS T 
NOE A,R, 195q-A 
ELDRIDGE E,A, DEEM H,W, GERDS AeFe 
PHYS I CAL PROPERT 1 ES 
8MI-1313 119501 P,15-73 INSA 13-89081 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 20 27 W 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES R 
NORTH J,~, 1952-A 
A HIGH TEMPERATURE AD t ABATI C CALORIMETER, THE SPF.:C l FI C HEAT OF 
URAN I UM BETWEEN 100 AND 800C 
AERE-M/R-1016 119521 19P, INSA 7-15461 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 
CATIONS U 
l~Ull..tY M,J,r1 - SEE NR 521 522 
-.-,6 Null.EAR ENGtNEERtr-.G 1957-A 
NUC.Li:AR ENGPlEERING DATA SHEET NO.l URANIUM 
NUCL, ENG, 2 (1957) P,364A-5 lNSA l2-1B9l 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 20 21 27 30 W 
CATIONS U 
0 ROYLE O,R, - SEE NR 92 93 350 
ODIE M1D, - SEE NR 116 
497 OETTING F,L, 1967-A 
THE CHEMICAL THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF PLUTONIU~ COMPOUNDS 
CHEt-4, REV• 67 (1967) P,261-97 tNS.A 21•258311 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 21 26 30 
CATIONS P 
OHM I CH! T' - SEE NR 
488 
OLIVIER D,S, - SEE NR 46 
** 294 ** 
49~ OLSfN C,E, 1962-A 
ELLIOTT R,O, 
EFFECTS OF IMPURITIES AND SELF•!RRAD!AT!ON ON THE ELECTRICAL 
RESISTIVITY OF ALPHA-PHASE PLUTONIUM BELOW 300K 
J1 P~YS, CHE~, SOLIDS 23 (1962) P,1225-40 {~SA 17-428) KEYWORDS 2 5 6 17 2:J 
CATIONS P 
49Q OLSE~ C,E, 1962-B 
E'LL!OTT R,O, SANDENAW T,A, 
THE SELF-IRRADIATION OF PLUTONIUM AND ITS DELTA ALLOYS 
SM-25/?7 IAEA (PREPRINT) (1962) 44P, fNSA 16-226881 
KEYl'lORDS 2 6 16 17 20 
CAT !ONS P 
500 OLSfN C,t, 1963-A 
ELLIOTT R,O, SANDENAW T,A, 
f..;f SfLc--1~1.1ACIATION OF PLUTO\/JU"-1 AND ITS DELTA ALLCVS 
RADIATIQI\J DA"1AGE IN REACTOR "'tATEqIALS (VEt\lICEJ, IAEA 
(5T!/PUP/56AJ (1963) P,35-58 f\/SA 18-2365) 
KFY\o..lORDS ? 6 16 17 20 21 
CAT !0"'15 P ADD!T IVfS ""IE 
5'.)1 OlSF.N C.E. 1965-A 
ELL TOTT ~.o, 
ELFCTRICAL c;~i..,AI/I:JR oi::- PlUTONIU~-NFPTUNIUM ALLOYS 
PHYS, PF
1
/1 13Q (1Q65) P,A437-41 /LA-DC-6750) (1\JSA 19-371151 l(fY\\IORDS 5 lf-. 20 
CAT I ONS P X 
- s~E N~ 
- Sl:E "l,R 21! 212 213 214 2b 577 579 
'i~l 582 
,j 0? 
oE"r zo,~, G. 1965-A 
$1-JAPI~(G 9Y PCi,.,'DER r,lfTALLURGI(AL \1ET'"f0DS AND CERTAIN 
01=" I'H~R""ETALL!C CO""POU~SlS CF URAN1U'1 / IN GER"1ANJ 
?. "'l:TALLK. 56 (1965) P,49P-50? (NSA 2C-873J 
K~Y'.a1()';?l)S ? 6 JO 27 
PROPERTIES 
ADDITIVES AL "'1E 
- SFE ~R 31'3 489 
0SPQ'?I\':=- ),',-,'• 
- SFE ~R 244 
CATALOG o,=- Te(H"IICAL REPORTS, URANIU'-i - PART I, URA"IIU"' 
::~",FRAL lQ42-l95? 
CT,?-)f.i'? (l(,5~J lf,o, (\1SA 13-10120) 
K~Y\-.'O~')S 2", 10 
CATIOl\:S 
21A 
- SFE ~~ 98 99 
1:\04 PAGt C',~, 1965-A 
THf' ELFCTR!CAL RF:S!STIV!TY OF THORIU'-1 A/\J:) DILUTE THORIU"-1-GA'1CL!NIU'-" ALL:"JYS 
LS-T-1'3 IT"'~SISJ fl965J 38P, 1.~SA 19-346AOJ 
l(fY\a.10-9'.:!S '2 5 6 16 ?0 
CA..,.IC~S ADDITIVES '-'E 
PAGF D,F, 
- SFE ."IR 517 
DAG~<:: v, 1967-A 
DL:1TON!UV - DREPARATICI\J AND PROPERTIES OF r"AETAL ( IN FRENCH) 
\JOUVfAU TRAITE '!E CH!l.'If ~INERALE, TOME XV, 3, FASCULF URA.\l!U'vl 
FT TqAl\;S~ .. H~A\J!Et\lS {1'162) P,?74-7 /El),) PASCAL P,t (PUB,) ,VASSC'I fT (IF (".JSA 1'1-l.161) 
KfY'f.1QR')$ ? 6 ?r, 30 
CAT!C 11S 
'iQ:', PAGFS "'1• 19 7 0-A 
•\;f::rT'.Jr~ruv - PR~PARATIO~ AN:) PROPERTIES OF "11:TAL ( II\J FRl:NCHJ 
r-..;oi1vEAU TRAITE DE (i..,I'1!F "'!lli':~ALE, TOiVE xv, 51 FASCICULE 
TRAr,,;suRA\JIF.,\/S (1978) o,2A-33 /ED,) PASCAL r •• (P:,'2,,) "'1ASS0N ET ere 
1(1:YINQRr')S ? ?0 21 
(ATIO"JS 
- SEE NR 561 
PA'HFLFFV l,·'• 
- Sl:E l\iR 357 '358 
- SEE I\JR 70 
- SEE NR 554 
?07 PASCAL J, 1963-A 
YORI">J J, LACO~BE P, 
!)fTtR"-1!1\!ATION OF THE ANISOTROPY OF THE ELECT.RlCAL RES1ST!VITY 
OF ALPHA-URAN!U¥ AT lRC f IN F~ENCH) 
(OYPT, ~El\lDU ACA'), scr. (PA~ISJ 256 (1963) P,4899-4902 f"lSA 17-?9~45) 
l(fYl\'Qql)S 2 6 l C 20 
CAT IONS U 
PASCAL J, 1964-A 
fv10q IN J. LACOM9E P, 
ANISOT~OPY OF THE ELECTr.?ICAL qESISftVITY WITH TE"1PERATURE AND 
PRINCIPAL ~ESISTIVITY CHANGES IN THE (loo,. (010) AND (001) 
DIRECTIONS OF ALPHA U~ANIU\.1 WITH fEMPERATUqE ( IN F~ENCHl 
J, NUCL, MATEq, 13 t 19641 P,28-32 








** 285 ** 
PASCAL J,L, l965•A 
APPLICATIONS OF ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY MEASUREMENTS TO 
RESEARCH INTO THE PURIFICATION OF URANIUM USING FLOATING ZONE 
~EL T !NG BY ELECTRONIC BOMBARDMENT I IN FRENCH I 
CEA-R 2740 !THESIS, UNIV, OF PARISI 119651 68P, INSA 20-94911 KEYWORDS 2 6 10 20 
CATIONS U 
PASCARD R, l962•A 
PLUTONIUM • METALLURGY OF PLUTON!W AND PROPERTIES OF METAL 
!PHYSICAL PROPERTIES! l!N FRENCH! 
NOUVEAU TRAITE DE CHIM!E M!NERALE, TOME XV, 3, FASC!CULE 
URANIUM ET T~A'JSURANIE"IS (1962) P,506-32 (NSA 19•4161) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 21 27 30 W 
CAT l ONS 
PASCARO R, 
- SfE NR 378 
PAYNTON W,C. 1953•A 
SAWYER H,F, 
S0"1E P1;y5 ICAL PROPE'H I ES OF URAN I u~-CHR0'1 I u~ AND URAN I U"'-I RO.",/ EUTECTIC ALLOYS 
M!T•llll 119531 P,17-25 INSA ll-85201 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 27 
CATtONS U ADDITIVES CR FE 
PEARCE R,J, 1965-A 
THE T~ERMAL EXPANSION OF UAL3 IN THE TEMPERATUC!E RANGE 20 TO 750C 
J, NUCL, '-'ATFR. 17 ( 19651 P,201-2 tNSA 20-4436) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 27 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES AL 
PEARSON G,J, 1957-A 
DAVEY P,O, DANIELSON G,C, 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF NIC1<EL AND URAll.l!UM 
PROC, IOWA ACAD. scr. 64 (195i') P,461-5 (NSA 12-3714) KEYWORDS ?. 6 W 
CATIC"!S U 
l'il4 PEARSON J,A, 1962-A 
THfR'-IAL ~ESISTA~lCE OF T--!E POINT 8ETWEE"J A NUCLEAR FUEL AND IT. 
515 
CANNING ~ATERIAL 
~UCL, Eo\JERGY (1962} P,444-9 (NSA 17-6237) 
KEYWORDS 1 ? 6 8 ~/ 
CATIONS U 




A STUDY OF E¥ I SS I ON ANO AASORPT I ON 
RUSS I AN) SPECTRA OF URA"l!U'-' { I."l 
OPT ll(A I 
KEYWORDS 
CATIONS 
SPEl(Ti.!OKOPIYA 3 (1957) P,473-9 (NSA 12-lll9'il 2 6 ,22 
u 
516 PENK!N ~.P, 1957-B 
F~!SH S,f:, 
Tt,,.E E"'11SS!0N A"JD ABSOG:PTION SPECTC!:U"' OF URANIU~ 
NP-TR-12f.i (1957) 5P, /NSA 12-16855) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 22 
CATIONS U 
PERKINS C.D, 
- SEE NR 624 
517 PEfERSOIIJ D,T, 196 7-A 
PAGE ,r:>,F, 
RESISTIVITY OF 
PHYS, REV, 153 
KEY\o/ORDS 2 5 
CATIONS 
PETERSON J,R, 
RUr,AP R,R, FINNEMORE D,K. 
VERY PUPf TH AND TH-RARE-fARTf-' ALLOYS 
{1967) P,701-4 fNSA 21-13166/ 
16 20 
ADDITIVES .'.ff 
- SEE NR 233 
51A PETERSON S, 1965-A 
ADA"'4S R.F.:, DOUGLAS D,A, JR, 
PROPE~rrEs OF THORJUM. ITS ALLOYS. AND ITS COMPOUNDS 
ORNL-T\.1-1144 (1965) 29P, ("/SA 19-41025) 
l(EYWORDS 2 6 7 26 27 30 W 
CAT IONS U T 
519 PETERSON S, l 966•A 
5 20 
ADAr--s R,E, DOUGLAS D,A, JR, 
PROPERfIES OF THORIUMt ITS ALLOYS AI\JD ITS COMPOUNDS 
UTILIZATION OF T'°'ORIU~ IN POWER REACTORS (VIF,'IJNAJ, IAEA 
DOC-10/521 11966) P,292-312 f'ISA 70-31767) 
KEYWO~DS 2 7 26 ?7 30 W 
CATIONS T 
PETTY W,G, 
- SEE NR 564 
PETZOW G, 
- SEE NR 502 
PHILLIPS N,E, 
- SEE NR Z98 
PlNNJCI( H,T, 
• SEE NR 424 
PLOTT R,F, 1942-A 
RAETH C,H, 
HEAT CONDUCTIVITIES 
CE-236 11942) P,2 
KEYWORDS 2 6 11 W 
CATIONS U 
P0BERESKI/\l M, 
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POOLE D,M, 1960-A 
C?tTCHLEY J,K, DAVIDSON J,A,C, 
HODKtN E,N, NOTLEY M,J,F, 
PROPERTIES OF SOME PLUTONIUM FUELS 
NP-9113 11960) 44P, tNSA 14-25066) 




POOLE D,~, 1961-A 
CRITCHLE¥ J,K, DAVIDSON J,A,C, FRENCH P,M, 
HODKlN E,N, NOTLEY M,J,F, 
PROPf~TIES OF SOME PLUTONIUM FUELS 
PROC, 2 ND l NT, CONF, ON PLUTON l UM METALLURGY I GRENOBLE), 
PLUTONIUM 1960 (1961) P,627-49 !EDS,l GR1SON E,, LORD W,B,H,t 
FOWL!:R ~,D, t (NSA 14-25066) 
K.EY\.'10~DS 2 6 16 W 
CATIONS P ADDITIVES CE 
POOLt D,~, - SEE NR 687 
POWELL R,F, 1961-A 
THfPMAL CONDUCT!VHY OF PLUTONIUM AT ROOM TEMPERATURE 
PROC, 2N~ INT, CONF, ON PLUTONIUM METALLURGY (GRENOBLE), 
PLUTO\llU!-1 1960 (1961) P,107-8 !EDS,l GRISON E,, LOR.D W,B,H,t 
F0 1t/LER R,D,, (NSA 16-4458) 
KEYl'WRC>S 2 6 W 
CATIONS 
PO'tiELL q,F, 1965-A 
LORFNZ NLJMRER OF PLUTONIU~ "'1ETAL 
NATURE 207 (1965) P,965 (NSA 19-447211 
KEYWORDS 2 6 2C W 
CATIONS 
POWELL R,W, 1945-A 
NCTE ON EXISTING DATA FOR THE TSER~AL CONDUCTIVITIES OF 
CE'HAIN METALS 
P.~-6fi9 11945) 13D, tNSA 5-3436) 
KFYit-.rORDS l 6 20 30 111 
CATIO'~S 'J T 
POwt.LL q ,W, - SfE NR 297 673 675 
DRAVDU!I( N,F, - SEE NR 356 357 358 
- SFE NR 364 
P~OVO'~/ l"),M, 19f.2-A 
F!S1-<l="R R,W, 
THF F.LC(TR.!CAL '<ES1STIVITY OF MOLTEN AND SOLID THOR!U'vt-
"-'AG"-!FSIU~ EUTFCTIC 
iS-i.i'J.7 (196?l lGD, (NSA 16-?5754) 
KEY\.\IO~')S ? 1-i :?O 26 
CAT!O,'lS T AD'.)!TIVfS MG 
THF fLFCTR!CAL RfS!ST!V!TY OF SOLID AND \'10LTE"I URANIUM-
(HRQMIU'~ EUTrCT IC 




7 20 26 ADDITIVES CR 
1957-A 
L ! "/'':f ; ,1t1, 
T,-,r.r.>'IAL COl\!1UCTIV1TY OF GASES, '.1ETALS, LIQUID METALS 
KAPL-M-;>,IVP-1 (1957) D,17 (NSA }2-1438) 
l(EY',.;O·~"JS ? f, 30 11,' 
CATlO:\lS U ADDITIVE.$ ZR 
- SEE NR 2A5 
QI JAE()( 1, - SFE NR 597 
-161-
s?9 QUFRf Y, 1963-A FFFfCT OF ALPA-PA'HICLES ON PLUTONIUM - AUT0lRRAD1ATI0N ( IN 
5 '' 
FRFNCH) !NT, su~iMER SCHOOL 0~ SOLID STATf PHYSICS (1963) S,C,K,1 "IOL-
P-ELGILJM P,c-p 
KfY\•WRDS 2 6 17 20 27 
CATIONS 
QlJE'(f Y, 1963-P. 
'(fS!ST!VITV CHANGtS lN uq;AN!UM IRR.ADIATED AT LQl,o TEr-'PERATURES 
I IN FRENCH) 
J, \JUCL, ~ATFR, 9 ( 19631 P,290-308 (NSA 18-5826) 
l(EY\o-,iORDS 4 ':, 17 20 
CATIONS U 
QUERf Y, 1964-A 
RADIATION FFFfCTS ON ~fTALS ANO THFIR ALLOYS ( IN FRENCH) 
ACTto,s CH!MIQUES ET B!OLCGIQUES DES RADIATIONS, SEPT!EME 
SERIE" (1964) P.1-116 (ED,l HAISSINSKY M, (NSA 19-10271 
!<.EY\.\10RDS 2 5 17 20 
CATIONS P 
OUERE Y, 1964-8 
!RRA,D!AT!ON EFFECTS IN "ETALS ON F!SS!ONAgLE ALLOYS 
THE INTERACTION OF RADIATION WITH SOLIDS 119641 P,346-61 
(Er)S,) STRU~ANE Rt1 NIHOUL J,, GEVERS R,t AMELINCKX S,1 (NSA 
19-11810) 
KEYWORDS 5 20 
CATIONS U 
out RF y I 
POINT DEFECTS 
COLLECT ION DE 
~AS.SON & CIE 
KEYWORDS 2 
CAT IONS P 
1961-A 
IN METALS I IN FRENCH) 
MONOGRAPHIES DE PHYSIQUE 5 (19671 P,236 (EO,l 
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CUE RE Y, - SEE NR 120 nl 
RABINOWITCH E, - SEE NR 329 
RADENAC A, 1964-A 
HOCHEID B, 
DETERMINATION OF THE THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY OF PLUTONIUM 
COMPT, REND• ACAD, SCI, !PARIS) 258 11964) P,2265-7 INSA 18-
18366 I 
KEYWORDS 2 6 9 W 
CATIONS P 
RADENAC A, 1971-A 
HOCHElD B, LACOSTE M, ROY C, 
ROUX C, 
MEASUREMENT OF THE THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY OF A PU ALLOY 
STAB!LllED IN THE DELTA PHASE IIN FRENCH) 
COMPT, REND, ACAD, SCI, tPARISl 272 (19711 SER, A P,297-9 (NSA 
25-29876) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 W 
CATIONS P ADDITIVES GA 
RADENAC A, 1971-B 
BERTHAUT C, 
EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION 
AND BERYLLIUM (ABSTRACT) 
HIGH TEMP, - HIGH PRESSURES 
KEYWORDS 2 6 9 21 26 
CATIONS U 
OF MELTING ENTHALPIES OF URAN!u~i 
11971) P,2 I ABSTRACTS I 
RAETH C,H, 1944-A 
THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SD~E PROJECT "ATER!ALS 
CP-2332 ilS44) P,10-2 INSA 10-52501 
KEYWORDS 2 6 W 
CATIONS T 
RAETH C,H, - SEE NR 368 520 
RAETSKY V,M, 1967-A 
ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE OF IRRADIATEO ALPHA URAN!U" CRYSTALS 
J, NUCL, MATF.R, 21 (1967) P.109-11 {NSA 21-6fll7l 
KEYWORDS 2 4 6 10 20 
CATIONS U 
5;9 RAETSKY V,M, 1967-A 
ELECTRICAL RfS!STIV!TY OF ALPHA URANIUM CRYSTALS IN THE 
TEMPERATURE RA'JGE 67-29'3K 
J, NUCL, MATFR, 21 (1967) P,105-8 (NSA 21-68161 
KEY~/ORDS 2 ? 6 10 20 
CAT IONS U 
RAETSKY V,M, - SFE NR 365 '366 367 
S 40 RA"lD ~.µ, 1966-A 
THfRMOCHEMICAL PROPERTI F:S 
AT, ENERGY REV, 4 SPECIAL ISSUE /\JO,l PLUTONIUM - Dr,YS!CO-
CHE~ICAL PROPERTlfS OF ITS COr.'PCUl\lDS Al\lD ALLOYS tl96fil P,7-?l 
INSA 20-33265) 
KEYWORDS 2 7 21 26 30 
CATIONS P 
RAPIN M, - SEE NR 31 7 
RATCLIFFE H,R, - SEE NR 2S7 
541 RAUH E,G, 1956-A 
WORK FUNCTIO"lt lONIZATIO'I OOTENTI/IL1 MW EMISSIVITY OF u~ANll}v 
ANL-5514 ( 1956) P, 18-9 ( NSA 10-5025) 
KEYWORDS 2 20 2 2 
CAT !ONS U 
RAUH E,G, - SEE N~ 10 
54? RENTSCHLER H,C, 1925-A 
"'1ARDEN J,W. 
PROPERTIES OF THORIUM MFTAL 
PHYS, REV, 25 ( 1925) P, 5"19 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 27 
CATIONS T 
543 RHUDE H,V, 1965-A 
THF.:R"'1AL EXPANSION OF u-PU-2!:;! AND u-PU-Tl ALLOYS 
ANL-7155 (1965) P,le-20 (NSA 21-11190) (MSA ?.1-lllq'i) 
l(EYWORDS 2 6 15 16 27 
CATIONS M ADD!TIVFS ZR TI 
544 RHUDE H,V, 1965-B 
,45 
THERMAL EXPANSION 
ANL-7000 (1965) P,5-7 (NSA 19-44587) (NSA 19-44?q6J 
KEY~/ORDS 2 6 27 
CATIONS M ADDITIVES FS 
RHUDE H,V, - SEE NR 
200 338 339 340 342 
RICE L,R, 1964-A 
HEAT CA PAC l TY OF A PLUTON I us-CERIUM-COBALT ALLOY 
TID-11295 (3RD ED,) 11964) P,11-2 iNSA 18-419331 
343 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 
CATIONS P ADDITIVES ME CE 
5 46 
547 
RICE L,R, 1964-8 
URANIUM ALUMINIUM !NTERMETALL!C FUELS 
TID-11295 (3RD ED,! 11964! P,106 INSA 18-419331 
KEYWORDS 2 6 26 30 W 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES AL 
RIDDLE J,FI:, 1961-A 
THERMAL EXPANSION OF URAN!UM-10 0/0 MOLYBDENUM ALLOY 
ORNL:-3160 il96ll P,129 iNSA 15-29716) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 27 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES MO 
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RIZZUTO C, 
• SEE NR 147 
ROPERTSON J,A,L, 
- SEE NR 49 51 432 433 434 
ROBILLARD A, 
• SEE NR 607 
ROSOFF S,R, 
• SEE NR 292 
54J:l ROCHER Y,A, 1960-A 
FRIEDEL J, 
PHENOMENOLOGICAL ASPECT OF SOME PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF 
PLUTONIUM AND PLUTONIUM-ALUMINIUM SOL!O SOLUTIONS 
AEC•TR-4274 119601 14P, INSA 15•116131 
KEYWORDS 1 2 5 6 16 20 27 
CATIONS P ADDITIVES AL 
549 ROCHEP Y,A, 1961-A 
FRIEDEL J, 
PHENO~ENOLOG!CAL ASPECTS ANO SOME PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF PU 
AND OF DELTA PLUTON!UM•ALUM!NIUM SOLID SOLUTIONS IIN FRENCH) 
J, PHYS, CHEM, SOLIDS 18 11961) P,196-202 INSA 15-11613) 
KEYWORDS 1 2 S 16 20 27 
CATIONS ADDITIVES AL 
550 POCHER Y,A, 1961-B 
EFFECT OF NONMAGNETIC SUBSTITUTION IMPURITIES ON MAGNETIC 
COUPLES, APPLICATION TO ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY IIN FRENCHJ 
J, DE PHYS, ET LE RADIU~ 22 (19611 P,367-376 INSA 15-11470) KEYl>WRDS l 2 15 20 
CATIONS P ADDITIVES AL 
~OCHER Y,A, 1961-C 
FFFFCT OF NONSAGNET!C SUBSTITUTION IMPURITIES ON MAGNETIC 
COUPLES, APPLICATION TO ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY 
AE(-TR-4430 (1961) 22P, (NSA 15-11470) 
KFY\.'fORl)S l ?. 15 20 
CATIONS P ADDITIVES AL 
~OCHE'q Y,A, 1962-A 
STU!':Y OF THE ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF RARE EARTH METALS f IN l="RE~:CH) 
ADVA."1, IN PHYS, 11 {1962) P,233-79 CNSA 17-6701) 
KEYl/!ORDS 1 5 6 20 
CAT IONS 
ROCr'fR Y,A, 1962-B 
THE STUDY OF THE ELECTJ."!ONIC STRUCTURE OF TH!: RARE-EARTH "1ETALS 
AfC-TR-617A ( 1962) P,?7-35 fNSA 17-6701) 
KfY,..iO:.?DS 1 5 6 20 
CATIONS 
ROGER:; R,A, 




ALLOYS OF P10RIU'v1 - F.LFCTRICAL RESISTIVITY 
rsc-2no '1952) P,56-67 !NSA 11-85061 
!C:EY\>.'OR?S 2 6 20 
CAT!ONS T ADDITIVES 
"':JS qOGf?S R,A, 1952-A 
AT( INS '),F, 
THORIU~ ALLOYS - ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY 
rsc-203 (195?) P,67-9 ,~~SA 11-85011 
l(FY',,.IOR:.lS 2 6 16 ?.O 
MO CR TI 
CATIO~S ADDITIVES ME 
'S'Sf, POGF.liS P,A 1 1952-C 
LFVI~GSTO,\l H,L, 
ALLOYS OF THOliIU,V - ELECTRICAL RES!SrIVITY 
ISC-?'.lR (195?) P,29/31 !NSA l'.:l-4'309) 
KFY\o:O.qDs 2 6 20 
CATIO~JS 
"i57 ~:)(",f:RS q,A, 1952-D 
LEVI~GSTON ...,,L, 
560 
ALLOYS OF THO"nuM, THER,VAL FXPANSION - ELECTRICAL RFS!STIVITY 
!5:>C-?.'51 (1C:l52) P,21-32 {NSA 11-8509) 
KFY\•.IOl:;'!DS 2 6 20 27 
CAT!CNS T 
- SEE NR 409 561 700 
;.,OLL !.P, 1962-A 
THOR! lJ/v' AND ITS ALLOYS 
~IUCL':A':;'! REACTOR FUFL ELFMEI\ITS, METALLURGY AND FAARICATION 
(106.?J P.153-5 (ED,) KAUF~ANN A,R• (NSA 16-16659) 
KEY\o.'OR'.)S 6 20 w 
CATIO,\:S 
• SEE NR 182 
• ScE NR 264 
ROSfNPERG >-1,"1, 1955-A 
THE THER'-lAL CONDUCTIVITY OF "1ETALS AT LOW TEMPERATURES 




5 2D 27 W 
• SEE NR 460 
• SEE NR 632 
ROUGH F,A, 1958-A 
PLUTONIUM ALLOYS - URAN!UM•PLUTONIUM•F!SS!UM 
REACTORE CORF: MATERIALS 1 N0,2 (1958) P,9-10 
KEYWORDS 2 6 27 30 
CATIO~S M ADDITIVES FS 
-162-
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ROUGH F ,A, 
• SEE NR 566 567 568 572 
ROUX C, 
• SEE NR 317 535 
ROY C, 
• SEE NR 535 
RUMP R, B, 
• SEE NR 517 
llli61 RUNION T,C, 1960-A 
ROGERS B ,A, 
THORIUM 
PAINE S,H, 
REACTOR HANDBOOK 12ND ED,J VOL,l MATERIALS 119601 P,211•26 
IED,J TIPTON C,R, JR, INSA 14•219171 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 21 22 27 30 W 
562 RUSSELL H,W, 1945•A 
NELSON H,R, GRENELL L,H, 
THERMAL EX PANS I ON OF THOR !UM 
CT•,903 119451 P,71•3 
KEYWORDS 2 6 2 7 
CATIONS T 




NELSON H,R, GRENELL L,H, 
PROGRESS REPORT ON THE PROPERTIES OF ALLOYS 
CT•2983 119451 Po!Ol l~SA 1!•8491 I 
KEYWORDS 2 6 27 
CATIONS T 
RYLE A,G, 1960-A 
CUTHBERT F,L, HUNTINGTON C,W, 
WUNDER G,W, EICKENBERRY H,M, 
KING R,E, MCCULLOUGH 1-",M, 





PROPERT !ES OF URAN IU"l -
URANIUM • 7,7 PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL 
7,9 EFFECT OF IRRADIATION O,~ URANIUM 
REACTOR HANDBOOK 12ND ED,J VOL,l MATERIALS 119601 P,111•23/35 
CED,I TIPTON C,R, JR, (NSA 14-21917) 
KEYWORDS 2 3 6 7 20 27 30 W 
CATIONS U 
SAKAMOTO M, 
• SEE NR 286 
SALLER H,A, 195l•A 
PREPARATION AND PROPERTIES 0~ THE ALUM l NI US•URAN I UM ALLOYS 
T!D•2501 11951 I P,9•12 INSA 12-17281 I 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 W 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES AL 
SALLER H,A 1 1953-A 
DICKERSON R,F, ROUGH F,A, 
PREPARATION AND 
ALLOY PROPERTIES OF THE EUTECTIC URAN I US•CHROM !UM 
ADDITIVES CR 
BMI-884 119531 P,20 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 
CATIONS U 
I NSA l 1•7634 I 
567 SALLE!:;'! H,A, l9i:;5-A 
ROUGH F,A, CHUBB W, 
URANIUM ALLOYS FOR SLUG•TYPE FUEL ELEMENTS 
R~I-1057 (DEL,) (1955) P,9-lO (NSA 12-18251 
KEYWOODS 2 6 16 W 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES CR TI SI 
568 SALLER H,A, 195 5-A 
ROUG'-1 F,A, 
THF. PROPERTIES OF HIGH-URA'HU~ ALLOYS CONTAINING ZIRCC'J!i...:v OR CH ROM !UM 
e.MJ-9A4 (l955J P.12-6 fNSA 11-84701 
KEYWORDS 2 6 W 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES ZR CR 
569 SALLER H,A, 1955-C 
URANIUM AND ITS ALLOYS 
AECD-3647 (1955) P,3813-91 fNSA 9-6476) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 26 27 30 W 
CATIONS U 
570 SALLER H,A, 1956-A 
i)JCKERS0/\1 l:;!,F, BAUE~ A,A, DANIEL N,E, 
PROPERTIES OF A F!SS!UM•TYPE ALLOY 
~~I-1123 (1956) 1',20-6 (NSA 11-1124) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 W 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES ,s 
571 SALLER H,A, 1956-B 
5 7? 
573 
PREPARATIONt PROPERTIES, AND CLADDING OF ALU',,IINiu~-URANlU/.' ALLOYS 
PROGRESS IN NUCLEAR ENERGY, SERIES V - METALLU%Y AND FUELS, 
VOL,1 (19561 P,535•43 (EDS,) F'INNISTO~ H,M., HOWE J,P
11 KEn10RDS 2 6 2 7 30 W 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES AL 
SALLER H.A, 19';6-C 
ROUGH F,A, CHUBB W, 
THE PROPERT!fS OF URANIUM CONTAINING •!NOR ADDITIONS OF 
CHROMIU"lt SILICON, OR TITANIU'-l 
BMI-1068 IDEL.J 119561 P,12/19•2? INSA 11•116951 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 20 27 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES ME 
SALLER H,A. 1956-D 
l'REPARAT ION t PROPERTIES AND CL ADD I NG OF' ALUMf N !UM-URAN I UM ALLOYS 
PROC, 1ST INT, CONF, ON PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENEQGY 7 
119561 P,214•20 fP/562) (A/CONF,8/9) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 15 27 30 W 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES AL 
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574 SANDENAW T,A, 1957-A 
GIBNEY R, 
THE ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY AND THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF 
PLUTON I U~ ~ETAL 
LA-DC-3052 11957) INSA l2-l3B61l 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 W 
CATIONS P 
575 SANDENAW T,A. 1958-A 
, 76 
RESULTS OF MFASUREMENTS OF PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF PLUTON!U~ 
MET AL 
AECU-4127 ll95BI 12P, INSA 13-13679) 
KEY>iORDS 2 5 20 30 W 
CATIONS 
SANDENAI'.' T .A. 1958-B 
GI~NEY R.B, 
THF fLcCTR!CAL RESISTIVITY AND THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF 
PLUTONIUM "1ETAL 
J, P1-WS, C--iE'-1, SOLIDS 6 (1958) P,81-8 (NSA 12-13861) 
KEn!ORDS 6 20 W 
CAT IO.~S P 
SANDE~AW T ,A, 1960-A 
OLSEI\I C.E, 
ELECTRICAL SESISTIV!TY OF' PLUTONIUM ~ETAL BETWEEN 1,73 AND 
i'9~1( 
LA-2392 11960) 15P, INSA 14-1Bl64) 
KEn:ORDS 2 5 20 
CAT IONS P 
~7P SA·~~F"-JAW T,A, 1960-B 
Ti-!~ ri-.rR~AL EXPANSION OF PLUTONIUM METAL BELOW 300K 
LA-?3g4 (lq6Cl 23P, (r--.:SA 14-16074) 
l(EYWORDS 2 ~ 27 
CATIONS 
SAN~ENAW T,A. 1960-C 
0LSEI\I C,E, GIBNEY R,B, 
i-aEAT CAPACI7Y OF PLUTONlU'-1 "'ETAL BELOW 
Lti-?30A (1Q60) 26P, (NSA 14-17067) 
w::;:~y1,1QRDS ?. 5 6 21 
CA TI Ci\'.S 
420K 
~P!"' SMJ;:::::,..,A',11.f T,A, 1960-D 
597 
1-1fAT CAPACl"'."Y, THfRMAL ~XPANSION AND ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF 
I\N P A/0 ALLJ'v1!NIU"'-PLUTONIU~ (~FLTA-PHASE STABILIZED) ALLOY 
!l~LOW ~001( 
J, P"1YS, c:...Ev., SOLIDS 16 (1960) P,329-36 (NSA 15-11661) 
KEY'f.'0~0S ? S 16 ?D 21 27 
CATI0,'!5 ADDITIVES AL 
196 l-A 
OLSEI\' C,'.:. 
ELEC',..PICAL ql:SISTIVITY OF PLUTONIU~ f-1ETAL B~TWEEN 1.73K AND 
?Gil~ 
PR'.K, '.:N~ l~T. CONF, or-.. PLUrO'JIU~ "'1ETALLURGY (GRENOBLE), 
nu 1 TC"1I'J~ 1960 (1961) P,59-66 (EDS,) GRISON E,, LORD W,B.H., 
~C'NLEi;, ?,0,t (~SA 14-18164) 
"<FYv:'OR~S 2 5 20 
cA•to,s 
1961-B 
OL$E"i'\ C,~, GIBNEY R,9, 
._.fflT CADACITY :)F PLUTOI\JIUV l.1ETAL BELOW 420K 
t:JROC, 2 .Nl"J IN T, CO"lF, ON PLUTONIUM ~ET ALLURGY t GRENOBLE)• 
PU.ITO"'IU"~ 1°60 (1961) P,66-79 (EDS,l GRISON E,, LORD W,B,Het 
i:-01,..rL[~ l;','.J,t ("!SA 14-17067) 
l(_fY 11'0r'i"'1S 2 5 6 21 
(A,TI8~'5 P 
SA"'!DE~1 A1>.' T,A, 1961-C 
Tr-E T~f:t/:V>AL EXPANSION OF PLUTONIUM ~ETAL BELO\o.' 300K 
PPC'C, 21\JD Pfl, CONF, 0/\! PLUTON!U~ METALLURGY iGtl:ENOBLE), 
0 LUTONIU"' 196n (19611 P.79-90 iEDS.l Gtl:ISON E., LORD W,B,H,t 
~OWLEr.? q,r,, t (I\JSA l4-l6C'i4) 
KfYV.'Qq'.)S 2 5 27 
CAT!O"'S 
SANDE°r':AW T,A, 1961-D 
RE~ULTS OF \IFASL~E~ENTS OF PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF PLUTO"IIUM 
"'1~Tfll 
Tf-JE V:':TAL PLUTONIU"' (1961) P.152-6 (EDS,l COFFINBERRY A,S,, 
1J1J.~lf~ W,\'•• (\'SA 17-4983) (NSA 17-16550) 
KEY\•.100:DS 2 6 20 21 1/J 
CATIO\JS 
S<II\JDENAi,.1 T,A, 1962-A 
fFFfCTS OF SE"LF-INDUCE:J RADIATION DAMAGE ON THE LOW 
TE~PERATURE HEAT CAPACITY OF A SPECI,"'EN OF ELECTRO-R!:F="INED 
~IGH PURirY PLUTONIUM 
J, Pl-lYS, CHEM. sou:is 23 (1962) P,1241-8 (NSA 17-429) 
KEY\o!C~DS 2 5 17 21 
CATIONS 
S/1.~QEr--JAi,,,• T,A, l965•A 
i.,EAT-CAPACITY 8EHAVI0R OF t~PURE NEPTUNIUM METAL BELOW 3201< 
J. P~YS, Cl-!D'• SOLIDS 26 (19651 P.1075-S (NSA 19-34714) 
KEY~,1QRDS ?. 5 21 
CATIO~S 
SANDE,'\!AW T,A, 1970-A 
GIA.NEY R,8, 
HEAT CAPACITY BEHAV!OR OF' 242PU BETWEEN 10 AND 373K 
PROC, 4TH INT, CCNF', ON PLUTONIUM AND OTHER ACTINIDES !SANTA 
FEl, NUCLEAR METALLURGY VOL. 17 PART l (1970) P•68•77 (NSA 25-
111P5l 
KEYl/lORDS 2 6 21 
CATIONS P 
5~11. SANDENAW T,A, 1971-A 
GIBNEY R.B. 
HfAT CAPACITY AND DERIVED THERMODYNAMIC F'UNCT!ONS OF 242PU 
F'RO~ 15 TO 373K 
J, CHEM. THEqMODYN, 3 (1971) P,85-95 (NSA 25•29631) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 21 
CATIONS P 
-163-
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SANDENAW T.A, 
- SEE NR 258 259 499 500 
589 SANDERSON P,D, 1961-A 
5 90 
591 
HEAT TRANSFER FROM THE URANIUM FUEL TO THE MAGNOX CAN IN A 
GAS-COOLED REACTOR 
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS IN HEAT TRANSFER 119611 P,53-64 
ASME INSA 16-13223) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 8 W 
CATIONS U 
SANECKI J.E. 
- SEE NR 93 
SATOH T, 1973-A 
KUMAGAI K, 
THE SPECIFIC HEAT AND SUPERCONDUCTIVITY OF' TH-Y AND TH-LA 
ALLOYS 
J. PHYS. sec. JAP, 34 (1973) P.391-5 
KEYWORDS 1 2 5 21 
CATIONS ADDITIVES y 
SAVAGE H, 1961-A 
PROPERT 1 ES OF URANIUM-FI SS I UM ALLOYS 
ANL-6330 11961) P,9 INSA 15-22692 l 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 W 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES ZR FS 
592 SAVAGE H. 1962-A 
HEAT CAPACITY STUDIES OF' URAN!U~-FISS!UM ALLOYS 
ANL-6516 119621 P,9-14 iNSA 16-30717) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES FS 
59S SAVAGE H, 1963-A 
594 
SEIPEL R.D. 
HEAT CAPACITY STUDIES OF URANIUS AND URAN!UM-FISS!UM ALLOYS 
ANL-6702 11963) 27P, INSA 18-42391 
KE'YWORDS 2 6 16 21 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES F'S 
SAVAGE H. l 965•A 
ENTHALPY OF THE U-lOW/0 PU-lOW/0 FZ ALLOY 
ANL-7000 11965) P,5 INSA 19-44587) INSA 19-44586) 
KE"YWORDS 6 15 21 
CATIONS '-1 ADD IT IVES FS 







HEAT CONTENT ANO HEAT CAPACITY OF U-15W/O PU-lOW/0 ZR AND u-
15W/O PU -6W/O TI ALLOYS 
ANL-729Q (1967) 0 .21-2 (NSA 22-43627) (NSA 22-43519) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 
CATIONS M ADDITIVES ZR TI 
SAVAGE He 1968-A 
THE HEAT CONTENT AND SPECIFIC HEAT OF SOMF METALLIC ~AST-
REACTOR FUELS CONTAINING PLUTONIUM 
J• Nt;CL• "'*ATER, 25 (196?1 P,249-59 (/'\SA 22-19538) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 
CATIONS M ADDITIVES F'S 
SAVAGE H. 
- SEE NR 199 200 337 338 ,39 340 
- SEE NR 343 
- SEE NR 511 
5CHEJ8E He 1963-A 
STEINKOPFF H. OUAFCK I• HUETTIG \o.', 
FISSIONABLE AND FERTILE MATERIALS (!N GERMAI\!) 
WERKSTOF~E D~R KERNTECH-"H!<. ( 1963) P,13-6/66-9/14A-9 (PUPL, l 
VP~ DEUTS0·1Er:? VERLAG Dt~ WISSENSCHAFTEN (~Sti, 19-?28831 
KEYWORDS 2 6 27 30 
CATIONS U 
SCHETTLER H.G. 1969-A 
~ARTIN J.J, SCHMIDT F,A, DANIELSOI\J G.C, 
THER~AL CONDUCTIVITY OF' HIGH-PURI TY THOS!U~ 
PHVS, REV, 1R7 (1969) P,801-4 (NSA 24-10072) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 20 W 
CAT 1 ONS 
SCHETTLER H•G• 1969-B 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF' THORIU• 
IS-T-298 (THESIS) 119691 46P, INSA 23-27690) 
KEYWORDS 1 5 20 W 
CATIONS T 
SCHETTLER H.G, 1970•A 
MARTIN J•J• SCHMIDT F.A. DANIELSON G,C. 
THER~AL CONDUCTIVITY OF HIGH PURITY THORIUM 
PROC, 9TH CONF. ON THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (1970) A~ES P,180 
ICONF-691002) INSA 24-10072) INSA 24-19410) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 20 W 
CATIONS T 
SCHIFFERS A, 1962-A 
PLUTONIUM - ITS CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES l!N GERMANI 
CHEMIKER-ZTG 86 11962) P,656-70 INSA 17-23316) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 30 
CATIONS P 
SCH!FFERS A, 1962-B 
PLUTONIUM - ITS CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
NP-TR-961 11962) 69P, INSA 17-180131 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 30 
CAT IONS P 
- SEE NR 59B 600 
SCHN!ZLE!N J,G, 
- SEE NR 343 
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603 SCHONFELD F,W, 1961-A 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES (DISCUSSION ON PAPERS! 
PROC, 2ND I NT, CONF, ON PLUTON !UM METALLURGY (GRENOBLE I, 
PLUTONIUM 1960 119611 P,91-108 IEDS,1 GR!SON Eot LORD W,B,Hot 
FOWLER R,D,t (NSA 16-4458) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 27 
CATIONS P 
SCHONFELD F,W, 
- SEE NR 140 141 150 350 467 
604 SCHUCH A,F, 1952-A 
6 05 
LAOUER H,L, 
LOW TEMPERATURE THERMAL FXPANSION OF URANIUM 
PHYS, REV, 86 (19521 P,A03 fNSA 6-2799) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 27 
CATIONS U 
SCHUC!-1 A,F, 1952-B 
LAOUER H,L, 
LOW TEYPERATURE THERMAL EXPANSION OF URAN I UM 
AECD-1324 119521 4P, I LADC-1124 J I NSA 6-27991 
KEnlORDS 2 5 6 27 
CATIONS u 
SCHULZE A 1 
- SEE NR 203 
SCH\\IARTZ C,M, 
- SEE NR 108 704 
SCORFRG J,A, 
- SEE NR 319 
SCOTT D,'-1, 
- SEE NR 218 
SCOTT K • T • - SEE NR 118 
606 SCOTT W,R, 1964-A 
JACCARP1!0 V, WEG:NICK J,H, MAITA J,P, 
ELfCTRONIC SPECIFIC HEAT ASSOCIATED WITH LOCALIZED STATES IN 
ACT I /\J IDE r-11:T ALS 
J, APPL, PYYS, 35 (1964) P.1092-3 (NSA lA-12687) 
K[Y\l,:QRDS 5 20 21 
CATIONS V ADDITIVES ME 
607 SEAILLEAU i=, 1965-A 
R011ILLARD A, 
PHYSICAL -.AF.TALLURGY OF PLUTONIUM 
Gf.~IE ATQVIQUE rov: 4 VOL,l (1965) P,Al-II-1 149-96 
KEY\<IORDS '2 6 20 '21 27 W 
CATlONS 
SE'GHE?Z I H, D, 
- SEE NR 257 
SE>-iGAL P, R, 
-
SEE NR 126 
SEtrFL R, D, 
- SFE NR 593 
SEIFERT R, L, 
-
SEE NR 691 
SEMENCHENKOV A, T, 
-
SEE NR 306 307 
c:~'?f!\ I J, G, 
-
SEE fCR 427 
5EqGFFV G1A1 
- S!:E NR 724 
SYAW O, 
-
SfE NR 256 
6:":lq s•-ffIMHAqrz 1. 19?9-A 
600 
"10Y~R K, ZAMBROW J,L, 
PHYSICAL AND ~ECI-IANICAL iJRQPERTIES OF YTTRIUM-URANIU\1 ALLOYS 
SC~C-?93 (19?9) P,29/17-40 (NSA 15-7777) 
l((Y\t.10RDS 2 f. 15 27 'tJ 
CA TI ONS U ADD t TI VES 
S'-11:INr-!A.RTZ I. 
- SEE NR 726 
SHI G I T 1 
- SEE NR 456 
Sir'ILE'S PeH, l95l-A 
DAflltELSON G,C, 
THER"iAL CONDUCTIVlTY OF METALS AT 
ISC-l9A (1951) 24P, (NSA 6-2680) 




610 SIDLfS P,H, 1953-A 
THER\i\AL DIFFUSIVITY OF METALS AT HIGH TE"APERATURES 
ISC-311 11953) 36P, INSA 7-37521 
K~YWORDS 2 6 W 
CA TI 0~1s T 
611 SIDLES P,H, 1954-A 
6 12 
DA.''HELSON G,C, 
TSERSAL DIFFUSIVITY OF METALS AT HIGH TESPERATURES 
J, APPL, PHYS. 25 (1954) P,58-66 (JSC-311) (NSA 7-37521 
KEYWORDS 2 6 W 
CAT JONS T 
SIDLES P,H, 
- SEE NR 158 159 167 
Sl(JPPER R,G,S, 1958-A 
HEAT TRANSFER WITHIN REACTOR FUEL ELEMENTS 
G,E,C, AT, ENERGY REV. l (195'81 P,141-6 INSA 
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613 SKIPPER R,G,S, 1958-B 
WOOTTON K,J, 
THERMAL RESISTANCE BETWEEN URANIUM ANO CAN 
PROC, 2ND !NT, CONF, ON PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY 7 
119581 GENEVA P,684-90 (A/CONF,15/P/871 INSA 13-69361 
KEYWORDS 2 6 8 W 
CATIONS U 
SKOCHDOPOLE R, E, 
- SEE NR 269 
614 SMART D, 1960-A 
615 
616 
A METHOD SUITABLE FOR THE MEASUREMENT Of THF THERMAL 
DIFFUSIVITY OF IRRADIATED MATERIALS 
J, NUCL, MATER, 2 (19601 P,341-9 INSA 15-91671 
KEYWORDS 4 9 l 8 W 
CATIONS U 
SMITH A, 
- SEE NR 436 
SMITH A,W, l 95 5-A 
THE THERMAL 
NAA-SR-1286 
CONDUCTIVITY OF A URANIUM SINGLF CRYSTAL 
119551 P,24-5 (NSA 11-78891 




METALLURGY AT LOS 
METAL PROGRESS 65 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 
CATIONS 
- SEE NR 487 690 
1954-A 
ALAMOS 1943-1945 
119541 P,81-9 INSA 17-16554) 
27 30 
617 SMITH C,S, 1954-B 
PROPERTIES OF PLUTONIUM METAL 
PHYS, REV, 94 11954) Pel06A-9 (NSA 8-42971 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 27 
CATIONS P 
618 SMITH C,S, 1961-A 
PLUTONIUM METALLURGY AT LOS ALAMOS DURING 1943-1940 
THE METAL PLUTONIU~ (1961) P,26-35 (EDS,) COFF!N9ERRY A,S,t 
l\olINER W,N,t (NSA 17-16554) (!\!SA 17-16550) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 27 30 
CATIONS P 
619 SMIT~ J,F, 195Ft-A 
620 
PHYSICAL CONSTANTS, CRYSTAL STRUCTU~E, AND THERlv10DYNA"'1!C 
PROPERTIES 
THE "'1ETAL Ti-!ORIUM (1958) P,133-47 (ED,) 11w'ILHfLM H,A, {NSA 13-
3064) 
KEYWORDS 2 7 20 21 26 27 30 W 
CATIONS T 




CA TI ONS 
P~OPERTIES OF ZJR(ON!UM AMD ZIRCOI\JILir.'-Li~ANIUM ALLOYS 
(1951) P,27-8 
2 6 16 27 W 
ADDITIVES ZR 
621 SMITH K,F, 1957-A 
THE Tt--ERlv1AL CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIUM 
ANL-5700 PART A ( 1957) 34P• (NSA 11-7155) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 6 30 W 
CATIONS U 
62? SMITH K,F, 1957-B 
THE FLECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIW 
ANL-5700 PART B ( 19571 25P, (NSA 11-8246) 
KEYi,,/ORDS 2 6 20 
CATIONS U 
62'3 S...,OLUCHOWSKI R, 1962-A 
6 24 
PRORLE~ OF ANOMALOUS RESISTIVITY IN PLUTONIUM 
PHYS, REV, 125 (19621 P.1577-81 (NSA 16-l379R) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 2 0 
CATIONS P ADDITIVES ALCE 
SMOLUCHOWSKI R, 1964-A 
PERKJ~S C,f'.l, ELGIN D,J,C, WARFIE"LD G, 
JOHNSON W,C, WOODROW R,J, 
ANOSALOUS RESISTIVITY OF PLUTONIU~ 
NY0-2680-1 119641 P,23-4 INSA 18-34280) 
KEYWORDS l 2 5 20 
CATIONS P 
S"4YDER ~. J, 
- SEE NR 451 
625 SNYDER T,M, 1955-A 
626 
KAMM R,L, 
SOME PHYSICAL CONSTANTS IMPORTANT IN THE DESIGN OF AN ATOMIC 
POWER PLANT 
C-192 119551 56P, (NSA 10-36801 
KEYWORDS 2 6 9 20 27 30 W 
CATIONS U 
SNYDER W,A, 
- SEE NR 42 
SOKURSKY Y,N, 
- SEE NR 359 364 724 
SOLENTE P, 1964-A 
LALLEMENT R, 
EFFECTS OF AUTO-IRRADIATION ON THE LENGTH OF A POLYCRYSTAL OF 
ALPHA PLUTON l UM I IN FRENCH I 
PHYS, LETT, 13 (1964) P,109-10 (NSA 19-47331 
KEYWORDS 2 5 17 27 
CAT IONS P 
, 0 
31 
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SOLENTE P, 1965-A 
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC STUDY AND SELF-IRRADIATION EFFECTS ON 
PLUTONIUM AT LOW TEMPERATURE !IN FRENCH) 
CEA-R 2735 119651 57P, CNSA 19-346741 
KEYWORDS 2 5 17 27 
CATIONS P 
S0Lfl\JTE P, 
- SEE NR 377 
SPEDDJNG F,H, 1952-A 
\1ILLER C,F, FLYNN J,F, 
RESEARCH ON UNALLOYED THORIUS - HEAT 
ISC-?00 <19521 P,5/9 CNSA 11-85061 
KfY~/ORDS 2 6 2 l 
CATIONS T 
SPEDOING F ,H, 1952-B 
FOX G,'N, CARLSON J ,F • 
SUDSON D,E, JENSEN E ,N, 
KN I PP J, K, LAS LETT L ,J, 
1\.II LLER G,-i, ZAFFARANO l),J. 
Tl-'FP"'1Al CONDUCT IV I TY OF METALS 
1sc-2n 11952 I P, 13 I NSA 7-5931 
KEYWOl:l:DS 3 6 w 
CATIONS u 
S°FO') I "IG F ,H, 19'2-C 
FOX G,W, CARLSON J,F • 
HUC'lSON r'>,E • JENSEN E ,/\!, 
K.~! I PP J, K • LAS LETT L,J, 
e I LLFR G,H, ZAFFARANO D.J • 
7~:EO!JAL CONDUC1 IVITY OF THOR I US 
I S(-246 1195?1 Pel 7 






I NSA 6-53961 
1952-D 
CARLSON J,F, 
JENSEN E ,N. 
LEGVOLD s. 










T•-ffR~AL DI~FUS!VITY CF THORIU.\1 AND NICKEL 
!S(-3'."\l (lC,52) P.15-6 (~'.SA 7-23181 
l(fY't.'ORDS 2 6 1;1 
CAT!O~~s 
~Dp,!i;LEROVA V, 
- SEE NR 372 
STAROr:'UPOV I .P, 
- SEE NR 277 278 
,;:i STEtP S, 1963-A 
RCSSRFRG R, 
FLECTR!C RFSISTANCE AND THFRMOFLECTRIC POWER OF URANIUt-A DURING 
OX!DATIO'J Ai (JeOCl TORR A~IJ 2JO TO 400( (IN GER~AN) 
Z, 'v'ETALLK. 54 (1963) P,4R1-9 (NSA 17-37561) 
KEY\'!ORJS ?. 6 15 20 
CAT I01~S u 
?? 5TFF 0 S, 1966-A 
l(,,!OLL 
F:LFCTR IC CN-lr:JUCT IV I TY Ai'W THEq~OELF:CTR IC POW FR OF LJqAN I UM 
CXID!F·-: AT 0,001 TCRq A,'JD 500 TO ROOC f!N GER.'vtANl 
J. NliCL, VAfER, ?O (1966) P.133-40 (NSA 21-5?9) 
K~Y 1,•1('."0S / 6 15 20 
CATIONS U 
- .SFE NR 296 
- SEE ~q 104 
.STEINl('_OPF~ H, 
- SFE NR 597 
"3t, :OTr"f'Hf~_<; D,R, 1968-A 
srr.w•,FJES?G H,D. LILLEY f,1.1, 
PHASE r:JIAGr~A'v1, COVPRESSISILITY ANO RESISTANCE OF A'"'1ERICIU'"'1 AS 
A Fl.''Kl I8:S. OF PRESSURE 
Jt PHYS, c•-H::"-", sour::is 29 (1968) P,815-21 (UCRL-70623) (NSA 22-
i.l'.)4 7) 
KfYi,.,IQRDS 2 ?'J 26 
CATIO".:S 
15 STONE G.A. 1960-A 
RE.Sl5TIVITY OF U-"10 ALLOY FUEL MEASURE~ENTS Af';D STANDARDS TEST 
~.o.?, '12 
\A~-SR-ME"l10-5150 (1960) 5P, (NSA 14-15985) 
k:;IYl'IORDS 2 5 16 20 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES MO 
36 STORHOI( V,W, 1958-A 
FAUER A,A, JICKERSON ~.F, 
STUrJY OF TrlE lIQUil")S IN ALUMINIUM-URANIUM ALLOYS 
Q\'1!-1753 (1958) D.13-4 (NSA l3-772i,) 
"<EY\</O~DS 6 16 26 
CATIO'IS U ADDITIVES AL 
37 STORHCK v.~. 1059-A 
DLUTO"-.JIU"1 "1ETAL 
~FACTOR coqE ·'v1ATE~IALS 2 N0.2 11959) P.8-9 
'<EYWO'<!)S 2 5 6 30 W 
CAT!O~S P 
3e STORHOK V.W, 1960-A 
PLUTONIUM ANC> ITS ALLOYS 
REACTOR CORE MATERIALS 3 NO,l (1960) P.5-7 INSA 14-150331 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 15 30 W 
CATIONS M ADDITIVES FS 
'39 STORHOK v.w, 1960-B 
PLUTONIUM AND ITS ALLOYS 
REACTOR CORE SATERIALS 3 N0,2 119601 P,4-5 INSA 14•!94901 
KEYWORDS 2 6 27 30 
CATIONS U P T 
-165-
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PHYS I CAL AND MECH AN I CAL PROPER TI ES OF PLUTON !UM FUELS 
REACTOR CORE ~ATER!ALS 3 N0,3 119601 P,12-4 CNSA lo-17701 
KEYWORDS 2 6 27 30 
CATIONS P ADDITIVES FE 
STORHOK V,W, 1961-A 
PLUTONIUM AND ITS ALLOYS 
REACTOR CORE MATERIALS 4 N0,3 119611 P,5 
KEYWORDS 2 6 15 27 30 
CATIONS P ADDITIVES AL 
STORHOK V,W, 1962-A 
THORIUM 
REACTOR MATER, 5 N0,3 119621 P,8 INSA 17-111231 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 27 30 
CATIONS U T 
STORHOK V,W, 1963-A 
PLUTONIUM METAL AND ALLOYS 
REACTOR ~ATER, 6 11963) P,24-7 (NSA 17-17442) fl\JSA 17-17444) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 15 30 W 
CATIONS M ADDITIVES FS 
STORHOK V.w. 1963-B 
ALPHA-PHASE URANIUM ALLOYS 
REACTOR MATER, 6 NO, 3 119631 P.15 INSA l7-40?13) 
KEY\\IQRDS 2 6 30 W 
CATIONS M ADDITIVES FS 
STORHOK V,W. 1965-A 
PLUTONIUM METAL AND ALLOYS 
REACTOR MATER. 8 119651 P.180 I NSA 20-11224) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 15 27 
CAT I ONS p ADDITIVES GA AL 
S TOR HOK V • W, 196 5-B 
FUFL AND FERTILE 
REACTOR MATER, 7 
116791 
"'1t\TERIALS - PLUTONIUM METAL AND ALLOYS 
{1964-1965) P,213-4 (NSA 19-116781 {NSA 19-
KEYWORDS 6212630 
CATIONS M ADDITIVES 
647 STORHOK V,W. 1965-C 
FUEL AND FERTILE MATERIALS - PLUTO"-IIUM METAL AND ALLOYS 
REACTOR "'1ATEr:;,, 8 !l965l P,3-4 (NSA 20-58421 (~SA 20-5843) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 27 30 
CATIONS M ADDITIVES so 
649 STORHOK V,W, 1965-D 
FUEL AND FERTILE MATERIALS - PLUTON!U,~ METAL AN~ ALLOY, 
REACTOR ~ATER, 8 119651 P,122 INSA 20-58471 "SA 20-58481 
KEY'IIORDS 2 6 27 30 
CATIONS M ADDITIVES 11 
649 STORHOK v.w. 1966-A 
PLUTONIUM - PLUTONIUM ,vlETAL Af\JD ALLOYS 
REACTOR MATER• 9 (1966) P.5-6 (NSA 20-31665) (/\;SA 20-31666) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 27 30 
CATIONS M ADDITIVES "E 
650 STORHOK v.w. 1966-8 
PLUTONIUM - PLUTONIUM METAL AND ALLOYS 
REACTOR ~ATER1 9 (1966) P.153-4 (NSA 21-15796) (,"-!SA 21-15795) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 30 W 
CATIONS !'-1 ADDITIVES ZR TI 
STORHOK V.W, 
- SEE NR 64 
6 51 sToRMS E.K. 196 7-A 
THERMOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES I URANIUM I 
THE REFRACTORY CARA IDES VOL, 2 119671 P.191-2 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 21 30 
CAT IONS u 
STRAUMANIS 
~.E • - SEE NR 310 
STREET K..N. 
- SEE NR 319 
STROMPERG H,D. 
- SEE NR 634 
STRUEBING v.o. 
- SEE NR 140 
652 STURCKEN E.F. 1962-A 
THE USE OF POWDER REFLcCTION INTENSITIES TO PREDICT PHYSICAL 
PROPERTIES IN ORIENTED MATERIALS 
TJD-l708D 119621 23P, INSA 17-293931 
KEYWORDS l 2 6 2 7 
CATIONS U 
653 STURCKEN E.F. 1963-A 
CROACH J, W • 
PREDICTING PHYSICAL PROPERTIES IN ORIENTED METALS 
TRANS, AIME 227 119631 P,934-40 INSA 17-326311 
KEYWORDS 1 2 6 27 
CATIONS U 
6 54 STURCKEN E, F • l 964-A 
PREDICTION OF THER~AL EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS BY THE GROWTH 
INDFX METHOD 
DP-904 119641 P,117-23 INSA 19-9511 INSA 19-8881 
KEYWORDS 2 6 2 7 
CATIONS U 
STYLES J.W. 
- SEE NR 716 
** 296 ** 
655 SUTCLIFFE P,W, 1968-A 
6 So 
A STUDY OF THE SPECIFIC HEAT OF PLUTONIUM, NEPTUNIUM ANO 
PLUTONIW MONOCARB!DE 
THFStS lUNlV, OF OXFORD) (1968) 300P, 
KEYWORDS l 2 5 6 21 
CAT IONS P X 
S'.JTCLir::'FF P,1>/, 
- SEE NR 397 398 399 400 401 
Si,,,;EEDLER A, R, 
- SEE NR 427 
51,JIFT D,L, 1964-A 
KRAUS': P, 
THE~~AL CONDUCTIVITY OF "'1ETAL POWDERS 
ANL-59'.'10 (1964) P,288-98 (NSA 19-17174) 
KEYl',1Q"(D5 2 6 12 W 
CATIONS U 
657 S 1,flFT S,L, 1964-B 
KRAUSE o, 
Tl-!ER'IAL (01'\'.)UCTIVITY Q!=" '1ETAL POWDERS 
ANL-6R:)0 (19641 o,3e3.9 (NSA 18-44922) (NSA 18•433,Al 
KEYWORDS 2 6 9 12 
CATio~:s u 
.S 5P 5'"'' I FT "),L 1 1966-A 
TI-·~ T~i~RMAL cor..iouCTIVITY OF SPHERICAL ¥ETAL POWDERS INCLUDI"'JG 
P·•r E~FEi J~ A\I OXI~f COATr~!G 
!,'-:.,.. J1 ,•~AT '-'ASS TRANSFEq 9 (1966) P.1061-74 (NSA 21-6141) 
l(~V 1t.'0R')S fi 1? 11,' 
CA.,. I :.)"-..:S u I( 
- SEE "!R 471 472 
TA~A0./.1 F,q, 195P.-A 
.,.HF CALCULATI:),"J o.:- ~ADIAL TE~DERATU~E DISTRIBUTIONS IN 
CYL!\F.,R!CAL FUF.:L SPfC!"'1ENS :JU~ING "-!EUTRON IRRADIATION 
A,'JL-<=iP72 (l9'iP) 26P, ("lSA 13-3364) 
l(FY1,>1Q~:)S 1 3 29 ,,,; 
(ATIC"JS u 
- SEC:: NCI: 207 
19:', 7-A 
LCAS"l.Y P,G. ['IEM,' ~.J, LINFORD P1F1T1 
SO'.'~ PHYSICAL D~OPEP:TIFS OF PLUTONIUM AT LQl,J TEMPERATURES 
P~8C, ?-PD :,',n, CONF, Qr\ PLUTOI\JIU"-'1 lLOND0:'-.1) • PLUTON!U~ 1965 
(}r.f....,) D,16?-75 (E~S1) KAY A,::- 1 , 1NALDRON M,8,t (NSA ?1-32!-71) 
(\<:..A ?l-1?P.2C) 
l(['Y 111Qq')S ? ? 17 21 27 
(AT I('~S 
TAYLC':" J.C. 196 7-;:J; 
Li~F01~ D 1 F 1 T 1 
~P~(!FIC ""f:ATS OF ALPHA-DLL.;TO/\JI'J~ AN:) ALPHA-VA"JGArffSE 
C'<VOGF~!CS 7 (10A7) P,305 (,~SA 22-19529) 
1(£'"vi,.:oq~s 5 2c ? 1 
C/\TI0~3 
AA? 'TAYL()P J.~. 1965-A 
'.XDANSION DR()Df'HIFS o~ PU-1 wr. PERCE~T GA ALLOYS 
0 Nl•.IL-SA-":lP2 (196~) 7c, (CO~F-6'51119-6) (NSA 20-75'53) 
KfV',!O'<}S ? 6 ?7 
(AT!0'\1S ADDITIVES GA 
TAYLOR J 1 V 1 1965-e,, 
PHY~!CAL Pf.lOPERTIES OF SF.VEqAL PLUTONIUM BASf I,'HER~ETALLIC 
(QVPClll\;)'; 
.:u•,:1,,,1L-SA-,P"i (196'5) P,7 (CONF-651119-7) (,\JSA 20-7554} 
K~Y\'!OqJ5 ? A 26 ?7 
ADOIT!V='.S VE 
1°AVLCP J.~. 1969-A 
T..+FPlv'AL tXPA"JSICN OF SOY.E PLUTCl\1IV'-'-GALL1Ut.' SOLID SOLUTIO\/ 
J. "-'.'JCL, ','AT!=R, 31 {l069J D,339-41 (NSA 23-36111) 
KEY\.'QR')S ? 6 ?7 
CATIO'~S ADDITIVES GA 
~,;r; TAYL:JP G,F, 196?-A 
WF!~91='RG H,G. AL9fE R,T, 
0 UL5E i...FATING oi:- ZtPCON!UM-URANILJM HYDRIDES 
~AA-5P-7,rHi (196?.) 26P, (NSA 17-AROAl 
KFY't'OR').S 6 7 11 21 
CA"'IC\/S U ADDITIVES H ZR 
6"lf.. TAYLCP R,E', 1963-A 
DfTFRVIt,;!NG SPF:ct=-rc H~AT AND OTHER PROPERTIFS AY PULSE 
_.EAT I "IG 
PROC. '3RI') (0"'-;F, O"'. THEqYAl cor-.:DUCTIVITY (1963) GATLI'IBURG 
P•f..P0-07 
KFY\o!ORDS 9 21 
CAT!CI\IS U ADDITIVES H ZR 
667 TAYL'.JR "<,E, 1963-8 
6 6' 
PULSE HEATING OF MODIFIFD ZIRCONIU'-'-URANIUM HYDRIDES 
NAA-SR-7736 (1963) 26P, (NSA 17-12587) 
KEn,ioq~5 2 6 9 21 
CATIONS U ADDtTIVES H ZR 
TAYLO~ R.E, 1964-A 
PULSE '-'lfATJNG OF ziqCONIUM-IJRANIU~ HYDRIDE 
NUCLEAQ ~ETALLURGY VOL,X - IMD SPE'CIAL REPORT N0, 13 ( 1964 l 
P,641-50 (EDS,) WA3ER T,J,, CHIOTTI P,, MINER W1N1 I NSA 19-
7469) 
KEY~CRDS 6 21 
CATIONS u ADD IT IVES H ZR 
-166-
•• 297 ** 
- SEE NR 26 
669 TCHEROTAREV N,T, 1961-A 
670 
BEZNOS!KOVA A,V, 
THERMAL DILATATION OF PLUTONIUM I IN FRENCH} 
"A-TR-R-1404 119611 !OP, INSA 16-79021 
,EYWORDS 2 5 6 27 
CATIONS P 
TEBO F,J, 1958•A 
SELECTED VALUES OF THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF VARIOUS 
MATERIALS 
ANL-5914 119581 P,92-8 INSA 13-4311 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 30 W 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES ZR 
TEREK!--IOV G, I I 
- SEE NR 471 472 
671 T~O~AS I,D, 1961-A 
6 72 
WICK O,J, 
SUMMARY OF ALUMINIU•-PLUTON!UM FUEL OEVELOPME,~T AT HANFORD 
PROC, 2ND !NT, CONF, 01\l PLUTONIUM ~ETALLURGY (GREN0>3LE), 
PLUTONIUf'J 1960 (19611 P,764-78 fEDS,l GRtSON E,, LORD W191H1 
FOWLER R,D,, ("ISA 16-44Ag) 
KEYWORDS 2 16 27 30 •, 
CATIONS P ADDITIVES AL 
- SEE ~R 
Tl-lUEf'.'MLER F • 
- SEE NR 
TIPPETS F,E, 1954-A 
HEAT TRANSFER A~ALYSIS OF 
CYLINDRICAL FUEL ELEMENTS 
HW-'?-3434 ( 1954) 39P 1 
KEYWORDS l 3 ?.9 W 
CATIONS U 
TtPTOf\! C1R1 JR1 
- SEE NR 
TlTOVA V,V, 
- SEE NR 
241 
313 489 
I ."J TERNALL Y-EX TE~NALL Y COOLED 
FOR NUCLEAR REACTORS 
141 
724 
671 TOULOUKIAN Y,S, 1970-A 
POWELL R,W1 HO C,Y, KLEMENS P,G, 
THER~AL CONDUCT IV I TY - ~ET ALL IC ELEMENTS AND AlLOYS 
Tl-"ERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTJFS OF .~ATTER, Tr!F. TP~( DATA SE~lE'S 
VOL.! (1970) (PUB,) !FI/PLENUM ~!,Y,, WASH, 
KEYWORDS 2 6 3 0 W 
CATIONS UP T AJJITIVES ZR AL so 
TOULOUK.JAN Y,S, 1970-9 
DEWITT D,P, 
THER~AL QA,C)JATIVE P=l:OPECHIES - METALLIC ELE~Er,,.j";'$ A"JD ALlOYS 
THEPWOPHYSJCAL PROPE~TI!:S OF ~1ATTER, THE TPP:( DATA SE~IF.S 
VOL,7 (1970) (PUB,) IFI/PLE"IU"':t N1 Y1 t WASl-f 1 
KEYWORDS 2 6 22 
CATtONS U ADDITIVE'S zq I\B 
675 TOULOUKIAN Y,S, 1973-A 
POWELL R,W, HO C1Y, NICOLACl.i "1,C, 
THERSAL DI •Fus IV I TY 
THERVOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF MATTER, THE TPRC DATA SF9lF:S 
VOL,10 (1973) {PUB,) IFI/PLENU~ N,Y1t WASH, 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 11',' 
CATIONS UP T ADDITIVES z.~ 
676 TSVETAEV A•A• 1965-A 
GOLOVANOV Y,"'l1 CHUZHKO R,K, KIRILLOV I,V1 
THERMOELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF POLYCRISTALL!Nf. UQAN!LJM 
ATO!Y'NAYA E"JERGIYA 18 (19651 P,642-4 !NSA 19-370791 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 
CATIONS U 
677 TSVETAEV A,A, 1965•8 
GOLOVANOV Y,N, CHUZHKO R,K. KFULLOV r.v. 
THERVOELF.CTRIC PROPERTIES OF POLYCRtSTALLINE URA~IUV 
J1 SOVIET ATO~IC E~ERGY 18 (1965) P,813-5 (~'SA l9-3707q) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 
CATIONS U 
678 TYLER W,W, 1952-A 
WILSON A,C, JR, WOLGA G,J, 
THER"IAL COtllDUCTlVITY, ELF.CTl:l:!CAL RfSISTIVrTYt AND 
THERMOELECTRIC POWER OF URAN !UM 
KAPL-eoz (19521 25P, (NSA 7-439) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 W 
CATIONS U 
679 TYLER w.w, 1953-A 
WILSON A,C, JR, WOLGA G,J, 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, ELfCT~ICAL RESISTIVITY, AND 
THERMOELECTRIC POWER o• URANIU• 
J, f.lETALS 5, AIME TRANS, 197 (1953) P,1238-9 (NSA 7-439) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 W 
CATIONS U 
680 U'"lLMANN W, 1961-A 
RADIATION E_.ECTS ON SOLID URANIUM - BASED NUCLEAR FUEL 
MATERIALS 
VOIT - 16,l 119611 73P, INSA 15-161411 
KEYWORDS 3 4 l 7 30 
CATIONS U 
UHRIG R,E, 
- SEE NR 481 
UNSTEAD P,B, 
- SEE NR 62 
VAN DUSEN M,S, 
- SEE NR 155 
~4 
** 298 ** 
VAN WINKLE R, 1948-A 
TEMPERATURE D!STRJBUT!ON IN A SINGLE PLATE WHICH HAS A VARYING 
NEUTRON FLUX FROM THE EDGE TD THE CENTER OF THE PLATE 
CF-48-12-101 (19481 15P, INSA 10-109251 
KEYWORDS 1 3 6 29 W 
CATIONS U 
VARLEY J.H,O, 1956-A 
THE THERMAL EXPANSION OF PURE METALS AND THE POSSIBILITY OF 
NEGAT !VE COEFFICIENTS OF VOLUME EXPANSION 
PROC, •OY, soc. (LONDON! A237 119561 P,413-21 (NSA 11-11721 
KEYWORDS 1 6 2 7 
CATIONS P 
VAUGHAN D,A, - SEE NR !DB 
- SEE NR 709 
VEAL P.,W, 1973-A 
O%ERVATI0N OF ITINERANT 5F STATES IN THORIUM METAL 
PHYS, REV, LETT, 30 (19731 P,1061•4 
KEYWORDS l 12 
CAT IONS 
VEDEG:N I KOV M,V, 1969-A 
Ti'·W Tf-ltRMQ~LFCTRtC P01tJERS OF TRANSITION METALS AT HIGH 
Tf'-'PFRATURF 
ADVAN, PHYS, 18 ( 1969 l P,337-70 ( NSA 24-241461 
KEYWORDS 2 6 7 20 30 
CATIONS u T 
VEFNSTc;iA w,A, - SEE NR 309 
VEYSStE J ,J, - SEE NR 266 
VINcVASD G,H, - SEE NR 212 
VOIGT c, - SEE NR 459 
WARfq J, TI - SEE NR 141 276 
-167-
8'.:i WAGNEG: P, 19;1-A 
THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF NEPTUNIUM AT 300K 
J, LESs-co·,i~or-.i ~FTALS 24 (1971) P,106-7 (NSA 25-35424) 
KEYl'!CRDS ? 6 w· 
CA TI o~s 
136 \•!ALr::QQr,.; M,~, 1957-A 
Tf-lE 01-1vs!CAL PROPERTIES AND ALLOYING BEHAVIOUR OF PLUTONIUM 
~ET AL 
ATO""ICS & 1\/UCLEA'< E"JERGY 8 (1957) P,393•6 (NSA 12-1324) 
KFYl'IORDS 2 6 20 3C 
CATIONS ADDITIVES AL ME CE 
R7 \.-,iALDRON ~,81 l95?-A 
GARSTONE J, LEf J,A, MA~OON P,G, 
~AQPLES J,A,C, POOLE C),M, \'.'!LlIAMSON G,K, 
THE PHYSICAL METALLURGY OF PLUTONIU~ 
P~OC', 2NI) INT, CONF, Or-.! PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY 6 





- SEE NR 
1960-A 
l S9 403 
6AC. \•/ALLACE J,C, 
SPECIFIC HEAT OF THORIU~ AT HIGH TF'-1PERATURFS 
PHYS, RE"V, 120 (1960) P,84-8 (/\!SA 15-681) 
KEYl.•.!CR")S 2 6 2 i 
CAT IONS T 
\,\'ALL ACE rJ,C, - SEE NR 167 
V.1ALLACE R ,H, - SEE NR 694 
WALL'-1A".IN J,C, - SEE NR 153 452 
WALTJ:R C,"'1, - SEE NR 339 341 342 355 
WARF t ELD G, - SEE NR 624 
WATERMAN T ,E, - SEE NR 265 
\>s'EP.R G,i,..1, - SEE NR 442 
WE~ER C,E, 1959-A 
71> 
PROGRESS ON DISPERSION ELEMENTS 
PROGRESS IN NUCLEAO ENE%Y, SERIES V - METALLURGY AND FUELS, 
VOL,7 llQ5C/l P,310-2 (EDS,) FINNISTON H,M,, H0 1,'1E J,P,, (NSA 
13-16573) 
KEYWORDS 3 6 11 16 W 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES AL 
WEBER '-1, - SEE NR 16 17 
WEASTER R,T, - SEE NR 694 
WEEKS C,C, 1968-A 
NAKATA '-1,M, S"'1ITH C,A, 
THERSAL PROPER TI ES OF SNAP FUELS 
PROC, 7TH CONF, ON THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (19671 GAITHERSBURG, 
NBS SPEC, PUB, N0,302 119681 P,387-98 (NSA 23-67411 (NSA 23-
66321 
KEYWORDS 6 15 21 W 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES H ZR 
** 299 ** 
WEEKS C,C, - SEE NR 487 







FOR THE ~EASUREMENT OF THE THERMAL CONDUCT IV! TY OF 
119521 14P, (NSA 7-17171 
2 6 9 W 
u 
692 WEEKS J,L, 1955-A 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF URANIUM AND SEVERAL URANIUM ALLOYS 
J, METALS 7 t.AlME TRANS, 2031 11955) P,192 (NSA 9-1879) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 W 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES ME 
WEIDAERG H,G, - SEE NR 665 
WEIL L, - SEE NR 266 279 
693 WEINER L, 1952-A 
CHIOTTI P, WILHELI.A H,A, 
TEMPERATURE ,EPENDENCE OF ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF SETALS 
ISC-305 119521 P,37-45 (AD-180421 INSA 7-5?42) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 
CATIONS T 
694 WENDELL GeE, l953•A 
MAJORS H, JR., WALLACE R,H, WERSTER q,T, 
~ATERIALS HAN1)BOOK1 PART V - PROPERTIES OF THOR!U~ 
AECD-;949 (19531 P.24-7/32-6 (CRD-Al9-27/PT,5) (LWS-
22'14/PT,51 (NSA 10-36051 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 27 30 )I.' 
CATIONS T 
WENZL H, - SEE NR 120 
WERNICI( J,H, - SEE NS 606 
69115 WESTPHAL R,C, 1954-A 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF REACTOR FUEL ELE~E'~T "-'IITERIALS 
Af.CD-3!=164 (1954) 4P, ('NAPD-~·~-538) (NSA. 10-3616) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 W 
CATIONS UV ADDITIVES ZR ,..0 cq 
696 WHEELER. R,G, 1957-A 
T11ER~AL CONTACT CONDUCTANCE 
HW•53'39_c. (1957) 12?, (NSA 12-7;?20) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 8 'N 
CATIONS U 
- SEE NR 671 
697 WIGLEY D,A, 1964-A 
LOW TE"1PERATURE PROPE~TlfS CF TRANSURANIC AND OTHER H'.:AVY 
METALS, A STUDY OF TYE FFFECTS OF SELF-IRRADIATION DA',,AGF ON 
THE fLECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF ALPHA AND S,ELTA STASILISfD 
PLUTONIUM, URAN I UM A 'ID NEPTUN I U~ 
AERE-X/PR/2596/9 Ti-lESIS lUNIV, OF' OXFORD) (1964) l6AD, (NSA 
20-,944A l 
KEY\110RDS 2 i; 17 20 
CATIONS U P X 
698 WIGLEY D,A, 1965-A 
EFFECT OF ANNEALING ON TI-IE RESISTIVITY OF SELF DA,..AGl:D 
PLUTON ! US 
PRO(, ROY. sac., SER,A 284 (1<1651 P,344-53 ("lSA 19-20650) 
KEYWORDS 2 5 17 20 
CATIONS 
WIGLEY D,A, - SFE NR 34A '376 39? 303 
6 99 WlLHEL~ H,A, 1953-A 
CARLS0f\l O,N, LUNT H,E, 
THORIUM-TITANIUM ALLOY SYSTEM 
AECD-3603 (19531 P,19 l!SC-4081 <NSA 8-lOS7l 
KEYWOR!)S 2 7 16 26 
CATIONS T ADDIT!VFS T l 
700 WILHEL'-1 H,A, 195 5-A 
ROGERS 8,A, 
THE PHYSICAL "'1ETALLURGY OF THORIUM 
NUCLEAR ~ETALLURGY t IiVD SPECIAL RED01'H SER I ~S \/0, 1 ( 19';5 l 
P,39-63 (NSA 10-6731 l 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 27 W 
CATIONS T 
701 WILHEL'-1 H,A, 1956-A 
702 
THOR JUt-,, 
PROGRESS IN NUCLEAQ. ENERGY, SERIES V - "'1ETALLURGY ANC FUl::LS• 
VOL,1 (1956) P,217-22 (EDS,l FINNISTON H,~., f-101,J!: J,Pet 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 21 22 26 27 30 W 
CATIONS T 
- SEE NR 
WILKINSON W,D, 195 5-A 
KEL,..,M..t L,R, 
EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS OF 
ANL-54'39 11955) P,30 (NSA 





70'3 WILKINSON W,D, 1960-A 
INTRODUCTION TO PLUTONIUM METALLURGY 
EXTRACTIVE AND PHYSICAL METALLURGY OF PLUTONIUM AND ITS ALLOYS 
(1960) P,1-22 (ED,) WILKINSON W,D, (NSA 14-22095) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 21 27 30 W 
CATIONS P 
704 
** 300 ** 
WILL JAMSON GtK• • SEE NR 687 
WILSON A,C, JR, 
- SEE NR 678 679 
WILSON w.e. 1956-A 
AUSTIN A,E, SCHWARTZ C,M, 
THE SOLi D SOLUBILITY OF URAN I UM IN THORIUM 
TRANSFORMATION OF THOR I UM-URAN I UM ALLOYS 
RMI•llll 119561 P,9•11 INSA 10•93091 
KEYWORDS 2 6 27 
CATIONS V 
• SEE NR 172 174 
AND THE ALLOTROPIC 
705 11,iJTTENAiERG L,J, 1963-A 
GROVF G,R1 
THERMAL PROPERTIES 
MLM·llR4 119631 P,!9•20 INSA 18•248151 
KEYWORl)S 2 6 21 
CATIONS P ADDITIVES ME CE 
706 WrTTF.I\H~ERG L,J, 1963-B 
707 
7/)p 
THER~AL PROPfRTY. STUDIES 
'v1L"'1-1162 (1963) P,14-5 fNSA 17-41350) 
KfY\l,IQROS 2 6 21 
CATIONS ADDITIVES ME 
\>.IITTF.~:PFRG L,J, 1967-A 
GROVE G, R, 
CALO~IMETRIC STUDIF.S OF DELTA, DELTA PRIME ANi'.:l ETA PLUTONIUM 
,,,..Llv1-l3.?8 (1967) P,26-31 (t-.SA 21-13143) 
'<EYll!ORDS 2 6 26 
CATIONS P 
1967-R 
CiROVF'. G, R, 
f.-lfAT CAPACITY OF DELTA PRIME PU 
'v1L'v1-l346 ( 1967) P,18-22 (NSA 21-22888) 
~fYWOR~S 2 6 21 26 
CAT I ONS P 
709 \>UTTENRERG L,J, 1978-A 
E,~JGEL T,<, VAUGHN G,A, 
T'1fG>YAL CONDUCTIVITY OF DLUTONI'JM AT HIGH T01PERATURE 
P~oc. 4TH I,'H. CONF. 0/\ 1 PLUTONIUM AND OTHER ACTINIDES (SANTA 
FE), ,"JUCLEAR '"ETALLU~GY VOL, 17 PART I (19701 P,48-57 {NSA 25-
ll-:iP3) 
1<fY\-.10R'.)S 2 9 'to/ 
c11 TI o~~s P 
WOLGA G,J, 
- SEE NR 6 7 8 6 79 
7 1 () \'OO,')R0 1fo/ ..J, 194 7•A 
HEAT TRANSFER PROBLEMS IN URANIUM RODS 
AERF.:-9i_::R/3 (1947) 7P, (/\:SA 10-12015) 
KEYl\'ORSlS 1 3 8 W 
CAT!O~S U 
- SEE NR 624 
WOOTTON K,J, 
- SEE NR 613 
WOZNIAKOVA R, 
- SEE NR 372 
'w'UNDER G, W, 
- SEE NR 564 
711 '""YATT L,M, 1963-A 
FLJf:L fLEMF.:NTS 
THE DESIGN OF GAS-COOLED GRAPHITE-<ODERATED REACTORS 119631 
Pd?9-30 (ED,) POULTE~ D,R, (lljSA 18-557) 
KEYWQR:)S 2 6 16 27 30 W 
CATIONS U 
71? l\'Y~AN L,L, 1952-A 
;',\RADLEY J 1 F, 
THE TE~PE.!~ATURE-RESISTANCE CHAF!ACTERJSTICS OF URANIUM 
KAPL-'51 119521 33P, IAD-851281 INSA 10•22361 
KfYWORDS ? 6 20 
CAT IONS U 
711 WYf..'Al\i l,L, 1952-B 
RRADLEY J,F, 
THERMAL ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE OF URANIUM, TITANIUM, AND 
lI RCONIUM 
KAPL-F152 (1952) 31P, (NSA 10-4653) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 20 
CAT I ONS U 
714 YAGGEE F,L, 1961-A 
DUNWORTH R,J, 
ENGINEERING AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE PLUTONIUM• l W/0 
ALU<INIUM FUEL ALLOY 
ANL-6330 119611 P,55•7 INSA 15•226921 
KfYWORDS 2 6 16 W 
CATICNS P ADDITIVES AL 
715 YAGGEE F,L, 1962-A 
WALTER C,M, 
ENG I NEER I NG ANO PHYS I CAL PRO PERT I ES OF THE PLUTON IU~•ALUMI NI UM ALLOYS 
ANL-6516 119621 P,69•73 INSA 16•307171 
KEYWORDS 2 6 27 W 
CATIONS P ADDITIVES AL 
716 YAGGEE F,L, 1969-A 
STYLES J,W, 
AUTOGRAPH!C DILATDMETER FOR USE WITH PYROPHORIC AND ALPHA• 
ACTIVE MATERIALS 
ANL•7643 119691 P,14•5 INSA 24•192561 
KEYWORDS 2 6 27 




** 301 ** 
YOUNG G, 
• SEE NR 483 
YOUNG W,A, 1969-A 
SPECIFIC HEATS, THERM~L DIFFUSIVITIES, AND THERMAL 
CONDUCTIVITIES OF ZIRCONIUM HYDRIDES CONTAINING 4 AT, PCT U 
TRANS, MET, sec. AIME 245 119691 P,971-9 INSA 23-301601 
KEYWORDS 2 6 21 W 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES H ZR 
Z,G, 1957-A 
DILATOMETRIC DETERMINATION OF THE COEFFICIENT OF EXPANSION O 
ALPHA-URAN I UM 
SOV, J, ATOMIC ENERGY 3 119571 Po!074•5 INSA 12•111911 
KEYWORDS 2 6 27 
CATIONS U 
719 Z,G, 1957-B 
THE DILATOMETRIC DETERMINATION OF THE COEFFICIENT OF EXPANSI 
OF ALPHA-URANIUM I IN RUSSIAN I 
ATOMNAYA ENERGIYA 3 119571 P,272 INSA 12-111911 
KEYWORDS 2 6 27 
CATIONS U 
720 ZACHARIASEN W,H, 1954-A 
721 
ELLINGER F,H, 
THE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE AND THERMAL EXPANSION OF GAMMA PLUTON I 
AECU-3085 119541 16P, INSA 10•7411 
KEYWORDS 2 6 2 7 
CATIONS P 
ZACHAR I ASEN WI H, l 95 5-A 
ELLINGER F,H, 
CRYSTAL CHEMICAL STUDIES OF THE SF- SERIES OF fLEMENTS, xxrv. 
THE C!<!YSTAL STRUCTURf AND THERMAL EXPANSION OF GAMI-AA-PLUTON ru 
ACTA CRYSTALLOGR, 8 {1955) P,431-3 (NSA 9-6351) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 2 7 
CATIONS 
722 ZACHARtASEN W1H1 1959-A 
ELLINGER F,H, 
UNIT CELL AND THER\1AL EXPANSION OF BETA-PLUTONIUl.1 l'AETAL 
ACTA CRYST, 12 (19591 P.175-6 (NSA 13-10065) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 27 
CATIONS P 
723 ZACHA~!ASEN W,H, 1961-A 
CRYSTAL-STRUCTURE STUDIES OF PLUTONIUM METAL 
THE '1ETAL PLUTONIUM !1961) P,99-107 (EDS,J COFFINAERRY A,s., 
~INER W,N,1 (NSA 17-16559) /NSA 17-16550) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 2 7 30 
CATIONS P 
ZACHAR!ASEN W,H, • SEE NR 442 
ZAFFARANO D,J, 
- SEE NR 629 630 631 
724 ZAIMCVSKII A,S, 1958-A 
SERGEEV G,A, TITOVA V,V, LEVITSl<II B,M, 
SOKURSKY Y ,N, 
THE INFLUENCE OF STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF URANIU• ON ITS 
BEHAVIOR UNDER IRRADIATION I IN RUSSIAN! 
ATOMNAYA ENERGIYA 5 {1958) P,412-20 (NSA 13-3371) 
KEYl,,iOROS 3 6 17 23 27 
CATIONS U 
ZAJMOVSKY A,S, 
- SEE NR 359 
7 25 ZAMBROW J,L, 1952-A 
HAUSNER 1-l,H, 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF URANIUM SLUGS ~ADE BY POWDE'< "1ETALLURG 
SEP•95 119521 20P, I NSA 14•206191 
KEYWORDS 2 6 l? 14 27 W 
CAT!CNS U 




HIGH-TEMPERATURE FUEL MATERIALS 
SCNC•30l 119591 P,10-6 INSA 15•11461 l 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 W 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES 
ZAMBROW ..J,L, 1959-B 
SHEINHARTZ I, 
HIGH-TEMPERATURE FUEL MATERIALS (YTTRIUV,-URA,\JIUM ALLOYS) 
SCNC•296 119591 P,21•2 INSA 15•53181 
KEYWORDS 2 6 2 7 
CAT I ONS U ADO IT IVES 
ZAMAROW J,L, 
• SEE NR 608 
ZEGLER S,T, 1958-A 
NEVITT M,V, 
SOME PROPERTIES OF URANIUM•FISSIUM ALLOYS 
NUCL, SCI, ENG, l (1958) P.115-6 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 27 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES FS 
729 ZEGLER 5,T, 1958-B 
NEVITT ~,V, 
PROPERTIES OF URAN IUM•F I 551 UM ALLOYS 
ANL•5837 119581 P,56•8 INSA 13•192151 
KEYWORDS 2 6 27 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES FS 
730 ZEGLER s.r. 1959-A 
NEVITT M,V. 
SOME PROPERTIES OF URANIUM•F I SS IUM ALLOYS 
NUCL, SCI, ENG, 6 (1959) P1222-8 fNSA 14-667) 
KEYWORDS 2 6 16 27 
CATIONS U ADDITIVES FS 
-169-
** 302 ** 
7~1 Z~GL~P 5,T, 1959-B 
~EVITT M,V, ADPARATUS FO'=< YESURiNG THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES OF METALS 
ANL-~611 (1959l 15P, tNSA 14-55771 
Kf:Y1.;1C~DS ~ 6 9 1/J CAT IMS U ADD!T IVES FS 
73? Z.EGLED S,T, 1961-A 
~:EVITT v,v, 
s rr:,ucruors AN) PqQO~RT I ES OF URA~ IU~-F 1SS I Ui'-'1 ALLOYS 
AI\JL-All6 (1961\ P,29-SC !NSA 15-31170) 
l(~Yl;!OqDS 2 6 16 27 1;_1 ADDITIVES FS 
CAi!0"!5 U 
'7'3? Z'.-(.Lf 0 S,T, 1961-P. 
'ffV!TT 'f,V, 
DqQDERTES JI"." UqA"lIUfv' FISSIU~ ALLOYS 
f,'\L-6~3:'; ( 1.961) P.149-?0 (NSA 15-22692) 
(.fY'1,'0Q'.)$ 2 6 16 77 \I/ ADSlIT!VES FS 
(AT!O'\JS U 
- SF.: NR 35C 
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0 ••••••••• 1 ••••••••• 2 ••••••••• 3 -CATIONS- --ANIONS--
ZGSANMCCFTF MS NCBCM 
123456789012345678901234567890 w UPTKXMVQR OCNFSIABDE HRASLBORUSIEYUEIBWIEEAG 
2 * ** * * 
w u 0 
2 
3 * * * 
* w u 0 
3 
4 * * * 
w u 0 
4 
5 * • * 
w u 0 
5 
6 * * * * 
u 0 
6 
7 * * * * 
u 0 
7 
8 * * * * * 
w u 0 
8 
9 * * * 
w T 0 
9 
10 * * * 
w T 0 
10 
11 * * * 
w u 0 
11 
12 * ** * 
w u 0 
12 
13 * * * 
W UPT 0 
13 
14 * ** * * 
w u 0 * * * 
14 
15 * ** * * 
u 0 
15 
16 * ** * * 
u 0 
16 
17 * ** * * 
u 0 
17 
18 * ** * * 
u 0 
18 
19 * ** * * 
u M 0 
\9 
20 * ** * * * 
u M 0 
20 
21 * ** * * * 
UP M 0 
21 
22 * * * * 
w u 0 
22 
23 * * * * 
w u 0 
23 
24 * * * 
w u 0 
24 
25 * * * ** 
ljj u 0 
25 
26 ** ** * 
u 0 
26 
27 * * * * 
M 0 
27 
28 * * * * 
UP 0 
28 
29 * * * ** * 
M 0 
29 
30 * * * 
T 0 * * 
30 
3\ * * * * * 
u 0 * 
31 
32 * * * * 
u 0 * 
32 
n ** * * 
T 0 
33 
34 * * * * 
u 0 
34 
35 * * * 
u 0 
35 
36 * ** * * * 
u 0 * 
36 
37 * ** ** * * 
w u 0 
37 
38 * ** * * * 
w u 0 
38 
39 * ** ** * * 
w u 0 
39 
40 * ** ** * * 
w u 0 
40 
41 * ** ** * * 
w u 0 
41 
42 * ** ** * * 
w u 0 
42 
43 * * * * * 
w u 0 
43 
44 * ** * 
* w u 0 
44 
45 * ** ** * * 
w u 0 
45 
46 * * * * * 
w u 0 
46 
47 * * ** * * 
w u 0 
47 
48 * * *** * * 
* w u 0 
48 
49 *** ** * * 
w 
49 
50 * * * 
w u 0 
50 
51 ** ** * * 
w u 0 
51 
52 ** ** * 
w u 0 * 
52 
53 * * ** * 
w u 0 
53 
54 * * *** * 
w 
54 
55 * * ** * 
w u 0 
55 
56 * * ** * 
w u 0 
56 
57 * * ** * 
w u 0 
57 
58 * * ** * 
w 
58 
59 * * * 
w 
59 
60 * ** * * * 
UP M 0 
60 
61 * ** * * * 
UP M 0 
61 
62 * ** * * * * 
UP 0 
62 
63 * ** * * * * 
UP 0 
63 
64 * ** ** * * 
w u 0 * 
64 
65 * ** ** * * * * 
w u 0 * 
65 
66 * ** ** * * 
w u 0 * 
66 
67 ** ** * 
w u M 0 
67 
68 ** ** * 
w u M 0 
68 
69 * *** * 
w u 0 
69 
70 ** *** * 
w u 0 
70 
71 ** ** * * 
w u 0 
71 
72 * ** * * * 
w u 0 
72 
73 * ** * * 
w 
73 
74 * ** * * 
w M 0 
74 
75 * * ** * 
w M 0 
75 
76 * * • • 
u 0 
76 
77 * * • * 
w u 0 
77 
78 * * ** * 
w u 0 
78 
79 * ** * * 
u 0 
79 
80 * * * * 
u 0 
80 
81 * ** * * ** 
T 0 
81 
82 ** ** * * * 
* w UP 0 
82 
83 * ** * • 
* w UP 0 
83 
84 * ** * * 
u 0 
84 
85 * ** * • 
u 0 
85 
86 * • * * 
w u 0 
86 
87 * * * * 
w u 0 
87 
88 * *** * 
w M 0 
88 
89 * ** * 
* w p M 0 
89 
90 * ** * * 
* w M 0 
90 
91 * • * * 
* w p M 0 
91 
92 ** ** * * 
* w M 0 
92 
93 * * * * * 
w u 0 
93 
94 ** ** * 
* w u 0 
94 
95 • • * * 
w u 0 
95 
96 * • * * 
p 0 
96 
97 * ** * * 
w u 0 
97 
98 * • 
w u 0 
98 
99 * ** * 
• w u 0 
99 
100 ** * * * * 
u T 0 
100 
0 ••••••••• 1 ••••••••• 2 ••••••••• 3 -CATIONS- --ANIONS--
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123456789012345678901234567890 w UPTKXMVQR OCNFSIABDE HRASLBORUSIEYUEIBWIEEAG 
101 
** * * * * 
u T 0 101 102 
* * *** * w u 0 102 10 3 
* * ** * * 
w u 0 103 104 
* ** * 
u 0 104 105 
* * * * M 0 105 106 
* ** * w u M 0 106 10 7 
* * * * M 0 107 l 08 
* ** * * * w M 0 108 109 
* * * * * 
w M 0 109 110 
* * * * w M 0 110 111 
** *** * * w M 0 111 112 
* * * * w M 0 112 113 
* * * w M 0 113 114 
* ** * * w M 0 114 115 
* ** * * w M 0 115 116 
* ** * ** w M 0 116 117 
* * ** * w u 0 117 118 
* ** * * * 
w u 0 118 119 
* ** * w u 0 119 120 
* ** * * * 
w u 0 120 121 
* * ** * * * 
w u 0 121 122 
** * * * ** 
u 0 122 l 23 
** * * * ** u 0 123 124 
* ** * w u 0 124 125 
* * * * w u 0 125 126 
* * ** * * * 
u 0 126 127 
* * * * 
u 0 127 l 28 
* * ** * * * 
u 0 128 129 
* ** * * * 
w u 0 129 1 30 
* * ** * ** 
u 0 130 1 31 
* * ** * ** u 0 131 132 
* ** * * 
w u 0 132 133 
* * * w u 0 133 134 
* * ** * * 
u 0 134 1 35 
* ** * 
w u 0 135 136 
* ** * w u 0 136 137 
* *** * * 
w u M 0 137 138 
* *** * * 
w u M 0 138 139 
* * * * * w UP M 0 139 140 
* * * * * w UP M 0 140 141 
* ** * * 
u 0 141 142 
* ** * * 
u 0 142 
143 
* ** ** * 
w u 0 143 144 
* ** * * * * 
w u 0 144 145 
* * ** * * * 
w u 0 145 146 
* * ** * * * 
w u 0 146 147 
* ** * * 
w M 0 147 148 
* * * * * 
u 0 148 149 
* * * * * * w u 0 149 l 50 
* ** * * w u 0 150 l 51 
* ** * * 
w u 0 151 152 
** ** * * * w u 0 * * * 152 1 53 
** ** * * * * 
w u 0 153 154 
* * * * * 
w u 0 154 1 55 
* * * * * * 
w u 0 
* 
155 156 
* ** ** * 
w u 0 156 157 
* ** * * * * * w u 0 157 158 
* ** * * * * w u 0 158 159 
* * * * * * 
w u 0 159 160 
* * * * 
w u 0 160 161 
* ** * * * w u 0 161 162 
* ** * * * * w u 0 162 163 
* ** * * 
w u 0 163 164 
* ** * * * * w u 0 164 165 
* * * * * w u 0 165 166 
* * * * * * w u V 0 166 167 
* ** * * * 
u T 0 167 168 
** ** * ** * w u T V 0 * * 168 169 
* ** ** * * * w u T 0 169 1 70 
* * ** * * 170 171 
* ** * * w M 0 171 172 
* * ** * * u 0 172 1 73 
* * * ** w u 0 173 1 74 
* * * * w u 0 174 1 75 
* ** * * ** 
w u 0 175 176 
* ** * * ** 
w u 0 176 l 77 
* ** * * w u 0 177 178 
* ** * w u 0 178 l 79 
* * ** * u 0 179 180 
* * ** * u 0 180 181 
* ** * w u 0 181 182 
* * * 
T 0 182 183 
* * * w u 0 183 184 
* ** * * * w u 0 184 185 
* * * * u 0 185 186 
* * * * * u 0 186 187 
* * ** * u 0 187 188 • ** * * * w u 0 188 189 
* ** • ** u 0 189 190 
* * •• w u 0 190 191 
* ** * * * 
u 0 191 192 
** *** ** * * * w u 0 192 193 
* * *** w u 0 193 194 
* * ** w u 0 194 195 
* • * * * u 0 195 196 
* ** * * * u 0 196 197 
* * * 
.. • u 0 197 198 
* ** ** * * u 0 198 199 
* ** ** * u 0 199 200 
* ** ** * * u 0 200 
0 ••••••••• 1 ••••••••• 2 ••••••••• 3 
-CATIONS-
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201 * ** ** * 
u 0 201 
202 * ** * 
T 0 202 
203 * ** ** * 
u 0 203 
204 * ** ** * 
u 0 204 
205 * * ** * 
T 0 205 
206 * ** * 
T 0 206 
207 * * * 
u 0 207 
208 * ** * 
w u 0 208 
209 
* ** * 
w u D 209 
2 10 * * * * 
u 0 210 
2 11 * ** * * 
w M 0 211 
2 12 
* ** * * 
T 0 212 
213 * * * * * w u 
0 * 213 
214 * * * * * 
w u 0 * 214 
215 * ** * * * 
w u 0 * 215 
216 
* * * * 
w u 0 * 216 
217 
* * * * 
w u 0 * 217 
218 
* * ** * 
T 0 * 218 
219 
* ** 
w u 0 219 
220 * * * * 
X 0 220 
221 * * ** • * 
w M 0 221 
2 22 ** ** * * w 
u 0 222 
223 * * ** * * 
w u 0 223 
224 * * ** * 
w M 0 224 
225 * ** ** ** * w u 
0 225 
226 * * 
u 0 226 
227 * ** * * w 
u 0 227 
228 * ** * * w 
u 0 228 
229 * ** * * * w 
u 0 229 
230 * ** * * w 
u 0 230 
2 31 ** ** * * * * * w 
u V 0 * * 231 
2 32 ** ** * * 
M 0 232 
2 33 * * * * 
p X 0 233 
2 34 * * * * 
p 0 234 
2 35 * ** * 
w u 0 235 
236 * * 
w 236 
237 * ** * * 
p M 0 237 
2 38 * ** * * 
UP M 0 238 
2 39 * * * * 
p M 0 239 
240 * * ** * 
UP M 0 * 240 
2 41 * * ** * 
UP M 0 * 241 
242 * * * 
V 0 242 
2 43 * * * * 
u 0 243 
244 * ** * ** 
w u T 0 244 
245 
* ** * ** 
w T V 0 245 
246 * * * 
w u 0 246 
247 * ** * 
w u 0 247 
248 * ** ** 
w u 0 248 
2 49 
* * ** 
w u 0 249 
250 * *** * * w 
u 0 250 
251 
* * * 
w 251 
252 *** ** * ** 
w u 0 252 
2 53 * * * * * * 
w M 0 253 
2 54 * * * * 
254 
255 * * * * * * 
w u K 0 * 255 
256 * * ** * 
T 0 * 256 
257 ** ** * * w 
u 0 257 
258 * * * * 
w 258 
259 
* * ** * 
w u 0 259 
260 * * * * 
p 0 260 
2 61 * * * * 
p 0 261 
262 * * * * 
p 0 262 
263 
* * * * 
w 263 
264 * ** ** * 
p M 0 264 
2 65 * * ** 
u 0 265 
2 66 * * * * 
w u 0 266 
2 67 * *** * 
w u 0 * * 
267 
268 * * * * 
w u 0 * 
268 
269 
* ** * * 
w u 0 * 
269 
270 
* * * * 
w u 0 * 
270 
2 71 * * * * ** 
w u 0 * 271 
272 * * * w 
p M 0 272 
273 
* ** * 
w UP 0 273 
2 74 * * * * * 
UP 0 274 
2 75 * * * * * 
UP 0 275 
2 76 
* ** * 
w UP 0 276 
2 77 * * * * * 
UP 0 277 
2 78 * * * * * 
UP 0 278 
2 79 * * ** * 
w u 0 279 
280 
* * ** * 
w u 0 280 
281 * * * 
w M 0 281 
282 
* ** * 
w u M 0 282 
283 
* * ** * 
w u M 0 283 
284 
** ** * * 
w u 0 * 
284 
285 * * ** * 
w M 0 285 
286 ** * ** 
w u M 0 286 
287 ** * ** 
w u M 0 287 
2 88 * 
w u M 0 288 
2 89 * * * 
p 0 289 
290 * * * * 
w p 0 290 
291 * * * 
w u 0 291 
292 
* * * * 
w u 0 292 
293 ** ** * * 
M 0 293 
294 ** ** * * 
M 0 294 
295 * * * 
w u 0 295 
296 * * * w 
296 
297 * * * 
w u 0 297 
298 
* * * ** 
w 298 
299 
* * * 
w M 0 299 
300 * * ** * * 
w M 0 300 
0 ••••••••• 1 ••••••••• 2 ••••••••• 3 -CATIONS- --ANIONS-- ZGSANMCCFTF MS NCBCM 
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-CATIONS-
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3 01 * • • w M 0 301 302 •• • * w u cc 302 303 • • w 303 304 • •• • * w u 0 304 305 • • •• * w u 0 305 306 
* * * * u D 306 307 
* ** * * * * u 0 307 308 * • 
* * 
• w u 0 308 309 
* • * * u 0 309 310 
* ** * * • T 0 310 311 
* * * •• * w u 0 311 3 12 
** •• * * • w u M 0 312 313 
** ** * * ** * w u M 0 313 314 
* ** * * * * w M 0 314 315 
*** ••• * * * w M 0 315 316 • •• * w M 0 316 317 
* * • w u 0 317 318 •• ** * w u 0 318 319 
* * • p 0 319 320 
* * • p M 0 320 321 
* ** ** w u 0 321 322 
* * * * 3 23 * • * • 
322 
323 324 • • • • w 324 325 • ** * * * • w u 0 325 326 * • • w 326 327 • •• * w u 0 327 328 • * * * u 0 328 329 • •• * w u 0 329 330 
* * ** * w M 0 330 3 31 
* * * * * u 0 
* 331 3 32 * ** * w u 0 332 333 
** ** * * * w u 0 333 334 
* * • * w u 0 334 3 35 
* ** * * w u 0 335 336 
* * • * w u 0 336 337 
* * • * w u 0 337 3 38 
* •• * • w u 0 338 339 
*** ** * * w u 0 339 340 
* * * * u 0 340 341 
* ** * • u 0 341 342 • * ** • w u 0 342 343 
* • * • T 0 
* 343 344 * •• • • w u 0 344 345 • w u 0 345 346 
* • w 346 347 • •• • u 0 347 3 48 •• ** • • w M 0 348 349 
* * * * u 0 349 350 • • * w u 0 350 3 51 
* * ** * * w M 0 351 3 52 
* ** * * ** M 0 * 352 3 53 
* * ** * * 
w M 0 353 354 * • * * w 354 355 
* * * 
w 355 356 
* * * 
w 356 357 
* * * 
w 357 358 • 
* 
w 358 359 
* * • w 359 360 
* * * 
w M 0 360 361 * • 
* 
w M 0 361 3 62 
* ** * w u 0 362 363 
* •• • * u 0 363 364 • •• * * * w u 0 364 365 
* ** * w u M 0 365 366 
* * ** ** w u M 0 366 367 
* ** * * w 367 36R 
* ** * * M 0 368 369 
* * •• * * w M 0 369 3 70 
* * ** * * • w UP 0 370 3 71 
* * ** * * 
w M 0 371 3 72 * • •• • w M 0 372 373 
* * ** • w M 0 373 374 
* * * 
T 0 374 375 
* * • * u 0 375 376 
* • * M 0 • 376 377 
* * ** * w u 0 377 378 
* * w 378 379 • * * * * w u 0 379 380 
* * * * w u 0 380 381 
* • * * u 0 381 382 
* * * • * w u 0 382 383 
* * * • u 0 383 H4 
* * * * u 0 384 385 • • • w u 0 385 3 86 • * * w u 0 386 387 * • * * * w u 0 387 3 88 
* * ** * * • * w u 0 388 389 
* •• * w u 0 389 390 * • •• * • • * • w u 0 390 391 
* • * • w u 0 391 392 
* • * • w u 0 392 393 • • • • * w u D 393 394 • • • w u 0 394 3 95 • • w 395 396 
* * •• * w u 0 396 397 * • ~ • * w 397 3 98 • * • • w 398 399 • • ** • M 0 399 400 
* * * * w u 0 • 400 
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401 
401 
* * ** * 
402 
* * * 
w 402 
403 •• •• • • w u 
0 403 
404 • • • * u 
0 404 
405 • • • • w u 
M 0 405 
406 • • • M 0 
406 
407 • • * • w u M 0 
407 
408 • ** * * 
M 0 408 
409 
* ** * 
u 0 409 
410 * * * * 
w u M 0 410 
411 
* * * * 
w u M 0 411 
412 * ** * 
M 0 412 
413 * * * * 
w u M 0 413 
414 * * •• 
w 414 
415 *** •• * 
.. w u 0 415 
416 * * *** 
.. 
* * 
w M 0 416 
417 
* * • * * 
w M 0 417 
418 .. * * * 
p 0 418 
419 
* **** * 
w 419 
420 * **** * * 
w 420 
421 • *** * 
w 421 




4 23 * •• * 
.. w 423 
424 
* ** * * ** 
M 0 * 
424 
4 25 * ** * ** 
M 0 425 
426 * ** * ** 
UP 0 426 
427 
* * 
.. M 0 427 
428 .. .. .. * u 
M 0 428 
429 .. ** * * 
M 0 429 
430 .. * * * 
M 0 430 
4 31 * * • * 
X 0 431 
432 • ** • 
X 0 432 
433 * * 
.. u 0 433 
434 • * * * 
u 0 434 
435 • * * u 
0 435 
436 * ** * * •• 
u 0 436 
437 
* * * • * 
T 0 437 
438 
* * * 
u 0 438 
439 .. • .. * u 
0 439 
440 • * * 
T 0 440 
441 
* * * * 
u 0 441 
442 
* ** * ** 
u 0 442 
443 * ** * * 
u 0 443 
444 * ** ** 
w u 0 444 
445 
* ** ** * 
w u 0 445 
446 * ** * 
.. w u 0 446 
447 * * * 
* w u 0 
447 
448 * • * •• 
u 0 448 
449 * ** * 
u 0 449 
450 ** ** * * 
w u 0 450 
451 * * * * 
u 0 451 
4 52 * ** * * 
w u 0 452 
4 53 * * ** * 
w u 0 453 
454 * * * * 
u 0 454 
455 * ** * 
w u 0 455 
456 
* ** * * * 
u 0 456 
457 
*** ** *" 
* w u M 0 
457 
458 * * ** * * * 
w u 0 458 
459 ** ** * * 
w u 0 459 
460 * * ** * * 
w M 0 460 
4ol 
* * ** • * * 
w u 0 461 
462 * ** * * * 
w u 0 462 
463 * * 
w u 0 463 
464 
* ** * * 
w u 0 464 
465 • •• * * • 
w u 0 465 
466 * * * * * 
w u 0 466 
467 
* * ** * * * 
w M 0 467 
468 * * ** * * 
w M 0 468 
469 
* * * * 
• M 0 
469 
470 
* * * * * 
M 0 470 
471 
** ** * 
• • w M 0 
471 
4 72 •• •• • * * w 
M 0 472 
473 
* * ** * * 
w M 0 473 
4 74 
* * * 
M 0 474 
475 
* * 
* w M 0 
475 
4 76 
* * •• * * 
w M 0 476 
477 
* * * * 
* w M 0 
477 
478 
* ** * 
• M 0 
478 
479 * * * 
w M 0 479 
480 * ** * * 
u 0 480 
4 81 • * • w 
481 
482 ** ** * * 
M 0 482 
483 ** ** * 
M 0 483 
484 * * •• * 
M 0 484 
485 * * * * * 
w M 0 485 
486 
* * * 
w u 0 486 
487 
* ** * • 
w u 0 487 
488 * * * * * 
w u 0 488 
489 • *** * 
w u 0 489 
490 * *** * 
w u 0 490 
491 • *** * 
w u 0 491 
492 • * * * * 
u 0 * 
492 
493 ** * * * * 
u 0 * 
493 
494 * * * * 
u 0 * 494 
495 
* * ** * * 
w u 0 495 
496 ** ** * 
w u 0 496 
497 * ** * 
w u 0 497 
498 * • * * 
w M 0 498 
499 * * * * 
u 0 499 
500 * w u T 0 
500 
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5 01 
* ** * * ** M 0 * 501 5 02 * * ** * * w M 0 502 503 
** ** * w M 0 503 504 
* ** * * * u 0 504 5 05 
* ** * * w u 0 505 506 
* ** * * * u 0 506 507 
* ** * * u 0 507 508 
* * * * 
w u 0 508 509 
* ** * * w u 0 509 510 
* * * * w u 0 510 511 
* ** * * * u 0 511 512 
* ** * w u 0 512 513 
* ** * w u 0 513 514 
* * ** * * w u 0 514 515 
* ** u 0 515 516 
* ** * * w u 0 516 517 
* * * w u 0 517 518 
* * * 
w 518 519 
* * * 
w 519 520 
* * ** * * 
w 520 521 
* * * 
w M 0 521 5 22 
* ** * * * 
w M 0 522 523 
* ** * * w M 0 523 524 
* * * 
w M 0 524 5 25 
* * ** * 
w M 0 525 526 
* * ** * * 
w M 0 526 527 
* * * * * * M 0 527 528 
* * * * * M 0 528 529 
* * * * 
w M 0 529 530 
* * * * w M 0 530 5 31 
* * ** * * 
w M 0 531 5 32 
* * * u 0 532 533 
* ** * * w M 0 533 5 34 
* *** * w M 0 534 5 35 
* * ** * * 
w M 0 535 536 
* * * * * w M 0 536 537 
* * * 
w 537 5 38 
* * w 538 539 
* * 
w 539 5 40 
* * * * * w u 0 
* * * 540 541 * * * * w u 0 
* * * 541 5 4? * * * * * w u 0 
* * * 542 543 * * * * w u 0 543 544 
* * * * * w u 0 544 545 
* * * * w u 0 
* * * 545 546 * * * * w u 0 
* * * 546 5 47 * ** * * w M 0 547 548 
* ** * w M 0 548 5 49 
* * ** * * w M 0 549 550 
* * * * w M 0 550 551 
* * * w M 0 551 5 52 
* * ** * * M 0 552 5 53 
* * * * * w u 0 
* 553 554 * ** * * w T 0 554 555 
* * * * w u 0 555 556 
* * ** * w 556 55 7 
*** **** * * w 557 558 
*** **** * * w 558 559 
*** **** * * w 559 560 
* * * w M 0 560 561 
* * * w M 0 561 562 
* *' * T 0 562 5 63 
* ** ** T 0 563 564 
* * * T 0 564 565 
* * * T 0 565 566 
** * * T 0 566 5 67 
* ** * * T 0 567 568 
* * ** ** w u 0 568 569 
* * * w u 0 569 5 70 
* * * * w u 0 570 571 
* * ** * * w u 0 571 5 72 
* ** * * * w u 0 
* 572 5 73 * ** * w u 0 573 574 
* ** * * w u 0 
* 574 5 75 * ** w u 0 575 576 
* * ** * M 0 576 577 
* ** * * * w UPT MV 0 577 578 
* * * * u 0 578 579 
* * * w u oc 579 580 
* * * u 0 580 581 
** * * u 0 581 582 
** ** * * w u 0 582 583 
* ** * w T V 0 583 584 
* * ** * w u V 0 584 585 
* * ** * * w V 0 585 586 
* * * * * u 0 586 587 
* ** * * u 0 587 5 88 
* ** * * w u 0 588 589 * ** * w u 0 589 590 
* ** * * w u 0 590 591 
** ** ** * w u 0 591 5 92 
* ** * * w u 0 592 593 
* ** * * u M 0 593 5 94 
* ** * * u M 0 594 595 
* * 
u M 0 595 596 
* * * M 0 596 597 
* * ** * * * w M 0 597 598 
* * * * w u 0 598 599 
* * * w 599 600 
* * * * w u 0 600 
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6 01 
* * * * 
u 0 601 
602 
* * * * * 
w u 0 602 
603 
* * * * 
w u 0 603 
604 
* * * 
w u 0 604 
6 05 
* * * 
w u 0 605 
606 
* * * 
w u 0 606 
607 
* ** * * 
w u 0 607 
608 
* * * * 
w u 0 608 
609 
* * * 
w u 0 609 
610 
* * * * 
w u 0 610 
611 * * * * w u 0 611 6 12 
* * * * 
w u 0 612 
613 ** * w u K 0 613 614 
* * * * 
w u 0 614 
6 15 
* * * * 
w u K 0 615 
616 
* * * * 
w u 0 616 
617 
* * * * 
w u 0 617 
6 18 
* * * * 
w u 0 618 
619 
* * * * 
w u 0 619 
620 
* * * * 
w 620 
6 21 * * * w u 0 
621 
622 
** ** * 
w u 0 622 
6 23 
** ** * * w u 0 623 624 
* ** * 
w u 0 624 
6 25 
* * ** * * 
w u 0 625 
626 
* ** * * * 
w u 0 626 
627 
* * ** * * 
w u 0 627 
6 28 
* * ** * * 
w u 0 628 
629 
* * * * 
w u 0 629 
630 
* ** * 
V 0 630 
6 31 
* * * 
w M 0 631 
6 32 
* * * 
w M 0 632 
6 33 
* * * 
lo/ M 0 633 
6 34 
* * * 
w 634 
6 35 
* * * 
w 635 
636 
* * * 
w 636 
6 37 
* * * 
w 637 
6 38 
* * * 
w 638 
639 
* * * 
w 639 
640 
* * * 
w M 0 640 
641 
* * * 
w M 0 641 
642 
* * * 
w M 0 642 
643 
* * * 
w M 0 643 
644 
* * * 
w M 0 644 
645 
* * * 
w M 0 645 
646 
* * * 
w M 0 646 
647 
* * * 
w M 0 647 
648 
* * * * 
w M 0 648 
649 
* * * 
p 0 649 
650 
* ** * 
w u 0 650 
6 51 
* ** * * w u 0 
651 
6 52 
* ** * * 
w u 0 652 
6 53 
* ** * * 
u 0 653 
6 54 









* ** * * 
w M 0 657 
6 58 
* ** * w u 0 
658 
659 
* * * * 
w u 0 659 
660 
* * ** * 
w u 0 * 660 
661 
* * ** * w u 0 * * 
661 
662 
* * * 
w u 0 662 
663 
* * * * 
w u 0 663 
664 
** * * 
u 0 664 
6 65 
* * * 
u 0 665 
666 




w K 667 
668 
* * * * * 
w V 0 668 
669 
* * * 
w u 0 669 
670 
* * ** * * * * 
u 0 670 
671 
* * * 
w 671 
6 72 
* * * 
w 672 
6 73 .. ** * * w u 0 673 6 74 
* ** * * * 
w u 0 674 
6 75 
* ** * * 
w u 0 675 
676 
* ** * * * * * 
w u 0 676 
6 77 
* * ** * 
w M 0 677 
6 78 
* * * * 
u 0 678 
679 
* * * 
u 0 679 
680 
* * * * 
u 0 680 
681 
* * * * 
u 0 681 
682 
* * * * 
w 682 
6 83 
* * ** 
w UPT 0 683 
684 
* * * * * 
u 0 684 
685 
* * * 
w u 0 685 
686 
* * * * * 
w u 0 686 
687 
* ** * * * 
w u 0 * 687 
6 8e 
* * * * * 
w u 0 688 
689 
* * * 
w u 0 689 
690 
*** ** * 





* * * 
w M 0 692 
693 
* * * 
w M 0 693 
694 
* * * 
w M 0 694 
6 95 
* * * 
w M 0 695 
696 
* * * 
w 696 
697 
* * * 
w 697 
698 
* * * 
w M 0 698 
699 
* ** * * * 
w u 0 * 699 
700 
* ** * * lo/ u 0 
700 
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701 
* •• * * • * w u 0 701 702 
* • • UP 0 702 703 • * w u 0 703 704 • * • * w u 0 704 705 • • * w u T 0 705 706 
* • • • * w u 0 * * * 706 707 
*** * * • * w u 0 707 708 
* * w 708 709 
* * ** * T 0 * 709 710 •• ** * * w u 0 710 711 
* * * w M 0 711 7 12 • ** * * w M 0 712 713 
* ** * * w M 0 713 714 
* ** * * w M 0 714 715 
* * • • * w u 0 715 716 
* * • X 0 716 717 • ** • * T 0 717 718 • * * * * p 0 718 719 
* * * * 
Q 0 719 720 
* • * • w 720 721 
* * * * w M 0 721 7 22 
* ** * w u 0 722 7 23 • ** * w u 0 723 7 24 
* ** * w u 0 724 7 25 
* ** * * * 
w u 0 
* 
725 726 
* ** * * w u 0 * 726 727 
* ** * * w u 0 * 727 728 
* ** * * u 0 • 728 729 
* ** * w u 0 729 730 
* ** * w T 0 730 731 
* * * * 
w 731 7 32 
* * * * 
UPT 0 732 
7 33 
* * * 
u 0 733 
7 34 
** * * * * w u 0 • 734 7 35 • * * • • w u 0 * * * 735 736 
* * * * 
• w T 0 736 
737 • ** * • w V 0 737 738 
* ** * w V 0 738 739 
* * * w V 0 739 740 
* * * w u V 0 740 741 
* ** * * u T 0 741 742 
* ** * V 0 742 743 
* * * * w u 0 743 744 
* * * * w u 0 744 745 
* * * w u 0 745 746 
* • • * w u 0 746 747 
* * * w u 0 747 748 
* * • w M 0 748 749 
* * • w M 0 749 750 
* ** * w M 0 750 751 
* * * w 0 751 7 52 
* * * * 
w u 0 752 
7 53 
* * * * T 0 * 753 7 54 
* * * * w M 0 754 755 
* • * w M 0 755 756 
* ** * w u 0 756 757 
* * * * 
w u 0 757 
758 
* * ** * * 
w u 0 758 7 59 
* * ** * * 
w M 0 759 760 
* * * w M 0 760 761 
* * * * * 
w M 0 761 762 
* ** * * w M 0 762 763 
* ** ** * 
w M 0 763 764 
* * ** * w UP 0 764 765 
* ** * * w M 0 765 766 
* * • ** * w M 0 766 7 67 
* * * * 
M 0 767 
768 
* ** ** w M 0 768 769 
* * * w M 0 769 770 
* * * w M 0 770 771 
* * * w M 0 771 772 
* * ** * * w M 0 772 773 
* * * w M 0 773 774 
* * ** w M 0 774 775 
* * ** * * w M 0 775 776 
* * w 776 777 
* ** * w u 0 777 778 
** ** * * w u 0 • 778 779 
* ** * * w u 0 * 779 780 
* * * u 0 780 781 
* * w 781 782 
* ** * T 0 782 7 83 
* * * * T 0 * 783 784 
*** •• * • w M 0 784 785 
*** ** * * w M 0 785 7 86 
* * * w 786 7 87 
* * * * w 787 7 88 
** * * * w u 0 * 788 789 
* * * * M 0 789 790 
* * * * M 0 790 791 
* ** * * u 0 791 792 
* * * u 0 792 793 
* ** * * 
Q 0 793 794 
* ** * * 
Q 0 794 7 95 * • * * • w p 0 * 795 796 
* * * * * 
w p 0 
* 796 797 
* * * * * w p 0 * 797 798 




* ** * * 
w Q 0 799 800 
* ** * * 
w M 0 800 
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801 
*** ** ** w M 0 801 802 
* ** * * * 
w M 0 802 803 
* * ** * w M 0 803 804 
* ** * * 
w M 0 804 8 05 
* * ** * w M 0 805 806 
* * ** * * ** * w p M Q 0 * * 806 807 
* ** * * * 
w M 0 807 808 
* ** * * 
w Q 0 808 809 
* * * * *** * * w u 0 809 810 
* * * ** 
u 0 810 8 11 
* * * * 
w u 0 811 8 12 
* * * ** w u 0 812 8 13 
* ** * w M 0 813 814 
* * ** * * * 
w u 0 814 
8 15 
* * ** * * * 
w u 0 815 
816 
** ** * * w u 0 816 817 
** ** * * w u 0 817 818 
* * * * w M 0 818 819 
* * w M 0 819 820 
* * * * u 0 820 821 
* w u 0 821 8 22 
* * ** * * * 
w 822 
8 23 
* * * * * 
u 0 823 8 24 
* * * * * 824 8 25 
* * * * * w u 0 825 826 
* * * w u 0 826 8 27 
* * * w u 0 827 8 28 
* * * * * w u T 0 828 8 29 
* * ** * * 
w M 0 829 
830 
* ** * * 
u 0 830 
831 
* ** * * u 0 831 8 32 
*** ** * u 0 832 8 33 
* * * * 
w M 0 833 
8 34 
* ** * 
u 0 834 
8 35 
* * * * w u K 0 835 8 36 
* * * w u 0 836 837 
* * ** * 
w u 0 837 
838 
** * ** * 
w u 0 838 
839 
* * * * 
T 0 839 
840 
* * * 
w 840 
8 41 





* ** * * w u 0 842 8 43 
* *** * 
w M 0 84'3 
844 
* ** * 
T 0 844 
8 45 
* ** * 
T 0 845 
846 
* * * 




* ** * T 0 847 8 48 
* ** * * 
T 0 848 
849 
* * * 
w u 0 849 
850 
* * *** * 
w M 0 850 
851 
* * * 
w M 0 851 
8 52 
* ** * * w u 0 * * 852 8 53 
* * * * u 0 853 8 54 
* * * * u 0 854 8 55 
* * * u 0 855 856 
* * * T 0 856 8 57 
* * * w u 0 857 A 58 
* * * w u 0 858 859 
* * ** * * 
M 0 859 
860 
* * * 
u 0 860 
861 
* ** ** * * 
w u 0 861 
862 
* ** ** * * 
w u 0 862 
863 
* ** ** * * 
w u 0 863 
864 
* ** * * * w u 0 864 8 65 
* ** * * * 
w u 0 865 
866 
* ** ** * * 
w u 0 866 
8 67 
* ** * * w p 0 867 868 
* * ** * w M 0 868 869 
* ** * 
w p 0 869 
870 
* * * 
w M 0 870 
871 
* * * * * w M 0 871 8 72 
* * * * 
w M 0 872 
873 
* ** * * 
w M 0 873 
8 74 
* ** * * 
M 0 874 
8 75 
* ** * 
w X 0 875 
8 76 
* ** * * 
w M 0 876 
8 77 
* * * * 
w M 0 877 8 78 
* ** * 
w M 0 878 
879 
* * * * 
w M 0 879 
880 
* ** * * 
w M 0 880 
881 
* ** * M 0 881 882 
* * * u 0 882 8 83 
* * * * 




* * * * * w u 0 * 884 8 85 
* * * * 




* * w u 0 886 887 
* * ** * * 
w M 0 887 
8 88 
* * ** * * * 
w M 0 888 
889 
* * * 
w 889 
8 90 
* * * * 
w 890 
891 
* * * 
w 891 
892 • * * * w 892 893 
* * * * 
w u 0 893 
894 
* * * 
w u 0 894 
895 
* ** * u 0 895 896 
* * * 
w u 0 896 
8 97 
* * * 
w u 0 897 
898 
* ** * * 
w u 0 898 
899 
* * * 
w u 0 899 
900 
* ** * 
w u 0 900 
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901 
* * * w u 0 901 9 0? 
* * * w u 0 902 903 
* * * w u 0 903 904 
* ** * w u 0 904 905 
* * * w u 0 905 906 
* ** * w u 0 906 907 
* ** * * u V 0 907 908 
*** ** * * w M 0 908 909 
* * * * 
w u 0 909 910 
* * * * 
w u 0 910 911 
* * * * 
w 911 912 
* ** ** * ** * 
w UPT V 0 
* * 
912 913 
* * * * w u 0 913 914 
* * * * w M 0 914 915 
* * * * w u 0 915 916 
* * * ** w u 0 916 917 
** ** * * * w u M 0 917 918 
* * * 
w u 0 918 919 
* * * u 0 919 9 20 
*** ** ** ** * * 
u M 0 920 921 
* * 
w u 0 921 92? 
* * * * w u 0 922 9 23 
* * * * w TK 0 923 924 
* * * w V 0 924 9 25 
* * * * V 0 925 9 26 
* * * 
w M 0 926 9 27 
* * * * u 0 927 928 
* ** * * * w V 0 928 929 
* * * * * 
u 0 929 930 
* * * * * u T 0 930 9 31 
* * * * * u T V 0 931 9 32 
* ** * * w u 0 932 9 33 
* ** * * w u 0 933 9 34 
* ** * * w u 0 934 935 
* ** * w u 0 935 9 36 
* ** * * 
u 0 936 9 37 
* * * * 
u 0 937 9 38 
* ** * * w M 0 938 9 39 
* ** * * w u M 0 939 940 
** ** * * * * * w u 0 * 940 941 
* ** * * T 0 941 94? 
* ** ** * T 0 * 942 943 
* * w 943 944 
* * * * 
V 0 944 945 
* * * * 
p 0 945 946 
* * * * 
u 0 946 947 
* * * w u 0 947 948 
* * * 
u 0 948 949 
* * * 
u T 0 949 9 50 
* * w u T 0 950 951 
* ** * T 0 951 9 52 
* * * 
w M 0 952 9 53 
* * ** * * w M 0 953 954 
* * *** * * M 0 954 9 55 
* ** * w V 0 955 956 
* * * * * 
w M 0 956 9 57 
* * * 
w M 0 957 9 58 
* * w 958 959 
* * * T 0 959 960 
* * * * 
u 0 960 961 




* * * * 
u 0 
* 
962 9 63 
* * * * * w u 0 * 963 964 
* * * ** * 
u 0 
* 
964 9 65 
* * ** * 
u 0 
* 965 966 
* * w 966 967 
* * * * * 
w u 0 
* 
967 968 
* * * * * u 0 968 969 
* * * * * u 0 969 9 70 
* ** * * w u 0 970 9 71 
* * * " * 
T 0 971 972 
* * * u 0 972 9 73 
* * * * u 0 973 9 74 
* * * * u 0 974 9 75 
* * * * 
w u 0 975 976 
** ** * * * 
w u 0 976 9 77 
* ** * * w u 0 977 9 78 
* ** * * 
w u 0 978 979 
* ** * * w u 0 979 980 
* * * * 
u 0 980 981 
* * u 0 981 982 
* ** * 
u 0 982 9 83 
* ** * * w u 0 983 984 
* * * w u 0 984 985 
* * * * w u 0 985 986 
* * * * * 
w u 0 986 987 
* ** * * w u 0 987 9 88 
* ** * w u 0 988 989 
* * * * 
w 989 990 
* ** * * u 0 990 991 
* ** * * u 0 991 992 .. 
* * 
.. u 0 992 993 
* ** * * u 0 993 994 
* * * u 0 994 995 
* * * * u 0 995 996 
* * * * 
w K V 0 996 997 
* ** * * w u 0 997 998 
* ** * * w M 0 998 999 
** ** * * * w M 0 999 1000 
* ** * * w M 0 1000 
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1001 
* * ** * * * 
w M 0 1001 
1002 * * * * w u 
0 1002 
1003 * * * 
w u 0 1003 
1004 * ** * * w u 
0 1004 
l O 05 * * ** w u 
0 1005 
1006 * * * * w u 
0 * 1006 
1007 
* ** * * * 
u 0 1007 
1008 * * * * 
u 0 1008 
1009 
* ** * * 
u 0 1009 
1010 
* ** * * 
u 0 1010 
1011 * * * * * u 
0 1011 
l O 12 * ** * * 
M 0 1012 
1013 ** ** * * 
M 0 1013 
10 14 * * ** * * 
w M 0 1014 
1015 * * * * 
T 0 1015 
10 16 * ** * * 
u T 0 1016 
10 17 ** ** * * 
u 0 1017 
l O 18 * * * * 
u 0 1018 
1019 * * * u 
0 1019 
10 20 * * * 
u 0 1020 
1021 *** ** * * * 
w u 0 1021 
10 22 *** ** * * * 
w u 0 1022 
1023 ** ** * * w 
M 0 1023 
10 24 * * * * 
u 0 1024 
10 25 * * * * * w 
u 0 * 1025 
1026 
* * ** * * 
w M 0 1026 
10 27 
* * ** * * 
w M 0 1027 
10 28 * * ** * * 
w M 0 1028 
1029 
* * * 
w 1029 
1030 *** ** * * 
w M 0 1030 
10 31 * ** * * 
w u 0 * 
1031 
1032 * * * 
w u 0 1032 
l O 33 ** ** * ** * w 
u M 0 1033 
10 34 
* * ** * 
w M 0 1034 
10 35 
* * ** ** 
w M 0 * 1035 
1036 
* * * * * 
w 1036 
1037 * * * 
w 1037 
10 38 
* * * 
w M 0 1038 
1039 
* * * 
w M 0 1039 
1040 
* * ** 
w M 0 1040 
1041 
* * * * 
w 1041 
1042 * * ** * 
w M 0 1042 
1043 * * * * 
w M 0 1043 
1044 
* * * * * 
w M 0 1044 
1045 
* * * 
w M 0 1045 
1046 * * * * 
w M 0 1046 
1047 
* * * 
w M 0 1047 
10 48 
* * * * * * * 
w M 0 1048 
1049 
* * * * 
w M 0 1049 
1050 * ** * * 
w M 0 1050 
l O 51 * * * 
w M 0 1051 
10 52 * * * 
w M 0 1052 
l O 53 
* * * * 
w M 0 1053 
10 54 
* * * * 
w u 0 1054 
l O 55 
* * * * 
u 0 1055 
1056 * * * * 
w u 0 1056 
1057 * ** * 
w u 0 1057 
10 58 * * * * 
w u 0 1058 
10 59 * ** * * 
w u 0 1059 
1060 * * * * 
w u 0 1060 
10 61 * * * * 
u 0 1061 
1062 * * * * 
u 0 1062 
1063 * * ** * * * * 
w u 0 1063 
10 64 
* * ** * * * * 
w u 0 1064 
1065 
* ** * * 
w u 0 1065 
1066 * * ** * 
w u 0 1066 
10 67 * * ** * 
w u 0 1067 
1068 * * * * 
w M 0 1068 
1069 * * * * 
w M 0 1069 
1070 
* ** 
* w M cc 
1070 
1071 
* * * * 
X 0 1071 
10 72 
* *** * * 
M 0 1072 
10 73 ** ** * * * w 
p M 0 1073 
10 74 
* ** * * 
* w M 0 
1074 
l O 75 * * * * * w 
M 0 1075 
1076 * ** * 
M 0 1076 
1077 * * * * 
w u 0 1077 
1078 * ** * * 
u 0 1078 
10 79 * *** * w 
u 0 1079 
1080 * * * * * 
M 0 * 
1080 
10 81 * ** * * 
u 0 1081 
10 82 * * * * * 
V 0 1082 
1083 * * * * * 
V 0 1083 
10 84 * * * * 
T 0 * 1084 
10 85 * * * * * 
T 0 * 1085 
10 86 * * * * * 
T 0 * 1086 
10 87 
* * * * 
w 1087 
1088 * * * 
w u 0 * 1088 
10 89 * * * * 
u 0 1089 
1090 * * 
w u 0 1090 
1091 * ** * * 
w u 0 1091 
1092 * * * * 
u 0 1092 
1093 ** ** ** * * ** * * w 
u 0 1093 
1094 ****** ** ** * * * * w u 
0 1094 
1095 * ** * * * * 
p M 0 \095 
1096 ** * w 
T V cc 1096 
1097 
* * * * * * 
u 0 1097 
1098 
* ** * 
u 0 1098 
1099 * * * * * 
w u 0 1099 
1100 * ** * * * 
w u 0 1100 
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1101 
** * * u 0 1101 1102 
* * * 
u 0 1102 
1103 
* ** * * * w u 0 1103 1104 
* * * * 
T 0 
* 1104 110 5 
* * ** • • w 1105 1106 
* ** ** * * u 0 1106 1107 
* ** * * * u 0 1107 1108 
* * * w u 0 1108 1109 
* ** * 
M 0 1109 
1110 
** ** • w V 0 1110 11 11 
** * * 
w V 0 1111 
11 1? 
** * * w u 0 1112 1113 
* * * 
T 0 1113 
11 14 
* • * * * w u 0 1114 1115 
* * * * * 
w u 0 1115 
1116 • • • w M 0 1116 
11 17 • * • w M 0 1117 11 18 • • •• • w M 0 1118 
1119 •• *** * • w M 0 1119 1120 * • *** * * w M 0 1120 1121 
* *** * * * • w u 0 1121 11 22 
* * * w u 0 1122 11 23 
* ** * 
w Q 0 1123 
1124 
* ** * 
w Q 0 1124 
1125 
* * ** • * M 0 1125 1126 
* * * * * * 
w u 0 1126 
1127 
* * ** * 
w 1127 
1128 
* * * 
w M 0 1128 
1129 
* ** ** * u 0 • 1129 1130 
* ** • • * w M 0 1130 11 31 
* * * • w u 0 1131 1132 
** ** • ** * w u 0 1132 1133 




* * ** • • u 0 1135 1136 • • • • • u 0 1136 
11 37 • ** * • * w u 0 1137 1138 
* * *** * * 
w 1138 
1139 
*** ** * * 
w M 0 1139 
1140 
*** ** * * 
w M 0 1140 
1141 
* * * * 
w 1141 
1142 
* * * 
w UP 0 1142 
1143 
* * * 
w 1143 
1144 
* * * 
w M 0 1144 
1145 
* * * 
w M 0 1145 
1146 
* * * 
w 1146 
1147 
* * * 
w 1147 
1148 
* * * 
w 1148 
1149 
* * * 
w 1149 
1150 
* * * * * 
w M 0 1150 
1151 
* * * * * 
w M 0 1151 
1152 
* * * 
w M 0 1152 
11 53 
* * * 
w M 0 1153 
1154 
* * * 
u 0 1154 
11 55 
* * ** * * 
w u 0 1155 
1156 
* * ** * * 
w u 0 1156 
11 57 
* * * * 
p X 0 1B7 
1158 
* * * * 
p X 0 1158 
1159 
* * * * 
p 0 1159 
1160 
* * * * 
p 0 1160 
1161 
* * • * 
p 0 1161 
1162 
* * * * 
p 0 1162 
1163 
* * * * u 0 1163 1164 
* ** * w M OCN 1164 1165 
** *** * • * • w M 0 1165 1166 
** *** * * • * w M 0 1166 1167 
* * ** * * •• • * w M 0 1167 116~ • * ** * * ** * * w M 0 1168 1169 
* * * 
w u 0 1169 
1170 
* * * 
w 1170 
11 71 
* ** ** 
M 0 1171 
11 72 
* * * 
M 0 1172 
11 73 
* ** *** * * 
u 0 1173 
11 74 
* ** * * u 0 1174 11 75 
* ** * * u 0 1175 11 76 
* * * * u 0 1176 1177 
* * * * w M 0 1177 11 78 
* ** ** 
T 0 1178 
11 79 
* ** * * 
T 0 1179 
1180 
* ** ** * w p M 0 1180 1181 
* ** * * 
u 0 1181 
1182 
* ** * 
T 0 1182 
1183 
* ** * * u 0 1183 1184 
* ** * u T 0 1184 1185 
* * * 
u T 0 1185 
1186 
* * * * 
u T V 0 1186 
1187 
** ** * * 
w V 0 1187 
1188 
** ** * * * 
w V 0 1188 
ll 89 
* ** * * 
w V 0 1189 
1190 
* * ** * w M 0 1190 1191 
* ** * * 
u 0 1191 
1192 
* ** * 
u 0 1192 
1193 
* ** * 
u 0 1193 
ll 94 
* * * * 
w X 0 1194 
1195 
* ** * * 
w X 0 1195 
1196 
* * ** * 




* * * 
T 0 1197 
1198 
* * • w 1198 1199 
* ** * w 1199 12 00 
* * * * 
• w U T 0 1200 
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1201 
* ** * w T 0 
1201 
12 02 * * * w V 0 
1202 
1203 
* ** ** * w 
V 0 1203 
1204 
** ** * 
w 1204 
l 2 0 5 * ** * T 0 
1205 
12 06 
** * * * * 
w V 0 1206 
l 2 07 ** ** * ** * w u 0 
1207 
l 2 08 * * * * * w u V 0 
1208 
12 09 
* * * * * * 
u 0 1209 
1210 * ** * * * w u 0 
1210 
12 11 
* ** * * * 
w u 0 1211 
12 12 * * * u 0 
1212 
1213 ** ** * * w M 0 
1213 
12 14 * ** w u 0 
1214 
12 l 5 * * ** * w u 0 
1215 
12 16 
* ** * * * 
w u 0 1216 
1217 
* *** ** * 
w u V 0 1217 
12 l 8 
* *** ** * 
w u V 0 1218 
l 2 l 9 
* *** ** * 
w u 0 1219 
12 20 ** * * w M 0 
1220 
1221 ** * * w M 0 
1221 
12 22 
* * ** * 
w M 0 1222 
1223 ** * * w M 0 
1223 
12 24 
* ** * * w 
u 0 1224 
1?25 
* * * * * 
T 0 * 1225 
12 26 * * * w u 0 
1226 
1227 
* * * * 
w u 0 1227 
1228 * ** * ** * * w M 0 
1228 
1?29 * * * w 
1229 
l 2 30 
* ** * * 
u 0 1230 
12 31 * ** * ** M 0 
1231 
12 32 * * * * * M 0 
1232 
12 33 * * * * * M 0 
1233 
12 34 * ** * * * M 0 
1234 
12 35 
* * * * 
w M 0 1235 
12 36 
* * ** 
M 0 1236 
12 37 
* * * 
u 0 1237 
1238 * * * * w u 0 
1238 
12 39 * * * * w u 0 
1239 
1240 
* * * 
w u 0 1240 
1241 
* * * * 
w u 0 1241 
12 42 * * * u oc 
1242 
12 43 
* * * * * 
M 0 1243 
12 44 
* * * * * 
M 0 1244 
12 45 * ** * * * u 0 
1245 
1246 
* ** * 
* w M 0 1246 
12 47 * ** * ** * * w M 0 
1247 
12 48 * ** * w M 0 
1248 
1249 * ** * * 
p 0 1249 
1250 * ** * * 
p 0 1250 
12 51 * * * * w u 0 
1251 
12 52 * ** * * * w u 0 
1252 
12 53 
* * * * * 
w u 0 1253 
12 54 * ** * T 0 
1254 
1255 * ** * ** u T 0 * 
1255 
12 56 
** ** * * * * w 
M 0 1256 
12 57 
* * * * * 
w M 0 1257 
12 58 * * * * * M 0 
1258 
1259 
* * ** * * 
1259 
12 60 * ** * * w M 0 
1260 
1261 * ** * * w M 0 
1261 
1262 
* * * * 
w 1262 
12 63 
* * * * 
w M 0 1263 
12 64 * * * w M 0 
1264 
1265 
* ** ** 
w M 0 1265 
12 66 * ** * w M 0 
1266 
1267 
* * ** * 
M 0 1267 
1268 * * * * u 0 
1268 
12 69 * * * u 0 
1269 
1270 * ** * * w 
p 0 1270 
12 71 ** * * * w 
M 0 1271 
12 72 
* * * 
u T 0 1272 
1273 * * * * u 0 * 
1273 
12 74 * * * * u 
0 * 1274 
12 75 * * * * u 0 * 
1275 
12 76 
* * * * * 
u T 0 1276 
1277 
* * * * * 
u T 0 1277 
12 78 
* ** * * ** 
w u 0 1278 
12 79 
* * * * 
T 0 * 1279 
12 80 
* * * * * 
u 0 1280 
12 81 
* * ** * 
T 0 * 1281 
12 82 * ** * * w M 0 
1282 
12 83 * * * * * u 
0 1283 
12 84 * * * * * u 
0 1284 
12 85 * * * * * u 0 
1285 
12 86 * * * * u 0 
1286 
1287 
* * * * 
u 0 1287 
12 88 * * * V 
0 1288 
12 89 * * * * * u 
0 1289 
1290 
* * * * * 
V 0 1290 
12 91 * * * * * V 
0 1291 
12 92 
* ** * 
w u 0 1292 
1293 
* * ** * * * 
w M 0 1293 
1294 
* * ** * * * 
w M 0 1294 
12 95 
* * * * 
w M 0 1295 
1296 
* * * 




* * * 
w M 0 1297 
12 98 
* ** * * 
w M 0 1298 
1299 
* * * * 
w M 0 1299 
13 00 
* * ** * * * 
1300 
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l 3 0 l 
*** ** w M 0 1301 l 3 02 
* * ** * * * 
M 0 1302 13 03 
* *** * * 
w M 0 1303 1304 
** ** * * • M 0 1304 13 05 • * ** • w M 0 1305 13 06 
** ** * • w u 0 1306 l 3 07 
* ** * * 
u 0 1307 13 08 
* * * * u 0 1308 1309 • * * * p 0 1309 1310 
* ** * * 
w u 0 1310 1311 
* ** * * 
w u 0 1311 1312 
* * * * 
u 0 1312 l 3 l 3 
* * * * 
u M 0 1313 1314 
* * * * 
p M 0 1314 13 l 5 
* * * * 
u 0 1315 
1316 
* * * M 0 1316 1317 
* * * * * * 
UP M 0 1317 1318 
* * * * * * 
UP M 0 1318 1319 
** ** * w M 0 1319 1320 • ** * w M 0 1320 1321 
* * * * 
w 1321 13 22 
* * ** * * 
w M 0 1322 1323 
* * * 
w 1323 1324 * • ** * • w M 0 1324 13 25 
* ** * 
M 0 1325 l 3 26 
* * * * 
M 0 1326 1327 
* * * * 
w M 0 1327 l 3 2 8 
* * ** * * 
M 0 1328 13 29 
* * * * * 
w M 0 1329 1330 * ** • u T 0 1330 1331 • * * * u 0 1331 l 3 32 
* • * • u 0 1332 l 3 33 
* •• * * u 0 1333 1334 
* ** • u 0 1334 1335 
* ** * 
u 0 1335 1336 
* * * * 
u 0 1336 1337 
* * * 
u 0 1337 1338 
* ** * * 
u M 0 l33B 13 39 
* * * M 0 1339 l 3 40 
* * * * 
M 0 1340 
1341 
** * * * 
u 0 l 341 1342 
* * * 
w M 0 1342 1343 
** ** * * * 
w u 0 1343 
1344 
* * * 
w 1344 1345 
* * * * * 
w 1345 
1346 • * * w u 0 1346 1347 
* • * w K 0 1347 1348 
* ** * w M 0 1348 1349 
** ** * * w M 0 1349 13 50 
* ** * 
w M 0 1350 1351 
* * ** * 
w M 0 1351 13 52 
* * ** * w M 0 1352 13 53 
* * * * * 
T 0 1353 l 3 54 
* ** * * 
w u 0 
* 
1354 13 5 5 
* * * * 
w M 0 1355 l 3 56 
* * * w M 0 1356 1357 
** * * * * * w u 0 1357 13 58 
** * * 
w 1358 13 59 
* * w 1359 1360 
* * ** * ** * 
MV 0 1360 l 3 61 
* * * ** * w u T oc 1361 l 3 62 
* * * * * w u 0 1362 13 63 
* * * 
w u 0 1363 13 64 
* * * * w u 0 1364 13 65 
* * * w u 0 1365 l 3 66 
* * * w u 0 1366 1367 
* * * w u 0 1367 1368 
* * * * 
w u 0 1368 1369 
* * * * w u 0 1369 13 70 
* * * * 
w u 0 1370 13 71 
* * * * 
w u 0 1371 1372 
* ** * * 
w u 0 1372 13 73 
* ** * ** 
w u 0 
* 
1373 13 74 
* ** * ** * w u 0 * 1374 13 75 
* ** * * 
w u 0 
* 1375 13 76 
* * * * * V 0 1376 1377 
* * * * 
M 0 1377 13 78 
* * * * 
M 0 1378 13 79 
* * * * 
M 0 1379 13 80 
* * * * 
u 0 1380 1381 
* * *** * * * 
w u 0 1381 1382 
* ** * w u 0 1382 1383 
* ** * * 
w u 0 1383 1384 
* * ** * ** 
w u 0 1384 1385 
** ** * * 
w u 0 1385 1386 
* * * 
w u 0 1386 1387 
* ** * w u 0 1387 1388 
* ** * * 
w u 0 1388 13 89 
* ** * * 
w u 0 1389 1390 • ** * • w u 0 1390 13 91 
* ** * • • w u 0 1391 13 92 • • * • w u 0 1392 l 3 93 
* ** * • • w u 0 1393 1394 • ** • • • w u 0 1394 13 95 • ** * * w u 0 1395 l 396 
* ** • * w u 0 1396 1397 
* ** • • w u 0 1397 1398 
* * * * 
w u 0 1398 1399 
* ** ** • w u 0 1399 1400 
* ** * * * 
w u 0 1400 
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140 l 
** ** ** * * w u 0 1401 14 02 
* ** * * * 
w u 0 1402 1403 
* * ** * 
w M 0 1403 1404 
* * * 
w u 0 1404 1405 
* * * * 
w u 0 1405 1406 
*** * * 
w 1406 1407 
* * * * 
w u 0 1407 14 08 
* * * * * 
w M 0 1408 1409 
* * * * 
w M 0 1409 1410 
* ** * * w u 0 1410 14 ll 
* * * * 
w u 0 1411 1412 
* ** * * w u 0 1412 1413 
* ** * * 
u 0 1"13 1414 
* ** * * 
u 0 1414 
1415 
* ** * * 
u 0 1415 
1416 
* ** * * * 
w u 0 1416 
1417 
* * * * * 
w u 0 1417 1418 
* * * * w u 0 1418 1419 
** ** * * w u 0 1419 1420 
* * * * w V 0 1420 1421 
* * * * 
w V 0 1421 
1422 
* * * 
u 0 1422 
1423 
* * * * u 0 1423 14 24 
* * ** * w M 0 1424 14 25 
* * * * w 1425 1426 
* * * * w 1426 14 27 
* * * * 
w u 0 
* 
1427 1428 
* * * w PT 0 1428 14 29 
* * * * 
w M 0 1429 1430 
* * * * 
p 0 1430 
1431 
* * ** * 
p 0 1431 1432 
* * * * * 
p 0 1432 14 33 
** * ** UPT 0 1433 14 34 
** * * 
p 0 1434 
1435 
* * * * * 
p 0 1435 
1436 
* * * * 
u 0 1436 
14 37 
* * * ** 
p 0 1437 
1438 
* * * * * 
p 0 1438 
1439 
* * ** *** 
UPT 0 1439 
1440 
* * M 0 1440 1441 
* * * * X 0 1441 1442 
** * * 
u 0 1442 
1443 
* * 
u 0 1443 
1444 
* * * w 1444 1445 
* ** * * * 
u 0 1445 
1446 
** ** ** ** * * w u 0 1446 1447 
* * * * * 
u 0 1447 
1448 
* * * 
u 0 1448 
1449 
* * * * 
u 0 1449 
14 50 
* * * * 
u 0 1450 
14 51 
* * * * 
p 0 1451 
14 52 
* ** * * w 1452 14 53 
* ** * * 
w 1453 
14 54 
** ** * w u 0 1454 1455 
** ** * w u T V 0 1455 14 56 
* * * * * 
u 0 1456 
145'7 
* * * * 
T 0 1457 
14 58 
* * *** * 
w M oc 1458 
1459 
* * • * * * M 0 1459 1460 
* * * 
w M 0 1460 
14 61 
** ** * w u 0 1461 1462 
* ** * * 
w u 0 1462 
1463 
* * * w u K oc 1463 1464 
* * * * 
w u T 0 1464 
1465 
* * * w M 0 1465 1466 
* * * * 1466 1467 
* * * 
w u M 0 1467 
1468 
* ** * * 
w M 0 1468 
1469 
* * * * w M 0 1469 14 70 
* ** * * * w M 0 1470 14 71 
* * * * w M 0 1471 14 72 
* ** * * w u 0 1472 14 73 
** ** ** * 
w u 0 1473 
14 74 
** ** ** * 
w u 0 1474 
14 75 
* * * * 
w u 0 1475 
14 76 
* ** ** * * 
w V 0 1476 
1477 
* ** * * 
w V 0 1477 
14 78 
* * * 
w u 0 1478 
1479 
* * * * * w u 0 * * 1479 1480 
* * * * 




* * * * 
u 0 * * 1481 14 82 
* * * w u 0 1482 1483 
* * * w u 0 1483 1484 
* * ** w u 0 1484 1485 
* * * * 
w u 0 1485 
1486 
* * 
w p 0 1486 
1487 
* ** * * w u 0 1487 1488 
* * * * 
w M 0 1488 
14 89 
* * ** w u 0 1489 1490 
* *** * * 
w u M 0 1490 
14 91 
* * ** * * 
w u 0 1491 
1492 
* * * * 
T 0 1492 
1493 
* * * * * 
p 0 1493 
1494 
* * * * * 
p 0 1494 
1495 





* * ** * 
w M 0 1496 
1497 
* * * 
w u M 0 1497 
1498 
* ** *** 
w u 0 1498 
1499 
* •• * * u 0 1"99 15 00 
* * * * 
w 1500 
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1501 
* ** * * ** * lo/ u 0 1501 15 02 
* * * ** * * lo/ u 0 1502 1503 
* * * * * • 




M 0 1504 
15 05 
* * * 
lo/ u 0 1505 
1506 
* * * * T 0 1506 1507 
* * * * * 
T 0 1507 
15 08 
* ** * 
T 0 1508 
1509 
* *** * w u 0 1509 1510 
* * * * * * 
w M 0 1510 
1511 
* * * * * * 
w M 0 1511 
15 12 
* * * * * * 
w M 0 1512 
1513 
*** ** • * M 0 1513 1514 
* * * * 
u 0 1514 
1515 
* ** * 
w u 0 1515 
1516 
* ** • lo/ u 0 1516 1517 
* * ** • lo/ M 0 1517 1518 
* * ** * lo/ M 0 1518 15 19 
** ** ** w M 0 1519 1520 
*** ** * w M 0 1520 15 21 
* * *** * ** 
lo/ M 0 1521 
15 22 
* * * * lo/ u 0 1522 15 23 
* * lo/ 1523 15 24 
*** ** * * w u 0 1524 1525 
*** ** * * w u 0 1525 1526 
* ** * lo/ u 0 1526 15 27 





* ** * w u 0 1528 15 29 
* * * 
V 0 1529 
1530 
* * * 
w u 0 1530 
15 31 
** ** * * w u 0 1531 15 32 
* * * 
w u 0 1532 
15 33 
* * * * * 
u 0 1533 
1534 
* * * * * 
u 0 1534 
1535 
* * * * 
u 0 1535 
15 36 
* * * * 
u 0 1536 
1537 
* * * * * * 
u 0 1537 
1538 
* * * * 
u 0 1538 
15 39 
* * * * * 
u 0 1539 
1540 





* * * "** * w u 0 1541 15 42 
* * * 
u 0 1542 
1543 
* ** * * * 
u 0 1543 
15 44 
* * * * w u T 0 1544 1545 
* * * * 
lo/ V 0 1545 
1546 
* * * lo/ V 0 1546 1547 
* * * * w V 0 1547 1548 
* * * * 
w V 0 1548 
1549 
* * * 
w T V 0 1549 
1550 
* ** * w u T 0 1550 1551 
* ** ** w u T 0 1551 15 52 
* * ** w u 0 1552 15 53 
* * ** w u 0 1553 15 54 
* ** ** * w u 0 1554 1555 
* * * * 
w 1555 
15 56 
* ** * ** 
w u 0 1556 
1557 
* ** ** * u 0 1557 1558 
* * ** * W UP M 0 1558 1559 
* * * * 
X 0 1559 
1560 
* * * * 
X 0 1560 
15 61 
* ** * X 0 1561 15 62 
* * * * * 
p 0 1562 
1563 
* * * * 
w u 0 1563 
1564 
* * * * 
w u 0 1564 
1565 
* ** * * 
w 0 1565 
15 66 
** ** * * * w u 0 1566 15 6 7 
* * * w V 0 1567 15 68 
** * * * 
w T 0 1568 
1569 
* * * * 
w V 0 1569 
l 5 70 
* * * * * 
u 0 1570 
15 71 
* * * u 0 1571 15 72 
* * * • u 0 1572 1573 
* * * * * 
w u T 0 1573 15 74 
* * * * 
u T 0 1574 15 75 
* * * w u 0 1575 15 76 
* •• * * w u 0 1576 1577 
* * ** * " w u M 0 1577 1578 
* * * * * w u 0 1578 15 79 
* * ** * * 
w M 0 1579 
15 80 
* ** * * w M 0 1580 1581 
* * * * w u 0 1581 1582 
** ** * * 
u 0 1582 
1583 
* ** * * u 0 1583 15 B4 
* " ** * * 
w u 0 1584 
1585 
* ** * 
u 0 1585 
15B6 
* ** * * 
u 0 1586 1587 
* ** " " 
w u 0 1587 
1588 
* * * * * 
u 0 1588 
1589 
* * * * 
u 0 1589 
15 90 
* * * * • * w u T V OCN 1590 1591 • ** ** w M 0 1591 15 92 
*** * * 
w 1592 
1593 
* ** * 
u 0 1593 
1594 • * * w M 0 1594 1595 
* * * * * * 
w M 0 1595 1596 
* ** * * 
w V 0 
* 
1596 15 97 
* * ** • • w V 0 1597 1598 • • •• • w V 0 1598 
1599 • •• • * w M 0 1599 1600 • • • * w M 0 1600 
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1601 
* ** * * * 
w u 0 1601 1602 
* ** * * * 
w u 0 1602 1603 
* ** * * 
w M 0 1603 16 04 
* * *** * u 0 1604 16 05 
* * * 
M 0 1605 1606 
* * * * * 
u 0 1606 16 07 
* ** * * 
u 0 1607 16 08 
** ** * * u 0 1608 1609 
** ** * * u 0 1609 1610 
** ** * ** ** * w u T 0 1610 1611 
* ** * * * w u 0 1611 1612 
* ** * w M 0 1612 16 13 
* * * * u 0 1613 16 14 
* * * * w M 0 1614 1615 
* * *** * 
w u 0 1615 1616 
* ** * w u 0 1616 1617 
* ** * * * ... * * w u 0 1617 16 18 
* * * 
X 0 1618 1619 
* * * X 0 1619 1620 
* * * w u 0 1620 16 21 
* ** w T 0 1621 1622 
* * * w u 0 1622 16 23 
* * ** * ** w u 0 1623 1624 
* ** * * 
u 0 1624 16 25 
* * ** * * 
w u 0 1625 16 26 
* ** * * 
u 0 1626 1627 
* * ** * w u 0 1627 1628 
* * * * 
w u 0 1628 1629 
* * * * 
w u 0 1629 16 30 
* * ** * * 
u 0 1630 16 31 
* * * * * * 
u 0 1631 1632 
* * ** * * 
u 0 1632 16 33 
** * * * * * * 
u 0 1633 16 34 
* * ** * * 
w 1634 16 35 
* * * * * 
u 0 1635 16 36 
* * w 1636 16 3 7 
* * * * 
w M 0 1637 16 38 
* * * * 
M 0 1638 16 39 
* * * * 
M 0 1639 1640 
* ** * * 
p 0 1640 16 41 
* * *** * w M 0 1641 1642 
* ** * * * 
p 0 1642 1643 
* ** * * 
u M 0 1643 1644 
* ** * * 
u 0 1644 1645 
* ** * * u M 0 1645 1646 
* ** * * 
p 0 1646 1647 
*** ** * * w u 0 1647 1648 
* * * 
T 0 1648 1649 
** * * V 0 1649 16 50 
* * ** * * 
w M 0 1650 16 51 
* ** * * * 
w M 0 1651 16 52 
* ** * * M 0 1652 16 53 
* * * 
w M 0 1653 1654 
*** * 
u M 0 1654 1655 
*** * 
u M 0 1655 1656 
** * * * 
w 1656 16 57 
** * * * w 1657 1658 
* * w M 0 1658 1659 
* * w u 0 1659 1660 
* ** * w u 0 1660 1661 
* ** * w u 0 1661 16 62 
* * * w u 0 1662 1663 
* * * 
T 0 1663 1664 
* * * * T 0 1664 1665 
* * * * T 0 1665 1666 
* * * u 0 1666 1667 
* * * * * 
u 0 1667 1668 
** * * * w u 0 1668 1669 
* * * * 
UP 0 1669 1670 
* * * 
u 0 1670 16 71 
* * * 
UP 0 1671 16 72 
* * * * 
UP 0 1672 16 73 
* ** * * * 
M 0 1673 16 74 
* ** * * 
M 0 1674 16 75 
** * * * 
w M 0 1675 16 76 
* * * * w M 0 1676 1677 
* * * * * w u 0 * 1677 16 78 
* * * * 
p 0 1678 16 79 
* ** * * 
p 0 1679 16 80 
* ** * * * * 
M 0 1680 1681 
* ** * * * 
p 0 1681 1682 
* * * 
w 1682 1683 
* * * 1683 1684 
* * * 1684 1685 
* * * * 
M 0 1685 16 86 
* * * * V 0 1686 1687 
* ** * w u 0 1687 1688 
* ** * w u 0 1688 1689 
* ** * * w u 0 1689 1690 
* ** * w u 0 1690 1691 
* ** * w u 0 1691 1692 
* ** * w u 0 1692 1693 
* ** * w u 0 1693 1694 
* ** * * 
w u 0 1694 
1695 
* ** ** * w M 0 1695 1696 




** * * w u 0 1697 1698 
** ** * * w u 0 1698 1699 
* * ** ** * W UPT 0 1699 1700 
* ** * * u 0 1700 
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1701 
* * * * * * * 
w u 0 1701 
1702 
* * * 
w 1702 1703 
** ** * * 
u 0 1703 17 04 
* * * 
w M 0 1704 
1705 
* ** * * ** * w u T 0 1705 1706 
* ** * * * 
w T 0 1706 1707 
* ** ** * 
w VQ 0 1707 
1708 
* * * * 
w u 0 
* * * 
1708 
1709 
* * * 
M 0 1709 
1710 
* * * * 
M 0 1710 
1711 
* * * ** * 
w u 0 
* 1711 17 12 * * * * UPT oc 1712 1713 
* * * * w M 0 1713 1714 
* *** * w M 0 1714 1715 
* * * * 
u 0 1715 
1716 
* * * * 
u 0 1716 
1717 
** * * w u T X 0 1717 1718 
* * * w 1718 1719 
* ** * * * 
w u 0 
* * * 
1719 17 20 
* ** * * 
w T 0 1720 
1721 
* * * 





* * * * u 0 1723 17 24 
* ** * * * 
w u 0 
* * * 
1724 
17 25 
* * * * * 
w u V 0 
* * * 
1725 
1726 
** ** * * * * 
w u 0 
* * * 
1726 1727 
** ** * * * 
w u 0 
* * * 
1727 
1728 
* * * 
w u 0 1728 1729 
* * * * 
UP M 0 1729 
1730 
* ** * * 
M 0 1730 
17 31 
* * ** * w M 0 1731 1732 
* * * * 
w M 0 1732 
17 33 
* * w u 0 1733 17 34 
** * * * * 
M 0 1734 
1735 
* * ** * * 
w M 0 1735 1736 
* * ** * * 
w M 0 1736 
1737 
* * * * 
w 1737 
1738 





* * ** * 
w V 0 1739 
17 40 
* * * * * u 0 1740 1741 
* ** * * * 
w u 0 1741 
1742 
* * ** * * * u 0 1742 1743 
* ** * * * * 
u 0 1743 
17 44 
* * * * 
w u 0 1744 
1 745 
* * * * w u 0 1745 1746 





* * * * * T 0 * 1747 1748 
* * * * T 0 * 1748 1749 





* * * * * 
u 0 1750 
17 51 
* * * * * u 0 1751 1 7'52 
* * * * 
M 0 1752 
1 7 53 
* * * * 
T 0 
* 
1753 17 54 
* * * * 
T 0 
* 
1754 17 55 
* ** * * 
u T 0 
* * 
* 1755 17 56 
* * * 
w 1756 
1757 
* ** * w u 0 1757 1758 
* * * 
w u 0 1758 
1759 
* * w u 0 1759 1760 
* * * w u 0 1760 1761 
* * * * w u 0 1761 1762 
* ** * * * 
w u 0 1762 1763 
* ** w u 0 1763 1764 
* * * * 
M 0 1764 1765 
* ** * * 
T 0 1765 
1766 
** * * * 
w u 0 1766 
1767 * w 1767 1768 
* 




* ** * * * 
w u 0 1770 
1771 
* * ** * * 
w M 0 1771 1772 
* * ** * w u 0 1772 1773 
* * ** * * * 
w u 0 * 1773 1774 
* ** * * 
w u 0 1774 
17 75 
* * * * w u 0 1775 17 76 
** * * u 0 1776 l 777 
* * * 
w UP 0 1777 
1778 





* ** * w u M 0 1779 1780 
* * * * w u 0 1780 1781 
* * * * w u 0 1781 1 7 82 
* * ** * w u 0 1782 1 7 83 
* * ** * * 
w u 0 1783 
17 84 
* * ** * * 
w u 0 1784 17 85 
* ** * * w u 0 * 1785 1786 
* ** * * 
w u 0 1786 1787 
** ** * ** * ** 
w u 0 1787 17 88 
* * ** * w u 0 1788 1789 
* * ** * * ** 
w u 0 1789 1790 
*** *** * * * w u 0 1790 1791 
* ** * * 
w u 0 1791 1792 
* ** * * 
w u 0 1792 1793 
* ** * * w u 0 1793 1794 
* *** * * ** * 
w u 0 1794 1795 
* *** * * ** * 
w u 0 1795 1796 
*** *** * * * w u 0 1796 1797 
* * * 
w u 0 1797 1798 
* * * * w u 0 1798 1799 
** ** * * * 
w V 0 1799 18 00 
* ** * * * 
w V 0 1800 
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1801 
* * ** * 
w M 0 1801 
l 8 02 
* * * 
T 0 1802 
18 03 
* * * 





** * * 
p 0 1805 
1806 
* * * 
p 0 1806 
1807 
* * * * 
p 0 1807 
1808 
* * * 
p 0 1808 
1809 
** ** * * w u 0 1809 1810 
* ** * * * * w M 0 1810 l 811 
* ** ** * w u 0 1811 1812 
* * * * ** * 
w u 0 1812 
18 13 
* * * * 
w u 0 1813 
18 14 
* ** * * 
w M 0 1814 
18 15 
* ** * * 
w M 0 1815 
1816 
** ** * ** 
M 0 1816 
1817 
* ** * * 
w M 0 1817 
1818 
* ** * 
w u 0 1818 
18 l 9 
* * * * 
M 0 1819 
1820 
* * * * * 
M 0 1820 
1821 
* * * * 
M 0 1821 
18 22 
* * * * 
M 0 1822 
18 23 





* * * * * 
M 0 1824 
18 25 
* * * * 
w M 0 1825 
18 26 
* * *** * 
w u 0 1826 
18 27 
* * ** * * * 
w M 0 1827 
1828 
** * ** ** * * w M 0 1828 1829 
* * * 
M 0 1829 
1830 
* * * 
M 0 1830 
18 31 
* * * * * 
u 0 1831 
18 32 
* ** * * * 
u 0 1832 
18 33 
* ** * * 
T 0 1833 
1834 





* * * ** * 
u V 0 
* 
1835 
18 36 * * * ** * u V 0 * 1836 18 37 
** ** ** * w u 0 1837 18 38 
*** ** * * * * 
w u 0 1838 
1839 
*** ** * * * 
w u 0 1839 
1840 
** ** * * 
* w u 0 1840 
1841 
* ** * • w u 0 1841 18 42 
* ** * * 
M 0 1842 
1843 
* * * * * 




* ** * 
w u 0 1844 
18 45 
* ** * 
w u 0 1845 
l 8 46 
* * * * 
w u 0 1846 
1847 
* ** * 
w u 0 1847 
1848 
* * * * * * 
w u 0 1848 
18 49 
** ** * * * 
w M 0 1849 
1850 
* * * 
p 0 1850 
1851 
* * * * 
p 0 1851 
18 52 
* * * * 
p 0 1852 
l 8 53 
* ** * * w u 0 1853 1854 
* ** * 
w M 0 1854 
18 55 
* * ** * 
w M 0 1855 
18 56 





** ** * 
w M 0 1857 
l 8 5 8 
* * * 
w M 0 1858 
1859 
* * ** * * * 
w M 0 1859 
1860 
*** ** * * 
w M 0 1860 
1861 
* * * 
w M 1861 
1862 
* * * * * 
w M 0 1862 
18 63 
* * * * 
w u 0 1863 
1864 
* * ** * w u 0 1864 18 65 
* * * * 
T 0 1865 
18 66 
* * * * 
T 0 1866 
18 67 
* * * * 
u 0 1867 
18 68 
* * * * * 
w u 0 1868 
18 69 





* * * * * 
u 0 1870 
l 8 71 
* * * * 
M 0 1871 
18 72 
* ** * * * w 1872 l 8 73 
* * * * 
u M 0 1873 
18 74 
* * * * * 
M 0 1874 
18 75 
* ** * * * 




* ** * * * 
w M 0 1876 
1877 
* ** * * 
',/ M 0 1877 
18 78 
* ** * 
',/ M 0 1878 
18 79 
* * * 
',/ M 0 1879 
1880 
* ** * ** 




* ** * * 
',/ M 0 1881 
1882 
* * * * * ',/ M 0 1882 1883 
* ** * * 
w M 0 1883 
18 84 
* ** * * * 
',/ M 0 1884 
18 85 
* ** * * 
',/ M 0 1885 
1886 
* ** * * 
w M 0 1886 
1887 
* * * * * 
w M 0 1887 
1888 
* ** * * 
w M 0 1888 
1889 
* ** * * 
',/ M 0 1889 
1890 
* * * * * 
w M 0 1890 
1891 
* ** * * * 
',/ M 0 1891 
1892 
*** ** * * * 
',/ M 0 1892 
1893 
** ** * 
',/ M 0 1893 
18 94 
* ** * * 
w u 0 1894 
1895 
** ** * 
',/ u 0 1895 
18 96 
* * * ** 
',/ M 0 1896 
18 97 
** * * 
1897 
1898 
** ** * 
',/ u M 0 1898 
1899 
* * * * ',/ p 0 1899 1900 
** * * ',/ 1900 
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1901 •• • • • w u M 0 1901 
1902 • •• • w M 0 1902 1903 • • • • w p 0 1903 1904 •• • • w M 0 1904 1905 •• • • • w u M 0 1905 1906 •• •• • w M 0 1906 1907 •• •• • • w M 0 • 1907 1908 • • • w 1908 1909 • •• • w M 0 1909 
1910 • • * w M 0 1910 1911 
* •• * w M 0 1911 19 12 •• w M 0 1912 
1913 
* • w X 0 1913 1914 
* •• • • * • w u 0 1914 1915 
** •• ** * 
w u 0 1915 
1916 • • • • w M 0 * 1916 1917 
** * • * • w M 0 * 1917 1918 •• * * * w M 0 * 1918 1919 • • ** * * M 0 1919 1920 
* * • * w 1920 1921 • * • * w l 921 19 22 • * * • w T 0 * • 1922 19 23 
* • w 1923 19 24 
* ** w u M 0 1924 19 25 • ** w u M 0 1925 19 26 
* * w M 0 1926 19 27 
* * * * 
w u 0 1927 
1928 
* ** • w u K 0 1928 1929 
* * * 
w V 0 1929 
1930 
* * 
w K 0 1930 
1931 
* •• * * w u 0 1931 1932 
** •• * •• • * w u 0 1932 1933 
* ** * * ** * 
w p M 0 1933 
19 34 
* * * * w u 0 1934 19 35 
* ** * * w u 0 1935 19 36 
* ** • * w u 0 1936 19 37 
* ** * * w u 0 1937 19 38 
* ** * * 
w u 0 1938 1939 
* ** * * 
w M 0 1939 
1940 
* ** * • 1940 19 41 
* ** * * 
w u M 0 1941 1942 
* * * * 
w u 0 1942 
1943 
* * * 
w M 0 1943 
1944 
* ** * * 
w M 0 1944 
1945 
* * * 
w u 0 1945 
19 46 
* * * * 
w u 0 
* * * 
1946 
19 47 
* * * * * * 
w u 0 
* * * 
1947 
1948 
* * * 




* * * * 
w u 0 
* * * 
1949 
1950 
* •• * * * * 
w u 0 1950 
1951 
* •• * * * u 0 1951 19 52 
* * * ** * 
u 0 1952 
19 53 
* * * T 0 1953 1954 
* * * • * w M 0 1954 19 55 
* * ** 
w 1955 
19 56 
* *** * 
w u 0 1956 
1957 
** * * * 
w u 0 1957 
1958 
** * * * w u 0 1958 19 59 
** ** * * 
w u 0 1959 
1960 
* *** * 
w u 0 1960 
19 61 
* ** * w u 0 1961 1962 • ** * w u 0 1962 19 63 
* ** * 
w u 0 1963 
1964 
* ** * * w u 0 1964 19 65 
* * * * * u 0 1965 19 66 
* * * * * u 0 1966 1967 
* * * u 0 1967 1968 
* * * * * 
u 0 1968 19 69 
** ** * * 
w u M 0 1969 1970 
* ** ** * 
M Q 0 1970 
1971 
* *** * * w M 0 1971 19 72 
* ** * * 
w M 0 1972 19 73 
* *** w M 0 1973 19 74 
* • * M 0 1974 1975 
* * * 
M 0 1975 
19 76 
* * * 
T 0 1976 1977 
* * * * 
u 0 1977 19 78 
* * * * 
w u 0 1978 19 79 
* ** * * w u 0 1979 1980 
* * ** w u 0 1980 1981 
* * * * * u 0 * 1981 1982 
* •• * ** 
• w u 0 1982 1983 • • • * • * w u 0 1983 1984 • • • •• •• W UP 0 1984 1985 
** • • • * u 0 1985 1986 
* • • * u 0 1986 19 87 •• •• • u 0 1987 19 88 • ** * • u 0 1988 19 89 •• • • u 0 1989 1990 
* * • • T 0 1990 1991 • •• • T 0 1991 1992 ... •• • • u 0 1992 1993 •• •• * • u 0 1993 1994 
* ** * * w u 0 1994 1995 • • • * • w u 0 • 1995 1996 
* •• • w 1996 1997 •• • • w u 0 1997 1998 • •• • * • w V 0 1998 1999 • •• * w V 0 1999 2000 
* • • p 0 2000 
0 ••••••••• 1 ••••••••• 2 •••••••• ,3 
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2001 
* * * * T 0 
* * 2001 2002 ** * * w u 0 2002 2003 ** * * * w u 0 2003 2004 * * * * w M 0 2004 2005 
* * ** * * w M 0 2005 2006 ** ** ** * w u 0 2006 2007 
** ** ** * w u 0 2007 200R 
* ** * w u 0 2008 2009 
*** ** * * * 
w u 0 2009 2010 
* ** * w u 0 2010 2011 
* ** * w u 0 2011 20 12 * ** * * * w u 0 2012 2013 
* ** * * w u 0 2013 2014 
* ** * * w u 0 2014 2015 
* * ** * * w u 0 2015 20 16 
* *** ** *** ** * w u 0 2016 2017 
* * * 
p 0 2017 2018 
* * * * * w u 0 
* ** 2018 2019 * ** * * * T 0 
* 2019 2020 * * * * T 0 
* 
2020 2021 
* * * * w u 0 
* 2021 20 22 ** ** * * w u 0 
* 2022 20 23 ** ** * u 0 2023 2024 
* ** * * T 0 2024 20 25 
* * ** * w u 0 2025 2026 
* ** * w u 0 2026 2027 
* ** * w u 0 2027 2028 
* * * * M 0 2028 2029 
* ** * * T 0 2029 2030 
* ** * * T 0 2030 2031 
* * ** * * w V 0 2031 20 32 
* ** * w 2032 20 33 
* ** * w 2033 2034 
* ** * w M 0 2034 20 35 
* ** * w M 0 2035 2036 
* * * * w u M 0 2036 2037 
* * * * * w u 0 2037 20 38 
** ** * * w u 0 2038 20 39 
** ** * * w u 0 2039 2040 
* * * u T 0 2040 2041 
* ** ** w u 0 2041 2042 
* *** ** * w u 0 2042 2043 
** * * w 2043 2044 
* * * * * 
w M 0 2044 2045 
* * * * * 
w M 0 2045 2046 
* ** * * * w u M 0 2046 2047 
* ** ** ** * 
w u 0 2047 2048 
* * * * 
w 2048 2049 
* * ** * * * w u 0 
* 
2049 20 50 
* * * * * u 0 2050 20 51 
* * * * * u 0 2051 2052 
* ** * * M 0 2052 2053 
* ** * * 
p 0 2053 2054 
* * * * 
w 2054 20 55 
* * * w 2055 2056 
* * * * 
w 2056 2057 
* ** * w u T 0 
* 2057 7058 * ** * * T 0 2058 2059 
* ** * T 0 2059 2060 
* ** w u T M 0 2060 2061 
* *** ** * w u V 0 2061 20 62 
* ** * w M 0 2062 2063 
** * * * * u 0 2063 2064 
* * * 
w u 0 2064 2065 
* * * * 
w 2065 2066 
* * ** * w u 0 2066 20 67 
* ** * * * w u 0 2067 2068 
* ** * * * w u 0 2068 20 69 
* * 
u 0 2069 2070 
** * * 
u 0 2070 2071 
* * * * T 0 
* 2071 20 72 * * * * T 0 
* 2072 20B ** * * u 0 2073 2074 
** ** * * * 
w u 0 
* * 2074 2075 * * * * w u 0 
* * 
2075 2076 
* * * * M 0 2076 20 77 
* *** * * 
w M 0 2077 2078 
* * * * w u 0 2078 2079 
** ** * * w M 0 2079 20 80 
* ** * * w M 0 2080 2081 
* ** * * w M 0 2081 2082 
* ** * * w M 0 2082 2083 
* ** * * w u 0 2083 20 84 
* ** * * w M 0 2084 20 85 
* * * * w M 0 2085 2086 
* * *** * w 2086 2087 
** ** * *** • w UP M 0 2087 20 88 • * ** • * w M 0 2088 2089 
* ** * * 
w p M 0 2089 2090 
* ** •• * w u 0 2090 2091 
* * * • u 0 2091 20 92 
* ** • u 0 2092 2093 
* •• * T 0 2093 2094 • * ** * * w 2094 2095 
** • * * w u 0 2095 2096 
** ** ** * w u 0 2096 2097 
* * * * * 
w 2097 2098 
* ** * * w u 0 2098 2099 
* * * * * T 0 
* 
2099 2100 
* * * * * T 0 • 2100 
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2101 
* * ** * 
T 0 






* * * 
T 0 2103 
2104 
* ** * * 
T 0 2104 
21 05 
* * * 
.. u 0 2105 
2106 
* * * * 
u 0 2106 
2107 
* * * 
.. w 2107 
2108 
* * * .. w u 0 2108 2109 
* * ** * * 
w u K oc 2109 
2110 
* * * * 
w M 0 2110 
2111 
* * * * 
u 0 * 2111 21 12 
* * * * 
u 0 * 2112 
2113 
* * * * 
w u 0 * 2113 
2114 





* * * * * w u oc 2115 2116 
* * * * 
w u 0 2116 
2117 
* * * * w u 0 2117 2118 
* * * 
w u 0 2118 
2119 
* * * 
w 2119 
2120 
* * * 
w 2120 
212 l 
* * * * 
w M 0 2121 
2122 
* ** * * * 
w u 0 2122 
2123 
* ** * * * 
w u 0 2123 
2124 
* ** * * * 
w u 0 2124 
2125 
* ** * * * 
w u 0 2125 
2126 
* ** * ** * 
w u 0 2126 
2127 
* ** * ** * 
w u 0 2127 
2128 
* ** * ** * 
w u 0 2128 
2129 
* ** * ** * 
w u 0 2129 
2130 
* ** * ** * 
w u 0 2130 
21 31 
* ** * ** * 
w u 0 2131 
2132 
* ** * * * 
w u 0 2132 
2133 
* ** * * * 
w u 0 2133 
2134 
* ** * * * 
w u 0 2134 
2135 
* ** * * * 
w u 0 2135 
21 36 
** ** * * 
w u 0 2136 
2137 
* ** * 
w 2137 
2138 
* * * 
w u T 0 2138 
21 39 
* ** * * 
u M 0 2139 
2140 
** ** ** * * 
u T 0 2140 
2141 
** ** ** * * 
u T 0 2141 
2142 
** ** * * w u M 0 2142 2143 
* * * * 
T 0 2143 
2144 
* * * 
T 0 2144 
2145 
* ** * * * w u 0 * 2145 2146 
* * * 
X 0 2146 
2147 
* * * X 0 2147 2148 
* * * * 





u 0 2149 
2150 
* * * 
u 0 2150 
2151 
* ** * * 
u 0 2151 
2152 
* * * 
u 0 2152 
21 53 
* ** * * 
u 0 2153 
21 54 
* ** * 
u 0 2154 
2155 
* ** * * 
w u 0 2155 
2156 
* ** * w u 0 2156 2157 
* * * * 
w u 0 2157 
21 58 
* * * * 
u 0 2158 
21 59 
* ** * * w u 0 2159 2160 
* ** * ** * w u T 0 2160 2161 
* * * 
u 0 2161 
2162 
* * * * 
u 0 2162 
2163 
* * * * 
u 0 2163 
2164 
* * * * * 
u 0 2164 
2165 
* * * * 
u 0 2165 
2166 
* ** ** * 
u 0 2166 
2167 
* * * * 
u 0 2167 
2168 
* * * * 
u 0 2168 
2169 
* * * * * 
u 0 2169 
2170 
* * * * * 
u 0 2170 
21 71 
* * * * 
u 0 2171 
2172 
* * * * 
u 0 2172 
21 73 
* * * * * 
u 0 2173 
21 74 
* ** ** * 
u 0 2174 
21 75 
* * * * * u 0 2175 21 76 
* * * * 
w u 0 2176 
21 77 
* * * * 
w 2177 
2178 










** ** * 
u T 0 2180 
2181 
* * * * * 
u 0 2181 
21 82 
* * * * 
u 0 2182 
2183 
* * * * 
u 0 2183 
2184 
*** * * 
w 2184 
2185 
*** * * 
w 2185 
2186 
* * * * 
w 2186 
2187 
*** * * 
w 2187 
21 88 
* * * * 
w 2188 
2189 
* * * 
w 2189 
2190 
*** * * 
w 2190 
2191 
* * * 
w 2191 
2192 
* * * * 
w u 0 2192 
2193 
* ** * * w u 0 2193 2194 
* ** * * u 0 2194 2195 
* * ** * * 
u 0 2195 
2196 
* * * 
w 2196 
2197 
* * * 
w 2197 
2198 
** • • T 0 2198 2199 • * * * • w u 0 * 2199 2200 
* * * * 
w u 0 
* 2200 
0 ••••••••• 1 ••••••••• 2 ••••••••• 3 
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2201 • • • * w u 0 • 2201 2202 • • • • • • w u 0 • 2202 2203 • •• • • • • M 0 2203 2204 •• • * * w u 0 
* • 2204 2205 * •• * * • u 0 • 
* 
2205 2206 
* * * 
w 2206 22 07 
* * * 
w 2207 2208 
* * ** * 
w u 0 2208 2209 
** ** * * w M 0 
* 2209 2210 * • ** * * w M 0 2210 2211 
* ** * * w u 0 2211 2212 
* •• * * w u 0 2212 2213 
* * * * w u 0 2213 2214 
* *** * * 
u 0 2214 2215 •• ** * ** * w M 0 2215 2216 
* ** * * * w M 0 2216 221 7 
* ** * * w M 0 2217 2218 
* * * * 
w M 0 2218 2 2 19 
* ** * w M 0 2219 2220 
* •• * w M 0 2220 22 21 
* •• • * w M 0 2221 2222 
* * • * u 0 2222 22 23 
* * * u 0 2223 2224 
*** ** •• * w u 0 2224 2225 
* * *** * * w u 0 2225 2226 
* ** * * w u 0 2226 22 27 
** ** * * * w u 0 2227 2? 28 
** ** * 
w u 0 2228 2229 
* * ** * * 
w u 0 2229 2230 
* * *** * * w u 0 2230 22 31 
* * * * w u 0 
* * 
2231 2232 
*** *** * * ** 
w u 0 
* * 
2232 2233 
** ** * * * •• w u 0 
* * * 
2233 2234 
* * ** * * w u 0 
* • 2234 22 35 ** ** * * w u 0 
* * 
2235 2236 
* ** * * w u 0 2236 
0 ••••••••• 1 ••••••••• 2 ••••••••• 3 
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2 * ** * V C 2 3 
* * * w u C 3 4 
* * * w u C 4 5 
* * * w u C 5 6 
* * * * 
w u C 6 7 *' ** * * * * w u C 7 8 
* ** * * 
u N 8 9 
* * * * * * w T C 9 10 
* * * * * * w u N 10 ll 
* * * T F 11 12 
* * * * u V F 12 13 
* * * w V s 13 14 
* * * V F 14 15 
* * * 
UP M s 15 16 
* * * w p C 16 17 
* ** * * u CN 17 18 
* ** * * u CN 18 19 
* ** * * u CN 19 20 
* ** * * u CN 20 21 
* ** * * u CN 21 22 
* ** * * * u M CN s 22 23 
* ** * * 
UP CN 23 24 
* ** * * 
UP CN 24 25 
* ** * * u C 25 26 
* * * * * 
w M N 26 27 
* ** * u FS 27 28 
* * * * u C 28 29 
* * * 
u C 29 
30 
* * * * u N 30 31 
* * * * 
u N 31 32 
* ** * * 
UPT FS 32 33 
* * * * 
UP F 33 34 
* * * UPT N S 34 35 
* * * w p FS 35 36 
* ** * * ** 
T C F 36 37 
** *** * w u C 37 38 
** ** * * * w UP CN 38 39 
* ** * * * 
u C 39 40 
* * ** * w M N 40 41 
* * * M N 41 42 
* * * * 
w p C 42 43 
* ** * * 
w M N 43 
44 
* * * * 
w M N 44 
45 
* ** * * * 
W UP C 45 
46 
* * * 
w u C 46 47 
* ** * * * T C 47 48 
* ** * * * T C 48 49 
* * * * T N 49 50 
* ** * * 
T C 50 51 
* * * * 
V C 51 52 
* * * * T F * 52 53 
* ** * * V C 53 54 
* * * * * T E 54 55 
* * * • * 
w u C 55 56 • * * w u FS 56 57 
* * ** * 
u F 57 58 .. 
* * * 
u F 58 
59 
* * * u F 59 60 
* * * 
u F 60 61 
* * * 
u F 61 62 
* ** * * ** 
u F 62 
63 
* ** * * 
u NF 63 64 
* * * 
u FS 64 65 
* * * * w u A 65 66 
* * * * * 
w u A 66 
67 
* ** * * w u A 67 68 
* * * * * 
w u A 68 69 
* ** * u A 69 70 
* ** 
.. u N 70 
71 
* * * * * * w u A 7l 72 
* * * 
p C 72 
73 
* * ** * * w u 73 74 
* ** * u 74 75 
* * ** * 
u 75 
76 
* * * * M N 76 77 
* * * 
w M N 77 
78 
* ** * * w u M N 78 79 
* * * * w u C 79 80 
* * * 
u FS 80 
81 
* * ** * w u C 81 82 
* * ** * w u C 82 83 
* * * * 
u N 83 
84 
* • • • u T E 84 85 • ** * T E 85 86 
* * w u C 86 87 
* * w u C 87 88 
* * * YI M C 88 89 
* * * * * 
w u I( C 
* 
89 90 
* * * * 
p CN 90 91 
* * * • 
p C 91 
92 
* * * * 
p CN 92 
93 
* ** * * * 
p C 93 
94 
* ** • * * u CN 94 95 
* * * * * 
UP M C 95 
96 
* ** * * 
u CN 96 
97 •• •• u C 97 98 
* * • u s 98 99 * • • u I 99 
100 
*** • • • u I 100 
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101 
** •• • * * w u C 101 102 
* * * 
W UP M N 102 
103 
* * * • 
u C 103 
104 • • * u C • 104 105 • ** * • w M C * • * 105 106 
* ** • • w UP C * • * 106 107 









109 * •• • • u C 109 110 
* ** * * 
u C 110 
111 
* • • • w u C 111 112 
* * • u C 112 113 
* * * • ** • w M C • 113 114 
* • • * * 
M C 
* * • 114 
115 * ** * • u C 115 116 • ** * * u C * * 116 117 
* ** * • u C * 117 118 
* * * * * 
w M C 118 
119 
* * * * * * 
u C 119 
120 
* * * • * V C 120 121 * * * * * w u * 121 122 * ** * * * * w u C 122 1 23 
* * * 
T C 123 
124 
* * * * 
w u C 124 
125 
* * * 
w u N 125 
126 • * * u N 
126 
127 
* * * * * 
u N 127 
1 28 
** ** * * * * 
w u N 128 
129 * * * u N 129 130 * * * w K V C 130 1 31 * * * * 
p C 131 
1 32 * • * * 
p C 132 
133 * * * * 
p C 133 
l 34 • * • • 
p C 134 
135 • ** * * w u CN s 135 136 * • * * * u C 136 l 37 • • * * u C 137 138 
* ** * ** 
u 138 
1 39 • ** * ** u 
139 
l 40 
* * * * 
u N 140 
141 
* * * 
T C 141 
142 
* * * * * * • 
w u C 142 
143 
* * * * * * * 
w u C 143 
144 
* •• * ** 
p N 144 
145 
* * * * 
p N 145 
146 
* *" * * • 
w u N 146 
147 • ** * * * * w u N 
147 
148 
* ** * * * 
w u N 148 
149 * • * * • * w u N 149 150 * * • * * w u C 150 151 
* * * * 
w u C 151 
15? * ** • * w u C * 152 1 53 * * * • u C 153 154 
* ** * 
u 154 
1 55 * * * • 
p C 155 
156 * * * • 
p C 156 
157 * * * * u C 
157 
158 
* * * * * 
u C 158 
159 
* * * • * u C 159 160 • * * * * * u C 160 161 * * * u T CN 161 162 * ** * * T C 162 163 * * * * u T CN 163 l 64 
* ** * * 
T C 164 
165 • * * • w u C 165 166 •• * * •• * w u C 166 167 
* • * * 
u C 167 
16A • • * * * w u C 168 169 
* * * ** * w u C 169 170 




171 * * * * * u T F * 171 l 72 
* * * 
w u T CN 172 
173 * * * * u C 173 l 74 
* *** * • * u C 174 175 
* • * 
w M C 175 
l 76 
* ** * * * * w u CN A l 76 1 77 
* ** * * * 
w u C 177 
1 78 
* ** * * 
u C 178 
179 
* * * * 
u C l 79 
180 * w u CN 180 
181 * * * * T V C 181 182 
* ** * * 
w u C 182 
183 
* * * 
u N 183 
184 
* ** * * 
UPT C 184 
l 85 * •• * * UPT C 185 186 • * • w u C 186 l 87 
* * • * 
UP CN 187 
188 
* ** * * 
UPT C 188 
189 
* ** • * UPT C 189 190 * * * * u N 190 191 
* * * * 
u F 191 
192 
* * * 
u FS 192 
193 * * * * w u C 193 l 94 
* * * * * * * 
w u C 194 
195 
* * * * • u C 195 196 
* ** * * 
u C 196 
197 
* * * 
w M N 197 
198 
* * 
w M N 198 
199 
* * * 
V s 199 
200 • • * U T N 200 
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2 01 
* ** * 
p C 201 
202 
* * * * 
UP C 202 203 
** ** * 
w u C 
* 
203 204 
* ** * 
w u C 204 205 
* * * u C 205 206 
** ** * UP CN 206 207 
* * * X N 207 2 08 
* * ** u CN 208 209 
* ** * * 
M CN E 209 210 
* ** * * 
M CN E 210 211 
** ** * 
UP CN 211 212 
* ** * 
M CN 212 2 13 
* ** * 
M CN 213 214 
* * ** u N 214 215 
** ** ** u E 215 216 
* * * * * w u C 216 217 
* * * * u C 217 2 18 
* * * * * w UPT N s 218 219 
* * * w V C 219 220 
* * w V C F 220 2 21 
* * * w V C F 221 2 22 
* * * w M N 222 223 
* ** * M N 223 224 
** * * w u C 224 225 
* ** * w u C 225 226 
* * w u C 226 2 27 
* * * * 
w u C 227 
228 
* ** * * 
u T N s 228 
229 
* * * * 
u E 229 
230 
* * * 
u C 230 
2 31 
* * * * * * 
w u C 231 
232 
* * * * 
w u C 232 
233 
* * * * w u C 233 234 
* * * 
w u F 234 
2 35 
* * ** w u K C 235 236 
* * * 
u T s 236 
237 
* * * * 
w u K oc 237 
2 38 
* * ** 
W UPT CN 238 
2 39 
* * * 
w u CN 239 
240 
* * * * * 
u I 240 
241 
* * ** * w u CNFS 241 242 
* * * ** w u CN 242 2 43 
* ** * * * 
w u N 243 
244 
* * * * * 
w u N 244 
245 
* * * u C 245 246 
* * * * 
u N 246 
247 
* * * * 
w V C 247 
248 
* * * u C 248 249 
* * ** * 
p C 249 
2 50 
* * * * 
w u CN E 250 
2 51 
* * * * * 
u C 251 
2 52 
** * 
u V FS 252 
253 





* * * 
T s 254 
255 
* * * 
T s 255 
2 56 
* * * 
w M 0 256 
257 
* * * * * u C 257 258 
* * * u F * 258 259 
* ** * u F * 259 260 
* * * 
w M C 260 
261 
* * * * * u C 261 262 
* ** * • * * w u C 262 263 • * * * * w u C 263 264 • ** * * u N 264 265 
** ** * * * 
u N 265 
266 
* ** * * * w UP CN 266 267 
* * * 
u s 267 
26R 
* * * ** w M N 268 269 
* * * * * ** * * w u C: 269 210 
* * ** * • w u C 270 2 71 
* ** * • w M N 271 212 
* * * w u C 272 2 73 
* * • * w u C 273 274 
* * * u C 274 275 
* ** * * 
u CN 275 
276 
* * * ** * * w u C 276 277 
* * * 
u C 277 
278 
* ** * * 
• w M CN 278 
279 
* * * * 
u C 279 
280 
* * * ** * 
u C 280 
281 
* * 
w u C 281 
282 
* ** * 
p C 282 
2 83 
* * * * * 
u C 283 
284 
* * * * * 
u C 284 
285 
** * * * * 
u C 285 
286 
** * * 
UPT C 286 
287 
* * * 
u C 287 
288 
* * * * * 
u C 288 
289 
* * * * * 
u C 289 
2 90 
* * * V s 290 2 91 
* * * * 
u s 291 
292 
* ** * ** ** 
w u T C .. 292 
293 
* ** * * * * 




* ** * * * w u C 294 295 
* ** * ** 




* ** * * * * 




* * * * 
u CNF 297 
298 
* * * * 
u CN 298 
299 
* * * ** ** 
w p FS 299 
300 
* * 
W UPT FS 300 
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301 * * * * p N 301 
302 * * w u C 302 
303 * * * w M C 303 
3 04 * * * * u CN 304 
3 05 * * * u T V C 305 
306 * * * u C 306 
307 * * * * u N 307 
308 * * * * u C 308 
309 * * u C SI 309 
310 * * w u C 310 
3 11 * ** * * * * w u C 311 
312 * ** * * * * w u C 312 
3 13 ** ** * * u F 313 
314 * * * * u F 314 
315 * * * u F 315 
316 * ** * * * w u A 316 
317 * * • V C 317 3 18 * ** * • • w u C 318 
319 * * * • w u C 319 
3 20 * * * * p C 320 
3 21 * * * * u CN s 321 
322 * ** * • • * M C 322 323 * ** * * * * M C 323 
324 * ** • UP C 324 
325 * * * p X s 325 
3 26 • ** • * * u M CNFSI 326 327 * ** * * w p XM N 327 
328 * • • • • • * w p C 328 329 * ** • * UPT C 329 
330 * * * * * * UPT C 330 
3 31 * * * * • u N 331 3 32 * ** • w M oc 332 
333 * •• * * w M N 333 
334 * • • w u C 334 
3 35 * ** •• u C 335 3 36 * * * • * * UP C 336 
337 * * * * * U T C s 337 338 ** ** ** * ** ** * u CN I 338 
339 * ** * * u E • 339 340 * • * * w M C 340 
3 41 * * * •• * w u CN 341 
342 * * ** * • u K oc 342 3 43 • * * w 343 
344 * * •• • w 344 
3 45 • * * * w M C 345 
346 * w UP M C 346 
347 * * w u C 347 
348 * * * u T s 34B 
349 • * • u T s 349 
3 50 * * * * u T s 350 
3 51 * * * ** * w u T C 351 
352 * * *** * w M C 352 
3 53 * * *** * w M C 353 
~ 54 • * •• * • * w M C 354 
355 * * ** * * * w M C 355 
3 56 * * * * w u C 356 
357 * * * • u C ,51 3 58 * * * * u C 35B 
359 * w u I 359 
360 * ** * u s 360 
361 * • * w M CN 361 
362 * * * w M CN 362 
3 63 * * * w M C 363 
364 * * * w M C 364 
365 * ** * * w u C 365 
366 * ** * u s 366 
367 * * * • w M 0 367 
368 * * * * w u N 36B 
369 • * * * * w u N 369 
3 70 * * * • w u N 370 
3 71 * * * * * w u N 371 
3 72 * • * * w u N 372 
3 73 * • * * w u N 373 
3 74 * ** * T N 374 
3 75 * ** * T N 375 
376 * * * * u N 376 
377 * * • T C 377 
37A * * * * u C * 378 
379 ** • • * u C 379 
380 
* * 
• w u K oc 380 
381 * ** * ** • w u N 381 3 82 * * * * w M C 382 
3 83 ** •• • w M CN 383 
384 * • * w M N 384 3 85 * * • • w u N 385 
386 * * • u s 386 387 • • • u s 387 
388 • ** • * w p FS 388 
3 89 • •• * w u C 389 
390 • • • • w p X F 390 
3 91 * •• • • • • • * w u K C 391 392 * • • w u N 392 
393 • • • • w u N 393 394 • • • * w u N 394 
395 • •• • • • T C 395 396 • • ** • w u N 396 397 • •• * • * u CN 397 398 • • • • u C 398 399 • • • • • p C 399 400 • • * * • p C 400 
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401 
* * * * * 
p C 401 
402 
* * * * 
p C 402 403 
* ** • • 
... 
* 
w p C 403 404 
* ** * 




p s 407 408 
* ** • * 
p FS 408 409 
* * * 
p FS 409 410 
* * * * 
p C FS 410 411 
* ** * • * 
p C FS 411 412 
* • * • * w p C FS 412 413 
* * 
u FS 413 
414 
* * * * 
UP FS • 414 415 
* * * * * 
w u C 415 
416 
** * * * 
u NF 416 
417 
* * * w u N 417 418 
* * * * 
p C 418 
419 
** * * 
UP X CN 419 
420 • ** * * w UPT C 420 421 
* • u A 421 422 
* * * • M N 422 4 23 
* * * w M C 423 424 • * * • * w M C 424 425 
* • * • w UP M C 425 426 • • • M C 426 427 • • * * UP C 427 428 • • * • w UP M C 428 429 • • • w M C 429 
430 
* ** • * * w M C 430 431 
* • * * w M C 431 4 32 
* • • * w M C 432 433 
* • • * u 433 434 • ** * * • u C 434 435 
* ** • * u C 435 436 
* * * * 
u C 436 
437 • • * u C 437 438 • * * * u C 438 439 • ** • * • w u C 439 440 
* * * w M C 440 441 
* * ** * * 441 442 
* ** * w u C 442 443 
* * * 
M C 443 
444 
* * * 
M C 444 
445 
* * * 
w u N s 
* 
445 
446 • * * ** * w u T oc 446 447 
* * 




* * ** * w u C 448 449 
* * ** * 
w u C 449 
450 
* * * 
u I 450 
451 
* ** * * 
u C s 451 
452 
* * * 
u C 452 
4 53 
* * * 
u s 453 
454 
* * w u s 454 455 .. 
* * 
u NFS 455 
456 
* * *** * 
w M oc 456 
4 57 
* * * * u CN 457 458 
** * * * 
w M N 458 
459 
* * * 
w UP N 459 
460 • * * u N 460 461 
* * * 
u N 461 
4 62 
** * u M N 462 463 
* * * ** * w u CN 463 464 
* * * w u C 464 465 
* * * * w u N 465 466 
* * • w M N 466 467 
* * * w M N 467 4 68 
* * * * 
w M N 468 
469 
* * * * 
w M N 469 
470 
* * * • • w p M N 470 4 71 • ** * * u s 471 4 72 * • * * u C 472 473 
*** * * * 
w u C 473 
4 74 
* ** • • * w u C 474 475 • • * w M N 475 
4 76 • ** * w M C 476 477 
* * 
• w u C 477 
4 78 
* • * w u C 478 479 
* • * * w u C 479 480 • * • • w u C 480 4 81 
* ** * • u C 481 482 
* ** * * 
u C 482 
4 83 
* ** * w u CNFS 483 484 
* ** * w u CNFS 484 4 85 
* * ** * 
w u CNF 485 
486 





* * * * 
w u T C 487 
488 
* * ** M CN 488 489 
* * ** w M CN 489 490 • ** * * * w M C • 490 491 • * * * * w u M C • 491 492 
* ** • * w u M C • 492 493 
* ** * * * 
w M C 493 
494 
* * * 
u C 494 
495 • • * * u B 495 496 • * * w u N 496 497 
* • • w u N 497 498 
* * * * 





w u N 499 
500 
* * • * w u N 500 
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501 * * * * w u N 501 
502 * ** * * w u N 502 
5 03 * * * w UP C FS 503 
504 * ** ** * w u C 504 
505 * * * w p FS 505 
506 * * * * w u F 506 
507 * ** * * w u C 507 
508 * ** * * w u C FS 508 
509 * * * * w u C FS 509 
510 * ** * ** w UP M C 510 
511 * ** * w UP C 511 
5 12 * * * w UP C 512 
5 13 * * * * w p FS 513 
514 * ** * * * * w UP C 514 
5 15 * * * w p FS 515 
516 * ** * ** w UP M C 516 
517 * * ** * UP M C 517 
518 * * * * u C 518 
519 * * * u s 519 
520 * * * * u C 520 
521 * ** * * w u C 
521 
5 22 ** * * w u C 522 
523 * * * * w UP C D 523 
524 * * * * w UP C D 524 
525 * * * * * * w U T V OCN 525 
526 * * * u s 526 
527 * ** * w u E 527 
528 * * * u A 528 
529 * * * u A 529 
530 * * * * w u N 530 
5 31 * * * w u CN E 531 
5 32 * * * * w u TK oc 532 
533 * * * * * u CN 533 
5 34 ** ** * * w u C 534 
5 35 * * * w u C 535 
536 * ** * w M N 
536 
5 37 * * *** * w u C 537 
5 38 * * * w u C 538 
539 * * * * * u C 539 
540 * * * u s 540 
541 * ** * * * u C 541 
5 42 * ** * * w u C 542 
543 * * * w u C 543 
544 * * * w M C 544 
545 * * * w M C 545 
546 * * * * w M C 546 
547 * * * ** ** * w u C 547 
548 * * * * u C 548 
549 * * * * u F * 549 
550 * ** * * p CN 550 
551 * ** * u N 551 
552 * ** * u C 552 
553 * * * * p M C 553 
554 * * * * * p M C 554 
555 * * * * p M C 555 
5 56 * * * ** * * w p C 556 
5 57 * * * * u E 557 
558 * * * ** u E 558 
559 * * * M C 559 
560 * * ** M C 560 
5 61 * * * * * T C 561 
5 62 * ** * u N 562 
5 63 * * * T N 563 




* w u N 565 
566 * * * * UP CN 
566 
567 * * * * UP CN 567 
568 
* * * * * 
u M E 568 
569 * * * u CN 569 
5 70 * * * * UP CN 570 
571 * * * * p C 571 
5 72 * * * * p C 572 
5 73 * * * w p C 573 
574 * * * * * * p M C 574 
5 75 * * * * w p M N 575 
5 76 * * * * * w M C * 576 
577 * ** * w r- N 577 
5 78 * * * * w p N 578 
579 * ** * * w M N 579 
5 80 * ** * * * w M N 580 
5 81 * * * u M C 581 
582 * * * * * p M C 582 
583 * * * * M C 583 
584 * * * * M C 584 
585 *** ** * * w M C 585 
586 * ** * * * w M C 586 
587 * ** * * * w M C 587 
5 88 ** * * w u C 588 
589 * * ** ** * w UPT C 589 
590 * ** ** * T C 590 
591 * * * w T C 591 
592 * ** ** * w UPT OCN 592 
5 93 * ** * ** * T V R C 593 
594 * ** * * * w T B 594 
595 * * ** * w T V s 595 
596 * * * * u C 596 
597 * * * * * w u C 
597 
598 * * * * * w u C 598 
599 * * * * * w u C * 
599 
600 * * * * u oc 600 
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601 
* ** * 
w u I( V C 601 
602 
* ** 
1,/ u C 602 
603 
* * * 
w u N 603 
604 
* * * * 
p CN 604 
605 
* * * * 
p C 605 
606 
* ** * * * 
p C 606 
607 
* ** * 
p C 607 
6 08 
* * * * 
M C 606 
609 
* * * * 
M C 609 
610 
* * * * 
M C 610 
611 
* * * * * 
w u C 611 
6 17 
* * * * * 
w u C 612 
6 13 
* * * 
p C 613 
614 
* * * 
p C 614 
6 15 
* ** * * w u N 615 616 
* * * * * 
w u C 616 
617 
* * * * 
w u C 617 
618 
* * ** 
M C 618 
619 
* ** ** 
u C 619 
6 20 
* * * * * 
u C 620 
621 
* * * * * 
w u s 621 
6 22 
* * * * * 
u CN 622 
6 23 
* * * 
u 623 
6 24 
* * * 
w u C 624 
625 
* * * * * 
u C 625 
6 26 
** * * w u C 626 627 
* ** * 
u C 627 
6 2 6 
** * * * * 
w u C 628 
629 
* * * 
w u C 629 
6 30 
* * * * 
u N 630 
631 
* * * * 
u C 631 
637 
* * * * * 
w u M C 632 
6 33 
* * * * * 
w u M C 633 
6 34 
* ** * 
w M C 634 
6 35 
* * * * 
u C 635 
636 
* * * * * 
w u K V C 636 
6 37 
* * * * 
w u V C 637 
638 
* * * 
T s 638 
639 
* * * * 
p C 639 
640 
* * * 
X C 640 
6 41 
* * * * * w UP M CN 641 642 
* ** * * 
T C 642 
6 43 
* * * * 
u N 643 
644 
* * * * 
u N 644 
645 
* * * * 
u N 645 
646 
** * * 
w u 0 646 
647 
** ** ** ** * w M C A 647 646 
** ** ** ** * w M C A 648 649 
** ** * * * ** * w M C A 649 650 
* ** * 
w M C 650 
6 51 
** * * * w u M C 6~1 6 52 
** * * w 652 6 53 
* ** * * 
w M CN D 653 
6 54 
* ** * * 
w M CN D 654 
6 55 
* * * 
w u I( V oc 655 
6 56 
* * * 
u C 656 
657 
* * " * 
w u C 657 
6 58 
** ** * * ** * * 
w u CN I 656 
659 
* ** * * " 
w p M CNFS 659 
660 
* * 
u C 660 
661 
* ** * * * 
u T V s 661 
6 67 
* ** * * 
w u T s 662 
663 
* ** * * 
T s 663 
664 
* ** * * ** 
w V s 664 
6 65 
* * 
w u s 665 
666 
* ** * * 
u 0 s 666 
667 
* * * 
u 0 s 667 
668 
* ** * 
w u C 668 
669 
** * * w u C 669 670 
* * * * * 
M C 670 
6 71 
* * * * * * 
p M C 671 
6 72 
* * * * * 
M C 672 
673 
* ** ** ** 
p M C 673 
674 
* * * * * 
w u C 674 
6 75 
* * * * * 
w u C 675 
676 
* * * 
u s 676 
6 77 
* * * * * * w u C 677 6 76 
* * * 
w u C 678 
6 79 
* * * 
w u C 679 
660 
* ** * * * 
p N 680 
6 81 
* * * ** * w u N 681 6 82 
* ** * ** * 
1,/ u N 682 
6 83 
* * * * * 
w u C 683 
6 84 
*** ** * * 
u C 684 
685 
** *** ** 
M C 685 
686 
* * * ** ** 
w M C 686 
687 
* * * 
u F 687 
6 88 
* * * 
u F 688 
689 
* ** * 
w u :t. C 689 
690 
* ** * * 
w u I( V C 690 
6 91 
* * * 
w u TK C 691 
6 92 
* * * * * 
w V C 692 
693 
* ** * * 
p 693 
694 
* * * * * 
p 694 
6 95 
* ** * 
u C 695 
696 
* ** * * * 
u C 696 
697 
* ** * * 
p C 697 
698 
* ** * * 
UP C 698 
699 
* ** ** ** * 
w u C 699 
700 
* * * * 
w u C 
* * 
700 
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701 * ** * * ** w M C 701 
702 * ** * * u C 702 
7 03 * ** * ** w u C 703 
704 ** ** ** w M C 704 
705 * ** * w M C 705 
706 * ** * ** M C 706 
707 * * * * M C 707 
7 08 ** * * * w M C 708 
709 ** * * * * * w M C 709 
710 * * * * w M A 710 
7 ll * ** * ** u M C 711 
712 ** * * * * ** w M C * 712 
7 13 * * * * T CN 713 
714 * ** * * u C FS 714 
715 ** ** * p C 715 
716 ** * * * w u C 716 
717 ** ** *" .. * w u C 717 
7 18 .. ** * .. * UPT N 718 
719 * .. * T C 719 
720 * * .. u s 720 
721 * * * * * w u N 721 
7 2? * * * * w u CN I 722 
7 23 * * * * w u M C A 723 
7 24 * ** * w u C I 724 
7 25 * * * u s 725 
7 26 * * * u T V s 726 
7 27 
* * * 
u T s 727 
728 
* * * * 
u T V s 728 
729 
* * * 
u T V s 729 
730 * * * w u V s 730 
7 31 * * w M C 731 
732 
* ** 
* w U T CN 732 
7 33 * * * * UP CN S 733 
7 34 * ** w u CNFS A 734 
7 35 * *** * w u C 735 
7 36 * ** * u C 736 
737 * * * * * w u I(. C 737 
738 * * * * * w u C 738 
739 * * w u C 739 
740 * * * w u CN 740 
741 * * * w u C 741 
742 ** * * u C 742 
743 * ** * * u C 743 
744 * ** * * * u C 744 745 ** * * * * w M C * 745 
746 * ** * w u C 746 
747 * ** * w M C 747 
748 
* ** * * 
w M CN E 748 
749 * ** * * w M CN E 749 
7 50 * ** * * w M CN E 750 
751 * * lo/ u C 751 
7 52 * * * * u I 752 
7 53 * * * * u C s 753 
754 * * * * * u C 754 
755 
* * * 
* w u C 755 
756 * * * * * w u C 756 
7 57 * * * * w u C 757 7 58 * * * * * w u CN s 758 
759 * * * * w u CN S 759 
760 * * * w u F 760 
761 * * * * w M N 761 
762 * * * * w u T N 762 
763 * ** * w M N 763 
764 * * * w u T V N 764 
765 
* ** * * 
M N 765 
766 * ** * * w M N 766 
767 * * * * * M N 767 
768 * * * * M N 768 
769 * * * * w M C * * 769 
770 * ** * * * u C * 770 
771 * * * u C * 771 
7 72 * ** * * u C 772 
773 
* * * 
u C 773 
774 * * * * u CN 774 
775 * * * * T C 775 
776 * * * * u C 776 
777 * * * * u N 777 
778 * ** * u s 778 
779 * * * u s 779 780 * * * u s 780 
781 * * * * u N 781 7 82 
* * * * 
u N 782 
783 * ** * * w u C 783 
784 * ** * * * w u M C * 784 
785 * ** * * u M C 785 
786 * ** w u C 786 
787 
* * * 
T C 787 
788 * * * T C 788 
789 * * * * w u N 789 
790 * * * * w u N 790 
7 91 * * ** * w u N 791 
792 
* * * * 
w u N 792 
793 * * w u N 793 
794 * * * w u N 794 
795 * * * * Iii u N 795 
796 * ** * * u C 796 
797 * * ** * * w M N 797 
798 * * * w u M C 798 
799 * * * * w u M C 799 
800 * * *** * Iii M C 800 
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801 
* * * * 
w u C 801 
B 02 
* * * 
u s 802 
803 
* * * 
w u C 803 
804 
* * * w u N 804 805 
* * * 
1,/ u N 805 
806 
* * * 
w u N 806 
807 
* ** * * * w M C 807 BOB 
* * ** ** * * w M C 808 
0 ••••••••• 1 ••••••••• 2 ••••••••• 3 •CATIONS• ••ANIONS•• ZGSANMCCFTF MS NCBCM 
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123456789012345678901234567890 w UPTKXMVQR OCNFSIABOE HRASLBORUSIEYUEIBWIEEAG 
2 * * * * w u 0 * 2 3 * * * * * * u 0 • 3 4 * ** * * * w u 0 * * 4 5 * ** * * * u D * 5 6 * ** * * * w u 0 * * 6 7 * * * * w u 0 * 7 8 * * * * w u 0 * 8 9 * * * * w T 0 * 9 10 * * * w u 0 * 10 11 * * * * * u 0 * * ll l? * * * * w u 0 * 12 13 * * * w u K 0 * 13 14 * * * * * w u 0 ** 14 15 * * ** * u 0 ** 15 16 * * ** * u 0 ** 16 17 * * ** u C * 17 18 * * * w u 0 * 18 19 * * * * * w u 0 * 19 20 * * * * w u N * * 20 21 * ** * * * * u 0 * 21 22 * * * * * w u 0 * ** 22 23 * * * * * w u 0 ** * 23 24 * * * * * u 0 * 24 25 * * * * * w u 0 * 25 26 * * * * * w u 0 * 26 27 ** * w u 0 ** 27 28 * * * * w u 0 ** * 28 29 * * w u K C 29 
30 * * * ** w u 0 * * * 30 31 * * * * w u 0 * 31 
32 * * * * w u OCN * * * 32 33 * * * * w u 0 * 33 34 * * * * u 0 * 34 35 * * * w u 0 * 35 36 ** * * * w u 0 * * * 36 37 * * * * w u 0 * ** 37 38 * * * * w u 0 * 38 39 * ** * * * w T 0 * 39 40 * * * * * T 0 * 40 41 * * * * * w u 0 * 41 42 * ** * * w u 0 * 42 43 * ** * * w u 0 * 43 44 * ** * * w u 0 * 44 45 * ** ** w u 0 * 45 
46 * * * * * w u 0 * 46 47 * * * * * * w u 0 * 47 48 * * * * u 0 * 48 49 * ** * w u 0 * 49 50 * ** * w u 0 * 50 
51 * ** * * w u K 0 * 51 52 * ** * * w u 0 * * 52 53 
* * * * w u 0 * 53 54 * * * * * w u 0 * 54 55 * ** * * w u 0 * 55 56 ** * ** * * w u oc * 56 57 * * * * * u 0 * 57 58 * * * * * w u 0 * 58 59 * * * * w u 0 * 59 60 * * * * w u 0 * 60 61 * * * * * * u 0 * 61 6? * * * * * w u 0 * 62 63 * ** * * * w u 0 * 63 64 * * * * * u 0 * * 64 65 * * * w u OCN * 65 66 * ** * * * w u 0 * 66 67 * * * w u 0 * * 67 68 * * * * * w u 0 * 68 
69 * * * * w u 0 * 69 70 * * * * u 0 * 70 
7l * * * * * w u 0 * 7l 
72 * * * * * lo/ u 0 * 72 73 * * * * u 0 * 73 
74 * * * * lo/ u 0 * 74 
75 * * * * * w u 0 * 75 76 * * * * w u 0 ** 76 
77 * * lo/ u 0 * 77 78 * * * * w u 0 * 78 79 * * * * w u 0 * 79 80 ** * * * * u 0 * * * 80 81 * * * * w u 0 * 81 82 * * * * w u 0 * 82 
83 * * * * w u 0 * 83 84 * * * * w u 0 * 84 
85 * * * * lo/ u 0 * 85 86 * * * ** * * w u 0 * 86 87 * * * * w u 0 * 87 8~ * * ** * * * w M 0 * 88 89 * * * * T 0 * 89 90 * * ** * * * w u 0 * 90 91 * * * * w u 0 * 91 9? * * * * * * u 0 ** 92 93 * * * * * * u 0 ** 93 94 * * * * w u 0 * 94 95 ** * * 95 
96 * * * * * u 0 * 96 97 * * * * * u 0 * 97 98 * * * * * u 0 * 98 99 * * * * u 0 * * 99 100 * * * * * u 0 * * 100 
0 ••••••••• 1 ••••••••• 2 ••••••••• 3 •CATtONS• ••ANIONS•· ZGSANMCCFTF MS NCBCM 
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101 * * * * w u 0 * ** 101 102 
* * * * * 
w u 0 * 102 
103 * * * * "' 
u 0 * 103 
104 
* * * * 
u N * 104 
105 
* * * * 
u C * 105 
106 





* * * * 
w u 0 * * 107 
l 08 
* ** * * * * 
p 0 * 108 
l 09 
* * * * 
u 0 * * 109 
110 
* * * * 
u 0 * 110 
111 * * * * * * w u 0 * 
111 
112 
* * * * * * "' 
u 0 * 112 
113 
* ** * * * 
u N * 113 
114 




115 * * * * w u 0 * 
115 
116 
* * * * * 
u 0 * 116 
117 





** ** * ** 
M 0 * 118 
119 * * * *** * u 0 * 
119 
120 * ** * * u 0 * 
120 
121 
* * * * 
u 0 * 121 
122 * * * * w u 0 * * 
122 
1n * * * * * w u 0 * 
123 
124 
* * * * * 
u 0 * 124 
125 
* * * * w u 0 * 
125 
l ?6 
* * * * * * 
w u 0 ** * 126 
127 * ** * * * w u 0 * 
127 
128 
* * * * * 
w u C * 128 
129 
** ** * * 
w u 0 * * * 129 
130 
** ** * * 
w u 0 * * * 130 
l 31 
* * ** 
* w u 0 * 131 
132 * * * * * w u 0 * 
132 
l 33 * ** * * * u 0 * 
133 
134 
* ** * * * w u C ** * 
134 
135 * * * * * u 0 * 
135 
136 
* * * * 
u C * * 136 
137 
** ** * 
u 0 * 137 
138 
* * * * * "' 
u 0 * 138 
139 
* * * * * * "' 
u 0 * 139 
140 * * * * * * w u 0 * 
140 
141 
* ** * * * 
T 0 * 141 
142 
** * * * w u V 0 ** 
142 
0 ••••••••• 1 ••••••••• 2 ••••••••• 3 -CATIONS- --ANIONS-- ZGSANMCCFTF MS NCBCM 
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2 * * * * u * 2 3 
* * * 
p 
* 3 4 
* * * UP * 4 5 
* * * 
p 5 6 
** * 
w T 6 7 
* ** * * 
p 7 8 
* * * * * 
w T 8 9 
*** * * * w u * 9 10 
* * * 
T V 
* * 10 11 • * * w M * 11 12 
* * * 
M 12 13 
* w M * 13 14 
* * * 
w u 
* * 
14 15 • * w M * 15 16 
* * * 
M 
* 16 17 
* * w u * 17 18 
* • w M • • 18 19 
* • * M * 19 20 
* * w u * 20 21 
* * w u * 21 22 
* * * M • * 22 23 
* * * * * u 23 24 
* * * u * 24 25 
* * * 
u 25 
26 
* * * * 
w u 
** 26 27 





* ** * 
w T 28 
29 
* * * 
u 29 
30 
* * w p 30 31 
* * * * w p * * 31 32 
* * ** * 
w u 
* 32 33 
* * * 
u 33 
34 • * * u 34 35 









* * w M 37 38 
* * * 
Q 38 
39 
* * * 
p 39 
40 
* * • * 
p 40 
41 
* ** * * w p * * 41 42 















* * * 
u 
* • 45 46 
** ** * 
p 46 
47 
* ** * 
p 
* * * 
47 
48 
* * * * 
p 48 
49 
* ** * 
p 49 
50 
* * * 
p 50 
51 
* * ** * 
w p 51 
52 









54 • * * • p • 54 55 
* * * u 55 56 • •• • u * 56 57 




** * w u 58 59 
* * * u * ** 59 60 
* * * u * 60 61 
** ** * u * 61 62 
* ** * T * 62 63 • * * w u * 63 64 
* * * w u * 64 65 
* * w M • 65 66 





* ** * u * 67 68 
* * 
• w u 68 
69 
* * 
w u 69 
70 
* * * * * 
w u 70 
71 
* ** * 
T 71 
72 
* * ** * * w T 72 73 
* * * T 73 74 





* * * * * 
w V 75 
76 
* * w M * 76 77 
* * UPT 77 78 








* * * u •• 80 81 
* * * u T 81 82 • * • ** * w u 82 83 
* * • * w u 83 84 • • • • M 84 85 * • * * u * 85 86 •• * • w u 86 87 • • • * u * 87 88 





* ** * * u * 89 90 





* • * w p M * 91 92 
* * w R 92 93 •• * * R 93 94 
* * * 
u 94 
95 
* * * 




* • • u 96 97 • * • T 97 98 
* • * • w u • 98 99 
* * • • w u 99 100 
* * ** * u * 100 
0 ••••••••• 1 ••••••••• 2 ••••••••• 3 
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101 














* * * 
p 104 
1 05 
* * * 
u 
* 105 106 
* * ** * * * * 





* * * 
u 108 
109 
* * * * 
p 109 
110 
* * * 
p 110 
111 
* * * 
p 111 
112 
** * * 
p 112 
113 
* * * * 
X 113 
114 
** * * 
p 114 
115 
** * * 
X 115 
116 
* * * 
u 116 
117 
* * * 
u 117 
118 
* * * 
u 118 
119 
* * * 
T 119 
120 
* * * * 
u 120 
121 






* * * * * w u * 123 124 
* * * w u * 12 .. 125 
* * * * u * 125 1 26 




* ** * 
p 127 
128 
* ** * 
p 128 
129 
* ** * 
p 129 
130 
** * * * 
UP X 130 
1 31 
** * * * 
UP X 131 
132 
** * * * 
UP X 132 
133 
* ** * * 
T 133 
134 
* * * * w u * 134 135 
* * * * 
u 
* 135 136 
* * * * 
V 136 
137 
* * * * 
T 137 
138 
* * ** * 
T 138 
139 
* * ** * * 
p 139 
140 
* * * 
p 140 
141 
** * ** * * w p M * * 141 14? 
* * * 
u 142 
143 
* * * * 
w u 143 
144 
* * * 
w u 1',4 
145 
* * * ** 
p 145 
146 
* * * * 
u 
* 146 147 





* * * 
UP 148 149 
* * * 
UP 149 
150 
* * * 
p 150 
1 51 
* * * 
u 151 
152 
* * * 
X 152 
1 53 
* * * 
X 153 154 
* * * 
T 154 
155 
* * * 
u 155 
156 
* * * 
u 156 
157 
* * * u 157 158 
* * w T 158 159 
* * w T 159 160 
* * w u 160 161 
* * w u 161 162 
* * w u 162 163 
* * * w T 163 164 
* * * 
w u 16 .. 
165 
* * w u 165 166 
* * ** 
T 166 
167 
* * * 
T 167 
168 
* ** * 
p 168 169 
* ** * 
p 169 1 70 
* * * 
w u 170 
171 
* * * w u * * * 171 l 72 
* * * 
w u 
* 172 173 
* * * 
w u 
* 173 l 74 
* * * T 174 175 
* * * w u * 175 1 76 
* * * 
w u 176 177 
* * w u * 177 1 78 
* * * w u * 178 179 




* * * 
w u 
* 180 181 
* * * ** * w u * 181 182 
* * * u 182 183 
* * * 
p 183 184 
* * * u 184 185 




* * ** w u * 186 187 
* * * w u * 187 188 
** * * w u * 188 189 
* * w u * 189 190 
** * w u * 190 191 
* * w u * 191 192 




** * • 
p 193 194 
* ** * • u 194 195 
* * w u 195 196 
* * w u 196 197 • • w u 197 198 
* * • p • • 198 199 • * * • w M • 199 200 




0 ••••••••• 1 ••••••••• 2 •••••••• ,3 
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201 * * * w 
M * 201 
2 02 * * ** w M * * 
202 
203 * * * * w u 
203 
204 
* * ** 
w UPT 204 
205 
* * * * 
w u * 
205 
206 * * * 
p 206 
207 * ** * 
p 207 
208 
* * * 
p 208 
209 * * * * 
p 209 
210 
* * * 
p 210 
211 * * * 
p 
* * * 
211 
212 * ** * * 
p 212 
213 * * * 
p 213 
214 * * * * 
p 214 
215 * * * ** 
p 215 




217 * * * 
U T * * 217 
2 18 * * * * 
p 218 
219 * * * 
p 219 
220 * * * 
p 220 
221 * * * * 
u 221 
2 22 * * * * 
u * * 
222 
2 23 
* * * 
w u 223 
224 
* ** * 
T 224 
l25 
* * * * 
w u 225 
226 * * * w 
u 226 
227 * * * 
X 227 
228 * * w 
p 228 
229 * * * * 
u * 
229 
230 * * * * u * 
230 
231 * * * * * w 
V 231 
232 * * * 
X 232 
2 33 * * * 
X 233 
234 * * * w u 
234 
2 35 * * * * 
u 235 
236 * * * * 
w u * 
236 
237 * * * * w 
V * 237 
2 38 * * * * * * w 
u VO * * * 238 
239 * * * u ** * 
239 
240 * * 
p * * * 
240 
2 41 * * * * 
w u * 
241 
2 42 * * ** 
u 242 
243 
* * * 
u 243 
244 * * * 
u 244 
245 * * ** * w u 
245 
246 * * * u 
246 
247 
* * * 
w 247 
24~ * * ** * 
p 248 
249 * * * * * * w 
u 249 
250 * * ** ** * w 
T 250 
251 * ** ** * * w 
p 251 
2 52 * * * 
u 252 
2 53 * * * u 
253 
2 54 * ** * * 
X 254 





w u 256 
257 * * * w u 
257 








260 * * * 
u 260 
261 * * * u 
261 
262 
* * ** * 
u 262 
263 * * * u 
263 
264 * * * 
p 
* * * 
264 
2 65 * * * 
UPT 265 
266 * * ** 
u * 
266 
2 67 * * * * u 
267 
268 * * * 
w V 268 
269 * * * 
T 269 
270 * * * * 
UP X 270 
271 * * * * 
p 271 
2 72 * * * * 
X 272 
273 * ** 
UPT 273 
274 * * * * * * 
p 274 
2 75 * * * 
p 275 
276 * * * * " 
276 
277 * ** * 
w T * 277 
278 * ** * w 
T * 278 
279 * * * * w u * 
279 
280 * * * w 
T 280 
281 * * * w " 
X 281 
282 * * * * 
p 282 
283 * * * 
w u 283 
284 * * * * 
p 284 
2 85 
* * * 
p X 285 
2 86 * ** * 
u * 286 
287 * * 
u T * 
287 
288 * * * * ** * w 
T 288 
289 * * 
w u 289 
2 90 * • * 
p 290 
291 * * * * w 
p 291 
292 ** * w U T 
292 
293 * ** ** * 
w u ** 
293 
294 * * * 
p * 
294 
295 * * * 
UPT X * 295 




* W UPT X 297 
2 98 * * * 
u 298 
299 * * * w u 
299 
300 
* * * 
u 300 
0., •• 0.,,.1 ••••••••• 2., •• 0,,,,3 -CATIONS- --ANIONS-- ZGSANMCCFTF MS NCBCM 
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301 





* * * 
w u 302 
303 
* * * * * 
u 303 
304 
* * * * u * 304 305 
* * * * 
u 
* 305 306 










* * * * 
p 308 
309 
* * * 
T 309 
310 
* * * 
T 310 
311 
* * * 
w 311 
312 
* * * * * * 
u 
* 312 313 





* * * * 
p 314 
315 
* * * 
p 315 
316 
* * * ** * 
p 316 
317 





* * ** * 
w u 318 
319 





* * * 
u 320 
321 
* * * 
u 321 
3 22 
* * * * 
u 322 
323 
* ** * * * 
u 323 
324 
* * * 
p 324 
325 
* * * 
u 325 
326 





* * * 
p 327 
328 
* * * 
p 328 
3 29 
* * ** * * w u 329 3 30 
* * * 
p 330 
3 31 
* * * * w u * 331 332 
* * * 
u 332 
333 
* ** * 
T 333 
3 34 















* * * w M * 337 338 
* * * ** * w M * 338 3 39 
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